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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the nature, operation and development of Roman rule in the Greek 

East during the second and ftrst centuries BCE through the communications between 

states preserved in the epigraphic record. Using Roman senate decrees, letters of 

magistrates and laws, and Greek civic decrees, it addresses the questions of how the 

Romans and their Greek subjects mutually understood Roman rule and why the Greeks, 

whose political traditions valued autonomy, came to accept subordination into the 

Romans' imperial state. An investigation into the provincial system of the Roman empire 

- the institutional and administrative apparatus of the imperial state - reveals its limited 

arrangement and reliance to a great degree on local civic autonomy. In fact, the 

documents of state demonstrate the broader significance of freedom in Greco-Roman 

relations: more than simply propaganda or political sloganeering, it was a central political 

discourse whose normative values and rules circumscribed relations between Rome and 

the pole is of the East, complementing the limited structural arrangement of the empire 

itself, while also directing and constraining the actions of ruler and ruled. These actions 

are preserved in the state documents - actual artifacts of the transaction of empire - and 

reveal a dynamic, interactive empire. With reciprocity as the mode of interaction, this 

interactive empire operated through interstate benefactions, and social relationships like 

friendship and patronage that allowed Greek cities to negotiate their positions with Rome 

and de-problematize Roman authority as consistent with the traditional autonomy of the 

polis. Through these communications, the Romans and Greeks reached a consensus 

about the nature and operation of their relationship such that a Greek city-state in the ftrst 

century could rationally declare war on behalf of both Roman hegemony and Greek 

freedom. 
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- INTRODUCTION -

0.1: AlMS AND CONTEXT 

This study broadly concerns the nature, operation and development of Roman rule 

in the Greek East during the second and first centuries BCE. 1 It seeks to address the 

questions ofhow the Romans and their Greek subjects understood this ~yc:}lov{a 

(hegemony) or imperium, and in what manner it worked so that the Greeks, whose 

political traditions greatly valued freedom, came to accept subordination in the Romans' 

imperial state. This sort of investigation has a long pedigree: Polybius, writing in the 

mid-second century, had already undertaken to explain for his readers "how and under 

what sort of government the Romans, in less than fifty-three years (i.e. 220-167), 

managed to subject nearly the whole of the inhabited world to their sole govemment."2 

Modem scholars have approached the topic from a variety of perspectives: historical 

surveys,3 studies on the structural apparatus ofRoman government,4 works on extra-legal 

1 All dates are BCE unless otherwise indicated. 
2 Polyb. 1.1.5 (text at Chapter 1 n. 8). On his success, see the differing views of M. Holleaux, 

Rome, Ia Grece et les monarchies hellenistiques (Paris 1921) and F. Walbank, "Polybius and Rome's 
Eastern Policy" JRS 53 (1963), 1-13; P. Derow, "Polybius, Rome, and the Greek East" JRS 69 (1979), 1-
15. See below, p. 31. 

3 V. Chapot, La province romaine proconsulaire d 'Asie (Paris 1904 ); S. Accame, II dominio 
romano in Grecia (Rome 1946); D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton 1950); S. Alcock, 
Graeca Capta (Cambridge 1993); S. Mitchell, Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor (Oxford 
1993 ); M. Majbom, Eager to be Roman: Greek Responses to Roman Rule in Pontus and Bithynia (London 
2009); cfJ. Richardson, Hispaniae: Spain and the Development of Roman Imperialism (Cambridge 1986), 
though from the perspective of the western provinces, an important work on the Roman republican empire 
of this period. 

4 E. Person, Essai sur /'administration des provinces romaines sous Ia republique (Paris 1878); J. 
Marquardt, Riimische Staatsverwaltung (Leipzig 1881-84); W. Arnold, The Roman System of Provincial 
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interstate relations, 5 attempts to divine the Romans' motivations, 6 or their policy. 7 Key 

recent studies have been particularly sensitive to the Romano-centric perspective of many 

of these works and have attempted to demonstrate the degree to which Rome had to adapt 

itself to local conditions and institutions. 8 Indeed, profitable studies of the Romans' 

hegemony have come from the perspective of the Greek city-state (polis; pl. poleis) 

during this period and the effects of Roman rule on its institutions and identity. 9 

The present study reflects this more recent trend; however, it differs in exploring 

how Roman authority was viewed by both the Romans and the Greek city-states, and in 

this way seeks to uncover the complexities and dynamics of their relationship. That is, 

we are concerned with investigating how the two sides in the second and first centuries 

understood their relationship, how they expressed it, and how it was transacted, to 

Administration (Oxford 1906); E. Taubler, ImperiumRomanum (Berlin 1913); G.H. Stevenson, Roman 
Provincial Administration (Oxford 1939); A. Lintott, Imperium Romanum: Politics and Administration 
(Oxford 1993). 

5 W. Dahlheim, Strucktur und Entwicklung des romischen Volkerrechts (Munich 1968); E. Badian, 
Foreign Clientelai (Oxford 1984); Gruen, HWCR, esp. 1.13-202. 

6 E. Badian, Roman Imperialism in the Late Republic2 (Ithaca 1971 ); W. Harris, War and 
Imperialism (Oxford 1985); P. Brunt, "Laus Imperii" in P. Garnsey and C. Whittaker (eds.), Imperialism in 
the Ancient World (Cambridge 1978), 159-191. 

7 M. Holleaux, Rome, Ia Grece et les monarchies (Paris 1935); W. Dahlheim, Gewalt und 
Herrschaft (Berlin 1977); AN. Sherwin-White, Roman Foreign Policy in the Greek East (London 1984); 
Badian, Titus Quinctius Flamininus: Philhellenism and Realpolitik (Cincinnati 1970); R. Kallet-Marx, 
Hegemony to Empire (Berkeley 1995); A. Eckstein, Rome Enters the Greek East (Oxford 2008). 

8 Cl. Nicolet, Rome et Ia conquete du monde mediterraneen (Paris 1970); E. Gruen, The 
Hellenistic World and the Coming of Rome (Berkeley 1984); J.-L. Ferrary, Philhelh!nisme et Imperialisme 
(Rome 1988); S. Alcock, Graecia Capta (Oxford 1993), R. Kallet-Marx, Hegemony to Empire (Berkeley 
1995). 

9 A. Reuss, Stadt und Herrscher des Hellenismus (Leipzig 193 7); AH.M. Jones, The Greek City 
from Alexander to Justinian (Oxford 1940); E. Gruen, "The Polis in the Hellenistic World" in R. Rosen and 
J.Ferrell (eds.), Nomodeiktes (Ann Arbor 1993), 339-354; Ph. Gauthier (1993), "Les Cites hellenistiques" 
in M. Hansen (ed.), The Ancient Greek City-State (Copenhagen 1993), 211-231; J. Ma, Antiochos III 
(Oxford 1999); J.-L. Ferrary, "Rome et les cites grecques d' Asie Mineure au lie siecle" in A Bresson and 
R Descat (eds.), Les cites d'Asie Mineure occidentale (Paris 2001), 93-106; C. Brelaz, La Securite 
publique en Asie Mineure (Basel 2005). 

2 
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provide both a context and basis for the development and operation of Roman authority 

in and over the poleis of the East (i.e. mainland Greece, the Aegean islands, and Asia 

Minor). 

For this purpose, traditional literary sources pose three distinct problems: first, 

with the exception ofPolybius, the majority of accounts ofthe period before the Late 

Republic are not contemporary, but removed by generations if not centuries from the time 

of the events. This temporal dislocation obviously poses difficulties for an investigation 

of our sort: the details become less precise and the interaction described- its actors, 

arrangement, and language - must be considered in light of the practices and expectations 

of the author's own time. Secondly, that these actions are mediated through the author in 

many ways makes them indissoluble from his own motives, objectives, bias, 

idiosyncrasies, etc, and reflect his choice of what is important to relate and how the facts 

are best presented. Thirdly, in deciding what to relate to posterity, an author rarely 

chooses the voice of the ruled over that of the ruler; thus in nearly every instance, the 

historical narratives that have come down to us today were written by the rulers, or 

concerned with the perspective of the rulers. As one scholar has put it: 

We do not have, or we have only exceptionally, the discourse of the ruled - and 
when we have it, it is in the historiography of the rulers, with their perspective, 
their stereotypes and possibly inappropriately used in a way that mediates the 
discourse of the ruled to their own purposes. 10 

10 E. Frezouls, "La perception des rapports gouvernants/gouvernes ala fin de la n!publique: 
quleques exemples" in E. Harmon ( ed. ), Gouvernantes et Gouvernees dans I 'Imperium Romanum (Laval 
1991), 95: "nous n'avons pas, ou nous n'avons qu'exceptionnellement le discours de gouvernes- et quand 
nous l'avons, c'est dans l'historiographie des gouvernants, avec leur regard, leur stereotypes et 
eventuellement l'usage detourne qu'ils font du discours des gouvernes, a des fins qui leur son propres". 

3 
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Even our best source for the period, Polybius, observed and discussed the interaction of 

Rome and the Greek cities through the eyes of an analyst teleologically selecting and 

presenting the events that brought Rome to dominate the East. 11 

While our study must necessarily draw on Polybius and other literary sources 

from time to time, our principal evidence is a dossier of over two hundred state 

documents preserved in the epigraphic record, primarily on marble stones from mainland 

Greece and Asia Minor. 12 These are, on the Roman side, senate decrees, letters of 

magistrates, as well as laws and treaties, and, on the Greek side, civic decrees, honorary 

decrees, and dedications. 13 These sources, of course, are not without their limitations and 

drawbacks. 14 Inscriptions are sources that have survived through good fortune, rarely 

through a conscious act of preservation, and as such we cannot always be sure of their 

importance and always risk over- or (less often) under-estimating their value. Further, 

their survival through historical vicissitudes means that we do not necessarily have a 

representative geographic and temporal distribution, and the evidence can appear patchy 

and unbalanced. The nature of the evidence, too, can be problematic since a public 

document of the Romans or of a Greek polis presents a singular voice ofthe people 

11 On Polybius, see especially the various essays collected in F. Walbank, Polybius, Rome and the 
Hellenistic World: Essays and Reflections (Cambridge 2002). 

12 I have not endeavoured to present a complete corpus of these documents. Many of the Roman 
documents are collected in R. Sherk, Roman Documents of the Greek East (Baltimore 1969) and M. 
Crawford ( ed. ), Roman Statues (London 1996), while the Greek documents can be found in collections 
such as R. Cagnat, Inscriptiones Graecae ad res Romanas pertinentes (Paris 1911-1927), the series 
Inschriften griechischer Stiidte aus Kleinasien (Bonn), and corpora like W. Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci 
Inscriptiones Selectae (Leipzig 1903-1905), and idem, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum3 (Leipzig 1915-
1924 ). Updates and new material can be found in the lemmata of Supplement~m Epigraphicum Graecum, 
L 'Annee Epigraphique and the Bulletin Epigraphique published in Revue des Etudes Grecques. 

13 See below, p. 21 for more on the arrangement and language of these documents. 

14 On epigraphy as a source, see L. Robert, "L'epigraphie" in C. Samaran, l'Histoire et ses 
methodes (Paris 1961), 453-497; F. Millar, "Epigraphy" in idem, Rome, the Greek World and the East, 
(North Carolina 2002 [1983]), vol. 1, 39-83; treated briefly in Ma, Antiochos III, 19-21. 

4 
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without presenting the various opinions of differing groups that make up the populus or 

the demos. Finally, the content of these decrees is almost universally positive: cities 

naturally chose only to publish and memorialize decisions that were advantageous to 

them, and as a result epigraphic evidence typically cannot speak to either unsuccessful 

communications or decisions that were made against a city. 15 

Nevertheless, these limitations should not be exaggerated, and the unique 

possibilities presented by such evidence must also be highlighted. The patchy nature of 

the documents, for example, is not dissimilar to most other historical material and is 

compensated by the size and temporal and geographic diversity of our dossier. The 

documents preserved in the epigraphic record, moreover, can be said to represent issues 

and decisions that were important to the community (if not always to the modem 

historian) by virtue ofhaving been purposefully selected by communities to be 

committed to stone - a laborious and expensive undertaking - and to be published in a 

prominent civic space. And while the singular voice of these documents does naturally 

obscure domestic political dissent, our study is concerned with the ways in which states, 

as singular collectives of individuals and discrete historical actors, communicated with 

one another and is less concerned with dynamics within states. Similarly, the almost 

universally positive perspective of the preserved state documents does not take anything 

away from the successful transactions of empire performed in and by them, and these 

positive perspectives can be balanced by recourse to the literary record. 

15 Notable exceptions: Aphrod 13; RDGE 15. For a discussion of unsuccessful interstate 
interactions, see T.C. Brennen, "Embassies Gone Wrong: Roman Diplomacy in the Constantinian Excerpta 
de Legitationibus" in C. Eilers (ed.), Diplomats and Diplomacy (Leiden 2009), 172-207. 
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More significantly, these epigraphic sources have the virtues ofboth historical 

immediacy and representing the unmediated voice ofboth ruler and ruled. They are 

documents in the name of and, more importantly, produced by the historical agents (i.e. 

the states themselves or their agents), that address a variety of different issues to give an 

immediate, unmediated and authentic, and varied perspective of the operation ofRoman 

hegemonia. They are, furthermore, the actual language in which states spoke to one 

another and to that extent are not just a record, but an actual artifact of the interaction 

between ruler and ruled, ofthe transaction of Roman hegemonia. As artifacts, these 

texts, and the language used in them, did more than just represent and mirror the 

conditions of empire, they actually constituted it. In this epigraphic dossier, then, we can 

observe not just how the Romans and Greek poleis discussed their relations, but witness 

and analyze their actual interactions. The dossier of state documents, therefore, 

constitutes the best evidence for the dynamics of empire as an interaction between ruler 

and ruled. 

0.2: THE INSPIRATION: AN EPHESIAN DECREE AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE 

The present study is inspired by - indeed in many ways it is an extended 

meditation on - one of these decrees, an intriguing pronouncement of the city-state of 

Ephesus passed in 86 declaring war on king Mithridates VI ofPontus. The document 

raises a multitude of questions about the Romans' rule in the East while hinting at its 

nuance and complexity: 

[Whereas] the people have preserved toward the Romans, common [benefactors], 
their ancestral goodwill and have enthusiastically agreed to all their requests, 
Mithridates (VI), King of Cappadocia, having violated the treaty with the 
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Romans and having assembled his forces, attempted to become master of land 
not belonging to him; after first seizing the cities lying in front of us, he 
deceitfully gained control over our city too, overwhelming us by the magnitude 
of his forces and by the unexpectedness of his assault. But our people, 
preserving from the beginning its goodwill toward the Romans, and having now 
the opportunity to help the common interest, have decided to declare war against 
Mithridates on behalf of the hegemonia of the Romans and the common 
freedom, and all the citizens have unanimously given themselves up to struggle 
for these (goals). It has been decreed, therefore, by the people, as the matter 
relates to war and the protection, safety and security of the temple of Artemis, the 
city and the countryside, that the strategoi and the secretary of the council and 
the proedroi present a decree straightaway about both suitable rewards and what 
the people has decided. 16 

The context of the decree is the First Mithridatic War (89-85)- a clear instance of the 

breakdown ofRoman authority over the poleis of the East during this period17
- a war 

that saw the massacre of tens or perhaps hundreds of thousands of Romans and Italians 

by their subjects in the province of Asia, many of whom sided with, or quickly 

capitulated to, Mithridates as he marched through the province setting up satrapies, 

16 l.Eph. 8 (= SJG3 742), lines 1-19: [--- ETIEtO~, lOU o£ o~~ou I cpuMcrcrov]ro<;r~v npo<; 
'Pw~aiov<; rou<; KO[ tVOU<; ElJEpy£m<;? naiA.atav ElJV ]otav Kat £v nO:crtv TOt<; £mmcrcro~£[ Vot<; npo9u~w<; I 
TIEt9apx]ouvm<; · Mt9paOUrY]<; KannaOoKi[a<; 0acrtAEU<; napal0a<; nx<; n]po<; 'Pw~a{ou<; cruv9~Ka<; Kat 
cruvayayw[v ra<; ouva~Et<; £11nExEipY]]GEV KUpto<; YEVEcr9at rij<; ~Y]9£v eaurwt npo[crY]KOUGY]<; I xwpa]<;, Kat 
npoKamA.a06~EVO<; ra<; npoKEt~Eva<; ~~wv n6[A.Et<; alnar]n EKpUTY]GEV Kat rij<; ~~w~pa<; TIOAEW<;, 
KamTIAY]~a~EVO<; I [rwt] tE nA.~9Et<; rwv ouva~EWV Kat rwt anoOOK~TWt rij<; £m0oA.ij<;·l [6] o£ oij~o<; ~~wv 
ano rij<; apxf\<; cruvcpuMcrcrwv r~v npo<; 'Pw~aillou<; EUVOtav, EGXY]KW<; Katpov npo<; TO 0oY]9EtV rot<; KOtVOt<; 
npawalcrtv KEKptKEV avaOEt~at rov npo<; Mt9pa00:n]V TIOAE~OV un£p I TE rij<; 'Pw~aiwv ~YE~ovia<; Kat rij<; 
KOtVfj<; EAEU9Epta<;, 6~ol9u~aoov navrwv rwv TIOA.tLWV EntOEOWKOtWV eaumu<; Ei<; TOU[<; I n]Ept TOUTWV 
aywva<;. Oto OE06x9at rwt o~~Wt, rou npawam<; [a]llv~KOVTO<; El<; TE rov TIOAE~OV Kat Ei<; ~v q>UA<XK~V 
Kat acrcpO:A.aav Ka[t] I crwrY]piav rouTE tEpou rij<; 'Apr£~ tOO<; Kat rij<; TIOAEW<; K<Xt tY]<; xwl[p]a<;, TOU<; 
crrpar11you<; Kat rov ypa~~ar£a rij<; pouA.ij<; K<Xt rou<; I npo£opou<; EicrEvEyKEtv ljJ~q>t~a napaxpfl~a Kat 
nEpt q>tAav9pwnwv I [K]a96n cru~q>EpEtV K<Xt nEpt TOUTOU OtEAa0Ev 6 oij~o<;. There follows another forty 
three lines recording the subsequent decree of the council outlining the privileges that would be awarded to 
those who fought against Mithridates, which included debt relief or cancellation, and/or the elevation of 
civic status. 

17 Detailed discussions of the First Mithridatic War can be found in Th. Reinach, Mithridates 
Eupator: Konig von Pontos (Leipzig 1895); Magie, RRAMI, 199-231; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 93-142; 
B.C. McGing, The Foreign Policy of Mithridates VI Eupator (Leiden 1986); Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 152-
158; F. de Callatay, L 'histoire des guerres Mithridatiques vue par les monnaies (Louvain-la-Neuve 1997). 
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appointing royal officials, and even minting coins in cities of the Roman province. 18 The 

Ephesians themselves (though they are silent on the matter in their decree) initially 

welcomed Mithridates, toppling statues ofRomans, destroying or stealing their 

dedications, and even going so far as to chase down and kill some who had taken 

sanctuary in the inviolate temple of Artemis. 19 

The background to the decree, then, raises questions about the Romans' rule over 

their subjects, particularly its structural arrangement- those institutions put in place for 

the administrative, fmancial and judicial operation of rule, which, it seems, were so 

quickly overthrown or disregarded by cities ofthe province. In light of the decree, we 

might inquire as to the precise nature of these arrangements; for while the city claimed to 

have made war against Mithridates for the ~yqwv{a of the Romans, its decree makes no 

mention of any imperial structures. Indeed, despite the fact that Ephesus was situated 

within (was perhaps even the effective capital city of) the Romans' province of Asia, 20 

which is traditionally held to have been part of the Romans' empire since being organized 

by M.' Aquillius forty years earlier, the Ephesians make no reference to Roman 

18 The so-called 'Italian Massacre' or 'Asian Vespers' is amply attested in the ancient sources: 
Livy Per. 78; App. Mith. 22.2-3, 23; Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 7; Flac. 60; Vell.Pat. 2.18.1-2; Cass.Dio. frgs 
101, 109.8; Mernnon 31.4; Val.Max. 9.2. ext. 3; Plut. Sui/. 24.4; Oros. 6.2.2; Florus 1.40.7; Eutrop. 5.5.2; 
de vir. ill. 76.3. (Note, however, that since Mithridates granted immunity, as well as a portion ofthe 
victim's property to the murderer, the event is more properly a proscription- similar to that carried out by 
Sulla on his enemies in Rome five years later.). Valerius Maximus and Mernnon record the casualties at 
80,000, Plutarch at 150,000. 

19 App. Mith. 10, 21, 23; Cic. Flacc. 57, 60; Diod. 37.26; Justin 38.3.8. On the inviolability 
(acru.A.ia) of the temple of Artemis, seeK. Rigsby, Asylia: Territorial Inviolability in the Hellenistic World 
(Berkeley 1996), 385-393. Note that the harsh literary account of Ephesus is balanced somewhat by an 
inscription ofNysa (S/G3 741, lines 27-39 =Wells, RC 74), which relates that one of their citizens, 
Chaeremon, who actively aided the Romans during this period and earned a bounty on his head from 
Mithridates, was able to carry out his pro-Roman activities from the Temple of Artemis in Ephesus. 

20 Ephesus as capital city: K. Rigsby, "Provincia Asia" TAPhA 118 (1988), 13 7-141; cf. R. 
Haensch, Capita Provinciarum (Mainz am Rhein 1997), 312-317, who is less certain. On the organization 
of the province of Asia, see Chapter 1, passim. 
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administrators, institutions, laws, or anything else that might indicate systemic Roman 

control. This is perhaps unexpected given what would seem to be one of the aims of the 

Ephesians' decree, viz. to explain their earlier capitulation to the Pontic king and convey 

their unfailing devotion to Rome. In any case, the result is that while Ephesus speaks 

openly of Roman authority or rule, it does not express the operation of that ~Y£llovia 

'Pwjlaiwv in terms of the structural apparatus ofthe imperial state- by which I mean that 

political entity greater than the res publica (Rome) itself, that Romans of the Late 

Republic spoke of as the imperium Romanum, which comprised cities arranged into 

provinces (provinciae) subject to Roman officials and their legal decisions, and who paid 

tribute annually to the city ofRome. 21 The Ephesians give no indication ofthe formal 

mechanisms by which the Romans exercised their power. In fact, had the decree not 

explicitly mentioned ~Y£llovia 'Pwjlaiwv would we have known that Ephesus was part of 

the Romans' empire, and could we have any idea that Rome had an imperial state?22 

Ephesus does, of course, claim to have "agreed to all the requests" of the Romans, 

and to that extent does elaborate somewhat on its subordination to Roman authority. 23 

Here the context ofthe expression is important: it is made amidst descriptions ofthe 

Romans as benefactors and the city's own long-standing goodwill (~:uv01a) toward 

21 On the language of imperium Romanum, see Richardson, Language of Empire (Cambridge 
2008). 

22 Admittedly the Ephesians claim to have "complied in all cases with what was instructed of 
them" (£v mxow tot~ £mracrcro~£[vot~ npoeu~w~ nc:t9apx]ouvro~, lines 2-3), which speaks to the quality of 
the subordination to Rome, though not its arrangement. 

23 Lines 2-3. The text is unfortunately lacunose here, though the implication seems clear. 
Wilhelm's suggested reconstruction, adopted by Wankel for I.Eph. 8 (given above n. 16) seems most 
likely, however Hiller von Gaertringen's (SIG3 742) suggestion of[cru~<ppov]ouvto<; cannot be ruled out 
entirely. 
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them.24 It would seem that the Ephesians' obedience to Rome is tied up in some way 

with (unrecorded) Roman benefactions and their own goodwill. In stark contrast, 

Mithridates, whom the Ephesians regard as not just a king but a master ( Kuptoc:;), is 

described as using fear (KaranAJ1~a~u::voc:;), trickery ([arrarn], or similar) and force 

(Mva~nc:;, E:m~oA.~) to subjugate lands that did not belong to him. 25 The difference in 

characterization, of course, is tendentious - Ephesus is turning away from Mithridates 

and siding with the Romans, after all - but it is significant that Ephesus frames its 

opposition to Mithridates, and by contrast its obedience to Rome, in terms of universal 

freedom (Kotva E:A.cu8Epia). 

This claim of the Ephesians to have waged war for both the ~yEpovia 'Pwpaiwv 

and the Kotva E:A.cu8Ep{a is the most striking passage in the decree. On first reading, it 

seems paradoxical, contradictory, or even irrational. And yet the silence of the decree on 

the arrangement of the Roman imperial state and the characterization of Roman power 

hints at something more complex. The agents of government in the decree are local civic 

institutions and magistrates, who deliberate and legislate their own domestic and foreign 

actions. Furthermore, it is also clear that despite being in the Romans' provincia Asia, 

Ephesus was obliged to defend itself- or, more precisely, its residents were exhorted to 

protect the temples, city and countryside (no mention of the provincia Asia). 

One might suppose that the Ephesians' claim to simultaneously fight for their 

independence and subordination is simply rhetoric. On this reading, the city is making a 

desperate attempt to sycophantically reaffrrm its commitment to the Romans' power and 

24 Lines 1-3. 
25 Lines 6-10. 
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authority by speaking of a ~yq.tOv{a 'Pw}la{wv,26 and with Kotva £.Aw8£pia only 

parroting the slogan of Greek freedom, which is mere political propaganda. Yet it was 

more than just rhetoric to the Ephesians, for whom, it is clear, to fight for Roman 

hegemony and Greek freedom was both possible and desirable. 

In order to understand the claim, we must approach these documents with a 

greater level of sensitivity to things like meaning, intent, and mutual understanding, 

applying what Ma has referred to as a ''text-aware" approach. As he describes it, 

(Applying) a 'text-aware' approach to the documentary material (is) taking the 
inscriptions seriously as texts, whose language matters to us as interpreters, 
because it mattered to the power actors who uttered them. This approach seeks 
out meanings, implications, and ideology, to be explored and teased out by close 
readings. 27 

For us, this means that we must take seriously the Ephesians' claim to fight on behalf of 

both Roman hegemony and Greek freedom, accept that the city was not irrational in its 

claim to fight for both, and instead ask what they meant by it. 

To explore this is to explore the world of state communications between the poleis 

of the Greek East and the Romans. These communications are sometimes an artifact of a 

directly dialogic communication, such as the accounts typically found in Roman senate 

decrees and magisterial letters, which preserve for us not only the Romans' response to 

an embassy, but regularly also the petition of the foreign envoys to whom they are 

responding. 28 But we should not limit our investigation only to such direct 

communications; there are other forms of state communication that constituted the 

26 E.g. Magie, RRAMI.224-225. 
27 Ma, Antiochos III, 19-20. In this passage, Ma has used the term 'ideology' in something of the 

colloquial rather than technical sense, on which see below p. 18. 
28 On the structure of these documents, see below p. 21. For more on petition-response model of 

interaction, see the seminal work by F. Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World (London 1977), discussed 
at greater length in Chapter 3. 
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transactions between Rome and the Greek pole is. Greek civic decrees are part of 

interstate relations in so far as they might be made in response to an earlier Roman action 

-such as an Athenian decree entrusting, in response to an earlier Roman senate decree, 

the administration of the Serapeion on Delos to Demetrius ofRheneas;29 or may broadly 

be said to take account of the Romans - such as an Oropian honorary decree recording 

their envoy's warning to the Achaean League not to mistreat a friend of Rome, however 

small; 30 or are to be communicated to Rome- as when the Aphrodisians passed a decree 

to send troops to support an embattled Roman general and sent envoys along to inform 

him oftheir decree.31 In each ofthese cases, we fmd Greekpoleis and the Roman res 

publica using the same political language and discourses, demonstrating the same 

knowledge base, and to that extent communicating and interacting in a larger interstate 

world.32 

Thus the Ephesian decree speaks not only of the Romans (claiming to wage war on 

their behalf and look to their interests), but also to the Romans (asserting the Ephesians' 

goodwill toward them and justifying their earlier capitulation to Mithridates), employing 

political discourses like freedom, and, most significantly, framing its action as part of a 

series of interactions with the Romans whose past benefactions (unrecorded though 

29 RDGE 5, lines 1-14. 
30 SIG3 675, lines 8-12, 20-22 (text at Chapter 3, n. 56). Here the text makes implications, 

assumptions, and expectations of the Romans and, Oropous even provokes the Achaeans in the name of 
Rome. 

31 Aphrod. 2. Discussed below, p. 196. 
32 Though he uses different language, F. Millar, "Epigraphy'', in idem Rome, the Greek World and 

the East, vol. 1 (North Carolina 2002 [1983]), 39-83, encouraged students to approach these texts in the 
same way ("[they are] by far the most important surviving products of political processes"), and to that 
extent studied such documents as part of a larger political system (e.g. idem, The Emperor in the Roman 
World [London 1977]). 
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certainly implied) have motivated their long-standing goodwill, obedience, and even the 

present decision for war. The decree, furthermore, if not immediately conveyed to Rome 

by an envoy of the city, was published in the city and would contribute to their 

interactions with Rome in the future. 33 

0.3: METHODOLOGY: HABERMAS' COMMUNICATIVE INTERACTION 

Jlirgen Habermas' theory of communicative action is a useful tool for 

approaching such interactions, treating as it does language as the medium for reaching 

mutual, intersubjective understanding and thereby as a mechanism for co-ordinating 

action, and in this way drawing communication, language, meaning, and interaction into 

a general social theory. 34 Habermas takes as his starting point the notion of 

intersubjective rationality- that is, 'what is rational' is neither objective (i.e. universal, 

natural and immutable) nor subjective (i.e. individualistic, historically or socially 

contingent), but rather an understanding achieved between subject actors through the 

33 It is possible that an Ephesian dedication on the Capitol at Rome (ILS 34) directly relates to this 
text as it praises the Romans for helping with their welfare (sa/us) and preserving their ancestral freedom 
(maiorum suorum libertas). The date is uncertain, but most scholars would place it ca. 133 (thereby 
relating it to the Romans' decision to free the cities of the former Attalid kingdom) or in the present 
context, shortly after the Mithridatic war. See Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie no. 311. 

34 J. Habermas, Theory of Communicative Action (transl. by T. McCarthy; Boston 1984-1987 
[1981]), 1.95-100. The fullest expression of the theory of communicative action is to be found in TCA; a 
useful earlier iteration can be found in J. Habermas, "What is Universal Pragmatics?" in idem (ed.), 
Communication and the Evolution of Society (Boston 1979), and more mature discussion of its implications 
in J. Habermas, Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action (Cambridge, Mass. 1990 [1983]). Useful 
introductory and secondary literature in A. Homieth and H. Joas (eds), Communicative Action: Essays on 
Jurgen Habermas' 'Theory of Communicative Action' (Cambridge 1991 ), W. Outhwaite, Habermas: A 
Critical Introduction (Stanford 1994) and E. Eriksen and J. Wiegard, Understanding Habermas: 
Communicative Action and Deliberative Democracy (New York 2003). 
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process of communication. 35 Using this understanding of communicative rationality we 

are not at liberty to criticize the Ephesians' claim to fight for £Aw8Ep{a and Roman 

~YE}lOVta from some external objective sense of those terms, nor, on the other hand, view 

it simply as subjective; it must be understood as a part of the larger interstate 

communication of the Hellenistic world and particular communications between the city 

and the Romans, through which its meaning was negotiated. 36 Thus closely related to 

rationality is meaning, which is likewise intersubjectively and procedurally worked out 

through language and communication: rather than trying to discern a speaker's meaning 

by looking to understand his intentions (or the intentions that he hopes to convey to his 

listener), we must instead understand meaning as something worked out between a 

speaker and hearer through the co-ordinating action of communication. 37 The question, 

then, is in fact not "what did the Ephesians mean by ~YE}lov{a and £.AEu8Ep{a?" but 

rather "how did the Ephesians (and other Hellenistic poleis) and the Romans understand 

~YE}lov{a and £.AEu8Ep{a, and how did that understanding co-ordinate their actions?" 

Communication performs this rationalizing, co-ordinating function for two 

primary reasons: (i) because, a priori, the aim of language is to bring about a shared 

understanding and reach consensus- or, in Habermas' formulation: "reaching 

35 Habermas, TCA vol. I, passim (typical of the language is p. 190), whose subtitle ("Reason and 
the Rationalization of Society") speaks to the centrality of rationality to Habermas' programme. For 
discussion, seeM. Cooke, Language and Reason (Cambridge, Mass 1994) and J. Heath, Communicative 
Action and Rational Choice (Cambridge, Mass. 2001). 

36 Thus in contrast to W eberian instrumental rationality, we can say that a rational understanding 
of Roman hegemony and Greek freedom must exist prior to its instrumental use by the Ephesians such that 
both the Ephesians and Romans must have understood these terms before the Ephesians could use them to 
their own political ends. 

3 Habermas, TCA 1.274-279. 
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understanding is the inherent telos ofhuman speech;"38 and (ii) because a communicative 

action is centred around claims to validity that both subject actors must accept in order 

for it to be successful. The first reason is straightforward enough and already implicated 

in the second, which requires a few comments. Central to this second point are so-called 

speech-acts, utterances that do not (or do not just) describe a state of affairs in the world 

but perform an action in and upon the world, such that e.g. when promising one "makes a 

promise" (i.e. a symbolic act that forms a real social condition). 39 When, for example, 

the Romans declared a city to be 'free' it was by the Senate's speech-act (by the so-called 

perlocutionary effect of its utterance) that the city became free. Habermas builds upon 

this idea by realizing that every speaker who makes a speech-act also makes a claim to 

truth and that the only way a speech-act can be understood is if its speaker and hearer 

know what makes it acceptable:40 "the speech act of one person succeeds only if the other 

accepts the offer contained in it by taking (however implicitly) a "yes" or "no" position 

on a validity claim that is in principle criticisable. "41 These validity claims are what allow 

communicative actions to produce a rationally-motivated consensus.42 Again, Habermas: 

a speaker can rationally motivate a hearer to accept his speech act offer because 
... he can assume the warranty for providing, if necessary, convincing reasons 

38 Habermas, TCA 1.287. 
39 J.L. Austin, How to Do Things with Wordi (Cambridge, Mass. 1975 [1962]); J. Searle, Speech 

Acts (Cambridge 1969). For an application of speech-act theory to the classical world, see F. Millar, The 
Emperor in the Roman World (Oxford 1977), and more recently, J. Ma, "Seleukids and Speech-Acts: 
Performative Utterances, Legitimacy and Negotiation in the World ofthe Maccabees", SCI 19 (2000), 71-
112. 

40 Even in traditional speech-act theory utterances must be "felicitous" in order to be accepted by 
the hearer. That is, they must fit expectations, conventional rules and the context, and be executed 
correctly by an appropriate actor. Austin, How to Do Things with Words, 12-45. 

41 Habermas, TCA !.287. 
42 Compare: Habermas, TCA II.120: "Coming to an understanding means that participants in 

communication reach an agreement concerning the validity of an utterance; agreement is the intersubjective 
recognition of the validity claim the speaker raises for it." 
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that would stand up to a hearer's criticisms of the validity claim. Thus a speaker 
owes the binding force of his illocutionary act not to the validity of what is said 
[per se] but to the coordinating effect of the warranty that he offers: namely, to 
redeem, if necessary, the validity claim raised with his speech act. 43 [emphasis in 
original]. 

When making a statement, a speaker is also making claims as to its real world (objective) 

truth, its normative (intersubjective) rightness, and his own (subjective) truthfulness or 

sincerity, all of which he implicitly guarantees can be justified, if challenged, by recourse 

to further discourse (below).44 These validity claims are, then, the mechanisms that 

assure that a communicative action is a mutually understood agreement, wherein both 

interlocutors have already reached a consensus on the meaning of each other's utterance, 

claim, and intent. Take, for example, a Mithridatic-era senatus consultum, in which we 

find the people of Stratonicea petitioning the Roman senate for various rights "since the 

people ... has always preserved its goodwill, loyalty and friendship with the Romans" (ll. 

36-37), and the Senate enthusiastically acceding that "the Stratoniceans have 

continuously preserved friendship, loyalty and goodwill toward the Romans in times of 

war and peace".45 Here a successful communicative action has taken place, and we can 

see that both Rome and the Stratoniceans share a mutual understanding of the meaning of 

the nebulous notions of friendship, goodwill and loyalty and their relation to certain 

rights of autonomy and immunity. 46 

43 Habermas, TCA 1.302. 
44 Habermas, TCA 1.99-100, 302-8. 
45 RDGE 18, lines 36-37: [£nei -re: 6 bflJ.Lo~ £v TWt Ka:tpwt -rfl~ e:ip~v ]f]~ cruve:-r~pfJcre:v -r~v iSfa:v 

[e:uvotav TE KO:t nfcrnv KO:t qnA.fa:v] npo~ TOV bflJ.LOV TOV 'PwJ.La:{wv; lines 77-80: [ mu~] LTp<XTOVtKEl~ T~V TE 
cptA.fa:v K[a:l. n{crnv Ka:t e:uvota:v npo~ -rov Sfl]J.LOV -rov 'PwJ.La:fwv St<x -r£A.ou~ [£v Ka:tpwt e:ip~vfJ~ noMJ.Lou -re:] 
<a>EtO"UVTETf]pf]KEVO:t. 

46 Other understood validity claims, of course, are (i) Rome's authority to issue such rights, (ii) 
Stratonicea's right to ask for them, (iii) the grounds under which such petitions are valid, (iv) the conditions 
of these rights, etc. 
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Not every communicative action is as simple as the above example, and we can 

imagine that in some instances the hearer might reject a speaker's validity claim. When a 

validity claim is rejected, interlocutors rely on discourse, which in a technical sense is not 

a synonym for language but rather a subordinate communication about communication (a 

subset of a communication in which disputes are hashed out before the communication is 

completed), to reach a rationally-motivated consensus.47 To justify their validity claims 

in these discourses, interlocutors draw on a repository of shared social understandings 

and knowledge, which Habermas refers to as the Lifeworld. 48 The Lifeworld is the social 

world- in contrast to the System or objective world- in which communication takes 

place, but also serves as the locus of shared 'taken-for-granteds' like common sense, 

common knowledge, normative values, and cultural rules. Here the speaker and hearer 

meet and, if necessary, raise claims that their utterances fit the world, criticize and 

negotiate each other's validity claims, and settle disputes in order to arrive at a mutually 

understood agreement.49 As one can never be outside the Lifeworld, every new situation 

is always already familiar and, to a great extent, preinterpreted, while through the 

discursive negotiation one is forever testing, reproducing, or generating anew the stock of 

shared knowledge. 5° 

47 Habermas, TCA 1.42. 
48 Habermas, TCA 11.124: "the lifeworld appears as a reservoir oftaken-for-granteds, of unshaken 

convictions that participants in communication draw upon in cooperative processes of interpretation." 
49 Habermas, TCA 11.125-126. 
50 Some might object that as discrete cultures, with different languages and limited interstate 

contact before the second century, the Greeks and the Roman did not share a Lifeworld. I would agree with 
this objection in principle, but would simultaneously note that Greeks and Romans did have many 
interactions before the second-century (dating back to settlement of Magna Graecia in the eighth century), 
even if not on a large scale, and that there was much similarity between these two city-state cultures, as we 
shall see e.g. in the discussion of Greek and Roman concepts of freedom (Chapter 2 § 1 ). These similarities 
made their communicative negotiations less onerous at the outset, but, in any case, our focus in this study is 
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In some sense, when we speak of ideology in a non-technical sense we are 

thinking of the Lifeworld, though Habermas' formulation has the advantage of eschewing 

the Marxist notion of ideology as an epiphenomenon of economic relations and the 

mystification of false consciousness by removing individual agency (i.e. the agent who 

can be said to 'manipulate', 'obscure', 'elide', 'obfuscate', etc. reality through ideology) 

in favour ofintersubjective and rationally-motivated consensus. 51 For heuristic purposes 

the Lifeworld can be said to share similar traits also with, e.g., Bourdieu's notion of 

habitus and doxa or Foucault's understanding of discours, though it is more 

comprehensive and universally applicable than either of these. 52 In any case, like each of 

these notions, the Lifeworld embodies the well of social knowledge - of normative 

values, conventions and rules- that is at once conservative but open to (gradual) revision, 

and that is drawn upon to coordinate action. 

When, therefore, the Ephesians made the claim to take up war against Mithridates 

for the ~yq.1.ovia 'PwJ.la{wv and the Kowa EAEU8t:pia, they intrinsically made claims to 

real-world truths and their own sincerity, and drew on the shared knowledge ofthese 

notions to make a claim to their meaning and warrant their the normative rightness. It 

exposes the normative framework ofGreco-Roman relations, furthermore, that Ephesus 

could warrant (i.e. could discursively redeem if necessary) their own autarkic authority to 

on their surviving communications from the second and first centuries, in which there was a shared 
Lifeworld whose norms and taken-for-granteds we can watch develop and evolve through these same 
communications. 

51 Standard criticism of Marxist ideology can be found in P. Rose, "Divorcing Ideology from 
Marxism and Marxisim from Ideology: Some Problems" Arethusa 39 (2006), 101-136. 

52 M. Foucault, The Order of Things (New York 1970 [1966]) and The Archaeology of Knowledge 
(London 1972 [ 1969]) (methodology), Madness and Civilization (New York 1973 [ 1961 ]), Birth of the 
Clinic (New York 1973 [1963]) (application). P. Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (Cambridge 
1977), The Logic of Practice (Stanford 1990). A helpful work to compare these various concepts is L. 
Hitchcock, Theory for Classics (New York 2008), who surprisingly omits an entry for J. Habermas. 
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declare war, given their position as a part of the Romans' hegemonia, and warrant too 

their sincerity (truthfulness) in doing so for Roman rule and Greek freedom. The 

Ephesians' claim, therefore, not only meant something to them, but was part of a larger 

discourse of freedom and the nature of Roman rule, whose meaning, norms and values 

resided in a larger social world of past experiences and know ledge -the Ephesians were 

warranting to justify their claim by drawing on the countless communicative and real-

world actions that had preceded them and made up the well of shared knowledge. Their 

speech-act, furthermore, endorsed the commonly understood meaning of these terms and 

reproduced those norms as part of the social (Life )world. It remains now to understand 

(a) what such norms and meanings were and (b) how they shaped and directed relations 

between Rome and the Greek pole is of the East such that we might understand just what 

the Romans' hegemonia was to its actors, and how it operated. 

0.4: ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

Habermas' theory of communicative action, then, provides useful conceptual tools 

for interpreting the evidence; however, as ever for the historian, the account must be true 

to the evidence and concerned with elucidating the historical case in its particularity. 53 

To that end, the frrst chapter of our study will address the real-world structures of the 

Roman imperial state - its formation, institutions, officers and constituents. Here we are 

curious as to the scope and extent of this administrative system of control and the 

53 Habermas' communicative theory does take the objective world into account: claims to truth 
and truthfulness can only be justified by recourse to states of affairs and actions in the real world. His 
larger social theory also draws a distinction between the social world (Lifeworld) and the objective world 
of structures and institutions (System). 
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institutional operation of power. As the Ephesian decree hints, this governing system 

was not as comprehensive and extensive as many historians reconstruct it; or, put another 

way, there were serious limitations to the practical exercise of Roman power over the 

provincials, and Greek cities were relied upon to largely manage their own affairs. 

Building upon this, and taking our lead again from the Ephesian text, the second 

chapter will address the notion of freedom in the development and operation of the 

Roman empire. Literary and epigraphic evidence reveals for us that 'freedom of the 

Greeks' was a central political narrative driving and shaping the interaction between ruler 

and ruled. Using Habermas' theory of communicative action and pragmatic meaning, we 

shall try to understand just what both the Romans and Greek poleis mutually understood 

by the notion of"freedom". We shall examine the language oftheir communication (the 

state documents) in order to elucidate the implicit norms and conventions (i.e. the rules) 

of the discourse of freedom. This chapter builds upon the institutional analysis of the 

imperial state, considering the grounding of the discourse in the real-world. To the extent 

that, as we shall see, 'freedom of the Greeks' was more than simply a vacant political 

slogan, we must also consider how the discourse of freedom operated (in both the 

objective and social worlds) to shape the development ofRoman authority in the East. 

Having observed the limitations ofthe institutional imperial state and the discourse 

of freedom in the Greco-Roman world, the third chapter will investigate the social, 

interactive empire: that is, the empire as it was transacted between the Romans and the 

cities of the East, of which, we noted, the state documents preserved in the epigraphic 

record are the principal surviving artifacts. In these, we find an interactive empire 

predicated on reciprocity, and the social relations of 'benefactor', 'friend' and 'patron'. 
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As in the previous chapter, here we are concerned with illuminating these relationships 

and their functional significance for the direction and orientation of Roman hegemony. 

We will see how such relations were shaped by the discursive narrative of freedom that 

circumscribed Greco-Roman interaction generally, and how they worked to shape, 

integrate and normalize Roman rule over the poleis- how, ultimately, they came to 

generate a new, inchoate, imperial discourse and a consensus around Roman hegemonia. 

The fourth and final chapter is both a conclusion and epilogue. The object here is 

not simply to draw together the various points of the study into a concise and cogent form 

(though I hope it does that too), but also to return to the idea of a Roman empire and an 

imperial discourse, and presage the consensus of the High Empire admirably essayed by 

Ando.54 Here we shall focus on the shift in the frrst century- particularly its second half, 

culminating in the advent of Augustus - from a loose agglomeration of autonomous city

states with Rome as its friendly protector, to an entity recognized by those states as 

permanent and legitimate, of which they were a part and within which they identified 

themselves. 

0.5: LANGUAGE AND STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENTS OF STATE 

Before proceeding with the study, it is worth commenting briefly on the language 

of the state documents. As noted above, on the Roman side, these are above all decrees 

of the senate (senatus consulta) and letters of Roman officials (epistulae magistrorum), 

54 C. Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty (Berkeley 2000). 
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which regularly prefaced a senate decree or might convey a decision on their own. 55 The 

arrangement of these documents was formulaic. 56 Senatus consulta began with a 

prescript57 that included the name and rank of the presiding magistrate, the date and 

location of the meeting, and the names ofwitnesses to the redaction of the decree; 58 this 

was followed by the motion (relatio) under consideration, introduced by the phrase quod 

... verba fecit (rrcpl. wv ... A.6youc; £rrot~craro), which would provide a summary of events 

including motivations for the resolution, the names of ambassadors, and their speeches -

these often comprised a history of the issue, past decisions, and relations with Rome; 

finally there was the actual senate decision itself, presented in indirect discourse 

following the phrase de ea re ita censuerunt (rrcpl. rourou roO rrpayllaroc; ourwc; 

55 To a much lesser extent we shall also consider laws passed through the Roman assembly (leges 
populi Romani), particularly the lex de provinciis praetoris, lex agraria, lex Antonia de Termessibus, and 
lex portorii Asiae which, though not necessarily produced for foreign consumption, nevertheless addressed 
the arrangement of the empire and were published in the provinces, and follow the same discursive rules of 
interstate communications outlined above. 

56 Sherk, RDGE pp. 7-8, summarizing Mommsen, St.R. III.2.1007-1009. On senate procedure, 
see: P. Willems, Le Senat de Ia Republique romaine (Louvain 1883 [reprint 1968]), esp. 11.144-227; 
Mommsen, St.R. III.2.1 004-1021; Sherk, RDGE, pp. 4-13; M. Bonnefond-Coudry, Le Senat de Ia 
Republique romaine (Paris 1989), 452-573; A. Lintott, The Constitution of the Roman Republic (Oxford 
2003), 75-85. A lex Julia de senatu habendo put forward by Augustus in 9 BCE formalized senate 
procedures under the Empire (Dio 55.3.1-4; Suet. Aug. 35; Gell. N.A. 4.10.1; Pliny Ep. 8.14.19; 4.13.5-7; 
R.Talbert, The Senate of Imperial Rome [Princeton 1984], 222-224); under the Republic, they were based 
simply on mas maio rum - thus Pompey's rather embarrassing commission of a handbook from his friend 
Varro after his election to the consulship in 70 (Gell. N.A. 14.7.2). 

57 A typical example (RDGE 2, lines 1-5): K6tvro<; Maivto<; Tiwu uio<; crrparYJyo<; rfjt cruvl<A~ rwt 
cruve:~ou/\e:ucraro £v Kope:riwt npo ~pe:p[w]v £ma Eiouwv 'OKrwp~piwv· ypa<pop£vwt napfjcrav Mavto<; 
'AKiAto<; Maviou uio<; '0/\re:[tvia], Tiw<; Nopicrto<; Thou ui6<; ('Q. Manius T.f, praetor, consulted the senate 
in the comitia on the seventh day before the Ides of October; those present at the redaction were M'. 
Acilius M' f of the tribe Voltinia and T. Numisius T f'). The Senate did not have a regular meeting 
schedule, but was summoned as necessary by the highest ranking curule magistrate in the city, which was 
generally the consul, but could also be the praetor urbanus if both consuls were outside the city (Willems, 
Senat, 122-144; Bonneford-Coudry, Le Senat, 357-412). 

58 Senate decrees were transcribed after the session was dissolved by a small group of, generally, 
three men including the relator of the motion (Sherk, RDGE p. 7, n. 12 for sources). Until 59, when the 
minutes of the Senate (acta senatus) were recorded by scribae and published (Suet. Ju/20), this would have 
been done from personal notes and memory (Cic. in Cat. 3.6.13Plut. Mar. 4). 
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£8o~Ev).59 These decrees were conveyed to a city by its envoys, or envoys of a larger city 

(in both cases often prefaced by an official letter from the chairman of the senate at 

Rome), or later by a Roman provincial magistrate in an epistula.60 Such correspondence 

followed the standard Hellenistic model, which included an introductory greeting formula 

(salutatio), an explanatory and/or motivation clause, and the substance of the decision.61 

The Roman senate deliberated and produced decisions in Latin, which had then to 

be translated into Greek before being communicated to the East (where they were 

preserved on stone and have come down to us). 62 Communication through translation 

could naturally present problems for the ancient interlocutors (as well as the modem 

researcher) by filtering the will of the Senate through the medium ofthe translator, who 

naturally must balance faithfulness to the language with the Senate's meaning and intent. 

The example of the Aetolian League's surrender to Rome in 191 is often cited as a 

cautionary tale: after being defeated by the Romans, the League surrendered itself into 

Rome's faith (deditio in fidem), misunderstanding the word "faith" (fides- translated by 

59 The decree proper regularly followed the language of the rogatio, though sometimes it might 
differ for reasons ofbrevity (e.g. RDGE 2), or amendment (RDGE 11). Technically, the decree concluded 
with the mark of approval, c(ensuere) or £oo~Ev (e.g. RDGE 2, 7, 15, 16 and 18). 

60 Sherk, RDGE, p. 189 presents the data; J.-L. Ferrary, "After the Embassy to Rome: Publication 
and Implementation" in C. Eilers (ed.), Diplomats and Diplomacy (Leiden 2009), 127-142. 

61 The salutatio followed the pattern (RDGE 55, lines 3-4): IT6nA.w<; ~Epo(A.w<; ITonA.(ou uio<; 
'IcrauptKO<; aveunaro<; apxoucrt ~ouA.fi O~}!Wt ITEpya}lr]VWV xa(pEtV ('P. Servilius p f Isauricus, procos., to 
the magistrates, boule and demos ofPergamum, greetings'). By the mid-ftrst century a formula valetudinis 
was also common and with some variation followed the pattern, "if you are well, it is well; I with the army 
am well" (d £ppwcr9E, KaAw<; iiv hot• Kat auro<; OE }!Et"<X roil crrparEU}lat"O<; uy(atVOV). See in general, 
Sherk, RDGE, pp. 189-197; on Hellenistic official epistolary, see Wells, Royal Correspondence (New 
Haven, 1934), esp. xli-xliv, 309-378; P. Viereck, Sermo Graecus (Gottingen 1888), 55-79; Kosenniemi, 
Studien zur Idee und Phraseologie des griechichen Briefes his 400 n. Chr. (Helsinki, 1956). 

62 Since Latin was the language of the Senate, the speeches of foreign envoys were translated into 
Latin (e.g. Gell. N.A. 6.14.9; cf. Val. Max 2.2.3 relating that the Rhodian rhetor Molon was the ftrst to 
address the Senate in Greek in the early 70s). For examples of Latin senatus consulta, see FIRA 7 V 36, 39, 
46, and47. 
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rricrm;) as something other than unconditional surrender and being surprised when they 

received harsh terms. 63 Instances like these, however, are rare, usually found early in 

Greco-Roman relations, and often concerned idiosyncratic diplomatic conventions like 

the Roman deditio. 64 By contrast, much of the language and system of reciprocity in 

Greco-Roman relations had its roots in both cultures, built on an intersubjective 

understanding negotiated through discourses, developed through long trial and error. 

Thus where two early second century Roman documents explicitly detail the forms of 

reciprocity (Chapter 3, §1), later communications employed linguistic codes predicated 

on implicit common understandings. 65 

Moreover, Sherk, among others, has demonstrated the "extremely literal and 

slavish" accuracy ofthe Greek translations of Roman state documents- a point well 

illustrated in the few surviving bilingual decrees. 66 This includes not only vocabulary 

and phraseology- where Greek equivalents were found and consistently applied and 

63 Polyb. 20.9.10-12: Mv-m; atrrou<; e:i<; r~v 'Pwllaiwv rricrnv, ouK e:i06rE<; riva Mvalltv EXEl 
mum, rQ ()£ rfj<; rrtOTEW<; OVOllan rrA.avfJSEVt"E<;, W<; iiv 15u'x: mum t"EAE10t"Epou cr<picrtv EAEOU<; urrap~ovro<;· 
rrapa ()£ 'Pwllaiot<; icro15uvallE1 r6 r' e:i<; t"~V rricrnv aurov E:yxEtpicrat Kat 'tO t"~V E:rrtrporr~v Oouvat rrEpt 
aumu rQ Kpamuvn ('they gave themselves "into the faith" of the Romans, not knowing the precise import 
of the word, but they were mislead by the word "faith", as if they would get better terms. But with the 
Romans, to entrust oneself into another's faith is equivalent to giving to the victor power to decide over 
you.'); cp. 36.4.1-3; Livy 36.27.8 (infidem ... Romanorum); cf. Walbank, Commentary, III.79-80; Badian, 
FC, 4-7; E. Gruen, "Greek rricrn<; and Roman fides" Athenaeum 60 (1982), 50-68 for a summary of 
modem discussion and bibliography. 

64 In the Aetolia case above, for example, the misunderstanding lay in the Roman convention of 
deditio in fidem, not with the translation of rricrn<; for fides, as Polybius himself (20.9.11) makes clear. 

65 RDGE 34 and 35 (see below p. 199). 
66 Sherk, RDGE, 13-19 and 188-209; idem, Municipal Decrees of the Roman West (Buffalo, 

1970), 59 for quotation. Bilingual decrees: e.g. RDGE 22, 61, 62, 65; cf. IGUR 5, 6, 8, 9 and 15; Res 
Gestae Divi Augusti; F. Zilken, De Inscriptionibus Latinis Graecis Bilinguibus Quaestiones Selectae 
(Bonn, 1909); R. Kearsley, Greeks and Romans in Imperial Asia (IK 59; Bonn, 2001 ), passim for 
examples. For recent discussions of ancient bilingualism, see the essays collected in J. Adams, et al. (eds.), 
Bilingualism in Ancient Society (Oxford 2002), and bibliography cited at p. 1, nn. 1-3. 
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unique Latinisms were transliterated67
- but also the syntactical arrangement of the 

consul tum itself, 68 such that we can often reconstruct the original Latin from the 

surviving Greek with some ease. 69 Indeed, the translations of senatus consulta are so 

consistent that Sherk posits that they were routinely carried out by Roman copyists in the 

archives rather than local translators. 70 Official letters are less problematic still since they 

appear to have been commonly composed in Greek by the magistrates - who became 

increasingly familiar with the language during the second and first centuries - or 

translated by their scriba (secretary), so as, in the words of one provincial magistrate, "to 

67 Thus, e.g., senatum consu/uit = rft cruyl<A~np; scribendo adfuerunt = ypa<pO)lEV<.fl nap~crav; ex 
senatus consul to= Kanx OOy)la cruyl<A~rou; ita uti ei(s) e repub/icafideque sua videretur = ourwc; Ka8wc; 
liv aurGn (auro1c;) EK rwv 15'l)locriwv rrpawarwv rricrn:wc; TE r~c; i15iac; <paiv11rat. Unique Latin terms were 
consistently rendered with a Greek equivalents: e.g. £napxEia =provincia, auroKparwp = imperator, 
cruyl<A~roc; = senatus. Transliterations were common with dates (Ei15oi =Ides; vwvat =Nones, KaAav15at = 
Kalends, 'OKTW)l~pwc; = October), names and titles (AEUKtO<; Kopv~Awc; ~uMac; 15tKTarwp = Lucius 
Cornelius Sulla dictator), and places (in comitia = £v KO)lETt<.p). For more examples, see Sherk, RDGE pp. 
14-16; c£ A. Cameron, "Latin Words in the Greek Inscriptions of Asia Minor" AJPh 52 (1931), 232-262; 
T. Drew Bear, "Some Greek Words: Part 1", Glotta 50 (1972), 61-96 and "Some Greek Words: Part II" 
Glotta 50 (1972), 182-228; H. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman Institutions (Toronto 1974); Kearsley, 
Greeks and Romans in Imperial Asia, 157-162. 

68 In Latin, the phrase quod ... verba fecit introduced the relatio, which was expressed in indirect 
discourse; the Greek regularly employed rrEpi wv ... Myouc; £rrot~craro with indirect discourse. Likewise 
ourwc; EOO~EV orrwc; parallels the ita censuerunt ut that introduced the decision itsel£ For a more detailed 
treatment of syntax and orthography in these documents, seeP. Viereck, Sermo Graecus, 55-70. 

69 See, e.g., the efforts of Bruns, FIRA 7
, Chapter V and Crawford, RS, esp. no. 12. Note also 

Avram's efforts at reconstructing the highly fragmentary treaty between between Rome and Callatis, the 
only surviving example of a Latin treaty in the epigraphic record, from the standard Greek translation: A. 
Avram, "Der Vertrag zwischen Rom und Kallatis" in B. Funck (ed.), Hellenismus (Tubingen 1996), 491-
511; idem, IGLSMIII.l). 

70 Sherk, RDGE, p. 13. Note that it was not always the case that Greeks heard an 'official' 
translation of the senatus consultum, e.g. Livy 45.29.3: silentio per praeconemfacto Paulus Latine, quae 
senatui, quae sibi ex consilii sententia uisa essent, pronuntiauit. ea Cn. Octauius praetor- nam et ipse 
aderat- interpretata sermone Graeco referebat ('After the herald had called for silence Paulus, speaking 
in Latin, explained the arrangements decided upon by the senate and by himself in concert with the ten 
commissioners; Gnaeus Octavius, who was also present, translated the address into Greek'). 
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make it impossible for (a community) to understand what is written in any way other than 

its intended meaning."71 

The communications of the Greek cities are preserved in the decrees produced by 

the demos and published in public places on stelai, temple walls, statue bases, etc. 

Traditionally, a decree (\jJ~cpta'fla) was passed first through the city's council (~ouA.~) 

before being considered, amended, and approved by the popular assembly (EKKAllaia), 

thereby expressing a deliberated and publicly approved decision. 72 The proximity, 

furthermore, of these published decrees in both time and space to the demos' decision 

warrants their validity and accuracy as collective sentiments (i.e. expressions of the state) 

since we must expect that objectionable or incorrect claims would have been removed or 

corrected. Thus what survives represents the expression ofthe state both de iure (by 

virtue of its passage through the appropriate bodies ofthe popular civic government) and 

de facto (by virtue of its acceptance in the public sphere). 

These decrees followed a basic formula: 73 after the prescript (which included the 

date, officials, the proposer and enactment formula) came the resolution itself, which 

began with a two-part motivation clause explaining the reasons (£rrEi / £rrEt8~ ... )and 

71 RDGE 52, lines 54-57: r~v 8€ air{av Ot' flv EAAI)[vt]J:<ot<; £ypa\j!a, "f.!~ £m~rtr~crrtre· Kara vouv 
yap [£cr]xov, "f.!~ n napa r~v EP"f.lrtVEiav £A.acrcrov ra [yeypa"f.l"f.l]£va vofjcrat Mvrtcr8E. For an evaluation of 
the quality of Greek in these epistulae see Sherk, RDGE pp. 199-209. On the use of Latin and Greek in 
international relations of the Republic, see J. Kaimio, The Romans and the Greek Language (Helsinki, 
1979), 94-130, esp. 108-110 for documents of state. 

72 This probouleutic procedure is expressed by the common enactment formula £8o~Ev rfj ~ouA.fj 
Kat n!J O~ll<fl, though in some states (e.g. Athens) reference to the ~ouM was omitted, and in not a few 
others Ofj"f.IO<; and ~ouM seem to be used indiscriminately and to not reflect different procedures (Rhodes, 
Greek Decrees, 475-501). 

73 P. Rhodes, The Decrees of Greek States, 4-7, 550-563; B. McLean, Greek Epigraphy, 218-232; 
Ma, Antiochos III, 183. 
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intentions (1va / orrw<; ... )of the resolution, and concluded with the substance of the 

decision in indirect discourse. Common in the surviving epigraphic corpus are honorary 

decrees- a form of civic decree passed through the channels described above -which 

bestowed honours on benefactors of the polis. These followed the same general outline 

as civic decrees (preamble, motivation, resolution, decision) and could be quite lengthy 

and detailed (e.g. the Claros decrees in honour ofMenippos and Polemaios), or simple 

statements found on statuary bases, which record the name of the honorand and his 

service to the community. 74 It remains now to consider how all these texts can help us to 

reconstruct the nature and operation ofRome's rule in the East in the first two centuries 

BCE. 

74 J. and L. Robert, Claros I: decrets heltenistiques (Paris 1989). A typical example of the brief 
kind is a dedication by Mytilene to Pompey (Robert CRAI 1969): rva[1]ov Ilo}.l[n:]~tov, 'Ip9.ira uiov,l 
8£0<pcXVf]V, O:vaKOlltO"cXllEVOY I n:apO: "CWV KotVWV e:ue:pye:rav 'Pwll[ai]wv I "CcXV "CE n6A.tv Kat rO:v xwpav Kat 
rO:v II nci:rpwv £A.e:u8e:p{av, O:noKaracrrci:cravra o£ I Kat -cO: ipO: -cO: nar[p]~a Kai raic; nllaic; I rwv 8e:wv, 
O:pe:rac; £vve:Ka Kai e:ucre:~e:iac; I rae; de; -co 8e:1ov. These could be even briefer, as in another decree of 
Mytilene to Pompey (SIG3 752): rvai<.p Ilovn11li<.p rvaiw ui01 Me:yci:A.<.p, auroiKpci:mpt, r0 e:ule:py€-c~ Kat 
crwlrfjpt Kai Kncrr~. 
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-1-

PROVINCIAL SYSTEM: THE EXTENT AND LIMITS OF THE STRUCTURED 

EMPIRE 

1.0- INTRODUCTION 

In 85 BCE, three years after welcoming and even supporting Mithridates, the 

Ephesians passed their decree declaring war on the Pontic king on behalf of Roman 

hegemony (~yq.tov{a 'Pwpa{wv) and the common freedom (Kotv~ £A.eu8Epia). 1 The 

phrase, as noted in the Introduction, is striking for the way in which it draws together the 

themes of Greek freedom and Roman constraint in the same expression, suggesting a 

contemporary logic whereby the two conditions could rationally co-exist. In this light, 

questions concerning the structure and apparatus of the Romans' empire are immediately 

raised as we try to understand how the Ephesians could meaningfully discuss - even 

expect -freedom within Rome's hegemony. 

An answer begins to suggest itself in the Ephesians' claim to have been 

overwhelmed by the size and unexpectedness ofMithridates' assault, for which reason 

they submitted to the Pontic king. 2 The claim is something of a whitewash of history -

not only was Mithridates said to have co-ordinated his brutal plot against the Italians 

from Ephesus, but the Ephesians are singled out by ancient authors for their zeal in 

toppling Roman statues, destroying dedications to Romans, and even murdering Italians 

1 J.Eph. 8, lines 11-12. 
2 J.Eph. 8, lines 7-8: EKpan]crev Kat -rfj<; ~~e-r£pa<; rc6kw<; Ka-rarcA.TJ~U~evo<; [-rwt] -re rcMSet -rwv 

Suva~~::wv Kat -rwt cmoOoK~-rwt -rfj<; Em~oA.fj<; ('and after first seizing the poleis lying in front of us, he also 
deceitfully gained control over our polis, overwhelming us by the size of his forces and the unexpectedness 
ofhis assault'). 
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who sought refuge in the Temple of Artemis;3 yet the passage also leads us to question 

the structure ofthe Roman empire: what mechanisms, if any, did the Romans have in 

place to ensure obedience? When Mithridates invaded the province and was joined by 

many of the provincial cities, Rome only responded with a small group of its own 

soldiers who happened to be in the province, heavily supported by tens ofthousands of 

hastily gathered men from neighbouring principalities, and auxiliaries supplied by 

Nicomedes IV ofBithynia.4 

The question follows: what, more generally, was the extent of the state apparatus 

of the imperium Romanum? The Ephesian decree makes no mention of any Roman 

administrators, Roman councils, Roman laws, judicial arrangements or any other 

indicators of systemic Roman rule. Rather, we find references to local officials 

( <rtpo:nwoc;, ypO:}l}lO:TEU<;, 1.17; n:po£8pot, 1. 18), local organizations (~ou.A~, 1.17; 8fl}loc;, 

11. 9, 15), who legislate by their own authority ( 8£8ox8o:t ref> 8~}-l<p, 1.14 ), declare war on 

their own authority ( KEKptKEV n:OAE}lOV, 1. 11 ), modify domestic finances on their own 

authority (11. 30-50), and of course prescribe their own freedom (1. 12).5 Recall, too, that 

the preamble closes by asserting that war posed risks to "the defense, security and 

salvation of the Temple of Artemis, city and territory";6 the Ephesians make no mention 

3 Plans issued from Ephesus: Orosius 6.2.2; Eutropius 5.5.2. Ephesians toppling statues and 
dedications: App. Mith. 21; cf. Cic. Flacc. 57, 60; Diod. 37.26; Justin 38.3.8; App. Mith. 10. Murder in 
temple: App. Mith. 23. In defence of the Ephesians, it might be noted that Chaeremon ofNysa took refuge 
in the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus from where he actively worked on the Romans' behalf against 
Mithridates, and earned a bounty on his head from the Pontic king (S/G3 741, lines 30-33). 

4 App. Mith. 11, 17-19; Justin 38.3.8; Magie, RRAM210-211; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 118-131; 
Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 250-260. 

5 For the full text, see above Introduction, n. 16. 
6 I.E ph. 8, lines 14-17. This sort of clause addressing the salvation and protection of the city was 

common in Hellenistic decrees, and F. Gschnitzer, "Zur Normenhierarchie im offentlichen Recht der 
Griechen: Volksbeschlusse 'zum Schutz des Landes' und 'zur Rettung der Stadt"' in P. Dimakis, ed., 
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of the province of Asia (established nearly fifty years earlier) or the Romans for that 

matter.7 To judge from the Ephesian document there would seem to have been very little 

apparatus to the Roman state and Ephesus quite clearly enjoyed the autonomy to 

deliberate, legislate, and execute its own domestic and even foreign policies. And yet, 

simultaneously, they fought for- and were a part of- the Romans' hegemonia. 

This chapter, then, examines the formal structure that ordered relations between 

the Romans and their subjects - that is, the provinces and provincial machinery used by 

Rome to organize and govern those under its control. Provincial administration has long 

been a topic of historical investigation, but following more recent trends in scholarship 

our examination will adopt a more critical view of the provincial system and eschew the 

sort of over-rationalizing that created the totalizing and too tidy reconstructions found in 

earlier studies. Since we shall pick up the thread of the transaction of empire (as 

interaction) in the second and third chapters, we need not here press the often narrow and 

scattered evidence to resemble a comprehensive imperial system. 

In point of fact, the central theme of this chapter is the decidedly limited character 

of the infrastructure ofRoman rule. The frrst section contextualizes the discussion by 

reminding us that Roman authority in the East existed before and beyond the provinces. 

The second section explores provincia on a broad scale and draws out its ambiguity and 

Symposion 1979: Vortriige zur griechischen und hellenistischen Rechtgeschichte (Vienna 1983), 141-164, 
suggests that it placed the decree in a superior category that gave it priority over others; cf. Rhodes, 
Decrees of the Greek States, 522-523. Still, it is worth noting that by the Principate we find such 'priority 
clauses' express motivation as "piety toward the emperor" (SJG3 798) or "piety toward the gods and the 
Augusti" (Milet 1.3.134); according to Josephus (Ant. 14.264; Gschnitzer, op. cit. no. 16) the Ephesians 
passed a decree in 42 freeing the Jews because it pertained to the Romans (8E86x8at rft ~ouAft Kai ry 
8~)l4J, rou npay)laro<; 'Pw)latot<; av~Kovro<;)- no such references to Roman power are made by the 
Ephesians in 83. 

7 On the status of Ephesus as capital city of the province (caput provinciae), see below n. 294. 
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imprecision in conception, construction and operation. In the third section, we 

investigate the extent of provincial machinery- as the agency of Roman control- and 

observe the sizeable reach of the provincial magistrate, but also the institutional and 

practical limitations to the exercise ofhis power. The fourth section concentrates on the 

coercive apparatus of Rome's empire, again highlighting the limited extent ofRoman 

power, in large part a result of its citizen-state institutions. These clear limitations in the 

provincial system lead us, in the final section, to address the importance of local 

autonomy in the Republican empire and the significance of freedom in the structure of 

the imperial state. For most of the period under discussion, the Romans had a generally 

underdeveloped sense of their imperial state, which, like their own citizen-state had 

strong executive officers with far-reaching authority but a limited bureaucracy that relied 

heavily on subjects to address many of their own problems and accordingly afforded 

them a large degree of action outside the provincial system. 

1.1 -ROMAN RULE BEFORE THE PROVINCES 

Sometime during the 130s or even 120s Polybius completed his investigation into 

"how and under what sort of government the Romans, in less than fifty-three years (i.e. 

220-167), managed to subject nearly the whole of the inhabited world to their sole 

govemment."8 According to Polybius, by 167 the Romans had exercised rule (apx~) 

over the entire inhabited world ( oiKOUl.lEVfl), but in light of the Romans' victories over 

8 Polyb. 1.1.5: Tl<; yap OUTW<; umxpxEt cpauA.o<; ~ p~8Ul-!O<; avapwrrwv o<; OUK liv ~OUAotTO yvwvat 
ltW<; Kat TlVt YEVEt ltOAtTEia<; E1ttKpaTYJ8EVTa O)(EbOV arravm Ta KaTa T~V oiKOUl-!EVYJV EV oux OAOt<; 
ltEVT~KOVTa Kat Tptcrtv ETEO"tV UltO l-llaV apx~v EltEO"E T~V 'Pwllaiwv, 0 1tpOTEpov oux EUplO"KETat yEyov6<;; c£ 
3.19, 4.2; 6.2.3; J. Richardson, "Polybius' View ofthe Roman Empire" PBSR n.s. 34 (1979), 1-15, esp. 1-3. 
On Polybius' life, see Chapter 2, n. 183. 
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the Carthaginians, Achaeans and Macedonians in 146, he extended his account in order to 

consider the policy of the ruling Romans as well as the nature and manner of their rule.9 

In that year, as we shall see, the Romans began sending out magistrates annually to 

oversee the provincia Macedonia thereby establishing what became the first regularly 

administered province in the East. 

It is of some note that Polybius, whose Histories explicitly addressed the reasons, 

nature and methods of Roman dominance over the world, and who lived to see the 

establishment of the provinces of Sicily, Sardinia, the two Spanish provinces and Africa 

in the west, as well as the provincia Macedonia, if not also the provincia Asia, in the 

East, never once refers to any province of the Roman empire. We know from 

inscriptions contemporary with Polybius that E:rrapxda was used to describe a Roman 

provincia. 10 Yet, he uses the word E:rrapxda (Lat. provincia) only three times in relation 

to the Romans- twice while relating the Romano-Carthaginian treaties in 241 (which 

perhaps follows the language of those texts) and once to mean a Roman military theatre 

9 Polyb. 3.4.6: npocr8er£ov av elf] rat<; npOEtpf]llEVat<; npa~EO"l r~v TE rwv Kparouvrwv atpEcrtV, 
noia n<; ~v llET<l raura Ked nw<; npowrarEt rwv OAWV, ra<; TE rwv aAA.wv cmo8oxa<; Kat btaA~lj!Et<;, n6crat 
Kat rivE<; unflpxov nEpt rwv ~youllEvwv ('I must add to my earlier history an account of the policy of the 
rulers and the nature and manner of their governance over the world, as well as the reception and opinions 
of the subjects about their ruler.'). On Rome's apx~ in 167, see Polyb. 3.42: 6 rE yap xp6vo<; 6 
ltEVTf]KOVTaKatrptH~<; Ei<; raur' EAf]yEv f] r' au~f]crt<; Kat npOKOlt~ rfl<; 'Pwllaiwv 8uvacrrda<; ErETEAEtwro· 
npo<; bE rourot<; 6llOAoyoullEVOV ebOKEl rour' dvat Kat KaTfjvayKaO"llEVOV anacrtv on A.om6v ecrn 
'Pwllaiwv CcKOUEtV Kat rourot<; 1tEt8apXEtV unep rwv napayyEAAO!lEVWV ('For the period of fifty-three years 
finished here, and the growth and advance of Roman power came to an end; furthermore, it was now 
generally accepted that everyone must henceforth listen to the Romans and obey what they commanded.'); 
cf 1.1.5; 3.1.9; 6.2.3. On the scope of Rome's apx~, see also 1.2. 7, 4.1; 3.1.4, 3.9, 118.9; 8.2.4; 39.8.7; J. 
Richardson, "Polybius' View", 1-11. 

10 RDGE 44, line 2 (150-100 BCE); SIG3 683, lines 53-55, 63-5 (140 BCE). On the Greek 
enapxda for the Latin provincia, see H. Mason, Greek Terms for Roman institutions (Toronto, 1974), 135-
138 (with the comments on Greco-Roman translations above p. 24 f). While enapxda undoubtedly was 
used to translate the Latin provincia, it is important to note that the word had a history prior to and 
independent of the Romans, the implications of which are discussed in Chapter 4; cf. J.-M. Bertrand, 
"Langue grecque et administration romaine: de 1'£napxda rwv 'Pwllaiwv a 1'£napxEia rwv Elp~Kwv", 
Ktema 7 (1982), 167-175. 
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against the Gauls in 290; never does he use the term in relation to the East or after the 

third century. 11 The case ofPolybius, therefore, illustrates that a contemporary student of 

Roman history and government could describe the development and structure of Roman 

rule without reference to provinciae. 12 This encourages us to question what precisely 

these provinciae were and, in light of the expressions ofRoman supremacy before 146, 

the mechanisms ofRoman rule. 

Polybius' example also demonstrates for us the significance of the year 146 to the 

development of the Roman empire- the year at which his analysis stopped and Rome's 

apx~ was undeniable. The establishment of the regularly administered provincia 

Macedonia in that year marks a watershed in Roman imperial development in the East as 

the first fixed provincia. 13 Before this time there were provinciae in the region, but only 

in the traditional sense of areas of responsibility assigned to a magistrate, not regular 

areas administered by Roman officials on the basis of Roman legal and fmancial 

arrangements; these provinciae were typically large and loosely defined geographic 

regions where a senior Roman magistrate with imperium (i.e. a consul or praetor) 

11 Polyb. 2.19.2: EK J.lEV rfj~ 'Pwj.laiwv £napxia~ cw<paAw~ £navfjAeov ('the Gauls retired safely 
from the Romans' territory'); 3.27.4: J.lllber£pou~ £v rat~ ill~Awv £napxiat~ J.lllbEv £nmi:nEtv J.lllb' 
oiKobOJ.!Etv bllJ.lOOt<f J.lllb£ ~EVOAoyEtv J.lllbE ('neither party is entitled to impose any contribution to build 
public buildings or enrol soldiers in the territory of the other'); 3.29.10 (same language); cf. 1.15.10: ra~ 
LupaKOlJcra~ £nol.t6pKouv oi 'PwJ.latot Kara n65a~ ... Kat r~v 'Ex£rl.av, £v J.!Ecrn KElJ.lEVllV rft rwv 
LupaKocriwv Kat Kapm5ov{wv £napxilf ('the Romans at once beseigned Syracuse ... and Echetla, which 
lies between the Syracusan and Carthaginian provinces'); 7.4.2 (similar language); 1.17.5: 'AKpayavrirwv 
ITOAlV ... ~apur<XrllV UJ.l<X rfj~ aurwv £napxia~ ('Agrigenturn ... the most important city of the 
Carthaginians' province'); 1.38.7 (identical language). Richardson, "Polybius' View'', 5-6. 

12 It might be noted too, that although it comes down to us incomplete, Polybius' sixth Book on 
the constitution and machinery of the Roman apx~ contains no reference to the administration or 
arrangement of cities in the East. On this book, see F. Walbank, "The Construction of the Sixth Book of 
Polybius" CQ n.s. 4 (1954), 97-122; idem, Polybius (Berkeley 1972), 130-156; and more recently his "A 
Greek Looks at Rome: Polybius V1 Revisited" SCI 17 (1998), 45-59. 

13 Seep. 38 for a traditional history of the provinces. 
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prosecuted a military campaign- in effect, they were theatres ofwar. 14 T. Flamininus, 

for example, was assigned "Macedonia" as his provincia in 198 to wage war against 

Philip; 15 in 198M. Fulvius Nobilior was allotted "Aetolia" and the campaigns there while 

Cn. Manlius Vulso received "Asia" to combat Antiochus III; 16 and in 168 L. Aemilius 

Paullus obtained the provincia Macedonia to defeat Perseus. 17 In each case, the 

provincia dissolved with victory or the magistrate's term of office, and his military force 

was removed and no personnel remained in the region. No regular, fixed administrative 

province was created. Before 146, the Romans' imperium ('rule' or 'power') was 

ephemeral, with no fixed imperial institutions. 

Yet before 146 - that is before the advent of the regular provincia - state 

documents demonstrate that Rome enjoyed an acknowledged power, influence, and even 

superiority in the East, as Polybius argued. 18 By 196 the assembly and council of 

Preparathos procedurally heard issues relating to Rome second only to sacred affairs, 

even before those honoured with the right of first audience. 19 Six years later, in a letter to 

14 Seep. 41 for a discussion of the term provincia. 
15 Livy 32.8.4; c£ Livy 31.6.1. 
16 Livy 37.50.5-8; c£ Polyb. 21.24.9 and 27.1. 
17 Livy 44.17.4. 
18 E.g. P. Derow, "Polybius, Rome and the Greek East" JRS 69 (1979), 1-15. 
19 SIG3 587, lines 22-30: OE06cr8at S[£ a]trrwt Kat yfj<; Kat oiKta<; £yK-rf]crtv Kat npo[S]tKfav avw 

E1tl0EKUTWY Kat npoESpfav EV [-r]o'i<; Tfj<; JtOAEW<; aywcrty Kat np6croSov npo[<;] T~V ~OUA~V Kat TOV SfillOV 
1tpWTOt<; llET<l Ta iEpa Kat 'PwllatOU<; Kat acr<pcXAEtay Kat JtOA[E)l-!OU Kat dp~Vf]<; Kat Ta aAAa ocra Kat TOt<; 
aA.[A.]ot<; 1tpo~£vot<; E:K TWV VOllWV tJJtcXPXEl ('it is decreed that [Philoxenos the Athenian] shall have 
ownership of both land and building, enjoy priority of trial without the tithe, the privilege of first seat 
during the city festivals, and a hearing before the Boule and the Demos - among the first following sacred 
affairs and matters concerning the Romans - and he is to have safety both in war and in peace and whatever 
other things are given to proxenoi according to the laws'); cf. an Achaean measure that forbade the 
summoning of the general assembly accept for matters of war and peace, or by written instruction from the 
Roman senate (Polyb. 22.10.11-12, 12.5-7; 23.5.14-17; Livy 39.33.7; with the observations ofGruen, 
HWCR 1.37). 
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the city ofHeraclea ad Latmus, Lucius and Publius Scipio wrote candidly of"cities who 

gave us power over them to make decisions", 20 while in the settlement following the 

Achaean War (189), the Achaeans undertook to regard the apx~ and 8uvaon:{a (power) 

of the Romans. 21 Shortly before Macedonia became a regularly administered province, 

the Ionic and Hellespontine guilds of the Dionysiac Artists pointedly claimed to have 

made their decisions "according to the ordinances of the Roman people". 22 All 

throughout this period, of course, Roman commanders routinely established post-war 

regulations over defeated territories in their former provinciae - perhaps the most famous 

of which was Flamininus' establishment of laws for the Thessalians in the 190s. 23 

The literary evidence also demonstrates the sense among some Greeks that the 

Romans possessed a significant - and to some a dangerously superordinate - authority 

over the region at this time. The Seleucid king Antiochus III, for example, warned the 

Achaeans that the Romans looked to control the East and offered his help to remove their 

20 RDGE 35, lines 10-12: cruyxwpOUjl£V 8€ UjllV r~v r£ £A£u9£pta:y Ka:96n KO:t [rate; a]A.Aa:tc; 
n6A£crtv, ocra:t ~JllV r~v £mrpon~v EOWKO:V, EXOUO"lV u[<p' a:umuc; mx]vra ra a:urWJl1tOAlr£U£cr9a:t Ka:ra roue; 
Ujl£TEpouc; VOJlouc; ('and we grant freedom to you just as to other cities which have given us power to make 
decisions, while governing all their affairs by themselves according to their own laws'). 

21 Pol. 21.32.2: 6 O~jloc; 6 rwv AirwAwv r~v apx~v KO:t ~v 8uva:crr£iav roD O~JlOU rwv 'PWjlCXtwv; 
cf. Livy 38.11.2: imperium maiestatemque populi Romani gens Aetolorum conservanto sine dolo malo. 

22 I.Iasos 152, lines 4-7: [15tarf]p]ouvr£c; 15€ Kat ra 0£0o[yJ1EVa rwt K]otvwt rwv n£pl. rov ~t6vucrov 
r£XVtrwv uno[KplVOJlE]vwv Kara rae; [Otaypa:<pac; rwv 'Pwjl]O:tWV rwv KOlVWV rwv r[qvt]rwv 'Acr[ta:c;] 
crwr~pwv ('[the !asians] preserved continually what was decreed by the Association ofDionysiac Artists, 
who made their decisions according to the [ordinances] of the [Rom ]ans, the saviours of the Association of 
Artists in Asia.'); cf. SJG3 692, an Amphictyonic decree of 130, in which the League grants various benefits 
to the Athenian guild of the Dionysiac Artists "unless something contrary is (decreed) by the Romans" (£ajl 
Jl~ n 'Pwjla:totc; un£va:vriov ~1, lines 60-61 ). 

23 RDGE 1 Ob, lines 14-19: [v£v hKfJK[E]va:t Ka:ra VOJlOUc; roue; 8£crcra:Awv, oi~ [v6]j10lc; lfwc; r~ [v ]uv 
xpwv[ r ]at, oi)c; VOJlOUc; Tiroc; KotyKnoc; una:roc; ana r~c; rwv OE~O: np£cr~£urwv yvWjlf]c; E0WK£V KO:t Ka:ra 
Myjla: cruyKA~rou ('they had been victorious in the courts according to the present laws of the Thessalians, 
which Titus Quinctius, consul, gave on the counsel of his ten commissioners, and according to a decree of 
the Senate.'); cf. Polyb. 18.44; Livy 33.30 (2nd Macedonian War); Polyb. 21.30.2-5, 32.1-14; Livy 38.9.9-
11, 11.2-9 (Aetolian War); Pol. 21.42; Livy 38.38; RDGE lOb, lines 6-7 (Antiochene War); Livy 45.17-18 
(3rd Macedonian War). 
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yoke.24 The Achaean statesman Lycortas gave a speech in 184 in which he conceded, 

after first acknowledging that his words had been less those of an ally or independent city 

than the bickering of a slave with his master, that real power (imperium) rested with the 

Romans?5 By 167, even the republic of Rhodes was willing to advocate for king Perseus 

of Macedonia in an effort to restore balance to the region and avoid becoming the subject 

of an unchallengeable Roman imperium. 26 

The famous speech of Calli crates before the Senate illustrates the reality and 

complexities of Roman rule during the "pre-provincial" era. According to Callicrates, 

there were two groups among the Greeks: the first (to which he belonged) felt that 

Rome's requests should be carried out to the letter and that "neither laws, treaties, nor 

anything else should take precedence over Rome" - in effect conceding Roman 

hegemony; the second (and more popular party), by contrast, valued their own laws, 

treaties and measures above all else, including Roman requests. 27 It is clear from the 

24 Livy 35.16.2-4: "specioso titulo" inquit "uti uos, Romani, Graecarum ciuitatium liberandarum 
uideo; sed facta uestra orationi non conueniunt" ("I see that you Romans use the specious epithet of 
'Liberators of the cities of Greece.' But your acts do not correspond to your words"); 35.32.10-11: 
Antiochus quamvis inclinatas Graeciae res restituere in pristinam dignitatem. Ea autem in libertate posita 
est, quae suis stat viribus, non ex alieno arbitrio pendet. ('Antioch us will restore the affairs of Greece to 
their traditional dignity, however much they have deteriorated. This, however, rests in liberty, which stands 
by its own power, and does not depend on another's will."); cf. 35.33.8 (Achaeans invite Antiochus to fight 
for Greek liberty). 

25 Livy 39.37.13: re apud Achaeos precaria libertas, apud Romanos etiam imperium est; c£ Livy 
3 5.31.14-16: et inter dicendi contentionem inconsultius euectus proiecit tum quoque specie fiber am 
Demetriadem esse, re uera omnia ad nutum Romano rum fieri ('carried away by excitement he threw out 
the ill-advised remark that even then Demetrias was only free in appearance, in reality everything was at 
the nod of Rome.'). 

26 Cato ap. Gellius NA 6.3.16 (= ORF 8.164). 
27 Polyb. 24.9.2-5: OUEtV yap oucrwv aipecrEWV Kara ro napov EV mxcratc; rate; orn..toKpanKatc; 

noA.m:iatc;, Kat rwv !lEV <pacrK6vrwv OEtV UKOAOU9EtV t"Otc; ypa<pO!lEVotc; uno 'Pwllaiwv Kat ll~rE VO!lOV 
ll~rE cr~AT]V ll~r' li.AA.o llTJSEV npoupytarirEpov VOlll~EtV r~c; 'Pwllaiwv npoatpEcrEwc;, rwv SE: roue; VO!lOUc; 
npo<pEpO!lEVWV Kat roue; opKouc; Kat crr~Aac; Kat napaKaAouvrwv ra nA~9Tj ll~ p~O{wc; raura napa~atVEtV, 
axatKwrepav Eivat napa noM raurf]V r~v un69Ecrtv Kat VtKT]t"tKWTEpav EV rotc; noAA.otc;. 
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context that neither side is bound to follow Roman ordinances, though these seem to have 

been given frequently enough to cause debate among some members ofthe League. The 

speech itself demonstrates that, on the one hand, the Achaean pole is still operated 

normally- they are 8rn..LoKpanKai rroA.rrtia1 (democratic regimes), passing laws, making 

treaties, upholding both and disobeying Rome;28 and yet, on the other hand, that the 

Romans enjoyed a large measure of influence and power over them. In the end, both 

Aristaenus and Philopoemen, representatives ofthe two groups, acknowledged the pre-

eminence (um:pox~) and superiority (urrEp~oA.~ r~<; 8uva}lEw<;) of the Romans.29 And so 

already three or four generations before the establishment of regularly administered fixed 

provinces - that is, institutional power -the Romans were said to enjoy supremacy and 

power in the region. Clearly the Romans could acquire, develop and exercise authority 

before the provinces, just as, we shall see, during the provincial era they could do so 

beyond the provinces. 

28 Calli crates refers to the Greeks as bT])lOKpanKai rro!..rrdat (24.9.2), which pace Walbank 
(Commentary, s.v.) is not superfluous, but calls attention to their freedom (below, Chapter 2 §3.2); cf. 
24.9.2 (continuance ofVO)lOl and OT~Aal), 9.3 (continuance ofVO)lOl, opKOl, cr~Aat), 9.8 (maintaining the 
force of their VO)lOl and oowara ), 9.12-13 (Achaeans disobey Rome and destroy Messene ). Kings, too, 
had to take due consideration of Rome to judge from a letter of Attalus II in which he is advised by one of 
his counsellors to do nothing without consulting Rome (Wells, RC 61, lines 8-10, 20-22). 

29 Polyb. 24.11-13; 11.3: 'PW)laiwv um:poxfjc; ~(511 rotc; 'EMT]VlKOtc; rrpay)laOlV E)lrrAeKO)lEVT]c; 
OAocrxe:pwc; KaraT£ roue; <l>1AmmKouc; Kat roue; 'AvnoxtKouc; Katpouc; ('Now the pre-eminence of the 
Romans was completely caught up in Greek affairs during the wars with Philip and Antiochus '); 24.13.1: o 
8E <l>lAOTCOl)lT]V OUK E:rrt TOOOUTOV E(j)T] 15dv U)laeiav aurou <Kara>ytvWOK£1V wore: TO )l~ Mvacr9al )le:Tpe:1v 
)l~TE: T~V Stacpopav TOU TCOAlTE:lJ)laTOc; TWV 'Pw)laiwv Kat TWV 'Axmwv )l~T£ T~V urre:p~OA~V rfjc; Suva)le:Wc; 
('Philopoemen replied that they must not think of him as so foolish that he can measure neither the 
difference between the Roman and Achaean states nor the superior power of the former'). 
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1.2- COMPLICATIONS WITH PROVINCIAE 

1.2.1: History and Meaning of the Provinciae 

That the Romans came to organize their rule with a provincial system - that is to 

say, an administrative and legal system whose primary unit was the provincia- has long 

been recognized by modern scholars. 30 Ancient authors recognized the same, particularly 

by the Late Republic: Cicero, for example, praised Pompey for expanding nostrum 

imperium by adding three new provinces; 31 while Augustus celebrated "extending the 

borders of all the provinciae of the Roman people that neighbored nations not subject to 

our imperium".32 In this sense, scholars often speak of 'provincialization'- an assumed 

standardized process that transformed a conquered territory into an administrative region 

within the Roman empire - and assign discrete dates to the moment of creation and 

construct a history. 

In this historical narrative, the earliest provinces had been established in the West: 

Sicily (241) and Sardinia (237) shortly after the First Punic War, and the two Spanish 

30 The bibliography of provincial studies is immense, I list here some of the major contributions on 
the subject, in chronological order: E. Person, Essai sur I 'administration des provinces romaines sous Ia 
republique (Paris 1878); J. Marquardt, Romische Staatsverwaltung, 5 vols (Leipzig 1881-1884), esp. v.l; 
W.T. Arnold, The Roman System of Provincial Administration to the Accession of Constantine the Great 
(Oxford 1906); Th. Mommsen, Romische Geschichte, 5 vols (Berlin 1923-27), esp. vol. 5 [republished in 
English, with additional notes, as The Provinces of the Roman Empire from Caesar to Diocletian (London 
1909); G.H. Stevenson, Roman Provincial Administration till the Age of the Antonines (Oxford 1939); W. 
Dahlheim, Gewalt und Herrschaft (Berlin, 1977); J.Richardson, Hispaniae: Spain and the Development of 
Roman Imperialism 218-82 BC (Cambridge 1986); A. Lintott, Imperium Romanum (Oxford 1993); R. 
Schulz, Herrschaft und Regierung (Munich 1997); J. Richardson, The Language of Empire (Cambridge 
2008). 

31 Cic. Prov. cos. 31: ut Asia, quae imperium antea nostrum terminabat nunc tribus navis 
provinciis ipsa cingatur ('such that Asia, which formed the border of our empire previously, is now itself 
surrounded by three new provinces'); contra Richardson, Language of Empire, who does not see any sense 
of territorial empire in Cicero's writings. 

32 Res Gest. 26: Omnium provinciarum populi Romam qui bus jinitimae fuerunt gentes quae non 
pare rent imperio nostro fines auxi. 
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provinces (Hither and Farther; 197) as a consequence of the war against Hannibal. 33 

There follows a fifty year gap before the Romans established another province, this time 

in the East, where warfare had been a nearly annual event since the late third century, 

including three large scale wars against the Antigonid and Seleucid dynasties and their 

allies. 34 As noted already, Macedonia became a fixed province in 146 (perhaps even a 

year or two earlier), as also did Africa after the destruction of Carthage by Scipio 

Africanus Aemilianus that year;35 the provincia Asia was established in the aftermath of 

the five year war against Aristonicus (ca. 128).36 Cilicia, long a pirate stronghold, is 

described as a 'praetorian province' ( Errapxda orpaTllYlKrl) in the lex de provinciis 

praetoriis of 101/100, but is generally considered to have become a regularly 

administered province sometime in the first quarter of the first century, when we can 

observe a more steady pattern of magistrates. 37 Cyrene appears to have begun receiving 

regular Roman magistrates in 74, twenty-two years after it had been bequeathed to the 

33 Sicily: Polyb. 1.62.8-63.3; Zonar. 8.17.4; App. Sic. 2.6. Sardinia & Corsica: Polyb. 1.88.8, 10; 
3.10.1-3; Zonar. 8.18.3; Livy 21.1.5; Eutrop. 3.2; Sinnius Capito ap. Festus s.v. Sardi venales p. 430; 
Solinus 5.1; Walbank, Comm. Polyb. 1.149-150; Brennan, PRR, 89-93. Spain (divided into Nearer 
[Certerior] and Farther [Ulterior]): Livy. 32.28.11; cf. Richardson, Hispaniae (1986), 73-125. 

34 Second Macedonian War (201-196), the Antiochene War (192-189), and the Third Macedonian 
War (172-168). See: Gruen, HWCR (Berkeley, 1984), esp. vol. II; Sherwin-White, RFPE (London, 1984); 
more recently A. Eckstein, Rome Enters the Greek East (Oxford, 2008), for a Realist perspective. 

35 Macedonia: Paus. 7.16.9-10; c£ App. Mith. 39, 58; Zonar. 9.31.6; RDGE 43 (Greece left free). 
Africa: Cic. de leg. 2.51; Verr. 2.2.86; Livy Per. 51; Pliny N.H. 5.25; App. Pun. 54; lex agr., lines 77, 81; 
MRRI, 467. 

36 Asia: Livy Per. 59; Strabo 14.1.38; Just. 37.1.2; Eutrop. 4.20 ; I.Metrop; Magie, RRAMI.l47-
158; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 80-92; Gruen, HWCR II.592-608. In the West, a province ofGallia 
Narbonensis was likely established sometime after the victory over the Aedui in 121, though there is no 
clear indication it was a fixed provincia before Caesar (Suet. Jul. 25; Dio 40.43; cf. Caes. B. Gal. 1.45). See 
below, n. 74. 

37 Cilicia: lex prov. praet., Cnidos col. III, lines 35-36; Delphi frg. B, line 7; R. Syme, 
"Observations on the Province ofCilicia" in W. Calder and J. Keil, eds., Anatolian Studies Presented to 
WH. Buckler (Manchester 1939), 299-332; Sherwin-White, "Rome, Pamphylia and Cilicia, 133-70", JRS 
66 (1976), 6-7; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 233-239. See below, p. 49. 
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Roman people by Ptolemy Apion, while Bithynia was probably regularly administered in 

the same year, after a similar bequest from Nicomedes IV. 38 In 68, Crete became a 

regularly administered territory, 39 and owing to the supreme efforts of Cn. Pompeius 

Magnus by the end of the decade much of the land of the eastern Mediterranean was 

pacified; the kingdom ofPontus was added to Bithynia, creating a single provincia of 

Pontus-Bithynia, while Syria was regarded as a separate provincia under his post-war 

arrangements.40 Shortly thereafter Cyprus was removed from Ptolemy and assigned to a 

separate magistrate as a provincia- though it seems to have been regularly administered 

by the magistrate in charge of Cilicia- before it seems to have been given back to the 

Egyptian kingdom sometime during the 40s.41 Finally, the conquests and consolidations 

38 Cyrene: Sall. Hist. 2.43; App. B. Civ. 1.111; cf. Livy Per. 70. Bithynia: App. Mit h. 71; Livy 
Per. 93; Eutrop. 6.6; cf. Sall. Hist. 4.69.13, purportedly a letter ofMithridates VI disputing the validity of 
Nicomedes' will. 

39 Vell. Pat. 2.34.1; 38.6; Fest. Brev. 7.1; Oros. 6.4.2; Just. 39.4.3; Livy Per. 100; Cic. Flacc. 30, 
100. 

40 Pontus: Strabo 12.3.31 (though Marc Antony bestowed many of the cities of the former 
kingdom to minor kings and temple communities after 39 BCE- Strabo 12.3.14; Cass. Dio. 49.32-33). The 
province seems to have been called simply Bithynia until 63 the abdication of king Polemo II in 63 CE (G. 
Wesch-Klein, "Bithynia, Pontus et Bithynia, Bithynia et Pontus- ein Provinznarne im Wandel der Zeit" 
ZPE 136 (2001), 251-256 with SEG LI 1717); on the province ofBithynia-Pontus, see recently J. Majbom 
Madsen, Eager to be Roman: Greek Responses to Roman Rule in Pontus and Bithynia (London 2009), esp. 
27-58. Syria: Cic., Prov. cons.l2. Crete was also probably separately administered: Just. 39.5.3. 

41 The former Ptolemaic possession of Cyprus was confiscated on a law of the Roman people, who 
also appointed M. Porcius Cato to carry out some sort of arrangement on the island (Livy Per. 104; Dio 
38.30.5; Vell. Pat. 2.38.6; App. B.Civ. 2.23; Just. 40. P. Lentulus Spinther also appears to have made 
regulations for the province as Cicero refers to a lex Lentula (Cic. Fam. 13.48; below, n. 66). In 56 (Cic. 
Fam 1. 7.4) and 51 (Cic. Att. 5.21.6-7; 6.2.9) the island was administered by the proconsuls of Cilicia, and 
this was probably normally the case after 56. According to Dio (42.35.5), Caesar gave the island to Egypt 
in 47, however Strabo (14.6.6) says that Marc Antony gave it to Cleopatra around 43 or 42. SeeS. Oost, 
"Cato Uticensis and the Annexation of Cyprus" CPh 50 (1955), 98-112; A.J. Marshall, "Cicero's Letter to 
Cyprus" Phoenix 18 (1964), 205-211; E. Badian, "M. Porcius Cato and the Annexation and Early 
Administration of Cyprus", JRS 55 (1965), 110-121. 
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under Augustus led to the annual administration of another four provinces in the East: 

Egypt (30), Achaea (27), Galatia (25) and Judaea (6).42 

Such is a traditional history of the accretion ofRoman provinces down to the 

death of Augustus. Yet as alluded to above, provincia did not always describe a fixed 

and regularly managed administrative-territorial unit (a province in the more modem 

sense) and presenting the provinces this way obscures the Romans' complex and 

evolving notion of provincia and overly structures their imperial state. The traditional 

sense of provincia was broadly 'an area of competence', 43 which in the political realm 

meant a magistrate's task or sphere of responsibility and not necessarily an annually 

administered territory outside of Rome- a quaestor, for example, might be assigned the 

aerarium (treasury) as his provincia, and praetors were regularly allotted the urbana (city 

ofRome), and sometimes a naval fleet or 'the war against So-and-So'.44 Part ofthe 

42 Egypt: Veil. Pat. 2.39.2; Tac.Ann. 2.59; Dio 51.17.1-3; Achaea: Dio 53.12.4; Strabo 17.3.25; cf. 
Paus. 7.16. 7; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 42-56. Galatia: Dio 53.26; Strabo 12.5.2; S. Mitchell, Anatolia: 
Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor (Oxford 1993), I. 60-69 (in 6 BCE Paphlagonia was added to the 
province of Galatia: Strabo 12.3.41). Judaea: Joseph. AJ 17.355; BJ 2.111-113, 117; Dio 55.27.6. 

43 Etymological arguments for the original meaning of the term have proven inadequate and 
unconvincing. The ancient etymologies suggested by Festus (283 Lindsay: provinciae appel/antur quod 
populus Romanus eas provicit, id est ante vicit), Donatus (Phorm. ad 22-24: acquisitiae bello Ionge ab 
It alia regiones provinciae dictae a porro et vicendo) and Isidore ( Orig. 14.5.19: procul positas regiones 
provincias appellaverunt) are unlikely. Modem suggestions include i) derivation from vincia, which itself 
would be the root of the legal term vindicia; ii) a development from *provincus, as the root spatial noun 
vicinus plus the prefix *prov-, related to the proto-German *fro-/*frau-/*frauwn- (lordship); iii) a noun 
formed from * provinquus, itself derrived from the spatial ending -inquus and the radical *prov, perhaps 
meaning law ('one who speaks laws'), or *provus from *prae-, *pri- (thus, 'a unique space'); iv) a 
syncopation of the syntagmpro vindicia (thus, 'a place laid claim to'). See G. Wessenberg, RE 23 (1922) 
coli. 996-998, s.v. "provincia" III; J.M. Bertrand, "A propos du mot provincia: etude sur les modes 
d' elaboration du language politique', Journal des Savants 1989, esp. 196-200; Richardson, Hispaniae 
(Cambridge, 1986), 5-10. 

44 lex agr. line 46; Livy 30.40.13; lex Acilia, line 68; lex XX quaest. col. I, line 2 (aerarium); Livy 
24.9.5 (urbana); Livy 30.43.1; 42.48.2; 43.11.2; 44.1.3 (fleet); Livy 24.44.1; 25.3.3 (bellum cum 
Hannibal e). 
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difficulty in any discussion of the Roman provinces and the structure of the Romans state 

is, therefore, the broad meaning of the term provincia. 

The semantic range of the word is fully evident in the lex de provinciis praetoriis 

(101 /100), whose purpose is not entirely clear but was related to combating the problem 

of piracy along the Cilician coast.45 In this law, provincia (translated into Greek as 

brapxEia) describes not only the existing regularly assigned provinces of Macedonia and 

Asia,46 but also the smaller areas in the Chaenic Chersonesus and Lycaonia associated 

with them,47 and more broadly any territory assigned to a magistrate.48 In the Late 

Republic, Cicero could still use provincia when speaking of the city of Rome, the sea, the 

domestic judiciary as well as foreign territories not assigned to a magistrate. 49 Even 

authors of the Principate still had broad understandings of provincia: Velleius 

Paterculus, writing under the emperor Tiberius, included in his history of Rome "a brief 

account of the races and nations which were reduced to provinces and made tributary to 

Rome", which included Aetolia, Gallograecia, Illyria, and the Scordisci, among others, 

45 See J.-L. Ferrary, "Recherches sur la legislation de Saturninus et de Glaucia" MEFRA 89 
(1977), 619-660. 

46 E.g. Cnidos col. II, line 16; col. III, line 23; col. IV, line 18; c£ Crawford, RS, s.v. Cnidos col. II, 
lines 22-27 (p. 260-261). 

47 Cnidos, col. III, line 25; IV, line 10. 
48 Cnidos col. III, lines 6-7. This broad range in meaning has made it difficult for modern 

historians to interpret the reference to an £napxeia KtAtK{a (Cnidos III, line 37). The original editors of the 
Cnidos text assumed that this lex formally created the provincia Cilicia, originally naming it the lex de 
provincia Cilicia (Hassal, Reynolds & Crawford, JRS 64 [1974], 211; cf. Harris, War and Imperialism 
[Oxford, 1979], 153 n. 3). Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 233-235, has strongly argued against assuming the 
creation of any kind of formal province, observing that there is no mention of tribute and explicit references 
that the law was to have no effect on neighbouring kings and their subjects. On the whole, the discussion 
above should help us contextualize the reference and see in it the possibility of a red herring: the Romans 
themselves did not necessarily have the same civic de:fuintion as moderns. 

49 Verr. 2.1.104; Mur. 41; Vat. 12; Scaur. 23; Richardson, Language of Empire, 79-81, c£ pp. 94 
(Caesar), 100 (Sallust), 101 (Varro and Nepos). 
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and generally seems to have meant a conquered territory; 5° by this loose definition Sicily 

is reckoned a provincia starting under M. Claudius Marcellus (211 ), Aetolia after M. 

Fulvius Nobilior (189), Macedonia with L. Aemilius Paullus (167), and Greece with L. 

Mummius (146).51 

The Roman state's recognition of a provincia as a permanent piece of its imperial 

infrastructure outside Rome does not fully emerge until the Sullan era. As dictator in 81, 

L. Cornelius Sulla passed a law creating eight standing courts (quaestiones perpetuae) at 

Rome, which meant that there were precisely as many domestic provinciae as annually 

elected praetors and that the foreign provinciae were assigned to them following their 

year in office. 52 By proroguing a magistrate to assign him a province, Sulla 's legislation 

now presupposed a provincia to exist before and without a magistrate; that is, rather than 

an elected magistrate being allotted a newly created provincia, his power was extended 

beyond his elected year so as to fill the role of managing part ofthe larger imperial state 

(a province).53 Richardson has recently demonstrated that this conception of standing 

administrative provincial units appears in the literature of the Late Republic, aptly 

represented by Cicero's complaint in 50 that some provinciae have been left without 

anyone in command (sine imperio) by the actions ofthe tribune C. Scribonius Curio. 54 

50 Vell. Pat. 2.38: quae cuiusque ductu gens ac natio redacta informulam provinciae stipendiaria 
facta sit. 

51 Yell. Pat. 2.38-39. 
52 The same was not true for consuls, whose provinciae were chosen six months before they 

entered office according to the lex Sempronia (below, n. 127). Lex Cornelia: Cic. Verr. 1.37, 47-49; 
2.2.77; Cluent. 55; Vel. Pat. 2.32.3; Tac. Ann. 11.22. 

53 Later the lex Pompeia of 52 required a five-year span between one's magistracy and taking up a 
provincia (below n. 129). 

54 Cic. Att. 7. 7.5: senatum bonum put as per quem sine imperio provinciae sunt (numquam enim 
Curio sustinuisset, si cum eo agi coeptum esset; quam sententiam senatus sequi noluit; ex quo factum est ut 
Caesari non succederetur); Richardson, Language of Empire, 63-116, esp. 79-85. 
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1.2.1: Formation and Inconsistency in Standards 

Above all, still down to the period of the Civil Wars there is little evidence for a 

provincia as a set oflegal or administrative norms (e.g. forma provinciae ). Indeed the 

central obstacle when discussing the Roman provinces and the central complication to 

our understanding ofthem- really a fundamental quandary of the Roman imperial state-

is the inconsistency in the standards for the arrangement of a province. 55 In neither their 

establishment nor their development can we observe a regular procedure or framework: 

defar;on nullement systematique. 56 Modem historians have tried to patchwork together a 

rational system from the surviving evidence, but in many ways each province was 

idiosyncratic, and provinciae, like the term itself, could be enigmatic and equivocal 

entities. Their existence-and therefore the existence of a structured Roman rule in a 

given region-is not always clear, and their arrangement-that is, the mechanism of 

Roman rule-was by no means predictable, regular, or consistent. 

According to Appian, as early as 146 the Senate had decreed that "a praetor 

should be sent out from Rome annually" to the province of Africa, while the lex 

provinciis praetoriis at the end of the century assumes that the magistrate assigned 

Macedonia will be replaced annually. In this sense, a provincia can be said to be 

'fixed'. 57 But there is no evidence that these areas of competency followed a standard 

55 So Lintott, Imp. Rom., 28: "a greater stability of organization is sometimes assumed than is 
warranted by the evidence." 

56 J.L. Ferrary, "Provinces, magistratures et lois: la creation des provinces sous la republique" in 
Les Provinces romains: concept etfondation (Cluj-Napoca, 28-30 September 2006) [forthcoming]. 

57 App. Pun. 54: OTpaTrJYOV Er~OlOV aurotc; EK 'PW)lr]c; E1tl1tE)l1t€lV EKplvav ('[After defeating 
Carthage in 146] the Senate decided that a praetor should be sent from Rome annually'); lex prov. praet. 
Cnidos IV, lines 17-20: our6c; T€ Ka9' EKacrrov EVlaUTOV ll~ £Mcrcrw EV EKetVolc; rotc; r6rrotc; rrpo ro[O] 
aurGn ifre:pov btab£~acr9at ~)lepwv e~fJKovra ifcrrw ('let this man [viz. the magistrate assigned Macedonia] 
be in those places annually no less than sixty days before another replaces him'); cf. SJG3 700, lines 31-33 
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pattern, and in many cases - as we have seen - it is difficult even to identify these fixed 

provinciae or to speak of their creation. 58 This is because in many instances, particularly 

early in the provincial era, what would become a fixed provincia followed the same 

procedure as any post-war settlement: the Roman commander made arrangements in a 

now-settled territory with the support and advice of a ten man commission (decem legati) 

sent from the Senate, sometimes carrying specific orders, the terms of which settlement 

were perhaps submitted for senatorial review upon his return to Rome. Livy describes 

Aemilius Paullus' settlement ofMacedonia in 167 as aformula (shape; arrangement) and 

Velleius writes of nations redact a in formulam provinciae (reduced to the shape of a 

province), perhaps reflecting a quasi-technicallanguage ofthe Late Republic. 59 

Regardless, though, ofthe precise language, this was the procedure following the 

victories over Philip V (196), Antiochus III (189), Perseus (167), the Achaeans (146), the 

Numantines in Spain (133), and the slaves in Sicily (132), while it is also explicitly 

attested for the settlements ofthe fixed provinces of Africa (146), Asia (129), Egypt (81), 

and was almost certainly done for many others. 60 This close similarity between post-war 

(ca. 119; M. Annius is said to have defended Macedonia vigorously so that he might hand it over to his 
successors in the province [rra:pa:ooOvcn rot:<; Ota:Oe~a:ll£vot<; r~v erra:pxeia:v] in the very best condition). 
The term 'fixed' is to be taken loosely, and not in any technical sense such as that attributed to it by 
Brennan, PRR 11.182-190, who supposes a roster of fixed provinces (ordo provinciarum). See also the 
discussion below, p. 297 ff. on the permanence of the provinces- indeed the Romans' very rule- implied 
by the use of erra:pxda:lprovincia in the state documents. 

58 See above on Velleius Paterculus, above p. 42. Ferrary, "Provinces, magistratures et lois" 
[forthcoming] has argued that the question of a 'creation' is "une faux probleme, ou du moins un probleme 
mal pose". 

59 Livy 45.31.1: Macedoniae formula dicta cum leges quoque se daturum ostendisset; cf. 26.15: 
hac formula dicta; Lintott, Imp. Rom., 28-30. Veil. Pat. 2.38.4: gens ac nation redacta informulam 
provinciae ... sit. See below on the more common phrase in formam provinciae redacta by the Principate. 

60 Second Macedonian War: Polyb. 18.42.5; 44.1; S!G3 591, lines 68-78; RDGE 9, lines 51-54; 
Antiochene War: Polyb. 21.24.9; Livy 37.55.7; RDGE lOb, line 6; ThirdMacedonian War: Livy45.17-18; 
26.15; 29-30; 31.1; 32.7 (mandata 45.18.1, 7, 8); Achaeans: Cic. Att. 13.4-6, 30-33; Numantines: App. 
Hisp. 99; Sicilian Slave Revolt: Cic. Verr. 2.2.90;provinciaAfrica: lex agr. lines 54-55, 77; App. Pun. 54; 
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settlements and provincial settlements is not surprising given the martial origins of 

provincia discussed above, but all the same it is worth highlighting to remind us of the 

difficultly in a) using this procedural model to identify and date a fixed province, but also 

b) assuming that there was a clear distinction for the Romans between a martial and 

institutional provincia. In their settlement of what became fixed provinciae these 

commanders and legati were determining relationships between Rome and various other 

states in the same mould they had earlier; in this sense the distinction between an ad-hoc 

magistrate's task and a fixed province might simply have been the regularity with which 

that area was assigned over the course of time. 

Sometimes these post-war/provincial arrangements might be inscribed (or 

described) as a law (lex) -which modem historians regularly point to as the moment of a 

province's creation. This was certainly the case in Africa, where a lex Livia empowered 

decemviri to carry out a settlement; 61 and Bithynia, where Pompey's arrangements were 

grouped into a lex Pompeia;62 and Cyprus, which was removed by a law of the populus 

Romanus (58) from the Ptolemaic king and given toM. Porcius Cato to arrange. 63 It is 

provincia Asia: Strabo 14.1.38; App, BC 5.4; RDGE 12 (& 13); SEG L 1211, lines 18-19; Egypt: Cic. de 
leg. agr. 2.41. 

61 lex agr., line 81: extraque eum agrum locum, ubei oppodu1fl9art[hago} fuit qu[ondam, 
extraquje eum agrum locum, quemXvirei, quei ex {h.}!. Livifactei createivefuerunt, Uticensibus 
reliquerunt adsignaverunt ('apart from that land or territory, where the town of Carthage once was, and 
apart from the land and territory that the decemvirs, who had been appointed and created by that lex Livia, 
duly delivered and assigned to the people of Utica'); cf. lines 77-78; App. Pun. 54: oeKa oe crcpwv auTwv ~ 
~ou.\~ Tou<; O::ptcrTou<; ifnqmE ota9r]croll£vou<; At~UYJV !leTa LKmiwvo<; £<;To 'Pwllaiwv crullcpepov ... Kat 
crTpaTYJYOV £n]crtov aUTOt<; EK 'PW"!lr]<; £mnell1IElV ifKptvav ('The Senate sent ten of the noblest of their own 
number to arrange the affairs of Africa in conjunction with Scipio, to the advantage of Rome ... and they 
decided that a praetor should be sent from Rome yearly [to govern the country].'). 

62 Lex Pompeia: Pliny Epist. 10. 79, 80, 112, 114, 115; cf. Dio Cass. 36/7.20.2; Strabo 12.3.1. 
63 Livy Per. 104: lege lata de redigenda in provinciae formam Cypro et publicana pecunia regia 

M Catoni administration eius rei mandata est ('When a law was passed about reducing Cyprus into the 
form of a province and the public confiscation of the royal funds, M. Cato was assigned to administer the 
matter'); Cic. Sest. 62: regno enim iam publicato, de ipso Catone erat nominatim rogatum ('once the 
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important, though, to state clearly that the surviving evidence cannot support the once 

common notion of a standard lex provinciae ('law of the province'), which modem 

historians believe established a comprehensive, if inchoate, fundamental legal-

administrative system in a province, 64 which under the Empire was expressed by the 

phrase redactaforma provinciae.65 With the exception of the lex Pompeia, the standard 

examples of such provincial constitutions all date after the inauguration of a province's 

regular administration. Cyprus, for example, is thought to have been provincialized by a 

lex Lentuli (57) mentioned in a letter of Cicero, but these regulations could only have 

been laid down after the island was arranged by M. Porcius Cato in 58;66 undoubtedly 

Sicily had been administered for over a century before Rupillius' settlement in 132 (the 

kingdom was confiscated, a motion was passed about Cato himself by name'); c£ Dio 38.30.5; Veil. Pat. 
2.38.6; Just. 40; Festus, Brev.l3.1; Schol Bob. on Sest. 57. 

64 This has been the standard interpretation in modem scholarship: e.g., Marquardt, Rom. 
Staatsver. 1.500 ("bildete fur die ganze Folgezeit die Norm der Verwaltung"); Greenidge, Legal Procedure, 
113-115; Arnold, Prov. Admin., 26-28 ("establish a norm of administration"); Stevenson, Roman Prov. 
Admin.,68-69 ("formulated the general principles of the provincial administration ... and with 
arrangements for the administration of justice and the collection oftaxes"); F. de Martino, Storia della 
Costituzione romana (Naples, 1954), ii. 283-285; Dahleim, Gewalt u. Herrsch., 293 ("der Begriindung 
provinzialer Administration und ihre Kontrolle ... den gesetzlich verankerte MaBstabe materiell und 
formell geregelt batten); and most recently found (in a slightly modified form) in R. Schulz, Herr. u. Reg., 
93-95 ("Die rechtliche Grundlage fur das Verhaltnis der Provinzialen zur Herrscahft Roms und fiir die 
Regierung des Statthalters bildeten in den meisten Provinzen die leges provinciae). Sober objections can 
be found in Hoyos, "Lex Provinciae and the Governor's Edict"Antichthon 7 (1973), 47-53 ('misleading', 
'over-rigid concept obscuring a more fluid system of organizing provinces', 49); Lintott, Imp.Rom., 28-32 
('[known examples] are not strong enough evidence for a uniform regular procedure for establishing 
Roman rule", 28); Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 18-20. The phrase lex provinciae is a modem creation found 
in none of the extant ancient sources. 

65 Ulpian lib. X de off. procos. (Dig. 48.22. 71 ): in insulam relegare praesides provinciae possunt, 
sic /amen, ut, si quidem insulam sub se habeant (id est ad eius provinciae formam pertinentem, quam 
administrant), et eam specialiter insulam adsignare possint inque eam relegare ('governors of a province 
can relegate to an island, but only if they have an island under their control (that is pertaining to the 
arrangement of the province that they are administering), and they can specially assign this island and 
relegate someone to it.'). 

66 Cic. Fam. 13.48: quae, ut spero,facilius consequere, si et P. Lentuli, necessari tui, legem et ea 
quae a me constituta sunt sequi volueris ('You will, I hope, secure [your reputation] with greater ease if 
you decide to follow the law of your connexion Publius Lentulus, and the regulations made by myself); cf. 
Att. 5.21.6. 
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so-called lex Rupilia),67 while Asia had been annually administered for over fifty years 

before Sulla's post-Mithridatic arrangement (lex Cornelia).68 

These Republican leges, moreover, even granted their fragmentary state, do not 

demonstrate the consistency of content or comprehensive extent we might expect of a 

standard provincial charter, as for a municipium.69 Instead, in these provincial laws we 

find a diverse hodgepodge of regulations, addressing narrow issues of law or 

administration: Rupillius' regulations in Sicily concerned judicial procedure for Romans 

and locals, Sulla's in Asia seem to have been about regulating local elections, and 

Lentulus' in Cyprus perhaps about the rights of the local business class. 7° Cicero, 

67 Cic. Verr. 2.2.32 (text at n. 313), 90, 125; Val. Max. 6.9.8. It is worth noting that according to 
Cicero (Verr. 2.2.32), this was not a law per se, but rather "called a law by the Sicilians" (quam illi [sc. 
Sicilii] legem Rupiliam vacant,); according to a scholiast on the passage, it was passed by a senatus 
consultum (Schol. Gron. B.391: qui [sc. Rupilius} ex senatus consulto iura Siculis constitueret). 

68 RDGE 65, frg. D, line 83; cf IGRP IV 1188. A recently published inscription from Pergamum 
refers to 'a council established by Roman legislation': SEG L 12lllines 11-15: llETan£cr6vrwv TE rwv 
rrpawarwv d<; br]llOKpar{av [Ka]i TOU ()~!lOU O"UVEbpou<; dpoTOV~O"CXVTO<; TWV ap{crrwv avbpwv 
KCXTEcr(r]qe(rJ] Kat Mr]VObWpO<; KCXlllETCx TaUTCX EV TWl KCXTCx T~V 'PW!lCXlK~V VOll08EO"tCXV ~OUAEUTr]ptWl 
ye:v6lle:vo<; 8ta r~v rrpo<; ~v rrarpi8a e:uvotav rroA.AO: rwv crullq>Ep6vrwv Q"VYDPYrJO"EV ('After the governing 
regime turned into a democracy and the people elected councilors from the best men, Menodoros was 
chosen, and afterwards, when serving in the bouleterion established according to Roman legislation, he 
accomplished many things of advantage for the state owing to his goodwill toward the country'). B. Dreyer 
(!.Metropolis, p. 84, n. 333) suggests this is a lex Aquillia, but M. Worrle ("Pergamon urn 133 v. Chr." 
Chiron 30 [2000], 565-571; cf. id, Stadt und Fest im kaiserzeitlichen Kleinasien [Munich, 1988], 16 n. 
111, and p. 96), followed by Brixhe (Bull.Ep. 2000, no. 366), rightly argued was a provisionary council 
established by legates sent out in 132 to evaluate Attalus III's bequest; cf. C. Brt!laz, La Securite publique 
en Asie Mineure (Basel, 2005), 24-25, n. 20. 

69 Municipal charters (e.g.); lex municipii Tarentini (Crawford, RSno. 15), lex Julia municipalis 
(Crawford, RS no. 24), lex Coloniae Genetivae Ursonensis (Crawford, RS no. 25); lex Rubria e Gallia 
Cisalpina (Crawford, RS no. 28); cf. R. Sherk, The Municipal Decrees of the Roman West (Buffalo 1970); 
Lintott, Imp.Rom., 132-145. 

7° Cicero mentions nothing of the content of the lex Lentuli in his letter to Spinther, but Badian 
("Cato and the Annexation and Early Administration of Cyprus", 115) has suggested that it might have 
been the basis for sending his legate, Q. Volusius, to administer Cyprus since "those Cypriots who do 
business there cannot be called out from the island"; Cic. Att. 5.21.6: Q. Volusium ... misi in Cyprum ut ibi 
pauculos dies esset, ne cives Romani pauci qui ilic negotiantur ius sibi dictum negarent; nam evocari ex 
insula Cypros non licet ('I have sent Q. Volusium into Cyprus to pass a few days there so that the few 
Roman citizens who do business there are not denied the right given them: for it is not permitted to call out 
Cypriots from the island.'). 
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furthermore, as provincial magistrate of Cilicia in 51/50, held Lentulus' law on the same 

level as his own gubernatorial regulations (constituta), apparently not regarding the lex 

Lentuli to be of greater legal status.71 On the other hand, in the lex Pompeia we have 

broad and important regulations concerning the organization of local communities, some 

of which survived into the early second century CE.72 One needs to be careful in 

generalizing from these particular civic regulations, however. Not only was much about 

Pompey's settlement of the East novel, but also such arrangements would have been 

essential in the Pontic hinterland - a territory so rural and incongruous with the Roman 

imperial system that Pompey had to create eleven new regional cities for provincial 

government; such arrangements would have been unnecessary in the Hellenized East.73 

While examples like the lex Pompeia illustrate a discrete set of provincial 

regulations (albeit inchoate and ad hoc) and a clear point in time for provincial creation, 

in other cases, such as Cilicia, Cyrene and Achaea, the evidence suggests a more dynamic 

and less stable developmental process, undermining the notion of a fixed province. 74 

Cilicia, for example, after being assigned as part ofM. Antonius' provincia against the 

71 Cic. Fam. 13.48 (text at n.66). 
72 Sources above, n. 62. The lex Pompeia had established regulations for the organization of 

communities, including holding local office, entry into the senate, expulsion and citizenship. Pliny implies 
that many of these regulations were still in effect in Bithynia during his governorship in 112 CE, however it 
is clear from his letters that the rules for holding a local magistracy had since been overridden by an edictio 
divi Augusti (Epist. 10.78), while those that outlawed payment by adscripti to the Senate (pecuniam dare) 
had fallen into abeyance (10.112). 

73 Strabo 12.3.1; cf. Magie RRAM 11.1232-33, n.35; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 230; Majbom 
Madsen, Eager to be Roman, 29-34. Like Pontus, Egypt too had no tradition of polis culture 
("unacquainted with laws and ignorant of officals', Tac. Hist. 1.11 ), which was likely one of the reasons it 
was not provincialized in 81; e.g. Sherwin-White, RFPE, 266-267. 

74 Compare this with the provincia Gallia in the West. See the differing views in Badian, "Notes 
on Provincia Gallia in the Late Republic" in Melanges d'archeologie et d'histoire offerts a Andre Piganiol 
(Paris 1966), 901-918 and C. Ebel, Transalpine Gaul: The Emergence of a Roman Province (Lei den 197 6), 
93. 
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pirates in 102, was not included amongst the provinces of 101, but was described as an 

E:rrapx£ia in the lex de provinciis praetoriis of 100, at which point some modem scholars 

hold that it became a province. 75 Yet there is no evidence for a magistrate or decem 

legati settling the territory (reference to which one would have expected in the lex of 

101/100), nor for the regular administration of the province by Roman magistrates 

thereafter.76 One finds the same problem in the former kingdom ofCyrene, which, 

although bequeathed to Rome in 96, was first assigned as a provincia toP. Cornelius 

Lentulus Marcellinus in 75/74 with the extraordinary designation of quaestor pro 

praetore. 77 Marcellinus' unusual position and the fact that we cannot identify any 

provincial magistrate in the territory until one of Pompey's legates, Cn. Lentulus 

Marcellinus, administered it pro praetore, has led some to argue that it was not routinely 

administered until67, or even later.78 The status of Achaea, meanwhile, has long been 

the subject of scholarly dispute, and the evidence is so unclear that a widely accepted 

hypothesis holds that in 148 it was partly provincialized- whatever that means- and 

administered by the governor of Macedonia. 79 Even in cases like Africa provincia, where 

75 Since only the magistrates of Asia and Macedonia were required to swear loyalty oaths to the 
legislation (Delphi, frg. C, lines 8-1 0) it is assumed there was no magistrate in 101. 

76 At best we can suppose the presence of two magistrates (L. Cornelius Sulla in 98/7 or 93/2 and 
Q. Oppius in 88) in the province before Cn. Cornelius Dolabella in 80, and only three before Cn. Cornelius 
Lentulus Spinther in 56. Sources in Broughton AfRR. 

77 Sail. Hist. 2.43; App. BC 1.111; Broughton, MRR 11.97 with p. 100 n.4. Provinces were typically 
held by consuls or praetors, the latter often with imperium pro consule (below, p. 62). 

78 J. Reynolds, "Cyrenaica, Pompey and Cn. Cornelius Lentulus Marcellinus" JRS 52 (1962), 97-
103, esp. 101; E. Badian, "M. Porcius Cato and Cyprus", 119-1120; Brennan, PRR 1.408-9. 

79 S. Accame, II dominio romano (Rome 1946); E. Badian, Roman Imperialism in the Late 
Republic2 (Ithaca 1968), 21; E. Will, Histoire politique du monde heltenistique (Nancy 1967), 11.396-400; 
Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 199-209; D. Baronowski, "Greece after 146 B.C.: Provincial Status and Roman 
Tribute" in J.Fossey, ed., EYNEIEcPOPA McGill (Amsterdam, 1987), 125-138. This position, however, has 
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we know a commission was sent and some early settlement was made in 146, the 

information is so sparse that we cannot confrrm the presence of an annual magistrate or 

any Roman action in the province before the lex agraria of 111. 

This inconsistency in the development and regulations of fixed provinciae is 

characteristic of the broader irregularity of Roman rule. A large reason for this was the 

Romans' propensity to preserve local institutions as far as possible, even after 

establishing a fixed province the Romans rarely looked to change a local practice- nor 

could they, given the paucity of assets assigned to a provincia (below) - if it could be 

adapted to their own rule, or if they could reasonably live with the local system. In 

Sicily, for example, the provincial tax system followed the local system that had been in 

place since the rule ofKing Hiero II (275-215), known as the lex Hieronica. 80 Taxes in 

Asia likewise continued to be levied and collected on a local basis until the lex 

Sempronia (123), which recent evidence suggests also followed the traditional Attalid 

arrangements on at least import duties (portoria), though Cicero claims that even the 

been challenged in recent years, in part because of the growing recognition of the ambiguity in the notion 
of provincia: Gruen, HWCR, 11.524; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 42-56; and now Ferrary, "provinces, 
magistratures et lois", 6. 

8° Cic. Verr. 2.3.13; 5.49-50; Pritchard, "Cicero and the Lex Hieronica", Historia 19 (1970), 352-
368; Lintott, Imp. Rom. 75-76. Note that in the settlement of Macedonia in 168 the Romans collected half 
the taxes previously paid to the king, which suggests that they followed the existing Antigonid system in its 
collection (Livy 45.29.4; c£ Richardson, "Administration of Empire", 587. Cicero himself observed the 
brilliance of the Roman system of leaving existing tax codes in tact to earn the favour of provincial 
communities (Verr. 2.3.14): videte nunc maiorum sapientiam, qui cum Siciliam ... ad rem publicam 
adiunxissent, tanta cura Siculos tueri ac retinere voluerunt ut non modo eorum agris vectigal novum 
nullum imponerent, sed ne legem quidem venditionis decumarum neve vendundi aut tempus aut locum 
commutarent, ut certo tempore anni, ut ibidem in Sicilia, denique ut lege Hieronica venderent ('See now 
the wisdom of our ancestors, who, when they had added Sicily ... to the republic, were so careful to defend 
and retain them in their allegiance that they not only imposed no new tax upon their lands, but did not even 
alter the law of putting up for sale the tithe contracts, or the time or place of selling them, such that they 
were put up for sale at the regular time of year, still in Sicily, and at last in every respect of the law of 
Hiero'). 
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system in his day pre-dated the Romans. 81 In fact a surviving senatus consultum of 132 

demonstrates the Senate's propensity to follow native systems: after learning that King 

Attalus III of Pergamum had bequeathed his kingdom to the Roman people, all future 

magistrates in Asia were advised that "whatever king Attalus and previous kings have 

amended, punished, exempted, or given ... up to one day before his death are to be legally 

binding". 82 Even the earliest Roman road system in the province, established by M'. 

Aquillius immediately after defeating Aristonicus, appears to have followed existing 

trunk roads,83 and the traditional leagues of the region continued to exist during the 

provincial period, operating as provincial councils. 84 Elsewhere, in Africa, Scipio used 

the old Carthaginian trench network (fossa regia) to define the geographic extent of the 

province itself; 85 while in Egypt, where much of the kingdom's wealth came from an 

efficient bureaucracy, the entire royal system was preserved- the Romans merely 

replaced the king and his subordinates with their ownpraefectus and his officers.86 

81 Cic. Q.fr. 1.1.33. As a means of stabilizing the state's revenues, C. Sempronius Gracchus 
farmed out the Asian taxes to the publicans on a qunquennial basis (censorio locatio): Cic. Verr. 3.6.12; 
Plane. 31; Vel. Pat. 2.6.1-3; App, B.Civ. 5.4; Diod. 34/35.25; Fronto, ad Verum, 2.1.17; Florus 2.15; Schol. 
Bobb. 157 (Stangl.); M. Rostovtzeff, SEHHWIII.1567-8; Magie, RRAMI.164-166; Badian, FC, 184-185. 
Custom Dues: lex port. lines 67-72, portions of which date back to the Attalid era (M. Cottier, eta!., eds., 
The Customs Law of Asia [Oxford 2008], 126-127). In Africa, the Romans adopted the local system of 
tributum capitis: App. Pun.135. 

82 RDGE 11, lines 13-19: oaa ~CXO'lAEU<; '1\naA.o<; Ot n: A.o[motitbwKav] btwpewcrav E~Tll.ltWO'CXV ~ 
[cHp~KCXV £8wp~crav-ro, o]cra TOUTWV EyEVETO npo ~nO:<; [~J.lEpa<; npi.v ~ '1\n]aA.ov TEAEUTfjoat, onw<; -rau-r[a 
KUpta J.lEVTI cr-rpanwo]( TE oi Ei<; 'Acr{av nopEUOJ.lEV[ot J.l~ KlVWO'l T~V bta9~K(?)]f]V, aA.M. EWO'l KUpta J.lEVElV 
[anavm Ka9w<; ~ cruvKAfJTO<; £n€Kptv[Ev]; cf. lines 7-10; RDGE 13, lines 2-3; Drew-Bear, NIP no. 2, lines 
1-3. 

83 S. Mitchell, "The Administration of Roman Asia from 133 BC to AD 250" in W.Eck, ed., 
Lokale Autonomie und romische Ordnungsmacht in den kaiserzeitlichen Provinzen vom 1. bis 3. 
Jahrhundert (Munich 1999), 17-21; below, n. 120. 

84 See below, 69f. 
85 Pliny, NH 5.25 (text below, n. 105). 
86 Sherwin-White, RFPE, 268. 
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Even after a province had been established as a regular administrative unit of the 

imperial state, the actual administrative system could be reshaped annually by the 

provincial magistrate. Every magistrate before entering his provincia published an edict 

that set the terms of law for that year and, though often tralatitious, these could differ 

significantly from the previous year's law, just like the annual edict ofthe urban praetor 

at Rome. 87 The best documented example is Cicero's edict as proconsul ofCilicia, which 

followed some ofhis predecessor's measures, but also borrowed heavily from those ofQ. 

Mucius Scaevola, governor of Asia forty years earlier. 88 

As mentioned earlier, by the time of the Principate there had developed a standard 

form for a provincia. Authors of the period routinely describe the process of creating a 

province with the set phrase in formam provinciae redigere, 89 which by the High Empire 

seems to have been the state's official language on the matter.90 This reflects a clearly 

abstracted sense of a bureaucratic unit, governed by a regular system with attendant legal 

and administrative norms and institutions.91 At the end of our own period, Caesar wrote 

of"reducing Gaul into a province" (in provinciam redacta), perhaps reflecting the fact 

that by the 50s a provincia had a standard set of legal and administrative norms. 92 Still, 

for most ofthe Republic this was not the case: the provinces were the areas of 

87 Cic. Att. 5.21.11 (edictum translaticium); Fam. 3.8.4 (totidem verbis transferrem in meum); 
Greenidge, Legal Procedure, 86-91; A. Watson, "The Development of the Praetor's Edict" JRS 60 (1970), 
105-119. 

88 Cic. Att. 6.1.15; 5.21.11; Fam. 3.8.4; A. Marshall, "The Structure of Cicero's Edict" AJPh 85 
(1964), 185-191; Peppe, "Note sull' editto di Cicerone in Cilicia', Labeo 37 (1991), 13-93. See below, nn. 
178 and 314. 

89 Livy, Per. 45, 134; Vell. Pat. 2.97.4; Tac. Agr. 14; Ann. 2.56; 14.31; Suet. Rhet. 30; Jul. 25.1; 
Aug. 18.2; Tib. 37.4; Cal. 1.2; Nero 18; Vesp. 8.4. 

90 ILS 5834 (milestone of Trajanic date): redact a in formam provinciae Arabia. 
91 Richardson, Language of Empire, 95. 
92 Caes. B. Gall. 1.45.2: in provinciam redegisset; 7.77.16: in provinciam redacta. 
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administration of magistrates, who followed the precedents set by previous commanders 

-who themselves may be following an earlier local arrangement- and who literally set 

the terms of law and administration every year upon taking up their provincia. 

1.2.3: Provinces and the Territory of the Imperial State 

Despite its broad semantic meaning and varied arrangement, a provincia carried 

with it some notion of territoriality: originally as an area in which imperium holders were 

authorized to act, and by the first century as a distinct territorial entity. In Cicero's 

writings, for example, one begins to find use of the adjective provincia/is to refer to those 

living in a particular province, and in state documents one fmds references to actions 'in 

the province'; 93 Greek cities, meanwhile, by the frrst century had begun to conceptualize 

and identify themselves in reference to Errapxciat.94 Yet even during the Late Republic 

provinciae were not simply bounded territories that might be coloured in solid on a map 

to represent Roman control over a region;95 Rome's imperium was littered with 'gaps'. 

Laws like the lex Porcia (121) demonstrate that in some sense provinciae were a 

bounded space: 96 

93 E.g. Aphrodisias 8 (38 BCE): [apxwv, avrci:pxwv T€ oc; av rre:pl. rw]v EV rg:[t]~ trrapxe:icnc; 
OtKaw156rn ('[a magistrate or pro-magistrate who] would have jurisdiction over those in the provinces'); cf. 
RDGE 18, line 77; 52, line 50; 58 col. III, line 68. 

94 See below, p. 297ff. 
95Contrast the Empire: G. Burton, "The Resolution of Territorial Disputes in the Provinces of the 

Roman Empire" Chiron 30 (2000), 195-215, who discusses the importance of territoriality in the first to 
third centuries CE, and the implication of territorial resolutions for the imperial state, "(they) represent both 
a distinct arena for the exercise of public authority and a distinct expression of the subordination of 
provincial subjects and communities to, and their integration in, the imperial state" (p. 195). 

96 The rogator of the motion was probably M. Porcius Cato (cos. 118), grandson ofCato the 
Censor, who must have been praetor no later than 121 (see Ferrary, "Chapitres tralatices et references a des 
lois anterieures dans les lois romains" in Humbert and Thomas, edd., Melanges de droit romain et 
d'histoire ancienne: homage a Ia memoire de Andre Magdelain (Paris, 1998), 157). 
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No magistrate or pro-magistrate shall march or lead troops outside the province 

(lxro<; Tf)<; £rrapxda<;), of which, according to this law, he is or will be in 
command unless by decree of the Senate, reasons of transit, or for the sake of the 
republic. 97 

Similar provisions appear later in Sulla's laws on maiestas (81) and Caesar's on 

repetundae (59), and we might expect that by the Late Republic they appeared commonly 

in other regulations relating to the provinces. 98 Laws such as these operated on the 

assumption that a magistrate's provincia had territorial limits and that he could identify 

them while in the field or refer to some common knowledge of a boundary when back in 

Rome accounting for his actions. 99 Indeed, a passage in the lex portorii Asiae refers to 

'free boundaries of the province' (roue; E:A.w8£pouc; opouc; r~c; E:rrapxdac;) where taxing 

houses might be set up. 100 The precise meaning of the phrase is unclear (especially the 

97 Claros, Menippos, col. III, lines 6-14: EKro<; T~<; £rra:pxda:<; EKTCXO"O'ETW ll~TE ay£Tw 'U\; ll~TE 
rropw£crew T.l\; ~.t' q: ~Kaq[ TOTE] ~]Ja~El dow<; OOAWl Tr9Vr]pGn l:lDT~ 'U\; qf?XWV l:lDr' avTapxwv EKTO<; T* 
£rra:pxEta:<;, <E<p'> ~<; O:UTOV £rra:pxEfa:<; KO:T<X TOUTOV TOV VOl-!OV dva:t OEt ~ OE~O"El, d l-1~ arro cruyKA~TOU 
yvwl-!r]<;, rropw£cr8<w> ll~TE rrpoa:y£Tw, d l-1~ Ota:rropda:<; EVEKEV ~ Of]l-!OO"lWV xaptv rrpa:ypaTwv; cf. lex Ant. 
Term., col. II, line 17; Cic. Pis. 60. IfLivy's language accurately reflects contemporary expressions, then 
in 171 the Senate became incensed at C. Cassius for daring to leave his provincia Gallia and cross over into 
P. Crassus' provincia Macedonia (Livy 43.1.9: senatus indignari tantum consulem ausum, ut suam 
provinciam reliqueret, in alienam transiret). 

98 Cic. in Pis. 50: mitto exire de provincia, educere exercitum, bellum sua sponte gerere, in 
regnum iniusu populi Romani ac senatus accedere, quae cum plurimae leges veteres tum lex Cornelia 
miestatis, Julia de pecuniis repetundis planissime vetat ('I say nothing of his leaving his province, leading 
out an army, waging war on his own initiative, or entering a kingdom without the command of the Roman 
people and the Senate, which is forbidden by countless older legislation and particularly the law of 
Cornelius on treason and the law of Julius on extortion.'). 

99 The idea of territoriality to a provincia was no doubt implicit in the original notion of a 
"magistrate's sphere of responsibility" and can be found expressed in the early provincial era in the West: 
according to Livy, in 214 Ap. Claudius set up his forces on the boundary between Syracuse and the Roman 
provincia of Sicily (ad provinciae regnique fines omnia convertit praesidia, 24. 7.9; cf. 24.44.4); and in 194 
the Senate refused M. Helvius a triumph for his victories in Spain on the grounds that he had fought in 
another's province (in aliena provincia, Livy 34.10.5). 

100 lex port., line 35; similar language is also restored in the lacunae at lines 40 and 43. The 
passage is variously interpretated as the boundary between the provincial interior and coastline/harbour 
site, the boundary of a free city, land unassigned to the province, a mistranslation of the Latin original, or a 
typographic error by the mason (M. Cottier, et al., Lex Portoria Asiae, commentary s. v. line 35, pp. 114-
115). 
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adjective EAt:u8t:poc;), and even the date of this section of the document is insecure 

(123BCE? 75 BCE? 62 CE?); however, it does plainly indicate some form of provincial 

boundary and is not inconsistent with the evidence from the late second and first century. 

It is also worth noting, for comparison, that the lex de proviniciis praetoriis of 101/100 

charged the governor of Macedonia with establishing "revenue boundaries" for the new 

Chersonesan territory, which emphasises the importance of boundaries for purposes of 

finances. 101 Legal and 'official' documents, then, suggest that by the end of the second 

century the Romans had come to conceptualize their rule within the provinces as 

territorially bounded in some manner. To that extent the imperial state had borders and 

subjects within this described territory. 

We must be careful, though, not to overestimate the idea of bounded Roman rule. 

There is little evidence, for example, to suggest that the Romans physically marked the 

area of their control. While on the one hand we know that they used boundary markers 

(termini) for land division under the Republic- even for dividing land between cities 102
-

and that by the end of our period authors referred to termini imperii (boundaries of the 

101 Cnidos, col. IV, lines 10-12 & 25-29: ou TE trrapxda XEpcr6vf]cr6<; TE <Kat> Katv~.t~~ [tcrn]y, 
TaUTf]V {rE} T~V trrapxdav a~a ~E[r]O: T~<; MaKEOovia<; OtaKaTEXErW ... 6 crrparr~yo<; ~ av9urraro<; {rE} 6 
hE} r~v r~<; MaKEOovia<; t~apxdav OtaKar£xwv rrpo roil EK ~<; trrapxEia<; ~KxwpE'iv KarO: ro r~<; 
OUVKA~TOU My~a TO Err' q:urov YEVO~EVOV opta ~<; XEpcrov~crou T~<; rrpocr60<;>[u] qr~crn ('whoever's 
province is the Caenic Chersonesus shall hold this province together with Macedonia ... the praetor or 
propraetor holding the province of Macedonia, before leaving from the province according to the decree of 
the Senate passed during his term in office, is to establish the boundaries of the revenues of the 
Chersonesus'). 

102 See, for example, ILS 5945 (terminus recording and representing the fines and termini between 
Ateste and Vicetia in Cisalpine Gaul established by Sex. Atilius Saranus, cos. 136) and 5946 (terminus 
marking the division between the Genuates and Langenses Veturii by Q. and M. Minucius Rufus in 117); 
c£ ILS 5947-5999 for examples under the Empire. Under Augustus boundary markers (termini 
Augustales) were used to identify the boundaries of civitates in Lusitania (J. Edmondson, "Romanization 
and Urban Development in Lusitania" in T. Blagg and M. Millet, eds., The Early Roman Empire in the 
West [Oxford 1990], 163-164). 
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empire), 103 on the other hand, even in this later period there is still no evidence that the 

provinces were ever physically bounded, and there is no example of a provincial terminus 

in the material evidence. The best indications that provinces may have been artificially 

demarcated come from early Spain- where Livy's use of the verb terminare to refer to 

the division of Hither and Farther might imply the use of termini - 104 and Africa- where 

Scipio evidently refurbished the earlier royal trench work (fossa regia) around Carthage 

to mark Roman territory. 105 Again, no physical evidence of either remains, and it seems 

unlikely that during the Republic, in contrast to the later Empire, the Romans ever 

marked the limits of their imperium. 106 Quite the contrary, at a time when the notion of 

the imperium Romanum had yet to represent a territorial empire, but simply the power of 

the Roman people, there was no impetus to create limitations; rather, Rome embraced an 

image of its rule during the Republic as boundless and without geographic space, 

particularly in the East. 107 

103 See below, n. 115; cf. Aug. Res Gest. 26 (text above n. 32). 
104 Livy 32.28.11: et terminare iussi, qua ulterior citeriorve provincia servaretur ('and having 

been ordered to determine boundaries, they divided the province into a further and nearer') and Richardson, 
Hispaniae, 77 -78; cf. Livy 36.2.11 (provinciam ita dividere ut una ab Agrigento ad Pachynum, altera a 
Pachyno Tyndareum), 41.8.3 (Gallia in duas divisaprovincias). 

105 Pliny, NH 5.25: ea pars, quam Africam appellavimus, dividitur in duas provincias, veterem et 
novam, disc ret as fossa inter Africanum sequent em et reges Thenas usque perducta, quod oppidum a 
Carthagine abest CCXVI ('This part, which we have called Africa, is divided into two provinces, the Old 
and the New, marked off by a trench arranged by the second (Scipio) Africanus and the kings that extended 
up to Thenas, a town 216 miles from Carthage.'). 

106 On the limes (frontiers) of the Empire, see: C.R. Whittaker, Frontiers of the Roman Empire 
(Baltimore, 1994); H. Elton, Frontiers of the Roman Empire (London, 1996). On provincial and city 
boundaries in the empire, see Burton, "Resolution of Territorial Disputes", 195-215, esp. 195-200. 

107 See also below, p.228. 
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Naturally, some provinciae, like Sicily, Sardinia and Crete, had physical limits 

that clearly marked the extent of Roman territory. 108 Likewise, the Romans might look to 

physical landmarks as natural frontiers of a provincia: the Alps in Italy, 109 the Ebro in 

Spain, 110 the Rhine in Gaul, 111 the Taurus Mountains in Asia, 112 or the Euphrates in the 

Near East. 113 But these fines were prescriptive limits of Roman imperium, not 

necessarily meant to describe the boundaries of Roman rule. 114 They created spatial 

regions defmed by power, not internal control, though distinguishing the difference is 

naturally confused by the semantic range of provincia and its close relationship with the 

notion of imperium. 115 Cicero once famously described the provincia Macedonia as 

"adjoined by so many barbarian tribes that its commanders have always held that its 

boundaries (fines) extend only as far as their swords and javelins can reach" .116 In this 

the difficulty of defining Roman control by provincial space is patently exposed: the 

108 For a general overview of provincial boundaries in the Republic, see A. Lintott, "What was the 
'imperium Romanum'?" G&R n.s. 28 (1981), 54-58; and Richardson, Language of Empire, 10-116. 

109 Livy 39.54.10. 
110 Livy21.2.7. 
111 Caes. B. G. 1.43-44. 
112 Livy 34.58. 
113 Plut. Pomp. 33.6; cf. Oros. 6.13.2; Florus 3.11.4. 
114 Whittaker, Frontiers of the Roman Empire (Baltimore, 1994), 26-27. 

115 Whittaker, Frontiers, 10-30, esp. 26-30; cf. J. Richardson, "Polybius' View'', 4-7; Lintott, 
"What is the Imperium Romanum?", 54-58. According to Whittaker,provincae are a sub-set of the larger 
imperium Romanum, which, corresponding to the twin meanings of provincia, could express internal 
control and external power. Thus Pompey's claim to have "taken the boundaries of the empire to the limits 
of the earth" (Diodorus 40.4), or Cicero's assertion that Caesar and Pompey had added to the termini 
imperii (Prov. Cons. 12.31; 13.33), do not refer to the expansion of the provinces but the growth of Roman 
power; when, however, Augustus advised Tiberius that the "empire should be kept within its boundary 
stones (termini)" (Tac. Ann 1.11 ), he had in mind the preservation of internal control. 

116 Cic. in Pis. 16.38: Tantam vera provinciam cum tanto exercitu, Macedoniam praesertim, quam 
tantae barbara rum gentes attingunt ut semper Macedonicis imperatoribus idem fines provinciae fuerint qui 
gladiorum at que pi/arum; cf. B. Levick, Roman Colonies in Southern Asia Minor (Oxford, 1967), 21. 
Compare the limits of Cicero's own provincia Cilicia: A.J. Marshall, "Governors on the Move", Phoenix 
20 (1966), 236-237. 
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provincia Macedonia, although a regularly administered civic unit at the time, 

nevertheless existed practically only as far as a magistrate might exercise control. 

This leads us to a second, and more crucial observation about the provincial 

system and the extent of Roman rule: provinciae were not contiguous administrative 

units; 117 they were tessellated with states and people outside direct Roman authority. So-

called "free cities" (civitates liberae), for one, were autonomous enclaves that dotted the 

province, effectively existing as holes in the Roman provincial fabric. The well-known 

texts from Claros state that the polis of Colophon was outside the province of Asia (n1c; 

£napxEiac; EKroc;) - the same language used in the lex Porcia - and beyond the 

administrative reach of the provincial magistrate. 118 According to Strabo, writing during 

the Late Republic and early Principate, there were those lands ruled by the Romans 

"called provinces" but also free states not included within them. 119 Independent 

_kingdoms, too, might be within the broadest boundaries of the Romans' empire, but 

outside a magistrate's authority- in fact, they might even bifurcate his provincia. This 

was the case in early Asia provincia, when the Lycaonian territory was separated from 

117 Nicolet, Space, Geography and the Politics in the Early Roman Empire (Ann Arbor 1991 ), 
191. 

118 Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 39-40; col. II, line 4 (see below, §5.1 ). 

119 Strabo 17.3.24: taUt11<; S£ tfj<; OUJ.LncXOl1<; xwpa<; tfj<; uno 'Pw~a{ot<; ~ ~EV ~acrtA£U£tal, ~v S' 
exoucrtv autoi KaMcravt£<; £napxiav, Kai n£~noucrtv ~ye~6va<; Kat <popoA6you<;· dcri SE ttV£<; Kat 
£.Aeu9epatn6.Aet<;, ai ~£v £~ O:pxfi<; Kata <pt.A{av npocreAeeoOcrat, ra<; S' ~.Aw9£pwcrav a1itot Kata n~~v ('Of 
this whole country that is subject to the Romans, some parts are ruled by kings, but the Romans retain 
others themselves, calling them 'provinces', and send to them magistrates and tax collectors; but there are 
also some free cities, some of whom came over from the beginning on account of friendship, while others 
the Romans themselves set free as a mark of honour'); cf. Suet. /u/25.1: omnem Galliam ... praeter socias 
ac bene merit as civitates in provinciae formam redegit (sc. Caesar) ('all of Gaul ... except those states 
allied and in good standing Caesar reduced into the form of a province'). 
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the bulk of the province by Pamphylia, then controlled by the kings ofCappadocia. 120 

Cappadocia itself divided the provincia of Cilicia, which meant that Cicero had to travel 

through the kingdom to get to the eastern end of his provincia. 121 Roman Syria was 

famously a hodgepodge of subjects and non-subjects, including tetrarchies, petty kings 

and the Jewish kingdom. 122 Still, like the notion of liminal boundaries, boundaries 

nominally within the provincia (though technically outside the provincia) were not 

always rigidly observed. Sometimes, for example, free communities might play a role in 

the provincial framework, as caput provinciarum or even a conventus centre. 123 

A passage of Cicero illustrates the breadth ofthe imperial state: in the fifth speech 

in Verrem, he decries Verres' disregard for the protective cry "I am a Roman citizen" 

( civis Romanus sum) and warns Romans that condoning his actions would close off to 

them "all the provinces, all kingdoms, all the free-states, the whole world, which has to 

this point been open most especially to our citizens." 124 The rhetorical flourish of the 

120 Pamphylia was granted to Ariarathes V of Cappadocia by M'. Aquillius as a reward for his 
support against Aristonicus (Justin 37 .1.2). We know that Lycaonia was included in the provincia Asia in 
101 by the lex prov. praet. and perhaps even earlier to judge from a milestone ofM'. Aquillius discovered 
in Side that suggests the original provincial road network extended to the Lycaonian coast (D. French, 
"Sites and Inscriptions from Phrygia, Pisidia and Pamphylia", EA 17 [1991], 53-54). On the position of 
these kings outside the province, see Strabo 17.3.24 (text at n. 119). 

121 Cic. ad Fam. 15.2: iter mihifaciendum per Lycaoniam et per Isauros et per Cappadociam 
arbitratus sum ('I have decided to make my route through Lycaonia, the lsauri and Cappadocia'). The 
territory had been granted to the Cappadocian King by Pompey in his re-organization of the East (App. 
Mith 105; Strabo 12.14). 

122 Pliny, N.H. 5.81-82. 
123 Below, p. 104. 
124 Cic. Verr 2.5.168: tolle hanc spem, tolle hoc praesidium civibus Romanis, constitue nihil esse 

opis in hac voce, 'civis Romanus sum' ... quod qui sit ignore!: iam omnis provincias, iam omnia regna, iam 
omnis liberas civitates, iam omnem orbem terrarum, qui semper nostris hominibus maxime patuit, civibus 
Romanis ista defensione praec/useris ('Take away this hope, take away this protection from Roman 
citizens, establish that there is no assistance to be found in the words "I am a Roman citizen" ... by 
admitting that defence, you cut off from the Roman citizens all the provinces, all the kingdoms, all free 
cities, and indeed the whole world, which has to this point been open most especially to our citizens.'); cf. 
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final term aside, Cicero here describes the extent of the imperium Romanum as based 

upon, but not limited to, the provinciae, but also encompassing free-states, kingdoms and 

all other places which respect Roman hegemony. The official language of the lex 

repetundarum and the lex de provinciis praetoriis extends the imperium Romanum even 

wider: not just citizens, or those of the Latin name, but also allies and friends are under 

the discretion, sway, and protection of the Roman people. 125 We shall discuss these 

relations in more detail in Chapter Three, but here it is worth noting that, like freedom 

(libertas), friendship (amicitia) and alliances (societas) were highly sought after and 

deeply significant forms of relations with the Romans. Some evidence suggests that there 

was a "register of friends" at Rome, which if true would underscore the importance of 

h d . h' h . . 1 126 t ese as pseu o-statuses w1t m t e 1mpena state. 

It is significant that neither the lex repetundarum nor the lex de provinciis 

praetoriis, both of which explicitly address provincial affairs, lists provinciae among the 

constituents of the imperium. This, of course, does not mean that provinciae were not a 

part of the empire, but does intimate yet again that there was more to the empire than the 

provinces and their apparatus. More will be said on these extra-provincial relations in the 

Leg. 3.41; Richardson, Language of Empire, 90: "(this passage is) closer to an expression of what we 
would call the Roman empire than any single word or phrase that we have seen up to" the death of Cicero. 

125 
[ - - - quai socium no ]minisve Latini exterarumve nationum, quoive in arbitratu dicione 

postestate amicitiav[e populi Romani---]; cf. lex prov. praet. Cnidos col. III, lines 28-35 (=Delphi frg. B, 
lines 5-7): urraro<; 0 rrpwro<; ye:v6pe:vo<; ypappara rrpo<; TOU<; o~pou<; rro.Amia<; TE rrpo<; OU<; av aurwt 
<patVf]Tat O:rroore:AAETW TOV O~pov TOV 'Pwpaiwv EV f.mpe:Ae:iat <--->,wore: TOU<; rro.Aira<; Pwpaiwv Kal 
rou<; ouppaxou<; Aarivou<; re: rwv re: f.Kro<; f.Svwv, otnve:<; f.v r~t <pt.Aiat rouo~pou 'Pwpa(wv e:iofv, pe:r' 
O:o<pa.Ae:fa<; rr.Aoi~e:o8at ouvwvrat ('the prim us consul is to send letters to the peoples and cities to whom it 
seems best to him (to say that) the Roman people will keep in their care, that the citizens of Rome, and the 
allies, and the Latins and those of foreign nations, whosoever are in the friendship of the Roman people, 
might be able to sail with safety'); Cic. Div. Caec. 66; A. Lintott, Judicial Reform and Land Reform in the 
Roman Republic (Cambridge 1992), 111; Crawford, RS, p. 95. 

126 On the formula amicorum, seep. 213f. 
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proceeding chapters, however it remains now to consider in more detail this apparatus of 

Roman rule in the provinciae. 

1.3 -INSTITUTIONS OF THE PROVINCE 

1.3.1: The Administrative Structure of the Provincia 

The defining characteristic of a provincia was its command by a Roman 

magistrate holding imperium. At the end of every year the Senate identified what area or 

assignment would comprise the next year's complement ofprovinciae, and these were 

allotted to the in-coming magistrates. 127 Before the lex Cornelia (81 ), command of a 

provincia usually fell to one of the praetors - though consuls would receive provinciae 

where heavy campaigning was expected 128 -who routinely administered it during his 

year in office; after the Sullan legislation, praetors managed their province after their year 

in office (that is, ex magistratu), usually with the rank ofproconsul. 129 

127 Livy 40.1 is typical: consules praetoresque sortiti prouincias sunt. consulibus nulla praeter 
Ligures, quae decerneretur, erat. iurisdictio urbana M Ogulnio Gallo, inter peregrinos M Ualerio euenit; 
Hispaniarum Q. Fuluio Fiacco citerior, P. Manlio ulterior, L. Caecilio Dentri Sicilia, C. Terentia Istrae 
Sardinia ('the consuls and praetors drew lots for the provinces: for the consuls only Liguria had been 
deemed available, while it turned out that M. Ogulnius Gallus got the urban jurisdiction and M. Valerius 
the foreign court; Nearer Spain went to Q. Fulvius Flaccus, Further Spain to P. Manlius, Siciliy to L. 
Caecilius Dentrus, and Sardinia to C. Terentius Istra'); c£ Arnold, Prov. Admin., 46-54; Stevenson, Rmn. 
Prov. Admin., 60; Richardson, Language of Empire, 17-23. Under the lex Sempronia (123) the Senate was 
required to name the next year's consular provincia before the consular elections for any given year (Sall, 
Jug. 27.3; Cic. Prov.cos. 2, 3, 7; Balb. 27.61; Dom. 24; Fam. 1.7.10); later by the lex Cornelia the consuls 
drew their provinces before taking up their office and the praetors before the beginning of their prorogued 
term. 

128 See below, §4. 
129 Brennan, PRR 11.394-396. The lex Pompeia of 52 mandated a five year span between office 

holding and provincial management (Suet. Jul. 28; Dio 40.56.1 ), which quickly fell into abeyance with the 
onset of the Civil Wars, but was reinstated by Augustus (Dio. 42.20; 43.14). The supposition that after 81 
all provincial magistrates were empowered pro consule is based on the prosopographical information of 
individual careers and, after Sulla, the absence of any propraetors in thefasti triumphal is (Brennan, PRR II. 
394-396, 398-400). 
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There is a natural tendency among modem historians to label these men governors 

of their province - indeed in some contexts the appellation is apt -but it is important to 

remember that during the Republic the Romans had no unique word like 'governor' to 

describe or differentiate a provincial (pro )magistracy from a traditional civic magistracy, 

which was itself undifferentiated from a military rank. 130 A man elected praetor was 

such regardless of whether his provincia was at Rome or abroad- thus one's imperium 

was valid even after leaving the area ofhis provincia until he returned to Rome. 131 

Sulla's legislation (which we noted earlier seems to correspond to a new concrete 

conception of a provincia) represents the earliest signs of a constitutional distinction 

between foreign and domestic assignments as all foreign magistrates were given the rank 

of pro consule, thus beginning an evolution that was finally completed under the Empire 

when proconsul, legatus Caesaris, procurator, praefectus, and (especially) praeses were 

distinctly provincial offices. 132 In the interim, under Augustus the so-called imperial 

provinces were administered by agents of the Emperor (legati Augusti pro praetore), thus 

for the first time creating provincial magistrates outside the traditional cursus honorum; 

while the provinciae populi Romani -though administered by traditional proconsuls -

130 Official documents refer to a provincial magistrate by his civic office (consul, praetor: e.g. lex 
prov. praet, Cnidos II, line 13-14; III, line 23; IV, lines 5, 31; Delphi B, line 27; C, line 8) or as a 
magisratus (lex Ant. Term. col. II, line 6). For a pair of exceptions, see below n. 171. Gubernator, whence 
derrives the English term, was commonly a ship's steersman, which (given the common metaphor of the 
ship of state) came to take on the meaning of 'state director': e.g. Cic. QF. 1.1.5; Sest. 98; Rab. perd. 26; 
rep. 5.1; Seneca, Epist. 73 .9; Apul. Plat. 2.26; Dig, de cone. dig. 2.6. 

131 Lex prov.praet. Cnidos, col. IV, lines 38-39. 
132 Macer, de off praesid. 1 (Dig. 1.18.1 ): Praesidis nomen generate est eoque et proconsules et 

legati Caesaris et omnes provincias regentes, /icet senatores sint, praesides appellantur: proconsulis 
appellatio special is est ('Governor is a general term, and so proconsuls and imperial legates and all people 
who govern provinces, although they may be senators, are called governors. Proconsul is a special title'.). 
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were assigned to men only after they had been five years out of office (resurrecting 

Pompey's lapsed legislation), effectively creating a new rank in the standard cursus. 133 

The lack of distinction between domestic and foreign magistracies illustrates, and 

is a product of, the strikingly organic development of the empire as a natural extension of 

the Roman res publica. When, for example, the number of regularly administered 

provinciae exceeded the number of magistrates the res publica annually allowed for, 

rather than creating a new order or rank of officials, the number of officials was simply 

increased: thus the number of annually elected praetors rose to four ca. 228 to 

accommodate the regular administration of Sicily and Sardinia, 134 six in 197 to account 

for the two new Spanish provinciae, 135 eight under Sulla, 136 until finally reaching sixteen 

under Caesar. 137 Often even these increases were not enough to keep the annual curule 

magistrates equal to the number of active provinciae - particularly in times of war when 

consuls were in command of the army, or when the number of territorial provinciae 

133 Augustan settlement: Tac. Ann. 1.1; Dio 53.12-16; Ovid Fast. 1.590; Strabo 17.3.24; Suet. Aug. 
47; F. Millar, '"Senatorial' Provinces: An Institutionalized Ghost" AncW20 (1989), 93-97. According to 
Dio (53.14.2) Augustus implemented the practice ofrequiring a five year gap between one's praetorship or 
consulship and provincial management, restoring the law previously established by Cn. Pompeius. 

134 Livy Per. 20; cf. Pomponius apud Dig. 1.2.2.32; Solin us 5.1. On the date, see Mommsen, 
Staatsr. 11.3.198; c£ MRR 1.229. Brennan, PRR 1.87-89, has argues that the second praetor (praetor inter 
peregrines) was created around the mid-240s to command Sicily. 

135 Livy 32.27.6; 32.28.2 & 11. 
136 No ancient source explicitly states that Sulla was responsible for increasing the number of 

praetors, but Velleius (2.89.3) implies that there were eight before Caesar and the Epitomator ofPomponius 
(Dig. 1.2.2.32) erroneously claims that Sulla (rather than Caesar) increased the number to ten. Certainly 
there were eight in 57, when Cicero (Mil. 39) claimed that seven of the eight praetors supported his return 
from exile; cf. Brennan, PRR II. 389-392. By Sulla's time there was an extraordinary pressure on the 
Roman administrative system, with as many as ten regularly administered foreign provincia (Sicily, 
Sardina-Corsica, Hither and Further Spain, Macedonia, Africa, Asia, Cilicia, Cisalpine and Transalpine 
Gaul), while Rome itself required an urban and peregrine praetor, as well as praetores for the numerous 
standing courts (quaestiones perpetuuae); c£ E. Badian, "Notes on Provincial Governors from the Social 
War to Sulla's Victory" in idem, Studies in Greek and Roman History (Oxford, 1964), 71-104. 

137 Ten praetors were elected in 46 (Dio Cass. 42.51.3; Veil. Pat 2.89.3), fourteen in 45 (Dio Cass. 
43.47.2), and sixteen in 44 (Dio Cass. 43.49.1 ). 
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simply outnumbered annual magistracies- in which case, as we have seen, current 

magistrates merely had their powers prorogued or ex-magistrates were re-empowered at 

their previous rank or pro consule. 138 

Increasing the number of officers - or creating new offices - greatly upset the 

socio-political arrangement of the elite, for whom office holding produced the 

opportunity for the socio-political currency of fame and glory (jama gloriaque). With 

only two consulships available each year, increasing the praetorship diminished the 

possibility of reaching the highest office while simultaneously diluting the glory of 

holding a praetorship. 139 Already in 181 a lex Baebia had legislated that the number of 

annual praetorships would alternate between four and six. 140 This system seems to have 

disappeared rather quickly, but by the Late Republic new consequences emerged because 

ofSulla's arrangements, particularly bribery, which led to a slew of ambitus legislation 

after his dictatorship. 141 

The point to be made here is that under the Republic the Romans made very little 

effort to transform their traditional city-state into a larger bureaucratic imperial state -

138 E.g. the lex praet. prov. is addressed to the 'praetor or propraetor of Asia' ( crrparT]yo<; 
av9unar6<; n: 6{<;} r~v 'Aaiav Enapxdav, Cnidos col. III, lines 22-23) and the 'praetor or propraetor or 
proconsul' of Macedonia (npo<; rov crrparT]yov (~ a]vn(cr)rpa:rT]yov ~ av9unarov rov r~v M(o:Ke]bovia<; 
Enapxdav, Cnidos col. II, lines 13-15); lex Ant. Term. forbids 'magistrates, pro-magistrates, or legate' to 
introduce troops into the town (nei quis magistratus proue magistratu legatus ne[u] quis a/ius meilites in 
oppidum, Col II, lines 5-6). Prorogation was not, of course, a new practice; at the height of the Hannibalic 
War there had been fifteen officials with imperium, nine of whom would have held their imperium through 
prorogation. 

139 E.g. Sall. BC 7.3-6; Mommsen, R.Staatsr. 113.198-199; E. Badian, "Provincial Governors", 71-
104; P. Brunt, "Laus Imperii"; Harris, War and Imperialism, 10-41, esp. 17-24; Brennan, PRR 1.239-245, 
11.390-400. 

140 Livy 40.44.1-2, with discussion in Brennan, PRR 1.170-173. 
141 Sulla himself probably introduced a lex de ambitu to accompany his modification of state 

administration (Schol. Bob. p. 78 St.). See E. Gruen, The Last Generation of the Roman Republic 
(Berkeley 1974), 212-224. Similarly, the lex Baebia (above) also contained measures de ambitu. 
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indeed such action could only have been done at the cost of re-organizing the res publica 

itself, a thing not possible until Augustus. Instead, the imperial structures that we find are 

simply those of the res publica writ large: civic ranks were kept, terms were simply 

extended, and new offices were avoided. 

1.3.2: Paucity oflmperial Bureaucracy 

Given that the Romans preferred to adapt, rather than alter their res publica for 

their inchoate imperial state, it should be no surprise that the most striking aspect of 

Roman imperial governance was the paucity of men who actually governed and 

administered the subjects. 142 The command of the provincia rested with the magistrate to 

whom it was allotted (see next section), however this man was supported by no more than 

a dozen or so individuals to manage often vast territories, comprising hundreds of city

states, representing millions of inhabitants. 143 

Of these dozen or so aides, only a handful can be said to have played any sort of 

significant role: the quaestor, and as many as three each of legati and praefecti. 144 Just as 

142 This pattern continued into the High Empire: "(The Romans) did not ... develop an imperial 
administration that matched the dimensions of the empire. A rudimentary apparatus of officialdom sufficed 
a government whose concerns were limited to essentials . . . . The Roman empire remained undergoverned, 
certainly by comparison with the Chinese empire, which employed, proportionately, perhaps twenty times 
the number of functionaries" (P. Garnsey and R. Saller, The Roman Empire [London 1987], 20-42, 
quotation from p. 20). 

143 Population figures for antiquity are notoriously equivocal. Nevertheless, some idea of the 
imperial population can be gathered from the estimates in J. Beloch, Die Bevolkerung der griechischen
romischen Welt (Leipzig 1886), passim, esp. 507 (Macedonia= 500,000; Greek peninsula= 3,000,000; 
Asia= 13,000,000); cf. P. Salmon, Population et Depopulation dans /'Empire romain (Brussels 1974), 30-
39, who suggests somewhat smaller values. It is worth noting that through his successes in the East, 
Pompey claimed to have "routed, scattered, killed or received capitulation from 12,183,000" (Plin. HN 
7.97). 

144 Arnold, Prov. Admin., 65-68; Stevenson, Rmn. Prov. Admin., 85-88. On the quaestor, see G. 
Wessener, "quaestor" RE 24 coll. 811-827, esp. 816-17. Sicily was an exception to the standard in 
receiving two: Cic. Div.Caec. 39; 55-58; Verr. 2.2.44; 3.168; 5.114; Mommsen, R. Staatsr. II. 533, n. 1; 
Lintott, Imp. Rom. 70. Praetorian magistrates usually took with them one /egatus, consulars took three 
(Arnold, Prov. Admin., 66). These numbers could be increased on the authority of the Senate: e.g. Cicero 
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with the praetors and consuls, the responsibilities of these men in a provincia paralleled 

their traditional civic or military functions: the quaestor- an elected civic position in 

Rome, the lowest rung on the cursus honorum- was primarily responsible for the 

provincialfiscus, but could also be entrusted with judicial or military affairs; 145 legati and 

praefecti were traditionally military posts but in the province the magistrate leaned on 

them for administrative support and advice. Cicero, for example, used one ofhis prefects 

to administer the island of Cyprus while he was proconsul ofCilicia, while Pompey as 

proconsul of Spain governed his provincia from Rome through his legates when he was 

elected consul for 52.146 While in the provinces, these legates could be a vital source of 

counsel, making up the core ofhis advisory board (consilium), and were therefore often 

chosen by the governor from among seasoned and trusted friends. 147 Again, Cicero, for 

example, took his brother, Quintus, who had been proconsul of Asia for three years and 

had earlier served as legate for Pompey and Caesar. 148 

had four legates while governor ofCilicia (Fam. 16.4.8), Caesar had ten while in Gaul (MRR 11.198-199), 
Pompey had fifteen when invested with the cura annonae (Cic. Att. 4.1) and was assigned twenty-four by 
the lex Gabinia (App. Mith. 94). The three regular prefectures were the praefectus sociorum, praefectus 
castrorum and thepraefectusfabrum (e.g. Cic. Q. Fr. 2.14.3; Fam. 7.8.1; Rab.Post. 19). 

145 E.g. Cic. Div. Caec. 17; Suet. Jul. 7. Quaestors were also something of a deputy-governor and 
could run the province between one governor's departure and another's arrival: Cic. Att. 6.6.3 (Cicero's 
quaestor); Fam. 15.14 (Cassius in Syria); Fam. 12.14.15 ( P.Cornelius Lentulus in Asia in 43); Sall. B.J. 
103 . Military: Tremellius Scrofa as quaestor, and under the auspices ofthe praetor Licinius Nerva, 
defeated Pseudo-Philip or Pseudo-Perseus in 143 or 142 (Varro R.R. 2.4.1-2; Livy Per. 53; cf Eutropius 
4.15). M. Annius defended Macedonia from Thracian invasions in 119 after the death of the governor of 
Macedonia, Sex. Pompeius (S/G3 700, lines 10-31). 

146 Att. 5.21.6 (Cicero); Plut. Pomp. 55.7. 
147 RDGE 17, lines 9; no. 18, line 96; no. 23, lines 42-43, 55-57; no. 49b, lines 3-4 (Sul1a decides 

J.H::ra or ano cruv~ouA.iou yvw!lT]~); RDGE 51, lines 37-38 (Pompey decides ano O'U!l~ouA.iou yvW!lT]~); cf. 
RDGE 48, line 6 (a wealthy citizen ofNysa donates grain to C. Cassius' army and is admitted into his 
cruv~ouA.iov ). 

148 Sources in MRR (career summarized at 11.627). 
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The remainder of a magistrate's staff- which is to say, loosely, the imperial 

bureaucracy- were simply the magistrate's personal attendants like the scriba 

(secretary), medicus (doctor), or accensus (un-official advisor), or his assigned aides 

(apparitores) like the lictores (guards), haruspex (diviner),praeco (herald), or viator 

(messenger), drawn from the official panels at Rome. 149 These men had specific and 

narrow duties and did not have any official capacity in provincial administration. 

However, with so few men for support, a magistrate might rely heavily on these officials, 

though as Cicero's invective against Verres demonstrates, the practice was frowned 

upon. 150 Roman institutions were so sparse in the provinces that governors frequently 

relied on the publicani to act as state bankers and money-changers, and came to depend 

upon their couriers (tabellarii) to transmit letters to and from the Senate. 151 It is 

important to bear in mind, then, that there was nothing like an imperial bureaucracy for 

administering the provincial subjects. A provincial magistrate had an entourage from 

whom he could solicit advice, and on whom he could lean to perform some functions of 

governance, but such arrangements were often ad hoc and not always looked well upon 

by the Romans. 

The limited number of resources in the provinces meant (as we shall discuss 

below) that cities continued to operate with a high degree of independence from the 

Roman imperial state. In the context of provincial institutions, this resulted in the 

149 A.H.M. Jones, "The Roman Civil Service (Clerical and Sub-Clerical Grades)" JRS 39 (1949), 
38-55; N. Purcell, "The Apparitores: a Study in Social Mobility" PBSR 51 (1983), 125-173; Schulz, Herr. 
u. Reg., 102-111, 148-150. Governors also took with them personal associates (cohors amicorum), like a 
cubicularius (personal attendant), interpres (translator), contubernalis (youngsters learning the ropes), 
alpites (masseuses), and cooks. 

15° Cic. Verr. 2.2.33-34; cf. 2.2.10; 2.3.28; 2.3.69; Q.Fr. 1.1.11-12. 
151 Cic. Att. 5.15.3, 16.1. 
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continuance of traditional Hellenistic federations (Kotva) that had evolved, by the time of 

Augustus, into provincial councils ( concilia provinciae).152 It is important to stress that 

these federations were a traditional institution in mainland Greece and Asia Minor and 

were not a Roman construction, nor was their membership always coterminous with the 

extent of the province itself. From Pausanias we know that the Romans restored the 

various Greek Kotva shortly after suppressing the Achaeans in 146, while Cicero relates 

that a concilium of Sicilians met during Verres' propraetorship ofthe province in the late 

70s, and Caesar used to gather a concilium Galliae of the traditional chiefs while in 

Gaul. 153 The best known koinon, however, is the League of the Greeks in Asia ( ro 

Kotvov rwv E:rd r~~ 'Aa{a~ 'EAA.~vwv), which dates back to at least the proconsulship ofQ. 

Mucius Scaevola in the mid-90s when some embryonic form of it established the 

Mouceia games in his honour. 154 Subsequently, we find the body sending envoys to the 

152 In general, see: Komemann, RE Suppl. IV, coll. 931-935; F.Abbott and A. Johnson, Municipal 
Administration in the Roman Empire (Princeton 1926), Chpt 12; Magie, RRAMI.44 7-452 (Asia; with 
Il.1 064-5, n. 48), 516-539 (Lycia); J. Deininger, Die Provinziallandtage der romischen Kaiserzeit (Munich 
1965), esp. 12-16, 36-98; F. Millar, The Emperor in the Roman World (Oxford 1977), 385-394; Lintott, 
Imp.Rom., 40-41, 126; P. Funke, H.-J. Gehrke, and L. Kolonas, "Ein neues Proxeniedekret des 
akamianischen Bundes" Klio 75 (1993), 131-144, with a new inscription from the Acarnian League dating 
from the first century. Note the admonition of J.Larsen, Representative Government (Berkeley 1966), 107: 
"provincial assemblies" is an unhappy term which places the emphasis on the assemblies rather than on the 
organizations represented by the assemblies; and the discussion under "provincial assemblies" of eastern 
koina, that is, federal states and commonalities, tends to obscure their importances as the connecting link 
between earlier Greek institutions and the institutions of the Roman Empire." 

153 Paus. 7.10.16; Cic. Verr. 2.2.154; Caes. B.Ga/1. 1.30.4; 4.65; 5.24; 5.56.1-3; 6.3.4; 6.44. 
Larsen, Representative Government, 106-124. Note also that the Lycian koinon continued to exist down to 
46 CE, when it was provincalized by Claudius, and even made treaties with Rome (Mitchell, 
Pap.Gr.Schoy). Under the Empire we find koina ofMacedonia, Thessa1y, Magnesians in Greece and the 
Bithynians, Galatians, Cappadocians, Lycians, Pamphylians, Cilicians, Cyprians, Syrians and Egyptians 
(see Deininger, Provinziallandtage, 36-98). 

154 OG/S 438, lines 1-3: oi EV t"~t 'Acr{at o~~.!Ot Ka[i r]a £ev[f]] Kat oi Kar' avopa KEKPt!-~EVOt EV t"~t 
rrpoc; 'Pw!laiovc; cpt.\.iat ('those peoples and tribes in Asia and those men inhabiting Asia who have been 
judged to be in friendship with the Romans'); cf. OGIS 439; RDGE 47. The language here is similar to that 
of Aphrod. 5, which uses the full title of the league in lines 24-25, but in line 28 speaks instead of oi E.v rft 
'Aai~ 0~!-lot Kat ra £ev11 ('those people and tribes in Asia'). Other abbreviations are: oi E.rrt r~c; 'Aaiac; 
"EMf]vEc; (RDGE 65, lines 31, 78; Sardis 7.1.8, lines 77, 80, 85-89, 96, 99; IGRP IV 1410, 1236, 1608c, 
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Senate to complain of the burdens of the publicani and (later) to Augustus rejoicing at C. 

Caesar's taking up of the toga virilis;155 in tum, the Roman magistrates could write to the 

koinon to have it disseminate information to the rest of the province, or to make sure that 

certain decisions ofRome were upheld. 156 

From a late first century Sardian decree, we know that the Asian koinon had an 

annually elected principal magistrate ( apxl£p£u<;), and other officers, including an 

advocate (EKblKO<;), secretary (ypappar£u<;) and treasurer (apyuporapia<;), and from later 

evidence we can assume that it was comprised of representatives who met annually, 

probably at Pergamum. 157 The koinon thus represented the interests of the province, with 

the capacity to advocate for its cities before Rome, issue its own decrees, collect revenue 

to pay for dedications and statuary, organize provincial festivals, and even alter the 

provincial calendar. 158 These leagues speak to a growing sense of imperial identity- an 

acceptance ofRoman hegemonia and a willingness to work within it. 159 Yet fascinatingly 

(and perhaps not surprisingly), many such leagues were not coterminous with the 

province, even into the Empire, but followed more generally traditional ethnic lines. 160 

1611, line 9), TO KOtVOV TWV 'EAJ..~vwv (Aphrod 5, lines 4, 21-22; RDGE 52, line 42; Sardis 7.1.8, lines 32, 
58, 68, 104), To Kotvov T~<;'Acriac; (RDGE 65, line 26), oi "EAAl']V£<; (Sardis 7.1.8, lines 43, 51, 94, 125, 131, 
136), even simply~ 'Acria (RDGE 65, line 41; Sardis 7.1.8, lines 78, 92, 97-88, 90, 94, 96). 

155 Aphrod. 5 (decree of koinon sending envoys to Rome to complain ofpublicani); Sardis 7.1.8 
(decree of koion honouring their advocate before the Senate). 

156 RDGE 52 (epistulae magistrorum to the league handing down unknown decisions); RDGE 57 
(letter ofM. Antonius to league advising them of privileges for the synod of sacred victors and crown 
winners); RDGE 65b (decree ofkoinon altering provincial calendar to begin on Augustus' birthday). 

157 Sardis 7.1.8; cf. OGJS 458; CJG 2782; Magie,RRAMI.448-9 (with II. 1297-1301; Deininger, 
Provinziallandtage, 137-172. On the various locations ofthe meetings, see Magie, RRAMII.1295 n. 55. 

14. 

158 One finds similar actions taken by the concilium Siciliae: Deininger, Provinziallandtage, 13-

159 See below p. 228, discussing similar consequence of the epithet 'common benefactors'. 
160 See above, n.l53. 
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We fmd, for example, in Achaea, the Amphictyonic League including members 

throughout mainland Greece and the islands well before any formal province (as well as 

afterward), and Thessalian and Magnesian Leagues still after Augustus arranged the 

provincia Achaea. 161 Thus the traditional leagues of Greece continued in the region 

during the Republic despite the absence of any formal province, as did those of the 

Lycians in Anatolia. 162 Yet again, then, we fmd that the operation ofthe Romans' empire 

cannot be circumscribed entirely by the provinciae, which, again, have shown themselves 

to be limited in scope and arrangement, relying on local institutions and traditions for 

their effective operation. 

1.3.3: Provincial Jurisdiction- Authority of the Provincial Magistrate 

The nucleus of Roman institutional power in the provincia was the provincial 

magistrate, 163 elected by the Roman people and empowered with imperium to administer 

its possessions, fulfill its obligations, and expand its power in the best interest of the 

Republic. 164 Often considered by modern historians to be something like a king in his 

161 For the federations of Greece, see J.A.O. Larsen, Representative Government in Greek and 
Roman History (Berkeley 1966), 106-125; idem, Greek Federal States (Oxford 1968), 498-504. 

162 On the Lycian koinon, see Magie, RRAMI.516-539. 

163 Strabo 17.3.24 (text above n. 119) and RDGE 44, lines 2-3, with the remarks of J.-M. Bertrand, 
"Langue grecque et administration romaine", 170-172; see also above, p 63£ 

164 On the means of administration, see infra. On Rome's obligations, see Chapter 3. It appears 
from literary accounts that, by the late Repubic at least, a magistrate was expected to increase the extent of 
Roman power while in his provincia: Cic. de Rep. 3.24 (jinis imperii propagare); de Off 2.85 (ut rem 
publicam augeant imperio agris vectigalibus); de prov. cons. 29; Phil. 13.14; Brunt, "Laus Imperii", 162-
164. A magistrate was commonly charged by the Senate and the people to carry out their will "as seems to 
him to be keeping with his own good faith and in the best interest of the Republic" (ita ut1 ei e republica 
jideque sua videbitur esse= ouTw<; Ka8w<; O:v aimj) EK TWV bfJJlOcriwv npaYJlaTwv nicrn:w<; TE n1<; ibia<; 
<paivrtrat): e.g. lex agr. lines 33, 35; RDGE 2, lines 12-13; no. 10, line All, B.l4, no. 18, lines 121-122; 
Aphrod 8, lines 92-93. 
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province, he had considerable authority. 165 While in his provincia a magistrate's 

imperium was not subject to the constraints of collegiality as at Rome, nor in some cases 

even the limitation of a single year. 166 While more recent works tend to eschew the 

monarchic analogy, it is not entirely unwarranted in the context of the East. Not only did 

the provincial magistrate hold imperium- itself a derivative of the original power of the 

Roman rex that included arcane royal symbols like lictores with their fasces- but in the 

East the provincial magistrate often took up (with varying degrees ofwillingness) the 

affectations of a Hellenistic king: at times speaking from a dais, 167 receiving a royal 

reception on his arrival, 168 establishing his headquarters in a former royal residence, 169 

and receiving cultic worship. 17° For many Greeks, the experience ofRoman rule rested 

165 Greenidge, Legal Procedure, 110 ("a king in his own domain"); Arnold, Prov. Admin., 63-64 
("king"); Stevenson, Rmn. Prov. Admin., 66 ("omnipotent"); Person, Administration, 255 ("dictateur 
omnipotent"); M. Bianchini, "Cicerone e le Singrafi" BIDR 73 (1970), 284 ("sovrano despotico"); Meier, 
Staat., 88, 100 ("absoluter Monarch"); cf Reuss, Herrschafl und Freiheit, 114. Above all, Schulz, 
Herrschaft u. Regierung, 99-122. 

166 Cic. Verr. 2.12.30: dubium nemini est quin omnes omnium pecuniae positae sint in eorum 
pot estate qui iudicia dant et eo rum qui iudicant ... praetor improbus, cui nemo intercedere posit, det quem 
vel it iudicem, iudex nequam et leivs quo praetor iusserit iudicet ('no one doubts that all the wealth of every 
man is placed in the power of those men who grant trials and of those who judge them .... A dishonest 
praetor, against whom there is no power of intercession, might assign any judge whom he chooses, and the 
worthless and corrupt judge might judge however the praetor orders him.'); Q Fr. 1.1.22: ubi (sc. in 
provincia) nullum auxilium est, nulla conquestio, nul/us senatus, nulla contio ('where [i.e. in the provinces] 
there is no appeal, no means of complaint, no senate, no public assembly'). By the first-century, it became 
increasingly less rare to find men administering the same province for more than a single year; thus, e.g., C. 
Verres was propraetor of Sicily for three years (73-71), M. Fonteius three years in Gaul (74-72), Q. Cicero 
was proconsul in Asia for four years (62-58) and L. Lucullus held the same rank in Asia and Cilicia for 
eight years (74-66). 

167 Livy 45.29.3. 
168 Cic. Att. 5.13.1; 5.15; Verr. 2.1.86; Plut. Cat. 13.1. The O:n:avrfJO't<; was common of kings in 

the Hellenistic period and perhaps also survived into the imperial period to include elaborate reception 
outside the city, a parade into the town centre, public eulogia in the theatre and sacrifices to the gods (A.-V. 
Pont, "Rituels civique [apantesis et accalamations] et gourvemeurs a l'epoque romaine en Asie Mineure" 
in C. Witschel, et al., eds., Ritual Dynamics and Religious Change in the Roman Empire [Heidelberg 
2007], 185-211). 

169 Cic. Pis. 91; Livy 38.9.13; Caes. B.Civ. 2.21.4; Strabo 3.4.7; Apg. 23, 35. 
170 On the cultic worship of individual Romans, see Chapter 3, n. 259. 
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on this man, who, while in his province, had ultimate authority on issues of law, finance, 

and administration. 

Official state documents, nevertheless, demonstrate that Greeks knew the 

provincial magistrate to be less than a royal figure. While in his provincia the Roman 

official was one appendage of the Roman polity. The Greek terms used for the titles of 

provincial officials often reflected the function of the official in the res publica: the 

traditional provincial officer, a praetor, was a <rrpanw6~ (commander), a propraetor was 

an avnarpanw6~ (equivalent to a commander), a consul was a arpanty6~ urraro~ 

(supreme commander), a proconsul was arpanwo~ av8urraTO~ (equivalent to a supreme 

commander), a quaestor was a Tall{a~ (treasurer), and collectively these magistrates were 

apxovn:~ (officers). 171 Moreover, in the official correspondence, the provincial 

magistrate often made his decisions with references to decrees or wishes of the Senate or 

the Roman People or reported (vividly, if formulaically) the outcome of a meeting before 

the Senate. 172 Greeks, in tum, routinely petitioned provincial magistrates to help them 

gain access to the Senate - thus demonstrating the understanding that while he might be a 

171 By the end of the second century the word unccroc; alone came to be used of a consul, and by 
the first quarter of the first century we find Ct:veuncrroc; alone being used to refer to a proconsul, though 
crrpcrrTJy6c; Ct:veunaroc; appears in documents down to Augustus. See, M. Holleaux, ETPATHfOE 'YJIATOE 
(Paris, 1918); Mason, Greek Terms, 155-163. A unique exception to this orthodoxy is the reference in the 
lex prov. praet. to an ifnapxoc; (Delphi frg. C, line 11 ), which seems to explicitly refer to one who manages 
an E:napxe:ia, and which Crawford (RSno. 12, p. 251 and 268) has suggested translated the Latin periphrasis 
qui provinciis praesunt ('he who is in charge of the province'), though Mason (138-140) rejects this 
suggestion and supposes it is some kind of praefectus, which ifnapxoc; later came to translate under the 
Empire; cf. /G Bulg I2 314a, lines 3-4, where £ni rue; n6A10<; [E:1na[px]oc; refers to a subordinate 
(praefectus?) ofM. Terentius Varro Lucullus (procos. Macedonia 72). The same word is used to refer to 
the Athenian administrator of Delos in RDGE 5, line 28 (164 BCE) and is found in earlier Hellenistic 
documents (see: G. Tibiletti, "Governatori romani in citta provinciali" RIL 86 [1953], 64-100). 

172 RDGE 1, 33, 34, 38, 42, 43, 48, 49, 54, 58, 70; Aphrod 3; cf. F. Millar, "The Political 
Character ofthe Classical Roman Republic, 200-151" JRS74 (1984), 4. In some cases provincial 
magistrates promised to make efforts on behalf of cities when they returned to Rome, or advise the Senate 
of some good deed (RDGE 4, 34, 48; Aphrod. 3), on which see further Chapter 3. 
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locus of authority in the province, 173 he was also simply a gateway to the ultimate 

authority of the Senate. 174 It was the Senate, after all, whither Greeks travelled to petition 

for privileges, or arbitration of disputes with one another, the publicans, or magistrates 

themselves. 

Now here do the Romans themselves explicitly define the powers of a provincial 

magistrate -there was, after all, no written constitution of the province (or the Roman 

state); however, a passage from the lex de provinciis praetoriis is illuminating. 

According to this law, 

If the praetor holding the province of Asia and Macedonia should resign from his 
magistracy ... he is to retain power in all matters relating to his jurisdiction, just 
as it existed in his magistracy, to act, punish, coerce, administer justice, give 
judgement, appoint judges and recovery officials (recuperatores), and handle 
registrations (?) of guarantors, securities and emancipations; and he is to be 
immune from prosecution(?) until he returns to the city of Rome. 175 

The passage demonstrates the breadth of authority the Romans gave to their magistrates 

in provincia. It illustrates, more particularly, ifunsurprisingly, that a provincial 

magistrate's primary responsibilities were to do with justice and administration. This is 

consistent with the evidence of the provincial laws looked at earlier, which themselves 

demonstrate the scope and nature of Roman jurisdiction over the cities in a provincia. 

The lex Rupilia, for example, laid down legal procedures in Sicily, prescribing in detail in 

what court and under what laws cases between various parties (e.g. resident, non-resident, 

173 Claros Polemaios col. II, lines 7-8, 52-63. 
174 RDGE 4, 7, 8, 14. The provincial magistrate might also pass along legal suits to be handled by 

international arbitration: A.J. Marshall, "The Survival and Development oflntemational Jurisdiction in the 
Greek World under Roman Rule" ANRWII.l3 (1980), 654-660. 

175 Cnidos, col. IV, lines 31-39: eav our(o)c; 6 orpa:rl'Jyoc; !In rfjc; 'Ao{a:c; Ma:KeOov{a:c; rc: erra:p(:xkfa: 
£y£vero rfjc; ap:xfjc; a:urov clltElltl'Jl ~ cX1tel1tl'JTal, 0,>\; ~v Emra:yfjl E~ouo(a: mivrwv rrpa:warwv ~[rrhorpo<p~V 
TE 1t01El09a:t KOAa~ElV OlKCX:lOOOTElV Kpetv~.l[V K]ptrac; ~EVOKptra:c; OlOOVCX:l ava:oo:xwv KTl'JJ.HXrWV ... 
cX1tEAEU9EpWOElc; woa:urwc; Ka:ra r~v ¢tKCX:l00oo{a:v £orw Ka:9wc; EV rfjt ap:xfjttmfjp:xev ou[r]6c; TE 6 
aveurra:roc; £we; rourou £we; iiv de; rr6~[t)y 'I?Wlll'JV EltCX:VEAel'Jl £orw. 
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Roman citizen) could be heard; however, it left residual jurisdiction in the hands ofthe 

provincial magistrate. 176 In many ways similar to these leges, the provincial magistrate's 

edictum provinciale published at the beginning of his tenure outlined the legal 

arrangements for the province and gave the grounds for whatever actions he was prepared 

to hear. 177 Cicero's edict touched upon city finances, debts, interest, contracts, tax-

collection, and private law relating to possession. 178 

To administer his provincia, the Roman magistrate travelled to major regional 

urban centres (conventus) to hold court. 179 There he heard petitions of criminal and 

private suits, generally giving judgement himself on the former and passing on private 

cases to local juries ofRoman residents or local citizens. Cicero's detailed account of 

Verres' proconsulship of Sicily illustrates the extraordinary degree to which provincial 

magistrates could affect their province and the scope to which they could interfere in the 

lives of the cities. 180 But as many would point out, Cicero's invective against Verres is so 

176 Cic. Verr. 2.32: ceterarum rerum selecti iudices ex civium Romanorum conventu proponi solen! 
('in all other matters judges chosen by the magistrate shall be appointed from the Roman citizens in the 
district'); cf above, n. 67. 

177 J. Richardson, "The Administration of the Empire" CAH2 IX (Cambridge 1994), 589-90; 
Hoyos, "Lex Provinciae and Governor's Edict", 47-53. 

178 E.g. Cic. Att. 6.1.15: unum (genus) est provinciale, in quo est de rationibus civitatum, de aere 
alieno, de usura, de syngraphis, in eadem omnia de publicanis ('the first part [of my decree] is provincial, 
which concerns the affairs of cities, foreign debt, usury, bonds, and everything concerning the publicans'); 
cf above, n. 88. We can compare these edicta with the leges provinciae to get an idea of the breadth of 
Rome's influence over its subjects: Hoyos, "Lex Provinciae and Governor's Edict" Antichthon 7 (1973), 
47-53. 

179 A. Marshall, "Governors on the Move" Phoenix 20 (1966), 231-246. The Asian assize system 
is best known thanks to the numerous references in the literary and epigraphic records: RDGE 52; lMiletus 
1.2; lex port., lines 88-89; Cic. Flacc. 71, Pliny NH 5.109-137; Magie RRAMI.l7l, II.1059-60, 1116-1117; 
G. Merola, Autonomia locale governo imperiale (Bari 2001), 172-181; R. Haensch, Capita Provinciarum 
(Mainz am Rhein 1997), 748-751; and S. Mitchell, "Geography, Politics, and Imperialism in the Asian 
Customs Law", in Cottier, The Customs Law of Asia (Oxford, 2008), 193-197. See below for Cicero's 
travels through Cilicia in 51-50. 

18° Cic. Verr. 1.40. 
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damning precisely because his example violates the norms and expectations of how a 

provincial magistrate was to act. Not only do Cicero's arguments against him rely on 

demonstrating his illegal actions, but more generally his disregard of the magistrate's 

responsibility not to overburden the cities and to impugn their autonomy as little as 

possible. Practical considerations of time and distance - intensified by the paucity of any 

bureaucracy or administrative support - meant that a provincial magistrate was severely 

constrained in how many cases he could hear and how much time he could devote to 

administration. As such, in large part, provincial administration relied on local 

communities to govern themselves as far as possible (discussed further in §5.2), and it 

required the magistrate in the territory, when not on campaign, to settle those disputes 

brought to him as best as possible. 

Within the realm of his province, a provincial magistrate was not at complete 

liberty. Requirements were established by laws and senate decrees at Rome, which 

prescribed how and by what means he might administer his province, including 

prohibitions and their consequences. 181 We have already noted that the lex de provinciis 

praetoriis outlined the broad extent of a governor's administrative scope, but the same 

law also contained explicit instructions directing his action and charging him with 

specific tasks: he was, for example, to assume the Chaenic Chersonesus as part ofhis 

provincia, spend no less than sixty days in the region, and establish revenue 

181 E.g. Cic. Fam 15.2.4; Caes. B. Gall. 1.35. It is possible, too, that a magistrate heading offto a 
foreign provincia was assigned distinct mandata from the Senate before leaving (lex de prov.praet. Cnidos 
IV, line 33: E:mrawam; Claros Polemaios col. III, line 44: E:rrimwa; RDGE 18, line 61: E:vroAai). Certain 
mechanics of the Roman constitution also held him in check: the Senate, for example, determined the size 
of his military force and the funds he took with him (Polyb. 6.13), required regular updates (Cic. Pis. 38), 
and demanded a reckoning of accounts on his return ( Cic. Pis. 25). It was also the prerogative of the 
Senate to award him a triumph or not (Polyb. 6.15.8; Cic. Prov. cos. 7; Pis. 19). 
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boundaries. 182 The same legislation also reminded provincial magistrates that they were 

to abide by the lex Porcia, which forbade movement beyond the provincia except for 

transit, reasons of state, or when explicitly authorized by the Senate. 183 

Similar constrictive legislation was passed throughout the Republic: the SC de 

vectigalis Hispanarum ( 171) forbade Spanish magistrates from setting the price of the 

1120 grain stipendium; 184 the lex Cornelia (81) limited the amount of money spent in 

praise of a provincial magistrate; 185 the lex Antonia ( 68) forbade magistrates from 

wintering troops in Termessus Maior; 186 the lex Julia (59) forbade provincial magistrates 

from interfering in disputes of loans to free cities and laid down what requisitions could 

be compelled from provincials. 187 One ofthe most potent- even if post eventum-

constraints on a governor's action was his liability to prosecution upon return to Rome. 

As early as 173 the Romans had prosecuted M. Popillius Laenas in response to 

complaints from the Statellates, 188 and beginning in 149 had created a standing recovery 

court (quaestio de repetundis) for provincials. At least since Sulla there had been a 

standing court for treason (maiestas), where provincials or Roman citizens could 

prosecute magistrates for abuses beyond theft, including bribery, extortion, and other 

182 Cnidos col. IV, lines 5-30; c£ the praetor, or propraetor, or proconsul of Asia was to send off 
letters to the cities of Asia and neighbouring kings, advising them of Rome's efforts to curb piracy (Delphi 
B, lines 20-24). 

183 Cnidos col. III, lines 6-15; c£ lex Ant. Term., col. II, lines 13-17. 
184 Livy 43.2.12. 
185 Cic. Verr. 2.2.146-148. 
186 Crawford, RS no. 11. 
187 Cic. Pis. 37, 90; Fam. 8.8.3; Att. 5.10.2, 16.3, 21.5; Pliny Ep. 4.9.7; Crawford, RS. no. 55. 
188 Livy42.7-9. 
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mistreatments. 189 Thus, while a provincial magistrate had extraordinary individual 

powers, there were strong legal and institutional mechanisms that curtailed his full 

potency 

Once in a provincia, furthermore, a magistrate became part of a network of social 

norms and regulations on the form and extent of his power. These have been recently 

enumerated and discussed by R. Schulz. 190 As Schulz demonstrates, the governor was at 

the centre of a thick web of social, political and economic obligations between citizens at 

Rome, citizens in the province, and local elites; each of these parties pushed and pulled 

him in competing directions: friends in Rome demanded a variety favours, which, if seen 

as odious by provincials, were prosecutable when he returned. 191 Roman citizens in the 

provincia, largely negotiores and publicani, on whom the provincial magistrate relied for 

money, information, advice and other kinds of material support, likewise made 

demands; 192 these same men, moreover, might bring the governor up on retaliatory 

189 De repetundis legislation included: the lex Calpurnia (149), lex Junia (149-124), lex Sempronia 
(123), lex Cornelia (79), lex Julia (59); A. Lintott, "The leges de Repetundis and Associate Measures Under 
the Republic" ZSS 98 (1981), 162-212; J. Richardson, "The Purpose of the lex Calpurnia" JRS 77 (1987), 
1-12. Maiestas legislation: lex Gabinia (139?), lex Apuleia (103?), lex Varia (90), lex Cornelia (81), lex 
Julia (46), lex Julia (8): see, KUbler, RE 14 co11. 545-550. 

190 R. Schulz, Herr. u. Reg., esp. 93-199; cf. J. Lendon, Empire of Honour: The Art of Government 
in the Roman World (Oxford 1997), esp. chapter IV, for a similar recent approach to the Empire. 

191 While proconsul ofCilicia, Cicero received numerous pleas from Caelius Rufus, a current 
aedile, to send exotic animals like jaguars from the province for his games (Cic. Fam. 8.4.5, 6.5, 8.10, 9.3; 
cf. 2.11.2). 

192 M. Brutus (in)famously petitioned Cicero for troops to help him collect on debts from the 
Salamanians on Cyprus (Cic. Att. 5.21.10-13; 6.1.3-7). Cicero walked a fine line when confronted with 
Brutus' extraordinary interest rate (48% p.a.), which he eventually reduced to the legally allowed 12% 
provided it was paid offby the end of the year (Cic. Att. 5.21.10; 6.1.5, 2.7, 3.5). 
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charges after his term of office if they remained unsatisfied or the worse of£ 193 Marcus 

Cicero famously advised his brother, Quintus, then proconsul of Asia: 

The publicans present a great difficulty to all your goodwill and diligent duty; if 
we oppose them, we shall alienate from us and from the republic an order that 
has deserved well from us; but if we accede to them in everything, by 
acquiescing we expose to ruin those whose well-being and interests we are bound 
to protect. 194 

These measures, of course, then, were often at odds with the interests oflocals, 

who were important for gathering and disseminating information, the smooth execution 

oflevies, accommodations, board, and general administration; 195 by the first century, 

Greek cities also often had a Roman patronus looking out for their interests in Rome, 

who, if not himself the provincial magistrate, was a senator in Rome and could apply 

pressure on whoever was in command ofthe province. 196 As an agent of the Roman 

people, moreover, every provincial magistrate was compelled to act in the interests of the 

state, which was bound by not only legal treaties, but also important social bonds like 

friendship, which espoused important norms and rules of obligation and reciprocity 

(Chapter 3). So, while provincial magistrates- which is to say Rome- had sizeable 

theoretical authority and power in the province, the smooth operation of empire often put 

limitations on the practical execution of that power. Moreover, the power of a magistrate 

193 The upright Q. Mucius Scaevola and his legate, P. Rutilius Rufus, drew the hatred of the 
equites (to which class most publicani belonged and, after the lex Sempronia, which class comprised the 
juries at Rome) after their administration of Asia and were brought up on charges (sources in MRR 11.7-8). 

194 Cic. Q.fr. 1.1.32: Atqui huic tuae voluntati ac diligentiae difficultatem magnam affenmt 
publicani; qui bus si adversamur ordinem de nobis optime meritum et per nos cum republica coniunctum et 
a nobis eta republica diiungemus; sin autem omnibus in rebus obsequemur, funditus eas perire patiemur, 
quorum non modo sa/uti, sed etiam commodis, consulere debemus. 

195 Cic. Fam 15.3.2; Schulz, Herr. u. Reg., 129-130, 138-139. 
196 See Chapter 3, §2.3. In general, see C. Eilers, Roman Patrons of Greek Cities (Oxford 2002). 
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equally operated outside the institutions of his courts and administration; it functioned in 

the personal networks he created with cities and the leading citizens within them. 

1.4- THE COERCIVE APPARATUS OF ROMAN RULE (AND ITS LIMITS) 

Perhaps what remains most striking about the Romans' rule, particularly in the 

East, is the limited role of coercive force (i.e. the army) in enforcing obedience over the 

cities in their imperium. Mithridates' successful invasion of the provincia Asia in 88 is 

owed in no small part to the few Roman troops he had to contend with. 197 As noted 

above, after victory in his provincia, a Roman commander returned to Rome with his 

troops, without leaving behind any sort of occupying force. So it was that under the 

Republic the Romans had no routine imminent coercive force in their provinces - despite 

their perceived monopoly; 198 that is, there was nothing institutional to ensure obedience 

to Roman rule: no city garrisons, no standing provincial army, no provincial policing 

force, etc .199 While only diagnostic, it is representative of the Romans' aversion to 

occupational force that Livy's account ofthe Isthmian Proclamation of 196 follows 

197 Above, p. 29. Note the similar success of Aristonicus in Asia (133-127 BCE; Strabo 14.1.38; 
Justin 36.4; Orosius 5.10; I.Metrop.; Robert, Claros, p. 29-35; F. Daubner, Bellum Asiaticum [Munich 
2003]), or much later Q. Labienus and the Parthians (41-40 BCE; Livy Per. 127; ;Yell. 2.78.1; App., B.Civ. 
4.63; 5.65; Syr. 51; MagieRRAMI.429-431), or Sex. Pompeius (36-35 BCE; Livy Per. 131; App. B.Civ. 
5.133-135; Veil. 2.79.5; Magie,RRAMI.437-8). 

198 E.g. I.Macc. 8.2-12; Polyb. 29.27.4; Livy 45.12.4 (C. Popillius Laenas threatens Antiochus IV 
in Egypt in 168 with making a decision before he leaves a circle drawn around him.). 

199 During their Italian expansion in the fifth to third centuries, the Romans had employed coloniae 
civium Romano rum as something of military outpost, to defend the coastline of natural harbours and havens 
near Rome (E.T. Salmon, Roman Colonization under the Republic [London 1969]; A. Sherwin-White, 
Roman Citizenship2

, 76-94). The East received very few colonies before the time of Caesar, who 
established a handful, though by no means many, and even under Augustus, coloniae in the East were still 
few. These colonies, furthermore, were no longer conceived as pseudo-garrisons, but rather autonomous 
civic entities created for veterans of the legions, who had come to expect land as a retirement bonus (B. 
Levick, Roman Colonies, esp. 1-6). 
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Polybius' account verbatim except in the translation of &:cppoup~rot (free from garrisons), 

which he simply omits;200 this Polybian passage, furthermore, is the last where we find 

&:cppoup~roc.; mentioned in the literary and epigraphic accounts ofthe Republic. 201 The 

Romans' policy is in direct contrast, for example, to the previous hegemons of the East, 

the Hellenistic kings, who established city-garrisons ( cppoupai), military districts 

( cpuAaKai), forts ( cppoupta) and military colonies ( KarotKiat) over their subject states; it 

is also distinct from their own later practices during the Empire when provincial legions 

and military garrisons would become common. 202 During the Republic a magistrate often 

had no more than a cadre of personal bodyguards and whatever support he could muster 

from among settled veterans or native partisans.203 It is true that in some particularly 

volatile provinces, notably Spain and Gaul, the Senate would regularly assign a legion or 

authorize a supplementum to buoy the numbers of troops;204 but these were 

predominantly unsettled regions whose indigenous population or neighbouring tribes 

opposed Roman rule and threatened Roman assets (as in the Spanish mines) or security 

(as in the Gauls on the northern Italian border). And still, even in these territories, 

200 Polyb. 18.46.5: ~ cruyi<Arrro<; ~ 'Pwjlaiwv Kat Tim<; Koivno<; crrpanwo<; unaTO<;, 
1 , P. • 1 , 'l , M , , , ~ , 1 e , , , Karano,\£jlT]Oavre<; 1-'aali\W <l>tAmnov Kat aKeuova<;, acptacrtv £1\EU epouc;, a<Ppou<Pnmuc;, 

' 1 ' ' ' ~ ' K 9' "' ' A ' E 'P. ~ 'A ' ' a<Popo/\Qynmuc;, volJm<; xpwlJr:vouc; TOt<; narpwt<;, optv wu<;, .... wKw<;, oKpou<;, u'"'oet<;, xawu<; rou 
<1>9twra<;, MayvT]ra<;, ElerraAou<; ITeppat~ou<; = Livy 33.32.5: Senatus Romanus et T. Quinctius imperator 
Philippa rege Macedonibusque devictis liberos. immunes. suis legibus esse iubet Corinthios, Phocenses, 
Locrensesque omnes et insulam Euboeam et Magnetas, Thessalos, Perrhaebos, Achaeos Phthiotas. 

201 The only exception I know of is Diad. 31.8.6, writing in the late first century CE. 
202 c. Brelaz, La securite publique en Asie Mineure sous le Principal (r'- IIIme s. ap. J.-C.): 

Institutions municipa/es et institutions imperials dans I 'Orient romain (Basel, 2005), 22; A. Chaniotis, 
"Policing the Hellenistic Countryside" in Brelaz, et al. ( eds.), Securite collective et ordre public dans /es 
societes anciennes (Geneva 2008), 112-114. 

203 E.g. Cic. Verr. 2.4.8: in provinciam cum imperio ac securibus misimus ('We sent Verres into 
the province with command and guards'). 

204 Brunt, Italian Manpower, 422-519, esp. 422-429. 
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provincial commanders typically focused their troops on the periphery of the province 

and did not garrison them in towns or use them for local or provincial policing duties. 

In the East, the provincia Macedonia is the only territory that seems to have 

warranted treatment similar to Spain and Gaul in the West.205 Here it was the 

neighbouring Thracian tribes that provoked concern and made the Romans anxious. 

These had proven provocative in the face of Rome since the late 150s, sponsoring 

Andriscus, and similar "pretenders", and even inflicting a significant defeat on Roman 

forces in 141, five years after regular Roman presence in the region. 206 In fact, various 

isolated events mentioned in the surviving record reveal a history of recalcitrance in the 

province down to the Mithridatic wars. In the mid 130s, the proconsul M. Cosconius 

fought the Scordisci 'in Thrace'- that is, on the northern fringes of the province- and 

perhaps even followed them into the Troadjust before Aristonicus' campaign to recover 

his alleged Attalid patrimony. 207 A dedicatory inscription from the Macedonian city of 

Letae relates that in 119 the praetor Sex. Pompeius died while fighting the Gauls (i.e. 

Scordici) ''with his own troops" and his quaestor, M. Annius, was praised for defeating 

them and other Thracians without making demands on provincial cities for troops.Z08 At 

the end of the century, the lex de provinciis praetoriis records a victory by T. Didius in 

the Chaenic Chersonesus and instructs future provincial magistrates to spend at least sixty 

days north of the Hebrus River. Literary sources relate that fighting continued in the 

205 Brunt, Italian Manpower, 428-429; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 31-41. 
206 Zon. 9.28.2-5; Diod. 32.15.5-7; c£ Florus 1.30.4; Porph. Tyr. FGrH260 F 3.19; Walbank, 

Comm.Polyb. III.664 (Andriscus); Varro R.R. 2.4.1-2; Livy Per. 53 (Pseudo-Philip); c£ Kallet-Marx, 
Hegemony, 34-36. 

207 Livy Per. 56; IGRP IV 134, lines 7-11 with the comments of Magie RRAMII. 1038, n.13. 
208 SIG3 700, lines 10-31. Annius was subsequently honoured by Letae with a laurel crown and an 

annual festival (lines 38-40). 
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north of the province down to 87, at which point the meagre troops remaining were used 

against Mithridates. 209 

Macedonia, though, was exceptional for its instability and intractability and, as 

such, for the frequency with which Roman troops were in the province. Typically, 

military force was not a part of the instruments of provincial govemment.210 As no.ted 

above, a commander allotted a particularly unstable provincia might bring with him a 

legion or two (depending on his rank), or at times ofunrest he might have troops sent to 

him, which he would quarter or winter in towns, but these were withdrawn after 

victory. 211 This was the case in provincia Asia, where, after the victory over Aristonicus, 

no legions are known to have been present until those brought over to combat Mithridates 

in 86. 212 The situation was similar in Africa, which, after the settlement in 146, received 

no legions until the campaigns against Jugurtha forty years later ( 111-1 04). After this 

victory the legions were withdrawn and Africa did not see another until the Civil Wars.213 

In the East, the Romans' aversion to occupation force dovetailed with an existing 

209 lex prov. praet., Cnidos col. IV, lines 8-9, Delphi frg. B, lines 28-29; Obsequens 43 and 48; 
App. Mith. 35. 

210 Brelaz, La securite publique, 23-25. 
211 E.g. S/G3 762, line 16 (Dionysopolis quarters the troops of C. Antonius). Evidence of the 

ubiquity of the practice of quartering or wintering troops can be seen in the joy that cities take in earning 
immunity from such obligations: lex Ant. Term. col. II, lines 4-9; RDGE 57, line 14; RDGE 58, line 35; 
Aphrod 8, line 34; Jos. Ant. 14.202; c£ M. Rostovtzeff, SEHHWIII.I561. 

212 In fact, the earliest efforts against the Pontic king by M'. Aquillius and Q. Oppius in 87 were 
undertaken with almost exclusively local levies and allied troops App., Mith 41; cf. Memnon, FGrH 
434.22.7, records that C. Cassius was supported by a few Roman soldiers, and these may have been part his 
praetorian cohort, or a small contingent that accompanied the legate M'. Aquillius. 

213 Brunt, Italian Manpower, 430. 
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discourse of Greek freedom that had dominated interstate relations ofthe Hellenistic era, 

and which Rome continued to employ to the end of the Republic (Chapter 2 §3).214 

The absence of a provincial military contingent is directly related to the absence 

of a general standing army, which itself was a product of the instrumental realities and 

socio-political norms of the Roman res publica.215 Rome's army had traditionally been a 

citizen militia comprised of propertied citizens (the assidui), who were called up for a 

particular campaign in defence ofthe state at the beginning of a consular year, and who 

(ideally) returned to their land upon its completion.216 The prevailing ethos that the army 

be manned by landholding citizens reduced not only the pool of potential soldiers, but 

also the possibility of extended terms of service. The career of Sp. Ligustinus, whom 

Livy celebrated for having served most of his adult life in the legions, was extraordinary 

for its longevity but also underscores the ephemeral nature of second century legions as 

he was annually dismissed and recalled as needed. 217 The institutions of the state, as well 

as the socio-political mores that developed and supported them, made unthinkable the 

214 E.g. Livy 15.18 (Scipio's conditions to Hannibal); Polyb. 18.46 (196); Livy 34.49.4; Diod. 
28.13 (194); Livy45.26 (167). 

215 Cl. Nicolet, The World of the Citizen in Republican Rome (London, 1980), 90-109, esp. 92-93. 
For a general overview ofthe army in the Republic, see L. Keppie, The Making of the Roman Arm/ 
(Abingdon, 1998), 3-38, A Goldworthy, The Complete Roman Army (London, 2003), and the articles 
collected in Part I ofP. Erdkarnp, ed., A Companion to the Roman Army (Oxford, 2007). 

216 According to Polybius (6.19.2), these men served a maximum of sixteen campaigns, though 
Brunt (Italian Manpower, 399-401) has argued that six years was a more normal length of service. The 
lowest census class (proletarii I capite censi) could be called upon in extraordinary cases of tumultus -the 
last such instance was the result of Hannibal's threats in 214-212. 

217 Livy 42.34. On Ligustinus, see F. Cadiou, "A propos du service militaire dans l'arrnee romaine 
au lie siecle avant J.-C.: le cas de Spurius Ligustinus (Tite-Live 42, 34)" in P. Defosse, ed., Hommages a 
Carl Deroux (Brussels, 2002), 76-90. 
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notion that cities or (later) provinces would be regularly garrisoned; the massive 

territorial extent of the empire made it impossible.218 

Admittedly, after Sulla, Roman legions became more regular in the East as a 

result of the large scale military campaigns that marked the frrst century. 219 As an 

extreme example, a legion levied by L. Valerius Flaccus in 86 to combat Mithridates was 

still active in the East twenty years later when Pompey took up his command against the 

Pontic king. 220 These sorts of long terms of service were a consequence of C. Marius' 

practice of using landless proletarii to create his legions, foregoing property requirements 

that had defined the Roman citizen army to this point. 221 After Marius, legions, 

increasingly comprised greater numbers of landless soldiers who did not have to return 

home to tend to their harvests, became increasingly long-term entities with their own 

identity and history, bound less to the res publica than to the commander who provided 

their livelihood; and the commanders themselves, men like Sulla, Lucullus, Pompey, 

Caesar, Antony and Octavian, increasingly found means and justifications to hold 

218 E. Gabba, Republican Rome, the Army and the Allies (Berkeley 1976), 23: "This was the main 
factor in the grievous situation in which the Roman state found itself: to match the constant increase of 
territory and of the political and economic demands which followed, there had been no corresponding 
progress in Rome's structural organization which continued to be that of a city-state". Legions in the 
second century ranged from 4,500 to 5,500 men (Brunt, Manpower, 671-676), meaning that standing 
armies in the province would have required a commitment of roughly 36,000-44,000 citizens (and twice 
as many Italian allies) by the end of the second century. More citizen-soldiers would need to be drawn up 
in case of an emergency- which the Romans faced annually. To give some context: Hannibal's presence 
in Italy led to the levying of as many as twenty-five legions at the height of the threat to Rome, representing 
some 130,000 citizens in arms (240,000 including the fleet); later, while fighting wars on three fronts in 
146, the Romans required twelve full legions, numbering perhaps as many 66,000 men; the war against 
Mithridates drew roughly eight legions (44,000). Brunt (Italian Manpower, 422-428) has reckoned that in 
every decade for the years 225-146 at least eight percent of eligible citizens was called to arms, provincial 
garrisons would have added substantially to that figure. 

219 Brunt, Italian Manpower, 452-463. 
22° Cic. Leg. Man. 54. 
221 Sail. Jug. 86.2; Plut. Mar. 9.1; Gabba, Republican Rome, 1-69; cf N. Rosenstein, Rome at War. 

Farms, Families, and Death in the Middle Republic (Chapel Hill2004). Marius' decision, it should be 
noted, was not radical, but the final stage of an evolution begun a century earlier (Gabba, op. cit., 1-13). 
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imperium beyond their one year in office. Ultimately, under Augustus, a proper financial 

arrangement was established to support a standing army and individual legions were 

regularly stationed in the provinces. 222 

Still, even during the Late Republic the legions operating in a province were not a 

policing force. Just as with the troops in Spain, Gaul and Macedonia, these men were 

regularly stationed on the frontiers of the province, looking outward- playing the role of 

Cicero's spears.223 Even under the arrangement of Augustus the heaviest concentration 

of troops was on the periphery ofthe empire (Spain, Rhine, the Balkans, Africa, and 

Syria) where, as in the second century, their objectives were to protect the provinces from 

external threats and extend the borders.224 

One legion ofRoman soldiers (roughly 5500 troops at full strength) was not 

always enough, even if at full strength, and a provincial magistrate often had to rely on 

local communities to fill out his ranks. We noted above that M. Annius was praised by 

the people of Letae for defeating the Thracians without levying troops from local cities, 

which implies such an action was possible. This, in fact, is confirmed by a number of 

222 According to his Res Gestae (3) Augustus commanded 500,000 men after the Battle of Actium, 
300,000 ofwhom he de-commissioned with rewards of land or cash bonuses. He also set minimum terms 
of service at sixteen years (later increased to twenty, then twenty-five years) plus four years in reserve (Dio 
Cass. 54.25; cf. Polyb. 6.19), as well as standard pay for the soldier. He established an aerarium militare 
initially with his own funds (170,000,000 HS; R. Gest. 17), which was replenished by a new one percent 
tax on sales at auction and five percent inheritence tax (Dio.55.25.2-5; cf. Suet. Aug. 49.2); J. Campbell, 
The Emperor and the Roman Army 31BC -AD 235 (Oxford 1984), 157-175, esp. 160-161; C. Wells, The 
RomanEmpire(Stanford 1984), 77-79,136-139. 

223 See above, n. 116. During the Late Republic a Roman commander in his province was 
expected not only to protect but also to expand Roman territory: Cic. Rep. 3.24 (finis imperii propagavit); 
Prov.cos. 29 (finum imperii propagatio); Phil. 13.14 (finis imperi propagabis); cf. De off 2.85: ut 
[magistratus] rem publicam augean/ imperio agris vectialibus. Brunt, "Laus Imperii", 162-164. 

224According to Tacitus (Ann. 4.5) in 23CE there were a total of twenty-five legions distributed as 
follows: two in Spain, eight on the Rhine, six in the Balkans (two each in Moesia, Pannonia, Dalmatia), 
four in Africa (two each in Africa and Egypt) and four in Syria; cf. Strabo 17.3.25; J.C. Mann, "Frontiers of 
the Principate" ANRWII.1 (1974), 508-533. 
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other inscriptions, such as a Bargylian decree recounting the city's obedience to Q. 

Caepio's requisition for soldiers to combat Aristonicus;225 a dedication from a statue base 

in Elis recording the names of fifteen Achaean cities whose men fought with Cn. 

Domitius against the Gauls;226 or an award of aarparwaia (freedom from military 

obligations) from M. Antonius to the council of Victors in the Sacred Games. 227 A 

Roman magistrate was well within his power to request troops from local communities to 

support a campaign, just as was required of any allied state. 228 An inscription from 

Aphrodisias, however, reminds us that such requests were not always assured, as we find 

Q. Oppius pleading for locals to free him from a siege at Laodicea in 88. 229 Even a full 

legion could not hold a territory that actively resisted Rome. This is part of the reason for 

225 I.Iasos 612, lines 16-18,21-27: avncrrpanwov rvatov t.o~enov rvaiou ... £[~ayay6vro<; bE 
rou<; u]no TOU b~~ou anocrraA.evra<; KaTa cru~~axiav [crTpanwra<;] ... [KoivTo<; Kamiwv--- btabe~a]~evo<; 
T~v £v[Kexetptcr]~£[v'lv T]wt [r]vaiwt [apx~v, nA.~9o<; iKavov crTpa]nwTwv E~~Tet, T[~v Mva1-nv] rauT'lV 
avaA.11¢6~evo<;· [£vcrTavro<; Tt: naA.tv T]ounoM~ou, cruv£[~]atvev 9<A>i~ecr9at T~v n6A.tv [~~wv ~apew<; 
bta To EK] ~<; KoivTou Kamiwyo<; em ray~<; KaTa TO cruvexE<; ['Pw~aiot<; ~).10:<; crucrT]paTWKEVat, 
E~anecrTaAeat bE uno mu b~).lOU Kai ano[yeypacp9at crTpanwT]a<; ei<; TOV n6A.e~ov Kai nAdova<;, 
E1t<rJ>KoAou9'1KEvat [bE anopiav] ('Cn. Domitius ... [led out the soldiers] sent from the city according to 
the alliance .... Quintus Caepio, succeeding to the [command] from Gnaeus, sought a [large number] of 
soldiers in order to take this [force] into the field; [and when again] war broke out our city was [heavily] 
burdened by our continual campaigns with the Romans in accordance with the requisition from Q. Caepio, 
and even more [soldiers] were sent off by the people and were registered for the war and many other things, 
and a difficult time followed thereafter.'). 

226 ISE 11.60: 'Axatwv ITaTpe1<; 8u~a1ot <l>apate1<; I 8ptacrwt 'Hpate1<; eeA.cpoucrwt 'I'wcpibtot I 
KAetT6pwt Kuvat9e1<; KaAA.tcrTarat I 'Acrxet:<; AeovT~crwt TptTate1<; Aiyte1<; II AiytpO:rat rreAA.ave1<; Boupwt I 
<l>eveO:rat Kapuvet<; oi crTpaTeucra~evot I ~era rvaiou 8o~eriou crTparayou unaTOU I'Pw).laiwv Eltl raA.ara<; 
8a~wva 'AAKtcr9£veo<; I ITaTp~ TOV UUTWV ayt:).lOVU aperO:<; EV£K£V II f.ti OAU~ltl(f.l ('The Achaeans from 
Patrae, Dyme, Pharaiea, Thriasae, Herae, Thelphousiae, Psophidia, Kleitoria, Kynaithes, Kallistate, Aschea, 
Leontesa, Bouria, Pheneatae, Karynea, who fought with Cn. Dometius, consul of the Romans against the 
Gauls (dedicate) to the Olympian gods (this statue) of Damon son of Alkisthenes leader ofPatrae on 
account of his virtue'). 

227 RDGE 57, line 14; c£ RDGE 49b, line 12. 
228 See Chapter 3. 
229 Aphrod. 2; c£ no. 3 (Oppius' letter of thanks). 
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the remarkable speed with which Mithridates was able to overwhelm Asia. 230 Upon news 

of his invasion, the Roman force mustered to meet him was a small handful of legionaries 

held over from the previous year, heavily supplemented by troops from neighbouring 

principalities and auxiliaries from the Bithynian king.231 As one scholar has recently 

observed, a provincial force of one or two legions could hardly have been intended to 

police the interior of a provincia as well as meet the threats on the periphery- Rome's 

was not an army of occupation. 232 

Looking at this from the other viewpoint, recent research on the survival and 

function of the polis during the late Hellenistic era has affirmed that security and policing 

remained a local concern. Not only did the Romans not garrison towns, but they also did 

not take measures to remove the military impetus or capacity from communities upon 

'provincialization', apart from often de-commissioning royal troops. 233 Greek cities 

maintained a military culture (e.g. discourses, ideas, symbols, as well as institutions, 

traditions, and commemorations) during the Republic that had been central to their 

identity since the Classical era. 234 In fact, even under the Empire, the Romans cannot be 

said to have disarmed their subjects, though one does find evidence after the Augustan 

period of the abolition of local military officials like crrpar~yo1 and bmapxo1, and there-

230 See above, p. 29. 
231 App. Mith. 11, 17; Magie, RRAMI.210-211; cf. App. Mith 41 (Sulla relying on local levies). 

232 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 40. 
233 Brelaz, La securite publique, 25. Exceptional is the treatment of Carthage in 149 whereby the 

city was obliged to surrender all weaponry by Roman settlement. However, shortly thereafter realizing the 
odium of capitulating to Rome the city began replenishing its supplies such that it could withstand Rome 
for another three years, which as Brunt ("Did Imperial Rome Disarm her Subjects?" Phoenix 29 [1975], 
258-259) points out only emphasizes the futility of a general policy of disarmament. 

234 C. Brelaz, "L'adieu aux annes, 166-184; J. Ma, "Une culture militaire en Asie Mineure 
hellenistique?" in J.C. Couvenhes and H.L. Femoux ( eds.), Les Cites grecques et Ia guerre en Asie Mineure 
a l'epoque heltenistique (Tours 2004), 199-220. 
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orientation of military authority around Rome.235 In any case, the capacity to defend 

itself remained central to the ideology of the independent polis throughout the second and 

frrst centuries. 236 Inscriptions reveal ephebic oaths to defend the polis and combat its 

enemies, 237 panboeotian festivals that included military teams competing in good use of 

arms (t:uorrAia) and discipline (t:ura~ia),238 benefactors for the upkeep of the city wall/39 

Pergamenes granting citizenship to former Attalid garrison troops and military settlers 

when Aristonicus threatened,240 and the survival and operation of civic-military 

institutions (forts, offices, armies, yu11vamov, EcprJ~t:ia, etc.).241 

Throughout the Republic, poleis continued to raise their own troops, which, as the 

Mithridatic War demonstrated, could be to Rome's advantage or disadvantage. The 

(military) autonomy of the city-states meant that they could, and had to defend 

themselves without Roman support against (e.g.) pirates, whom the Romans did not 

235 Brunt, "Did Imperial Rome Disarm her Subjects?", 255-266; Brelaz, La securite publique, 27-
32. 

236 J. Ma, "Fighting Poleis of the Hellenistic World" in H. van Wees, ed., War and Violence in 
Ancient Greece (London, 2000), 337-376; A. Chaniotis, War in the Hellenistic World (Oxford, 2005), esp. 
18-43; G. Bugh, "Hellenistic Military Developments" in G. Bugh, ed., Cambridge Companion to the 
Hellenistic World (Cambridge, 2006), 265-294. 

237 Rhodes & Osborne, GHI 88 (= Tod, GHI no. 204), lines 5-11: ouK o:icrxuvw ra iEpa onAo: ouS£ 
Ad\jlw TOV no:po:crranJV onou av GTElX~crw· a!lUVW S£ KO:t un£p iEpwv KO:t 6criwv, KO:t OK E:Mnw no:po:Swcrw 
T~V no:rpiSo:, nAEiw Se KO:t apEiw KO:Ta TE E!lO:UTOV KO:l!lEL<l anavrwv ('I will not dishonour the sacred 
weapons and I will not abandon the comrade on the flank, whomever I may be placed next to; and I will 
fight to defend the sacred and holy; I will not deliver the fatherland diminished, but larger and stronger'); 
c£ Staatsvertriige no. 545. 

238 SEG III.355; SEG XXVI 551. 
239 F. Maier, Griechische Mauerbauinschriften I, no. 52; c£ Hellenistic epigram in which it seems 

the city's wall is referred to as "the crown of free children" (ISE 100); Ma, "Fighting Poleis", 339-343. 
240 OG/S 338, lines 12-19 grant citizenship to (i.a.) oi rwv crrpo:nwrwv Ko:rotKO\JVTOt, oi 

O:vo:<pEpojl£vot E:v rwt <ppoupiwt and oi no:po:<puAo:Kiro:t; c£ /.Eph. 8, lines 20-62, which grants citizenship 
to slaves and foreign residents, as well as various sorts of debt relief, to anyone who would take up arms to 
defend the city against Mithridates. 

241 Ma, "Fighting Poleis", 343-350. 
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seriously combat until the last years of the second century, and did not prove successful 

against until the mid 60s. 242 Before these Roman efforts, city-states ofthe Aegean and 

Eastern Mediterranean were on their own: various Greek dedications recount a city's 

gratitude toward their citizens of another polis for their aid against pirates. 243 Security 

within and between pole is was left to the city-states; the Romans only got involved in 

extreme cases and often only post eventum to arbitrate between parties. We know from a 

magistrate's letter to Dyme that in 143 that city suffered something of a coup, in which a 

certain Sosus had gained power, and which seems to have caused quite an uproar 

including the destruction of the state archives. The Romans played no role in suppressing 

Sosus, but only in upholding his and his co-conspirators' convictions, presumably after 

their appeals.244 Even during the Principate, there was no noticeable security force in the 

provinces. Brelaz has recently studied the infrastructure of public security in the Roman 

province of Asia and meticulously detailed the continued role played by local officials 

such as dp~vapxo<; (policing agent), rrapacpu.A.a~ (policing agent focused on 

242 M. Antonius' command against pirates in 102-101: Cic. De or. 1.82; 2.2; Livy Per. 68; Just. 
Epit, prol. 39; Obseq. 44; CIL 1.2.2662; IGRP IV 1116; lDelos 4.1700; T. Broughton, "Notes on Roman 
Magistrates" TAPA 77 (1946), 35-40; Pompey's command was established by the lex Gabinia (67): Cic. 
Leg. Man. 15, 44, 52-58; Livy Per. 99; Yell. Pat. 2.31-32; Plut. Pomp. 25-26; Broughton, MRR II.144-146; 
c£ M. Antonius Creticus' command in 74: Yell. Pat. 2.31.3-4. On piracy in the Roman world, see: H. 
Ormerod, Piracy in the Ancient World (Chicago, 1967 [1924]), esp. 190-241; P. de Souza, Piracy in the 
Greco-Roman World (Cambridge, 2002). 

243 IGRP IV, 1029 (Ephesus praises citizens of Astypalaea for saving them from pirates); IG II2 

3218 (Athenians praised for their efforts off the coast ofCilicia.), with Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 306 n. 55; 
OGIS 552-554 (series ofLycian inscriptions concerning a pirate expedition with no mention of the 
Romans). 

244 RDGE 43; R. Kallet-Marx, "Qunitus Fabius Maxiumus and the Dyme Affair (Syl/3 683)" CQ 
45 (1995), 129-153. 
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surveillance), opO<j)lJAa~ (territorial guard), and J.lacrnyocp6pot (security for special 

occasions such as festivals). 245 

Roman authority over its subjects was not, then, compelled (or even supported) by 

a routine coercive infrastructure; without any town or provincial garrisons, standing 

provincial armies, etc., the empire could not rely on the presence of an immanent 

coercive force to compel its Greek subjects. 246 In fact, security remained the 

responsibility of local communities, on whose support the Romans could draw, but whose 

forces could generate their own crises if appropriately mobilized. While there may have 

been increasing numbers ofsoldiers in the East during the second halfofthe first century, 

they continued to be pre-occupied with the frontiers or, during the tumultuous civil wars, 

domestic strife. 

1.5- LIMITS OF THE PROVINCE 

1.5 .1: Free Cities (Civitates Liberae) 

Many of the limitations in the imperial apparatus stem from the citizen-state 

arrangement of the Roman res publica - the Romans were simply unable to dedicate 

more officers, more administration, or more legions to the provinciae without 

fundamentally changing their own governing structure. Because of this, the Roman 

empire relied on the traditional self-government ofthe Greekpoleis, and can be said to 

245 Bn\laz, Securite, 90-182. 
246 Brelaz, Securite, 26: "En definitive, la securite et la tranquillite des provinces anatoliennes sous 

la Republique dependent largement de la loyaute des cites formant ces provinces et de la bienveillance des 
dynastes des multiples royaumes limitrophes avec lesquels Rome nourrit des relations diplomatiques 
versa tiles." 
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have been structured upon a high degree of local civic autonomy. Thus Lintott 

introduces his monograph on the imperium Romanum with the admonition not to 

overestimate the quality and extent of the Romans' control in their empire; the strength of 

the Roman empire, he reminds us, lay in the autonomy that it afforded its subjects.247 In 

this section we want to consider the role oflocal autonomy in the structure of Roman 

rule. 

Some cities and people, as alluded to above, were specifically recognized as free 

(Iibera) and therefore "outside the province".248 The reference comes from a celebrated 

dedicatory decree to Menippos of Colophon, which also contained a Roman decision 

confrrming that the city's autonomy (atnovoll{a) was distinct from the province. 249 As is 

so often the case during the Republic, the Romans do not seem to have established a 

definition for a free state (civitas libera);250 rather, the autonomy of a civitas Iibera was 

247 Lintott, Imp. Rom., 2-3; c£ p. 54: "Roman government would have been impossible without 
immense delegation of administration". 

248 Claros, Menippos col. II, line 4: -rf\<; E:n:apxda<; EKTO<;. Compare also the lex port., which 
makes exceptions in the appliction of the custom dues for cities outside the forumula of one of the twelve 
conventus (£~w StotKJlOEW<;, lines 88-89) that made up the province, which the most recent editors of the 
text assume means "free" (Cottier, Customs Law of Asia, 137-138). 

249 Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 39-40: -rf\<; E:n:apxda<; cmo -rf\<; UUTOV01-!ta<; xwptcr9dcrrt<;; 
Bernhardt, Imp u. Eleuth., 19-32; Ferrary, Philhelh?nisme, 211-218; idem, "Laliberte des cites et ses limites 
a l'epoque republicaine" Med.Ant 2 (1999), 71. This distinction is also found in evidence from the Late 
Republic (e.g. Cic. Balb. 4.9: quem provinciae nostrae, quem liberi populi, quem reges, quem ultimae 
gentes ... viderunt), the Principate (Strabo 17.3.24; cf. 12.3.1) and the High Empire (Aphrodisias 14 [Trajan] 
& 15 [Hadrian], acknowledging that the city was outside the formula provinciae). 

250 On civitates liberae, see: A.H.M. Jones, "civitates liberae et immunes" in W. Calder and J. 
Keil, eds., Anatolian Studies (Manchester 1939), 103-117; Dahlheim, Gewalt u. Herrsch., 217-27; 
Berhardt, Imp. u. Elueth, passim; Sherwin-White, Roman Citizenship2

, 175-182; J.-L. Ferrary, "le statut des 
cites libres dans l'empire romain a lumiere des inscriptions de Claros" CRAI 1991, 557-577. In his 
monograph on the free-state, Bernhardt has identified as many as one hundred and fifty civitates liberae at 
various points throughout the Republic, which are well indexed (pp. 259-265). Caution, however, should 
be taken with some of his identifications, particularly those based solely on the testimony of Pliny, for 
whom Iibera was a technical status. See below, p. 101. 
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described by, but not limited to, the aggregate of privileges awarded by particular decrees 

of the Senate or legislation of the People.251 In the Colophonian decree honouring 

Menippos, for example, we find the city describing its free condition in terms of rights 

acknowledged by the Romans: 252 

(Menippos) gained for the people better guarantees of the full 
ownership of coastal territory, preserving the ancestral frontiers, 
the 'Narrows' and Prepelaion; he freed the city's inhabitants 
from their pledges and the power of the magistrate; the province 
was distinguished from our autonomy; and he maintained the 
authority of our laws for all legal actions even against the 
Romans themselves. 

The list of rights is impressive: 253 full possession over traditional territory, independence 

from the power of the Roman magistrate, and the continued use of local laws, even 

against Roman citizens. This example is striking for the multiplicity of privileges and 

the straightforwardness with which they are presented, but most are not unique to 

Colophon; similar liberties were enjoyed by many other free-states, and as such we can 

make some general observations. 

251 On the importance of active assertion of the privileges, see below p. 103. 
252 Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 34-42: Tfj<; !lEV rrapa.Aiou xwpa<; T~V rraVKTf]cr{av ~E~at6n:pav 

JtEJtOlflK£ rGn b~!lWt, Tfj<; bE KaTCx TCx LTEVCx Kal. TO TipE1tEAatOV TOU<; rrarpiou<; opou<; TET~pf]KEV, TOU<; bE 
KaTOtKOUVTa<; T~V JtOAtV EAEU8EpWcr£ KaTEYYU~crEWV Kat crrpaTf1YtKfj<; E~oucr{a<;, Tfj<; £rrapx£ia<; UJtO Tfj<; 
aUTOVO!lla<; xwptcrSEicrrt<;• Kupiou<; bE TOU<; VO!lOU<; TET~pf]KEV E:rrl. rravro<; E:yKA~!laTO<; Kal. rrpo<; aurou<; 
'Pw11aiou<;. 

253 Compare the various rights awarded to the Aphrodisians (Aphrod. 8), who earned "freedom and 
immunity from taxation in all matters" (lines 52, 62), after 38: i) removal from the Romans' revenue books 
(lines 30-31 ); ii) freedom from quartering and wintering Roman troops (lines 32-34); iii) freedom from 
levies of soldiers, material and victuals (line 35); iv) inviolability for the Temple of Aphrodite (lines 55-
56); v) possession, control, use, and enjoyment of fields, places, buildings, villages, estates, forts, pastures 
and revenues held previously (lines 58-59; borders defined at line 63); vi) immunity from custom and 
pasture dues (line 64); vii) immunity from any other public tax that a provincial magistrate might levy 
(lines 65-66); viii) positition outside the governor's jurisdiction (lines 68-69); ix) use and enjoyment of 
traditional laws (lines 70-71 ). 
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In the first place, civitates liberae enjoyed full ownership of their lands. 254 The 

text of the lex Antonia de Termessibus, which acknowledged the freedom and land claims 

ofTermessus Maior in Pisidia after the First Mithridatic War, records how these rights 

appeared in the legal jargon of the mid- first century: 255 

Whatever fields, places or buildings - public or private - of 
Termessus Maior in Pisidia are, or were, within their borders 
when L. Marcius and Sex. Julius were consuls [i.e. 91], whatever 
islands are, or were, theirs in the time of the aforementioned 
consuls ... all these the citizens of Termessus Maior in Pisidia 
shall hold and occupy ... use and enjoy. 

The reference in this law to the city's maritime possessions- highly unlikely given that 

the polis was land-locked - suggests that the language might not have been uniquely 

written for the Antonian law, but follow a set text, and that by the early first century the 

acknowledgment of territorial rights for free states was standard.256 

Full legal ownership meant that within its territory the free state had full 

sovereignty to continue to apply its legaL administrative, and fiscal systems (including 

254 Menippos' third embassy (col. I, lines 22-23; col. ll, lines 33-37) was to assert the city's claim 
to key areas on its border (Roberts, Claros, 89 with the observations by Ferrary, "la liberte des cites", 565). 
Polemaios likely travelled abroad to assert the same right (col. II, lines 34-43). 

255 Lex Ant. Term., col. I, lines 12-26: quei agrei quae loca aedificia publica preiuataue 
Thermensium Maiorum Pisidarum intrafineis eorum suntfueruntue L. Marcia Sex. Julio co(n)s(ulibus), 
quaeque insulae eo rum sunt foeruntue ieis consolibus, quei supra scriptei sunt, quodque earum rerum ieis 
consulibus iei habuerunt possederunt usei fructeiue sunt, quae de ieis rebus locata non sun{t ante hanc 
legem rogatam] quaeque de ieis rebus, [quam ante hac locata sint, post] hac ne locentur {cautum est in 
locatione q]uae facta est e[x} l[ege Ciliciae locandae dicta(?), e]a omnia Ther[meses Maiores Pisidae 
habean}t possideant ieisque [omnibus iei utantur fr}uantur; cf. lines 27-35. Compare a decree of 38 from 
Aphrodisias (Aphrod. 8, lines 58-60): oi noAdrat oi ITAapacriwv Kat 'A<ppo15e:wt£wv J.lE9' wv O:ypwv, -c6nwv, 
otKoboj.ltwv, KWJ.lWV, xwpiwv, 6xupwJ.lO:-cwv, 6pwv, npocr615wv npoc; -c~v qnA{av -co[u] b~J.lou -cou 'PwJ.la{wv 
npocrflAeov -caiJ-ca nav-ca EXW(cr]tv, Kpa-cwcrtv, XPWVTat, Kaprt{~wv-ca{ '"CE, 1t<XV'"CWV '"CWV npayj.lchwv ((N]] 
E[A]e:uee:pot 0:-ce:Ae:'i:c; -ce: Kal. 0:15rtJ.lOcru.6vrt-cot wcrtv· ('Plarasa and Aphrodisas are to have, control, use, and 
enjoy the fields, places, buildings, villages, estates, strongpoints, pastures, (and) revenues which they had 
when they entered into the friendship of the Roman People and are to be free, immune, and not subject to 
the publicani'); lex agr. lines 74-77, which mentions "land within the borders of a free people" (ager intra 
finis populorum leiberorum). 

256 Magie, RRAMII.l176-77, n. 34; Crawford, RS s.v. 1.15 (p. 338). 
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levying and collecting its own taxes)257 over not just its own citizens but others subject to 

them.258 This last point is significant, for it means that these civitates liberae-dties 

under Roman hegemony (though outside the provincia)--could be said to have their own 

subjects and enjoy their own laws. 259 For proof of the importance of territorial ownership 

(and its attendant tertiary rights), one need only recall that Menippos twice made the 

arduous journey to Rome to preserve them; more striking still is the recently published 

mid-first century treaty between the Romans and the Lycian League (acknowledged as 

free since 167), which devotes more than a dozen lines to scrupulously listing the 

boundaries of the land which the Lycians "shall possess, control and enjoy in 

perpetuity". 260 

257 e.g. RDGE 18, lines 53-56, 95-112; RDGE 20, frg. E, lines 13-17; Crawford, RS no. 19, col. II, 
lines 31-36. 

258 RDGE 21 col. I, lines 16 and 18; col. II, line 7. 
259 The acknowledgement of subjects was not unique to free cities alone, but applied also to allies 

of the Romans. The standard language of treaties included clauses that the Greek ally "shall not permit an 
enemy of the Roman people to pass through its territory or the territory which it controls ( Ota Tfjc; io{ac; 
xwpac; K<Xt ~c; av 0 Ofjjloc; 6 OEtvoc; Kp<XTfjt)" while the Romans similarly swore "not to make war on the 
people and those under their rule" ( woTE [Jlt1] TGn Of!Jlwt TWt OEtvoc; Kai Tote; un' athouc; moOOJlEVotc; 
n6AEjlOV £mcpipwow); cf. RDGE 21, lines 15-16. On the structure and content of Roman treaties, see now 
S. Mitchell, "The Treaty between Rome and Lycia of 46 BC (MS 2070)" in R. Pintaudi, ed., Papyri 
Graecae Schoyen (Florence, 2005), 164-243; Chapter 3, §3.1. 

260 Mitchell, Pap. Gr.Schoy., lines 52-64: ai n6A.Etc;, KWjl<Xt, oxupwjl<XT<X, cppoupta, ~TE xwpat K<Xt oi 
AtjlEVE<; oi EV TOte; Tfjc; AuKtac; 6p{otc; umxpxovTE<;, ooa TE jlEt'<X T<XUT<X AUKtotc; OEOOjlEV<X TE K<Xt 
cmoK<X9EOT<XjlEV<X £onv, TEAjll'\OOoc;, XWjl<X, <l>aCJ11Atc;, LtAoua, LEppa, i\{oocx, Ol TE TOltot K<Xt ai oiKol5ojl<Xt 
~TE xwpat Kat oi AtjlEVE<; oi £v Tote; TouTwv TWV noA£tTEtwv ovTE<; JlEt'<X AuK{wv £oTwoav, 'OA.wacrooc;, 
'0~UAt9oc;, "EpEjlV<X, 'Aomy<ii\ou KWjlflt, MOjlA<XvSa, xwp{a TE EV NauAtOOWt, KtAAapat, MOpjlUpa, TUjlfljl<X, 
Maoa "Opoc;, MapaKavSa, OuauTa, TETpanupy{a, 'EA.~rtoooc;, 'AKapaoooc;, <t>ti\Ena, TEpnovii\Aa, TEpmc;, 
KoSonna, MEtKpov "Opoc;, 'AKapaoo6c;· Ol TE TOltOt Kat ai t'OUTWV oiKoi50jl<Xl ~TE xwpat ooa TE EVTO<; 
t'OUTWV TWV 6p{wv £onv AuK{wv EOTwoav· AuKtot TE T<XUT<X K<XT£XETwoav KpaTEhwoav Kapm~Eo9woav 
Sta navToc; Ka8wc; fa{oc; Katoap 6 auToKpaTwp i:KpEtvEV ~ TE crUVKAfiToc; SowaT{oaoa ouvEnEKupwoEv 
('The cities, villages, strongholds, forts, lands and harbours presently within the borders ofLycia, and 
whatever afterwards is given and restored to the Lycians are as follows: Telmessos, Choma, Phaselis, Silva 
Serra, and Lissa; the places and buildings, lands and harbours belong to the following communities are also 
the Lycians': Olinassos, Oxylithos, Eremna, Astagalou Kome, Moulanda and the estates at Naulissos, 
Killara, Mormura, Tymema, Masa Oros, Marakanda, Vauta, Tetrapyrgia, Elbessos, Akarassos, Philetta, 
Terponella, Terpis, Kodoppa, Meikron Oros, Akarassos; the places, their buildings, territories and whatever 
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Territorial sovereignty seems also to have meant that within the borders of a free 

state (or over those who lived within its borders) a provincial magistrate had no 

jurisdiction. In the decree for Menippos, the Colophonians assert not only that he "freed 

the inhabitants of the city from the power of the governor" but, recounting the words of 

the Roman senate itself, affirm that "outside of his province, a Roman magistrate can 

neither be judge, nor meddle in such matters [ sc. boundary disputes]". 261 A Sullan era 

senatus consultum concerning Chios states much the same, pronouncing that Chians were 

"in no way (subject) to any act of a magistrate or pro-magistrate."262 A generation later, 

Cicero excoriated L. Calpurnius Piso (procos. Macedonia, 57-55) for "administering 

justice over free states contrary to the law and decrees of the senate" and P. Clodius for 

imprisoning these free people and handing them over to Piso.Z63 This immunity from a 

is inside their boundaries, shall be the Lycians'. And these the Lycians shall possess, control, and enjoy in 
perpetuity just as Gaius Caesar lmperator decided and as the Senate passed a resolution and jointly 
confirmed.'). The Lycians were free until the time of Claudius, when they became the provincia Lycia
Pamphylia (Suet. Claud. 25.9; Dio Cass. 60.17.3). 

261 Col II., lines 4-5: 8t6n Tij<; £na:pxda:c; EKTO<; ouT£ Kptvetv ouTe noA.unpa:yJlovet:v TGn crTpa:nJYGH 
Ka:0~K£t. The Colophonians also relate (lines 6-7) that "this decision is one that conforms to democracy 
and is good" (i8twra:Tov Tfjt OTJJlOKpa:Tta:t Ka:i KaAA.tcrTov £v€yKa:<; O:noKptJla:). This decision stems from 
Menippos' first two embassies to Rome, which seem to have concerned the right of the Roman governor to 
dictate boundary settlements between Colophon and its neighbour, Metropolis (col. I, lines 20-21 and lines 
50-54- col. II, lines 1-5). 

262 RDGE 70, lines 16-17: tva: T£ uno J.1T]0' <f>nvt[ ouv] TU1t(fl WOlV O:pxovTWV ~ O:ra:pxovTWV. This 
portion of the text is preserved in an epistula of Augustus dating to probably 4/5 CE. (A.J. Marshall, 
"Romans under Chian Law" GRBS 10 (1969), 257-258, has pointed out that here Tuno<; refers to "a ruling 
or directive issued in writing by the governor to treat a legal matter", which in light of the Colophonian 
decrees, refers to a general freedom from magisterial decisions.); cf. L. Peppe, Sulla giurisdizione in 
populos liberos (Milan 1988), 24-27, employing literary material exclusively. 

263 Cic. Prov. cons. 3.6: omitto iuris dictionem in Iibera civitate contra leges senatusque consulta 
('I say nothing about [Piso's] administration of justice in a free state contrary to laws and decrees of the 
Senate.'); 4.7: emisti grandi pecunia ut tibi de pecuniis creditis ius in liberos populos contra senatus 
consult a et contra legem generi tui dicere liceret ('You [Piso] bought for a large sum of money the right of 
administering justice over free states in matters of debt contrary to decrees of the Senate and a law of our 
son-in-law [i.e. Caesar].'); Dom. 9.23: homini taeterrimo, crudelissimo,fallacissimo ... L. Pisani, nonne 
nominatim populos liberos, muftis senatus consul tis, etiam recenti lege generi ips ius liberatos, vinctos et 
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Roman magistrate's decision might sometimes be expressed in more particular terms: at 

Termessus, the governor was specifically forbidden from wintering his troops in the 

city;264 at Aphrodisias he was forbidden from drawing citizens for his military levy or 

wintering his troops in the city;265 while the lex Julia de repetundis forbade governors 

from administering justice over free states specifically in the matter of debt.266 In any 

case, these examples suggest that such free states were regularly beyond the legal reach 

of the provincial magistrate. 

In a broader sense stil~ a free state was often said to enjoy the unencumbered use 

of"those of its own laws and customs that it had formerly enjoyed", which probably 

regularly also included laws passed afterwards too, as is found explicitly expressed in a 

number of senatus consulta. 267 On the one hand, this right was not much different than 

the independence from a provincial magistrate's interference (a positive, rather than 

negative liberty): 268 more than a decade or two after being recognized as free, Colophon 

successfully petitioned the proconsul of Asia to invalidate a Roman judgment against one 

constrictos tradisti [P. Clodius ]? (' Again, did you [Clodius] not expressly surrender free peoples bound 
hand and foot, though they had been given their liberty by many decrees of the Senate and also by a recent 
measure of his own son-in-law, to Piso, the most savage, cruel, and hypocritical of men.'). 

264 Col. II, lines 6-13; cf. Livy43.8.7. 
265 Aphrod. 8, lines 32-34. 
266 Cic. Prov.cons. 4.7 (text at n.263); cf. Peppe, Giurisdizione in populos liberos (Milan, 1988), 

103-112. 
267 RDGE 18, lines 91-2: [oic;] 't'£ VOJ..LOl<; E8lO'j..LOtc; 't'£ ioiotc; np6r£pov [expwvro, mu]'t'otc; 

xpacrewcrav; Aphrod. 8, lines 61-2: VOJ..LOl<; 't'£ ioiotc; n[arpi]Olc; K<Xt ouc; av J..LWX 't'<XU't'<X EV E<XU't'otc; 
KUp<w>cr<W>lV xpwv[rat]; c£ Claros, Menippos, col. II, lines 24-25, 40-41; Claros Polemaios, col. II, 
lines 56-62; RDGE 17, lines 10-12; RDGE 18, line 49; RDGE 70, lines 15-16; RDGE 21, line 17; lex Tenn. 
col. I, lines 8-10; Aphrod 8, lines 47 and 70; IGRR IV 38, line 12. 

268 See I. Berlin, "Two Concepts of Liberty" in idem (ed.), Four Essays on Liberty (Oxford 2002 
[1969]), 168-200; below, Chapter 2 §1. 
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of its citizens, thereby "preserving unharmed our own decisions, citizens, and laws";269 

and Mytilene appealed all the way to Caesar himself to rescind earlier grants of immunity 

to local elites because it violated their laws. 270 On the other hand, the right of a state to 

use its own laws meant that illegalities committed within its territory, even when 

committed by or against a Roman citizen, could be tried within the state by local law. 271 

Twice this right is found among the Colophonian texts, and the aforementioned decree 

concerning Chios likewise asserts that "those Romans living among them are to be 

subject to Chian law".272 

By far the most tangible privilege accorded to the free state was immunity 

(immunitas) from direct Roman taxation. 273 Since the Isthmian Proclamation (196), the 

Romans had proclaimed Greeks free and immune, and numerous references to immunity 

269 Claros, Polemaios, col. II, lines 51-58: E.voc; of: TWV noA.tTWV KaTaKpirou yevopEVOU 
'Pwp(a)tKQ Kptrr]piwt EV rfjt E.napxd~, npecr~dcrac; npoc; TOV crrparr]yov TO<V> yev6pevov aKupov 
E.no{r]OEV Kai T<X Kptpanx Kai TOV nOAEtTf]V Kai roue; v6pouc; a~Aa~E'ic; hJ1pr]OEV ('When one of our citizens 
was condemned by a Roman court in the province, Polemaios conducted an embassy to the praetor and 
arranged that this court decision should become invalid, preserving unharmed our judgements and our 
citizen and our laws'); cf. col. II, lines 60-63. 

270 RDGE 26b, lines 28-30. It was common practice in the first century to reward those who had 
shown remarkable loyalty to Rome with grants of O:.Aetroupyr]pta, O:re.Aia or O:vewpop{a: e.g., RDGE 44, 
line 6; RDGE 22, line 12. 

271 The discovery ofMenippos Decree makes moot many earlier discussions on the subjectivity of 
Romans to local laws; these earlier discussions are summarized in Marshall, "Romans under Chian Law", 
259-262, whose own arguments are likewise now superceded by those ofFerrary, "statut des cites libres". 
The new Roman treaty with Lycia (Mitchell, Pap. Gr.Schoy) indiciates this was not the case with civitates 
foederatae of the Late Republic (lines 34-37), although about earlier times we cannot be certain. 

272 Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 42-44: rfjc; cruyK.AJ1rou OEOoypanKdac; Kai TOV aOtKOUVTa Kai 
rov EVKaAoilvra nvi rwv E.perEpwv no.Atrwv 'Pwpatov Kpivecr9at nap' ~ptv ('it was decreed by the Senate 
that any Roman, whether defendant or plaintiff against one of our citizens, should be judged among us'); 
Polemaios, col. II, lines 51-58 (text at n. 269); RDGE 70, lines 17-18: Ot TE nap' au-rotc; OVTE<; 'PwJ:l[at]Ot 
rotc; Xdwv unaK01JWOtV v6potc;. 

273 For other immunities, see Appendix V. 
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are found in the epigraphic and literary record throughout the Republic.274 That tax 

immunity regularly accompanied recognitions of freedom is suggested by a handful 

passages, the most commonly cited of which comes from Appian's Bellum Civile. This 

passage informs us that owing to the Sullan wars, not just allies, kings and tributary states 

had to remunerate the Romans and obey Sulla, but also those who were "autonomous and 

not subject to tribute". 275 The implication here is that free states routinely did not pay 

Roman taxes, but had to in this case- the tautology "autonomous and immune (<itEAEt<;)" 

presumably meant to emphasis that everyone had to pay the indemnity ( n:a:om 

cruvTEAEtv). Appian, though, is writing in the second century CE and his accuracy is 

often not above reproach. From the very end of our period, however, comes 

contemporary and less ambiguous evidence in the form of a letter of Augustus to the 

people of Samos, published in Aphrodisias. In the letter, the Princeps explains to the 

Samians that he has rejected their appeal for libertas because they had done nothing to 

earn it, assuring them that it had nothing to do with the money he might lose by making 

274 E.g. RDGE nos. 34 (193), 1 (189), 44 (mid 2ndC), 53 (1st C), 49 (81), 22 (78), 57 (42), 58 (42-
30); Aphrod. 8 (38); ISE 42 (170); JGRP IV.194 (90); App. Mith. 57; Cic. Verr. 2.3.13 (certainly employing 
Late Republican language); cf. Polyb. 18.44.5 (196); Livy 38.39.9 (188). 

275 A B c· 1 102 "8 ' ' ' P. -., ~ " ' ' '., ' " ' pp. . IV. . : E Vl'J TE T<Xp lt<XVT<X K<Xt 1-'<XO"li\El<;, OO"Ot O"Uj .. q.l<XXOt, K<Xt ltOJ\Et<;, OU OO"<Xt j.lOVOV 
UltOTEAEt<;, aA.M. K<Xl ocrat E<XUTCX<; EYKEXEtplKEO"<XV Eltl cruv8~Kat<; £vopKOt K<Xl ocrat Kta O"UJ.l<XXl<XV ~ nva 
apw1v aAAfJV <XUTOVOj.lOl TE K<Xl <p6pwv ~crav CxTEAEt<;, TOTE mxcrat O"UVTEAElV EKEAEUOVTO K<Xt Ult<XKOUEtV 
('All the allied nations and kings, and not only the tributary cities, but those which had delivered 
themselves to the Romans voluntarily under sworn agreements, and those which by virtue of their 
furnishing aid in war or for some other merit were autonomous and not subject to tribute, all were now 
required to pay and to obey.'); cf. B. Civ. 5.6: Kat TEAo<; nap<XK<XAOUVTE<; £wxov E:vv£a E:n7>v <p6pou<; 
EO"EVEYKElV ETEO"t Mo. ~acrtA.Ei3crt 8£ K<Xl ouvacrmt<; K<Xl ltOAEcrtV EAEU8£pat<; liMa E<; EKacrTWV OUV<Xj.ltV 
E:nnaxSfJ ('Finally, the Greeks prevailed by their entreaties that the amount should be reduced to nine 
years' taxes, payable in two years. It was ordered that the kings, princes, and free cities should make 
additional contributions according to their means, respectively.'); Dahlheim, Gewalt u. Herrsch., 255-261; 
R. Bernhardt, "Die Immunitas der Freistiidte" Historia 29 (1980), 190-207. 
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them free. 276 The implication here seems clear: the Samians would have become immune 

by virtue of their freedom. It would seem, then, that by the time of Augustus those 

enjoying the recognition Iibera also enjoyed immunitas as a matter of course. 

It is important to understand, however, that these characteristics of a free state-

full territorial possession, freedom from the jurisdiction of the provincial magistrate, use 

of local laws, and immunity from direct taxation - are generalizations and not rigid rules. 

Modem scholars, for example, vigorously debate whether immunitas was always granted 

to a civitas Iibera -a result of references, like the Appian example discussed above, from 

the Late Republic that a state was free and immune (Iibera ac immunis), which might 

suggest the pair was divisible.Z77 In some respects, this line of inquiry is a red herring. 

Freedom, for most of the period under discussion here, was a fluid notion, not a rigidly 

delineated technical status, and certainly not necessarily incompatible with paying 

tributum to the Roman state- Macedonia was left free but tribute-paying in 167, and we 

have already seen that free states could pay taxes under Sulla. 278 Citizens of all free 

states, furthermore, probably continued to pay indirect taxes (e.g. portoria, scriptura) to 

276 Aphrod. 13, lines 6-7: OUOE yap TWV XPflJlcXTWV JlOt JlEAEt a de; TOV <p6pov TEAEtTE &.A.M. T<X 
TEtJltw-ranx qnMv8pwna xwpi<; ai-r{ac; EuMyou OEOWKEVat ouo€vt ~ouA.oJlat ('It is not that I am concerned 
about the money which you pay in tribute, but that I would not wish the most valued privileges to be 
granted to anyone without good cause'); cf. Aphrod. 8, lines 50-52: TflV £A.w8Ep{av Kai TflV hEAEtav 
au-roue; ltcXVTWV npay[Jl]UTWV TOUT(fl TE -r<f> OtKa{c.p EXEtV, OtaKpa-rdv TE Ka8anEp Kat n<; ltOAEtT<~>a -r<f> 
KaA.(A.){o-rc.p OtKa{c.p, KaA.(A.){o-rc.p TE VOJl(fl EOTlV, ilnc; ltOAEn~a napa rfjc; OUVKA~TOU Kai TOU o~[Jlo]u TOU 
'PwJla{wv TflV EAEU8Ep[[E]]{av Kai anfA.nav EXEt, <plAfl TE Kai OU[Jl]}laxoc; TOU O~JlOU TOU 'PwJla{wv EOTlV. 
('freedom and immunity from taxation in all matters by this right, holding it exactly as any community with 
the greatest right, and the greatest law that has its freedom and immunity from the Senate and the People of 
Rome, and is friend and ally of the Roman people'). 

277 E.g. Cic. Verr. 2.13; Paus. 10.34.2; Strabo 13.1.27; GIBM792; Pliny lists some communities as 
only immunis without mention of Iibera (e.g. NH. 4.7.8; 5.124). 

278 Livy 45.29.4 (text at n. 288); cf. 26.12-13 (Illyria). Equally untenable is the supposition that 
civitates liberae were themselves divided into two categories according to whether a state was free before 
Roman intervention or because of a Roman grant (Dahlheim, Gewalt u. Herrsch., 213-217). 
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Rome, and immunitas did not always mean freedom from obligations ( munera I 

Acrroupy{m) to Rome. 279 Strabo, for example, when describing the situation in Sparta 

after the death ofNabis (192), asserts that "the Lacedaemonians were held in particular 

honour, and remained free, contributing to Rome nothing else but friendly obligations 

( qnAlKal. AHroupyim).280 As Bernhardt suggests, these obligations might be the same 

sumptus, labor and militia, which Verres is said to have waived for Messana in exchange 

for the city's help in building him a ship for his ill-gotten provincial booty.281 Yet, so too 

might these friendly obligations be those owed by virtue of being in a state of friendship 

(amicitia) or alliance (societas) with Rome, a relationship which many in the imperium 

Romanum- free and tax-paying alike- would have had and which was grounded in the 

sense of reciprocity and mutual obligations.282 

Thus it is important not to schematize these free states into rigid legal-

administrative categories, with standard privileges in the imperial state. By the early 

Empire the civitas Iibera - which Augustus himself once called "the greatest privilege of 

279 Bernhardt, "Die Immunitas der Freistade" Historia 29 (1980), 190-207, to whose analysis 
should be added the lex portorii Asiae, lines 26-28 with the comments of Merola, Autonomia locale, 183-
190, and Mitchell, "Geography, Politics, and Imperialism in the Asian Customs Law", 183-185. 

280 Strabo 8.5.5: avaA<X~OVTE<; 8E: cr<pii<; Ertjl~et'JO<XV 8t<X<pEp6v-cw<; K<Xt EjlElV<XV EAEU9Ep0t, ltAYJV 
rwv qnAtKWV AEt-coupytwv a!J.o OUV"CEAOUV"CE<; ou8Ev ('But when they had recovered themselves, they 
were held in particular honour, and remained free, contributing to Rome nothing else but friendly 
services'). Pace Bernhardt, "Immunitas", the evidence of Cicero and Strabo is not enough to assume a 
distinct status of plenissima immunitas, which is nowhere mentioned in the ancient sources. 

281 Verr. 2.4.23: pro hisce rebus vacatio data est ab isto sumptus, laboris, militiae, rerum denique 
omnium ('in exchange for these services he granted an exemption from expense, labour, military service
in short, from everything.'); cf. 2.5.51. 

282 Discussed in Chapter 3. 
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all" 283 -had probably come to exist as something of a status within the imperial 

framework: Pliny the Elder, for example, labeled more than a hundred communities of 

the East civitates liberae or free people (liberi populi) in his Historia Natura/is, likely 

reflecting an Augustan-, or even Caesarean-era, technical usage.284 Yet there is not much 

evidence that it was any sort of legal category under the Republic, and in fact the phrase 

civitas Iibera appears in only four Roman state documents of the period.285 The earliest 

indication that these might have been conceptualized as an institutional status in the 

empire comes from the lex Julia de repetundis (59), by which provincial magistrates were 

forbidden from interfering in disputes over loans made to populi liberi, which would 

seem to define liberi at law as a distinct category of subject peoples.286 

283 Aphrod. 13, line 4: ou yap E:onv biKalOV TO ltcXVTWV }IEYlOTOV qnMvepwnov EiKft Kat xwpt<; 
airia<; xapi~w9at; cp. line 7 ( ai\Aa ra TEl}IHDTaTa qnAciv9pwna xwpi<; ahia<; EuAOyou b£bWKEVat oubEVl 
~ouA.o}lat); cf. Aphrod. 14, lines 2-3 (Trajanic date): ou8£va ~ouAo}lat EK rwv £A£u9£pwv n6A.c:wv 
avayKa~£o9at Ei<; U}IETEpav A£1Toupyiav Kat }IUAlOTa £~ 'Acpp00£10lcXOO<;, £~nP11}1EV11<; rfi<; TIOAEW<; Kat TOU 
runou rfj<; E:napxda<; ('I do not want any citizen from a free city to be forced fulfill your liturgies, 
especially those from Aphrodisias, which has been removed from the formula of the province.'). 

284 Pliny, HN, Books IV and V, passim. On the sources for Pliny's geography section (particularly 
Africa), see B. Shaw, "The Elder Pliny's African Geography" Historia 30 (1981), 424-471, esp. 431-436, 
who sees V.29-30 as an offical Caesarian-era administrative survey (formula provinciae) as Pliny's 
ultimate source. Even this evidence should not be pushed, though, since Livy, writing only a few years 
before Pliny, uses the phrase civitas Iibera to describe the Roman state in his first decade (3.38.9; 6.20.14, 
40.6). 

285 The earliest reference to a free state comes from the lex agraria of 111 (lines 76-79), which 
refers to liberi populi, but these are contrasted with civitates stipendiariae, and are clearly not included in 
the empire at all. Later, a senatus consultum of78 (RDGE 22) rewards three foreigners who served as 
captains during the Social War with the right (i.a.) to be judged before a n6A.t<; E:A.eu9£pa (lines 18-19). 
Here the Romans are using language similar to that found in earlier Hellenistic decrees concerning 
arbitration, suggesting that they might merely be following a traditional usage and not necessarily implying 
a status, per se (RDGE 7, lines 47-48; no. 58, lines 52-55; S/G3 633). The lex portorii Asiae seems to refer 
to land of the £A£u9£pat n6A.Et<; as well as the former royal kingdom, £9vJ1 and Ofj}lot, which would seem to 
imply a status (so, Merola, Autonomia locale, 183-193; Mitchell, "Geography, Politics, and Imperialism", 
183-186), but which surely reflects the arrangement found in the kingdom shortly after the Attalid bequest 
rather than a technical status of Rome's own making. 

286 Cic. Prov. cons. 4.7 (text at n. 263); c£ Att. 1.19.9; 1.20.4; 2.1.10; Peppe, Giurisdizione in 
populos liberos, 35-80. Lex Julia de rep.: Cic. Dom. 9.23 (text at n. 263); Pis. 16.37; cf. Cic. Prov. cons 
3.6; Peppe, Giurisdizione, 80-114; Ferrary, "la liberte des cites", 75-77; idem, "statut des cites libres", 575. 
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For most of the period under discussion, the freedom of these cities- indeed, as 

we shall discuss, of all the Greek cities in the East- was a dynamic political arrangement 

negotiated through interaction with the Romans. 287 Rome had been declaring Greeks free 

since the early third century and any references to explicit freedoms merely confirmed 

and validated these assertions. In Paullus' settlement ofMacedonia, for example, "it was 

laid down that the Macedonians were to be free, possessing their cities and fields as 

before, enjoying their own laws and customs and electing their annual magistrates."288 

These were the same conditions laid out thirty years earlier at Corinth (Polyb. 18.46) and 

essentially the same privileges enjoyed by the civitates liberae discussed above. 

As part of this negotiation, free cities had to actively assert their privileges - as 

the Colophonians did by sending their leading citizens more than nine times to the 

provincial magistrates and the Senate itself to substantiate their rights. 289 Even 

Colophon, though, did not always make the effort to rigidly assert its autonomy. 

This, of course, is happening at roughly the same time that provincia is taking on an abstract quality 
(above, p. 43). Unfortunately nothing more is known about this lex and it is impossible to say whether it 
went on to further define the privileges of these free states. 

287 See Chapter 2. 
288 Livy 45.29.4: omnium primum liberos esse iubere Macedonas, habentis urbes easdem 

agrosque, utentes legibus suis, annuos creantis magistratus. 
289 Menippos travelled to Rome five times (col. I, lines 19-35), while the decree for Polemaios 

indicates multiple trips to Rome (col. II, lines 11-16) and officers in the province (col. II, lines 5-8), though 
it details only one to the former (col. II, line 33 [same trip as lines 25-27?]) and two to latter (col. II, lines 
52-56 and 60-62). Also relevant here is an honourary decree of the free city of Alabanda (Bernhardt, Imp. 
u. Eleuth. 67-70) for Pyrrha[ --],who travelled to Rome "about the tribute" and after explaining to the 
Senate the city's current rights (nx umxpxovra rfjt rr6A.et biKata) obtained immunity ((l<popoA.oyl']cria) (/SE 
II1.169, lines 25-32; Gruen, HWCR 11.733-735; Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie, no. 282 ); c£ Ferrary, "la 
liberte des cites", 76-79 ("la liberte etait le fruit d'efforts constants, qu'il s'agisse de la definer ou de la 
preserver"); Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 129 ("the judicial autonomy of a 'free' city was not something 
simply granted but continually won and rewon'); c£ F. Millar, "Civitates liberae, coloniae and the 
provincial Governors" MedAnt 2 (1999), 109 ("The status of 'free city' and the consequential rights [under 
the Empire], it is clear needed constant re-affirmation and protection"). 
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According to the Menippos decree, for example, the people welcomed the provincial 

proconsul Q. Mucius Scaevola into the city and paid his costs, evidently genuinely 

satisfied with his presence. 290 Indeed we know of more than one free community that 

participated in Scaevola's eponymous games and therefore participated in a broader 

provincial culture. 291 The polis of Apollonis likewise welcomed Q. Cicero while 

proconsul of Asia and permitted him to exercise judicial authority. In this case, practical 

considerations motivated the Apollonians: Cicero heard a legacy suit involving a pair of 

Roman citizens and the city probably did not care to get embroiled in the matter.292 

Proximity to Roman authority sometimes induced free states not to push their 

claims to autonomy: Colophon, for example, was situated well off the governor's normal 

assize route. Even though they may have notionally been outside the provincia, some 

states proclaimed Iibera nevertheless served as conventus centres (e.g. Pergamum, 

Miletus, Ephesus, Mylasa and Alabanda) and, in the case of Ephesus, even caput 

provinciae. 293 Ephesus, moreover, both a free state and capital city of Asia, did not stir 

29° Claros, Menippos, col. II, lines 42-46: rrapay£VOJ.LEVOU o£ d~ T~V rr6A.tv oux area~ Kat TOU 
'PwJ.Laiwv cr-rpanwou Koiv-rou MouKiou Kat -roil mJ.Liou Kai xtA.tci:pxwv rrci:v-ra~ urrc:M~aw, -ra~ rrapa -rfl~ 
rr6A.ew~ OtOOJ.LEVa~ Oamiva~ O:varrEJ.L\jla~ -rflt rr6A.et ('When there would come into the city, and more than 
once, Quintus Mucius (Scaevola), a Roman governor, along with his quaestor and military tribune 
[Menippos] received them and gave back to the city the money that it had given him for the expense.'). 
The explicit reference to the celebrated Asian proconsul, the only governor named in the lengthy text, 
would seem to confirm that the community was honoured by his presence. 

291 RDGE 47, lines 1-6, 26-29; cf. OGIS 438, lines 4-5; no. 439, line 4; Cic. Verr. 2.2.51; ps.-Asc. 
202, 262 (Stangl.); K. Rigsby, "Provincia Asia" TAPhA 118 (1988), 145-149. On the development of a 
provincial culture, see Chpt 4. 

292 Cic. Q.Fr. 1.2.10-11; Lintott, Imp. Rom., 63. Note that here Cicero is criticizing his brother for 
acting more a iudex than praetor, the implication being that the free state of Apollonis had the right to its 
own iudices. 

293 Pergamum was freed by Attalus III in his will ( OGJS 338) and recognized by the Romans; 
Ephesus (below, n. 294); Miletos, Mylasa and Alabanda had all been recognized as free in the Treaty of 
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an embassy to protect one of its citizens, Pericles, who was tried at Rome for stopping the 

proconsul from removing a slave from the inviolate Temple of Diana. 294 This does not 

mean that Ephesus or Apollonis or Pergamum were not 'free'- or less free than 

Colophon- but rather that the division between 'free state' and 'provincial state' was not 

always clear, and that we get ahead of ourselves before the Late Republic if we 

conceptualize these civitates liberae as a rigid technical status within the empire. Even 

by the Late Republic, when to be free was to have a special relationship in the empire, the 

civitas Iibera was at best a quasi-technical relation, predicated on the capacity of the city 

to negotiate its rights, have them acknowledged by the Romans, and actively assert them 

when transgressed. 295 

1.5.2: Autonomy ofProvincial Cities (Civitates Stipendiae) 

In many ways, there was little that differentiated a 'free state' from a 'provincial 

city'.296 When considering the Romans' rule it is crucial to understand that the practical, 

institutional empire was constructed (from its infancy) upon a high degree oflocal 

autonomy, and that this extended beyond just those who carried enough weight or 

Apamea (Pol. 30.5.11-15; cfLivy 45.25.11), and Alabanda seems to have had its status of immunis 
recognized after the Mithridatic conflict (ISE 169). On the Asian conventus centres, see above n. 179. 

294 Cic. Verr 2.1.84-85; Rigsby, "Provincia Asia", 137-141; cf. R. Haensch, Capita Provinciarum, 
312-317 (with reservations). Ephesus had been a free city since 134/33 when it struck a new civic era on 
its coins to mark the occasion (K. Rigsby "Era of the Province of Asia", Phoenix 20 [1979], 39-47); its 
privileges were removed by Sulla in 85, after the city had participated in the Asian Vespers of 88 and 
subsequently sided with Mithridates ( cf. App. Mit h. 61 ). 

295 See further Chapter 2, §3.5. 
296 Ferrary, "la liberte des cites", 71-76; cf. idem, "Rome et les cites grecques d' Asie mineure au 

n• siecle" in Bresson & Descat (eds.) Les Cites d'Asie Mineure occidental au Ir Siik/e (Bordeaux 2001), 
103-104; earlier noted by Jones, "civitates liberae", 109. 
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demonstrated enough loyalty to earn a formal recognition as Iibera. Even nominally non-

free Greek states enjoyed large measures of independence. 297 

To a Roman, the difference between a "free state" and a subject state was not the 

absence of independence, but the liability to regular Roman fmanciallevies (vectigal). 

Thus, in contrast to civitates liberae, cities within the Roman administrative system were 

officially "tribute paying cities" (civitates stipendiae)- they are never referred to as 

'provincial cities' or 'subject cities' ?98 And while these communities did indeed pay 

tribute to the Roman state, it is worth remembering that many had paid taxes to a larger 

state for generations and that the Romans were often not imposing on them anything 

novel: the Sicilians, for example, continued to follow the tax scheme established under 

King Hiero (lex Hieronica), while the Asian tax scheme followed the old Attalid system 

(lex Sempronia and portoria);299 in some cases, furthermore, such payments were not 

even at odds with the Greeks' notion of freedom: we can look again to the Macedonians, 

who in 167 were left free by the Romans but continued to pay them the tribute they had 

earlier paid to Antigonid kings (though now at half the rate)?00 

297 Arnold, Prov. Admin, 25; Stevenson, Prov. Admin., 84; R. Bernhardt, Polis u. Herr., 158-163; 
Lintott, Imp.Rom, 2-3, 129-130. 

298 E.g. lex agr. lines 76-80, which contrasts land allotments to populi leiberi and populi 
stipendiarieis; cf. Pliny, N.H., III-VI. The adjective provincia/is appears in Cicero, who uses it twenty-four 
times, usually as shorthand for in provincia (e.g. Sest. 7, 13; Fam. 2.7.4; 15.15; 15.20.2), though sometimes 
in a more administrative sense (e.g. edictum provincial: Verr. 2.1.112, 118; Att. 6.1.15; cf. Q.Fr. 1.1.20; 
Fam. 16.4.3). Caesar (B. Gall. 7.7.4), Augustus (RG 16) and Livy (28.21.10; 39.31.15; 40.31.1; 40.32.4) 
each use it to refer to land, people, or troops in a province. Even in the imperial authors, one never finds 
the phrase civitas provincia/is (e.g. Pliny N.H. 8.135; 17.43; 29.22; 36.116). Jones, "civitates liberae", 
110: "It may be noted that no satisfactory term for the non-free cities was ever evolved- it would be 
difficult indeed to fmd one which was not invidious." 

299 Above, p. 51, with nn. 80-81. 
300 Livy 45.29.4: omnium primum liberos esse iubere Macedonas, habentis urbes easdem 

agrosque, utentes legibus suis, annuos creantis magistratus; tributum dimidium eius, quod pependissent 
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In fact, aside from a few high-profile abuses by the publicani in Asia and Greece, 

one wonders to what degree poleis might have noticed any change in their financial 

obligations since much of the tax burden continued to fall on communities to collect 

locally and then transport to the provincial magistrate or the tax collecting agency in the 

province.301 Beyond tax collection, the financial system did not necessarily in many 

cases change radically or even noticeably under the Romans' governance. In fact the 

basic monetary system of the Hellenistic East remained largely unchanged during the 

Republic: the traditional currency standards continued- the Athenian tetradrachm in 

Greece, the Attalid cistophori in Asia Minor - and many local mints continued to produce 

these series rather than Roman coin; some states, like Ephesus, even continued to mint 

their own local coins, based on their own local calendar. 302 In any case, as discussed 

above, it is not entirely clear that civitates liberae were always immune from paying 

levies to the Romans; certainly their citizens were subject to indirect taxes like import 

duties. 

regibus, pendere populo Romano ('First of all he [sc. L. Aemilus Paullus] ordered that the Macedonians 
were to be free, possessing their cities and fields as before, enjoying their own laws, and electing their 
annual magistrates; they were to pay to Rome half the tribute which they had been paying to the king.'); cf. 
45.18; 45.26.12-15 (same conditions for Illyria); see also Chapter 3 §3. 

301 Rostovtzeff, SEHHWII1.965-7, 1561 & 1567-68 n.46; Lintott, Imp. Rom., 78. Asia, subject to 
the lex Sempronia of C. Gracchus, was the exception; by this law, the chieftaxes on the province (custom, 
pasture, and tithe) were farmed out at Rome to publican organization; more minor taxes (on slaves, doors, 
windows, the poll), however, were probably still collected locally (Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor" in T. 
Frank (ed.), An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome (Baltimore 1938), IV.511-512, 567-568. 

302 In general, see M. Crawford, Coinage and Money under the Roman Republic (London, 1985), 
esp. chapters 8, 11, 13, and Ph. Griefson, "Later Hellenistic Coinage" in 0. M0rkholm, Early Hellenistic 
Coinage from the Accession of Alexander to the Peace of Apamea (Cambridge, 1991 ), 169-184; brief 
overview in Broughton, "Roman Asia Minor", 555-557. Ephesus dated its coins from 134/33, the year of 
its freedom from the Pergamene kingdom: Rigsby, "Era of the Province of Asia", 39-47. 
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One of the rights of free-states, we noted, was immunity from the jurisdiction of 

the provincial magistrate who otherwise managed the cities within his provincia. In 

many ways, however, the civitates stipendiae also enjoyed a large measure of civic 

autonomy. We have already observed, for example, the continued obligation of the polis 

to supply its own military force and look to its own security measures. 303 Similar 

autonomy was enjoyed in foreign affairs, such that provincial cities continued to interact 

with one another without any reference to the Romans or their administrative machinery. 

We noted in the introduction to this chapter that the Ephesian decree makes no reference 

to the Romans when declaring war on Mithridates, but rather refers only to its own 

institutions and authorities. 304 Similarly, a long inscription from Priene at the end of the 

second century records that a certain Moschion travelled on various embassies to states 

within the provincia Asia, and even to the kings of Egypt and Syria, without any 

indication that he first consulted the Romans or even looked to Roman interests. 305 

International treaties, of course, continued to be made between pole is without necessarily 

mentioning the Romans,306 while interstate arbitrations, although often employing the 

Senate as the final arbiter, could still be, and were, handled without involving Rome.307 

303 Above, p.88. 
304 Above, p. 29. 
305 l.Priene 108. Inscriptions also reveal that Priene had good relations with the kingdom of 

Cappadocia (I.Priene 109, lines 103-??, 171); c£ Bernhardt, Polis u. Herr., 211 (further examples). 
306 e.g. RDGE 47 (Ephesus and Sardis); Ager, Arbitrations no. 165; Bernhardt, Polis u. Herr. 212. 

We might contrast these with treaties between Greek cities in which either party was committed to 
upholding friendship with the Romans (Chapter 3, §2.1 ). 

307 Ager, Arbitrations nos. 117-119, 124-130, 132, 137-9, 145-6, 153-4, 161, 166-7, 170-1; 
Bernhardt, Polis u. Herr. 207-209; Marshall, "International Jurisdiction", 650-660. 
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Even when Rome did involve itself, the Senate would often direct the matter to a 

neighbouring third party, following traditional Hellenistic practice. 308 

In the judicial realm the provincial magistrate had extensive powers, but in 

practice his authority was limited by time, distance, and manpower. He was often able 

only to hear cases during the military off-season, and his assize route meant that he never 

visited the smaller communities of his provincia, whose citizens had to undertake 

significant journeys to have their suits heard. 309 Cicero was in such a hurry to reach his 

eastern border after arriving in Cilicia in July of 51 that he spent only a handful of days in 

the conventus centres ofLaodicea (July 31 -Aug. 3), Apamea (Aug. 5-9), Synnada (Aug. 

10-14), Philomelium (Aug. 16-20), and !conium (Aug. 23- Sept. 3) before setting off to 

Tarsus to combat the Parthians. 310 With only one curule magistrate and a handful of 

officers in the province, furthermore, the magistrate was limited as to how many cases he 

could hear;311 recall that Cicero had to send a legate to administer Cyprus, which was a 

308 Ager, Arbitrations, p. 27, citing nos. 120 (=RDGE 7), 131 (=RDGE 4), 159 (=SIG3 683) and 
164, to which might be added RDGE 47 (=!.Pergamon 2.228). 

309 Although Cicero himself held court throughout most of the year, his earliest efforts upon 
landing in late July were to proceed to the eastern borders as soon as possible (Marshall, "Governors on the 
Move", 239-241); c£ Cic. Verr. 2.5.10.26 (Verres' administrative neglect over the winter); Caes. B. Gall. 
1.54.3; 5.1.5; 5.2.1; 6.44.3; 7.1.1 (Caesar spending the winter administrating). 

310 Marshall, "Governors on the Move", 243. Cicero later returned to Laodicea where he stayed for 
four months to hear cases from the remaining six assize districts (Att. 5.21.4, 9): Cibrya, Apamea (Feb. 13-
Mar. 15), Synnada, Pamphylia, Lycaonia, Isauria (Mar. 15- May 15). These dates are derived from the 
copious letters written by Cicero to his various friends back at Rome. Those that concern his time while 
governor of Cilicia are collected in S. Treggiari, Cicero's Cilician Letters (Hatfield, 1972). 

311 Verres, of course, famously resorted to using his comites as jurists: Cic. Verr. 2.2.1 0; 2.3.69; cf. 
2.3.28; 138-139; 2.2.33, 2.2.33, 75. 
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precarious solution as the magistrate himself was ultimately liable for his subordinates' 

actions. 312 

For these reasons, many states continued to administer justice by their own laws, 

often with the explicit sanction of Rome. The so-called lex Rupilia laid down the 

procedures for judicial suits in the province of Sicily: cases between citizens ofthe same 

state would be heard in that state by local laws; suits between citizens of different states 

(or individuals and states not their own) within Sicily would be assigned a panel of 

iudices from a third city; and suits between Roman citizens and a Sicilian would be 

settled by iudices ofthe defendant's nationality. 313 We know, too, that Cicero's edict 

included the provision that Greeks were to decided controversies between each other 

according to their own laws - he boasts that the Greeks considered his arrangements 

libertas and a1rroVO}lta. 314 His edict, of course, had been based on Scaevola's forty years 

earlier, which the Senate had deemed a model and standard of administration, and was no 

312 Q.F. 1.1.11-12 (omnes [comites] dicta etfacta); Greenidge, Legal Procedure, 130-131; 
J.P.V.D. Balsdon, "Roman History, 65-50 BC: Five Questions" JRS 52 (1962), 135; L. Thompson, 
"Cicero's Succession Problem in Cilicia." AJPh 86 (1965), 375-386. M. Fonteius, propraetor of Gaul (74-
72), used his legati to oversee the construction of the via Domitia while he was occupied with more 
important affairs of state (Cic. Font. 18). 

313 Cic. Verr. 2.2.32: Siculi hoc iure sunt ut quod civis cum cive agat domi certet suis legibus; 
quod Siculus cum Siculo non eiusdem civitatis, ut de eo praetor iudices ex P. Rupilii decreta, quod is de 
decem legato rum sent entia statu it, quam illi legem Rupiliam vacant, sortiatur. Quod privatus a populo 
petit aut populus a privata, senatus ex aliqua civitate qui iudicet datur, cum alternae civitates reiectae sunt. 
Quod civis Romanus a Siculo petit, Siculus iudex, quod Siculus a cive Romano, civis Romanus datur. 
Ceterarum rerum selecti iudices ex conventu civium Romanorum proponi solent. Inter aratores et 
decumanos legefrumentaria, quam Hieronicam appellant, iudiciafiunt. 

314 Cic. Att. 6.1.15: multaque sum secutus Scaevolae, in iis illud in quo sibi libertatem censent 
Graeci datam, ut Graeci inter se disceptent suis legibus ... Graeci vera exsultant quod peregrinis iudicibus 
utuntur. "nugatoribus quidem" inquies. quid refer!? tamen se a:utovo~{a:v adeptos putant ('I have followed 
many of Scaevola' s provisions, among others that one which the Greeks consider as freedom given them, 
namely that they they shall dispute cases between themselves by their own laws ... indeed the Greeks are 
very happy because they are using non-Roman judges. "Braggarts, certainly" you will say. What does it 
matter? They still think, at any rate, that they have earned autonomia') cf. above n. 88. 
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doubt followed by others.315 Indeed, in his monograph on free states, Bernhardt 

demonstrated that independent jurisdiction ''was basically guaranteed in all the provinces 

as a part of the civic self-government" and "most lawsuits in a province were carried out 

before a civic court? 16 

In provincial cities, local assemblies remained authoritative over domestic matters 

(though councils became increasingly dominant in lieu of popular assemblies) and states 

continued to enjoy sovereignty in domestic affairs. 317 In this respect, the Ephesian decree 

waging war against Mithridates is typical and illustrative: despite its explicit reference to 

Roman hegemony, the only officials found in the text are Ephesian; the text, furthermore, 

reveals the continued operation of civic agents and institutions in deliberating, legislating, 

and executing matters of security, finance, religion, and other domestic affairs. 318 So 

crucia~ in fact, was the city-state system of self-government that during his settlement of 

Pontus Pompey had to create eleven new poleis to serve as civic centres for the 

provincia.319 What had previously been a series of villages, outposts and forts in the 

315 Cic. Att. 6.1.15 (above note); Val.Max. 8.15.6: Acne Q. quidem Scaeuolae, quem L. Crassus in 
consulatu co/leg am habuit, gloria parum inlustris, qui Asiam tam sancter et tam fortiter obtinuit, ut senatus 
deinceps in earn prouinciam ituris magistratibus exemplum atque normam officii Scaeuolam decreta suo 
proponeret ('Not even Scaevola, whom L. Crassus had as his consular colleague, his glory equal to his 
nobility, who ran Asia so inviolably and so strongly that the Senate thereafter set him forth by decree as a 
model and standard of the office to those magistrates travelling into that province.'). Scaevola was much 
honoured by provincials (OGJS 437-439; Cic. Verr. 2.2.51) for his numerous good deeds to the provincials 
(Cic. Att. 5.17.5; Div. in Caec. 57; Verr. 2.2.27; Diod. 37.5.1-4). 

316 Bernhardt, Polis u. Herrsch., 236. 
317 Bernhardt, Polis u. Herrsch., 219-236. 
318 See above, Introduction, p. 29. 

319 Strabo 12.3.1; cf. Magie RRAM II.l232-33, n.35; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 230: 'The Pompeian 
organisation lays bare the principle that a Roman province was an effective system of administration only 
in areas where local government was established. Since Pontus was to be annexed it was necessary to 
create the substructure of civic autonomy"; A.H.M. Jones, The Greek City (Oxford 1940), 58; R. 
MacMullen, Romanisation in the Time of Augustus (New Haven 2000), 9-10, 19-20. 
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kingdom were grouped together with enough local administrative structure to support the 

loose Roman-style governance. 320 It is worth noting, too, that in other cases where there 

was a strong monarchic tradition and no infrastructure to accommodate the Romans' 

limited bureaucracy, freedom was begged off, as in Cappadocia in 96 or Cyrene in 74, in 

favour of direct monarchic rule. 321 

As many modem studies have demonstrated, the polis structure (and the self 

awareness of that structure) survived during the Roman era. 322 It survived not only 

because the Roman ruling system did it no damage, but in fact because the Romans relied 

on the continued operation of the self-sufficient polis in their own imperial rule. In those 

parts of the West where there was no real city-state tradition, the Romans had to create 

towns (civitates, municipia or coloniae) precisely along the republican city-state model in 

order to effectively rule and administer the territory. They created municipal charters (lex 

municipalis) that established the foundations ofthe community and created a civic 

apparatus along the city-state model- though in the Roman aristocratic tradition it 

included censors, property requirements for office-holding, lifetime senatorial 

320 Sherwin-White, RFPE 229; c£ above pp. 38-39. After their victories in the East, both Pompey 
and Marc Antony empoyed local kings (newly created, or otherwise beholdant to Rome) to govern much of 
the Anatolian hinterlands and Levant (Magie, RRAMI.351-378, 427-439). 

321 Cappadocia: Justin 38.2.7; Strabo 12.2.1, 11; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 107 ("The proposal for 
the freedom of Cappaodica was misconceived [by the Romans]. Cappadocia lacked the basis of 
widespread regional or civic self government that enabled 'freedom' to work in Greece and Asia."). 
Cyrene: Plut. Luc. 2.3-4; de mul. virt. 19; Polyaenus, 8.38; A.H.M Jones, Cities of the Eastern Roman 
Provinciei(Oxford 1971), 358. 

322 Bernhardt, Polis u. Herrsch.; Ph. Gauthier "Les cites hellenistiques" in Hansen ( ed. ), The 
Ancient Greek City-State (Copenhagen, 1993), 211-231; E. Gruen, "The Polis in the Hellenistic World" in 
Rosen and Farrell, edd., Nomodeiktes: Greek Studies in Honour of Martin Ostwald (Ann Arbor, 1993), 
339-354; R. Billows, "Cities" in A. Erskine, ed., A Companion to the Hellenistic World (Oxford, 2003), 
196-215; Dmetriev, City Government in Hellenistic and Roman Asia Minor (Oxford, 2005). 
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appointments, and strong executive offices. 323 In many parts of the Hellenistic East, 

where the citizen-state tradition was highly developed, this was unnecessary. The 

political arrangement of small, self-sufficient city-states melded perfectly with the 

Romans' style of (limited) imperial rule. To return to Lintott again, the limited 

institutions of the imperium Romanum, 

only made sense when they were the superstructure on a strong 
foundation of local autonomy, whether the communities in 
question had the privilege of freedom or not. 

Not every state was explicitly recognized as a 'free state', but this was not always 

practically significant. Even the provincial cities, the civitates stipendiae, enjoyed a high 

degree of local autonomy within the provincial apparatus. As we shall see in the 

following chapter, furthermore, all Greek cities were said to enjoy freedom, which was 

part of a powerful po liticallanguage in the Romans' relations with the East, indeed the 

central narrative that informed and directed the interaction between Romans and Greeks. 

1.6- CONCLUSION 

This chapter has been concerned with the structure of Roman rule over the 

provincial subjects in the East. In this discussion three central and inter-related themes 

have emerged. First, the Roman provincial apparatus -which is to say the imperial state 

-was a logical and natural extension of the citizen-state. The Romans took no 

extraordinary measures to create a larger imperial state with a more complex 

bureaucracy, but rather ruled the East (and the West) through the same civic officials that 

323 Tab. Heracl, lines 83-88,126-40; lex Urs. §105, 123-124; Lintott, Imp. Rom. 129-153. On 
coloniae in the East see above, n. 199, and B. Levick, Roman Colonies in Southern Asia Minor (Oxford, 
1967). 
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managed the res publica itself, increasing their numbers when it became impossible not 

to, but not adding new offices or changing the basic responsibilities of the existing 

offices. 

The provinciae followed this same evolutionary development. Originally simply 

military spheres of action assigned to Roman commander, they slowly and inconsistently 

evolved into civic units run by those same generals- now administrators. They had no 

clear 'start date', no clear boundaries, nor did they represent an area of homogenous 

Roman control. Theirs was a processual development, not necessarily following a central 

pattern, but relying heavily on the institutions in the territory and annual edict of the 

magistrate himself. Administratively, moreover, they were discontinuous units, dotted 

with autonomous city states technically outside the reach of the magistrate. 

The city-state style governance of the imperial state, furthermore, meant that -

and this is the second major theme- the Romans' ruling structure was sparse. There 

were very few officials in the provinces and the provincial apparatus was skeletal. A lone 

magistrate, with a retinue of half a dozen advisors/military officers and maybe a dozen 

support staff, travelled to a few major cities in a provincial territory when not on 

campaign in order to hear disputes that were largely passed on to juries, whether local 

Romans or citizens. The financial system was the most developed provincial apparatus 

(not surprisingly), but in many cases expediency led Rome simply to adopt or modify the 

local traditional scheme into its own system, dealing in local currency and collecting 

revenue gathered by communities. Particularly striking is the absence of any standard 

military force, apart from those troops sent over to deal with particular campaigns. 

Macedonia was probably an exception, but nevertheless demonstrates that the activities 
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of Roman forces in a province were directed toward its borders and were not concerned 

with or necessary for internal security, which was left to the Greek city-states themselves. 

This brings us to the third theme of the chapter: the large degree to which the 

Romans relied on Greek poleis to run themselves and thereby supplement the Romans' 

limited imperial structure. The paucity of men and administrative apparatus meant that 

the Romans' republican empire was quite literally structured upon local autonomy. The 

Romans spoke of some communities as "free states" and others as "taxable (i.e. subject) 

states", but even the latter enjoyed many (if not more) of their traditional liberties under 

the Romans. Greek pole is continued to make treaties, settle disputes, travel on embassies 

to foreign powers, wage wars, all without reference to Rome. Domestically, traditional 

democratic institutions remained and flourished, local laws remained valid - even 

applicable to Roman citizens - local juries heard cases, and traditional customs remained. 

Rome not only showed no interest in reconfiguring the polis model, but introduced it to 

non-Hellenic territories because it was pivotal to their imperial administration. 

Granting a high degree of local autonomy - including the capacity to raise troops 

-to one's subject obviously came with significant risks to Rome. Autonomy and 

freedom, though, were more than just an imperial structural element, they were a central 

political discourse that had shaped the Greek world for more than three hundred years 

before Rome's arrival. In the next chapter we shall discuss the meaning of the concept of 

freedom to the Greek world and the significance and impact of the Romans' use of it to 

shape their empire in the East. 
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-II-

FREEDOM AND ROMAN RULE: DISCOURSE, MEANING, AND 

FUNCTION 

2.0- INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter we explored the imperial apparatus that structured the 

relations between the Romans and the poleis of the East, and observed especially its 

inherent limitations. The Romans' provincial system was directed by their own 

traditional republican institutions and military experiences, developed contingently and 

expediently, often using whatever local arrangements were in place. By the late-second 

century there were institutionally fixed provinces, yet still even in the first century the 

limited administrative infrastructure that supported them and their operation was striking. 

Roman resources in the provinces were neither numerous nor ubiquitous, and Roman 

military presence was inconsistent and ad hoc. All of this meant that the Romans relied 

to a great degree on the continued successful operation of the autonomous poleis; even 

after the establishment of the provinces, cities were still given a large measure of control 

over their internal and foreign policy. Some, of course, were specifically identified as 

free, and outside the province, but even those not so labelled enjoyed considerable 

degrees of local autonomy. This leads us here to consider more closely the notion of 

freedom in Greco-Roman relations of the second and first centuries. 

The relationship between freedom and Roman rule is front-and-centre in the 

Ephesian decree. Arguably the most striking aspect ofthe document is the Ephesians' 

assertion to have taken up war against Mithridates on behalf of the Roman hegemonia 
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and the common freedom. 1 We noted in the Introduction that by conceptualizing the text 

along the lines ofHabermas' theory of communicative action and its attendant 

understanding of intersubjective rationality and meaning, the claim must have some 

rational meaning. 2 One aspect of the text immediately supports this approach. As noted 

earlier, the Ephesians present themselves as an autonomous city-state in the decree, 

making their own decisions through their own organs of government. The decree was 

passed (£8o~E) at the will of the people (8fl}l0<;) through their assembly (EKKAflO{a) and 

council (~ouA.~), and concerns matters both of foreign affairs and security (i.e. making 

war), as well as domestic concerns (i.e. awarding citizenship, forgiving debts), without 

any sign of interference or domination from the Romans. 3 Indeed there are no Roman 

agents or institutions mentioned in the decree. Building on these observations, then, one 

must ask: what did the Greekpoleis and the Romans (intersubjectively) mean by Greek 

freedom? 

Part of the answer to this question must address how freedom could have had any 

meaning in light of(and in the Ephesian example, in conjunction with) Roman 

hegemony. How did these two ideas relate to one another, and, more significantly, how 

did the latter develop in light of the former? Again, the Ephesian text hints at an answer 

in the contrasting portrayal ofMithridates and the Romans. Note how the Ephesians 

pointedly refer to Mithridates as "king" (~aotAtuc;, line 3) and, more significantly, 

explicitly label him a "master" (Kuptoc;, line 5)- placing themselves and others in the 

position of subjects and slaves. Furthermore, the Pontic king is said to have used fear, 

1 /.Eph. 8, lines 11-12: un€p n; rf\<; 'Pw)la{wv ~YEJlOV{a<; Kat rf\<; KOtVf\<; EAEU8Ep{a<;. 
2 See above, Introduction §3. 
3 See above, Introduction n. 16 (text) and n. 23 (discussion oflines 2-3). 
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trickery and force: he violated treaties with the Romans (line 4), seized and controlled 

land not belonging to him (line 5), not only deceitfully ( amhn, line 7), but also by 

enormous force (8Uva1-nc;, line 8) and assault (£m~oA.~, line 8), which the Ephesians 

claim was terrifying (Ka-rarrAf)~a}l£voc;, line 7).4 Though not in the text, we might add 

that Mithridates, in contrast to the Romans, cast a large administrative footprint and ruled 

his subjects through garrisons and a hierarchy of royally appointed officials: Appian 

relates that Ephesus had been subject not only to a royal cr-rpa-r11y6c; (commander), but 

also an £rricrKorroc; (foreign overseer), and a cra-rparr11c; (govemor).5 Freedom, then, could 

expose the deep opposition between monarchic rule and the Romans' governing regime, 

and a mechanism which cast Roman rule in a positive light. Whereas Mithridates was a 

royal master and described by a host of attendant negative characteristics, the Romans 

were £U£py£-rat (benefactors) who could restore the common freedom and whose role 

was integral to the common interest (lines 10-11). It is important in what follows, then, 

to investigate not simply the meaning of freedom in Greco-Roman relations, but also its 

operation in regard to Roman rule. That is, in addition to our question in the previous 

paragraph, we must also enquire as to what either side did when speaking of Greek 

freedom. 

4 It might be pointed out, too, that one of the catalysts for the Ephesians' turn against Mithridates 
had been the Pontic king's forced deportation of the Chians from their territory a few months earlier- a 
clear demonstration of force and violation oflocal autonomy (App. Mith. 46-47; Mernnon 33; Nicolaus and 
Posidonius ap. Athenaeus 6.91 = F.Gr.Hist II.249-51; Magie, RRAMI.224). 

5 crt"pCX'tfJYO~ and £nicrKono~: App. Mith. 48 (note that in other places the latter was called a 
t"Upavvo~: Strabo 9.1.20; 14.1.42; Plut. Luc. 3.3. ); crat"pcX1tfJ~: SIG3 741 iii and iv; App. Mith. 21. This last 
term was no doubt particularly odious given its Persian origins and the Greeks' history with the Medes (see 
below, p. 124): undoubtedly the Ephesians were drawing attention to this fact when they referred to 
Mithridates as the 'King of Cappadocia', the name of the old Persian satrapy in which his Pontic kingdom 
was located. 
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This chapter begins by contextualizing the general discussion with a brief 

overview ofthe significance of freedom to the Greek and Roman citizen-states and its 

development in the Roman context. Freedom was central to the citizens' relation to the 

state, and more broadly to his identity and that of the polis itself, and was a principal 

discourse in interstate relations when the Romans entered the Hellenistic world. The 

notion of freedom played a less central role in the Roman res publica; however, upon 

entering the East, Rome engaged actively in the local discourse of freedom- indeed, to a 

great degree its interactions with the Greek poleis were constructed around a narrative of 

Greek freedom. In the third section we shall investigate just what Greeks and Romans 

mutually understood when they spoke of freedom with one another - that is, what 

freedom meant in the communications between ruler and ruled. Finally, in the fourth 

section, we shall consider how freedom functioned in interstate dialogue to facilitate the 

development ofthe Romans' empire. 

2.1 -THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF FREEDOM 

Before discussing the significance of freedom in Greco-Roman interaction and its 

significance in the functioning of the Roman empire, let us contextualize the discussion 

by considering Greek and Roman traditions of freedom. To anticipate the discussion, the 

salient points will be: ( i) that freedom was central to the individual Greek citizen, the 

community (polis), and its relationship with the wider world; (ii) that the Greek concept 

of freedom was understood as an interdependency, and that within this framework it was 

resilient and flexible; (iii) that the concept was comparatively less significant in Roman 

imperial development; but nevertheless (iv) that the complex Greek and the more 

inchoate Roman notions of freedom were congruous and compatible, and can be usefully 
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expressed by the Roman-inspired-but recently expostulated-republican theory of 

liberty. 

2.1.1: Freedom in the Greek Context 

Freedom was a central and complex idea to the Greek polis. The polis was a 

collective of autarkic citizens-men who were their own masters and masters of their 

household (o1Ko<;)-who participated directly in their collective self-government.6 In this 

way, each citizen was a member of the government and had a say in the actions ofthe 

community of which he was a part, and to that extent participated in his own self-

determination. As a member of the government, each private citizen was also a public 

official, so that his private life and interests were inextricably linked with those of the 

public; correspondingly, the individual private citizen was responsible for the common 

good.7 As a result, each citizen was expected to subordinate his private self-interest to 

the superordinate public interest. A citizen of the polis, therefore, was foundationally his 

6 The polis has been the subject of much research, particularly over the last twenty years, and the 
bibliography is correspondingly immense. The best access points on the topic are the works by (and two 
distinct approaches of) M. Hansen, The Athenian Democracy in the Age of Demosthenes (Oklahoma 1991 ), 
with the various essays in the seven volumes published by the Copenhagen Polis Centre under his direction 
(Papers from the Copenhagen Polis Centre, 1994-2004), and J. Ober, Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens 
(Princeton 1989) and Athenian Legacies: Essays on the Politics of Going on Together (Princeton 2005), 
investigating the socio-politics of the polis and the culture of democracy. I would like to thank Dr. S. 
Comer for his help in working through the material in this section (he is not, of course, to be held to 
account or even in agreement with what follows). 

7 Here we might think of the example ofTimarchus (Aeschin. In Tim.), who forfeited the right to 
speak in public because of his personal profligacy and debauchery. His indulgences demonstrated both his 
lack of self-mastery (his slavery to his passions and excess) and his lack of self-restraint and selfishness (in 
following through on those passions); and, whereas every citizen was also a member of the government 
(and a potential executive through sortition), such that his private life bore inexerably on his public role, 
Timarchus was judged anll{a and exiled from participating in the public sphere. 
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own master, while also subject to a larger collective will, to which he willingly submitted 

and of which he was a part. 

Scholars since the Enlightenment have traditionally seen liberty in this form of 

society as participatory, political, and positive ('free to'), in that it was related to the 

citizen's capacity for self-realization. That is, a man was free because he enjoyed the 

liberty to participate in decisions of the state and thus to have a say in and to affect 

directly his own governance; by contrast, freedom in the modem world tends to have a 

greater concern for the individual's personal protections against ('freedom from') the 

arbitrary acts of the state and its agents, i.e. his/her own immunities and rights within the 

state.8 This distinction between ancient and modem freedom is a useful heuristic tool for 

beginning to conceptualize Greek ideas on freedom, though, as we shall see, it is not an 

entirely satisfactory model and cannot be rigidly applied to the polis. 

The foundation of Greek freedom lies in its distinction from slavery, where the 

slave is subject to the mastery of another. 9 The free man, by contrast, is master of 

himself and his household ( o1Ko<;); he is himself able to produce or acquire his necessities 

(e.g. food, shelter, security) and thus needs rely on, and thereby subject himself to, no 

other man. He is self-sufficient-is idealized as having atrnxpK£ux-and enjoys the 

capacity to determine and to pursue his own self-interests. Such an ideal, though, 

naturally stands in contrast to the development of a community, which requires one to 

give up a measure of self-determination by submitting to the will of the collective. In the 

polis, this was settled by having the autarkic individual play a direct role in his own self-

8 See, however, the next section on Rome. 
9K. Raaflaub, The Discovery of Freedom in Ancient Greece (Chicago 2004), 23ff. 
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governance and creating an interdependency between the individual and the community. 

As Ostwald has observed, following Aristotle, each citizen had a share in the community, 

his freedom existing in his privilege to "share in the ruling" (rou apxc:tv ll£T£XEtV), to 

have access to the pool of offices that governed the state; 10 as part of this share, he was 

expected and obliged to yield to decisions of other free and equal (£.Ac:u8£pot Kai l'crot) 

members of-and participants in-the community. 11 From this interdependency is 

derived Aristotle's famous formulation that in the polis, comprised of free and equal 

members, "to rule meant being ruled in tum". 12 

Freedom in this arrangement was not a right that was granted or protected by a 

law- a possession one felt entitled to- but rather was a condition predicated on one's 

status as citizen, which afforded and obliged one to participate in the common weal. 

Citizenship implied that one realized his own self-interest was indissolubly related to the 

interests of the polis, and that in his (short-term, allotted) mastery over others he had 

already mastered himself and his own selfish impulses and interests. In this arrangement, 

it is important to understand that freedom of the citizen existed not in his participatory 

action, but more simply in his status as citizen; citizenship itself was what acknowledged 

him as free and his own master and afforded him the right to participate in his own self-

determination through a share in the common government. In this way, personal 

10 M. Ostwald, "Shares and Rights: 'Citizenship' Greek Style and American Style" in Ober and 
Hedrick ( eds.) Demokratia: A Conversation on Democracies, Ancient and Modern (Princeton 1996), 49-62, 
esp. 55-58. The quotation is from Arist. Pol. 1261 bl-4; cf. 1275a22-23: rroAi-rfJc; 8' cmA.wc; ou8Evt TWV 
CXAAWV opt~ETCH ll<iAAOV ~ T<fl llETI~XEtv KptOEW<; KCll apxf\c; ('The citizen is simply defined by nothing other 
than his sharing in giving judgements and holding offices.'); 1275b35 (ocrot llETecrxov ... rroA.miac;). 

11 Arist. Pol. 1261a32-b5. 
12 Arist. Pol. 1317b 1: EAEU8Epiac; 8£ EV llEV TO EV llEPEl apxEcr8at Kat apxnv; cf. Hdt. 3.83.2-3; 

Thuc. 2.37.2, 7.69.2; Lys. 26.5; Eur. Supp. 406-408. 
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independence entailed a high degree of commu~al interdependence. In order for the polis 

to function practically, every free citizen had to freely submit himself to the will ofthe 

collective, which in tum worked toward his (and the community's) best interest. 

There are, of course, qualifications to this model since not all pole is held the same 

ideal, and there is always slippage between any ideal and practical reality. Athens, for 

example, is now thought of as having a less thick (e.g. homogeneous and unified) 

political culture (rrof..rrEia) than other contemporary Greek city-states. 13 Furthermore, in 

some respects we might think of certain Athenian laws (e.g. that against u~pu;) as 

protective rights, some of which were extended not just to citizens but also to metics, 

women, and slaves. 14 Even at Athens, however, despite the claims of critics, an 

individual never had the freedom to just do as he pleased. 15 He was subject to the many 

varied sorts of socio-political obligations and legal requirements of a citizen in 

democratic polis. 16 Pericles' epitaphios logos expresses the Athenian ideal: citizens 

obeyed the laws and showed obedience to those in positions of authority, those who did 

13 J. Ober, Athenian Legacies (Princeton 2005), 7 for the language. 
14 J. Ober, "Quasi-Rights: Participatory Citizenship and Negative Liberties" in idem, Athenian 

Legacies, 92-127; cf. R. Wallace, "Law, Freedom, and the Concept of Citizens' Rights in Democratic 
Athens" in J. Ober and C. Hedrick (eds.), Demokratia (Princeton 1996), 105-119; C. Dougherty and E. 
Kurke, The Cultures within Greek Culture (Cambridge 2003); Ober, Athenian Legacies; V. Farenga, 
Citizen and Self in Ancient Greece (Cambridge 2006). The very distinction between 'positive' 
(participatory) and 'negative' (individual) freedom has come under much criticism by those who argue that 
all freedoms are negative in so far as constraint can be applied socially and (especially) internally, by the 
actor himself (e.g. E. Nelson, "Liberty: One Concept too Many?" Political Theory 33 [2005], 58-78). 

15 Arist. Pol. 1317b 1 0-16; Pl. Resp. 8.557b, 562b-564a; Isoc. 7 .20, 12.131; Plut. Lye. 24; Lidde1, 
Civic Obligation, 20-24 and passim. 

16 E.g. M. H. Hansen, Was Athens a Democracy? (Copenhagen 1989); idem, "The Ancient 
Athenian and the Modem Liberal View of Liberty as a Democratic Ideal" in J. Ober and C. Hedrick (eds.) 
Demokratia (Princeton 1996), 91-104; J. Ober, Mass and Elite in Democratic Athens (Princeton 1989); R. 
Wallace, "Law, Freedom and the Concept of Citizens' Rights in Democratic Athens" in Ober and Hedricks 
(eds.), Demokratia (Princeton 1996), 105-119. 
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not share in anything (rev llflOEv rwv8E llETEXOVra:) were worth nothing, while all 

citizens were willing to undergo the hardships necessary to defend the polis. 11 

More significant to our study (but no less important to the Greek idea of freedom) 

is the liberty of the polis itselfwithin the larger interstate world. This idea of the 

collective freedom of the state became central during the Persian Wars, when, in contrast 

to traditional and ritualized agonistic Greek warfare, all ofHellas was threatened by a 

non-Greek tyrant. 18 By the 470s, the war was already presented as one waged for the 

freedom ofthe Greeks, a theme that grew more entrenched as time passed. 19 The Delian 

League, for example, had originally been set up to punish the Persians and defend the 

freedom ofHellas against foreign enslavement.20 Of course, as is well known, allies in 

the Delian League shortly became subjects in the empire of the Athenians, who, by 

compelling tribute, coercing loyalty, forcing regime changes, etc., became (in their own 

words) the freest city (£A.cu8EpwraTf1 n:oA.t~) in Greece, but also the enslaver of the 

Hellenes.21 In proper fashion, the Spartans and their allies were urged to take up war 

against the Athenians for the freedom of Hellas. 22 

17 Thucyd. 2.37.3, 40.2, 41.5. 
18 Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 58-117. On ritualised hoplite warfare, see J.-P. Vemant (ed), 

Problemes de Ia guerre en Grece ancienne (Paris 1968); V. Davis Hanson, The Other Greeks (New York, 
1995), 221-289. 

19 Pindar, Pyth. 1.71-80; Jsthm. 8; Aesch. Pers. 402-405; Htd 5.78; Thucyd. 2.71.2; c£ R. Seager 
and C. Tuplin, "The Freedom of the Greeks of Asia: on the origins of a concept and the creation of a 
slogan" JHS 100 (1980), 141-154, who traces the prominent hellenistic discourse on Greek freedom back to 
this period. 

20 Thucyd. 3.10.3: ~UjlJlCXXOt JlEVrot £yEVOJlE9a OUK £rd KCXTCXOOUAWO'Et rwv 'EM~vwv 'A9f1Vaiou;, 
aM' £n' £A£u9EpWcrEt ano rou M~Oou TOt~ "EAAf10'tV ('We did not ally ourselves with the Athenians for the 
enslavement of the Hellenes, but rather with the Hellenes for the freedom from the Medes '); cf. 1. 96.1; 
6.76.3-4. On the Delian League see P.J. Rhodes, "The Delian League to 449 BC", CAH3 V, 34-40. 

21 Freest City: Thuc. 6.89.6; 7.69.2; enslavement: see examples in above note. 
22 Thucyd. 1.68-71, 88, 120-124; 2.8.4; 6.92.5. 
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The Athenians' empire of the fifth century had been the first instance of a Greek 

polis exercising widespread hegemonic control over other poleis, which not only elevated 

discussions of the freedom of the state, but also sparked a deeper criticism of hegemonic 

power and a sharpening of the idea freedom. IfRaaflaub is correct, for example, then 

with the advent of the Athenian Empire, and its coercive interference in the domestic 

affairs of other poleis,23 a new notion of aurovo}.l{a (autonomy) emerged as a means for 

pole is to express their freedom of self-governance by their own political regime and 

laws.24 This issue had already been earlier raised by the Persian Wars, as the domination 

ofthe Persian King threatened to reduce the individual Greek to the status of a slave;25 

his power was unassailable and threatened the egalitarianism (icrovo}.ltCX and icrrwop{a) 

that defmed relations between citizens of the polis and permitted each to have an equal 

share and voice in his own governance. In contrast to new threats of foreign and Greek 

tyranny, democracy (and still in the fifth century, oligarchy) institutionalized, 

represented, and expressed the capacity of each citizen, who had willingly submitted 

himselfto the rule ofthe community, to share (equally) in his own self-governance. 26 

With its spread under the Athenians' empire (who not only willed demokratia upon their 

23 See J. de Romilly, Thucydides and Athenian Imperialism (Oxford 1963). 
24 Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 158. On the development and conception of atrrovojlta (as 

freedom of the state in the domestic sphere to use and enjoy its own laws free from outside interference), 
see E. Bickerman, "Autonomia sur un passage de Thucydide (1,144,2), RIDA 5 (1958), 313-344; M. 
Ostwald, Autonomia: its Genesis and Early History (California 1982); S. Carlsson, Hellenistic 
Democracies: Freedom, Independence and Political Procedure in Some East Greek City-States (Stuttgart 
201 0), passim (p. 66-69 for historiography of discussion). 

25 Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 89-102. 

26 Demokratia embodied the idea of the equality of citizens (icroVOjlta) and their freedom to speak 
freely (icrr]yop{a) and openly (n:appr]cr{a) within the community. The central ideas and sources, and two 
different approaches to the notion, can be found in M. Hansen, Was Athens a Democracy? and idem, 
Athenian Democracy; and Ober, Mass and Elite and idem, The Athenian Revolution (Princeton 1996). 
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allies, but drove it home by threatening the autonomy of the polis by their hegemony), 

democracy became the normalized political regime (rroArrda) of the free polis in the 

course of the late-fifth and fourth centuries. Though not without criticism, cities were 

turning to the ideal of democracy and the principles of egalitarianism to express their 

domestic autonomy, while simultaneously individual citizens were coming to 

acknowledge democracy as their own fullest exercise of freedom within the state, in 

contrast to the limitations imposed on them by the 'rule of the few' (or a tyrant).Z7 In the 

course of the fourth century and particularly during the Hellenistic period the distinction 

between demokratia and oligarchia blurred as democracies embraced traditionally 

oligarchic elements as a means to adapt to (and balance) the new powerful monarchies of 

the Diadochs. 28 In any event, by the Hellenistic era 8rn..toKpa-ria had become a central 

element in a polis' identity of itself, and its citizens' own self-identity, as free. What 

remains most important for our study, is that by the time the Romans emerged in the 

Greek sphere in the late third century, 8rn.toKpa-ria was not just a form of political 

regime, but was a political ideal that in practical terms meant participatory self-

government, in contrast to monarchy.29 

Finally, the absolute independence was never a sine qua non of the free polis. A 

community of citizens could still be considered a polis- by defmition free and 

autonomous- while under varying degrees of control, as argued by Hansen, who 

27 It should come as no surprise that in a society of autarchic individuals who willingly 
subordinated themselves to the community for a share in the decision-making process, the radical self
government found in demokratia would find popularity: Arist. Pol. 6.1317a40-bl7. SeeN. Loraux, The 
Invention of Athens: The Funeral Oration in the Classical City (Harvard 1986), 172-219; Ober, Mass and 
Elite; Ober and Hedrick (eds.), Demokratia. 

28 See below, p. 151. 

29 See below, §3.3. 
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identifies fifteen types of dependent poleis,30 including those that were members of a 

federation (e.g. Boeotian League),31 a hegemonic League (e.g. Delian League)32
, or 

controlled by an empire or kingdom (e.g. under Persians, Athenians, Alexander III). 33 

Like the citizen who willingly gave up a measure of his own personal freedom to the 

community, the polis (as an aggregate of individual citizens) could willingly yield a 

measure of self-determination to a collective body ofpoleis (e.g. a oul-1-llaxia, Ko1v6v, 

oullrroA.rr£ia) without compromising its autonomy. 34 If the Boeotian League is any 

indication, then in many cases joining one of these larger political units required a polis 

to surrender a measure of self-determination in foreign policy to a small cadre of elected 

officials, or even a hegemonic state, as well as make fiscal contributions ( cp6po~, 

ouv-ra~l~) to a common fund. To compensate, these new supra-polis political units had 

an open assembly (EKKArJO{a) for citizens of any state, a council (~ouA.~, ouv£8pwv) for 

elected or allotted men of each state, and (in the case of Kolva) civic rights in member 

states (and new collective citizenship in a OUl-!ltOAlTda).35 The polis, therefore, shared in 

its own governance, and, moreover, maintained its own internal autonomy, while the 

individual citizen preserved his role in making decisions that most affected him. 

30 M. Hansen, "The 'Autonomous City-State': Ancient Fact or Modern Fiction?" in M. Hansen 
and K Rauflaab (eds.), Studies in the Ancient Greek Polis (Stuttgart 1995), 21-43; idem, "A Typology of 
Dependent Poleis" in T. Nielsen (ed.), Yet More Studies in the Ancient Greek Polis (Stuttgart 2000), 29-37 
[summarized in, idem (ed.), An Inventory of Archaic and Classical Greek Poleis (Oxford, 2004), 87-93]; cf. 
Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 154. 

31 Andoc. 3.13,20; Xen. Hell. 3.5.18; 5.1.32-36; Isoc. 14.10 
32 Thucyd. 7.57.3-5; c£ 1.97.1. 
33 Xen. Hell. 5.1.31; Rhodes & Osborne GHI 54; I.Priene 2. 

34 Thuc. 4.86.1 & 88.1; cf. 1.97; 5.79.1; 7.57.3. 
35 See J.A.O. Larsen, Greek Federal States: Their Institutions and History (Oxford, 1968), xi

xxviii; D. Graham and J. Shipley, "The Polis and Federalism" in G. Bugh (ed.), The Cambridge 
Companion to the Hellenistic World (Cambridge 2006), 52-72. 
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In these arrangements a city-state, though a part of a larger (even hegemonic) 

organization, was not subject to the arbitrary power of another and enjoyed a condition 

free from not only interference, but also domination. Under such an arrangement, 

however, cities did not always remain free: we might contrast the Boeotian example 

above, with the autonomous pole is of the fifth century Delian League, who became 

subject poleis when the Athenians began arbitrarily compelling supplies, tribute, military 

action, etc., without their consent. 36 In this case, the cities were no longer a\rr6VOJlOl and 

EA£U8£p0l, but now urn1KOOl. Not surprisingly, then, the question of the freedom of the 

state- of its capacity for self-determination and freedom from another's mastery-

became of great significance during the Hellenistic period, when small, autonomous 

poleis increasingly became members of larger leagues, royal kingdoms and empire-states 

(e.g. Carthage, Rome). 37 In this environment, freedom emerged as a central discourse 

between states and hegemons (ruler and ruled), as poleis worked to have their freedom 

and autonomy acknowledged by the great Hellenistic rulers, who often did recognize (or 

fought on behalf of) that autonomy as a means to attain legitimacy and acquire support. 38 

36 E.g. contrast Thuc. 1.97 ("[the Athenians were] leaders of allies who were at first autonomous 
and made decisions in general meetings") with 1.117, where the Byzantines are described as un:~Koot for 
having been forced to submit to Athens; cf. Thuc. 1.77, where Athenian speakers defending their apx~ 
before the Peloponnesian League by arguing that their un:~Koot overly complain about what is really quite a 
moderate rule (though Thucydides himself is raising the point that compulsion of any sort creates 
subordination and hostility); cf. Lys 2.14 (discussing the Athenians' gift of asylum to the sons of Heracles ): 
~YOU}l£VOt EAEU8£pia<; }l£V Ofl}l£tOV tlVC(t }lflbEV 1tO£tV aKOVTU<; ('believing it a sign of freedom to do 
nothing unwillingly'); Hansen, "Autonomous City State", 32-33. 

37 For an overview of international relations in the Hellenistic world, see the essays collected in A. 
Erskine (ed.), Companion to the Hellenistic World (Oxford 2003), esp. those of J. Ma ("Kings", pp. 177-
195) and R. Billows ("Cities", 196-215), and the similar collection in G. Bugh ( ed. ), The Cambridge 
Companion to the Hellenistic World (Cambridge 2006), especially the essays by A. Bosworth ("The 
Hellenistic Kingdoms") and D. Graham and J. Shipley ("The Polis and Federalism"). 

38 For examples, see below p. 141. 
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If anything, by the coming of Rome to the East, the polis' sense of its liberty was more 

acute and the actions (and potential) of the Romans proved all the more significant. 39 

2.1.2: The Roman Tradition ofFreedom 

In contrast to the Greek, the native Italian-Roman concept of :freedom (libertas) 

appears less theoretically developed and less prominent in domestic and interstate 

politics. 40 The Roman res publica was in many ways similar to the Greekpolis,41 and 

Roman libertas was not entirely dissimilar from its Hellenic counterparts -to the point, 

39 G. Shipley and M. Hansen, "The Polis and Federalism", 62-64 (esp. 62: "Now at the very time 
when most poleis were dependent rather than independent, autonomia became the explicit ideal and goal of 
the polis"). 

40 On Roman libertas, see: C. Wirszubski, Libertas as a Political Idea at Rome during the Late 
Republic and Early Principate (Cambridge, 1950); J. Bleicken, Staatliche Ordnung und Freiheit in der 
romischen Republik (Kallmiinz, 1972); K. Raaflaub, "Freiheit in Athen und Rom: ein Beispiel 
divergierender politischer Begriffsentwicklung in der Antike" HZ. 238 (1984), 529-67; P. Brunt, "Libertas 
in the Republic" in idem, The Fall of the Roman Republic and Related Essays (Oxford, 1988), 281-350. A 
nuanced understanding of the Roman concept before their wholesale interaction with the Greek world (e.g. 
before ca. 200) is difficult to attain owing to the paucity of sources before the Late Republic. The earliest 
authors date to the second century and, where they comment on the history of early Rome, these must be 
assumed to be filtered through the experiences of the author's own time- when the notion of libertas was 
mature and influenced by interaction with the Greek world. The first century CE historian Dionysius of 
Halicamassus, for example, is certainly retrojecting Hellenistic language into seventh century Italy, when 
he claims that Tarquinius Priscus promised to "impose no garrisons or tributes upon any of your cities, but 
permit each of them to enjoy its own laws and its ancient form of government" ( ni:<; TE ltOAEt<; u}ltv a<pirnn 
micra<; a<ppoupJ1rou<; Kat a<popo;\oyJ1rou<; Kal aurov6~ou<; ltOAtrda<; TE K6cr~ov EKacrrn <pUAaHEtV 
cruyxwpw rov apxat:ov, 3.60.2) when the defeated Tyrrhenians. There are passing references to libertas and 
its cognates in fragments of early Roman authors, and these do perhaps reflect some public discourse of the 
idea, but they are few, decontextualized, and highly fragmentary and as such do not provide much help 
(e.g. Enn. Ann. fr. 317; Accius, Brutus frg. 4; Ap. Claudius Caecus fr. 11 [Malcovati]; Cato Maior frgs. 
162, 164, 252 [Malcovati]). 

41 Surprisingly little attention has been paid by scholars to the structure of the Roman res publica 
as compared to that of the Greek polis; even less has been written on the similarities of Rome's evolution as 
a state with that of the Greek polis. T.J. Cornell's recent contribution on the subject ("The City-States in 
Latium" in Hansen, ed, 30 City States [Copenhagen, 2006], 209-228) has persuasively argued that the 
communities of sixth and fifth century Latium (including Rome) indeed meet the modem sociological 
definition of"city-state", though, in contrast to the Hellenic example, they often operated under sharper 
vertical stratification within the state and closer horizontal relations between (particularly elite) citizens of 
neighbouring states; c£ T.J. Cornell, The Beginnings of Rome (Routledge, 1995), 81-118 ('Rise of the City
State'); C. Ando, "Was Rome a 'polis'?", ClAnt. 18 (1999), 5-33, arguing that the Greeks indeed 
considered the Roman state to be a polis. 
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at least, where both cultures could communicate meaningfully about liberty at their 

earliest interactions in Sicily, Illyricum and, ultimately, Greece. 42 Naturally, however, 

owing to the unique conditions of the Italian peninsula, there were key differences. First 

was the strong relationship between libertas and legal institutions, and the 

correspondingly negative orientation (i.e. "freedom from") of libertas. Contrasting it 

with the Greek case, Raaflaub observes: 43 

The Roman concept [of freedom] focused closely on institutions and rights and 
was connected with individual laws. In fact, it is possible to delineate the content 
of libertas by referring to relevant laws, and it is only logical that freedom could 
be identified with the validity of, and respect for, law and justice (lex et ius). 
This striking need for legal support was the result of concrete experiences: in 
Rome freedom was almost without exception-for aristocrats and commoners 
alike-protection against (excessive) power, force, ambition, and arbitrariness. 

The earliest and fundamental conception of libertas was its contradistinction to the 

condition of the slave (servus), who existed at law in another's power (in alius potestate) 

and under another's rights (alieni iuris).44 By contrast, libertas existed where one 

enjoyed or had the capacity to enjoy the rights of his own person (persona sui iuris).45 

42 Shortly after the Second Punic War the Romans acknowledged the immunity and freedom 
(immunes ac liberae) to five Sicilian communities (Cic. Verr. 2.3.13); in the settlement ofillyricum in 229, 
the Romans left their supporters, Corcyra and Apollonia, free ( eleutheroi; App. Ill. 8); and of course at 
Corinth in 196 they proclaimed the Greeks "free, ungarrisoned, and autonomous" (Polyb. 18.44). For a 
comparison of Greek and Roman freedoms, see Raaflaub, "Freiheit in Athen und Rom". 

43 Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 267. 
44 E.g. Twelve Tables (=Crawford, RS II, no. 40), 1.14 (distinguishing between the liberus and 

servus); Dig. 1.5.3: summa itaque de iure personarum divisio haec est, quod omnes homines aut liberi sunt 
aut servi (the chief distinction in the law of persons is this: that all men are either free or slaves); Gaius. 
Inst. 1.51-52: ac prius dispiciamus de iis, qui in aliena pot estate sunt. In potestate itaque sunt servi 
dominorum ('let us first discuss those who are in another's power; those in another's power are slaves of a 
master'); Wirszubski, Libertas, 1; Brunt, "Libertas", 283-291. In this case, the Roman and Greek concepts 
of freedom developed similarly ( c£ Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 23-57). 

45 Wirszubski, Libertas, 1. It is worth noting that, like the Greeks, the Romans were aware that 
freedom was not just the ability to do as one wishes (potestas vivendi ut velis: Cic. Parad. 34; cf. Off 1. 70), 
but required moderatio lest it become licentia (Cic. Flac. 16; Livy 23.2.1; 34.49.8). Unlike the Greeks, 
however, the Romans relied heavily on laws to deliniate the limits of action and to that extent, as Cicero 
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Libertas, therefore, was equated with citizenship (civitas), which, aside from basic 

participatory rights (i.e. suffragium), afforded the citizen well-defmed personal rights 

(e.g. ius commercii, ius connubii, ius migrationis) and protections against the arbitrary 

use by a magistrate of his imperium (e.g. auxilium and provocatio ).46 This orientation 

toward individual freedoms was forged by the unique socio-political conditions of the 

early Romans, who, under constant threat of annihilation from their neighbours, relied 

upon the strong leadership and community service of the aristocracy, whose members 

traditionally filled the strong executive (magistracies) and deliberative (Senate) bodies. 47 

This negative orientation meant that, unlike Greek EAEU8t:pia, the concept of 

libertas at Rome was not as tied up in concerns for equal access to, and participation in, 

one's own govemment. 48 Although equality under the law was a central tenet of libertas, 

it was nevertheless functionally compatible with social stratification and therefore fully 

compatible with an aristocratic governing structure. 49 Whereas the Greek concept of 

observed ( Clu. 146), they were all slaves to the law so that they could be free (legum idcirco omnes servi 
sumus ut liberi esse possimus; cf. Livy 2.1.1; Sall. Hist. 1.55.4M). 

46 Wirszubski Libertas, 3-4, 9-15, 24-27; Brunt, "Libertas", 297-298. Wirszubski (pp. 3-4) 
observed "the essentially civic character oflibertas" which he argued was "coterminous with civitas", but 
Brunt (Fall of the Republic, 296 and 518-519) reminds us that this equation is valid only in the political 
context. Livy (3.45.8) refers to auxilium andprovocatio as the "two bulwarks for guarding freedom" (duae 
arces libertatis tuendae). 

47 Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 267-71. On the struggle for survival in early Italy, see now A. 
Eckstein, Mediterranean Anarchy, Interstate War, and the Rise of Rome (Berkeley, 2006) 118-243; for a 
detailed history, see T .J. Cornell, The Beginnings of Rome (London 1995). 

48 This is not to say that there was no element of participatory freedom in libertas. The so-called 
'struggle of the orders' was precisely related to the patriciate's monopoly over executive offices and the 
opening up of these to the plebeians (see recent discussions inK. Raaflaub [ed.], Social Struggles in 
Archaic Rome [New York 2005]), while the secret-ballot law became an important aspect of freedom by 
the first century (B.A. Marshall, "Libertas Populi: The Introduction of the Secret Ballot at Rome and its 
Depiction on Coinage" Antichthon 31 [1997], 54-73). 

49 Bleicken, Staat. Ord., 28-31; Wirszubski, Libertas, 9-15; Nicolet, The World of the Citizen in 
Republican Rome (London 1980), 320-321; Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 266: "The liberty of the 
Roman people was not their ability to govern and participate actively in public deliberation but their 
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freedom was indissolubly related to direct self-government (best demonstrated in the 

normalization of OTJl.I.OKpa·ria by the fourth century), Roman libertas operated in relation 

to, and depended upon, timocratic government. Leading citizens accrued dignitas (social 

prestige) through their protection and guidance ofthe community, which was itself 

enabled by the inherent auctoritas (authority) in that prestige. 5° While Greek freedom 

was predicated on the equality among citizens, Roman freedom was bound up with 

dignitas and auctoritas and eschewed notions of socio-political equality. 

Freedom to the Romans, therefore, was consistent with social stratification and 

aristocratic government - their own republic had clear social distinctions between 

patricians and plebs, nobiles and humiles, and government offices were over-represented 

by elite families and were difficult for novi homines to breach;51 and the same appears to 

have been true for most of the neighbouring Italian states. 52 Since one's freedom existed 

in his distinction as citizen, central to concept of freedom was the organization ofthe 

state of which he was a part. In short, freedom existed for those who lived in a state 

arranged under a republican style political regime; monarchies and closed factional 

sovereignty to make decisions in the assembly (to the extent that such authority was not limited by the 
powers and traditional prerogatives of the senate and magistrates)". 

50 Bleicken, Staat. Ord, 25-26 ("die res publica lebt in der Verbindung der Vorstellungen, die in 
den Begriffen (libertas-dignitas/auctoritas) gedacht werden."); cf. Cic. Leg. 3.25.38 (ipsa aequalibilitas est 
iniqua, cum habet nul/as gradus dignitatis); Rep. 1.53. Dignitas was naturally part of a feedback loop of 
control whereby one had prestige because he led and he led because he had prestige. Although not an 
entirely closed system, one entered the cycle of dignitas through one's lineage, which is what made it so 
difficult for new men to breach the highest social and political ranks of the state. On the consequences of 
the libertas-auctoritas relationship in the foreign sphere, see T. Yoshimura, "Zum romischen Libertas
Begriffin der Aussenpolitik im zweiten Jahrhundert vor Chr.", AJAH9 (1984), 1-22, and the subsequent 
discussion in text. 

51 Gelzer, The Roman Nobility (Oxford 1969); cf. P. Brunt, "Nobilitas et Novitas" JRS 72 (1982), 
1-17; K. Hopkins, Death and Renewal (Cambridge 1983), who narrow the gap but still demonstrate a larger 
preponderance of elite holding office. 

52 Cornell, "City-States in Latium", 221-224. 
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governments were inconsistent with a free state since their capacity to act arbitrarily upon 

the state made its citizens un-free by removing their ability to do or forbear according to 

their own autonomous will. 53 The free individual had to be part of a free community, 

which meant he had to live within a res publica-a civic organization in which members 

of the community (cives) had a share in the collective power over themselves since the 

state (civitas) was literally a "public thing".54 And so the Romans considered themselves 

to have become free after expelling Tarquinius Superbus and abolishing the monarchy; 55 

similarly, during the so-called Struggle of the Orders, the plebeians worked to free 

themselves from the patricians who controlled the government; and even in the Late 

Republic autocrats like Sulla and Caesar were labeled by some as destroyers of liberty. 56 

53 Cic. Rep. 2.43: desunt omnino ei populo multa qui sub rege est, in primisque libertas, quae non 
in eo est ut iusto utamur domino, sed ut nul<lo> ('Many things are entirely lacking to a people living under 
a king-in the first place, freedom, which consists not in having a just master, but in having none'); cf. Cic. 
Ad Brut. 2.5.1; Dig. 49.15. 7 (text below, n.59). So, in the voice of Scipio, Cicero (Rep. 2.33) identifies 
Athens and Rhodes as liberi populi. Cf Livy 2.15.3; Wirszubski, Libertas, 5; Brunt, "Libertas", 291. 

54 Cic. Rep. 1.25.39: Est igitur ... res publica res populi, populus autem non omnis hominum coetus 
quoquo modo congregatus, sed coetus multitudinis iuris consensu et utilitatis communione sociatus ('A res 
publica is therefore a "public thing", but a populus is not any collection of humans brought together in any 
sort of way, but an assemblage of people in large numbers associated in an agreement with respect to 
justice and a partnership for the common good'). Note also that civitas was the term for both 'citizenship' 
and 'state'. On these terminologies, see Cornell, "City-States in Latium", 214-215. 

55 E.g. Cic. Flac. 25 (regibus exterminatis libertas in republica constituta est); Sall. BC. 7.1-3 (ea 
tempestate [sic. regis expulsis] ... sed civitas incredibile memoratu est adepta libertate quantum brevi 
creverit); cf. Livy 1.17.3; 2.1.1-2; Tac. Ann. 1.1.1. Note, too, Cicero's comment (de Rep. 1.31.61) in a 
discussion of libertas: "I pass over, of course, the citizens in a monarchy, for there the subjection of the 
people is neither concealed nor questionable" (omitto dicere in regno, ubi ne obscura quidem est ut dubia 
servitus). 

56 Struggle of the Orders: Livy 4.6.11 (contentio libertatis dignitatisque); Sulla: Sall. Hist. fr. 
1.44.5 (Speech of Lepidus), passim; Caesar: Macrob. Sat. 2.3.11; 2. 7 .4; Cic. Att. 7 .5; Suet. Jul. 30.5; 80.2-3; 
Nic. Dam. fr 130.96; cf. Cicero's Philippics against the triumvir M. Antonius. Cicero himself received the 
label of king (and thus destroyer of freedom) by Torquatus (Cic. Sull. 21-25) and P. Clodius (ad Att. 
1.16.10; Sest. 109), who erected a temple to libertas on his estate while in exile (W. Allen, "Cicero's House 
and Libertas" TAPhA 75 [1944], 1-9). 
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Moving our perspective from the freedom of the individual within the state to the 

liberty of the state itself, 57 a free republic was one that, like the free individual, had the 

capacity to enjoy its own laws (suis legibus uti).58 The exact meaning of this phrase is 

unclear, perhaps purposely so, but it seems generally to correspond to the sovereignty of 

the community to propose, deliberate, pass, amend and adjudicate its own laws by itself, 

free from the domination of another state (republican, monarchic, or otherwise). Thus it 

was the opinion ofthe Julio-Claudianjurist Proculus that: "a people is free, who is not 

subject to the power (potestas) of another people" and even in those instances where a 

state concluded a treaty with Rome bearing a clause upholding the Romans' supremacy 

(maiestas) that people is still free, just as one's client (though not equal) is free. 59 Here, 

like the slave (who was in alius potestate and not persona sui iuris), a republican state 

57 Owing largely to the struggle for survival and the consequent drive for expansion and 
predominance, libertas had less political significance in interstate relations than its Greek counterparts. 
The notion was almost certainly not a part of the political discourse between Italian states, nor, 
correspondingly, was it an issue in the development of the Romans' early empire in Italy. (There are a 
handful of exceptions, chiefly Livy 8.4.1, who relates that leading up the to war with Rome, a speaker for 
the Latin League asked his compatriots whether their hearts yearned for freedom [sin autem tandem 
libertatis desiderium remordet animas] -- for other examples, see n.40. The obvious difficulty is that we 
have every reason to suppose that the language of the speech is Livian, reflecting his own Augustan 
perspective of what the Latins may have said. In any case, such examples cannot demonstrate a clear 
political significance to freedom before the interaction with the Greek world.). 

58 Libertas and leges were restored to the Hernici in 305 (Livy 9.43.23), Rhegium in 270 (Polyb. 
1.7.10; Livy 31.31.7), Syracuse in 214 (Livy 24.33.6; Plut. Vit. Marc. 23.7), Locris in 204 (Livy 29.21.7), 
and Carthage in 201 (Polyb. 16.18.2). 

59 Dig. 49.15. 7.1: fiber aut em populus est is, qui nullius alterius populi potestati est subiectus: sive 
is foederatus est <sive non foederatus>, item sive aequo foedere in amicitiam venit, sive foedere 
comprehensum est, ut is populus alterius populi maiestatem comiter conservaret. hoc enim adicitur, ut 
intellegatur alterum populum superiorem esse, non ut intellegatur alterum non esse liberum: et 
quemadmodum clientes nostros intellegimus liberos esse, etiamsi neque auctoritate neque dignitate neque 
viribus nobis pares sunt, sic eos, qui maiestatem nostram comiter conservare debent, liberos esse 
intellegendum est. ('That people is free, which is subject to the authority of no other people, whether it is 
bound by treaty <or not>, and also whether it has entered into friendship (i.e., with Rome) through an equal 
treaty, or a clause has been included in its treaty stipulating that the people in question must courteously 
preserve the majesty of the other people (i.e., the Romans). For this clause is added so that it may be 
understood that one of the peoples is superior, not that the other is not free. Just as we understand that our 
clients are free men, even though they are equal to us neither in authority nor in rank nor in power, in the 
same way it should be understood that those peoples are free, who must courteously preserve our majesty'). 
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could be considered free (though subordinate) in so long as it was not under the arbitrary 

power (potestas) of another state.60 

This last observation might seem at odds with the development of Roman 

authority over Italy, but in fact the idea of suis legibus uti naturally dovetails with the 

character of Roman expansion. The great advantage (and unique aspect) of the 

expanding Roman state was its inclusivity, which was a product of the strong horizontal 

relations between Roman elites and their social peers in Latium and, later, Italian 

communities. 61 As has been well documented, Romans were liberal with the extension of 

their citizenship-and its attendant legal rights and protections-to the extent that 

citizens of conquered and annexed Italian territory (when not killed or sold into slavery) 

usually became members of the Roman state as municipia.62 Each municipium owed 

certain military and fmancial obligations to the Romans, but enjoyed many of the legal 

protections (and rights) afforded by Roman citizenship as well as a high degree of 

6° Compare: Cic., Pis. 3 7-38 (excoriating L. Piso for using his consular army to plunder Greece): 
nam lege Caesaris iustissima atque optima populi liberi plane et vere erant liberi, lege [sic. lex cupiditatis] 
aut em ea quam nemo legem praeter te et conlegam tuum putavit omnis erat tibi Achaia, Thessalia, 
Athenae, cuncta Graecia addicta ('By that just and admirable law of Caesar [i.e. lex Julia de provinciis] 
free peoples were really and truly free; but by that law that no-one except you and your colleague 
considered a law at all [e.g. your covetousness], nearly the whole of Achaea, Thessaly, and Athens- the 
whole of Greece! -was given to you. 

61 Rights such as the ius commercium, ius coniubium and ius migrationis probably represent Latin 
traditions of inter-communal relations and suggest a tradition of interpenetration between citizens of 
different communities, particularly among the elite. Sherwin-White, Roman Citizenship, 14-15, 31-32; 
Cornell, "City-States in Latium", 221-224, who characterizes the Latin city-states as "open cities" for the 
porous character of their socio-political boundaries. 

62 In this the Romans were following the model developed by the Latin League in the early sixth 
century. On Roman colonia, see: E.T. Salmon, Roman Colonization (Hamilton 1963); Sherwin-White, The 
Roman Citizenship, 76-94; for a sociological approach, see the work ofCl. Nicolet, The World of the 
Citizen in Republican Rome (London, 1980 [Gallimard, 1976]). The inclusive nature ofRoman citizenship 
is well known and can be found in its earliest myths: the synoekismos of Trojans and Latins through the 
marriage of Aeneas and Livia, of Romans and Sabines facilitated through the captured Sabine women, etc. 
(Sherwin-White, Roman Citizenship, passim). 
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internal autonomy (suis legibus uti).63 The Greeks, it seems, were aware of this Roman 

practice of inclusive citizenship: Philip V remarked in a letter to the Larissans, who were 

then trying to rebuild their polis after suffering massive losses in the Social War, that they 

had to extend their citizenship in order to grow strong, just like the Romans "who receive 

into their state even slaves-when they have freed them-giving them a share in the 

magistracies, and in such a way not only have they augmented their own fatherland, but 

they have also sent out colonies to almost seventy places". 64 The Romans, however, 

were late in extending their citizenship to the cities of the East, which did not begin until 

the last decades of the Republic and then only rarely (and only to individuals, not entire 

cities).65 The Romans expanded their empire into the East without extending their 

citizenship; their hegemony came to co-exist with the freedom and autonomy of the 

Greek pole is. 

Roman libertas and Greek EAtu8t:p{a are often conceptualized as different sorts of 

freedom, or as concerning different qualities of freedom. Greek freedom, with its 

63 Gell. NA 16.13.6: municipes ergo sunt cives Romani ex municipiis, legibus suis et suo iure 
utentes ('municipes', then, are Roman citizens from towns, using their own laws and enjoying their own 
rights); cf. Salmon, Roman Colonization, 48-49; Sherwin-White, Roman Citizenship, 53; Lintott, Imp. 
Rom., 130-131. Some municipia were given a modified Roman citizenship that denied them the right to 
vote (civitas sine suffragio), which may have caused these cities some displeasure, but entitled them to all 
the other privileges of citizenship. 

64 Sid 543, lines 31-34: oi 'Pwllatot ... oi' Kai LOU<; OtKtha<; orav EAEUeEpwcrwcrtv rrpocrbEXOllEVOt 
Ei<; ro rroAlrEUlla Kat rwv apxa{wv llE(ra8t]86vrE<;, Kat bta rou t'OtoUt'OU rp6rrou ou llOVOV t'fJV i8{av 
rrarp{8a Ertf]U~~KaO'tV, a!J...a Kat arrotKta<; (cr)xE80v [Ei<; E:~]8oll~KOVt'a r6rrou<; EKrtErrOll<pacrtv. For the 
translation, seeR Bagnall and P. Derow, The Hellenistic Period (New York 2004) no. 32. 

65 It seems that Rome stopped enfranchising foreigners after the first quarter of the second century 
until after the Social War, when it was forced to extend its civitas to most ofltaly (Sherwin-White, Roman 
Citizenship2 [Oxford 1973]; c£ Badian, FC, 150 & 302-308). Even then, citizenship was only rarely 
extended eastward: e.g., Cn. Pompeius Theophanes ofMytilene (Cic. pro Arch. 24; SIG3 755; Robert, 
CRAI 1969); C. Juilus Theopompus, C. Julius Artemidorus, C. Julius Hippocritus (I.Knidos 33); Seleucus 
ofRhosus was enfranchised by Augustus for his service to the triumvir as an admiral in his fleet (RDGE 
58); by contrast, Asclepiades ofClazomenae, Polystraton ofCarystiae, and Meniscus ofMiletus, who had 
commanded ships for the Romans during the Social War(?), were acknowledged as socii of the Roman 
people but not enfranchised (RDGE 22). 
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emphasis on political, public participation and self-mastery, is said to be "positive"; while 

Roman freedom, focusing on the individual's rights and protections enshrined under law, 

similar to our own modern practices, is said to be "negative".66 These have proven to be 

useful heuristic distinctions, but they have not gone uncontested by modern political 

theorists (some of whom have begun to argue that all freedoms are negative), and by 

modern ancient historians (who rightly observe that such a dichotomy is too schematic to 

distinguish Greek from Roman thought).67 Without minimizing their different emphases 

on participatory and personal liberties, we can say that both cultures shared similar 

notions ofwhat it meant to be free and the fundamental contradistinction between the free 

man and the slave. In this way, a useful conceptual tool in thinking about Greco-Roman 

freedom is the republican (or neo-Roman) theory of freedom expounded by Pettit and 

Skinner. 68 

66 See B. Constant, On the Liberty of the Ancients Compared with that of the Modems (1816); 
Fustel de Coulanges, The Ancient City (Gloucester, Mass. 1979 [1864]); I. Berlin, "Two Concepts of 
Liberty" in I. Berlin (ed.), Four Essays on Liberty (Oxford, 2002 [1969]), 168-200; P. Liddel, Civic 
Obligation and Individual Liberty in Ancient Athens (Oxford 2007), esp. p. 24. 

67 This is the position of many of the authors found in preceding notes. As just one example, 
observe the comments ofWirszubski (Libertas, 1) on libertas: "Freedom [is] compris[ed of] ... two 
different concepts, namely "freedom from" and "freedom to", neither of which admits of any but general 
definitions .... [Libertas] comprises both the negation of the limitations imposed by slavery and the 
assertion of the advantages deriving from freedom." For the view that all freedoms are negative, see E. 
Nelson, "Liberty: One Concept too Many?" Pol. Theory 33 (2005), 58-78. 

68 P. Pettit, Republicanism: A Theory of Freedom and Government (Oxford 1997); idem, 
"Republican Freedom: Three Axions, Four Theorems" in Laborde and Maynor (eds.), Republicanism and 
Political Theory (Oxford 2007), 102-130; Q. Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism (Cambridge 1998); idem, 
"A Third Concept of Liberty", Proceedings of the British Academy 117 (2002), 237-268; idem, "Freedom 
as the Absence of Arbitrary Power", in Republicanism and Political Theory, 83-101; c£ M. Goldsmith, 
"Republican Liberty Considered" History of Political Thought 21 (2000), 543-559; S. Wall, "Freedom, 
Interference and Domination", Political Studies 49 (2001), 216-230. 
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As its alternate name suggests, this theory draws its inspiration from Roman legal 

texts and follows the simple, but powerful, idea of freedom as non-domination. 69 A man 

is free so long as he is able to do or forbear doing according to his autonomous will. The 

slaves, for example, lack freedom not because he is constrained or is interfered with, but 

because he is subject to a master who can arbitrarily impose his will. 70 Thus in both the 

Greek and the Roman notions of freedom, the individual was free in having the capacity 

to share in his own governance and thus consent to his own subordination (in Rome this 

liberty was further protected by laws, which the citizen had a role in crafting and to 

which he consented); likewise, the free state was one that was not subject to the 

domination of a monarch or tyrant, but rather a polis or res publica that was free to enjoy 

its own laws (auTOVO}lia or sui legibus). In both cultures, the common denominator of 

liberty is the absence of arbitrary power, or non-domination. 

Before moving on to Greco-Roman freedom, let us summarize their independent 

traditions: freedom was a central concept in the identity of Greek citizens and the polis 

itself; it was a highly complex notion underlined by the willing subordination of the 

individual as part of a superordinate whole and the participation in a superordinate 

common interest; at the level of interstate relations, this did not preclude the community's 

participation in political organizations larger than itself. These supra-polis organizations, 

furthermore, were becoming increasingly common in Greece as the Hellenes appear to 

69 Though the republican theory is a modern label, its neo-Roman values were espoused and 
elaborated in the Anglophone world during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, especially during the 
English interregnum and American revolutionary period. See Skinner, Liberty before Liberalism, passim; 
idem, "Classical Liberty and the Coming of the English Civil War" in Skinner and M. van Gelderen (eds.), 
Republicanism: A Shared European Heritage (Cambridge 2002), 9-28. 

70 Because the slave is subject to the domination of his master, even the slave who is well treated 
and may be able to act witout the least interference, is still unfree; by the same token, even the man who 
willingly submits himself into the domination of another is said to be unfree. 
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have become more comfortable with a political landscape that was no longer exclusively 

dotted with the polis.71 However, within this world, freedom emerged as an important 

political discourse, formulated in the language of £A.w8c:p{a, atrrovollia, and brtllOKpa·da 

that expressed, broadly, a sense of self-direction in the absence of domination. Roman 

libertas, though less intellectually developed, and defined principally by personal 

protections against a greater authority, followed the same republican model of freedom: a 

state was free that was arranged along republican lines (which could admit to social 

inequality) and free from the coercive power of another to make its own laws. In this, the 

Greek and Roman notions ofliberty were complementary, though (significantly) not 

parallel: at the time of meeting one another in the late third century, freedom, for the 

Greeks, admitted being ruled so long as ruling themselves; for the Romans, ruling 

admitted freedom so long as it respected autonomy. Under these conditions we can begin 

to see how the notion of Greek freedom and Roman constraint might also have been 

complementary. 

2.2- THE DISCOURSE AND NARRATIVE OF FREEDOM 

Let us tum, now, to freedom as it was expressed and understood in the official 

communications between the Roman res publica and the poleis of the Greek East.72 We 

noted in the Introduction that the primary purpose of communication is to reach 

consensus, and that, when initial attempts at this fail (when the implicit claims to validity 

71 Shipley & Hansen, "The Polis and Federalism", 62-63. 
72 A useful bibliography of modern scholarship can be found in R. Bernhardt, Rom und die Stiidte 

des hellenistischen Ostens (Munich 1998), esp. 11-35. 
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are rejected), interlocutors resort to discourse. 73 Discourse, then, is communication about 

communication wherein a speaker must justify his claims to truth, normative rightness, 

and sincerity by recourse to both the real-world and the social world of shared 

knowledge, normative values, taken-for-granteds, etc (i.e. Lifeworld).74 To that extent, 

when one state attempted to communicate its relationship with another, often to justify 

some action it often turned to a discourse of freedom. 75 Thus, to anticipate the discussion 

somewhat, when the Romans defeated Philip V in 196 they justified their war-making 

and coercion of the region through the discourse of freedom: they had worked to free the 

Greeks from the Macedonian king (not, e.g., to protect their own interests and advance 

their own security). Indeed, as we shall see, the Romans defmed their relationship 

toward the pole is of Greeks in terms of freedom, granting them £A.cu8Epia and immunity 

from garrisons and taxes and acknowledging their right to self-determination through 

their own laws. 76 Because ofnotjust the frequency, but also the centrality ofthe 

discourse of freedom in orienting and directing Roman action among the Greeks, we can 

observe a narrative of freedom in the history of Greco-Roman relations during this 

period. 

73 See above, p. 15. 
74 Habermas, TCA 1.42. I leave out here any discussion on Habermas' rules of discourse, which 

parses the conditions under which a discourse can be carried out (J. Habermas, Moral Consciousness and 
Communicative Action [Cambridge 1990], 85-95). 

75 In this regard, Habermas' concept of discourse ethics, though multifaceted and relating more 
directly to his theory of modernity, is relevant insofar as it addresses how claims to normative rightness can 
be justified by recourse to shared social knowledge. See, Habermas, Moral Consciousness and 
Communicative Action (Cambridge 1990); Outhwaite, Habermas, 38-57; Eriksen and Weigard, 
Understanding Habermas , 54-87. 

76 Polyb. 18.46 (text at n. 179). 
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That the Hellenistic world had a discourse of freedom is worth establishing first. 

As noted in the previous section, freedom is found expressed in the sphere of interstate 

relations already by the fifth-century, when Athens established, and subsequently had to 

defend, its empire over other Greek poleis.17 In their second empire (379-338), the 

Athenians explicitly asserted their allies' rights to be "free (EA£U8£po<;) and autonomous 

(a\rr6vo11o<;), arranged under whatever form of government they wish, neither receiving a 

garrison, nor submitting to a governor, nor paying tribute". 78 Similar language had been 

used earlier in the King's Peace of387, and later in the rhetoric ofthe Thebans against 

Macedonia and of the Athenians against Antipater.79 Philip II, for his part, had claimed 

that the Greeks were EA£U8£pot Kal. a\rr6vo11ol in his Common Peace, while his son, 

Alexander (the Great), justified his campaigns against Darius on the grounds of freeing 

the Greeks of Asia, and to that end is said to have restored freedom and autonomy to 

several cities after driving out the Persians. 80 

77 Thuc. 1.69, 124; 2.62-63, 72; 4.85-87; 6.84-89; 8.45-46; cf. J. de Romilly, Thucydides and 
Athenian Imperialism (Oxford, 1963). 

78 Rhodes-Osboume, GHI 22, lines 19-23: E~£1vat au[r]w(t E:A.weep]wt ovn Kat aUTOVO)lWt, 
noAn(EUO)lEV ]wt noAtt'Etav f\v &v ~OAfJTat, )l~T£ (<ppop]av dcrOEXO)lEVfJWt )l~T£ apxovra uno(ot:x]O)lEVWt 
ll~T£ <popov <pepovn; cf. lines 9-11. Note, however, that the same language is absent from the decrees of 
the League council recording Methymna, Corcyra, Acamania, and Cephallenia as new allies (Rhodes
Osboume GHI 23 & 24), suggesting perhaps dictation rather than dialogue at this point. 

79 King's Peace: Xen. Hell 5.1.31-32 (ra<; of: aAA.a<; 'EAAfJVtOa<; n6A.w; Kal )ltKpa<; Kal )lEyaA.a<; 
aUTOVO)lOU<; a<pt:l:vat); cf. Diod. 14.110.3; Isoc 8.16; by this Peace, of course, the Greeks had to concede 
that Asia was subject to the Shah. Thebes: Diod 17.9.5 (oi of: ElfJ~atot Ota<ptAOt't)lfJ9EVT£<; aVTEK~pu~av 
ano nvo<; u¢fJAOU nupyou t'OV ~OUAO)lEVOV )lETa t'OU )l£YUAOU ~acrtAEW<; (sc. Shah) Kat ElfJ~a{wv 
EAEU9t:pouv t'OU<; "EAAfJVa<; Kat KaTaAUEtV t'OV T~<; 'EAA.aOO<; rupavvov naptevat npo<; aurou<;); cf. Arr. 
1.7.2; Plut, Alex 11. Athens: Diod. 18.10.2 (oi p~ropt:<; ... £ypa¢av ¢~<ptcr)la r~<; Kotv~<; rwv 'EAA.~vwv 
EAEU9t:pta<; <ppovr{crat t'OV O~)lOV Kat ra<; )lEV <ppoupoU)lEVa<; ITOAEt<; EA£U9t:pwcrat); cf. 18.9.1, 12.3. 

80 Philip II and Common Peace 338: [Dem] 17.8 (£mrant:t ~ cruv9~K£ t:u9u<; £v apxft E:A.c:u9£pou<; 
t:lvat Kat auwvo)lou<; rou<; "EAAfJva<;), and 17.9 where in rejecting the treaty he still urges the Athenians to 
fight for their liberty (aAA.ov apa nva xpovov aVa)lEVElt'£ T~<; iota<; EAEU9t:pta<; U)la Kat T~<; t'WV aAA.wv 
'EAA.~vwv avnA.a~£cr9at); two earlier Common Peaces also contained EAEU9Ep{a or aUTOVO)lta, those of 
375 (Diod. 15.38) and 371 (Xen. Hell. 6.3.18;6.5.5; Diod. 15.40.5); see Ryder, Kaine Eirene (London 
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It was under Alexander's successors, though, that freedom emerged as a central 

discourse in relations between states and between states and the new dynastic families. 

The historical record is replete with examples from the late fourth and third centuries in 

which the diadochs declared their Greek subjects to be free, and the Greek subjects, in 

tum, proudly proclaimed their own freedom. 81 The seminal event was Antigonus 

Monopthalmus' proclamation at Tyre that "all Greeks are to be free, without garrison, 

and autonomous", which he backed up with an extensive 'liberation' campaign in the 

Levant and continental Greece in the following years. 82 In 311 the importance of Greek 

liberty was acknowledged by all the major rivals and enshrined in their compact for the 

division of Alexander's empire. 83 Thereafter one can give lists of wars fought for the 

1965), App. I-XI. Alexander: Diod. 18.24.1 (}laAtOTa o' EUEPYETEl Tac; 'EAA.flv{oac; rc6A.nc;, TCOlWV auTac; 
aut"VO}IOU<; Kal a<popoA.oy~wuc;, rcpocrt::mA.Eywv on Tf\<; TWV 'EAA.~vwv EAEU9Epwcrt::wc; EVEKa TOV rcpoc; 
rr£pcrac; rc6AE}IOV £rcavJ1pf1mt); cf. 16.91.1 and Plut. Alex. 34.2 (all cities free and autonomous after the 
Battle of Gaugamela). Freed cities: Sardis and other Lydians (Arr. 1. 7.4: £A.Eu9Epia, mtc; VO}lmc; mtc; m:i:A.at 
xpf\cr9at), Ephesus (Arr. 1.17.10: Ofl}IOKpaTiav KaTEO'TflOE), Ionia & Aeolia (Arr. 1.18.2: Ofl}IOpaTiac; o£ 
£yKa9tcrTavat Kai Touc; VO}IOU<; Touc; cr<pwv EKUOTOtc; arcooouvat, Kai roue; q>Opouc; UVEtvat), Miletus (Diod. 
17 .22.4-5; Arr. 1.19.6: £A.Eu9£pouc;), Amisus (App. Mith. 8, 83: Ofl}IOKpaTia), Erythrae ( OGJS 223, line 22: 
£rei TE 'AA.E~avTOpou Kai 'Avny6vou auT6[v]O}IOc; ~v Kai a<popoAOyflrOc;), Colophon (AJPh 56, p. 361, lines 
6-7: rcap£owKEV auTwt 'AA.E~avopoc; 6 ~acrtA.t::uc; TflV £A.w9t::piav), Caria (Diod. 27.24.1), Iasus (Sid 169; 
Rhodes-Osborne GHI 90, line 20, aTEAfj), Priene (Rhodes-Osborne GHI 86b, lines 3-4, a\Jr9[ v6]}louc; Eivat 
Ka[i £A.we]£pouc;, and line 14, cruvTa~Ewc; a<ptfl}lt); see Badian, "Alexander the Great and the Greeks of 
Asia" in idem, ed., Ancient Society and Institutions (Oxford 1966), 37-69, and A Bosworth, Conquest and 
Empire: The Reign of Alexander the Great (Cambridge, 1988), 250-259. 

81 Numerous examples can be found in Gruen, HWCR 1.133-142. 
82 Proclamation at Tyre: Diod. 19.61.3 ( Touc; "EAA.f1vac; &rcavmc; EAEU9Epouc;, a<ppoupf1TOuc;, 

auTov6}louc;). Liberation Campaign: Diod. 19.66.3;74.1-2; 77.2; 78.2-5; 87.3; ISE 71. Polyperchon had 
actually been the first of Alexander's successors to use the notion in his diagramma of 319 (Diod. 18.55-
56; 69.3), to which the Athenians responded with a lengthy decree (SIG3 317) celebrating their liberation 
(rilv rc6A.w £A.t::u9[t::pwcrac;], line 13) and "return to (ancestral) laws and democracy'' (Kai Touc; VO}louc; Kat 
rflV Ofl}IOKpaTiav a[rcEiA.]<pE, lines. 21-2). 

83 Diod. 19.105.1( Touc; o£ "EAAf1Vac; aut"OVO}IOU<; Eivat); OGIS 5 (=Wells, RC 1, Letter of 
Antiochus I to Scepsis), lines 1-2 ([rcoAA.ilv o£ orcouoilv] ETCOtoU[}l]t::ea [rct::pi Tfjc; TWV 'EA.A~vwv 
EA]EU9Epiac;) and lines 53-56 (yt::ypa<pa}IEV o£ EV Tfjt O}IOAoyiat O}IOOat muc; ''EAA.t]vac; rravmc; 
OUVOta<puMcrcrEtv aAA.~A.otc; TflV EAEU9Epiav Kat TflV auTo[ ov ]O}llUV ); OGIS 6, lines 12-17 ( £rraw£crat }LEV 
'AvTiyovov Kat OUVf109fjvat auTGn Em Tote; rrETrpay}IEVotc;• OUVfjcr9f\vat o£ rflV rr6A.w Kat t"Otc; "EAAf10tV on 
£A.t::u9t::[p]ot Kai auTOVO}IOt ont::c; £v Eip~vflt [Eic;] TO A.omov Ota~oucrw). 
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sake of freedom and examples of declarations of liberty to Greek communities from each 

dynastic house. 84 In the closing years ofthe third century, Philip V had granted freedom 

to Mylasa (ca. 220-215), Elis (218), Dyme (ca. 215-205), Thasos (203), and Nysiros 

(201), while Antiochus III had restored 8rnwKpa·da to Teos and Alabanda (203).85 In 

these examples, we can plainly see the presence of a discourse on freedom that helped 

justify the relative positions of states in the Hellenistic world. 

The Romans fully engaged in this discourse beginning in Illyricum in 227 and 

more spectacularly at Corinth in 196.86 Indeed, as noted above, we can follow a narrative 

of freedom that appears at nearly every major watershed moment in the East thereafter: it 

was a casus belli in the wars against Philip V (201-196, especially after 197), Nabis (195-

4), Antiochus III (192-188), Perseus (172-168), the Achaeans (148-6), Aristonicus (133-

128) and Mithridates (89-84).87 In the aftermath of these conflicts freedom was routinely 

granted to the Greeks as a whole or to individual communities. In the Late Republic, the 

liberty ofthe Greeks, or, by now, individualpo/eis, remained a central avenue of 

interaction between the Greek world and the various leading men ofRome-Sulla, 

84 E.g. Antigonids: Sid 344 (Antigonus I, ca. 306-2); SIG3 342, 409 (Demetrius Poliorcetes, 304; 
287); Polyb. 2.70, 4.22, 5.9 (Antigonus Doson, ca. 220s); Polyb. 4.25.6-8 (Philip V, 220). Seleucids: IG II, 
2.672 (Seleucus I, 280179); OGIS 222 (Antiochus I, 265); OGIS 226 (Antiochus II, 259); OGIS 228 & 229 
(Seleucus II, ca. 242); Ma, Antiochos III nos. 17-19 (Antiochus III, 204-3); Ptolemies: Diod. 19.62.1; ZPE 
18 (1975), pp. 193-198 (Ptolemy I, 315; 305); SIG3 390, lines 12-15 (Ptolemy II, ca. 280s); SIG3 463 
(Ptolemy III, 245). Achaean League: Polyb. 2.42.3-6. 

85 Philip V: Crampa, Labraunda 5, line 34; no. 7, lines 9-10 (My1asa); Polyb. 4.84.4-5 (Elis); Livy 
32.22.10 (Dyme); Polyb. 15.24.1-3 (Thasos); SIG3 572, lines 15-18 (Nysiros). Antiochus III: Ma, Antiochos 
III, nos. 16 (Alabanda), 17-19 (Teos). 

86 Illyria: App. Illyr. 8. Corinth: Polyb. 18.46; Livy 33.32; Plut. Flam. 10.4; and below, p. 171ff. 

87 Philip V: Polyb. 16.27.2-3, 34.35; 18.1.13, 44.2; Livy 32.10.3-8, 33.3; and above, n. 85; Nabis: 
Livy 33.46.3; 34.22. 7-13, 41.3; Gruen, HWCR 11.450-55; Antiochus: Polyb. 21.9; 25.4.5; Livy 35.33.8; 
38.10.1-8; Seager "Freedom of the Greeks", 106-112; Perseus: Livy 43.8.2-4; 45.18.29; Diod. 31.8; Plut. 
Aem. 28.6; RDGE 40; Achaeans: Zon. 9.31; RDGE 43; Aristonicus: Livy, Per. 59; I.Metrop.; Mithridates: 
Paus. 10.34.2; App. Mith. 61; Plut. Sert. 24.4. 
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Lucullus, Pompeius Magnus, Caesar, M. Antonius, Augustus. 88 The discourse was 

relevant in the quotidian as much as the extraordinary, and is found in the standard 

communications between ruler and ruled. 89 

The central terms in this Greco-Roman discourse were those used in the earlier 

Hellenistic period: E:.Aw9t:pia (freedom), atrrovopia (autonomy), 8rwoKpaTia 

(democracy), TOt<; iblot<; vopot<; xpt:tv (to use one's own laws), as well as the various sorts 

of immunities: avt:tcrcpopia /acpopo.Aoy~crta, (from tribute), UTEA£la (from taxes), 

UA£lToupyia (from public obligations), UV£1tlO'Ta9pt:ia (from billeting), acrTpaTt:(ucr)ia 

(from military service), arrapox~ (from supplies), UIT£~£lPllllEVOV (simply 'exemption'). 90 

The Romans, for whom freedom was less well-developed and parsed, had fewer words 

for these ideas than the Greeks, but they too could speak of freedom (libertas), autonomy 

(suis legibus uti), and immunity (immunitas) in an international context.91 Once aware of 

the terms that comprise the discourse, one can generate sizeable lists of documents from 

both Greek and Roman sources. 92 The term E:At:u9t:pia (or the adjectival E:.At:u9t:po<;), for 

example, appears in no fewer than twenty epigraphical documents from our period of 

discussion - thirteen derive ultimately from senatus consulta or epistulae magistrorum 

88 Sulla: RDGE 17, 18, 20, 21, 70; Lucullus: App. Mith. 83; P1ut. Luc. 19; Cic. De imp. Cn. Pomp. 
21; Pompey: Plut. Pomp. 42.4; Strabo 13.2.3; Dio 37.20.2; App. Mith. 83; Plut. Luc. 19.4-5; Sid 751, 752; 
Caesar: RDGE 54, 58, 73; Antony (often negatively): Strabo 12.3.14; 14.5.14; Bernhardt, Polis und 
Herrschaft, 161; Brutus & Cassius: App. B.C. 4.10; Augustus: Aphrod. 13; RDGE 26. 

89 E.g. SIG3 613a (186); RDGE 43 (143); Claros, Menippos & Polemaios texts, (late second 
century); lex Ant. Term. (68); OGIS 449 (44); Aphrod. 8 (38), and 13 (Augustan). 

90 See Appendix V. 

91 They could even introduce new immunities into the Greek lexicon: e.g. one might be 
a8rnwcrtwvrrroc;: free from the Roman publican (Aphrod. 8, line 60). 

92 See Appendices I-IV. 
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and seven from the Greeks themselves. 93 Similar lists can be compiled for the other 

terms, which likewise demonstrate their continued use by both parties throughout the 

period under consideration. 

In some examples we can see the dialogic nature of the interaction and witness the 

negotiation in action. In the case ofthe Colophonian temple-city ofClaros, for example, 

a certain Menippos undertook a series of embassies to Rome to assert the city's autonomy 

to act in certain spheres; on his return, he is praised by his people for bringing back 

responses that conform to 8rn.loKpat{a (i.e. freedom). 94 An earlier example regarding 

Delphi is more illuminating still: according to a letter of Sp. Postumius (pr. 189), 

ambassadors from the polis approached the Roman senate in that year and sought 

recognition of their freedom and immunity; the Senate responded by recognizing them as 

"independent, free, and immune, living and governing themselves by themselves". 95 

Here we see the process of negotiation within the discourse, where the terms themselves 

are being defined in the course of the communication. We have now to attempt to 

93 See Appendix I. This, of course, is in the political context of the state and excludes references to 
the emancipation of slaves and freedmen. 

94 Claros, Menippos, col. II, lines 3-7: a.ua. Kai npocryE)'papp£vov EV£YK£ tfjl anoKpl0£1 8t6n tfj<; 
£napxtia<; EKto<; out£ Kpivnv otm no.Aunpaypov£tv tWl crtpatr]ywt Ka9~K£l, i8twtatov tfjl br]poKpatiat 
Kai KUAAlOtOV £v€yKa<; an6Kpq.ta ('and again he brought back an addition to the response of the Senate that 
outside of the province, the governor can neither be judge nor meddle in such matters; it is a response that 
conforms to democracy and is very good'). 

95 RDGE 1, frg. A, lines 3-5; frg. B, lines 3-5. It might be noted that a few years later Posturnius 
sent a letter to the Amphictyonic League advising it of Delphi's freedom, which perhaps spurred other 
members to appeal to Rome; later we find the Amphictyony comprised of "independent tribes and 
democratic (i.e. free) communities" (tWV alto tWV autOVO}.lWV £9vwv Kat br]}.lOKpatOU}.lEVWV 1tOA£WV), 
suggesting that members of the Amphictyony had accepted Rome's panhellenic (and perhaps individual) 
grants of freedom (Sid 613 [= CID IV, 106], lines. 3-4). As an indication that freedom was normatively 
understood as absolute, note that in speaking of "other Greeks who have chosen freedom and democracy" 
(tot<; a.A.Aot<; "EAAl']OW tot<; aipOU}.lEVOl<; t~V EA£U9£piav Kai br]}.lOKpatiav, lines 18-19), the Amphictyony 
does not admit the Romans a role in this freedom. See below, p. 177ff (on "restoration"). 
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understand the meaning of these terms, and their evolution, in the context of the 

communicative interaction between the states. 

2.3 -THE MEANING OF FREEDOM 

The traditional position of modem historians on Greco-Roman freedom is 

articulated by Larsen, who in 1935 wrote an article entitled "Was Greece Free between 

196 and 146 BC?''. 96 In it he argued that although the Romans proffered liberty to the 

Greeks, it was a precarious freedom, based entirely on Roman goodwill and, moreover, 

could be and often was impinged upon by the Romans. To that end, Greece was not free, 

or "if Greece was free, she was free only to conduct her affairs as Rome desired". 97 

Larsen's study, furthermore, concluded with the year 146 because while "Greece was not 

at the time organized as a province, and officials still talked about the freedom of the 

Greeks ... the crushing of the strongest state in Greece [sc. Achaea] and the utter 

dependence of the country makes it clear to all that from this date on the freedom of the 

Greeks is nothing but an empty phrase. "98 But, if this were true and freedom was an 

'empty phrase', why did the officials (from both sides) continue to talk about Greek 

liberty down to the period of Augustus?99 

96 J.A.O. Larsen, "Was Greece Free between 196 and 146 B.C.?" CPh 30 (1935), 193-214. 

97 Larsen, "Was Greece Free?'', 209; cf. p. 206: "it is hard not to agree with Polybius that the 
Greeks after 167 were virtually subjects of Rome". 

98 Larsen, "Was Greece Free?'', 193-194; cf. M. Cawkwell, "The End of Greek Liberty" in 
Badian, eta/. (eds.), Transitions to Empire (Oklahoma 1996), 98-121, who likens the independence of the 
polis after 330 as a medical patient kept alive by machinery, "who for all practical purposes ... (is) as good 
as dead" (98). Compare also: Jones, Greek City, 115 ("a qualified freedom by the grace of their liberator"); 
Badian, FC; W. Harris, War and Imperialism in Republican Rome (Oxford 1979); Eckstein, "Polybius and 
'Freedom of the Greeks"', 45-71; Gruen, HWCR, (Chapter 4: 'Slogans and Propaganda'). 

99 So Gruen, "Polis in the Hellenistic World", 342: "The Hellenic crowds obviously reckoned the 
language of autonomy as meaningful and telling, no mere empty posturing or political mirage." 
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We have observed already that freedom was a discourse used by states to identify 

their mutual relationship, their positions relative to one another, and to justify their past 

or future actions. Discourse, furthermore, as a means (as well as form) of 

communication, was concerned with helping interlocutors reach a shared understanding 

(the telos of speech). To that extent, insofar as it was used discursively, freedom had 

meaning. No doubt, though he was not employing our conceptual framework, Larsen 

would agree; his larger point was that freedom meant nothing because Rome could 

revoke it at anytime, and in that sense was an empty phrase. This approach is itself 

flawed: those, like Larsen, who see freedom as meaningless political pap do so by 

approaching its meaning from an external position; by evaluating references to liberty 

outside their context, one only evaluates them by one's own criteria, assuming an 

objectivity of meaning in a historically and socially contingent notion. 100 A better 

approach is to understand meaning as an intersubjective phenomenon - a state of shared 

understanding between interlocutors about a given idea reached through the putting 

forward of implicit claims to its truth and normative rightness, which must be accepted or 

rejected, which in the latter case leads to a negotiation (a discourse). A successful 

communicative act, in this approach, presupposes a shared understanding of terms and 

ideas. 101 To that end, the question at hand is not, pace Larsen, ''were the Greeks free", 

but rather i) did the Greeks and Romans think they were free; ii) to what end; iii) why; 

100 E.g. A.H.M. Jones's ("Civitates Liberae", 103) explicit starting point that, a priori, "free" 
should mean "sovereign". 

101 Habermas, TCA 1.298-303. Put the other way, meaning had a pragmatic function in the 
successful performance of communication. See M. Cooke ( ed. ), Language and Reason (Cambridge,Mass. 
1994), esp. 95-130; idem, On the Pragmatics of Communication (Cambridge,Mass. 2000). 
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and iv) what does this imply about what they thought about freedom? Or, simply, what 

did the Greeks and Romans mean by 'freedom '? 102 

2.3.1: £M:u8Epia and atrrovopia are Indistinguishable 

We can begin with an observation made frequently of liberty in this period: in the 

Classical period EAEU8Epia and athovo}lia expressed externaVnegative (freedom from 

oppression) and internaVpositive (freedom of self-determination) orientations, 

respectively, but that in the Hellenistic period these distinctions had weakened and both 

terms were synonyms for "freedom". 103 The same remained true in Greek relations with 

the Romans; in documents from the second and first centuries EAEU8Epia and au-rovo}lia 

seem to be largely interchangeable. For example, in the epistula de Perseo rege 

produced by the Romans in 171, £M:u8Epia is used to express the freedom of the Greeks 

from King Perseus of Macedon, whereas in the Colophonian honourary decree for 

Menippos published at the end of the same century, EAEU8Epia clearly means the freedom 

of the community to govern itself; 104 by the same token, as it is used in a letter ofGlabrio 

to the Delpians (191/0) au-rovo}lia represents the city's freedom from Antiochus III, 

102 Our focus, naturally, is limited to the meaning of freedom as it was used in the sphere of 
interstate relations, and as it was understood in the communications between states. We are not here 
concerned with the entire spectrum of freedom (e.g. philosophical, economic, social, interpersonal, etc.) in 
the late Hellenistic era. 

103 E.g. Jones, Greek City, 96-102; Gruen, HWCR I, p. 135. On the orientation of these terms as 
inward and outward looking, see above p. 125 f. with Raaflaub, Discovery of Freedom, 154 and M. 
Ostwald, Autonomia: Its Genesis and Early History (California 1982), passim. 

104 RDGE 40, lines 20-21 (regarding Perseus' aggressions): ro n1v £.Aw9Epiav Ol<x rw[v ftJ.lWfpwv 
crrpanJYWV 8o9£lcrav a<pavi~Ehv t"Wl OAOV t"O /tevoc; Eic; rapa[xac; Kai crracr£t<; EJ.l~UAAElV] (' [(he) is doing 
away with] the freedom [given through our generals?] by throwing the whole (Greek) race into disruption 
and stasis'); Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 37-40: roue; 8£ KUt"OlKOUVt"a<; t"ftV ltOAlV EAEU9£pwcr£ 
Kareyyu~crewv Kai crrparr]ytKf\<; E:~oucriac;, rfjc; E:rrapxdac; &:rro rfjc; aurovoJ.liac; xwptcr9dcrr]c; ('He freed the 
inhabitants of the city from their pledges and from the power of the governor; the province was 
distinguished from our autonomy'). 
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while in an Amphictyonic decree six years later it implies the community's self

governance.105 An early-second century Roman senate decree concerning Delphi is a 

rare case where the two terms appear together: in it the Delphians are acknowledged by 

the Romans as "autonomous and free people" (atrr6vol!Ol Kai EAEU8Epot), who "managed 

and governed themselves by themselves" .106 Here we can see that EAEU8Epia and 

aumvo11ia are near synonyms, which, depending on how we interpret the second phrase, 

contrast or elaborate the city's self-government. In sum, the two commonest terms for 

freedom during this period were effectively synonymous and could mean freedom in 

either an internal or external sense. 

Trying to access the Greco-Roman understanding of freedom through only the 

terms EAEU8Ep{a and UUTOVOl!lU, then, is a frustrating endeavour. If we were to follow 

only these words we might conclude that freedom was indeed an ill-defined notion and its 

status effectively vacant; they are used so commonly and with such apparent imprecision 

that it is difficult to detail their meaning. The Romans, furthermore, whose notion of 

libertas did not traditionally distinguish between a state's external freedom and its 

internal autonomy, would not have brought any change in the now common synonymity 

105 RDGE 3 7, lines 8-10: netpci:cro[l!at i:v 'Pwl!n? Kara r]a i:l![a]uroO <ppovricrat tva Ul!tv Karci:l!ova 
~t ra £~ apxfl<; unci:pxovra nci:rp[ta, crW~OpEV11<;? rfl<;] rfl<; n6A.ew<; Kat LOU iepoO auroVOl!ta<; ('I will try [in 
Rome?] what I can to see to it that the ancestral conditions that have been yours from the beginning remain 
yours alone, and to protect the autonomy of the polis and the temple.'); SJG3 613a, lines 2-4: £So~[ev rwt 
Kot]vwt rwv 'Al!<ptKnOVWV rwv ano rwv aUTOVOl!WV £9vwv Kat 011l!OKparoul!EVWV TIOA£WV ('decreed by 
the League of Amphictyons from free peoples and democratic poleis'). 

106 RDGE 1, frg. B (=CJD IV 104), lines 4-7: ytvwcrKere ouv 0£00Yl!EVOV rflt cruyKA.~[r]wt r6 re 
iepov roO 'An6AA.wvo<; toO ITu9{o[u acruA.ov eivat Kat] r~v n6A.tv rwv t.eA<pWV Kat t~v xwpav, Kat 
t.(eA<pou]<; auroVOl!OU<; Kat £A.eu9Epou<; K[at avetcr<popou<;, oiKOUV ]ra<; Kat TIOAtm)ovra<; aurou<; Ka9' 
au[mu<; Kat] KUpteuo[v]ra<; rfl<; re iepa<; xwp[a<; Kat roO iepoO At]l!EVO<;, Ka9w<; nci:tptov aurot<; £~ apxfl<; 
[~v] ('Know, therefore, that it was decreed by the Senate that the temple of Apollo Pythias is to be inviolate 
and that the city of Delphi and its territory, and that the Delphians are to be autonomous, free and immune 
from taxation, living and governing themselves by themselves and having control of the sacred territory 
and the sacred harbour, just as has been their ancestral right from the beginning.'). 
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of the terms. In any case, as E:J\w8c:p{a became the more common term for 'freedom' 

after the late second century, mhovo}lia largely ceased to be used. 107 Fortunately, these 

are not the only terms in which the Greeks and Romans discussed freedom, and others 

provide a better opportunity for detailing a comprehensive understanding of the Greco-

Roman notion of liberty. 

2.3.2: Freedom and 8nvoKpa·da 

A more profitable entry point to Greco-Roman freedom is provided by a brief 

dedicatory inscription found on the Capitoline Hill in the sixteenth century, now lost but 

well attested. 108 As is typical of these sorts of documents, the text is brief: 

The Lycian League, having been restored to its ancestral freedom, (dedicates this 
statue) of Roma to Capitoline Jupiter and the Roman People on account of their 
excellence, kindness and benefaction toward the Lycian League. 

The dedication was inscribed in both Latin and Greek. There has been much debate 

about whether this dedication relates to the Lycians' removal from Rhodian control in 

167 or their treatment by Sulla after the Mithridatic conflict. 109 Fortunately, for our 

107 See Appendix II. 

108 IGUR I, 5 (= ILLRP 176; JGRPI.61): [ab co]mmuni in maiorum leibert[atem \ Lucei] 
Roma(m) Iovei Capitolino et poplo Romano v[irtutis]\ benivolentiae beneficique causa erga Lucios ab 
commun[i].\ AvKiwv To Kotvov Kol-ncra}levov n1v naTpwv Ofl}lOIIKp<XTiav T~v 'Pw}ll']V ~d. KannoAiwt K<Xt 
TGll O~}lWl TW[t]l 'PW}l<XlWV apen1c; EV£K£V K<Xt euvoiac; K<Xl. euepyecr{ac; I Tfjc; de; TO KOlVOV TO AUKlWV. 

109 Date of 167: Magie, RRAMII.955 n. 67; Larsen, "Representation and Democracy" CPh 40 
(1945), 88; Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 185-186. Sullan date: Mommsen, Ges. Schrift. IV, 69-80; A. Degrassi, 
"le dediche di popoli ere asiatici al popolo romano e a Giove Capitolino", BCAR 74 (1951-2), 19-47; L. 
Moretti, IGUR I. 5, and p. 15. It is also possible that the dedication relates to Lycia's exclusion from the 
provincia Asia in 129 (Sherwin-White, "Rome, Pamphylia and Cilicia", JRS 66 (1976), 3, n.7; Kallet-Marx, 
Hegemony, 109; contra Justin 37.1.2, though he has probably mistakenly written "Lycia" for "Cilicia"). 
The document is part of a larger group of sixteen dedications made by eastern kings, leagues and poleis to 
the Roman People from roughly the 160s to the 80s (collected with photographs in IGUR nos. 5-20) that 
seem to have been re-inscribed sometime in the early first century, perhaps after the fire that destroyed the 
Temple of Jupiter in 83 BCE (Mellor, fJEA PQMH, 203-206, and subsequently elaborated by Lintott, "The 
Capitoline Dedications to Jupiter and the Roman People" ZPE 30 (1978), 137-144). 
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purposes, the exact context of the dedication is less important than its content. For its 

bilingual transmission allows us to see that its author(s) used the Latin libertas to 

translate the Greek 8rn..toKpa·ria. 110 Libertas, of course, was commonly used to translate 

E:A.tu8Epia or au-rovo!J.ia, and its use for bfl!J.OKpa·ria reveals a close relationship between 

democracy and the freedom of the state. 111 

Undoubtedly, demokratia continued to convey the sense of a popular self

government still during the Hellenistic era: 112 the Athenians, for example, characterized 

their constitutional position after the tyranny of Aristion in 88/87 as E:v bfl!J.OKpa·d<;t, 

clearly addressing the restoration of popular government. 113 But there was a shift in 

emphasis during the Hellenistic period away from bfl!J.OKparia describing a domestic 

political regime toward an enunciation of the freedom of the state. The above Athenian 

example was not unambiguous, nor is an Amphictyonic decree of 186, in which the 

League described itself as "the League of the Amphictyons comprised of autonomous 

110 Latin, of course, had only one word for freedom (libertas), but it stands to reason that if 
orn.loKpar{a had been meant as a reference to the political regime, the Latin translator would have chosen 
res publica ('state'), or even constitutio ('constitution'), as the most suitable word (Mason, Greek Terms 
for Roman Institutions, s.v. 01']l.!OKpar{a [p. 34]). It also stands to reason that the original dedication was 
made in Greek and that the Latin was supplied because it was set up at Rome on the Capitoline. Had the 
original dedication been made in Latin, there would not have been any reason to supply the Greek. Of 
course, if the original inscription had, counter-intuitively, been in Latin, the translation oflibertas by 
01']\lOKpar{a makes the association between freedom and democracy all the more clear. 

111 Thus E. Domingo, Latismos en Ia Koine (Burgos, 1979), s.v. £ku9c:p{a; c£ s. v. aurovoll{a, for 
which he suggests sui iuris, but (see below) libertas is just as possible in many cases. 

112 E.g. P. Rhodes & D. Lewis, The Decrees of Greek States (Oxford 1997), 534-535; and now V. 
Grieb, Hellenistiche Demokratie (Stuttgart, 2008). A wide range of issues relating to the Classical 
character and function of democracy can be found in J. Ober, The Athenian Revolution: Essays on Ancient 
Greek Democracy and Political Theory (Princeton, 1996) and recently the collected essays inK. Raaflaub, 
J. Ober, and R Wallace (eds.), Origins of Democracy in Ancient Greece (Berkeley, 2003). 

113 SEG XXX 80. The context is entirely uncertain; contrast the arguments of Oliver, "A 
Peripatetic Constitution", 199-201 and Badian, "Rome, Athens and Mithridates", 115-117 with Geagan, 
"Greek Inscriptions", 101-108. 
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peoples and democratic city-states". 114 Here 8rn..toKpa·da seems to carry a double 

meaning of both the participatory political regime of a polis (a people by contrast can 

only be autonomous) and more broadly a condition of liberty. 115 Numerous examples 

like, i.e. in which demokratia is used to complement £A£u8ep{a or further define 

aumvolJ.{a, exist from the early Hellenistic period, and by the late third century the term 

could stand on its own as a synonym for either. 116 

Part of this has to do with the realities of domestic politics in the fourth and third 

centuries. During the Hellenistic era the radical citizen self-government of the earlier 

Classical period (defmed above all by the extraordinary use of sortition) became diluted 

by traditionally 'oligarchic' provisions like elections for magistracies and a strengthened 

council (e.g. ~out..~. Areopagus). 117 Popular government regimes (as we have seen) were 

still called democracies, but oligarchic elements had slipped in as a mechanism of 

reaction and counter-balance to the extraordinary power of major royal dynasties. 118 

114 SJG3 613a (= CID IV 106), lines 3-4: KOlVOV TWV 'AJ.l<jHKn6vwv TWV ano TWV <XUTOVOJ.lWV 
E:evwv K<Xl Oi1J.lOKpa-rouJ.lEVWV noAEWV. Similar language is found in an Athenian decree of 185/4 
published by Ch. Habicht, Hesperia (1987), 59-71 (=SEG XXXVII 92), lines 19-20: -ro cruv[£opw]v EK -rwv 
au-rov6J.1wv E:9vwv Kat -rwv Oi1J.lOKpa-rou[J.1EVwv] n6.Aewv; cf. SIG3 591, lines 34 & 75. 

115 Later in SIG3 613a, lines 17-19 (text at n. 127) OflJ.loKpa-ria is used as a complementary to 
E:.Aeu9Epia. 

116 Instances from the pre-Roman period: SIG3 322, lines 2-4 (Miletus, 313/312); IG XII 9.192, 
lines 4-5 (Eretria, 308/7); SEG XXXVI 164, lines 14-15 (Athens, 304/3); IG II2 559, lines 13-14 (Athens, 
303/2); !.Ilion 45, lines 6-7 (Ilion, 281-260); IG II2 682, lines 38-40 (Athens 276/5); I.Erythrai 29, lines 10-
14 (Erythrae, 270-260); I.Erythrai 504, lines 14-18 (Erythrae, 268-262); OGIS 229 II, lines 65-68 (Smyrna, 
240s); Labraunda 40, lines 13-15 (Labraunda, 235). See D. Geagan, "Greek Inscriptions" Hesperia 40 
(1971), 104 n. 29. 

117 
A.H.M. Jones, The Greek City, 157-170; V. Grieb, Hellenistische Demokratie, esp. 356-364, 

whose overly homogenous view of democracy unfortunately overshadows the unique differences and 
"decline" of democracy from the Classical standard; M. Ostwald, Oligarchia: the Development of a 
Constitutional Form in Ancient Greece (Wiesbaden, 2000), 71-75; cf. the comments of D. Geagan ("Greek 
Inscriptions", 104, 108). 

118 While the primary assembly remained open to all citizens and often remained the sovereign 
body in a technical sense, most of the deliberation was done in the Council, and the Assembly's agenda 
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Thus, since the third century, the arrangements of these two political regimes had begun 

to bleed together, and references to political organizations had begun to drop the classical 

tripartite distinction (e.g. democracy, oligarchy, monarchy) and became increasingly re-

oriented around the simple contrast between monarchy and democracy (as in the Polybian 

passage below). 119 So, in as much as 8rn..toKpar{a could mean a particular sort of political 

regime, by the second century and throughout the remainder of the Late Hellenistic 

period it was also considered the condition of a polis free from autocratic control (as in 

the Lycian example above. 

Thus Polybius, who applied the traditional tripartite political division to the 

Roman constitution, nonetheless held that "the interests of democratic cities 

(brn..toKpar{at) and kings are by nature hostile to one another". 120 He elaborates this point 

in an earlier passage: "every monarchy is by nature an enemy of equality, and all those 

who live under anything but a government ofthe many [i.e. demokratia] are subjects to 

was dictated by this body, or even smaller bodies of orpa:rrwoi, rayot, or an individual magistrate, who 
were often elected from among the wealthiest men (Jones, Greek City, 158-169). None ofthese 
conditions, it should be noted, necessarily violates the three central criteria of democracy laid out by 
Aristotle (Pol. VI 1318b4-29): popular control over (i) the selection of magistrates, (ii) political decision in 
politics, and (iii) judicial decisions. 

119 Daux, F.Delphes, p. 283 n.4; Larsen, "Hellenistic Federalism", 88; Musti, Lo Stato dei 
Seleucida (Pisa, 1966), 138-214; J-L. Ferrary, "les romains de la republique et les democraties grecques" 
Opus 6-8 (1987-1989), 203-216; J. O'Neil, The Origins and Development of Ancient Greek Democracy 
(Maryland, 1995), 103-107. There are cases where democracies are explicitly contrasted with oligarchies, 
as at Athens (examples from before 287 are collected in Chr. Habicht, Athens from Alexander to Antony 
[Cambridge, 1997], 90), Erythrae (I.Erythrai 502 = SIG3 284; ca. 300), Cos (Tituli Calymnii T XII; ca. 
205-200), Ilion (1. Ilion 25 = OGIS 218; early third century); in two of the cases (Ilion and Kos) o"Atya:pxia: 
is associated explicitly with n)pa:vvt<; as an undesirable regime, in the other cases, it probably refers to 
property qualifications (but it is unclear). The tripartite division, of course, remained strong in theoretical 
and philosophical discussions (e.g. Polybius' meditations on the Roman constitution in Book VI of his 
Histories). 

120 p 1 b 22 8 6 - s::' ' , , , , , - (l. 1 - ' -0 y . . . : TWV uE rtpa:y}l<XTWV EVO:VTl<XV <pUOtV EXOVTWV Tote; 1-'0:0lt\EUOt K<Xt Tate; 
bfJ}lOKpa:ria:tc;. Polybius' own distaste for monarchies comes out in 15.24.4-5, where the author, in propria 
persona, chastises their manipulation and abuse of £"Aw8epia:. 
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monarchs and obey their authority."121 Here any distinction between democracy and 

oligarchy is abandoned and democracy is used as a synonym for a free polis. 122 The 

same usage is found in Livy, who tells us that during the war against Perseus, the 

Macedonian king sent letters to Eumenes II and Antiochus IV, in which he conceded that 

"there is a natural hostility between the free state (civitas Iibera) and a king (rex)". 123 

Livy's language is almost certainly borrowed from Polybius, 124 and, supported by his 

passages above and the Lycian dedication, we can confidently assume that Livy's Iibera 

civitas is a translation for Polybius' 011}.10Kpatiat. Livy, then, has picked up on Polybius' 

dilution of Dll}.lOKpat{a and has reoriented democracy (i.e. a domestic popular political 

regime) to mean republic (i.e. a city-state). According to the literary account, then, by the 

second century, to both Greeks and Romans, democracy was a free state. 125 

Epigraphic sources-that is, the communications bearing the dialogue between 

the Greekpoleis and the Romans-complement this impression. In 196, the 

Lampsacenes, under pressure from Antiochus III, appealed to T. Flamininus to protect 

their 'autonomous and democratic polis', thereby directly contrasting their autoVO}.lt<X 

121 P 1 b 2122 8 ' ' - ' ' " ' e ' 7 - S::' ' 'S::' o y . . . : <pUO'Et yap nacrav J.lOV<XpKXt<XV ro J.lEV tcrov EX atpEtV, ..,Ef]t'Etv u£ navra<;, Et u£ 
J.ltl y' w<; nkicrrou<;, unf]KOou<; dvat cr<picrt K<Xt n£t8apx£1v; in the passage just prior to this one (21.22.7), the 
Rhodian ambassadors have just affirmed that granting freedom to the Greeks of Asia is an action most 
noble and worthy of Rome. In many other passages, Polybius compares the free state to one under the 
authority of a tyrant: 2.43.3, 44.4, 59.8, 69.1; 10.22.3; 11.10.9;18.14.9, 45.9; 21.21.10; but not always a 
monarch: 5.9.9; 9.33.6; 18.14.6. 

122 Cf. Polyb. 6.57.9, in which Polybius argues that "freedom and democracy" (EA£U8Epia K<Xi 
bf]J.lOKparia) are the finest soundingpoliteia, though it can quickly devolve to mob rule (ox.A.oKparia); note 
also that Polybius considers the oligarchic constitution ofLycurgus to have secured the freedom of the 
Spartans: 6.10.11, 48.2-6, 50.1-5. 

123 Livy 44.24.1: natura inimica inter se esse liberam civitatem et regem. 

124 Oakley, Commentary on Livy, s. v. 44.24.1. 
125 While a democracy was a free state, the opposite was not true: a free state did not have to be a 

democracy (in the sense of the Classical political regime). 
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and 8rn.toKpa-r{a with the royal power of the Seleucid king. 126 The same Amphictyonic 

decree cited earlier, furthermore, speaks of the members of the Amphictyony and "other 

Greeks who have chosen freedom and democracy" rather than the rule ofPhilip V. 127 

Later, in the 120s, Pergamum described the death of Attalus III with the participial clause 

"when the government had changed into democracy"; 128 and the Athenians characterized 

their constitutional position after the tyranny of Athenion in 8817 as democratic. 129 

Official Roman documents similarly use 8rn.toKpa-r{a in this sense of the state free from 

autocratic rule: in their manifesto against Perseus, they warned the Greek communities 

126 I.Lampsakos 4 (=S/G3 591 ), line 34: 8ta-rf1p[r1cre:w -r~v bfiJ.lOKpa]-r{av Kat -r~v au-rovoJ.l{av Kat 
-r~v e:ipr1[vf1v]. The decree goes on to praise the honorand for returning with letters bearing the Senate's 
decision "to the kings", re-confirming that monarchs were causing the city's anxieties. And with good 
reason: shortly after this embassy Lampsacus was besieged by Antioch us III, who was looking to make an 
example of them to others who resisted his authority (Livy 33.38.1-7). Livy asserts that the Lampsacenes -
along with the Smyrnans- had been 'announcing their claim to be freed' (libertatem usurpabant) (on the 
meaning of the verb usurpo as used here, see Briscoe, Commentary, s.v.); c£ Ma, Antiochos III, 94-96. 

127 SJG3 613a, lines 17-19: EltE'tEAEO'EV mxvm -ra KOtVft O'UJ.l<pEpov[ m] 'tOt<; 'tE 'AJ.l<plK'tlOO'tV Kat 'tOt<; 
aAAOt<; "EAAfiO'tV 'tOt<; aipOUJ.lEVOt<; 't~V £Ae:u9e:p{av Kat bfiJ.lOKpa-r{av. "This looks anti-Macedonian", H. 
Mattingly, "Athens between Rome and the Kings: 229/8 to 129 BC" in P. Cartledge, et al. (eds.), 
Hellenistic Constructs (Berkeley 1997), 121; cf. Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 161-163. TheAmphictyonic 
League had been dissolved during the Aetolians' war with Rome in 191, before which time it had been 
dominated by the Athenians and Thessalians, and recently the Aetolians. This inscription records its 
renewal, and probably Athenian and Thessalian efforts to clarify their autonomy from Philip V's control 
(Chr. Habicht, "The Role of Athens in the Reorganization of the Delphic Amphictyony" Hesperia 56 
(1987), 60-62; Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 162 n. 117, with bibliography). There is some question as to the 
meaning of"the other Greeks" in line 18, which Lefevre (C/D IV, p. 258) observes could be the 
amphictyonic members in general or just the executive council; it seems just as likely, though, that the 
Amphictyony, deploying the discourse of freedom, means Greeks generally. 

128 Worrle, Chiron 30, line 11: J.lE't<Xrre:cr6v-rwv -re: -rwv rrpayJ.l(i'twv e:ic; bfiJ.lOKpa-r{av. 

129 Geagan, "Greek Inscriptions", 101-108, no. 8, lines 6-8 [ £rre:t8~ o bfjJ.lO<; o 'A9f1va{wv] £v 
bfiJ.lOKpa-r{at K[at £A.e:u9e:p{at?--- -- Kai -ra Eltt'tCXYJ.la-ra] 'tWV KA.r1pwt Kat xe:[tpo-roviat aipe:e£v-rwv 
apx6v-rwv KAfl9dc;?]. The restorations supplied by J. Oliver ("A Peripatetic Constitution" JHS 100 [1980], 
199-201), though novelly constructed from Aristotle's Politeia, are on the whole less convincing for this 
passage than those of Geagan, particularly line 7, which Badian ("Rome, Athens and Mithridates" AJAH 1 
[1976], p. 127 n. 55) has endorsed. On the dispute surrounding the date of the document, see Ch. Habicht, 
Athenes hellenistique (Paris, 2000), 352-353, whose own position is somewhat pessimistic of the source, 
which surely relates to the Mithridatic wars and the Sullan settlement. 
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that the Macedonian king was plotting "against all democracies of Greece" and looking 

to enslave them and do away with their E:A.w8£p{a. 130 

Democracy, then, during the second and first centuries meant the freedom of the 

state (increasingly in contrast to a monarch, below), without necessarily making any 

implications as to the domestic arrangement of the state. In the Greco-Roman negotiation 

of freedom, then, the Roman perspective has become dominant: demokratia represented 

the Roman notion of the free state as simply a republic, i.e. a self-governing city-state 

that had the capacity to enjoy its own laws (sui legibus). In this (now Greco-Roman) 

conception, a free state (res publica/civitas, rr6A.u;/bfJlJ.OKpaT{a) could embrace aspects or 

entire regimes that were timocratic or oligarchic. Significantly, in this new orientation of 

democracy we can begin to see how Greek freedom and Roman constraint might be 

squared: the Greek city-states could uphold their traditional and idealized value of 

bfJlJ.OKpaTia- redirected from radical citizen self-government to the absence of monarchic 

power- under the hegemony of the Roman res publica. 

2.3.3: Freedom as a Condition in Contrast to an Autocratic Subject 

The foregoing discussion of demokratia raised the idea that freedom was 

something in contrast to autocratic rule, which is found in many other sources. Polybius, 

130 The reference to democracies is found in SIG3 613b, which Bousquet ("Le roi Persee et les 
Romains", BCH 105 [1981], 407-416) has demonstrated is the praescripta to the decree against Perseus 
(RDGE 40); accepted by Ferrary, Philhelll?nisme, 170-171. Also from Pergamum is an honourary decree 
( OG/S 449) toP. Servilius Isauricus, proconsul of Asia 46-44, naming him 'saviour and benefactor' for 
restoring to the community its ancestral laws and unencumbered democracy (text at n. 210). Here 
8YJJ..LOKpar{a is modified by the uncommon adjective a8ouAwro<;, meaning 'unencumbered' but quite 
obviously containing the sense of 'un -enslaved', as one typically was a slave in the rhetoric of monarchy 
(e.g. supra RDGE 40); c£ OGIS 337, which probably relates to Isauricus' restoration of freedom, praising 
Athena for returning the community's narpu)v SY]J..LOKpar{av. 
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for example, considered the four Macedonian republics carved from Perseus' kingdom 

after his defeat in 167 to have been "free" (£A£u8Epot), though they not only had a 

constitution arranged for them by the Romans that probably privileged the wealthy, but 

they also paid tribute to Rome. 131 This has always proven a problematic example of 

freedom for modem scholars, but in the eyes ofPolybius (and those ofhis 

contemporaries), the new Macedonian states were free because they were no longer 

subject to King Perseus. One can also point to the letter of Q. Fabius Maximus to the 

Peloponnesian city of Dyme in 144, which speaks of £A.cu8Epia in opposition to the 

actions of a certain So sus, who "wrote laws contrary to the constitution restored to the 

Achaeans by the Romans". 132 In the letter, Sosus is cast as a tyrannical force, having 

created a disruption in the polis as he set about working to create the "worst state of 

affairs and disorder". 133 The language in the letter is remarkably similar to the Romans' 

own manifesto against Perseus in 171 and Polybius' description of the Achaean 

troublemakers Critolaus and Diaeus, who brought the koinon to war with the Romans five 

years later. 134 The restoration of £A£u8Epia, furthermore, certainly refers as much to the 

131 p 1 b 36 17 3 ' ' ' .. 9' ~ ' ' ' ' ' 0 y . . . : KOtVTI }LEV TI<XV't£~ 0:110/\U EV't£~ }LOV<XpXtKWV Enty<XT}l<X'tWV K<Xt cpopwv K<Xt 
}LE't<XA<X~OV't£~ ano 8ouA.da~ O}LOAOYOU}LEVW~ EAEU9Eptav ('[The Macedonians] as a whole had been 
released from the arbitrary rule and taxation of monarchy, and, as all acknowledged, now enjoyed freedom 
in place of servitude'); cf. Livy 45.26.12-14; Gruen, HWCR 1!.428. On the settlement, see Gruen, HWCR, 
423-429, esp. n. 154. 

132 
RDGE 43, lines 8-10, 17-19 (with comments and alterations ofKallet-Marx, "Quintus Fabius 

Maximus and the Dyme Affair" CQ 89 [ 1995], 129-153):6 Kat -rou~ VO}LOU~ ypa\jla~ unEVav-r{ou~ -rfjt 
ano8£9Et0"1"]t 'tOl~ ['A]xato1~ uno 'PW}l<XtWV 110At-r[da]t and VO}!Oypacp~crav-ra E11l K<X't<XAUO"Et -rfj~ 
ano8o8dcr11~ noA.nd[a]~. The reference is to Mummius' settlement of Achaea in 146 (Polyb. 39.4-5; 
Paus. 7.16; Diod. 33.26; Gruen, HWCR II. 523-527). 

133 RDGE 43, lines 8 and 12-13; Bernhardt, Polis u. Herrschaft, 223. 
134 Kallet-Marx, "The Dyme Affair", 154, pointing out -rapax~ and aKptcria (Po1yb. 38.12.1, 15.8, 

17.9, 18.7; 39.5.5; cf. 3.4.12), ~ xnptO't1"] K<X't<Xcr'tacrt~ (Polyb. 38.9.4; 39.4.1 ), and acruMa~{a; cf. Ferrary, 
"romains et les democraties grecques", 210-11. Fabius' description ofSosus' disruption (-rapaxr1) is the 
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state of affairs before the 'tyrannical' rule ofCritolaus as to the natural condition ofthe 

l . 135 po zs. 

A decree from Metropolis in Asia Minor during the Aristonican conflict conveys 

the same sense of traditional freedom. In it, upon learning of Attalus' bequest, the 

Romans are said to have "restored freedom to all cities formerly under the control of 

Attalus." 136 Here freedom is strikingly juxtaposed with the Attalid kingdom. 137 

Moreover, the decree goes on to characterize Aristonicus as one "who had crowned 

himself', without the consent of the people, and the honorand, Apollonius, as one who 

gave his life to preserve EAEU8t:pia, just as the people wanted. 138 According to this Greek 

decree, Aristonicus was a would-be king, whose actions were directly in contrast to the 

will of the people. His objectives, furthermore, were cast in the familiar refrain: 'he 

wanted to remove the freedom restored to us". 139 In our Ephesian decree, of course, the 

Ephesians presented Mithridates VI in a similar light: he was one who used brute force in 

same used in the manifesto against Perseus thirty years earlier (RDGE 40, lines 19-21), who was said to 
have done away with £A.Eu9epia by throwing all Greeks into disruption (de; rapaxac;). Kallet-Marx's 
complaint, however, that accepting Sosus' regime as a tyranny "goes well beyond our evidence" is 
misguided (as he as much as admits at p. 151-2). Kallet-Marx himself points out the linguistic similarities 
between the inscription and Polybius, and his argument that the decree "never once mentions democracy or 
any known concomitant of democracy" (149) is invalidated by the present analysis. It seems clear from the 
burning of the archives, the disruption of state, the petition to Fabius, and the repeated references to 
violated freedom, that Sosus and his colleagues were presented as an undesirable regime. 

135 Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 197-199. Polybius (38.13.7) specifically attributes Critolaus with 
monarchic characteristics (nc; JlOV<XPXtK~ e~ouo{a). 

136 J'" 1· 1415['P ']' 1::' '''\-e' - - ' .1Vletrop., me - : Wjl<Xtwv arrouovrwv ... TflV €1u:.U eptav rraotv rmc; rrporepov 
raooojlfvmc; urro r~v 'AuciA.ou ~aotA.dav. 

137 
The genitive absolute (I.Metrop., line 13) describing Attalus' death is immediately followed 

and paralleled by the same construction describing the Romans' decree of freedom in lines 14-15; the 
£A.Eu9ep{a restored by Rome is directly contrasted with the ~aotAda that Aristonicus would seize for 
himself (lines 16-17). 

138 I. Metrop., line 17: rreptre9etK6TOc; E:aurGn ~aotAeiav; lines 18-19: Kara ~v wub~JlOU 
rrp68eotv rfjc; £A.Eu8epiac;. 

139 1 •" 1· 16 ll. '\ ' - e ' ' 1:: 1:: ' ' - ''\ e ' .1Vletrop., me : pOU/\Ojl€VOU rtapatp€t0 at TflV <XltOu€uOjl€VflV fljltv €/\€U ept<XV. 
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his attempt to become master (Kuplo<;) of Ephesus "which did not belong to him", and the 

efforts raised against him were done on behalf of the common EAEU8£pia. 140 

The Romans, it seems, could be liable to similar accusations of impugning a 

state's freedom. 141 We have already seen the case ofthe Lycian League, whose 

dedication on the Capitol thanked the Romans for restoring freedom. Implicit in the 

decree is the assumption that the Romans might have imposed their rule on the League 

and had that been the case the latter would no longer have enjoyed their freedom. This is 

explicitly the case in the Menippos Decree, passed in the late second century. In a 

passage relating to Menippos' first embassy to Rome, the Colophonians praised as 

"conforming to democracy" a Roman senatus consultum forbidding their governors from 

meddling in the judicial affairs of the city. 142 The Romans, for their part, to judge from 

the writings of Cicero, believed wholly in this sort of definition of freedom ( libertas). 

For Cicero, speaking of the disadvantages of monarchy (reges), comments that "libertas 

consists not in having a just master (dominus), but none whatsoever."143 

In the preceding discussion we have seen that during the second and first 

centuries "democracy" was reduced to meaning simply "republic". In the domestic 

sphere, traditional notions of self-government were rendered as the absence of monarchic 

and autocratic rule rather than positive self-government. On the international scale, this 

140 
IE ph. 8 (discussed above, p. 117). 

141 E.g. Polyb. 3.7.3; Livy 35.33.8; 36.46.6, 48.8. Note, for comparison, a pair of Anatolian 
decrees from the Empire, in which ambassadors are said to have travelled Ei<; rfjv ~acrV..{Sa PWJ.LrtV (G.Bean 
and T.Mitford, Journeys in Rough Cilicia [Vienna 1970], no. 1, lirle 13) and a man is said to have died E.v 
rft ~acrtA.iSt 'PwJ.Ln (ASA 3 [1916-1920], 149 no. 84). 

142 
Claros, Menippos, col. II, lines 5-7 (text at n. 94). On the embassies ofMenippos, see J.-L. 

Ferrary, "Le statut des cites libres dans l'Empire romain ala lumiere des inscriptions de Claros" CRAI 
1991,557-77. 

143 Cic. de Rep. 2.43 (text at n.53). 
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meant that the freedom of the state existed in non-domination (consistent with the Roman 

notion of libertas). And so in the last two cases of the Lycians and the Colophonians, it 

was clear that 8rn.1oKpar{a was used in the sense of the state's freedom from the 

domination of an external power; 144 but democracy in these cases was merely a 

shorthand. As we have seen in this section, we can more generally follow Livy's 

formulation: a free state is one which stands on its own strength and is not dependent on 

the arbitrary will of another. 145 

2.3.4: Freedom as Self-Government 

As we have seen in the Roman notion of libertas, freedom as the absence of 

arbitrary power (in a !ius potestate) entailed the authority of the individual to do or 

forbear as according to his own will (sui iuris). At the state level, this meant that the state 

had the capacity to enjoy its own laws, a condition recognized by both the Romans (suis 

legibus uti) and the Greeks (aurovollia). As we have seen, aurovoll{a can still be found 

(though less frequently) in communications of the second and first centuries, but had lost 

its traditional distinction as self-government. Instead, £A.w8£pia generally came to be 

used to when speaking of freedom in both a domestic and foreign sense. So, in a letter to 

Heraclea ad Latmum in 190, Lucius and Publius Scipio appear to define £A£u8£pia as the 

ability of the community "to govern all your own affairs by yourselves according to your 

144 Thus Ferrary, "Cites libres", 564: "On a ici un exemple incontestable de OfJJ.lOKpar{a au sense 
d'E.Ac:u9e:pia, aurovoJ.l{a, ne characterisant pas le regime politique de la cite mais impliquant qu'elle n'est 
pas directement soumis a un pouvoir exterieur". 

145 Livy 35.32.11: ea autem in libertate posita est quae suis stat uiribus, non ex alieno arbitrio 
pendet; cf. Skinner, Liberty and Liberalism, 45-48. 
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own laws". 146 While a fragment of a treaty between the Romans and the Maroneans 

speaks of the latter as having been judged by Aemilius Paullus to be "free and self-

governing."147 

The significance of self-governance remains throughout the second and first 

centuries, though the language changes. The awkward Latinate circumlocutions for 

mhovoll{a disappeared and were replaced by the metonymic emphasis on the 

community's use of its own laws, often expressed by some variation ofthe formula Tote; 

i8i01c; v6llotc; XPEtV (to enjoy one's own laws). 148 The association between self-

government and the enjoyment of one's own laws is natural and logical. The term 

auTovoll{a, after all, quite literally breaks down as the laws (v6llot) of oneself(auT6c;). 

Moreover, from the Scipionic letter cited above, it is clear that governing one's own 

affairs meant that the state acted by its own laws. 149 The change in the terminology itself 

reflects the growing influence ofRome on the language in which freedom was expressed. 

The Romans' own traditional notion, of course, was grounded in the right of the 

community to create and exercise its own laws (suis legibus uti) and the new language of 

the documents perfectly reflects this: the Greek Tote; i8iotc; v6llotc; XPEtv is a literal 

translation of the Latin in which the Senate would have composed its decisions. 150 

146 RDGE 35, lines 10, 11-12: cruyxwpOUJ.lEV bE tlJ.llV n1v TE £A.e:uee:piay ... exoucrtv u[<p' I au-roue; 
mx]v-ra T<X aunDJ.lltOAtTEUe:cr9at Ka-ra -roue; UJ.lETEpou<; VOJ.lOU<;. 

147 l.Thrac.Aeg. 168 (=SEG LIII 658), lines 8-10: £A.e:u9€pou<; KatltOAtTEUOJ.lEVOU<; J.1E(9' au)-rwv. 
148 See Appendix IV. The term au-rovoJ.lia did not disappear entirely: as governor of Cilicia in 51-

50, Cicero allowed the Greek communities of his province to be judged by their own laws, which, he 
records, they considered their au-roVOJ.lta (Cic. Att. 6.1.15, text at n. 157). 

149 RDGE 35 (seen. 146). 
150 E.g. RDGE 18, lines 49 and 91; Aphrod. 8, lines 47,61 and 70. Sometimes the idea is 

expressed with the first or second person plural possessive or reflexive adjective, 'our I your own' (oi 
tlJ.lETEpot / UJ.lHEpot VOJ.lOt, e.g. RDGE 35, line 12), or simply by the article with an implicit modifier: 
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The evolution also reflects the changed political reality brought about by the 

creation offormalprovinciae after 146. Now, the operation and efficacy ofthe 

community's laws became foregrounded because they had become a political issue. Prior 

to the establishment of the provinces, the Romans, according to the internal logic ofthe 

discourse of freedom, had no legitimate right to amend, regulate, or impose laws on a 

Greek polis. After the creation ofthe provinces, which represented an acknowledged 

extension of the Roman state over the majority of Greek communities within its 

boundaries, the question of Roman interference became more immediate and exemptions 

from that interference needed to be made explicit. 151 Again, to illuminate this point we 

can tum to the Claros texts: the Colophonians rejoiced when Menippos successfully 

asserted the validity of the city's own laws after the Romans had first applied their own, 

and they later praised Polemaios for preserving the community's laws by having a 

provincial court decision overtumed. 152 In the latter document there is even a claim that 

Claros, Menippos, col. II, lines 24-25; Polemaios, col. II, lines 57-58; RDGE 17, line 11; RDGE 70, lines 
15-16; IGRP IV 38, line 10; RDGE 21, line 17. For the use of suis legibus uti in Greco-Roman interstate 
dialogue, see the lex Ant. Term., lines 8-10 (text at n. 155). 

151 See the discussion of civitates liberae in Chapter 1 §5.1. References to the community using 
its own laws vis-a-vis the condition of freedom do appear before the provincial era, but are usually 
expressed in either the narrowly particular or oblique. So one finds the Romans acknowledging the capacity 
of the Delphians to "evict whom you wish and permit you to settle among you those pleasing to the league 
of Delphi" (RDGE 38, lines 18-20: EX£tv U!-l<X<; £~oucr{o:v E<pfjKEV ti cruyKAf]TO<;, E~OtKl~Etv [o]uc; &jl 
~ouA.f]cr9£ Ko:l. £iiv Ko:TotK£tv reap' Ujliic; TO\J<; o:uo:p£crTouvTo:c; TWt [K]otvwt Twv t.EA.cpwv) (particular); or 
references to traditional laws and Of]jlOKpo:T{o: (oblique). 

152 C/ M . 1 I 1· 40 42 ' 5::' ' ' ' ' ' ' aros, emppos, co . , mes - : Kupwuc; o£ Touc; VOjlOU<; t£T11P11KEV Em rco:vroc; 
£yKA~jlo:roc; KO:l rcpoc; o:urouc; 'Pwjlo:iouc; ('he preserved the validity of our laws in all cases, even with 
regard to the Romans'); cf lines 24-5; Polemaios, col. II, lines 54-58: rrp£cr~£ucro:c; rcpoc; rov crTpo:rf]yov 
tO<V> Y£VOjl£VOV aKupov ETCOlf]O'EV KO:l ra KptjlO:TCt KO:l rov TCOAEltf]V KO:l roue; VOjlOU<; a~AO:~Etc; Er~pf]O'EV 
('he travelled to the governor and had the court decision rendered invalid, preserving intact our courts, 
citizens and laws.'); cf. lines 59-61. 
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the Romans had issued their directives contrary to Colophonian law. 153 The 

Colophonians clearly equated their freedom with their right to deliberate, legislate, 

execute and enforce their laws. 154 

The Romans appear to have understood the same: the lex Antonia de Termessibus 

passed by the Roman Assembly in 68 acknowledged the Termessians as free (liberi), and 

as part ofthat status they enjoyed the right to use all their own laws (suis legibus uti). 155 

Other examples from the Sullan period support this example. In his settlement of Asia in 

84, the Roman imperator explicitly acknowledged the freedom of Stratonicea, Tabae and 

Chios (among others), by stating their capacity to enjoy their own laws. 156 Later still, in 

51, as governor ofCilicia, Cicero followed the celebrated governor of Asia, Q. Mucius 

Scaevola, by including in his provincial edict the provision that the Greeks of the 

province might adjudicate their disputes on their own and by their own laws (suis 

legibus); the cities, he relates, rejoiced at this particular aspect of his edict, which they 

153 Claros, Polemaios, col. II, lines 58-62: mx.\1v t:£ npocrt:cXY}l<Xt:O<; EV£X8£vt:o<; Evavt:iou t:ot<; 
v611o1<; Kat:ci nvwv, En£.\8wv £n£1cr£ t:ou<; ~you11£vou<; w<; OEt t:a Kp1r~p1a ('and again when an edict was 
promulgated against certain individuals that was contrary to our laws, he appeared before the governor and 
persuaded him that the decision [was inappropriate]'); cf. Roberts, Claros, 3 8-40 and Ferrary, "cites libres", 
572, with n. 48. Note here that the Colophonians have used npocrt:cXY\l<Xt:<X to describe Roman orders; 
npocr-rciwa is the standard word for a king's edict and reflects the appearance of the Romans as treading 
near royal identity. 

154 The community also rejoices in the same decree in being "outside the province" -that is, 
outside its power structure ( t:f\<; Enapxda<; EKt:O<;, col. II, line 4) -the signifiance of which is the proximity 
it draws between a community governed by its own laws and one that is fully outside the Roman state 
apparatus. 

155 Lex Ant. Term., lines 5-10: iei omnes postereique eorum Thermeses Maiores Peisidae leiberi 
amicei socieique populi Romani sunto, eique (sc. Termessiani) legibus sueis ita utunto, itaque ieis omnibus 
sueis legibus ... utei liceto ('all the citizens ofTermessus Maior in Pisidia and their descendants are to be 
free men, friends, and allies of the Roman People, and are to in this way enjoy their own laws, and thus it 
shall be permitted to all those citizens ofTerrnessus Maior in Pisidia to enjoy their own laws'). On the 
date, see J.-L. Ferrary, "la lex Antonia de Termessibus" Athenaeum 63 (1985), 439-442. 

156 RDGE 17, line 11; no.18, lines 49 & 91; no. 70, lines 15-16. 
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held to be airrovo11ia. 157 A dozen years later the Aphrodisians were declared by Caesar 

to be free (£AEU9Epot) and to have the right to enjoy their own traditional laws and 

whatever they passed among themselves thereafter. 158 

It is important to observe the ambiguity in the meanings of airrovo11ia or suis 

legibus uti: while they were part of the discourse of freedom, expressing a particular 

aspect of that condition as self-government, the extent of that freedom is never made 

explicit. Did the idea of using one's own laws, for example, exclude the possibility of 

. help from the Romans in setting up those laws?159 Did it mean paying no heed to Roman 

decisions that interfered in domestic affairs? Clearly not, on both counts. 160 The gap 

between a grant of suis legibus uti and the practical operation of that status was filled 

with negotiation by the respective parties. Left undefmed, self-government meant 

whatever either side was willing to give up and accept in any given situation, which was 

frequently very little, until the autonomy of a community became directly threatened. 

157 Cic. Att. 6.1.15: multaque sum secutus Scaevolae, in iis illud in quo sibi libertatem censent 
Graeci datam, ut Graeci inter se disceptent suis legibus .... Graeci vera exsultant quod peregrinis iudicibus 
utuntur. "nugatoribus quidem" inquies. Quid refert? tamen se a\rroVOJlt<XV adeptos putant ('I have 
followed Scaevola on many points, among them this-which the Greeks hold to be their freedom-that the 
Greeks are to settle disputes among themselves by their own laws .... Indeed the Greeks rejoice because 
they enjoyed their own judges. 'It's nothing', you will say. What does it matter? They at any rate consider 
themselves as having autonomia.'); cf. Verr. 2.2.90, in which Sthenius ofTherma is alleged to have forged 
a document that included the stipulation:"whereas the Senate and the people of Rome, considering the 
unbroken friendship and loyalty of the people of Thermae, have restored to them their city, lands, and their 
own laws". Whether the document was or was not forged, it seems that having one's own laws was 
considered a privilege worth forging. 

158 Aphrod. 8, lines 46-47: (£A£ue£pouc; dvat -rQ (-r£) OtK<Xt<.f> Kal. -rate; [ioiatc; Kpicreow EVEK£V -rou] 
O~Jlou -rou 'PwJlaiwv n][v] noA.Et-r~ay -r~v ITA.apacr£wv Kal. 'A<ppo0£tcrt£wv xpf\cr9at);and lines 61-62: 
EA£U9Epot K<Xt 0:-rEAEtc; WO'lV, VOJlOl<; '(E iOiotc; n[a-rpi)mc; K<Xt ouc; &v JlH<X mu-ra EV €au-rotc; KUp<w>cr<t>v 
xpwv[ -rat]. 

159 See, for example, RDGE 9, with the discussion at (Chapter 3), p. 206. 
160 See, for example RDGE 43 and I.Metrop., both discussed at length below in §4. 
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This is the context in which we must treat the question of fiscal immunities. 

Immunity is a contentious topic in modern discussion of freedom, particularly, as we saw, 

in relation to the civitas libera. 161 The controversy discussed there can be avoided here. 

Immunity was never a sine qua non of freedom. The Classical and Hellenistic eras have 

numerous examples of cities proclaimed free who paid regular contributions to a larger 

authority. As in the case of the Delian League in the fifth century or the Second Athenian 

Confederacy in the fourth, or the Nesiotic League in the third century, cities might 

contribute extraordinary or regular funds to a superior power. The degree to which this 

was a contribution and not tribute - that is, the decree to which tribute was onerous - was 

related to the city's willingness to pay it (which was related to the degree of domination 

by which they felt constrained). Under the Roman provincial structure, immunity often 

accompanied recognitions of freedom; 162 there were times, though, where freedom could 

exist while the community paid taxes to the Roman state. 163 This scenario of the free 

state paying funds to another state suggests one last central element to the m~aning of 

freedom in Greco-Roman relations. 

2.3.5: Freedom and Hegemony 

We have thus far observed how political freedom meant self-rule in the style of 

the polis, free from the influence of autocratic powers, and free to govern oneself by 

161 See above, p. 98. 
162 E.g. RDGE 1, 22, 26, 53, 54, 58; Aphrod. 8, 13; lex Ant. Term. 

163 This is certainly the case by the time of Augustus, who, in refusing freedom to the Samians, 
explained: "I am not interested in the money which is paid into the tribute, but I do not plan to give anyone 
the most honoured privilege (e.g. freedom) without reasonable cause" (Aphrod. 13, lines 5-7 [text at n. 
230]). 
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one's own laws. But, if this were all, Roman authority would indeed have been hard 

pressed to develop systematically in the Greek East without resistance; and we have seen 

in Chapter 1 that Roman authority did develop systematically in the region alongside the 

meaningful existence of Greek freedom. Therefore, we can make one more key claim: 

freedom was not absolute, but could operate with an admission of subordination to the 

superior (i.e. Roman) power. 164 This much is evident in the Ephesians' declaration of 

war against Mithridates for both Roman rule and Greek freedom, and from Polybius' own 

references to Greek freedom in his investigation ofthe development ofRoman apx~. 165 

Liberty was compatible with forms of limitation and constraint. Naturally, one 

could not be fully free to do as one liked without comprising the freedom of another. 

Such a situation was anarcheia and threatened everyone in the state. As we have seen, 

there were different ways to limiting freedom: the Greeks chose to rely on the citizen's 

own self-mastery and his understanding that his own self-interest entailed the interest of 

the community; 166 at Rome, self-mastery was bolstered by legal rights, immunities and 

protections, which were produced and consented to by the free citizens. 167 

In the state communications we are considering, a measure of constraint is present 

every time the Roman senate granted liberty to a Greek polis. To this point in the 

discussion, I have consciously avoided characterizing the Romans' actions as "granting" 

or "bestowing" freedom, instead preferring more power-neutral terms like 

"acknowledging" or "recognizing". The Romans themselves could avoid the conflict by 

164 The discussion that follows is a sketch of the limits of freedom. Many of the points raised here 
are elaborated in Chapters 3 and 4. 

165 Polyb. 18.45-46, 51.9; 21.14.8, 22.7, 23.7-10, 24.12; 25.5.4; 30.5.12, 30. 7; 36.4.4, 17.13. 

166 See above § 1.1. 

167 See above, § 1.2. 
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simply using the adjectives £A.t:u8t:poc; or atrr6vo}lO<; to describe the condition of the 

poleis. 168 Generally, though, these expressions of freedom were contained within a 

subordinate clause governed by a verb like "decree" (86Kw8at), or even more ambiguous 

power words such as "restore", "return", "yield" or "concede". 169 But even in these there 

is an implicit sense that the Romans have acknowledged (or "granted", if one prefers) the 

freedom of a city from a position of superior authority. We might tum back to socio-

linguistics for a conceptual framework: the condition of freedom comes about as the 

perlocutionary effect of a Roman speech-act; freedom is realized by the illocutionary act 

of its recognition. Put another way, when a Greek polis accepted (or even petitioned for) 

its freedom from the Romans, it was implicitly accepting their superior authority to make 

such a grant; for the speech-act to have efficacy (be felicitous) the polis must accept the 

illocutionary force of the utterance. Of course, at the same time Rome must ground and 

perform such an act in a manner agreeable to the polis- power was a two-way street. 

Even before period of regular Roman provinces, Greek freedom was often 

accompanied by an explicit acknowledgement ofRoman authority. In 190, Lucius and 

Publius Scipio granted freedom to Heraclea "just as to other cities that gave to us power 

to decide over them"; 170 here freedom and subordination co-exist, but importantly, the 

168 E.g. RDGE 37; Rigsby, Asylia, 179; lex de Termessibus. 

169 E.g. 86K£cr9cn: RDGE nos. 1 and 40; Aphrod 13; c£ SEG LIII 658 (Kptvetv); arro15i15ovat: 
(below Chapter 2 §4.1): IGRP I, 61; RDGE 43; lMetrop.; cruvxwpecr9at: RDGE 1; no. 17; no. 35. The 
latter verb is commonly translated as simply 'to grant', although the meaning is something more subtle in 
these cases. The origin of the term is 'to come together' or 'combine', which evolved into generally 
"agree", or, in contexts of debates, "give way" or "concede". In diplomatic language it often means 
"yield", "acquiesce" or "allow", which in diplomatic context must mean "yield" or "concede", and 
becomes expressed through modem conceptions of power as "grant" (LSJ, s.v. cruyxwp€w, with examples). 

170 RDGE 35, lines 10-11: cruyxwpOUJlEV 15£ UjltV t"~V t"E £A£u9epiay Ka96n Kat [rat<; a]AA.at<; 
1tOAEcrtV, ocrat ~jltV t"~V £mrport~V EOWKav ('We granted freedom to you just as to other pole is, who gave 
us authority to decide over them'). 
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Romans' power over the city is said to have been given by the city. To that extent, the 

city was not being dominated by the Romans, but had freely given over a measure of its 

self-determination. This is not the only example: in a decree of 151 from Iasos the 

Dionysiac Artists recorded their freedom while simultaneously proclaiming that all their 

decisions were made "according to the ordinances of the Romans, our saviours"; 171 by 

mid-century the Thessalian League had acquired its freedom but acknowledged, after 

renewing its friendship, that its rro)un:{a arose from an earlier Roman settlement. 172 

Similar explicit constrictions appear in the early provincial era: the two most famous 

being Fabius' letter to the Dymaeans (where freedom was restored by the Romans, who 

also established the city's rroA.rr£ia) and the decree of the Metropolitans (who rejoiced at 

their new status "restored by the Romans ... just as the Senate had decreed"). 173 In each of 

these examples, Roman power was equivocated: it was done in role of saviour, as friend, 

or as liberator. 174 

171 I.!asos 152, lines 5-7: [OtO:tY]p]ouvtE~ 8£ KO:t tee 0E00[)1lEVO: tWt K]OtVWt twv nEpt tOV 
~t6vucrov tE)(VttWV uno(KptVOjlE)vwv Ka:ta tee~ [Ota:ypa:<pa~ twv 'Pwjl)a:{wv twv KOtVWV twv t[E)(Vt]twv 
'Acr[ia:~] crwt~pwv ('They always preserved what had been decreed by the Association ofDionysiac Artists, 
who made their decisions according to the edicts of the Romans, the saviours of the Association of Artists 
in Asia'.). The exact word for the Roman orders is missing from the text, but the context seems to suggest 
that the Association was passing resolutions according to some sort of Roman issuance; see also, Michel, 
Recueil d'Jnscriptions Grecques, 1014. 

l72 RDGE 9, lines 46-54: [Kat yap] jlEtcX ta:[UtY]~] t[fj]~ xwpa:~ d~ t~V [<p]tA.ia:[v] t[ou o~]jlOU [tou 
'Pwjl)a:{wv Na:p8aKtEt~ na:pa:y[Eyov£v)a:t, [K)~t nEpt tfj~ XWpa:~ KO:t tWV iEpWV KpttY]p{ot~ [VEV )tKY]K(E)Va:t 
KO:tCc VOjlOU~ tOU~ 8Ecrcra:Awv' oi~ [ v6]j101~ ~w~ ta: [ v ]Uv xpwv[ t ]a:t, oi)~ VOjlOU~ Tiro~ KoiyKttO~ una: to~ ano 
tf\~ tWV oi~a: npEO"~EUtWV yvWjlY]~ EOWKEV KO:t KO:tCc Mwa: cruyKA~tOU ('The Narthacians [claimed that 
they] had entered into friendship with the Roman people with this territory, about which-including its 
sanctuaries-they had won judgements in the past according to the laws of the Thessalians, which to this 
day they use, and which Titus Quinctius, consul [in 198] gave on the advice of his ten legates and 
according to the decree of the Senate.'); c£ Livy 42.38.6. 

173 RDGE 43 (text at n. 206) and I.Metrop (text at n. 136); see also below, p. 177. 
174 On these relations, see Chapter 3. 
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As fixed provinciae became more common and Roman authority became 

institutionalized (and normalized), the freedom of the poleis was expressed in the same 

breath as Roman control. The Ephesian decree is a prime example: the Ephesians 

claimed to take up war against Mithridates "for the sake of Roman hegemony and the 

common freedom". 175 We can see now that the reference to freedom is both logica~ 

within the norms ofthe discourse of freedom, and apt -the Ephesians were taking up 

arms against a king who had demonstrated his disregard for their city-state government, 

and they passed the resolution and declared war under the authority of their own self-

government. This case, however, also demonstrates that freedom was compatible with 

explicit limitations (bounded by Roman ~yc:}lov{a); the Ephesians appear perfectly 

comfortable expressing their autonomy and admitting ofRoman constraint in the same 

breath. We fmd a similar example in a contemporary document from Aphrodisias, a 

civitas Iibera at the time, recording the community's decision and effort to help a Roman 

general besieged by Mithridates' forces in neighbouring Laodicea. In the decree, the 

citizens of the free-state make clear that their decision to support the Romans was freely 

chosen ( al'pc:crH;)-emphasizing not only their external but internal autonomy-and yet 

the decree concludes with the eulogium: "without the hegemonia of the Romans we 

would prefer not even to live". 176 Fifty years later, the community's freedom was re-

confrrmed by Caesar, at which point it was described as having "come from the 

175 IEph. 8 (text at Introduction n. 16). 

176 Aphrod. 2, line 13-14: xwpi.<; T~<; 'PW}l<XlWV ~YE}lOVt<X<; OUOE ~~v rrpoatpOU}lE9<X. See the 
discussion of this text at p. 196. 
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Rornans". 177 In all of these cases freedom still has an operative meaning despite the 

explicit recognition that the city was subject to Roman hegemonia. 

Freedom was not always accompanied by such explicit limitations; often they are 

more implicit. Consider, for example, the lex Antonia de Termessibus, in which the 

citizens ofTerrnessus Maior in Pisidia were acknowledged as free (liberi) and having the 

use of their own laws (suis legibus uti). 178 In as much as the citizens of Terrnessus were 

to have full property rights over what had been taken from them in the third war against 

Mithridates, they had to use Roman courts to recover their possessions (col. II, lines 1-5); 

they were free from the winter billeting of Roman soldiers, unless otherwise stipulated by 

the Roman senate (lines 6-13 ); they were in no way subject to the orders of a provincial 

governor, insofar as it was limited by the Roman lex Porcia (lines 13-17); and they had 

every right to apply taxes and duties within their lands, except on Roman publicani (lines 

31-36). In countless other similar ways freedom carne to be bounded by Roman rule 

(discussed in the following chapters). 

In the foregoing, we have tried to recover the shared Greco-Roman understanding 

of freedom in the sphere of interstate relations. In sum, we observed that there were three 

important aspects: i) freedom was closely related to the notion of 8rn.toKpa·ria, a 

governing regime in contrast to monarchy, and to that extent being free meant not being 

under the control of an autocratic ruler; ii) more positively, freedom was the capacity of 

the city-state for self-determination and self-government through its own laws; and iii) 

insofar as these two conditions were met, freedom could meaningfully co-exist under the 

177 
Aphrod. 8, lines 53-54: napa rf\<; cruvKI.~rou Kat roO o~[~o]u roO 'Pw~aiwv r~v 

eAweep[[e]]iav Kat a-rEAEtav het. 
178 Lex Ant. Term. coL I, lines 6-10 (text atn. 155). 
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authority of the Romans. Far from being blinded by anything like meaningless or vacant 

political propaganda, the Greeks participated in the shared development and 

understanding of freedom, which they continued to use to help define their relationship 

vis-a-vis the Romans. It remains now to understand just how this freedom operated in the 

development of Roman rule in the East. 

2.4- FREEDOM IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROMAN RULE 

2.4.1: Rome as the Restorer ofLiberty 

The development ofRornan authority in the East, its sustainability, and its 

transformation into an ordered empire succeeded because of the successful operation of 

freedom under Roman rule. At the heart of this process was the so-called Isthmian 

Proclamation, the senatus consultum read during the Isthmian Garnes held at Corinth in 

196 after the Roman victory in the Second Macedonian War, which, as the first 

diplomatic exchange between the Roman State and the whole of mainland Greece, set the 

terms of interaction. 179 By this decree, Rome acknowledged the Greeks as "free, 

ungarrisoned, not subject to tribute and governed by their traditional laws", 180 which 

179 Polyb. 18.46.5: ~ cruyl<Arrro<; ~ 'Pw)laiwv Kat Tiro<; Koivno<; crrparrwo<; unaro<;, 
K<XTa1tOAE)l~cravrE<; ~acrlAEa ci>tAl1t1tOV Kat MaKEOOVa<;, aqnfrcrlV EAEU9Epou<;, a<ppoup~rou<;, 
a<popo.Aoy~rou<;, VO)lOl<; XPW)lEVOU<; rot<; narpiol<;, Kop1V9iou<;, ci>WKEa<;, AoKpou<;, Eu~OEt<;, 'Axawu<; rou<; 
ct>9u{Jra<;, MayvrJra<;, eena.Aou<;, I1eppa1~ou<;; cf. Walbank, Commentary, s.v. 18.46.5. The various ethnics 
reflect that the Romans had intended to free 'all Greeks', as Polybius comments later in the chapter ( 46.15): 
"by a single decree all the Greeks inhabiting Asia and Europe became free, ungarrisoned, subject to no 
tribute and governed by their own laws (£M:u9€pou<;, a<ppoup~rou<;, a<popo.Aoy~rou<; yev€cr9al, VO)lOl<; 
XPW)lEVOU<; rot<; i8iol<;); cf the Senate's charge to their commissions in 196 "to manage Greek affairs in 
conjunction with Flamininus, and to assure the liberties of the Greeks" (18.42.5). 

180 Polyb. 18.46.5; Livy, 33.32.6:senatus Romanus et T. Quinctius imperator Philippa rege 
Macedonibusque devictis liberos, immunes, suis legibus esse iubet Corinthios, Phocenses, Locrensesque 
omnes et insulam Euboeam et Magnet as, Thessalos, Perrhaebos, Achaeos Phthiotas'- percensuerat omnes 
gentes quae sub dicione Philippi regisfuerant; Plut. Flam. 10-11; App. Mac. 9.2; Val. Max. 4.8.5. 
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immediately located Roman action in the traditional framework of Hellenistic liberator, 

and within a set of norms and expectations - which were about to be challenged. 

Naturally, the Romans had acknowledged Greek freedom from a position of power- the 

act of liberation representing a speech-act par excellence- and Polybius himself suggests 

that the proclamation drew its legitimacy from the Romans' military victory over Philip 

V and the Macedonians. 181 Still, any concerns that might have arisen were diffused by 

the language used to express the liberation (e.g., aqnivat [to leave], a remarkably neutral 

verb) and the shock of hearing freedom pronounced where some measure of occupation 

was expected. We shall return shortly to the former point (that Rome 'left' the Greeks 

free), but the counter-expectation of freedom first deserves comment. 

Simply, the Roman decision to leave the Greeks free was entirely unexpected and 

therefore all the more psychologically impressive. 182 According to Polybius, who 

avowedly drew on contemporary accounts for his History, 183 the leading men ofGreece 

181 Polyb. 18.46.5: KcrrcmoAEp~cravrEc; ~acrilia <I>iAmnov Kat MaKE156vac;; so, Walbank, 
Commentary, s.v. 

182 Polyb. 18.46.6-8: Kp6tou 8' EV apxa'i:c; EU9£wc; E~atcr{ou YEVOpevou nvE:c; pE:v ou8' ~KOUcrav tOU 
KY]puwatoc;, nvE:c; 8E: mXAlV aKOUElV E~OUAOVtO. tO 8E: ltOAU pepoc; twv &:vepwnwv 8tamcrtoUpEVOV Kat 
bOKOUV we; av d K<X9' unvov aKOUElV tWV AEyopevwv 8ux to napa8o~ov tOU crup~aivovtoc;, nii:c; nc; E~ 
UAAY]c; 6ppfjc; £~6a npoayEtV tOV K~puKa Kat tov craAltlKt~V Eic; pecrov to crtcXblOV Kat AEYElV ltcXAlV unE:p 
tWV autwv, we; pE:v f.pot bOKEt, ~ouA.opevwv tWV &:vepwnwv l.l~ p6vov UKOUElV, &:AA.a Kat ~AeltElV tOV 
Myovta 8ta ~v amcrtiav tWV avayopwopevwv ('Since an extraordinary applause broke out immediately, 
at the very beginning, some did not hear the decree, while others sought to hear it again. But the greatest 
part of the men believed and thought that what they heard spoken was a dream because of the 
unexpectedness of the event; each man of his own accord shouted for the herald and the bugler to advance 
to the middle of the stadium and repeat themselves for those, it seems to me, wanting not only to hear, but 
to see the speaker because of the incredible character of what was being proclaimed'); Gruen, "The Polis in 
the Hellenistic World", 342: "the reception is telling and needs to be emphasised because it shows that the 
language of autonomy (was still) meaningful and telling, no mere empty posturing or politicial mirage". 
Perhaps it was all the more unexpected because just the year before the Romans had set about 
'provincializing' the Spanish provinces (Richardson, Hispaniae [Cambridge 1986]). 

183 Polybius himself asserts that he begins his history in 220 "because the period thereafter 
coincides with my own and the preceding generation, so that I have been present at some of the events and 
have the testimony of eyewitnesses for others" ( 4.2.2; cf. 12.4c.2-5). Polybius was born probably in the 
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assumed that they would become subject to some degree of Roman occupation, even the 

optimists anticipated that Rome would withdraw from only some of the more 

symbolically important poleis as a token gesture. 184 Thus the proclamation of freedom 

was all the more unbelievable; indeed, "most believed that what they heard spoken was a 

dream", as the declaration of liberation by the Roman senate seamlessly matched the 

Greek idea1. 185 The theatricality of the event, and Polybius' well read encomium of it, 

heightened the significance and mythology of the Romans' actions; 186 the Eleuthera 

Games were established in Larissa, statues and cults ofFlamininus the Saviour sprouted 

last decade of the third century - the common date is 208 (Mommsen, Rom. Gesch. 2.449; Walbank, 
Commentary, 1.1, is non-committal; a succinct biography of Polybius can be found in Walbank, 
Commentary 1.1-6). Walbank, Polybius (Berkeley 1972), suggests that Polybius "may just have 
remembered Flamininus' proclamation of Greek freedom at the Isthmian Games of 196, and the departure 
of the legions two years later" (p. 7). 

184 Polyb. 18.46.1-2. 

185 Polyb. 18.46.7-8 (text above n. 182), and 10: w<; be n:or£ KarD~f]~ev 6 Kp6ro<;, rwv J..IEY 
a9A.f]rwv cmA.w<; oubd<; ouMva Myov £tX£V ifn, mivre<; bE btaA.aA.ouvre<;, oi J..IEV aA.MA.ot<;, oi bE n:po<; crcpiX<; 
aurou<;, oiov d n:apacrranKOl ra<; btavo{a<; ~crav ('when the applause died down, not a single person gave 
any thought to the athletes, but everyone talked about it - some to other people, others just to themselves, 
as if desperate for understanding.). According to Polybius, the same formula- £A.eu9£pou<;, acppoupftrou<;, 
acpopoA.oyftrou<;, VOJ..IOl<; XPWJ..IEVOU<; rot<; n:arpiot<;- is to be found in the Syrnmachy shortly before the 
breakout of the Social War in 220 ( 4.25. 7). 

186 Polybius's account (18.46), which is essentially paraphrased by Livy and others, captures, and 
expresses, the political theatre at work. The Proclamation itself was not read by Flamininus, we are told, 
but by a herald, introduced by the heavy sounds of the trumpeter. "An extraordinary applause broke out 
immediately, at the very beginning" (Kporou b' £V apxat<; £U9EW<; E~alOtOU yeVOJ..IEVOU) of the herald's 
address. (Polybius' syntax here is worth noting: Kp6ro<; is the first word following the senatus consultum, 
underlining the significance of the applause, which is modified by the adjective e~aiaw<; separated from the 
noun and placed at the end of the genitive absolute, a hyperbaton emphasising the extraordinary applause. 
The successive temporal terms, EV apxru<; eu9£w<;, emphasize the immediacy of the reaction, which itself 
underscores the ebullience of the crowd). The crowd's reaction was a mixture of disbelief, astonishment, 
and joy, which Polybius brilliantly plays on to create an ethos of confusion and expectation. The decree is 
re-read, but not before the herald is again rushed into the centre of the stadium and the trumpet again 
ritualistically blown. At last there is a crescendo of joy (though still an uncertainty and struggle for 
btavota), as the rambunctious crowd (96pu~u<;)- no longer merely a multitude (n:A.ft9ot)- broke out into 
an applause so great 'that it cannot easily be conceived by those listening to the tale today'. The scene 
concludes with the ironic imagery ofFlamininus himself being nearly trampled by those running to thank 
him- or in the language ofPolybius, "such was the situation after the games that the Greeks nearly put an 
end to Flamininus with their thanks and excess ( un:ep~oM) of joy", his own hyperbole aping, but not 
surpassing, the un:ep~oA.ft ofthe crowd's joy. 
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up, and the cult ofRoma was established in the region as a direct result. 187 Roman action 

in the following years, furthermore, culminating in the complete withdrawal of their 

troops from the 'fetters' of Greece after the defeat ofNabis in 194 (itself a venture for 

Arcadian liberty), validated the language of their proclamation and generated a new 

taken-for-granted in the discourse of freedom that held Rome as the legitimate restorer of 

freedom among the Greeks. 188 A contemporary poet, Alcaeus, no doubt reflected the 

common mood of the times when he contrasted the efforts of Xerxes in the early fifth 

century to yoke the Greeks in bondage, with those ofFlamininus to finally end Greek 

slavery. 189 Polybius' account is itself an amalgam of contemporary sentiments and his 

own perspective a generation later, so that when he asserts that "even that excessive joy 

could not compare to the greatness of the act itself' we should not doubt that his 

observation was as valid for 196 as it was for 146. 190 The story is retold by other ancient 

authorities (Livy, Plutarch, Appian), and perhaps nothing better exemplifies its impact 

more than the emperor Nero's decision, nearly two hundred and fifty years later, to play a 

Flamininus reborn in proclaiming the provincia Achaea to be free at the Isthmian Games 

187 Eleuthera Games: SIG3 613a (Larissa); Flamininus as Saviour: Polyb. 18.46.12; Plut. Flam. 
16.3 (Chalchis); SIG3 592 (Gytheum); J. Bousquet, "Inscriptions grecques concernant des Romaines" BCH 
88 (1964), 607-615; G. Daux, "Concours des Titeia dans un decret d' Argos" BCH 88 (1964), 569-576; c£ 
Livy 34. 50.9 (Acrocorinth); cult ofRoma: Mellor, BEA PQMH (Gottingen 1975); below p. 273. 

188 Livy 34.49.4; 51.1-4; see below on restoration. 
189 Alcaeus (ap. Anth. Pal.) 16.5: "Ayaye Ked 3ep~f]<; Ilepcrav crrparov 'EAM:oo<; E:<; yav, I Kat Tiro<; 

eupda<; &yay' an' 'IraAia<;· I aAA' 6 JlEV Eupwn~ OOUAOV ~uyov auxevt e~crwv I ~Aeev, 6 o' UJlnaucrwv 
'EAM:Oa oouAocruva<; ('Xerxes marched the Persian army to Greek soil, and Titus led one offar reach from 
Italy to toil; one came to Europe to don its neck with slaves' yoke, the other looked to end Greek's slavery 
then in choke.'). 

190 
18.46.13: OOKOU<Jf]<; OE til<; euxaptcrria<; unep~OAtKfl<; yevecreat, eappwv av n<; eine Ot6n noM 

Karaoeecrrepav dvat cruve~awe roO rfl<; npa~ew<; JlEyeeou<;. 
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of66 CE; 191 the performance would have been meaningless were the memory of 

Flamininus' action in 196 not still alive. 

The theatricality and substance of the Proclamation created a remarkably 

powerful image of Rome as a liberator. As noted, it was confirmed and normalized over 

the following decades and generations as the Romans repeatedly professed their support 

of the Greeks' freedom, and demonstrated their sincerity by following the norms 

described in the previous section. Indeed, the Romans were seen as following a policy or 

political principle of Greek liberation. Polybius mentions in his account ofthe 

proclamation that that by their action the Romans had followed through on their 

rrpoa{p£01<; to "submit to any expense and every danger for the sake of Greek 

freedom". 192 This same term is also found in a contemporary epistle to the people of 

Heraclea from Flamininus himself, who asserts that recent actions had made clear his 

191 Plut. Flam. 12.8: rft s· ouv Koptv9iwv n6At:l npo<; TOU<; ''EAA.rtva<; TO auTo St<; ~Srt cru~~E~rtKE:" 
Kat yap Tiro<; €v Kopiv9Cf> r6rt: Kat N£pwv aDet<; Ka9' ~l-UX<; €v Kopiv9Cf> napanA.rtcriw<; 'Icr9~{wv O:yo~£vwv 
TOU<; "EAA.rtva<; €A.w9£pou<; Kat aurov6~ou<; a<pfjKaV, 6 ~EV Sux K~pUKO<;, W<; dprtrat, N£pwv Sf: aura<; €nt 
rf\<; O:yopCi<; O:no ~~~aro<; €v r<f> nM9t:t Srt~rtyop~cra<; ('So at the city of Corinth there has twice been the 
same event before the Greeks; for it was at Corinth that Titus back then and Nero again in Corinth in our 
own time - both during the Isthmian Games - pronounced the Greeks to be left free and autonomous, the 
former through a herald, the latter himself on a tribunal in the marketplace before a multitude'); Suet. Nero 
24.2; Dio 63.11.11 (grouping him with Flamininus, Mummius, Agrippa and Augustus, "liberators" of 
Greece, 8.1); SIG3 814 (= IG VII 2713; decree of Acraephia recording Nero's liberation address at 
Corinth); Neronian coin issues from Sicyon bearing the obverse inscription N£pwv Ka1crap Zt:u<; 
'EA.w9£pw<; (in Levy 1991, below); cf. Plut. De sera 32; Paus. 7.17.3-4; Philostr. VA 5.41; P. Gallivan, 
"Nero's Liberation of Greece" Hermes 101 (1973), 230-234. Vespasian later returned Achaea to provincial 
status with Roman administrative and fiscal apparatus two years later claiming "Greeks had forgotten how 
to be free" ( Paus. 7.17.4; Philostr. VA 5.41). On the theatricality ofNero himself, see generally E. 
Champlin, Nero (Cambridge, Mass, 2003) and p. 232 for a different congruity between Nero and T. 
Flamininus. 

192 Polyb. 18.46.14: eau~acrrov yap ~v Kat TO 'Pw~aiou<; €nt TaUTrt<; yt:v£cr9at Tfj<; npoatp£crt:w<; 
Kat TOV ~you~t:VOV aurwv TtTOV, WOT£ nCicrav uno~t:1vat SanaVrtV Kat navra KtVOUVOV xaptvTfj<; TWV 
'EAA.~vwv €A.w9t:pia<;· ~£ya Sf: Kat ro Mva~tv aK6Aou9ov rft npoatp£crt:t npocrEv£yKacr9at ('For it was a 
wonderful thing for the Romans and their leader, Titus, to have this principle, that they would undergo any 
expense and every danger for the sake of Greek freedom; and even more it was great that they brought 
forward the power to follow through on that principle'.). For more on npoaiprtcrt<;, seep. 259f. 
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own and the Romans' npoaipt::cnc;. 193 The Romans' principle is mentioned in the 

documents of states thereafter, including the letter ofQ. Fabius to the Dymaeans in which 

it is directly associated with the restoration of Greek freedom (see below). 194 The 

prevalence of the term speaks to a new normative value in the shared social world, by 

which the Romans were understood to regularly take action in the interest of Greek 

freedom; their actions toward the Greeks were socialized as a process toward protecting 

and promoting Greek freedom. 

We can now return to the second observation made above regarding the Isthmian 

Proclamation: its language and tone. According to the senatus consultum, the Romans 

left the communities of mainland Greece free. 195 The verb aqn£vat ('to discharge; 

release; let go') seems to suggest something less than a grant of freedom, where freedom 

would be like a status of Rome's making, conferred from a position of authority; instead, 

the verb conveys a more power-neutral arrangement. In fact a series of three inscriptions 

from the mid-second century suggest that the Romans subscribed to and supported 

something of an atavistic sense of liberty - a traditional liberty that was rightfully owed 

193 
RDGE 33, lines 2-4: £rrd Kat £v ro'ic; A.omo'i:c; rra:ow cpave:pav rre:rror\Kape:v rr\v re: i8{av Kat rou 

81'\pou rou 'Pwpa(wv rrpoa(pe:crtv ~v exope:v e:ic; upa:c; oA.ocrxe:pwc; ('Since even in all other matters we have 
made clear our personal principle and that of the Roman people toward you entirely.'). Here a principle "to 
undergo any expense and all danger for Greek freedom" would fit well the tenor ofletter, which is to "to 
display ourselves in all parts the champions of honour so that those who are not accustomed to conduct 
themselves in the best manner might not slander their actions" (lines 4-8). 

194 
RDGE 43, lines 14-16: aA.M Kai [r]f\<; arro8e:8opEVf1<; Kara [K]OtvOV rotc; "E.Mn[crtv 

£ ]A.e:uee:p{ac; aMorpta Kat rf\[ c;] r1pe:r£[pa]c; rrpoatp£cre:wc; (' ... but also (Sosus' actions) were at odds with the 
freedom restored to the Greeks and our policy.'). Other examples: ISE 42, line 4; SIG3 613a, lines 5-8; 
RDGE 18, line 45. 

195 In Livy's Latin account (33.32.6) we find the verb iubere ('to order') employed, which is 
certainly his own interpellation ofPolybius' account, which he otherwise faithfully follows (text above n. 
180). Plutarch (Flam. 10-11) and Appian (Mac. 9.2) both follow Polybius' account and thus record the verb 
acpe:tvat. 
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the Greek poleis. 196 In the Metropolis text discussed earlier, the people declare that "the 

Romans ... restored freedom to all those cities formerly under the control of Attalus." 197 

The verb used here is arro8t86Val, which is found in two other places in the text 

modifying €A.tu8£pia. 198 Dreyer, who provided a historical commentary for the editio 

princeps of the text, naturally believed that this implied Metropolis had previously been 

free at some point; however, the decree itself, significantly, makes no mention ofwhen 

that might have been. 199 In fact, arro8t86vat carries the double sense of not only "to 

restore", but also "to give to someone what is rightfully theirs", as in the standard 

language of giving thanks (xaptv arro8t86vat) or of an ambassador handing over a decree 

ofhis people to a foreign council (¢~qna}la arro8t86vat)?00 In light of its frequency, 

absent referent, and alternative sense of restoring something owed, the meaning is almost 

196 For a more detailed argument of this point, seeM. Snowdon, "Memory and Freedom: 
!.Metropolis and the 'Restoration' ofFreedom", Mouseion 111.8 (2008), 377-393. 

197 I.Metrop. lines 14-15 (text at n.l36). 

198 I.Metrop. lines 14-15: arco06vrwv ... t'~V EMU9epiav; line 16: t'~V arcoOeOOJlEV1']V fJJllv 
EAeu9epiav; line 31: rflc; arco0£00jlE1']Vc; EMU9epiac; aywvtcrajl£Voc;; cf. lines 21-22 ( arcooe~ajlevoc; t'~V 
EAeu9ep{av), where the Metropolitans have used the verb arcoOEXOJlat, which can also mean 'to receive 
back' or 'to recover' (LSJ, s. v. arcoOEXOJlat II). Similar language is found in prostagmata of the Hellenistic 
Kings: SIG3 322, lines 1-5; SIG3 390, lines 10-16; I.Prusia 1001, lines 8-13; Ma, Antiochos III, no 26a, 
lines 8-9. 

199 Dreyer, IMetrop., 28-29 n. 72, would hesitatingly place it at the Treaty of Apamea. Far too 
little of Metropolis' history is preserved, though, to guess when this might have taken place, and in any 
case, everything we do know of the community's status suggests that it was continually under the authority 
of a greater power: it seems to have been under the control of Lysimachus until 281, when it came under 
Seleucid authority, and then likely to Pergamene kingdom by the Treaty of Apamea. It was certainly part 
of the Attalid kingdom in 142, when it secured tax concessions from Attalus II or one of his officials 
(I.Metrop., Nebenseite, lines 18-22; C.P. Jones, "The War with Aristonicus and the New Metropolis 
Inscription" JRA 17 (2004), 476-477). On Metropolis in general see, Keil, s.v. 'Metropolis' in RE 15.2 col. 
1497; R. Meri9, Metropolis in Ionien: Ergebnisse einer Survey-Unternehmung in den Jahren 1972-1975 
(Konigstein 1982), 13-20; idem, Metropolis: City of the Mother Goddess (Izmir, 2004), 42-43; B. Dreyer, 
I.Metrop. p. 13-14. 

200 LSJ s.v. arcoO{Owjlt 1.1. The latter was brought to my attention by J.-L. Ferrary. On the 
formula of receiving a decree, see, e.g. RDGE 15, line 33; no. 35, line 5; no. 36, line 7; no. 38, line 4; no. 
56, line 4; no. 67, line 7; no. 68, line 25; no. 69, line 13; on giving thanks, e.g., I.Iasos 82, line 47; I.Knidos 
1.232, line 6; I.Priene 531, line 13; Robert, Amyzon 15, line 18. 
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certainly a "return to the freedom that is properly due the polis", particularly in contrast 

to the previous condition under Attalus III. 201 

The language here is not unique, but appears also in the bilingual Capitoline 

dedication from the Lycian League to the Roman people, which (to recall) gave thanks to 

the Roman people for "restoring democracy". The Latin restituti in maiorum leibertatem 

translates the Greek KOl.llO"cXl.lEVOV T~V rraTplOV Or]l.lOKpa-r{av and suggests that Rome too 

upheld the idea of restoring Greek freedom. 202 The restoration ofthe Lycians' freedom 

was part of the larger Roman settlement of the East after Pydna, the highlight ofwhich 

was the liberation of Macedonia and Illyria. 203 The Lycians were recovering their 

freedom from the Rhodian Republic, who had treated as slaves "people who were born 

free", according to the Roman Senate. 204 One suspects that similar language may have 

appeared in mainland Greece, though Polybius' contemporary account of the settlement 

is unfortunately lost. 205 

We can also point to a third inscription, introduced earlier, for similar language: 

in his letter to the Dymaeans, Q. Fabius condemned Sosus for looking to destroy the 

201 It is unclear whether the Metropolitans have here recorded (in translation) the actual text of the 
senatus consultum or interpolated its meaning. Two points suggest the former: the adverbial phrase 
Ka8arrEp ilioy~ancrav ('just as the Senate decreed') and the two other examples (infra) from Roman 
documents. Even if, however, the words are not those of Rome, the argument does not lose its effect; it 
simply loses one step (Roman initiation). It is worth noting that the Metropolitans were not the only polis 
who conceptualized the Roman defeat over Aristonicus as an act of liberation; the Elaeans concluded a 
treaty with the Romans shortly after the war and stipulated that it "be engraved on two bronze plaques and 
set up both in the Temple of Demeter and in the bouleuterion beside the statue ofDemocracy''. (SIG3 694 
[=IGRP IV 1692], lines 27-31). 

202 IGUR I 5 (= ILLRP 176; IGRP I, 61), text at n. 108. 

203 Livy45.18, 26.12-15,29. 

204 Livy 41.6.12. 

205 This would not have been true of the Macedonians themselves, whom Polybius (31.2.12) 
describes as "unaccustomed to democratic and republican operations". 
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rroA.t-rda and E:A.w8t:pia restored to the Greeks by the Romans.206 Interestingly, 

Pausanias would later excoriate L. Murnrnius, the Roman consul who managed the post

war settlement, for "having suppressed democracies". 207 But the contemporary 

inscription from Dyrne tells a different story. 208 The rroAtTda was not imposed on the 

Greeks, or given to the Greeks, but restored to the Greeks. Far from avoiding the 

awkwardness of having given freedom but imposed a governing regime, Fabius 

unabashedly refers to it three times in just twenty-five lines. The rroA.t-rda that the 

Achaeans received was a positive, not a negative, affirmation ofRome's commitment to 

Greek liberty. 209 So sus was the tyrant who had attempted to undo the traditional civic 

self-government idealized by the polis. This was the argument that the Dyrnaean 

embassy had presented to Fabius; they had accepted the validity claims of the Romans in 

constructing their petition. 

206 RDGE 43 (with improved reading by Kallet-Marx, "Dyme Affair"), lines 8-10, 15-16: Lwcro<; 
TaupO)lEV£0<; 6 Kat TOU<; VO)lOU<; ypa'ljJa<; l)J(EVaVTlOU<; Tfjt O:noooedcrr~t TOt<; ['A.]xatot<; uno 'Pw)la{wv 
noAtT[E{a]t ... aJ...Aa Kat [T]fj<; anoOEOO)lEVf]<; KaTCx [K]OtVOV Tot<; ''E.M.n[crtv £]AEU8Epta<; aAAoTpia Kal Tfj(<;] 
~)lETE[pa]<; npoatpecrEw<; ('Sosos son ofTauromenes also wrote laws contrary to the governing regime 
restored to the Achaeans by the Romans ... but also alien to the freedom restored in common to the Greeks 
and our [i.e. Roman] policy'). 

207 P 7 16 9 • 1::' • ' • ' • ~ P. "' ' ' ~e s:: ' ' aus. . . : W<; oE aq:>tKOVTO Ot O"UV aUT<fl pOUJ\EUOO)lEVOt, EVTaU a Uf])lOKpana<; )lEV 
KaTEnauE, Ka8{crT<XTO OE ano Tt)lf])l(lTWV TCx<; apxa<; ('When those who wished to meet him arrived, 
[Mummius] put down democracies and established magistracies on the basis of property qualification'). 
The claim must be taken with a grain of salt: Pausanias is wholly hostile to the actions ofMummius, who 
has clearly transgressed the norms of the victor by setting Corinth ablaze, killing the men, selling the 
women and freedmen, despoiling the city's rich art, and leaving recalcitrant cities impotent, without walls 
or weapons, putting down democracies, imposing tribute, and dissolving the traditional confederacies 
(7 .16). In his estimation, after 146 "Greece sank to the lowest depths of weakness" ( £<; anav oE: acr8Evda<; 
TOTE 11aA.tcrTa KaTfjAeEv ~ 'EAA.a<;, 7.17.1). 

208 In his eagerness to discredit Mummius, Pausanias appears to have misrepresented some facts. 
For example, no other literary or epigraphic source suggests that the Romans imposed property 
requirements on the Achaeans; nor is there any indication that the federations of Greece were discontinued 
(as Pausanias himself admits [7.16.10]); Gruen, HWCR 11.525-526; the Romans, we noted above (p. 69j), 
found the Kotva useful. 

209 Thus Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 186-209, has argued that the Mummian settlement was a return 
to traditional democracy after a period of tyranny. 
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Admittedly, unlike the Metropolis case, these last two examples have likely 

referents- the freedom of the Lycians from Rhodian control in 167 (or Mithridatic 

control in 84) and Mummius' settlement in 146- but both are not unambiguous (lacking 

internal referents as they do), and certainly also carried the implication of a restoration of 

freedom as a traditional condition. The Lycians affirm as much in speaking of their 

return to an ancestral (mi:-rpwv I maiorum) freedom. 210 Similar references to the granting 

of customary land or (more frequently) time-honoured laws are scattered throughout the 

epigraphic record and complement the notion that the Romans looked to restore or 

maintain the status quo (ante). 211 In these communications, the Senate did not impose a 

new set of terms (whether they be laws, rights, or territory) on the particular polis, but 

simply returned, or preserved, something that was traditionally held by and owed to the 

Greek cities. In these instances, and three cases illustrated above, freedom was assumed 

to be something innately due to the polis; the Romans, for their part, are represented as 

agents restoring what was taken but due to be restored. 

210 Compare this with a Pergamene decree of 44 ( OGIS 449) to P. Servilius Isauricus, who is 
praised for "restoring the ancestral laws and democracy unfettered" ( cmo8e:8wK6-ra -rfjt n6.Ae:t roue; na-rpiouc; 
VO}lOU<; Kai T~V 011}l0Kpa-r{av aOOUAWTOV, lines 4-6); and a letter ofM'. Acilius Glabrio (RDGE 37), who 
promised to preserve for the Delphians "the ancestral conditions that they have always had" (-raE:~ apxfjc; 
umxpxov-ra mhp[ta], line 9). 

211 C£ RDGE 11 (and 13 =Drew-Bear, NIP nos. 1 & 2), which was passed in the wake of the 
death of Attalus III and the bequest of his kingdom to the Romans, and which stipulated that anything that 
had been "arranged, given, exempted or punished up to the king's death" was to remain valid (Kupta }lEVTI). 
Note, too, the Senate's common preference in arbitrational decisions to uphold earlier decisions: (e.g. 
RDGE 9, 10, 15) and traditional possession (defined by entry into Roman friendship [below p. 208]); c£ 
Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 169. Also interesting in this regard is a passage from the Menippos Decree of 
Claros (col. I, lines 24-26), which seems to indicate, in a clearly disgruntled tone, that the processes of 
provincialization changed the court system (Kptn\pta) from their laws (uno -rwv v6}lwv) into Roman 
jurisdiction (E:ni -r~v io{av E:~oucr{av), in this case altering the status quo. 
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2.4.2: Freedom and Roman Rule 

Simply put, the Roman state was conducive to the logic of :freedom sketched out 

in the previous section, particularly in contrast to the monarchic regimes that had 

previously controlled the region. The great advantage enjoyed by the Romans in this 

process was their republican (city-state) government, in contrast to the previous two 

hundred years of monarchic dominance in the East. Although the Romans communicated 

with the Greek pole is in a language and manner similar to the Hellenistic monarchs, and 

even were accorded some of their royal trappings, their res publica had its own symbolic 

and practical features that eased their reception among the Greeks and shaped the 

character offreedom. 212 As one author has observed: 

Rome was the free state fighting on behalf of the Greek cities to keep them free 
from the kings, the opposite of . . . freedom. Rome may have been adopting 
traditional Hellenistic liberation propaganda, but because Rome was a 
constitutional state and not a monarchy this propaganda acquired a new 
perspective. 213 

The Hellenistic kings had presented themselves as liberators and benefactors of 

the poleis, and achieved notable success in doing so.214 But declarations of :freedom 

made by kings were inherently paradoxical: in as much as a king might affirm a 

community's freedom, he was simultaneously in the awkward position of confirming the 

un-naturalness ofhis own monarchic regime before the community and the illegitimacy 

212 In not a few ways the Romans came to fill the vacuum left by the disassembly of the 
Hellenistic monarchic states. Thus, for example, the Romans quickly attracted the traditionally royal 
epithet 'saviour and benefactor' for their many efforts on behalf of Greek communities (see below, Chapter 
3 §2.2); they also, of course, became the decisive arbitral court for Hellenic disputes (Ager, Interstate 
Arbitrations [Berkeley 1996]). Even the remaining monarchs viewed the populus Romanus (as state) as 
their peer, sending their children to be raised in the city and leaving them as heir to their kingdoms (both 
roles traditionally filled by a king's royal peers) (D. Braund, Rome and the Friendly King [London 1984]). 

213 McGing, Foreign Policy of Mithridates, 57. 
214 See above, p. 141. 
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of his authority over them. Bertrand has drawn attention to this point in her discussion of 

the power of political discourse in the Hellenistic world; she illustrates the measures 

taken by the Greek polis to adapt its own autarchic identity to communications with the 

Hellenistic kings by recasting royal edicts (btaypa~~anx and rrpooTay~a-ra) within the 

framework of their own civic decrees (tlJflcp{o~a-ra), thereby preserving the appearance of 

independent action. 215 

The Romans, with their republican government, naturally complemented the 

internal logic ofthe discourse of freedom in a way that the Hellenistic monarchs simply 

could not. To the citizen of the Greek polis, the Romans were a kindred citizen-state, 

with a popular assembly and elected council, who employed annual magistrates with 

executive authority that were ultimately responsible to the state.216 The official 

documents explicitly state that decisions came from the Senate (senatum consuluit; -rft 

ouvKAfl'tQ ouvE~OUAEuoa-ro ); even in cases where a decision was made by a magistrate, 

the language ofthe epistula frequently refers to an earlier decision of the Senate. 217 

Senate decrees published in Greek cities, furthermore, were not just about 

communicating decisions; if this were the case an abridged version of the decree would 

have been sufficient. The full reproduction of senatus consulta preserved the 

215 J-M. Bertrand, "forms de discours politiques: decrets des cites grecques et correspondence des 
rois hellenistiques" inCl. Nicolet, ed, Pouvoir dans I 'Antiquite: les mots et les realites (Geneve, 1990), 
101-115, esp. 108-110. 

216 Ando, "Was Rome a Polis?", 9: "Prolonged engagement with, and repeated applications of, 
polis-based understandings of Rome induced Greeks to make an ontological commitment to their models 
[the polis]: they ceased to employ them as heuristic devices and came to regard them existentially." 

217 Typical examples are found in RDGE 1a, line 4; no 4, lines 10-20; no .14; no. 18, 17-18; no. 
20; no. 38, line 7-8; no. 39; no. 42, lines 17; no. 49, lines 12-13; no. 70, lines 12-19. Sententia: SC de 
Oropus; committee: RDGE 12 {+ I.Eph. 578), lines 21-54. 
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administrative process that demonstrated the working citizen-state apparatus?18 The 

Roman documents present that process of decision-making as transparent, as was the case 

in Greek decrees, in contrast to the opacity of royal edicts.219 Each Roman decree 

included the date, location, and presiding magistrate, witnesses, the motion presented, 

sometimes even competing sententiae, the decision proper, and even on occasion the 

names of members of any senate sub-committee involved in the process. 220 In this way, 

the Greeks could see the republican operation ofthe Roman state re-enacted in their 

decisions just as their own decrees reflected conditions of the polis. 

Senate decrees, moreover, formulaically and explicitly reported to the polis that 

its requests and concerns had been cordially received and that its ambassadors had 

spoken before the Senate "according to (the community's) decree", frequently recording 

their petition in the published consultum itself.221 Such an inclusion, whether deliberately 

or not, leaves the impression that the city's concerns had been considered, debated and 

218 The point is made by J-M. Bertrand ("forms de discours politiques", 103-104) of Greek 
decrees, but the same is certainly true of Roman senatus consulta. For Bertrand, a decree is important not 
for what it says, but for its construction - its careful attention to the process that demonstrates the working 
apparatus of the polis. So, when an Athenian decree includes all the various amendments added to it by 
individuals, the significance lies not in the various amendments and proposals, but in the demonstration of 
imwop{a that forms the basis of the freedom of the individual within the community. See further, Chapter 
3§1.1. 

219 e.g. Bertrand, "formes de discourse politiques", passim; cf. R. Osbourne, "Inscribing 
Performance" in Goldhill & Osbourne, eds., Performance Culture and Athenian Democracy (Cambridge, 
1999), 341-358. The transparency of senatorial procedure presented in the senatus consulta has been 
crucial to the modem understanding of Senate practice and procedure: e.g. Lintott, The Constitution of the 
Romans (Oxford, 1999), 75-85; above, Introduction §5. 

220 See above, Introduction §5. 
221 Where a petition was not recorded in the published consultum, the scriptor of the decree will 

explicitly state that the ambassadors "submitted their community's decree and spoke according to what was 
contained in it with all energy, eagerness and leaving out nothing' ('ro tlJI'JcptcrJ.ta O:v€oocrav Kat au-roi 
0t£AEYI'JOaV aKoAouew~ TOt~ EV aurot~ KaTaK£XWP10JlEVOt<; JlETU Tt<X<J11~ crnouofj~, cptA.onJ.t{a~ oueE:v 
E:AA.EinovrE~). E.g. RDGE 34, lines 7-8; no. 35, lines 5-6; no. 9; no. 38, lines 4-5; cf. the Greek response to 
these, as in SIG3 591; Worrle, Chiron 30, lines 18-22. The dialogue between the Greek communities and 
the Hellenistic kings also included this diplomatic courtesy (e.g. Wells, RC, nos. 2 & 7). 
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that its representatives had participated in affairs that affected their community. When so 

much ofthe meaning of freedom was based on the absence of a royal power, the res 

publica of the Romans had a much easier time positioning itself as an agent working on 

behalf of the Greek pole is against the oppression of dynasts and tyrants. Supported by 

this basic contrast with royal powers, the Romans could employ language similar to that 

ofthe kings, but in accordance with the logic of freedom. Moreover, the limited 

institutions of their own government, and dependence on the practical (as well as 

normative) capacity of the poleis to govern themselves, justified Roman claims to 

restoring Greek freedom and warranted their sincerity to future claims. 

This is not to say that the Romans did not interfere in the arrangements of Greek 

cities- as of course they did in, e.g., the settlements of Corinth or Apamea, the division 

ofMacedonia, and the very establishment of provinces; nor is this to say that Rome did 

not interfere in individual poleis (e.g. the imposition of a rro.Arrc:ia to the Thessalians, to 

the Achaeans, immunities for individuals - even ones of free states like Rho sus or 

Tennessus Maior. 222 There were accusations of enslavement or abuse of power, and 

some were legitimate and significant.223 There are, for example, a number of reasons 

why Mithridates managed to gain a measure of control in the East (not the least of which 

was the inability of the Asian poleis to protect themselves against the Pontic forces), 224 

and at least part of the reason for his success was that the Roman publicans had pierced 

222 Thessa1y: RDGE 9; Po1yb. 18.43; Livy 33.27-29; 34.51.4-6; Achaea: RDGE 43; P1ut. 7.7.1; 
Rhosus: RDGE 58; Termessus Maior: lex Ant. Term. Ferrary, "Rome et 1es cites grecques", 70-71. 

223 Besides, those mentioned at p. 35 £above, see: Livy 35.31.8-16; 44.6; Livy 35.23.7-11 
(Antiochus); Po1yb. 21.22-23; Cato ap. GelliusNA 3.6.16 (Rhodes); Po1yb. 27.4.7; Cato Orig. 5.3b 
(Perseus); Achaean War: Paus. 7.16.9-10 (Achaeans); Diod. 40.1.3; App. Sic. 6.1-2 (Crete). 

224 Bernhardt, Polis u. Herrschaft, 35-58. 
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the veil of objectivity surrounding Greek freedom by ruthlessly exploiting the 

communities of Asia: 225 from the perspective of communication, the domination 

exercised by the Romans' tax collectors made it impossible for Rome to justify its claims 

to the truth of working toward Greek freedom. Paying taxes to a hegemonic state, we 

have seen, was not ideologically inconsistent with E:A.w8£pta, so long as it was not 

onerous: the rapacity and greed of the Romans' tax collectors had violated the normative 

rules of liberi Graeci. 

All the same, the Mithridatic Wars also demonstrate the viability and success of 

the discourse of freedom and its regular operation under Roman rule. Indeed, while 

Roman control over the region became clearly incontestable throughout the course ofthe 

second and frrst centuries, the Romans simultaneously developed a monopoly on the 

recognition of freedom. 226 An interesting anecdote from Mithridates' third war against 

the Romans (72-66) suggests, for example, that he had trouble making any ofhis own 

grants of freedom meaningful. In 72, as part ofhis pact with the rebellious Roman 

general Sertorius, the Pontic king received at his court M. Marius, who helped the king 

regain control of Asia. Part of his strategy was to communicate with the poleis through 

the discourse of freedom, but interestingly it was not Mithridates who offered freedom to 

the communities of Asia, but Marius himself, while the Pontic king followed behind 

225 Memnon frg 22.8; Justin 38.7.8; Diod. 37.26.1, 27.1; Florus 1.40.6. Mithridates is said to have 
developed his plan to expand into Asia Minor while travelling the Asian province incognito, learning of the 
discontent of the provincials with the greedy Roman tax collector and money-lenders (Justin 37.3.4); on the 
dating of these travels, see Magie RRAMI.l96, 1!.1093, n.55. 

226 Note, for example, an inscription of Antioch us VIII ( OGIS 257) in which he grants freedom to 
Seleucia, and then sends copies of the decree off to Rome. 
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him. 227 Furthermore, while there are indications that Mithridates may have granted 

fmancial immunities to some cities, little evidence exists that he was accepted as a 

liberator- because he was a monarch the Greeks refused to accept the implicit validity 

claims supporting any offer of liberty he proffered.228 The Romans, by the first century, 

held a monopoly on the granting of freedom- the very thing that Antiochus III had tried 

to prevent a hundred years earlier.229 

Now discourses are neither monolithic nor static; they are based on the well of 

shared knowledge and experience of interlocutors, and to that end can change as new 

experiences are had and new knowledge is accrued; they are constantly being tested, 

questioned, negotiated, confirmed, and reproduced at each iteration. The normative 

values understood in, and represented through, the discourse of freedom naturalized the 

structural development of the Romans' empire and their role as restorative liberators, but 

through the course of time the values of freedom were negotiated such that a new shared 

knowledge took hold (such that Rome could have a monopoly on granting freedom). To 

227 Plut. Ser. 23.3-4: 4> (sc .Mapto<;) OUVE~EAWV nva<; JtOAEt<; rwv 'Acrtaowv 6 Mt8ptO<it"11<; 
dcreAauvovn }lEt"Ct pa~owv Kal JtEAEKEWV aim)<; EJtEt"O OEUt"Epav ra~tv Kal oxfj}la 8eparreuovro<; EKOUOlW<; 
aVEtAllq>W<;. 6 OE ra<; }lEV ~AEU8Epou, rat<; OE at"EAEtav ypacpwv xapm LEprwpiou Kar~yyEAEv 
('Mithridates was helped by this man to capture certain cities of Asia; when he entered them with fasces 
and axes, Mithridates would follow him in person, voluntarily assuming second rank and the position of a 
vassal. Marius gave some of the cities their freedom, and wrote to others announcing their exemption from 
taxation by grace of Sertorius. '). 

228 In fact, his cognomen, Dionysus (see: Durrbach, Choix d'Inscriptions de Delos no. 133 & 134), 
whose Roman equivalent, Liber, would have given him an ideal opportunity to claim himself a divine 
liberator (Cic. Flacc. 60: ilium Euhium, Nysum, Bacchum, Liberum nominabant). Some scholars have been 
too liberal with the evidence in this regard (e.g. McGing, Foreign Policy of Mithridates, 89: "it was in large 
part as the champion of Hellenism that he came forward to fight the barbarian Romans"; c£ Magie RRAM 
1.214 ). There is nothing in the epigraphic or numismatic material to indicate that Mithridates ever actively 
styled himself(or was styled by Greek communities) as "liberator" of the Greeks in a mode similar to, say, 
Antiochus lli or Perseus. Tax immunities: App. Mith. 18, 21 (Magnesia, Ephesus); Cic. pro Flacc., 59 
(Tralles), 60; Justin 38.3.8; Strabo 14C641 (Ephesus); Justin 38.3.9 (give all surrendered cities tax 
exemption for five years and cancel their debt). 

229 Polyb. 18.51.9; cf. Livy 34.59.4-5; c£ I.Iasos 4, lines 41-48. 
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this end, we can contrast the ancestral sense of freedom found in the second century 

documents with a letter of Augustus to the people of Samos. 

You yourselves are able to see that I have given the privilege ( qnM:v8wprrov) of 
freedom (EAEU8e:p{a) to no people except the Aphrodisians, who after taking my 
side in the war [against M. Antonius] were forcibly occupied because of their 
goodwill toward us. It is not right that the greatest privilege of all ( -ro minwv 
l-!Eytcr-rov qnAav8pwrrov) be rewarded at random and without cause. I think well 
of you and I would like to show favour to my wife, who is active on your behalf, 
but I will not abandon my custom. I am not interested in the money which comes 
to the treasury, and I do not plan to give to anyone the most honoured privilege 
without reasonable cause (ai-r{a EUAoyo<;).230 

While demonstrating the continued significance of freedom still in the Augustan era, this 

text also illustrates a shift away from a sense of absolute, ancestral Greek liberty. Here 

we see £Ae:u8e:pia as something like an imperial status, whose chief advantage is the 

immunity it affords the city from Roman taxation. Freedom has been re-oriented from 

the ancestral right of Greek communities to a privilege (qnAav8wprrov) rewarded for a 

reason (airia) by the Roman imperial state. Augustus' rescript, it should be noted, was 

recorded on the great stone monument in the agora of Aphrodisias - not Samos, to whom 

it was addressed - and was published by the Aphrodisians to demonstrate their preferred 

status in the empire. They earned their freedom, we are explicitly told, through their 

loyalty to the Roman State and Augustus himself. The Samians, by contrast, were denied 

230 A h d 13 A ' ' K - 9 - 'I ~ ' " ''A ... ' ' ' ' ' !: ' p ro . : u-roKpa-rwp atcrap EOU OU/\tOU uwc; youmoc; "'a1-notc; un:o -ro a..,tw!la 
im£ypa¢Ev·l E~Ecrnv U!lElV au-rotc; opav on TO qnM:vepwn:ov rile; EAEU9Epiac; OUOEVt OEOWKa O~!l<t> rrMv -rQ 
l:WV I 'A<ppoOEtO'tEWV oc; EV nf> TI:OAE!l<tJ -ra Ella <ppov~crac; 8opt6:A.w-roc; bta l:~V n:poc; fJ!lac; d)votav EYEVETO' 
lou yap £crnv 8iKawv -ro n:<iv-rwv !l£yw-rov <ptM:vepwrrov EiKfj Kal. xwpl.c; ai-riac; xapi~Ecr9a· E:yw 8E: II U!lEtv 
!lEV EUVOW Kat ~OUAOt!lfJV av -rft yuvatKi !lOU un:E:p U!lWV crn:ouba~oucrn xapi~weat &.'AM I oux WO'l:E 
KamA.ucrat l:~V cruv~enav !lOU' OUOE yap l:WV XPl'J!lUTWV !lot !lEAEt a Eic; l:OV <p6pov l:EAEll:E I &.AA.a -ra 
l:Et!lt<.DTa-ra <ptM:vepwn:a xwpic; ai-riac; EuMyou OEOWKEVat ou8£vt ~OUAO!lat. Reynolds has dated the letter 
to sometime between 38-20 BCE. 
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the status of freedom because they had not demonstrated goodwill ( ti5vow) or 

faithfulness ( rdanc;) worthy of reward. 231 

Naturally, there had always been a relationship between grants of freedom and 

loyalty to Rome. Implicit when receiving one's freedom was that it came in response to 

past, and with the expectation of future, faithfulness toward the populus Romanus; it was 

part of the reciprocal mode of interaction that directed Greco-Roman relations. 232 By the 

time ofthe Mithridatic Wars this had become explicit. Sulla's grant of freedom to the 

Stratoniceans was prefaced with a motivation clause highlighting the city's goodwill 

(tiSvoux), loyalty (rrianc;), friendship (<p1Aia), and alliance (aU!l!lax{a) toward Rome, as 

well as its actions taken in the name of Roman interests- as it had always done (KaTa 

-r~v rrpoa{pEalV) - and its spirited and zealous efforts ( rrpo8u!!6-ra-ra) against 

Mithridates. 233 Here, if rrpoaipEalc; still preserves any vestigial Po lybian notion of Rome 

undertaking 'every expense and danger for the freedom of the Greeks', it now also 

encompasses a sense of working in Rome's interest. In any case, a generation later, in 

the aftermath of the Battle of Philippi, the Aphrodisians were rewarded with various 

freedoms and immunities, which, we are told, were a direct result of their exceptional 

goodwill (!!Eyiant EUVOla) and extraordinary loyalty (£~oxw-ra-ra rr{anc;) to the 

Republic. 234 Even the efforts of individual citizens could secure freedoms for their 

231 The significance of Ei)vota and nicrnc; is discussed in the following chapter, on their 
relationship with one another, seep. 200. 

232 On the reciprocal mode of interaction, see Chapter 3 § 1.1. 

233 RDGE 18, lines 44-48; c£ 3-7, 78-80; cf. RDGE 70, in which is found an earlier epistle ofSulla 
concerning the autonomy of the Chians, who received their privilege as a reward for their suffering and 
loyalty to the Romans against Mithridates (lines 10-20). 

234 Aphrod. 8, lines 25, 28; c£ Aphrod. 7, line 9. 
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community, as in the case of the autonomous Rhosians, whose qnAavSpwmx Augustus 

promised to protect because of the efforts of one of their citizens, Seleucus son of 

Theodotus, an admiral in Augustus' fleet who had "distinguished himself and always 

demonstrated his Ei)vota and n{crn<;".235 Here again we see that freedom was integrated 

into Roman rule; indeed, that the discourse of freedom was also a part of a discourse on 

Roman rule. 

2.5- CONCLUSION 

Freedom was a central aspect of a polis' identity stretching back to the Classical 

era and still very much alive at the coming of Rome. The Romans, with similar notions 

of liberty, engaged the Greeks in their traditional Hellenistic discourse of freedom at their 

first major point of contact with the panhellenic community in 196, which set the terms of 

their interaction in the following two centuries. After the Isthmian Proclamation we can 

follow a narrative of Greek freedom through the course ofGreco-Roman interaction of 

the next two centuries. This freedom had, above all, two central tenets: the city's 

capacity for self-direction and self-governance, and its freedom from monarchic 

domination. The Romans and their style of governance met these conditions: they were 

self-evidently not a monarchic state, and their hegemonia in the region had the most 

limited of institutional organization. Over the course oftime, moreover, while rooted in 

the sense of working toward the restoration of Greek liberty, the discourse of freedom 

235 RDGE 58, lines 80-84. Seleucus himself was personally rewarded with citizenship and other 
privileges for his efforts "on behalf of the Republic" (lines 12-71 ); c£ the personal liberties and immunities 
rewarded to Asclepiades ofClazomenae, Polystratus ofCarystus, and Meniscus ofMiletus, for their 
"courageous and faithful" efforts during (probably) the Italic War (RDGE 22). 
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came to embrace the Romans' own hegemonia: the recognition of freedom by Rome 

became paramount and freedom became a special relationship with the hegemon. 

Roman hegemony, then, could and did meaningfully co-exist with Greek 

freedom: indeed, by the end of our period Greek freedom and Roman constraint might be 

said to follow the same trajectory- where Greek freedom meant support for the Roman 

state, and the Roman state meant the protection of Greek freedom - and to culminate in 

the proposition that a Greek could be free within and while subject to Roman rule. 

Having come, then, to understand the meaning of Greco-Roman freedom and its 

relationship to the development and operation of Roman rule, it remains now to consider 

more carefully Roman rule itself. Turning back to our Ephesian decree, we have solved 

half of the equation- we can understand what they meant by EAEU8£picx- and we must 

now consider what the city had in mind when it spoke of ~yqLOv{a. For it was 

something, clearly, that went beyond the institutional arrangement of the imperial state, 

while also being a notion consistent with the discursive narrative of freedom which 

circumscribed Greco-Roman relations more generally. 
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-III-

RECIPROCITY: EMPIRE AS INTERACTION 

The declaration ofthe Ephesians to fight 'on behalfofRoman hegemonia and the 

common eleutheria' has now become both less and more troublesome. Having now 

addressed the arrangement of the empire (and its inherent limitations) in Chapter 1 and 

parsed and contextualized the meaning (and significance) of freedom in Chapter 2, we are 

left to wonder at precisely what the Ephesians meant by Rome's hegemonia when they 

undertook to combat Mithridates for the common freedom and the Romans' hegemony. 1 

A focus on the text ofthe Ephesians' civic decree leads us away from imperial 

administration and institutions- as observed in Chapter 1 the state structures found in the 

decree are wholly local and affirm the legitimacy and sovereignty of the Ephesians to 

deliberate, legislate and execute their own will. 2 Instead, the expressions of power found 

in the decree are those of an empire of interaction - an empire of reciprocity and 

negotiation. 

While the Ephesians make no mention in their decree of Roman administrators or 

laws, they are at pains to make clear their d)voux (goodwill) toward Rome. In line 9 

goodwill is said to have been "preserved from the beginning", which, if we accept the 

standard reconstruction of the text, repeats the earlier assertion in lines 1-2 "to have 

preserved the ancestral e:uvola toward the Romans".3 In fact, if the participle at the 

beginning of the surviving text is read circumstantially as part of the standard motivation 

1 I.Eph. 8, line 12: un€p te: tfjc; 'Pwllaiwv ~YEllov{ac; Kai tf\c; Kotvfjc; £Ae:uee:piac;. 
2 See above, p. 29. 

3 I.E ph. 8, lines 9-10: [ 6] OE Of\!-loc; ~llwv O:no tfjc; O:pxf\c; auvcpuAO:crcrwv t~v npoc; 'Pwlla{ouc; 
e:uvotav. 
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clause, Ephesus would seem to be claiming that Mithridates attacked them because of 

their goodwill toward Rome.4 All of this suggests that goodwill is a kind ofloyalty to 

Rome, an implication which is made explicit in lines 2-3, where it is directly coordinated 

with the Ephesians' assertion to have "complied with what was asked of us (by the 

Romans)".5 Not only can we see in this the close affinity between Ei)vota and i}yqwvia, 

but implicit here is the assumption that because they have upheld their goodwill toward 

the Romans, the Ephesians expect to be supported by them (and attain the £AEU8Epia they 

anticipate and have thereby prescribed themselves). This retrospective affirmation of 

goodwill and prospective expectation of freedom speaks to a system of interaction, within 

which either party could negotiate its position with the other through various forms of 

mutually acceptable language and action. 

As this document hints, besides being a legal-administrative structure, the 

Romans' empire must also be viewed as a process of exchange. As Ma writes of the 

Seleucid empire under Antiochus III: "the reality of interaction between ruler and ruled is 

a process of reciprocity, rather than simply a vertical relationship of control and 

exploitation".6 Romans themselves seem to have understood this fact. In discoursing on 

expediency (utile), and emphasizing the importance of eager and voluntary co-operation 

(studium) from others, Cicero explains that the Romans' empire was held together by its 

beneficia (good services) toward others, such that it might be better described as a 

4 I.Eph. 8, lines 1-2: [EltEtO~ roil of: O~JlOU <pUAaooovho<; T~V npo<; 'Pwjla{ou<; rou<; KO[tvou<; 
owrfjpa<; n<XAatav Ei.Jv ]atav. When viewed in this way, the Ephesians have also created a logical proof for 
their Ei)vota in the very fact ofMithridates' assault on them. On the motivation clause, and the standard 
organization of Greek civic decrees, see above Introduction, p. 26. 

5 I.Eph. 8, lines 2-3: E:vniiotvro'i<;E:mraoooJlE[vot<;npoeuJlw<;nEteap:x]ouvro<;. On the 
reconstruction of this passage, see above Introduction, n. 23. 

6 Ma, Antiochos III, 180. 
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patrocinium (a protective patronage) than an imperium;7 Cicero's contemporary, the 

Sicilian-Hellene Diodorus, furthermore, lamented that in his own time terrorism and 

destruction were common where previously rule ( ~Y£l.l0Vt<X) had been gained by treating 

even conquered people as benefactors (e:ue:py£tm) and friends (cpi?\m), which won over 

the voluntary allegiance of kings, cities and nations. 8 Modem authors, too, have 

acknowledged this fact. In his important study of Roman imperialism in the Hellenistic 

East, Ferrary comments that the exchange of benefits and corresponding obedience was 

the principle on which Roman hegemony was founded and in which form it was accepted 

by the Greeks. 9 

The image ofRome's empire adduced to this point has undoubtedly demonstrated 

an asymmetry in the power arrangement between Rome and the Greek pole is, but 

7 Cic. de Off 2.26-27: Vernm tamen, quam diu imperium populi Romani beneficiis tenebatur, non 
iniuriis, bella aut pro sociis aut de imperio gerebantur ... nostri autem magistratus imperatoresque ex hac 
una re maximam laudem capere studebant, si provincias, si socios aequitate etfide defendissent; itaque 
illud patrocinium orbis terrae verius quam imperium poterat nominari ('In truth, as long as the imperium 
of the Roman people was maintained by benefits and not injustices, and war was waged for our allies and 
our imperium ... our magistrates and generals strove to achieve the greatest praise in defending the 
provinces and allies equally and faithfully; this could more trolly be called a protectorate of the world 
rather than imperium'). In light of what is to follow, Cicero's comments (2.21-22) on the motives of co
operation are of some interest: the first and most noble motives are kindness (gratia, benevolentia) and 
good services (beneficia) (see below §2.2), the status (dignitas) of the ruler and the hope of the ruled for a 
useful return (see below§2.3), and more basely by fear (metus), promises oflargess (largitio) and bribery 
(mercede conductus). 

8 Diod. 32.4.4-5: f.v 8E rotc; vt::wrEpotc; xp6votc; 'Pw)la'iot rf\c; rwv oAwv ~YE)loviac; 6pex8Evm; 
OUVEcrn1cravro )lEV aur~v 8ta rfjc; rwv 01tAWV av8pdac;, npoc; <XU~rtcrtV 8E )lEYlOt'l1V ~yayov E1ttElKEcrt'<Xr<X 
XPW)lEVOt ro'ic; K<Xr<X1tOAE)lrt8Etcrtv. rocrourov yap anEcrxov rfjc; K<Xra rwv U1t01t£1tt'WK6rwv W)l6rrtroc; K<Xi 
n)lwpiac; worE 8oKE'iv ll~ we; 1tOAE)llOtc; at-A' we; EUEpyEmtc; K<Xi <piAotc; npocr<pEpEcr8at. oi )lEV yap 
Kp<Xrrt8Evrec; npocrEbOKWV rfjc; EOXUt'l1<; t'E\J~Ecr8at n)lwpiac; we; 1tOAE)ltol yEyov6uc;, oi 8£ KparouvrEc; 
unEp~oA~v f.mEtKEiac; f.rEpot<; ou K<XrEAEmov .... rotyapouv 8ux r~v unEp~oMv rf\c; ~)lEp6rrtroc; ot rE 
~acrtAt::'ic; K<Xt ai 1tOAEt<; K<Xt crut-Af]~8rtv ra E8Vrtnpoc; T~V 'PW)l<XlWV ~YE)lOVt<XV rtUTO)lOArtO<XV ('In more 
recent times, the Romans, when they sought after their extensive hegemony, brought about by the valour of 
their arms, extended it greatly by the kindest treatment of the defeated. So far indeed did they abstain from 
cruelty and revenge of those who fell to them that they treated them not as enemies but as benefactors and 
friends; for while the defeated expected to meet with reprisals as former enemies, the victors could not be 
surpassed by anyone in the extent of their equity . .. . And so because of their unsurpassed civility, kings, 
cities and whole nations willingly came into the Romans' hegemony.'). 

9 Ferrary, Philhel!enisme, 131. 
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documents like the Ephesian decree demonstrate that the Romans were more than a 

central authority that issued top-down directives and the Greeks were significantly more 

than passive recipients. The documents themselves reveal a system of interaction 

between ruler and ruled that encourages us to look beyond each text in isolation. 

3.1- COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION AND RECIPROCITY 

3.1.1: Reciprocity- The Mode oflnteraction 

Greek and Roman state documents were a primary medium for Greco-Roman 

diplomacy and as such preserve not only the language but also the mode of interaction 

between imperial power and subject. While a senatus consultum, for example, was 

strictly speaking the Senate's advice to whatever magistrate had summoned the body for 

a consultation (senatum consulere I -eft cruyKi\~np crull~OUAEUElV), outside the domestic 

sphere, senate decrees were usually made in response to petitions from foreign envoys. 10 

Indeed, what remains striking about these decrees (and can be forgotten in the monotony 

of the formulary) is that they are arranged in a way that vividly preserves the 

performance of interstate diplomacy. Typical ofthis is the SC de Narthaciensium et 

Melitaeensium litibus, in which the Senate passed a judgement on a long-standing 

territorial dispute between the two cities ofNarthacium and Melitaea in Thessaly around 

10 E.g. RDGE 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 18, 19, 22. Often the phraseology of the documents reflect the 
advisory nature of these opinions with the Senate softening its tone to the magistrates with placere ('it is 
pleasing') and phrases like si ei videbitur ('if it should seem good to him') or ita uti ei e republicafideve 
sua videatur ('in such a way that it should seem to him in keeping with the good of the republic and his 
own good faith'). Of course, as noted in the previous chapter, magistrates often legitimated their own 
actions with reference to the Senate (or populus Romanus), thus creating a closed loop of power such that it 
is impossible to distinguish whether authority at Rome stems from the magistrates (to whom the Senate is 
merely an advisory cons ilium; e.g. Mommsen St.R) or the Senate (which directs magistrates on how to act; 
e.g. F. de Martino, Constitutione, 1.140); as Lintott (Constitution, 66-68) observes, even the Romans 
themselves did not have a clear answer. 
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140: 11 following the formulary ofthe preamble (lines 8-14), the decree recounts the 

speeches of the Melitaean envoys, who renewed their goodwill, friendship and alliance 

with Rome, summarized their dispute with the Narthacians and submitted their petition 

and proposal to the Senate (11. 15-35); it then records the speech of the Narthacian 

envoys, who likewise renewed relations with Rome, summarized their claim and cited 

earlier arbitrational victories (11. 35-59); and finally the decree conveys the Senate's 

actual decision concerning the dispute-in favour of the Narthacians-including its own 

statement of friendship and goodwill to both parties, its rationale, and the assignment of 

viaticum to the envoys (11. 60-72). 

A document such as this one reminds us that decrees of the Roman senate were 

not produced in isolation. The very format of the senatus consultum preserves the system 

of petition-response that ordered the relations between Rome and the East: in the example 

above, although the praetor C. Hostilius had consulted the Senate, the senators addressed 

themselves to, and directed their response to, the envoys from the two Thessalian 

poleis. 12 Decisions like this ofthe Senate (or a Roman magistrate) were routinely made 

in response to the appeals of embassies that descended on Rome annually, only a fraction 

11 RDGE 9; cf. Ager, Arbitrations nos. 32, 79, 154, 156 for a history of the disputes between these 
two poleis; Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie, nos. 165-166. 

12 Hostilius: [rchoc; 'Ocr }dAtac; AuAou uioc; MayKtvoc; cr-rpa[ nwoc; -r ]f\1 cruyKA~TWl cruvE~OUAEUcra-ro 
(lines 8-9). Envoys address Senate: m:pi wv 8£crcraAoi MEAlT<XlEtc; 'Ap}l6[~Evoc; Au]crci:v8pou, Aa}lnp6}laxoc; 
TioAha [npEcr~w]-rai Myouc; £no1~crav-ro ... [Nap9aKlEtc; N]lKci:m~ Ta[-- -npEcr~E]u-rai Myo[uc;] 
£n[o1~crav-ro] (lines 14-16, 37-38). Senate responds to Thessalian envoys: 1tEpt -rou-rou -roil npawaroc; 
outwc; EbO~EV" xci:pna qnAiav OU}l}l<XXl<XV [a]vavEwcracr9al !OUTOlc; !E qnAavepwnwc; U1t0Kpl9f\val" Civ8pac; 
K<XAouc; Kayaeouc; npocrayopEUO<Xl" ocra KEKpl}lEV<X £cr-rl.v K<X!Ct VO}lOUc;, ouc; T{toc; Ko"iyuwc; una-roc; EbWKEV, 
-railra Ka8wc; KEKpl}lEVa £crr{v, ourw 8oKci Kup1a dva1 bE tV (lines 50-64 ). 
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of which are mentioned in the surviving records and yet still number over seven hundred 

in the course of the second and first centuries. 13 

4.1.3: Syntax 

Further still, more than just products of a mode of interaction (petition-response), 

the actions expressed in state documents exist in a reciprocal world of past and future 

action. 14 Commonly a Greek petition was substantiated in the claim to have previously 

done something for Rome; the Romans, consequently, made their decision in light of this 

past action; their decision was then publicly memorialized by the appellant city; that 

public decree thereafter stood as proof of the city's past benefaction and the basis of 

future requests, but also as evidence of the Romans' own good services should they 

themselves ever need help. These exchanges, furthermore, were more than mere 

reactions to benefactions or goodwill, they were part of a system of exchange regulated 

13 Canali de Rossi, Le Ambascerie dal mondo Greco aRoma in eta repubblicana (Rome 1997). 
Sometimes, perhaps often, embassies first appealed to the praetor or consul (presumably while in Rome, 
though possibly in provincia), who gave them access to the Senate (dare senatum): e.g. RDGE 4, lines 5-
10: 1tpEcr~eu-rat 'Ap~paKtGrrat Kat 'A9apfrvE<; epotrrpocr~Aeocrav tv' au-rot<; cruyKf..rt-rov ow· eyw au-rot<; 
cr\JyKA.rt-rov £8wKa ('the ambassadors of Ambracia and Atharnana approached me so that I might give them 
a meeting with the senate; I have given them a meeting with the senate'); cf. RDGE 7, line 36-38; no. 8, 
line 5; and no. 14, line 92. On the actions of the Greek envoys once in Rome, see J.-L. Ferrary, "Les 
ambassadeurs au Senat romaine" in J.-P. Caillet and M. Sot (eds.), L 'Audience: Rituels et cadres spatiaux 
dans I 'Antiquite et le haut Moyen Age (Paris 2007), 113-122. 

14 On interstate reciprocity, seeP. Karavites, "Euergesia in Herodotus and Thucydides as a factor 
in Interstate Relations" RIDA 27 (1980), 69-79; Gruen, HWCR, 54-95; L. Mitchell, Greeks Bearing Gifts 
(Cambridge 1997); idem, "<l>tAta, Euvota and Greek interstate relations" Antichthon 31 ( 1997), 28-44; Ma, 
Antiochos III (Oxford 1999); P. Low, Interstate Relations, 36-53; the concept is notably absent in the 
Realist perspective of the ancient world presented by A. Eckstein, Mediterranean Anarchy (Berkeley 
2006). On reciprocity in the ancient world, see the various essays collected in C. Gill, N. Postlethwaite, 
and R. Seaford (eds.), Reciprocity in Ancient Greece (Oxford 1998), esp. H. van Weiss, "The Law of 
Gratitude: Reciprocity in Anthropological Theory", 13-49, esp. 15-20 ("an exchange conceptualized as the 
performance and requital of gratuitous actions"), and K. Lomas and T. Cornell ( eds. ), Bread and Circuses: 
Euergetism and Municipal Patronage in Roman Italy (New York 2003). 
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by a host of normative conventions and rules that directed the actions of the Romans and 

the Greekpoleis toward one another. 

A pair ofMithridatic-era documents from Aphrodisias illustrate this process 

clearly. The first is a civic decree of the Aphrodisians, which records a plea from the 

Roman proconsul Q. Oppius, then besieged at Laodicea by the forces ofMithridates, and 

the city's decision to help him. 15 The text explairts that the Aphrodisians sent envoys, 

along with the soldiers, to inform Oppius oftheir continuing al'pcmc; (which implies a 

consistent course of past action and sentiment) toward the Romans, whom they refer to as 

their saviours and benefactors (which alludes to the hegemon's past benefactions, and 

which serve as the reason for the city's al'pEcnc; and present efforts), and their promise to 

provide for anything else Oppius may request (i.e. a pledge of future support). 16 The 

second document is a response from Oppius thanking the Aphrodisians for their goodwill 

and for acting in a manner consonant with a good ally and friend (i.e. performing past 

actions that justify their current requests), about which he undertakes to advise the Senate 

and the Roman people upon his return to Rome (i.e. publicly relayirtg the city's efforts so 

that they might be taken irtto consideration irt future dealings), and pledging in the future 

15 Reynolds, Aphrod 2, pp. 11-16. For the historical circumstances, see: Livy Per. 78; App. Mith. 
17, 20, 112; Magie, RRAMI.212-214, Il.ll64-5; Sherwin-White, RFPE, 112-119; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 
250-260. Despite the claims of the Aphrodisians, Oppius was given up by the Laodiceans to Mithridates, 
and, though unharmed, was not returned until after Sulla's victories in 85. 

16 Aphrod. 2, lines 3-5 (repeated at lines 7-8): O:vaVK<XtOV OE £crew e~anocrn::tA<Xt K<Xt npc:cr~wra<; 
rou<; ev<pavwuvra<; rQ O:veunartp nc:pi rc: rfj<; aipticrc:w<; ~<; £xn 6 8flllo<; ~llwv npo<; 'Pwllaiou<; ovra<; 
crwrfjpa<; K<Xt c:uc:pytira<; K<Xt eav n 6 crrp(ar)rJYO<; emracrcrn K<Xt E'rc:pov rft n6A.c:t, Ot<XT<X~<Xl!EVOU<; W<JTE 
Otacra<p110f\vat Kat y£vc:cr0at; c£ lines 11-13, which emphasises the conviction of the people: ev<pavwilcrtv 
OE aurQ on mx<; 6 bf\l!o<; ~l!WV cruv yuvat~t K<Xt TEKVot<; K<Xt rQ navn ~{tp ... napa~aAf..c:cr0at unf:p Ko{vrou 
Kat rwv 'Pwllaiwv npayllarwv ('the envoys are to make clear to him that our entire demos, together with 
the wives and children and household is ready to fight on behalf of Quintus and Roman affairs.'). The 
preamble of the decree (fragment A) is recorded in larger letters centred on the stone, emphasising that the 
decision was made autarchically by the boule and demos, a point which underscores the Aphrodisians' 
claim to have freely chosen to support Oppius. 
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to do what he can to benefit the polis as their patron (the ultimate reward for their 

principle of goodwill and friendship and the assurance of future benefactions). 17 In this 

pair of documents we can observe the mutually implicating cycle of reciprocity between 

ruler and ruled, with no real beginning and where each action acknowledges or assumes a 

past action, and looks forward to a future action. 

While not all documents have companion pieces like the Aphrodisian example, 

most are syntactically structured in a way that presuppose past and future benefaction in a 

cycle of reciprocity. By their very nature, for example, honorific decrees of Greek cities 

are texts that have been passed because of a past good done for the community. Consider 

a decree of the Samians inscribed on a massive marble base that once held a statue of the 

Roman people, probably from the first half of the second century: "The people ofSamos 

(dedicate this statue) ofthe Roman people to Hera, on account of their excellence and 

services toward the people". 18 Here we learn that the Samians set up the massive statue 

to the Romans because of some benefaction they did for the city, which, as is typical, is 

17 Aphrod. 3, lines 1-57: K6tvro<; "Omtto<; Ko{vrou I uio<; aveumxro<; 'Pwpcdwv I crrpaTTJYO<; 
ITA.apacrewv Kat I A<ppobEtOtEWV apxoucrtv, II ~ouA.ft, b~Jl<.p xatpEtv 1[-- -]£4-0[-- -]1. 'Avr{nar[po<; I 
?'Abpci:]qrou, ITc:pdra<; 'AnoAA.wl[vio]u, 'Aprc:p{bwpo<; Muwvo<;,ll bwvucrw<; M~vtbo<;, MEtJ..LoiKA.fl<; Z~vwvo<;, 
npc:cr~EUT<Xt I UjlETEpot, avbpE<; KaAot Kat I aya9o{, cruvewx6v jlot EV I KQ Kat cruvqci:pfjcrav, r6 TE II 
\jJ~<ptcrjla anebwKaV EV ~ btlc:cra<pciro xa{pc:tv Ujlii<; J..LEiyci:A.w<; Eltt rft EJ..Lft napoucr{~.l onc:p f.yw unE:p rfl<; 
UJ..LHEpa<; I ec:Mcrc:w<; El<; jlE rei TE bfJJ..LOIIcrta npciypara ~jlETEpa acr<paiA.w<; mcrrc:uw· Ka9' OV yap Katlpov EK 
AaobtK~a<; npo<; ulpii<; EltEJ..L\jJa ypciwara Olt'-\J[<;]I crrpanwra<; np6<; jlE anocr[rt]IIA.TJTE, EV npwrot<; 
anc:crr~:[(]IA.arc:, TOUTO be EltOt~crarc: K[a]l9w<; EltE~aAAEV OUJ..Ljl[ci]lxm<; ayaeo'i<; Kat <ptAot<; b~IJ..LoU 'PwbL~tWV 
notflcrat,ll rwv rc: anocrraMvrwv lnpc:cr~c:urwv f.pyacr{~ I KaA.ft Kat nA.dcrrn ExPTJicrciJ..LTJV bt' &<;ai-da<; I [? 
niicrav ltOt~OOjlat] I <ppovr{~[a Kat EV ap]llxft Kat ibt<.p ~[{w o]lnc:p &v crw~OJ..LEV[~<;]I rfl<; EJ..Lfl<; n{crr[c:]lw<; 
nmflcrat UjlElV Mlvwpat TOt<; TE bfJJ..L9ilcriot<; npci:ypacrtv V[p]c:lrepot<; EUXpTJcrrflcrat,l Kat ad TWO<; ayaeou I 
napa{ no<; yc:vtcread onw<; TE rft cruvKA.~r<.pll rQ TE b~jl<.p ra a<p' UJ..LWV lnc:npaypeva f.crr{v I OT<XV d<; 
'PWJ..LTJV napalyevwpat btacra<p~crw·l oi au-rot npc:cr~Et<; napc:IIKO:A.c:crav onw<; E~n rft l[f.]pft narpwv~<f Kat 
UJ..LElV I xpflcr9at· TOUTOU<; f.yw I avc:bc:~ci:jlTJV, Karo:A.olyfl<; EVEKEV rfl<; UjlETEIIpa<; n6Ac:w<;, EjlE TOU b~lpou TOU 
upc:repou ncilrpwva Ecrc:cr9at. 

18 SEG XL 736 (= IG XII 6, 350): 6 bflpo<; 6 LajltWV I TOV bflpov TOV 'Pwpa{wv I apc:rfl<; EVEKEV I 
Kai c:uc:pyc:cr{a<; rfj<; Ei<; eaurov II "HpTJL For more on this decree and the worship of Rome, see below §3.2 
in this chapter. 
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seen as a moral virtue ( apnr)). It has been suggested that the dedication might stem from 

the decision ofManlius Vulso and his legati in 189 to side with the city in its long-

standing territorial dispute with Priene, but it is an important point that the context 

remains unwritten and thus universalized- that is, though it might have been prompted 

by a discrete Roman benefaction, it is memorialized as part of a system of exchange, 

without beginning or end. 19 For this same reason, we typically find both Greeks and 

Romans asserting benefactions or sentiments of goodwill in terms of perpetuity, 

employing the future tense, words like always, continually, and traditional, and phrases 

likefrom the beginning.20 

4 .1.4: Language 

Two of the earliest Roman communications with eastern poleis are unique for the 

openness in which this reciprocal arrangement is expressed and can be used to illustrate 

the language of reciprocity. The earliest is a letter of M. Valerius Messala (pr.193), who, 

writing on behalf of the tribunes and Senate, advised the people ofTeos that ''we shall try 

to increase the honours ('ri~ta) for Dionysus and privileges (qnA.civ8pwrra) for you, while 

you too preserve goodwill (euvota) toward us in the future". 21 Likewise, in a letter ofL. 

Cornelius Scipio (cos. 190) to the Heracleans we fmd the following: 22 

19 Ch. Habicht, "Samos weiht eine Statue des populus Romanus" MDAI(A) 105 (1990), 259-268. 
20 Seen. 249. 
21 RDGE 34, lines 21-24: raTEd<; rev 9eov Ttj.lta Kat ra d<; UJ.la<; qnMv9pwrra rtEtpaa6j.tE9a 

auverrau~etv, 8tan1Pouvrwv UJ.lWV Kat d<; ro J.lera raura r~v rrpo<; ~J.la<; euvotav. 
22 RDGE 35, lines 7-10, 14-15: ~J.l[Et]<; 8E: rtpo<; rravra<; TOU<; "EAAT]Va<; EUVOW<; OtaKelJ.lEV[ot 

ruyxa]voj.tey Kat rretpaa6j.te9a, rrapayeyov6rwv UJ.lWV dar~v ~J.lETEpa[J.lrrianJ.l], rrp6votaJ.l rtoteta9at r~v 
EVbEXOJ.lEVT]V, ad nvo<; aya9ou rrapa[inot yev ]OJ.lEVOt ... CtJt00EXOJ.lE9a 8E: Kat ra nap' ~J.lWJ.l qnMv9pwrta 
Kat ra<; [rtt<JTEt<;, K]al. aurol. bE JtEtpaaOJ.lE9a J.lT]bEVO<; Af:{rrea9at £y xaptro<; arro86aet. 
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As it happens we are well disposed ( Euv6w~) to all the Greeks, and we will try, 
while you are in our good faith (rricrn~), to take necessary forethought (rrp6vma) 
for you and always to be the authors of some good (aya86v) for you; ... and we 
accept the benefits (qn.Aav8pwrra) from you and the good faith (rricrn~), and we 
ourselves will try to leave out no favour (xapt~) in return. 

While there may be some ambiguity as to whether the sentiments in this last example are 

personal or made on behalf of the Roman state, the system in which they are expressed is 

clear. 23 In these texts the mutual rewards and expectations are laid bare: in so long as 

Greek poleis act in a manner that demonstrates goodwill and loyalty, Rome will provide 

benefactions and look upon them with favour; in so long as the Romans continue to show 

favour the Greeks will continue to reciprocate with benefactions and good faith. The 

language of the cycle of reciprocity that develops in the course ofthe next two centuries 

becomes standardized around these conditions, but henceforth encoded in the language of 

diplomacy such that the sort of quid pro quo arrangements explained by Messala and 

Scipio remain implicit. Thus we find similar references to e:uv01a, rr{crw; and 

qn.Aav8pwrra in the Aphrodisian examined above, as well as, significantly, the varied 

relations of friend, benefactor, and patron, which come to embody these virtues as a sort 

of conventional shorthand, but no similarly explicit demands of reciprocity. 

Based on these examples, and the system that developed subsequently, Greco-

Roman relations might be characterized as follows. First, both parties looked to exist in a 

state of :friendship (<ptA.ia I amicitia) with one another. Regularly a Greek embassy 

23 The ambiguity arises from the fact that RDGE 35 is generally reconstructed as a letter ofL. 
Cornelius Scipio (cos. 190) and his brother, P. Scipio ([At:UKlO~ Kopv~Ato~ ~Kudwv] crrpcrrfJyo~ una-ro~ 
'Pwjla{wv [Kat IT6n/\to~ ~Kmiwv aOt:A]q>o~) (see Sherk, RDGE p. 218; c£ RDGE 36). Letters of Roman 
magistrates were typically written in the first person plural -reflecting the sense that the author was 
speaking on behalf of the Roman people- though there are cases (largely from the Late Republic) where 
the first person singular might be used, which makes it possible that the plural used here represents the 
personal sentiments of Lucius and Publius. 
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before the Senate began by renewing its city's friendship with the Romans, who would in 

tum acknowledge the envoys and their city as friends, and the dialogue itselfwas 

routinely grounded in the demonstration of, or praise for, continued friendship with the 

Romans.24 "Friendship" was a condition recognized in response to and with the 

expectation of future goodwill (£uvota I salus) and good faith (nicrnc; I fides), virtues 

regularly asserted or renewed by Greeks before addressing the Roman senate and 

frequently praised by the latter.25 Demonstration of these meritorious qualities- or the 

consistent application of them in the past ( npoa{p£01<;)26
- was rewarded with 

benefactions ( qnAavSpwna, £U£pyw{a I beneficia) and favour (xaptc; I gratia), such as 

freedom, immunity, protection, financial support, etc, which were products of Rome's 

own £uvota and evidence of its apn~ (moral excellence). 27 By turns, the populus 

Romanus was praised by Greeks as benefactor (£u£pyET11<;) and saviour ( crwr~p) of both 

an individual polis or the Greeks in common ( Kotvol. £U£py£-ra{ T£ Kat crwn1pcc;).Z8 Later 

in the Republic, the emphasis shifted somewhat as individual Romans played an 

increasingly larger role in the functioning ofthe empire, represented by an individual's 

24 See below §2.1 in this chapter. 
25 Eg., RDGE 18, lines 44-46: £nd 6 0~}10<; [cruvn~pf]OEV ad rijv umxpxouoav airrwt] EtJVOt<XV l<<Xt 

n{[onv] Kai ouwax{[av npo<; Tov o~11ov Tov 'Pw11aiwv, Ta i.10ta npawaTa K[aTa T]~v npoa{pEotv g[uTwv 
OtotK~oa] ('Since the people ofStratonicaea have always preserved their present goodwill, loyalty and 
alliance toward the Roman people, conducting their own affairs in keeping with this principle ... '); renewal 
of goodwill: RDGE 9, 10, (12), 15, 16, 18, (20), (21), 26. On the relation of qnA{a and Ei)vota, see L. 
Mitchell, "<l>1A{a and Interstate Relations", 32-37. 

26 For examples and discussion ofnpoa{pf]ot<;, see below p. 259. 

27 Typical is IGUR 5 (= ILLRP 174): AUK{wv TO Kotvov KO}ltoa}!EVOV T~v mhptov Of]}lOKpa-riav 
T~V 'PW}lf]V ~tl K<XJtETWAtWt Kat TWt O~}!Wt TWt 'PW}lCXtWV apn~<; EVEl<EV l<<Xt EUVOta<; l((Xl EUEPYEOt<X<; ~<; 
Ei<; To Kotvov TO AuK{wv; cf. Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 288. 

28 See below §2.2. 
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undertaking to act as patron (patronus I rt:<hpwv) for a city that had demonstrated its 

goodwill and excellence. 

This language was well-defined, stable, and institutionalized with a history 

grounded in Hellenistic interstate relations and a spatial extent that covered the eastern 

Mediterranean. The clearest demonstration of this is the sixteen or so well-known 

Capitoline dedications.29 These are dedications made to Rome by eastern powers (cities, 

leagues and kings) throughout the course of the second and early first century. As Kallet-

Marx explains: 

The recurring themes of the monument are Rome's high moral character (virtus 
or apn~). its goodwill (benevolentia or EUVOla), the expression of these qualities 
through the conferral of benefits upon others (beneficium or e:ue:pye:cria), and 
indeed Rome's activity for their salvation (sa/us, hence crwr~p) and recovery of 
their freedom (libertas, tJ\wee:pia, or 8rwoKpana).30 

What for Kallet-Marx are "themes" are for us conditions in the discursive field of 

reciprocity. This language is a part of- constructively - the system of empire and 

therefore must be treated as more than courtly niceties and formalities. 

3.2- INSTRUMENTAL FUNCTION 

The language employed in these documents reflects and constitutes real relations 

that directed the interaction between the Romans and the Greek cities of the East. It 

29 Collected in IGUR nos. 5-20 (= ILLRP 174-181); cf. Mommsen, Zeitschriftfor Numismatik 15 
(1887), 207-219 (= Ges. Schrift. 4.69-80); R. Mellor, "The Dedications on the Capitoline Hill," Chiron 8 
(1978), 319-330 (cf E>EA PQMH: The Worship of the Goddess Roma [Gottingen 1975], 203-206); Lintott, 
"The Capitoline Dedications to Jupiter and the Roman People" ZPE 30 (1978), 137-144. The dedications 
were set up adjacent to the Temple of Fides. 

30 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 288. 
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remains now to consider more carefully how exactly these relations operated and to place 

their instrumental functions in the larger context ofthe developing empire. 

3.2.1: Roman Power as Friend 

In Greco-Roman interstate relations, friendship was a central form of diplomatic 

association - between states, but also between states and groups or individuals within 

states- and, like freedom looked at in the previous chapter, with its own normative 

conventions that shaped and reinforced social roles. That friendship was more than just 

diplomatic courtesy or even protocol is illustrated by the state documents themselves, 

particularly when the formulary is broken: an early first century letter ofQ. Mucius 

Scaevola to the Ephesians, for example, refers to them as "having been judged in 

(Roman) friendship", a phrase repeated in a response decree of the people and tribes of 

Asia, which reveals for us the deliberated condition hidden in the diplomatic protocol. 31 

Significantly, these roles have their roots deeper in the Hellenic tradition than the Roman 

tradition, such that as a "friend" and in speaking of"friendship" the Romans entered a 

traditionally Hellenic interstate institution. 32 As Gruen has shown, qnAia had played an 

31 RDGE 4 7, lines 28-29: [E:v rfj]t qn/.{at Kpt8e[ vrwv] OtlJ.lWV re Kai E:[Svwv ]; also restored in line 
5; IGRP IV 188 (=OGJS 438), lines 1-3 and IV 291, line 1: oi E:v rfjt 'Acr(atbfjJ.lOl Ka[i r]a £8v[ll] K<Xi oi Kar' 
avopa K€KplJ.lEVOl E:v Tfjl npoc; 'PWJ.l<XlOU<; <j>lAl<Xl; cf. RDGE 2, lines 5-8, in which a group of envoys from 
Thisbae are referred to as "those who had remained in the friendship" of the Roman people ( otnvec; E:v rfjt 
qnf.ial rfjt iJJ.lw~pat EVEJ.l€lVav); a similar expression is used of a certain Hermadorus of Oropus in 73 
(RDGE 23, lines 50-51): 'EpJ.loOwpou '0/.uvn{xou uiou iepewc; 'AJ.lqnapaou roD Ot<x r£/.ouc; E:v rfj <ptf.(~ roD 
btlJ.lOU wu 'PwJ.la(wv J.l€J.l€Vf1KOTO<; ('Hermadorus the son ofOlympichus, priest of Amphiaraos, has 
remained forever in the friendship of the Roman people'). On these two documents, see also below, p. 210. 
Note similar attitudes found in 1 Mace. 8.12 on the Romans: "with friends and those who rely on them they 
have kept friendship". 

32 Gruen, HWCR I.54-95. See also D. Konstan, Friendship in the Classical World (Cambridge 
1997), 93-121; L. Mitchell, "<I>tf.{a, euvota and Greek Interstate Relations" Antichthon 31 ( 1997), 28-44. 
On Roman amicitia, see: D. Konstan, Friendship and the Classical World (Cambridge 1997), 122-148; 
Brunt, "Amicitia", in id The Fall of the Republic and Related Essays (Oxford 1988), 351-381. For the 
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important role in Hellenistic interstate relations before Rome entered the East and much 

of Rome's own policy of amicitia, which appears to have emerged in the international 

sphere during the early third century, seems to be a product ofHellenic influence. 33 In 

the Hellenistic period, references to friendship are found frequently in various sorts of 

interstate institutions, including agreements of icronoA.n:c:ia34 and acruA.ia35
, as well as 

cru}l~OAa,36 and peace treaties37
, or simply standing alone in international intercourse. 38 

Even in the Late Hellenistic period, during the Roman era, friendship continued as a form 

of interstate relations between Greek city-states without any mention ofthe Romans. 39 

Broadly, then, as "friends" the Romans were being plugged into an existing social 

relationship that existed in the Greek East before and beyond their presence in the region. 

Roman influence on the development of Greco-Roman friendship, see the discussion of amicitia et societas 
below, p. 252/J. 

33 Gruen, HWCR 1.95: "Carthaginians and Greeks brought qnAia: to Rome's attention as an element 
of international accords. Until the late third century it appears but sporadically and insignificantly in her 
diplomatic relations, and always on the initiative of other powers." As Gruen points out, most early 
references to amicitia seem to come in relation to, and at the urging of, an eastern state: e.g., Alexander of 
Molossia: Justin 12.2.12; Livy 8.17.9-10. Pyrrhus: Plut. Pyrrh. 18.2-4; 20.4; Ptolemy: App. Sic. 1; Eutrop. 
2.15; cf. Livy Per 14; Zon. 8.6.11. Seleucus II: Suet. Claud. 25.3. Messana: Polyb 3.26.6. Syracuse: 
Polyb. 1.16.5-8. Illyrian cities in 220s: Polyb. 2.11.5-17. Carthaginian treaties: Polyb. 1.62.8; 3.22.4, 24.3-
8, 27.4; c£ 7.9.4-12. Massilia: Sid 591. 

34 E.g. Milet 1.3.137, lines 11-13; no. 141, line 8; no. 142, lines 3-4 & 11-13; no. 143, lines 46-47; 
OGIS 229, lines 34-35; SIG3 433, lines 3-4; Sid 472, lines 19-21. 

35 SIG3 522, lines 1-2; no. 563, lines 3-8; no. 554, lines 6-11; IG IX 12 189, lines 1-2; IG XII2.15, 
lines 15-17 & 25-26. On the institution of asylia, seeK. Rigsby, Asylia: Territorial Inviolability in the 
Hellenistic World (Berkeley, 1996). 

36 SIG3 273, lines 3-5; IC 1.8.6, lines 11-15. 
37 SIG3 42la, lines 3-5; Diod. 19.75.1; 97.4; Ap. Syr. 55; Polyb. 4.52.6; 15.25.13. 
38 E.g. IPriene 61, lines 4-6 & 32-33; I.Erythrai I.122, lines 16-17. Commonly these were 

expressed as general renewals of friendship: ISE I 52 (317 BCE), lines 5-8, 11-13, 32-34 (publication of 
stele too); IG XII 9.1186 (232-220 BCE), line 13; ISE II120 (late third/early second century), lines 8-12; IG 
IX 12 2.582, line 12 (207 BCE); I. Magnesia 32 (late third/early second century), lines 21-22; !Magnesia 
61 (193), lines 34-35; !.Magnesia 31 (189), line 12; Miletl 3.142 (=I.Eph. 3110), lines 3-4. 

39 IG VII 4139 (178-146), lines 1-3; Habicht, AM72 (1957), 62 lines 19-20 (166); I.Iasos 152, 
lines 3-4, 33 (151); SIG3 683, lines 7-8, 16-18 (140); IG II2 1135 (1111110), lines 8-9. 
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The significance of this observation should not be underestimated. The Romans' 

status as cpi.A.ot gained them entry into a traditional Hellenistic institution and allowed 

them to express power through a format traditional to Greeks, much as their use of 

freedom had positioned them within a traditional Greek discursive framework. In fact, 

the close association between friendship and freedom in Greek tradition - a point 

discussed in more detail below (§3.1)- is worth pointing out here. Since the Classical 

period, if not earlier, relations of cp1Aia operated on the notion of equality between cp1.Aoi 

-which is clearest in the democratic ideology of frank speech (nappf1cr{a) and equality at 

law (iaovo11ia) but was true also of oligarchies and monarchies - and the expectation of 

mutual good feelings and support.40 This same sense of equality is still clearly evident 

during the Hellenistic era in documents of iaonoAlTEia and treaty arrangements, 

mentioned above; friendship was understood to be a voluntary relation between equals 

founded on the expectation of mutual well-being and well-doing beyond merely one's 

own self-interest, but for the pleasure, advantage, and good of another, in what Aristotle 

called a "reciprocal affection" (avncp{Af1<H~).41 For their own part, when the Romans 

40 Arist. Eth. Nic. 8.1157b33-1158a 1 (Mye:-rcxt yap qnA6-r11c; icr6-r11c; ['it is said that amity is 
equality'); Plato, Laws, 6.757a; cf. Arist. Eth.Nic. 1158bl; 158b25-33; Plato, Laws 8.837a5; Eur. Phoness. 
535-537; J.Cooper, Reason and Emotion (Princeton 1999), 312-335; L. Mitchell, "The Rules of the Game: 
Three Studies in Friendship, Equality and Politics" in L. Mitchell and L. Rubinstein (eds.), Greek History 
and Epigraphy, Essays in Honour of P.J. Rhodes (Swansea 2009), 1-32, esp. 2-8; Konstan, Friendship, 53-
92; idem, "Reciprocity and Friendship" in Gill, et al., eds. Reciprocity in Ancient Greece (Oxford, 1998), 
279-302. See, P. Low, Interstate Relations, 45-47 for this equality in interstate relations of the Classical 
period. 

41 Arist. Eth. Eud. 7.1236a14-15: cpiA.oc; 0~ yivwxt o-rav (jllAOIJJ.lEVO<; O:vncptA.fl, Kat 'tOU'tO J.l~ 
A.avecivn rrwc; au-roue; ('a man becomes a friend whenever he is befriended and befriends in return and this 
is known to both'); Eth.Nic. 8.1155b28; 1156a8; cf. Eth. Nic. 1155b30-35: -roue; OE ~OUAOJ.lEVOU<; ou-rw 
-rayaea e:uvouc; Myoucrtv, iiv llD -ra:un) KO:l rra:p' EKEtVOU ytVf]'tat: EUVOtav yap EV avnrrmove6crt cptA.iav 
e:iva:t ('persons who wish another good for his own sake, if the feeling is not reciprocated, are merely said 
to feel goodwill for him: only when it is mutual is such goodwill termed friendship'); the similarity in 
Cicero's definition of friendship in Inv. rhet. 2.166: amicitia voluntas erga aliquem rerum bonarum illius 
ipsius causa, quem diligit, cum eius pari voluntate ('Friendship is a desire to do service to any one for the 
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sought Greek support against Perseus they reminded them of their own goodwill toward 

the Greeks, and appealed to them along the lines offriendship;42 the Aphrodisias-Oppius 

exchange, discussed above, in which the Aphrodisians were acknowledged by the Roman 

proconsul as good and proper friends for their support against Mithridates, illustrates that 

this sense continued on into the first century. 43 Following these prescriptions, Roman 

hegemonic power became de-problematized as a series of actions taken in the interests of 

their Greek friends motivated by goodwill; and by the same token, a polis' subordination 

to Rome- i.e. its loyalty- could be framed as the moral obligation (i.e. duty) of a friend. 

In order to disentangle these two ideas, let us again consider the SC de 

Narthaciensium et Militaeensium litibus and focus on the assumed truths and implicit 

assumptions contained in the text. To recall, this decree records the Senate's arbitration 

of a long-standing territorial dispute between Narthacium and Melitaea. Despite its 

decision in favour of the Narthacians, the Senate describes both cities' envoys as "good 

and fine friends" and both cities as "a good and fine people, who are our friends and 

allies"- common language throughout the period.44 The envoys had already begun their 

petition to the Senate by renewing the <ptAia:, d5vota:, and xapt<; toward the Romans (lines 

18-19, 41-42 ), and the Senate itself subsequently declares that the same should be 

sake of the person himself to whom one is attached, combined with a corresponding inclination on his part 
towards oneself'); he seems to have coined the term redamare (de Amicitia 49) to approximate the Greek 
UVTtq>tAfJOl<;. 

42 SJG 613b (with Bousquet, BCH 105 [1981], 407-416); RDGE 22, lines 7-8. 
43 Aphrod. 3 (text above, n. 17). 

44 RDGE 9, lines 16-19, 39-41; &v8p£<; Ka.\ot Kayaeot Kat q>tA011tapa s~~ou KaAoil Kaya9oil Kat 
cpi.\ou ou~~axou. This formula is also found in RDGE 7, lines 41, 43; no. 9, 16-18; no lOb, lines 5 and 8; 
no. 12, lines 3-4; no. 15, lines 8-9, 55-56; no. 16, lines 3-4; no. 18, lines 69-72; no. 20d, lines 1-5; no. 21, 
line 3; no. 26b, lines 20-21; Aphrod. 8, lines 21-22. 
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renewed with the cities (lines 60-62) such that friendship and goodwill literally frame the 

interaction. 45 

So, as the text (interaction) begins, the Romans are acknowledged as friends by 

the Thessalians, who indeed even renew their friendship before submitting their petition 

and learning the outcome of the arbitration. The sequence is significant, as it places the 

initiative of friendship squarely with the Thessalians, whose speech-act of renewing 

(even if just now creating) friendship not only admits of past friendship with Rome - and 

their satisfaction that the Romans have to this point acted in a manner befitting a 'friend' 

- but also the expectation that the outcome of the present petition will likewise be 

friendly. Before having made a decision, the Romans have already been fit into a mould 

that expresses their past actions toward Thessaly as friendly and expects their future 

decisions to be the same. This makes the successful argument of the Narthacian envoys 

all the more intriguing: they claimed that the disputed land should be theirs by virtue of 

their earlier successes in tribunals held according to Thessalian law, ''which had been 

established by the consulT. Quinctius Flamininus and his ten commissioners (in 196) 

according to a decree of the Senate.'46 Here the Narthacians- perhaps all Thessalians-

describe the imposition of laws upon them by a greater power as the good service of a 

45 For the arrangement of this document, see above p. 194. 
46 RDGE 9, lines 48-54: m::pi rfj<; xwpa<; K<Xt TWV it::pwv KptnjplOt<; [VEV )tKf1K[£]vat K<XTU v6~ou<; 

TOU<; 8EOO<XAWV, oi.c; [ v6]~ot<; ~W<; r~[ v ]Dv xpwv[ T ]at, oi)<; VO~OU<; Tho<; KotyKnO<; Ult<XTO<; a no rfj<; TWV OEJ:<<X 
npEcr~wrwv yvw~11<; eOwKEV Kat K<Xra Mwa cruyKI\~rou ('[they argued] that they too had won suits over 
this land and the sanctuaries according to the laws of Thessaly, which had been established by the consul T. 
Quinctius (Flamininus) and his ten commissioners according to a decree of the Senate'); and the Romans' 
decision at lines 63-67: ocra KEKpt~£va EOTtV K<XTU vo~ou<;, ou<; Tho<; KotyKno<; Ult<XTO<; eOWKEV, T<XUT<X 
Kaewc; KEKpt~EV<X E:crr{v, OUTW OOKEl KUpta Eivat OEl)L, rour6 TE l-lll EUXepE:<; dvat ocra K<XTU v6~ou<; 
K£Kpt~£va £crriv aKupa notE'iv ('whatever had been decided according to the laws that the consul, T. 
Quinctius, had established should remain valid as they are -for it is not an easy thing to invalidate what has 
been decided according to the laws'). 
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friend. By the same token, they expect that the Romans' decisions in their dispute with 

Melitaea will be grounded in their goodwill (the same spirit, naturally, in which the suit 

was heard). It follows, furthermore, that if the Thessalian cities accept the Senate's 

decision, then they must also accept that the Romans have acted in the manner of friends 

motivated by c:uv01a - thus reproducing the arrangement and reciprocal cycle. 

While Narthacium used its victories under Flamininus' laws ultimately to win its 

case, both it and Melitaea had first used an argument that they thought was a stronger 

claim: that their people had possessed the disputed land ''when they entered into the 

friendship ofthe Roman people". 47 In this we see friendship as something of an imperial 

status. The Thessalian poleis were not alone in using this argument; there are more than 

a dozen other examples in the epigraphic corpus ranging from the first third of the second 

to the late-first centuries in which the mutually-agreed ownership of property is defined 

by its possession upon entering Roman friendship. 48 The significance ofthese arguments 

to the re-orientation of the polis' sense oftime and its memory is discussed in more detail 

below (§3.2); what bears emphasis here is the growing equation of friendly relations with 

loyalty to the hegemonic power. In this sense, even civitates liberae- which were 

technically outside the imperial state49 
- could be positioned within the Romans' 

hegemonia as friends: the senate decree rewarding important privileges to Asclepiades, 

Polystratos, and Meniscos for their efforts on Rome's behalf during the Social War 

47 Lines 21-22 (!lee'~<; xwpac; de; T~J.l qnAiav TOU [8~\lOU r]ou 'Pwj.laiwv napEyEVOVTO), and 46-48 
(\lWX m[UTI]<;] r[fj]c; xwpac; de; T~V [<p ]tAia[ v] r[ou 8~]\lOU [ TOU 'Pwj.!]aiwv NapeaKt£t<; napay[eyOVEV ]at). 

48 RDGE no. 2, lines 22-23; no. 3, lines 1-4; no. 7, line 54; no. 14, lines 54-55(?); no. 21, col. II, 
line 3; no. 24b, lines 5-6; no. 28b, lines 13-14; no. 70, lines 16-17; Aphrod. 8, lines 24-25, 60-61; lex agr., 
line 79; Sid 683, lines 53-55, 63-66; cf. below, n. 251. 

49 See above, Chapter 1 §5.1. 
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included the right to have any future suit heard by a "free city that has continually 

remained in the friendship ofthe Roman people". 5° The implication would seem to be 

that a free city could exist outside the institutional structures of the empire, but that as a 

friend, that city was within the broader confines of the Romans' hegemonia (and thus 

morally obliged to acquiesce to Rome's decision and hear such a suit). 

Under the same rubric fall the instances, beginning as early as 191, in which the 

cult ofRoma ('PW}lfl) was known to have been conducted alongside ITian<;IFides; in that 

year, the Chalcidians performed a public paean to the nicrn<; (good faith; loyalty) of 

Roma, Zeus and T. Quinctius Flamininus, and associations ofRoma and nicrn<; are found 

elsewhere at Delos and Teos.51 More telling still in this regard is a decree of an unnamed 

Carian city made shortly after the war with Aristonicus, during which, we discover, it had 

become burdened "because of disorder in the urban and rural lands and the goodwill 

spent on the Romans". 52 The unknown city has internalized its obligation to quarter 

50 RDGE 22, lines 19-20 (Grk): E:rrl. rr6AEW~ £A.Eu9£pa~ Twv Stu -rEA.ou~ E:v Tflt qnA.iat mu Sth.tou 
TOU 'Pwjlaiwv JlEJlEVllKUtwv = lines 8-9 (Latin): [in civitate Iibera aliqua earum, quae perpe ]tuo in 
[amicitia p(opuli) R(omani)]. 

51 Plut. Flam. 16.7: IT{crnv 15£ 'PWJ.l<XlWV O"E~OJlEV TcXV JlEY<XAEUKTOT<XT<XV opKOt~ q>UAaO"O"EtV· 
JlEAITETE Koupat Zflva JlEY<XV 'PWJ.l<XV TE Thov 9' Ujl<X 'PWJl<XlWV TE IT{crnv· tr\tE Ilauiv, W TtTE crwTEp; c£ 
BMC p. 365 no. 15 (Locris; ca. 204); I.Delphes 1761 (Delos; ca. 98) ; BCH 19 (1895), 554 (Teos; first 
century?); Mellor, eEA 'POMH, 132-133; below, pp. 273f. 

52 P. Briant, P. Brun and E. Varinglioglu, "Une inscription inedite de Carie et laguerre 
d' Aristonicos" in A. Bresson and R. Cagnat, eds., Les Cites d'Asie Mineure Occidentale au lie Siecle a. C. 
(Bordeaux 2001), 241-259 (= SEG Ll 1495), lines 12-21: Maviou TE yap 'AKuAA{ou umi:To[u cr]Tp<XTllYOU 
'PwJlaiwv ypa¢avTo~ rrpo~ ~Jla~ £mcrTa9Jlou~ rrpocr15£~acr[9]at [K]ai Tou S~JlOU 9A.t~OJ.1Evou StaTE T~v 
1tEptcrT<XcrtV tfl\; xwpa~ K<Xt Tf\\; rr6AE[w~ Kat] StO: TO £15E15arravfjcr9at Ei~ T~V rrpo~ 'PWJl<XlOU~ d5votav K<Xt 
T<Xpaxf\[~ K<Xt rrpo]qbOKl<X~ JlEYUAll~ OUO"ll~ K<XTU TE T~V [rr]6AtV K<Xl T~V [xwpav, urr]EptSwv JlEV tO: iSiat 
AUO"tTEAfj OVt<X K<Xt J.lEl~OV<X [KivSuvov Twh cmobllJlOUVn, rrpEO"~EUO"<X~ 15£ rrpo~ TOV urraw[v £rrflAeEV rrpo]\; 
<XUTOV K<Xt aywvtcrajlEVO~ urr£p TOU avEmcrT[ae J.1EU9ov ykv€cr9at T~V lt<XTpiSa, EltEtO"EV [Jl~] arrocrTEtA<X[t 
mu~ crTpanwm~] ('when Manius Aquillius, the Roman consul, wrote us to accept quarter (for his troops), 
the people were pressed on account of a disorder of the countryside and the city and because of the 
goodwill spent on the Romans, such that trouble and expectation was great throughout the city and the 
countryside, and neglecting his own interest and the great danger in his sojourn, he went on an embassy to 
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troops (the mechanism ofloyalty during the war) as something morally due to the 

Romans, and yet simultaneously speaks of it as an unavoidable burden and praises one of 

their citizens lavishly when he convinces M'. Aquillius to relieve the polis of the 

obligation. It is important to stress that this inchoate notion of friendship as imperial 

status did not violate any of the conventional norms of qnAia, but developed in the space 

created by the notion of mutual support and moral obligation: thus free cities were subject 

to hear suits directed to them by Rome only so far as they wanted to and felt Rome would 

reciprocate in some fashion; while the rr{crn<; 'Pwlla{wv cherished by the Chalcidians 

speaks to a reciprocal arrangement after Flamininus saved the city from ruin, and enjoys 

a not insignificant ambiguity depending on whether one takes the genitive objectively 

(i.e. good faith directed at the Romans) or subjectively (i.e. the Romans' good faith). 

To continue, within a generation of the Isthmian Proclamation, preserving 

friendship with the Romans became an important civic objective. In a senate decree of 

171, a group of envoys from Thisbae are referred to as "those who had remained in 

(Roman) friendship", and their faction was permitted to fortify the acropolis. 53 More 

fascinating still is an inscription uncovered from the Black Sea region and dating to just a 

decade after Manlius Vulso's victories over Antiochus III, which records an oath of 

alliance between king Pharnaces ofBithynia and the city ofChersonesus by which each 

swore to come to the defence of the other provided that they had preserved their own 

the consul, appearing before him arguing that the country be exempt from this, and he persuaded Manius 
not to send his soldiers.'). 

53 RDGE 2, lines 5-8: ltEpl. wv ew[~E]1<; Myouc; eJtot~cro:vro ltEpi rwv Ko:9' o:u[r]ouc; 1tpo:YJ.L<itwv, 
ot'nvE<; ev tfjt qnAio:t tfjt ~}lEtEpo:t EVE}!Etvo:v ('whereas the Thisbaeans, who remained in our friendship, 
spoke about their affairs'). The city, however, was not permitted to be re-walled. 
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mutual amity as well as their friendship with the Romans. 54 The Delphic Amphictyony 

spoke in similar terms in 182, when they proclaimed always to consider worthy and 

honourable "those kings who by maintaining their friendship toward the Romans, the 

common benefactors, are always responsible for some good to the Greeks."55 Many 

other examples of this sort can be adduced for the second century as poleis came to 

understand, as the Oropians pointed out to the Achaean League, that cities in the 

friendship and good graces of Rome should not be mistreated or underestimated, no 

matter how small they may be. 56 By the first century, little had changed except the 

intensity with which communities claimed to have preserved their friendship with Rome, 

particularly after the First Mithridatic War. It is from this period that we find the 

Thasians making the extraordinary assertion that they "had decided to swear to destroy 

themselves, their children and their wives, and stand against the forces ofMithridates ... 

54 IOSPE 1.402, lines 1-5, 22-28: [cruvto:qmA.o:~o0l!£V nxv o:uTo0 ~acr]tA.d(o:v KO:T<X To ouvo:T6v, 
El!l!EVOVt]o~ E:v 'tfrt noe' a[l!£~ qnA.io:t, 'tUV 't£ JtO'tl 'Pwl!]o:{ou~ qnA.{o:v Oto:<puM[crcrov'tO~ KO:tllfjO£]v 
E:vo:vT{ov o:unn~ npacr[crov•o~·] ... cruvoto:<puM~w T~v OfJl!OKpo:Tio:v KO:Ta To ouvo:T6v, El!l!£v6vTwv E:v Tfjt 
npo~ El!E <ptAlO:t KO:l 'tOV O:U'tOV opKOV Ol!OOUV'tWV, 't~V 't£ npo~ 'Pwlla{ou~ <ptAlO:V OtO:<pUAO:crcr6V'tWV KO:l 
l!f\OEV E:vo:v'ttov o:u'tot~ npo:crcr6vTwv. 

55 Sid 630, lines 16-18: [ oi 'Al!]<ptK'tlOV£~ <pO:tVWV'tO:t EltO:KOAoueouv't£~ TO(l~] a~toUl!EVOt~ (Ko:i 
'ttl!WV't£~ •]wv ~o:crwwv, ocrot OtO:'tfjpOUV't£~ 't~V npo~ 'Pwl![o:{]ou~ 'tOU~ KOtVOU~. [euepy£m~ <ptt..io:]v ad 
nvo~ ayo:eou no:po:{not yivTovmt •[ot:~] "EMrJcrtv; cf. Aphrod. 1, lines 10ff., in which the people of 
Aphrodisias, Tabae and Cibyra made a treaty requiring each to swear an oath to remain allies with the 
others and the Romans. 

56 SIG3 675, lines 8-12, 20-22: no:pecrT~crO:'tO 'tOU~ 'Axo:tou<; 't~V nfrcro:v np6voto:v Jt0t~cro:cr9o:t un£p 
T£ 'tf\<; n6A.ew<; rll!WV Ko:i wu iepou •ou 'Al!<pto:paou, E:nd Ko:i E:v T£t 'Pwllo:{wv <p1Aio:t Ko:i nicrTet Oto:TeA.oilllev 
unapxovT£<; ... no:pecr't~cro:To Tou<; 'Axo:tou<; ll~ nepnoe[tv) n6A.tv 'EAArJVtOo: E:~o:vOpo:noOtcr9e'lcro:v, oucro:v ye 
E:v 't£t 'Pwllo:{wv <ptAtO:t Kat ntcr't£t ('he reminded the Achaeans that they should give every forethought to 
our city and the temple of Amphiaraos since we too were in the friendship and good faith of the Romans ... 
and he advised the Achaeans not to underestimate a Hellenic polis reduced to slavery and in the friendship 
and good faith of the Romans'); c£ ISE 42, lines 5-7, in which the Romans themselves, soliciting help 
against Perseus, appeal to Greek cities on grounds of friendship. 
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rather than in some harried circumstance abandon their friendship with the Roman 

people."57 

Certainly for the poleis who were acknowledged as being in - or in this sense of 

status, 'admitted into'- Rome's friendship, it was a highly important civic event. In 170, 

Argos awarded Cn. Octavius extraordinary honours - including Argive citizenship and 

the right to purchase and own property in the city- not only because of his earlier 

forethought and goodwill toward the city, but because as envoy he conveyed the 

importance of Achaea's friendship with Rome in appealing for aid against Perseus. 58 

More clear still, after having been judged to be in Rome's friendship by Q. Mucius 

Scaevola, the Ephesians established elaborate and significant civic games. Though the 

decree is fragmentary, the fragments of the text makes it clear that the Ephesians set up 

these games after, if not because, they had been deemed friends of Rome. 59 The Elaeans 

elaborately celebrated their qnA.ia Kat OVf.t}laxia with the Romans after the Aristonican 

conflict had settled in the early 120s, declaring: 

the stephanephoros, priests and priestesses, and the archons on behalf of the 
citizens shall open up the temples of the gods, offer frankincense and pray: "For 
the good luck and safety of our people, the Romans and the Association of the 
Artists of Dionysus Cathegemon (we pray that) there will remain to us for all 
time the friendship and alliance with the Romans." And they shall present a 

57 RDGE 20, frg. C, lines 2-5: OUVOJ.lO[crcxcr]ecn £cxurouc;, TEKVCX, cruv~{ouc; av£Attv KCXl rate; 'tWV 
1tOA£l.ltW[v] OUVcXJ.lEOlV ncxpcxrci~cxcrem KCXi ra 1tVEUJ.lCXLCX \m£p 'tWV OYjJ.lOOtWV 1tpCXYJ.lcX'tWV tlJ.lE'tEpwv EV 'tfjl 
XPEiCXl ano~CXAttV JlcXAAOV ~ EV 'tlVl KCXlpWl ano rflc; LOU OtlJ.lOU TOU 'PWJ.lCXlWV qnA{cxc; U1tEO'tCX'tf\KEVCXl 
OO~WOlV. 

58 ISE I 42, lines 6-10: Ene:iOYj ... [ ~K£1] roue; 'Axcxwuc; 1tCXpCXKCXAWV 0lCX<jlUAacrcr£lV 'tcXV TE qnA{~[ v 
Kcxi] OUJ.lJ.lCXXlCXV rav TtO'tl 'PWJ.lCXlOUI; EOO~£ 'tWl MJ.!Wl Ert[cxtve]crcxl [r]vcxtov 'OK'tcXlOV rvcx{ou 'PWJ.lcxlOV Erti 
rat npomp£cre:1 ilv [£xet] npoc; rav n6Atv Kcxl ro KOlvov rwv 'Axruwv. (Since ... he has come to call upon the 
Achaeans to preserve their friendship and alliance with the Romans, it has been decreed by the people to 
praise Gnaius Octavius, son of Gnaius, a Roman, for the affection which he has toward the city and the 
Achaean League'.). 

59 RDGE 47, lines 28-29: rwv [f.v rfj]t <ptA text Kpt8£[vrwv] OtlJ.lWV re: Kcxi £[8vwv ]; also restored in 
line 5. 
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sacrifice, as beautiful as possible, to both Demeter and to Kore, the presiding 
goddesses of our polis, and likewise to Roma and all the other gods and 
goddesses; and the day is to be holy, the children are to be exempt from their 
studies, and the household slaves from their duties. After the sacrifice there shall 
be a parade for all of the boys and young men under the supervision of the 
paidonomos and gymnasiarch. 60 

The importance of Roman friendship to Greek cities is clear. But the Romans 

themselves also memorialized such events. There is some evidence that the Romans may 

have kept a public list oftheir friends at Rome, which adds further to the sense of a new 

imperial status. The senate decree of78 honouring Ascelpiades, Polystratos, and 

Meniscos, looked at above, mentions that they were entered into a 'register of friends' 

(formula amicorum I <piA.wv 8uiraylla).61 The phrasing calls to mind the formula 

sociorum mentioned in an Aphrodisian decree of the triumviral period, and a Livian 

passage that relates senatorial orders to enrol newly deemed friends and allies into a 

formula sociorum. 62 Regardless, however, of whether friends were inscribed on a public 

register at Rome or not, it is clear that friends were publicly declared as such in the 

60 Transl. Sherk, RGEA 44 (modified). SIG3 694, lines 40-58: [-rov cr-r]E<paV11<p6pov Kat [-roue; 
i]EpEtc; Kat -rae; i[EpEiac;] Kat -roue; ap[x]ovmc; [un:E:p] TWV OAtTWV, [&:vo{~a]vmc; -roue; vaouc; [ TWV 8]EWV 
E:m8uJ.wx[v -rov A.t]~av-rw-r6v, E[uxloJlE[vouc; ·] E:n:' &:ya8flt n)x[llt Kal. crw]T11piat -roO TE [~JlE]dpou O~JlOU 
K[at TWV 'PwJl)a{wv Kal. TOU KOt[vou) TWV n:Ept TOV Ka8[11YEJlO]va Movucrov TEx)vt[-rwv] JlEtvat ~JltV Eic; 
an:[avm -r]ov [x)p6vov T~V n:poc; ['Pw]Jla{ouc; <ptAtav Ka[i OUJlJl]axiav. n:apacrm[8fl]vat Of: Kat 8ucr{av w[c; 
KaA]A.icn11v -rflt TE [~~]JlllTPt Kai Tflt K6p[11t -rate; n:]poKa811JlEvatc; [8E]atc; -rflc; n:6AEwc; ~Jl[wv, OJlo]iwc; 8E: Kat 
-rflt ['PWJl]llt Kai Tote; UAAot[c; 8EOt]c; n:iXcrt Kal n:ao-atc;. [£iv]at Of: Kat T~V ~JlE[pav iEp]av Kat avE8flvat 
[-rou]c; TE n:atOac; TWV Jl[a911J.laT]WV Kat T~V OtKE[tE]tav tWV ifpywv. En:t[tc:Ac:o9]flvat OE an:o tflc; [9u)criac; 
8ta8poJl~V to[tc; tE n:a]tcrl.v Kat tote; veotc;, [ t~]v E:mp€A.c:tav n:otllcr[aJlEVW ]v toO tE n:at8ov6pou [Ka]t toil 
yupvacrtap[x]o[u]. 

61 RDGE 22, line 12 (Latin) and lines 24-25 (Greek). 
62 Aphrod. 8, line 32; Livy 43.6.10; 44.16.7; c£ App. Mith. 61 and I.Macc. 8.20 in which Rome is 

said to "inscribe" or "register" (avc:ypa<pEtv) cities as <piAot at Rome; Magie, RRAMII.960-961 n. 76; 
Badian, FC, 12 (pace p. 143 n.1, it was more than 'a convenient list kept by the Romans for themselves'); 
Sherwin-White, RFPE, 65-66, whose broader argument that those recorded on this list were of inferior 
status (either through defeat in war or as provincials) to amici et socii (who could only be free states), is 
overly schematic. 
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Senate, which stands as an important symbolic act ofpublic display. 63 And toward their 

friends, the Romans felt- or, at least, publicly professed- a sense of obligation to protect 

them: the aggressive measures taken by Rome against the Cilician pirates at the very end 

of the second century were done, according to the lex de provinciis praetoriis, in order to 

protect the safety ( ao<paAda) and rights ( OtKaia) of their citizens, allies, the Latins, and 

any nation in their friendship; 64 the lex repetundarum, likewise, seems to have been 

directed at allies, Latins, and foreign nations in the ambit of Roman power or in the 

Romans' friendship. 65 The net effect was that this moral obligation to protect their 

friends (and allies) was to introduce those same friends into the sphere of Roman 

imperium alongside its own citizens, federates and subjects. 

As noted above, it is significant that while this status was developing, there 

continued the sense of equality and mutual goodwill by which friendship had been 

traditionally defmed throughout the Hellenistic era. As friendship increasingly became 

associated with loyalty, the corresponding growth of Roman power continued to be de-

problematized among the Greeks by the sense that loyalty to Rome was the moral 

63 Recall that part of the formulary of the Senate was to publicly address (npooayope:ue:tv) foreign 
envoys "good and fine friends, from a people good, fine and friendly (above, n. 44); cf.RDGE 14, line 11. 
Compare, too, the promise of Q. Oppius to the Aphrodisians (Aphrod. 3) to relate their friendship and 
allegiance to the Senate immediately upon his return to Rome (above, p. 196). 

64 Lex prov. praet. col II, lines 6-11: ot re: noAirat 'Pwjlaiwv ot re: OUjljlCXXOt, 6v6jlat"O<; Aarivou, 
OjlOtW<; t"E t"WV £9vwv OLt"tVE<; EV qnAiat roil O~jlOU 'Pwjlaiwv e:iaiv, OltW<; jle:r' a[o]<p[a]J..e:ia<; 1tAOt~e:a9at 
ouvwvrat KCXt rw[v] o[t]Kaiwv ruvx6:vwow; col. III, lines 32-35 (same language); A. Marshall, "The 
Survival and Development of International Jurisdiction", 650; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 173-174; cf. col. 
III, lines 16-21, in which the Romans take pains to affirm the autonomy of their friends to govern their own 
subjects: oinve:<; Of\jlot a t"E £9v11 orav t"OUt"OV t"OV VOjlOV 6 OfjjlO<; KUpW011l ~(X(JtAEt ~(XOtAEUOtV O~jlOt<; t"E 
npo<; ou<; <ptl\ia oUjl\laxia rwt O~jlWt 'Pwjlaiwv £arl.v <p6pou<; npoa6oou<; re: arpanwra<; re: <re:l\oilatv, wt 
£J\aooov> re:l\wotv, £v rourwt rwt VOjlWt OUK ~PWT11t"CXt ('About those people and nations who paid taxes, 
revenues or troops when this law was passed to a king, kings, or people in the friendship with the Romans 
this law has no effect.'). 

65 lex rep., line 1: [Quai socium no ]minisve Latini exterarumve nationum, quoive in arbitratu 
dicione potestate amicitiav[e populi Romani]. 
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obligation of EUVota toward a friend. A letter of Sulla to the people of Stratonicea 

(reproduced as a preamble to the SC de Stratonicensibus) is an instructive example in this 

sense and expresses many of the points made in this section. Of the people of 

Stratonicea, Sulla observed: 66 

We are not unaware that from the time of your ancestors you have acted with all 
justice (81Kata) toward our hegemonia, that at every opportunity you have 
conscientiously preserved your loyalty (rr{crn<;) to us, and that in the war against 
Mithridates you were the first of those in Asia to oppose him; and for these 
reasons you have faced many different dangers - both public and private - that 
you most readily took these upon yourselves on behalf of our Republic because 
of your friendship (cptf.ia), goodwill (Euvota) and kindness (xci:pt<;) toward us. 

The equation of loyalty ( rr{crn<;) with friendship ( cptA.ia) is plainly visible here as Sulla 

asserts that the Stratoniceans have taken up the cause of the republic 67
- indeed the 

Romans' r1Yqwvia- because oftheir friendship, goodwill, and kindness, which is 

repeated later in the senate decree as well. 68 We can see, too, (and should not be 

surprised to find) that Sulla has expressed the polis' actions as something taken up readily 

and willingly (rrpo8ull6-ra-ra ... ava8E8Eyll£vou<;), recalling the sense of volition inherent 

in the conditions of cpt.Aia, EUVOta and xapt<;- a point emphasised later by the Senate in 

characterizing the Stratoniceans' good actions as part of their regular course of action 

66 RDGE 18, lines 3-12: [ouK O:yvooOJlEV UJlcrc;] oux npo[y]6vwv mivra nx O{Kaux [npoc; ri)v 
~JlELEpa]v ~YEJl[ ov ]iav nmotr] K6rac; Kat f.v [navrt Katpwt ri)v npoc; ~]Jlac; ni[ cr ]nv eiAtKptvwc; rerl']pl']K6rac; 
[l£v T€ TWt npoc; Mt9paM]Tl']V n[o]AEjlWt npw-rouc; TWt EV Tfjt ['Acriat avnrnayjlEVouc; Ka]t Ota -rau-ra 
KtVOUvouc; no.AAouc; [-re Kat nav-roOanouc;] unE:p TWV ~JlELEpwv Ol'jjlOCJtWV [npayjlaTWV npo9UJlO]TCXTCX 
a:(v )aOeOt::yjlEVOU<; (-) Kat -r(ouc; KOtvouc;) Kat -roue; tOtWnKouc; (qnA{ac; £1ve(Kt::V n)poc; ~Jlcrc; euvotac; T€ (Kat 
x<iptwc;-- -]. The Thisbaeans (RDGE 17) appear to have expressed much the same sentiment. 

67 It is perhaps of some note that in the cited text when Sulla speaks ofthe Stratoniceans' n{crnc; 
toward Rome he uses the word ~YEJlOVta, but when referring to their <ptA.{a he chases Ol']Jlocr{a npayjlaTCX 
(res publica). The language reflects the natural relation ofleadership-loyalty, but also seems to imply the 
continued sense that friendship was made among equals (republic: polis). 

68 RDGE 18, lines 7 5-79: [ yvwcr-rov eivat 'Pw ]jlatotc; [Ka-ra rae; O:nocrmA.eic; nap ]a TWV 'Acriav T~V 
-re 'EAA.aoa [OtaKamcrx6v-rwv -rwv -re f.v -raum]tc; mtc; f.napxeiatc; npecr~eu[-rwv yeyt::Vl']JlEvwv f.mcr-roMc; 
-roue;] I:-rpaTOVtKetc; ~v T€ <ptA.iav K[ai nicrnv Kat euvotav npoc; TOV Ofi]JlOV TOV 'Pwjlaiwv Ota TEAouc; [f.v 
KatpWt dp~v11c; ltOAEJlOU). 
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(rrpoaipt:crt<;, line 46). Meanwhile, rrion<; (which above we translated as 'loyalty') is 

ambiguous enough in this context to equally mean 'good faith' to the Stratoniceans, such 

that the city's actions in fighting for the Romans' hegemonia can be understood as based 

on the Romans' own prior goodwill or good deeds for them, and thus merely one more 

stage in the reciprocal system. The Romans, for their part, as friends, reciprocated 

goodwill toward the Stratoniceans by acknowledging various rights including their legal 

autonomy (11. 49, 91-92), an increase in their territory and corresponding revenue (11. 53-

56, 96-110), the inviolability oftheir temple ofHecate (11. 57-59, 113), support in 

recovering property and citizens captured in the war (11. 61-64, 114-120), and 

extraordinary access to the Senate (11. 65-66, 130-131 ). 

Reciprocity (friendship) in this example is tied up in the larger narrative of 

freedom, but also important are the themes of a growing imperial ideology. Notice in the 

first clause how the Romans claim the moral authority to speak of justice (8{Kata) and 

characterize the Stratoniceans' defence of their empire as conscientious (dAtKptvw<;), 

confrrming the sense of the moral obligation of the friend but now explicitly equating it 

with loyalty toward an explicit Roman superiority (~yq10via). Sulla has also inserted the 

Romans within the polis' sense of time, as the Senate roots the city's sense of justice and 

loyalty- and ultimately its friendship- in the earlier acts of their ancestors (i.e. the 

farthest extent of the civic memory), which for cities eager to demonstrate their 

friendship with Rome is a welcome truth statement, but nevertheless re-orders Rome to 

the centre of polis life much as the formula for the restoration of property does. 69 In a 

69 Cities routinely spoke before the Senate in terms of"preserving" their friendship with the 
Roman people "continually" or "always" or "for all time" -recall the that Ephesians (I.Eph. 8) had 
preserved their euvoux from the beginning (E~ O:pxf\c;). See below, n. 249. 
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similar way, the second clause arranges the city's efforts against Mithridates (and each of 

the dangers its many citizens faced) entirely along the lines of friendship, goodwill and 

kindness (i.e. loyalty) to the Roman Republic and its supreme power (~yqtovia). As a 

result, as we fmd it in the text- as Sulla expressed it, and as the Stratoniceans (who by 

his claim have earned their privileges) have implicitly accepted it- the many different 

dangers faced by the citizens both individually and collectively stem entirely from their 

(voluntary) loyalty to Rome, to the exclusion of any other motives; the Romans, in effect, 

make it impossible for the Stratoniceans to have a self-interest beyond the preservation of 

Roman rule, and thereby bond the polis' interest with their own interests and those ofthe 

their hegemonia.70 

To summarize, in speaking of their q:nA.ia with Greek cities, the Romans entered a 

traditional interstate institution, forged in and consistent with the narrative of freedom 

central to the Greeks' understanding of their own history and traditional relations. There 

was, however, enough space within the discursive norms and rules of friendship to 

warrant volition and loyalty, egalitarianism and inequality, autonomy and subordination. 

This institution of friendship assigned attributes to the Roman people and expressed their 

action in a framework of utility and mutual goodwill that managed to de-problematize the 

accretion ofRoman authority. Over time, the asymmetry of the relationship becomes 

increasingly clear to the modem analyst, but to the Greek actors living (always already) 

within the discourse it was oriented along traditional terms of friendly interaction. As a 

friend, Rome could expect reciprocal goodwill from the Greeks, which indeed was the 

70 See also Chapter 4, p. 288 ff, on the development of a language of Roman hegemonia during 
this period. We shall have more to say on the capacity of friendship to integrate and normalize Roman 
authority in §3 below. 
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manner in which they presented the Greeks' loyalty toward their growing hegemonia. 

Increasingly qn.A{a became the default relation within the empire - friend became a de 

facto status which many 'free' Greeks (subjects) enjoyed- and the relationship became 

something less special and therefore less prominent in the communications between 

states. This is not to say that friendship lost meaning - indeed the Aphrodisians in 3 8 

could still be rewarded for their friendship and goodwill71
- but that there was space in 

the discourse to allow for such ambiguity that, through constant communication, was 

negotiated to produce new norms consistent with a new (by the frrst century) and nascent 

imperial discourse.72 

3.2.2: Roman Power as Benefactor 

At the same time that the Romans were qnA.o{ and Greco-Roman relations were 

framed in terms of qn.Aia, the Roman people were also honoured as benefactor 

(c:uc:py£-r11c;) in the East.73 The massive statue base from Samos looked at above, for 

example, was dedicated to the Roman people "on account of their excellence and their 

benefactions (c:uc:pyca{a) toward them."74 Recall, too, that while the precise date ofthe 

71 Aphrod. 8, lines 16-24, 54-60, 72. 

72 See further Chapter 4. 

73 The title crw-c~p (saviour) was often included with EUEpyETfJ<; dating back to the early Hellenistic 
period and continued through the Roman-era. The Romans, however, were rarely referred to simply as 
"saviour"- in contrast to "benefactors"- and as such this particular epithet will be treated as it relates to 
the Romans' role as benefactor; SIG3 592 (Gythae honours Flamininus as saviour); no. 760 (Caesar is the 
'common saviour of human life'). I have thus emended I.Eph. 8, lines 1-2 (rou<; Ko[tvou<; crw-cfipa<; na!-atav 
Ei.lv]otav) to read -cou<; Ko[tvou<; EUEpyem<; na/-auxv d.lv]otav, which adds only two additional letters to line 
1 and keeps the line length well within the range of the rest of the text (in fact still shorter than some). 

74 SEG XL 746: 6 OfiJlO<; 6 ~(ljllWV I TOV ~fiJlOV TOV 'Pwjlaiwv I apETfj<; EVEKEV I Kat EUEpyEcria<; -cfi<; 
Ei<; E:avrov I "HpfJt ('The people ofSamos dedicate to Hera this statue of the Roman people, for their 
excellence and good services toward them'). The inscription was carved on an eight meter base that almost 
certainly carried a statue of the Of\Jlo<; 'Pwjlaiwv. 
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dedication is unclear, it was likely prompted by a Roman decision to side with the city 

against Priene in its long-standing territorial dispute over the Batinetis and adjoining 

regions. 75 It is worth noting that despite the fact that the decision was reversed by the 

Senate in 135, the dedication remained standing in the city afterward- it was still proof 

of Samian-Roman reciprocal relations that might be used in future interactions. 76 From 

roughly the same period comes the bilingual dedication of the Lycian League at Rome, in 

which the Romans were praised for their "excellence, goodwill and benefactions 

(EUEpyt:cria) toward the koinon".17 This dedication had likely been in response to the 

Roman's liberation of the Lycians from Rhodian control in 167. 

So commonly were the Romans considered benefactors that Eut:pyt:cria was often 

associated with the cult ofRoma such that many cities of the East worshipped Roma 

Benefactor or the "Romans as Benefactors" during the second and frrst centuries. 78 A 

decree of the neoi ofThessalonica, for example, refers to honours made "to the gods and 

the Roman benefactors" ( oi 9E01 TE Kat 'Pw}laiot Eut:py£rat). The decree dates to 95, but 

it is thought that the apotheosis of oi 'Pw}latot Eut:py£rat might date back to 146 and the 

75 RDGE lOb, lines 4-7; Habicht, "Samos weiht eine Statue des populus Romanus" MDAJ(A) 105 
(1990), 259-268. On the history of the dispute, see Ager, Arbitrations nos. 27 (Lysimachus; 283/2), 74 
(Rhodes; 197-190), 99 (M'. Vulso; 189/88), 160 (Senate; pre- and post-135); this chronology, however, has 
been recently contested by E. Famerie, "une nouvelle edition de deux senatus-consultes adresses a Priene 
(RDGE 10)" Chiron 37 (2007), 88-111, esp. 104, who follows Habicht in believing that Rhodian arbitration 
closely followed Vulso's decision by a matter of months (p. 103-104). He further advances the idea 
(suggested by Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie 255) that the earlier Senate decree on fragment A has nothing to 
do with the Samos-Priene dispute recorded in the second decree on fragment B (see. p. 105). 

76 RDGE 1 Ob, lines 7-11. 
77 IGRP IV 1.61 (= ILLRP 174), lines 6-7: apn~<; EVEKEV KCXt EUVOtCX<; Kcxl. EUEpyEcricx<; T~<; Ei<; TO 

Kotvov To i\uKiwv; c£ lines 2-3 in Latin: v[irtutis] benivolentiae beneficique causa erga Lucios ab 
comun[i]). 

78 See in general, R Mellor, SEA 'PQMH: The Worship of the Goddess Roma in the Greek World 
(Gottingen 1975), passim; S. Price, Rituals and Power: the Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge 
1984), 40-47; below §3.2 of this chapter. 
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victory over the last Macedonian pretender-king.79 The examples of the cult can be 

multiplied: an inscription from 112 reveals that the Isthmian guild ofthe Dionysiac 

Artists made sacrifices to "Dionysus, other gods, and the Romans as common 

benefactors" (oi KOlVOt EUEpy£Tat 'Pwl-!atot) during the late second century;80 at the end of 

the century Posidonia dedicated a statue at Delos to 'Pwlla 9£a EuEpy£ntc;;81 probably 

shortly after the First Mithridatic War the Stratoniceans established civic games in 

honour of Hecate and 'Pwl-!a 9£a EuEpy£Trt<;;82 the Lycians honoured 'Pwl-!a 9£a 'Emcpavt1 

EuEpy£Trt<; at Xanthus, which certainly dates back to the same period, if not back to 167;83 

and even still during the Principate a statue at Assos in the Troad was dedicated to e£a 

Euergetism, as is well known, had a great tradition in the Hellenic East, and 

proclaiming someone a benefactor of the people continued as a traditional practice of the 

Hellenistic polis relating to individual citizens and non-citizens, particularly royal 

powers.85 According to Aristotle, kingship (~acnA.Eia)- in contrast to tyranny- was 

79 IG X.2.1.4; Mellor, 8EA 'POMH, 107-109. 

80 RDGE 15, lines 45-46: nh; eucriac; Kat crnovoac; EKWAUOV ltOlEtV Ka8wc; Ei8tcrpE:vov ~v rft 
cruv68wt rGn TE ~tov[u]lcrwt Kat rotc; aAAotc; 8EOtc; Kat rotc; KOtVotc; EUEpyE:ratc; 'Pwpaiotc;. 

81 !.Delos 1778 (=Mellor, 8EA 'POMH, no. 72). 
82 OGIS 441, line 135. 
83 Balland, F. Xanthos VII 18-19. 
84 I.Assos 20: 6 ()~poe; Kat [oi] npayparw6pEvot 'Pw[patot] I 8Ea[v 'Pw]pTJV [r]~v EUEpyE:nv -roO 

Kocrp[ou] ('The people and Roman businessmen honour the goddess Roma, benefactor of the world'). 

85 Ph. Gauthier, Les cites grecques et leurs bienfaiteurs (1985), 39-53; P. Veyne, Bread and 
Circuses (London 1990), 70-200; K. Bringmann, "The King as Benefactor: Some Remarks on Ideal 
Kingship in the Age of Hellenism" in A. Bulloch, et al., eds, Images and Ideologies: Self-Definition in the 
Hellenistic World (Berkeley 1993), 7 -24; Billows, Kings and Colonists (Lei den, 1995), 71-79 (at p. 74: 
"The pose of the king as being a friendly and generous benefactor was, in short, a wonderful way for both 
ruler and city to cover the naked fact of domination, and so get along without overt conflict despite the 
incompatible desires of the kings to control the cities and of the cities to be free of control"); Ma, Antiochos 
III, 179-242. 
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established through merit, an important aspect of which was £u£py£cria: "for it is just 

those who have done, or have the capacity to do good service ( £U£pyn£1v), either for 

states or for foreign nations, that have been honoured with the position ofking."86 

Polybius' accounts of royal actions similarly reveal the importance, and frequent 

performance, of good services toward subjects and allies87 and inscriptions from the 

Hellenistic period record the transactions of these benefactions from the points of view of 

cities and kings alike. 88 To take just one example, in the last years of the third century 

Queen Laodice (wife of Antiochus III) wrote a letter to Iasos in which she spoke of her 

husband's continual help for the city and her own intention ''to act in accordance with his 

zeal and eagerness, and, because ofthis, to confer some benefaction (£u£py£cria) on the 

poor among the citizens, and a general advantage to the whole people" by supplying the 

86 Arist. Pol. 5.10 (131 Ob35-36): amxvw; yap c:uc:pyc:n1cravw; i18uvallc:vot Ta<; rr6.Ac:t<; il Ta £9vrt 
c:uc:pyc:retv E:n}yxavov Tfj<; nllf\<; muTrt<; (transl. Sinclair, modified); cf. Pol. 3.15 (1286bll ): en 8' an' 
c:uc:pyc:cr{a<; KCX9tcrTacrav TOU<; ~acrtAEt<;, orrc:p EO'TlV £pyov TWV aya9w av8pwv; 1285bl2. It is worth noting 
that Aristotle's examples of such good service include saving people from slavery (8ou.Ac:uc:tv) and working 
for their liberty (E:.Aeu9c:pciv). Note, too, the Hellenistic view popularized by Euhemems ofMessene that 
the Olympian gods were previously good kings, who had been apotheosized for their good services to 
mankind (8ta Ta<; ei<; av9pwrrou<; c:uc:pyc:cria<;, Diod. 6.1.2). 

87 E.g. Polyb. 5.11.6 (referring to Philip V): wpavvou !lEV yap £pyov E:crri To KCXKW<; rrotouvTa nf> 
<p0~4-> 8ecrrr6~£tV UKOUO'lWV, lllO'OUllVOV KCXl lltO'OUVTCX TOU<; UltOTCXt't'OllEVOU<;' ~CXO'tAEW<; 8£ TO navm<; £U 
rrotouvm, 8ta T~v c:uc:pyc:criav Kai <ptAav9pwrriav ayaewllc:vov, £K6vrwv ~yc:tcr9at Kai rrpocrmTc:tv ('It is 
the part of the tyrant to do evil in order to become master over the unwilling by fear, thereby being hated 
by, and in turn hating, those he rules; but it is the part of a king to do good for all and thus rule and preside 
over the willing, becoming loved through his benefactions and kind actions); cf. 5.88-90 (Rhodes receiving 
benefactions from most ofthe eastern kings after a major earthquake in 224); 10.3.1 & 5.6 (where Scipio 
Africanus proves himself a c:uc:pyt!nKo<; to the Spanish) and 10.40 (where this makes it appropriate that he 
might be a ~acrtAiKo<;); Dionys. 4.32.1. 

88 E.g, cities: Wells, RC 34, lines 13-16 (Magnesia's mindfulness of the good actions of Attalus I 
earns them his future support for their civic games); OGIS 270, lines 10-14 (Aptera honours Attalus II 
among its c:uc:pyc:mi); I Byz. 5-6(= SJG3 350; Byzantium includes Antiochus I among its civic 
benefactors); ISE 86 (Aetolian League honours Ptolemaic kings for their apc:rJ1 and c:uc:pyc:cria). Kings: 
Wells, RC 9 (Seleucus I has his governor Sopatms remind Athymbriani of his good services to the Greeks); 
no. 14 (Ptolemy speaks of his past zeal and actions to Miletus and promises to do future c:uc:pyc:cria); no. 15 
(Antiochus speaks of his past kindnesses and benefits to Erythrae); no. 22 (Seleucus II speaks of his 
c:uc:pyc:cr{a toward Miletus and asks them to remember his favours). 
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city with 1000 medimnoi of wheat for the next ten years. 89 Given the importance of 

euergetism to the operation of royal power in the Hellenistic period, it is no surprise that 

we fmd ruler benefactor cults such as those to Lysimachus at Samothrace or Eumenes II 

at Pergamum, or the surname 'Benefactor' often used of kings: Ptolemy III Euergetes, 

Ptolemy VII Euergetes II, Antiochus VII Euergetes, or Mithridates V Euergetes. Just as 

was the case with friendship, as a 'benefactor' the Roman people were arranged within an 

existing Hellenic (royal) power model. 

Yet the Romans were not being simply fitted into a pre-existing mould tout a fait. 

We discussed in the previous chapter how the Romans, as a republic, were importantly 

distinguished from monarchies in the discourse of freedom, and the same is true here. 

For the Romans were not just benefactors, but were regularly and uniquely described as 

common or universal benefactors (Kotvoi eu£py£-rat).90 In no fewer than eighteen 

documents do we find the Romans described as such. 91 The earliest example comes from 

182, when the Delphic Amphictyony praised Euemenes II as one "who preserved 

89 Ma, Antiochos Ill, no. 26 (=I.Iasos 4 with modifications), lines 11-15: rrpocnpoup€vrt oE: Kal. £yw 
aK6Aouea rrpacretv -rft crrrouoft au-rou Kal. EKT£V£l(Xt K(Xl Ota TOUTO Ka-rae£cra8at nva euepyecr(appf:v Ei<; 
TOU<; acreevouv-ra<; TWV JtOAtTWV, £UXPI10'Ttav oE: KOtV~V t"Wt cruprravn O~pwt. Ma has treated this 
document in great detail and highlighted its syntax and discourses in light of royal benefaction (pp. 196-
199). 

90 Before the Roman era the only epigraphic attestations of the phrase come from the papyrus 
archive of the Arsinoite nome of Ptolemaic Egypt (0. Gueraud, ed., 'Ev-reu~et<;: requetes et plaints 
adressees au roi I 'Egypte au IIIe siecle av. J-C. [Cairo 1931-2]) dating to the period 222-218 in which 
petitioners to the royal officials regularly began with a plea to "the king, common benefactor of all" 
(~acrtAeu, TOV miv-rwv KOlVOV euepy€-rrtv): nos. 4, 11, 15, 28, 38, 60, 70, 71, 78, 79 86, 106; petitions 
discussed inN. Lewis, Greeks in Ptolemaic Egypt (Oxford 1986), 56-58; Erskine, "Common Benefactors", 
75-76; cf. Ma, Antiochos III, no. 17, lines 6-8 (seen. 97). During the Roman period the phrase is found in a 
modified form in reference to Eumenes II ( OGIS 763, lines 7-8: Kotvo<; euepy€-rrt<; -rwv 'EAA~vwv; RivFi/60 
[ 1932], 446), however these seem to be self-consciously reacting to the Roman epithet; cf. Polyb. 31.6.6; 
Robert, "Theophanes", 58-59; Ferrary, Philhellenisme 129 n.290; Erskine, "Common Benefactors", 74; 
Gruen, HWCR 1.186 n. 174 (rejecting the association). 

91 1n this same vein is an inscription on a statue found at Delos but originally from Assos (!.Delos 
1778), in which the goddess Roma is described as euepyen<; -rou Kocrpou (benefactor of the world). 
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friendship with the Romans, the common benefactors".92 Within a generation the people 

ofSamos, Myrina, Delphi, Eresus, Chalchis and the Ionian guild ofthe Dionysiac Artists 

all refer to the Romans as common benefactors.93 The bulk of the references, however, 

come from the last third of the second century, when we find the phrase in documents 

produced by Magnesia-on-the-Maeander, Metropolis, Gordos, Mylasa, Athens, the 

Delphic Amphictyony, and Dionysiac Artists again. 94 The epithet continued into the first 

century when it appears in a Cyrenean honorary decree, the Ephesian civic decree 

declaring war on Mithridates, and a well-known Mytilenean dedication to one of its 

citizens, Cn. Pompeius Theophanes, who recovered the city's ancient liberty from the 

Roman common benefactors. 95 The phrase was common enough to be parodied by 

Mithridates, who during his first campaign for Asia put a price on the head of a certain 

92 SJG3 630, lines 17-18: [ 1Tf.lWVr£c; r]wv ~acrtAEWV, 00'01 OlCXTf]pOUVT£<; TftV npoc; 'Pwjl[ai]ouc; roue; 
KOlVOU<; [euepyemc; qnA{a]v ad nvoc; ayaeoo. 

93 Samos: Habicht, AM72 (1957), 65, lines 20-21: npoc; 'Pwjlaiouc; r[ouc; Kotvous] £Uepy£mc; 
mivrwv (166). Myrina: /G II.2.1224, line 9: roue; KOtvouc; £Uepy£rac; cmavrwv ['Pwjlatouc;) (165). Delphi: 
SJG3 702, lines 6-7: de; 'Pwjla{ouc; roue; Kotvouc; rwv 'EJ\Mvwv [eu]epyerac; (157). Eresus: JG XII, Suppl. 
692, lines 13-14: rav S' de; 'PwJlaV npoc; rotc; Kotvo[tc; £uepyemtc; 'Pw]Jlaiotc; npecr~~av (second century). 
Chalcis: JG XII.9.899, line 7: £v TOt<; npoyeypajl[JlEVOl<; uno TWV KOlVWV £]U£py£Twv 'PWjlCXtWV (mid
second century). Dionysiac Artists: I.Iasos 152, lines 6-7: KCXTU rae; [JlCXVT£tac; K(Xl uno 'Pwjl]aiwv TWV 
Kotvwv [eu]<e>[p]<y>[e]Twv <K>a[t] crwr~pwv (151). 

94 Magnesia: SIG3 685, line 22: 6 OflJlO<; DJlWV roic; T£ uno 'PWJlCXlWV TWV KOlVWV £U£PY£TWV Ota 
navroqpa<pOJlEVOl<; (135). Metropolis: LMetrop., lines 11-13, 18: 'Pwjlaiwv OE TWV KOlVWV £U£PY£TWV T£ 
KCXl O'WT~pwv anoMvrwv) ... TWV KOlVWV £U£PY£TWV 'Pwjlaiwv Kpiow (132). Gordos: SEG XXXIV.1198, 
lines 8-9: [E:v Tilt npoc; 'P]wjlaio[uc; roue; K]otvouc; £Uepy£[rac; <plAtat] (130). Mylasa: I.Mylasa 111, line 7: 
[rflt r]t narpiSt Kat 'Pwjlaiotc; rotc; Kotvo'ic; £uepy[£mtc;] (post 129). Athens: SIG3 704f, line 6: rwv Kotvwv 
~[ U£p ]y£Twv 'Pwjla[ iwv] (117). Amphyctiony: SIG3 704f, line 27; roue; KOtvou[c; £ ]uepy£rac; 'PWjlCX{ouc; 
(116). Dionysiac Artists: RDGE 15, lines 45-46 (text at n. 80) (115). 

95 Cyrene: CJG 5131 ( = SGDI 4854), lines 1-2: aperac; If[ V£]Ka KCXt £UVoiac; ac; £xwv Otar[e]AEt E<; 
T£ rae; KOlVO<; £Uepy[£rac;] 'PWjlCX{oc; Kat £c; TCxV nOAlV Ka[t £c;] roc; iapec; (96-75). Ephesus: LEph. 8, lines 2-
3: [<puMcrcrov]Toc; ritv npoc; 'Pwjlaiouc; roue; Ko[wouc; crwrflpac; nal\atav euv]otav (86). Myti1ene: Robert, 
CRAJ 1969, 52-53, lines 2-5: avaKOJltcrcraJlevov mxpa rwv Kotvwv £uepy£Tav 'PwJl[ai]wv rav r£ n6Atv Kat 
TUV xwpav KCXl TUV narptov EA£U9£piav (62/61); cf. Jos. Ant. Jud XIV 257: EXOjl£V KCXTCXKOAoueouvT£<; nf> 
O~Jl<.p TWV 'PWjlCXtWV navrwv avepwnwv ovn £U£py£rn (Halicamassus; date uknown). The phrase also 
appears in the late first century historian Diodorus (27.18.2). 
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Chaeremon for providing information to "the Romans, common enemies" ( oi Kotvol. 

Two things are immediately striking about the use of this epithet. First, it appears 

only in Greek documents; the Romans never appear to have referred to themselves 

directly or indirectly as oi Kotvol. e:ue:py£-rat. This is in direct contrast to one of two 

examples of the phrase from the pre-Roman period, when Antiochus III spoke to the 

Teans ofhis resolve ''to become the common benefactor of all the Greekpoleis".97 The 

fact that the phrase never appears in Roman documents almost certainly relates to its 

Hellenic roots - the Romans had a traditional language in which to express euergetism 

(e.g. patronage)98
- but it also reflects the familiarity Greeks had with the notion ofthe 

Romans as universal benefactors. This brings us to the second point: the Romans are 

never the subject ofthe decree in which they are referred to as common benefactors. 99 

As Erskine has observed, it is often the case that Kotvoi e:ue:py£-rat is syntactically 

superfluous in these Greek decrees such that the epithet could be removed without any ill 

effects to the understanding of the text. 100 When the Ephesians declared war against 

Mithridates, they did so in the security that they had preserved their goodwill toward the 

Romans, the common benefactors - here the epithet could be excised and the basic 

96 SJG 741 iv, lines 30-33: vuv 1:£ l:~V E}l~V napoucriav nue6[}l£Vo<;] d<; 1:0 -rfj<; 'EcpEcrta<; 'Apl:E}llOO<; 
iEpov Kamn[£cpwy£v] EV1:£09£v 1:£ ypawa-ra npo<; mu<; KOlVOU[<; JtOAE]}ltOU<; OtanE}l1t£1:al 'Pw}lat<OU<;>; c£ 
Sall. B.J. 81.1, who records that Jugurtha once spoke of the Romans as communis omnium hostis. 

97 Ma, Antiochos III, no. 17, lines 4-8: K[al. Ota]cp[u ]~acrcrw[v .... ]APA[.I[- - - ]y E:aunJ'n Ota 
np[y6vw]v unapxoucra[v £i5]yotav Kq[l.--- ]-racr9at npoatpOUllEVO<; noAanAacr[t.]v, KOlVO<; [EUEpy£nt<; 
np]odpf]l:al yiv£cr9at1:WV 1:£ aAAwv 'EAAf]VtOW}l [n6A£WV Kat -r]fj<; TIOAEW<; -rfj<; ft}l£1:Epa<; ('and preserving 
... the goodwill which was his from his ancestors and ... choosing to ... manifold ... , he has resolved to 
become the common benefactor of all the Greek cities and especially of ours' - transl. Ma). 

98 See below, §2.3 of this chapter. 
99 Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 130; Erskine, "Common Benefactors", 76-78. 
100 Erskine, "Common Benefactors", 77-78. 
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meaning of the sentence would not be affected (i.e. 'Ephesus had preserved its goodwill 

toward the Romans'). 101 Again, we might contrast this with the Antiochene example, in 

which Kotvo<; EUEpyrinl<; is the predicate of the verb y{yvco8at (to become) and cannot 

be removed from the sentence without leaving the utterance entirely senseless. 102 

While removing the phrase may not affect the understanding of the text, it would 

certainly affect the meaning of the decree. As Robert observed, "the expression [Kotvo<; 

c:uc:py£r11<;] is neither empty, nor bombastic, nor disgraceful: it is well due to one who 

brings about or returns liberty". 103 In some instances where the epithet Universal 

Benefactor is employed, such as the Metropolis decree that records the Romans' 

liberation of the former Attalid cities, the relationship between Rome and freedom is 

plain. Following Robert, we might say that the epithet recalls the Romans' policy of 

liberating the Greeks. 104 In this and other, less obvious ways, the epithet KOtvol. 

EUEpyirat is always meaningful. The people ofMagnesia, for example, claimed to have 

"obeyed everything written (ypacpO}lEVa) by the Romans, the common benefactors"; 105 

here again the epithet is grammatically extraneous, but in the larger context of the decree 

and interstate discourse it acts as a palliative to, and justification of, the city's obedience 

to Rome: the ypacpo}liva by the Romans are presented as benefactions and framed in the 

larger schema of their universal good deeds and their role as international mediator; 106 

while complementarily, the identification ofRome as a common benefactor frames the 

101 I. Eph. 8, lines 1-2: ti npo<; 'Pwllaiou<; rou<; Kotvm)<; crwrfjpa<; c:uv01a. 
102 Text above, n. 97. 
103 L. Robert, CRAJ1969, 61. 
104 On freedom as a Roman policy, see Polyb 18.46.14 (text and discussion at Chapter 2 n. 192). 
105 SJG3 685, lines 21-22 (text above, n. 94). 

106 C£ llasos 152 (lasos); JG XII.9.899 (Dionysiac Artists). 
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city's fulfillment of the Roman mandate as being a free act, taken because the city chose 

to fulfill its moral obligation in response to Rome's universal goodwill toward Greeks. 

The same holds for the Ephesian decree, in which the city claims to have freely chosen to 

follow everything asked of it by the Romans, common benefactors. 107 The underlying 

sense is doubtlessly the same in other cases, whether it is the Eresians framing their 

embassy to Rome, the Gordians their loyalty and friendship to Rome, or the Cyreneans in 

honouring one oftheir citizens. By labeling Rome as universal benefactor, furthermore, a 

demos implicitly draws attention not only to all of the republic's past good services 

toward it and others, but also anticipates future benefactions as a function of that role. 

Within this discourse, then, a city is predisposed to interpret Roman actions in positive 

terms and in their own interest. 

Roughly half of the instances ofKotvot e:ue:pyE-rat come from honorary decrees 

(not, of course, for the Romans), and these examples demonstrate how the epithet could 

express the supremacy of the Romans in a hierarchy of world power. When the members 

of the Delphic Amphictyony praised Eumenes II with a crown, a bronze statue, and other 

rewards, they did so, principally, to honour ''those kings who by maintaining their 

friendship toward the Romans the common benefactors are always responsible for some 

good to the Greeks."108 Here, the benefactions performed by Eumenes- benefactor to 

the Greeks- are subordinate to those of the Romans, universal benefactors (and thus his 

benefactor also). In fact, earlier in the decree, the Amphictyony actually makes this 

point, observing that because ofhis policy of goodwill and friendly actions Eumenes had 

107 I.E ph. 8, lines 1-3: [E:rr£t0~, LOU o£ O~J.lOU <puMcrcrov lro<; T~V rrpo<; 'Pwj.l<XtOU<; LOU<; KO[tVoU<; 
~::u~::py€-ra<; mxA.atav £i5v ]otav K<Xt E:v rrfrcrtv -rot<; E:m-racrcroj.1£[vot<; rrpo8UJ.1W<; rr£t8apx]oOv-ro<;. 

108 SJG3 630, lines 16-18 (textatn. 55). 
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his kingdom increased by the Romans in 188. 109 The context, furthermore, implies that 

Eumenes, who is grouped together and generalized with other kings ( ocrot -rwv 

~acrtA.£wv), 110 operates under the auspices of the Romans, who have judged him worthy 

of friendship and endowed him with their own goodwill and good services, without 

which circumstances he might himself not be honoured. 

In effect, when the demos inserts "the Romans the common benefactors" into an 

honorary decree for one of its own citizens, it is creating a hierarchy of benefaction-

with the Romans at the top - which positions the good services of the man being 

honoured relative to those of the Romans. The Roman people, as EUEpy£-rflc;, were never 

included on the list of civic benefactors in a city; 111 they were instead acclaimed and 

acknowledged obliquely as common benefactors- never, we noted, as subjects- such 

that their status is beyond that of the average benefactor. 112 When the Metropolitanoi 

honored Apollonius for fighting and dying on behalf of the freedom of the city-restored 

by the Romans the common benefactors-they were of course praising their fallen 

citizen, but so too were they presenting his benefaction in reference (and subordination) 

to the Romans' initial and superior good services in restoring that freedom. 

109 Lines 6-10: 81' ~v cdrio:v Ko:i 'Pw[llo:1]o1 9Ewpouvw; o:urou -dtv npoo:ipEow f:nEu~[~Ko:cnv r]~ll 
~o:ot.Aeio:v, volli~ovm; [8E1]v Ko:t TWll ~o:o1A£wv oo01llEV f:m~ouAEuouow [rot<; 'EAA]T]01V ruyx<iv[Ew] Til<; 
K0:9T]K01J[OT]<;] f:mnM~EW<;, 0001 8£ llfl9EVO<; ytVOVTo:1 KO:KOU [no:po:{no]1 TOUTOU<; r[f\<;] llEy[i]oTT]<; 
[a~w]uo8o:1no:p' £o:uro1<; nioTEW<; ('for this reason even the Romans, observing his policy, have increased 
his kingdom, considering it necessary that those kings who plot against the Greeks obtain fitting censure 
and those who are the authors of no evil be thought worthy of their highest trust'). 

110 By the Late Hellenistic era (e.g. after ca. 150) there is very little evidence for the survival of 
large scale royal benefaction, with many dynasties having fallen away or become overshadowed by the 
Romans. See Ph. Gauthier, Les Cites et Bienfaiteurs (Paris 1985), 53-56. 

111 Ph. Gauthier, Les cites grecques et leur bienfaiteurs (Paris 1985). 
112 As observed by Gauthier, Cites et Bienfaiteurs, 49-53, of Hellenistic royal benefactors in the 

third and second centuries; cf. his comments on royal EUEpyEoio: in the polis context, which he sees as ''une 
nouvelle categorie d'evergetes, auxquels les cites doivent manifester une bien plus grande reconnaissance 
qu'a leurs bienfaiteurs etrangers d'autrefois" (p.44). 
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This hierarchy of benefaction- and others' subordination to it- is created by the 

adjective KOtv6v, which universalizes the Romans' power (as benefaction) in time and 

space. The large geographic scope envisioned by the adjective is evident from those 

instances where the Romans are described as common benefactors "of all" or "of the 

Greeks", yet still as a matter of course the Romans were simply styled common 

benefactor with a vagueness that emphasizes the ubiquity of the republic's reach over all 

the Greeks. 113 As benefactors, Roman power had no geographic limits. The cyclicality 

ofbenefaction, furthermore, which was envisioned as an ever continuing process, created 

a timelessness to Rome's actions. These points are discussed in more detail below, but 

here it is enough to underscore the impact of this phrase in orienting Roman action, 

spreading its power, and integrating it into the world of the polis. 

It should be pointed out, before moving on, that individual Romans - not just the 

state - were also be praised as c:uc:py£nn, much as poleis had traditionally honoured 

citizens and non-citizens. 114 Commonly, these Romans were honoured for their apt-r~ 

and c:uvota or c:uc:pyc:o{a, which reminds us again that goodwill and good works were 

tightly associated and seen as moral excellence. Like the Roman state, the individual 

c:uc:py£r11c; could be benefactor of a great number of people, particularly by the Late 

113 "Of all" (mivrwv): Habicht, AM72 (1957), 65; JG If 1224; SIG3 685; "of the Greeks" 
('EAA<ivwv): SIG3 702. 

114 The corpus of Roman benefactors of Greek cities is immense and to my knowledge has not 
been systematically compiled or treated. The following examples are given for chronological, linguistic 
and social variety-not completeness-to which can be added others in the following notes: M'. Acilius 
honoured for his £Uepye:o{a: ~ e:h; TO ie:pov KO:t rav ltOAtV (SIG3 607; Delphi, 191/0); L. Mummius honoured 
O:pe:Tflc; EV£K£V KO:t £Uepye:oia:c; ~c; £xwv 8ta:T£AEt de; T£ a:un'jv Ka:\. roue; ai.Aouc; ''EAI.rtva:c; (SJG3 676; 
Olympus, 140s); M. Minucius honoured apwxc; EV£[Kev] KO:t £Uepye:oia:c; rae; [de; a:ura]v (SJG3 710; Delphi, 
107); L. Lucullus praised by the Ainianian League as e:ue:py[£-rrtc;] in 80s (SIG3 743); Q. Caecilius Metellus 
and his daughter honoured as e:ue:py£-ra:t ofPergamum in 49/48 (SJG3 757, 758); P. Servilius Isauricus 
praised as owr~p Ka:\. e:ue:pyErrtc; rf\c; noMwc; ( OGIS 449; Pergamum, 48); M. Agrippa praised as ouvye:v£a: 
Ka:i n£-rpwva: rf\c; n6/.e:wc; Kat e:ue:py£n1v ... E:n\. Tfj npoc; rov Of\}lOV e:uvoi<;X (SIG3 776; Ilium). 
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Republic: Pompey, for example, was praised by the people ofMiletopolis as "saviour and 

benefactor of the people and all Asia"; 115 Q. Cicero was "benefactor of the Greeks"; 116 

Caesar was praised by the Delians as "benefactor of all the Greeks" and at Samos for the 

"common good services (t:ut:pyt:cria) he had continually performed for all the Greeks at 

his own expense"; 117 and Octavian was similarly praised for his common good services to 

the panhellenai. 118 It is equally noteworthy that before the Late Republic the epithet 

K01VO<; t:ut:py£-r11<; was never applied to individual Romans; it was a term reserved 

exclusively for the populus Romanus (the Roman state per se), not its leaders. 119 The 

epithet, though, is used once of Caesar by Pergamum after his victory at Pharsalus, and 

the three references to Augustus suggest that it may have become common to speak of 

the Princeps as universal benefactor. 120 The epithet became one of the ways that the 

power of the political potentates of the Late Republic was expressed and demonstrates 

115 I.Kyzikos 24, lines 4-6: crwr~p Kai e:ue:py£rrt<; rou u Orhwu Kai tfj<; 'Acria<; mi:crrt<;; cf. SIG3 749, 
752. 

116 Ferrary, BCH 124, no. 6: e:ue:py£rrtv ovra rwv 'EAMvwv Kai mhpwva rou O~}lou; cf. M. Iunius 
Decimus was proclaimed crwr~p Kai e:ue:pylfrrt<; by the League ofBoeotians, Euboeans, Locrians, Phoceans, 
and Dorians ca. 33 (SIG3 767). 

117 !.Delos 1587: [KOtvO<; (?) e:ue:py]£rrt<; rwv 'E.AA~vwv; IGRP IV 970: ape:tfj<; EV(e)KEV Kal 
e:(u)voia<; n<; f.xwv Otare:Ae:t Kai KOtvW<; npo<; mi:vra<; TOU<; "EAAflVa<; Kai Kar' iO{av e:i<; taur6v; cf. IGRP 
IV.305: rwv 'Ef.A~vwv ami:vrwv crwrfjpa Kai e:ue:py€rrtv; /G Xll.5.557: crwrfjpa tfj<; oiKOU}lEVfl<;. 

118 Ferrary, BCH 124 no. 8: e:ue:p(ye:]cria<; ra<; e:i<; r~v n6AtV ~}lWV (Kai K]otvw<; e:i<; rou<; 
ITaVEAAflVU<;. 

119 The case of C. Flavius Fimbria -legatus to L. Valerius Flaccus (cos. suff. 86 assigned against 
Mithridates), and the man who killed the proconsul and seized control of his troops- is an exception, 
though one with caveats. Fimbria is said by Diodorus (38/39.8.2) to have been elevated to extraordinary 
powers by his troops, who were buoyed by hopes of booty and thus loved him as a Kotvo<; e:ue:py£rrt<;. The 
phrase was clearly attributed to him by his soldiers- not a Greek city- and Diodorus (writing in the late 
first century BCE and therefore familiar with the phrase) uses the common phrase to characterize the 
soldiers' pecuniary motives. 

12° Caesar: I.Perg. 378: rov KOtVOV rwv 'E.AA~ve:wv crwrfjpa Kai e:ue:pyETflV. Augustus: Bull.Ep. 
1970, no. 422; Philo Leg. 149 (text at n.l21); Jos. AJXVI.98; c£ M. Cocceius Nerva (c. 38): SEG IV.604: 
rov KOtvOV e:ue:pyELflV Kai crwrfjpa rfj<; £napx~a<;. 
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how their own powers replaced those of the Roman state in interstate discourse. The 

evolution of the phraseology from Roman state to individual Roman is clear at Mytilene, 

where in 62 the city spoke of the populus Romanus as its 'common benefactor' and 

roughly a generation later declared Augustus their KOtvoc; EUEpyE-rr')c;. 121 In much the 

same way-and increasingly through the course ofthe first century-a new form of 

relations between Romans and Greek city-states emerged along the lines of benefactor: 

patron, a traditional Roman institution now applied to eastern interstate relations, to 

which we shall now tum our attention. 

3.2.3: Roman Power through Patronage 

Increasingly after the late second century, Greek city-states honoured Roman 

citizens as their patron (mhpwv- transliterated from the Latinpatronus) and patronage 

came to be a part of the register of reciprocal interstate relations. 122 By the Late 

121 Robert, CRAI 1969, 52 (text above, n. 95); Bull. Ep. 1970 no. 422; cf. Philo Leg. 149: KO:t )l~V 
d nvt KO:tva<; KO:t E~O:lpETOU<; Eb£1 1J!f'\qll~£cr8o:t Tl)lcX<;, EKetV<.p npocrfjKOV ~v, ou )lOVOV on TOU }";£~0:0TOU 
y£vou<; apx~ n<; £y£v£TO KO:t ltf'\y~, ou )lOVOV on TOU }";£~0:0TOU y£vou<; apx~ n<; £y£vno KO:t ltf'\Y~, oubf: on 
npwTo<; KO:t )lEytcrTO<; KO:t Kotvo<; EuepyETf'\<;, avTt noAuo:pxio:<; £vi KU~EpV~TflltO:po:Sou<; TO KOlVOV OKcXqJO<; 
oio:KoVO)lE'i:v £o:un~, 8o:U)lO:crttp T~v ftYE)lOVlK~v £mcrT~)lf'\V ('And yet if ever there was a man to whom it 
was proper that new and unprecedented honours should be voted, it was certainly fitting that such should be 
decreed to him, not only because he was as it were the origin and fountain of the family of Augustus, not 
because he was the first, and greatest, and universal benefactor, having, instead of the multitude of 
governors who existed before, entrusted the common vessel of the state to himself as one pilot of admirable 
skill in the science of government to steer and govern' - transl. Y onge ). 

122 A corpus of these references has been compiled by C. Eilers, Roman Patrons of Greek Cities 
(Oxford 2002), Appendix 1, who has identified 164 examples (148 of which are inscriptions); cf. F. Canali 
de Rossi, II ruolo dei patroni nelle re/azioni politichefra il mondo greco e Romain eta republicana ed 
au gus tea (Munich 2001 ), 131-196, with whose corpus Eilers provides a useful register of concordance 
(Appendix 2, pp. 269-279). On the patronage of cities, especially in the east, see also: L. Harmand, Un 
aspect social et politique du monde romain: le patronat sur les collectivites publiques des origins au Bas
Empire (Paris 1957); J. Touloumakos, "Zum romischen Gemeindepatronat im griechischen Osten" Hermes 
116 (1988), 304-324; J. Nicols, "Patrons of Greek Cities in the Early Principate" ZPE 80 (1990), 81-100; 
c£ the essays collected inK. Lomas and T. Cornell, eds., 'Bread and Circuses': Euergetism and Municipal 
Patronage in Roman Italy (London 2002). 
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Republic, many cities likely had at least one Roman patron, and provincial magistrates 

often became the patron of some community within their provincia. 123 So common did 

patronal relations become that Greeks could use the Latinisms rrarpwvt:{a and 

rrarpwv£uttv to express the abstract condition ofhaving a patron (patrocinium) and the 

actions he was expected to perform; the latter was also regularly expressed by a present 

participle and predicate (e.g. ovra mhpwv), which nicely articulates the habitual and 

repetitive aspect of the relation between a polis and its patron. 124 Unlike the appellation 

'benefactor', the Roman state itself- as the aggregate of individual citizens -was never 

identified as 'patron', although some in the Late Republic appear to have felt that Rome 

had patrocinium over the Greeks. 125 Not everyone, however, who provided patrocinium 

was a patron per se and, in any case, such a claim does not appear in the dialogue 

between states. 

123 App. B. Civ. 2.4.14: oi 8' 'AI-Ao~ptyE<; evOotaCHXVTE<; EKOtVWO'<XVTO <l>a~{<p 'i.ayyq., o<; ~v TWV 
'AAAo~p{ywv npocrTant<;, wcrnEp O:nacrat<; noAEcrtv £crn n<; ev 'Pw~n npocrcaTr]<; ('The Allobroges, being in 
doubt made Fabius Sanga aware of their situation, since he was their patron -for every city had some 
patron in Rome'); Mommsen, StR III.l203, n.l; Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 87; Badian, FC, 158; Eilers, 
RPGC, 146-150, who doubts the veracity of Appian's claim that every city had a Roman patron but 
concedes that many cities are known to have had patrons. 

124 nacpwvda: Eilers, RPGC 46, 84 (= Claros Polemaios, col. II, line 30/31 ), 107 (= Aphrod. 3, 
line 51; where nacpwvd~ xpflcr9at is perhaps a translation of the idiomatic patronicio uti); nacpwvEuEtv: 
Eilers, RPGC 16 (=SGD/ 2688), 31, 87 (=I. Eph. 630b); ovm nacpwv: Eilers, RPGC 78, 81, 82, 88 (= 
I.Eph. 663), 122 (=I.Strat. 509); cf. no. 87 in which we find the verb nacpWVEUEtV in the aorist, indicating 
simple aspect, and therefore suggesting that L. Calpurnius was perhaps a patronus causa (see below) for 
Ephesus rather than a civic patron per se. 

125 Cic. de Off 2.27 (text above, n. 7); Livy 34.58.11: populus Romanus susceptum patrocinium 
libertatis Graecorum non deserere fidei constantiaeque suae ducit esse ('the Roman people believe they 
have an undertaking not to abandon the patrocinium of the liberty of the Greeks because oftheir own 
faithfulness and consistency'); 37.54.17 (below n. 143). For a discussion of these texts, see J.-L. Ferrary, 
"The Hellenistic World and Roman Political Patronage" in P. Cartledge, eta/. (eds.), Hellenistic Constructs 
(Berkeley 1997), 114-116, who argues against the interpretation of Touloumakos, "Zum romischen 
Gemeinpatronat", 318; cf. J. Bleicken, review ofBadian's Foreign Clientelae in Gnomon 36 (1964), 176-
183. 
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That the populus Rom anus itself was never conceptualized as a civic patron - or 

patron of the Greeks- is perhaps due to the success and survival ofthe discourse of 

Kotvo<; EUEpyE-rl')<;, but in any case is perfectly consonant with the Roman tradition of 

individual patrons, as well as the trend in the Late Republic toward the accumulation and 

concentration of power around influential politicians and generals. Despite, however, the 

fact that patronage did not involve Greek cities and the Roman state per se, the frequency 

with which we fmd patrons mentioned in state documents, the role that these men 

performed within a reciprocal system, and the importance that leading politicians and 

generals came to play in imperial politics all require us to consider the function of 

patronage in the growth and operation of the interactive empire. 126 That is, although the 

Romans' empire in the East should not be (and was not) modeled on patronage, 

patronage itself was a part ofthe interactive, reciprocal system that comprised the 

Romans' hegemonia and an important component in the development of the consensus of 

that empire that marked the Principate. 

The earliest epigraphic testimony of a Roman patron of a Greek city dates to the 

end of the second or beginning of the frrst century, after which it is well attested (with 

over ninety examples). 127 The mhpwv, it is worth pointing out, did not replace the 

126 On patronage and empire, see Premerstein, 'clientes', RE 4 (1901) coll. 23-55, esp. 23-24 on 
the patterning of civic patronage on private patronage; M. Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 86-101; Badian, 
Foreign Clientelae (Oxford 1958); M. Errington, The Dawn of Empire (London 1971); Gruen, HWCR 
1.158-200; Ferrary, "Roman Political Patronage", 105-120. 

127 Eilers RPGC, 109-144. As Eilers has argued, the earliest example is probably the honorary 
decree for Menippos of Colophon (p. 124-132), which he dates to the 90s based on the identity ofQ. 
Mucius (11.42-46) with Q. Mucius Scaevola the celebrated proconsul of Asia (see below, 4.3.2); contra L. 
and J. Robert, Claros, 99, and Ferrary, "le statut des cites libres," 557, who identify the man as Q. Mucius 
the Augur and date the document to the 120s or llOs. 
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benefactor or saviour; though Romans might be honoured as simply patrons, 128 they were 

more often recorded as a benefactor and patron. 129 The conjunction of these two terms in 

state documents suggests a close relationship, 130 and their use in documents produced in 

response to a good service done for the city reminds us that a patron played his role 

within the larger reciprocal system and, in many ways, in a manner not unfamiliar from 

other Hellenistic forms of interstate interaction (e.g. rrpo~~::v{a). 131 To that end, like a 

~::u~::pyeTfl~- or a cpiA.o~, for that matter - the mhpwv of a city was routinely honoured for 

his ~::uvoia and ~::u~::pymia: thus the patrons of Colophon, whose dedications Ferrary has 

recently published, were honoured "because of their excellence and goodwill toward the 

community" (mhpwva n1~ ltOA£W~ apn~~ EV£K£V Kat £uvo{a~ T~~ d~ £aur6v). 132 By the 

same token, the Nysans were not unique in honouring P. Licinius Crassus as their 

128 Eilers, RPGC, 4-6, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 26, 29, 31, 35, 37-39,42-45,48, 55, 57, 59, 60, 
63, 68, 73, 75, 77,78-88,90,93, 108, 117, 118, 133, 144, 147, 149, 152, 154, 156-158. 

129 Eilers, RPGC, nos. 1, 3, 4b, [7], 8, [9], 10, 11, 14, 18, 20, [22], [25], 27, [30], 32-4, 36, 40-2, 
[49], [50], [52], 53, [54], [56], [58], 61,64-7,70-1, 74, 76, 78, [89], 91-2,94-7, [98], 103-4, [105], 109-16, 
120-24, 127, 129, 130-2, 134-5,145, [146], 147-8, [151], 161, 163. (Square brackets denote a restoration of 
one of the terms). 

130 At Lilybaeum in Greek Sicily a bilingual honourary decree translates £U£py£-r1"]<; with patronus 
perpetuus (IG XIV 277); cf. Bowersock, Augustus in the Greek World, 12-13. The two terms, however, 
were not strictly synonymous (below n. 135). 

131 Gruen, HWCR 1.162-172, for example, places Roman patronage in the context of Hellenic 
traditions of npo~Evta and EUEpyEcr(a and argues that "the idea that Rome transplanted her clientela system 
to the East misconceives both the direction and the structure ofGraeco-Roman relations" (199); Ferrary, 
Philhellenisme, 119-124, arguing against (e.g.) Badian, Foreign Clientelae (Oxford 1958). Compare, too, 
the definition and description ofRoman patronage by Saller, Personal Patronage, 1-3, 8-40, with the 
description of Hellenistic euergetism presented by P. Veyne, Bread and Circuses (transl. B. Pearce; 
London 1990), 101-131, esp. 102-107. Greek cities, of course, had previously used their friendship with 
important Romans to affect the outcome of a dispute or appeal: e.g. Polyb. 21-29.10-12 (Aetolians appeal 
to C. Valerius Laevinus to help get them lenient terms in 189); Polyb. 23.5.1-18 (Deinocrates ofMessene 
tried to exploit his friendship with T. Quinctius Flamininus for advantages in the Peloponnese); Polyb. 
24.5.1-7 (Eumenes plies his friends at Rome to help wage war against Pharnaces); Polyb. 30.4.5-9 (Rhodes 
appeals to its friends to stave off a declaration of war in 167). On the difference between friendship and 
patronage, see (e.g.) D. Konstan, "Patrons and Friends" CPh 90 (1995), 328-342. 

132 Ferrary, BCH 124, nos. 1, 2, 5, 11. 
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benefactor and patron not only because of his goodwill and excellence but also for the 

"benefactions that he had performed for the polis" (bHX Ta~ d~ TOV 8flll0V euepym{a~). 133 

Perhaps the clearest example is a dedication of the Mesambrians to C. Cornelius, a legate 

ofM. Lucullus in 72, who "performed many great benefactions (euepyne1v) for the 

people, co-operating fully with the embassies sent to Lucullus and acting as a patron 

(rra-rpwveuetv) ofthe city." 134 

It is, however, important not to lose sight of the fact that mirpwv was not the 

same as euepyE-rrt~ 135 and that patronage, which was a distinctly Roman institution with 

its own idiosyncrasies - something which the Greek transliteration of the Latin term 

suggests that Greeks themselves understood136
- had important differences from the 

traditional Greek civic benefactor. In the first place, mhpwv was not simply an 

honourary title awarded by a community to a Roman in response to the performance of 

good service, but more particularly it was a role played by a Roman after first accepting a 

city into his patronage. That is, a Roman became the patron of a city only after he had 

133 Eilers RPGC no. 120: o Ofj~o~ Ked~ ~ouM n6nAtov AtKtVtOV llon:\{ou uiev Kpaooov 
'Iouvtavev rev £arw[ v] owrfjpa Kat euepy£[ rf]V] Kat narpwva OHX r[Tjv EUVOt]av aurou aper[~v re] Kat L(l~ 
et~ rev ofj~o[v] euepyeo{a~; cf. nos. 31, 53, 66, 68, 108, 118-120, 122, 151. 

134 Eilers, RPGC 31 (=JG Bulg. 1.314a), lines 5-9: 1LOAACx Kat ~e[ya:\]a [rov o]g~ov EU~pyerf]KE 
rat~ re £~ano[oreMo~]£vat~ nod rov auroKparopa npecr[~etat~ o]uvepywv EV naow Kat narpwveuwv [ra~ 
n6]Aw~. 

135 The distinction becomes clear if we consider a Pergamene dedication to Caesar (IGRP IV 305), 
in which the latter is described as narpwv Kat euepyerf]~ of the city, but owr~p Kat EUEPYELfl~ of all Greeks; 
patronage was a formal arrangement predicated on a request by the city and thus Pergamum could not by 
any rights claim Caesar was patron of all Greeks; a benefactor, by contrast, was an honorary appellation 
based on previous benefactions and in this right could be given to Caesar by the Pergamenes on behalf of 
all Greeks; c£ RPGC 78 (Q. Cicero is euepy£r11~ of the Greeks and narpwv of Colophon); Eilers, RPGC 
no. 64 (=IGRP IV 200) (Augustus is said to be ouyyev~~. narpwv and owr~p of the people of Ilium and 
euepy£r11~ of all). Eilers, RPGC 184-185; contra n. 130. 

136 Aptly pointed out by J.-L. Ferrary, "The Hellenistic World and Roman Political Patronage", 
106. 
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been petitioned by the city and after it had proven its goodwill toward him or the 

Romans. The clearest evidence for this procedure comes from the exchange between 

Aphrodisias and the Roman general Q. Oppius discussed earlier. From Oppius' letter 

(Aphrod. 3), we learn that Aphrodisian envoys met with the Roman proconsul sometime 

after his release from Pontic control in 85 or 84, bringing with them a decree rejoicing at 

his safety and, apparently, a request that he become patron of their city. In Oppius' 

words: 

these same envoys petitioned that you too might be able to enjoy my patronage 
(rrarpwv{jt;e); I received them and because of my regard for your city I undertook 
to become the patron of your people. 137 

Here, in what Eilers has called "the single most important piece of evidence on this 

subject [of civic patronage]", it is clear that the process of patronage begins with a Greek 

petition. 138 It follows that the city had to justify its request; and so Oppius states that he 

became patron of the city out of his regard (Ka-raA.oyfl~ EVEKEV) for them, alluding to their 

earlier support at Laodicea, which he cites as the reason (ai-da) for his other efforts on 

their behalf. 139 The same model can be observed in the Colophonian decree for 

Polemaios, who it is said first proved his friendship to the Romans and then gained their 

patronage. 140 Thus in creating bonds of patronage, the onus fell to the Greeks to petition 

and prove their worth to potential Roman benefactors. 

137 Reynolds, Aphrod 3, lines 49-57 (text at n. 17). 
138 Eilers, RPGC, 23-27 (quotation at p. 24); cf. Canali de Rossi, II ruolo dei patroni, 47-54, who 

is somewhat too eager at identifying these petitions from the surviving corpus of examples. 
139 Lines 33-43. 
14° Claros, Polemaios, col. II, lines 24-31: f:vE-ruxe:v l-!EV rotc; ~youll£votc; 'Pwllatotc; Kat cpavdc; 

a~ toe; rfjc; EKe:ivwv q>tA{ac; l:OV ano l:CXUl:l'j<; Kapnov rotc; noAe:hatc; m::pte:TIOtl'jcre:v npoc; roue; ap{crrouc; avopac; 
rfjt narp{Ot cruve£lloc; narpwve:iac; ('He obtained an audience with the Roman leaders and appeared worthy 
of their friendship. The benefits of this friendship he won for the citizens by arranging patronal relations 
for his city with the best men.'). 
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This arrangement is somewhat different to the closed cycle of reciprocity 

described in the previous section- wherein it was impossible and, significantly, 

unimportant to determine which party first performed kindly actions to the other. If the 

Oppius-Aphrodisias exchange and Polemaios decree fairly represent the process of 

establishing civic patronal relations, 141 then it also demonstrates the asymmetry of the 

relation in favour of the Romans. As the burden fell on the Greek pole is to demonstrate 

their d}vOta, qnA.la, rr{onc;, etc., and the Romans simply to accept their claims, patronage 

afforded the Romans a form of relation with the Greek world predicated on their 

superiority. 142 

This point, however, should not be exaggerated; for it is not to say that through 

patronage Greeks cities were emasculated as powerless clientes - a term that significantly 

does not appear in any official document, Roman or Greek, translated, transliterated or 

otherwise. 143 Patronage was a voluntary reciprocal relation 144 predicated on good works 

141 Traces of this petition-response procedure in patronage can be found in the epigraphy of the 
empire such as the tabulae patronatus in which one co-opted as patron also had to accept the city into his 
clientele (eosin fidem clientelamque suam recepit; J. Nicols, "Tabulae Patronatus: A Study of the 
Agreement between Patron and Client-Community", ANRWII.l3 [1980], 535-561, esp. 550-551), and is 
implicit in the Caesarian lex Ursonensis, §97; Eilers, RPGC, 25-27. To some extent, in the last two 
generations of the Republic, the patronal model described in the Aphrodisias-Oppius exchange breaks 
down as a patron might be said to have inherited his position (a maioribus I bt<x n:poy6vwv; on which see 
Eilers, RPGC, 60-81, esp. 78-81, and nos. 52, 59, 81, 88, 103, 105, 110, 112, 114, 116, 119-21, 124), 
however as Eilers notes, in all but a few instances, the language is likely descriptive (e.g. cases where a son 
was persuaded to take on the patronage of his father) rather than prescriptive (requiring all sons to take on 
the roles of their fathers); cf. Cic. ad Fam. 13.64.2 (discussed below). For context, we might compare 
inherited patronage with contemporary decrees for EUEpyE-rat Ot<x n:poy6vwv (e.g., IGRP IV 293, line 45; 
SJG3 730, lines 27-29; !.Pergamon 425 [= JGRPIV 410]) and apE't~ n:poyovtK~ (I.Priene 108, lines 19-20, 
30; I.Kyme 13, col. III, line 66 and II.86-87; JG XII 9.236, lines 1-3; IGRP IV.l59, lines 18-19; no. 292, 
lines 21 & 30; no. 293, line 28; SJG3 730, lines 27-29). 

142 B d" FC . a tan, ,passzm. 
143 The notable exception comes from Livy (37 .54.17), who has Rhodian envoys argue before the 

Sepate in 189 that it was only proper that Rome should guarantee forever the patrocinium of a whole race 
taken into its loyalty and clientela (hoc patrocinium receptae in fidem et clientelam vestram universae 
gentis perpetuum vas praestare decet). The language, however, is clearly Livy's own, since we can 
compare it with his source, Polybius (21.23.4-12), who speaks of a world under Rome's E~oucr{a 
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(i.e. loyalty), but also promising tangible benefactions from the Roman patron. In the 

example above, Oppius' undertaking to become the city's patron is part of a larger series 

of undertakings- to do what he can for the city (1. 38), to perform for them good services 

(1. 41) and to be the author of some good (11. 42-43)- the performance of which would 

then be praised by the Aphrodisians as £uvota or £U£py£oia, as was common. Of course 

the same interaction when looked at from the other perspective illustrates that Oppius felt 

obliged to reciprocate the Aphrodisians' demonstration of goodwill and friendship. 

Indeed, a passage from one of Cicero's letters makes it clear that the Romans themselves 

knew they had to live up to their end of the arrangement in order to enjoy the gloria of 

foreign clientela. Writing toP. Silius, then propraetor in Bithynia, Cicero asks that he 

support his friend, T. Claudius Nero, for "ifhe has you as a supporter ... he will be able to 

strengthen the large clientele he has inherited from his ancestors and oblige them through 

his benefactions."145 Clearly the young Nero, who had as yet done nothing for his client 

cities, had to perform good services for them before he could secure their counter-

services and justify himself as their patron. Ultimately, we must keep in mind that 

Roman patronage existed within the Greco-Roman reciprocal system, and was often 

closely aligned with both friendship and benefaction. Thus a polis like Pompeiopolis 

(authority). Discussion in Gruen, HWCR 1.17 6-177. Based on the present study, Badian' s claim (FC, 7) 
that official documents avoided the term c/iens to spare the feelings of the Greeks- who instead preferred 
the "polite term amicus" - is rather facile. 

144 A Samian dedication (IGRP IV 968) to Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus (RE 21; cos. 96) stating that 
the consul had been "assigned to them as a patron by the senate" ( Oo9EVt'O~ uno -rfl~ O'UVKA~TOU mhpwvo~ 
owt O~JlWt) has led some to argue that the Senate imposed patrons on cities. But the reference must rather 
be to Ahenobarbus' capacity as patronus causae (below, p. 238), as proposed by Eilers ("Cn. Domitius and 
Samos: A New Extortion Trial" ZPE 89 [1991], 167-178; RPGC 121-124) and accepted by Ferrary ("The 
Hellenistic World and Roman Political Patronage", 107); cf. lex rep., lines 9-ll(sei eis valet sibei patronos 
in earn rem darei ... ); LEph. 630b. 

145 Cic. Fam. 13.64.2: quare, site fautore usus erit, sicuti profecto et utetur et usus est, 
amplissimas clientelas acceptas a maioribus confirmare poterit et beneficiis suis obligare. 
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could describe itself as "free and autonomous" while honouring its eponymous patron; 146 

or Colophon, which could do the same, and even orient the agency in the procedure of 

creating a patron along civic lines by asserting that its own citizen had himself "made 

(certain) men patrons. " 147 

All the same, in the letter of Oppius to the Aphrodisians patronage is treated 

separately from- and thus distinguished from- the traditional formalities of reciprocity; 

it is expressed in the final of three independent clauses, following a lengthy series of 

subordinate clauses in which are contained the euergetical formalities, such that 

patronage is literally distinct from them and was perhaps even the real reason for the 

embassy to Oppius; 148 Cicero, meanwhile, for his part, makes clear that in as much as his 

young friend Nero must prove himself to his clients, his patronage is their utmost 

protection. 149 The importance that the Aphrodisians and Cicero placed on obtaining a 

patron underlines the asymmetry of the relationship- that is, a situation in which the 

Greek city needed a patron- the normalization of which helped to reproduce Roman 

legitimacy and extend the Roman state into the world of the polis. Greek cities, we 

know, by Roman law were assigned patrons in their extortion (de repetundis) cases 

146 Eilers, RPGC 149: [fva'iov ITo).nt~lOV fva{ou uiov M€yav] rpt<; auroKpa[ropa] 
ITopTCt'JlOTCOf\lTWV rfj<; l£pii<; Kat O:auAOU Kat EAe:ue€pac; Kat aurov6pou 6 8fjpoc; TOV KTtOTt'JV Kat n:arpwva 
rfj<; n:6A£W<; ('The people of the sacred, immune, free and autonomous Pompeiopolis honoured Gnaeus 
Pompeius Magnus, three times imperator, as founder and patron of the city'). 

147 Claros, Menippos, col. III, line 10-13: rfjc; T£ n:6A£W<; yvflcr{ouc; aurouc; n:£TCotf1KW<; mhpwvac; 
xpf1crtpwraroc; n:apa ro'ic; ~youp€votc; y€yov£ rwt 8~pwt n:ap' oic; O:vayKat6rarat n:iia{v dcrtv O:vepwn:otc; 
XP£'iat ('He made these men genuine patrons of the city, and was most useful for the people before those 
leaders to whom are brought the most pressing concerns of all men'). 

148 Following the preamble of the decree, lines 10-21 are subordinate clauses predicated on 
\jJ~<ptcrpa O:n:€8wKav (E:v <r> ... ), lines 24-46 are a series oflengthy subordinate clauses based on En:£p\jJa 
ypappara on:wc;, and the remaining third independent clause begins with what was requested by the envoys 
(oi aurot n:p€a~£t<; n:ap£KaA£aav ... ) at line 48. 

149 Cic. Fam. 13.64.1: in Neronis patrocinio summum esse praesidium. 
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against odious provincial magistrates; Cn. Domitius was one of these patroni causae 

given by the Senate, who was praised at Samos for (what must have been) a successful 

prosecution in a Roman court. 150 Less formally, but no less significantly, patrons were 

also useful- if not politically necessary- advocates for Greek cities in the Senate: among 

other accomplishments, Menippos of Colophon is said to have become associated with 

the most important Romans ( oi }lEyicrrot 'Pw}laiwv) whom he made "genuine patrons of 

the polis, and as such became extremely useful to the demos before the Roman authorities 

(~youll£vot), to whom are brought the most compelling of men's affairs". 151 These 

patroni, we must assume, had helped Menippos achieve his various benefits for 

Colophon in his five embassies to Rome. 152 Moreover, we can see how in describing 

Menippos' important accomplishment at co-opting patrons for the city, the Colophonians 

have conceded that (a) the Romans are ~YOU}lEVOt (lit. 'leaders') and (b) they are people 

to whom the most important human issues are directed and by whom they are decided. 153 

The ~you}lEVOt certainly refer to senators- and by extension the Senate itself-

and the powerful elite at Rome, such that through patronage (and the reciprocal 

arrangement that it embodies) these became accepted and legitimized as centres of power 

150 IGRP IV 968; Eilers, RPGC, 121-124 (with pp. 28-32 for a discussion of patronage founded by 
administration); J.-L. Ferrary, "Patroni et accusateurs dans la procedure de repetundis', RD 76 (1998), 17-
46. 

151 Claros, Menippos, col. III, lines 8-13: rij<; TE n6Ac:w<; yvf]criouc; aurouc; ltEltOlf]KW<; mhpwva<; 
XPf]Ot~wraro<; napa TOt<; ~you~£vot<; y£yovE TWl SJ1~wtnap' ot<; avayKat6raral. n<Xcrtv Eicrtv avepwnot<; 
XPEtat; cf. Polemaios decree, col. II, line 24-31: EVETUXEV ~Ev rot<; ~you~EVOl<; 'PWJ.lUtOl<; K(ll <pavd<; a~ tO<; 
rfj<; EKEtVWV <ptA.ia<; TOV ano TaUTf]<; Kapnov TOt<; noA.drat<; 1tEplE1tOtYJOEV npo<; roue; apicrrou<; avSpa<; rfjt 
narpiSt cruv9EJ.1EVO<; narpwvda<; ('[Polemaios] met with the leading Romans and as he appeared worthy of 
their friendship he won its advantages for the citizens by arranging patronage for the city with the best 
men.'). 

152 Roberts, Claros, 101-102; Ferrary, "Le statut des cites libres", 559-561. 
153 Note also, as a counterbalance, my comments above (p. 238) concerning Colophon making its 

own patrons. 
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beyond the polis. Their role is strikingly demonstrated in an Abderite decree from Teos, 

which honours certain Tean citizens for travelling to Rome in the early decades of the 

frrst century to secure help for Abdera against the claims ofCotys ofThrace on their 

ancestral territory. 154 Their actions while in Rome are described as follows: 

They met with the leading men among the Romans and won them over by 
their daily perseverance, and induced the patrons of the city to help our 
people. When some preferred our adversary and championed his cause, 
they won over their friendship by their explanation of the affair and by 
daily calls at their atria. 155 

The process alluded to in the Colophonian decree above is fleshed out in this unique 

account ofGreco-Roman international relations. 156 Exposed are the lengths to which 

envoys went to find a sympathetic ear at Rome, participating in daily salutationes at the 

houses of senators and other forms of daily perseverance. Of more interest to us, though, 

is the way in which the Teans used their patronal relations to gain access to the leading 

men of Rome, win over their friendship, and bring about Roman action in their own self-

interest. The description of power at Rome presented in this text is not the Senate per se 

154 Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie no. 337 (= SIG3 656, modified), lines 7-10. On the date, see G. 
Chiranky, "Rome and Cotys: Two Problems", Athenaeum 60 ( 1982), 461-481, Canali de Rossi, 
Ambascerie, 291-294, and Eilers, RPGC, 114-119, who reject the traditional date of ca. 166 (e.g. Magie, 
RRAMII.961 n. 76). 

155 Lines 21-28 (text ofEilers, RPGC 101, whose readings seem superior in these lines): 
£vruyxavovn:c; \lEV ro'i:[c; ~you11£vm]c; 'Pw11aiwv Kal. E~O!ll'JPEUO\lEVot oux rfjc; Ka8' ~11£pa[v Kap]rEp~crEwc;, 
napacrrrJO'a\lEVOt OE roue; narpwvac; rfjc; [noA]EW<; Et<; r~V unf:p roD ~\lErEpOU 0~\lOU ~o~8Et<XV, r[tvac; rE 
npo]voou11£vouc; roD avnO{Kou ti11wv Kal.npocrraroDvm[c; oux rfjc; r]wv npawarwv napa8£crw.6c; rE Kal. 
rfjc; Ka8' D\lEpa[v YEVO\lEV ]rJ<; E<pOOEtac; £nl. rwv arp£wv E<ptA01tOtODvro. (transl. Eilers). 

156 Compare, as a literary example, [Caes.] B.Hisp. 42.2: a senatu petisse et eius pecuniae 
provinciam liberasse simulque patrocinio suscepto muftis legationibus ab se in senatum inductis simul 
publicis privatisque causis multorum inimicitiis susceptis defendisse ('Caesar had sought from the senate 
both to free the province from this expense and likewise, having undertaken their patrocinium, to defend 
them with many legations into the senate for both public and private suits, for which he had earned 
numerous enemies'). 
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but the individual senators, some of whom were their patrons, and before whom they had 

to make their case and play individual politics. 

Thus practically, the functions of these patrons were built around Roman 

institutions like the Senate, but also the Roman courts (as in the case ofSamos) or the 

provinces (like Ti. Claudius Nero). Patronage represented, but also reproduced, conduits 

of interaction centered around these institutions and powerful Roman citizens. It thus 

reinforced the legitimacy of these bodies, and helped to normalize them in interstate 

relations. Through patronage, the Roman state was able to enter the world of the polis, 

where its power was de-problematized as benefaction and protection. Thus in the 

Menippos example above, the people of Colophon- who had fought fiercely for, and 

were eager to preserve, their independence from the province ( ~ £rrapx£ia an:O T~<; 

auToVOJlia<;)157
- welcomed their new Roman patrons, who helped to guide Menippos 

through his dealings with the provincial administration and the Senate, i.e. the Roman 

~youJl£vot. The juxtaposition, in fact, between their autonomy and their self-professed 

subordination to Roman ~youJl£Vot is in a category similar to the Ephesians' claim to 

have fought for "freedom and Roman hegemony" and speaks to the important discursive 

role of reciprocity, and patronage as one of its forms. The free city of Colophon was 

independent of the province and yet was still subject to the decisions of the Roman senate 

(whose speech-act had in any case made them free), and anticipated further dealings with 

Roman officials for whom they now had patrons. Colophon, though outside the province, 

was clearly within the Roman imperial system and interacted with it - and legitimated it 

- through its patrons. 

157 Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 39-40. On this passage, see also pp. 59 and 92. 
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3.2.4: Greek Diplomacy and Manipulation 

Let us tum now from the Roman to the Greek vantage of the reciprocal system of 

interaction. In this discussion it is important to bear in mind that the reciprocal nature of 

the Romans' empire resulted in instances of power negotiation; that is, despite the 

asymmetry of power in favour ofthe Romans, Greek cities were not without measures to 

achieve advantageous ends through the communication of reciprocity with Rome. As J. 

Pocock has written: 

Language consists of a number of already formed and institutionalized structures. 
These embody and perform speech-acts, but they perform the intentions of the 
user only through words formed by sedimentation and institutionalization of the 
utterances performed by others . ... Language gives me power, but power which I 
cannot fully control or prevent others from sharing. In performing a verbalized 
act of power, I enter upon a polity of shared power. "158 

Pocock's sedimentation and institutionalization are what for Habermas was the social 

knowledge of the Lifeworld that warranted a validity claim- the norms and expectations 

of the social world that can be drawn on by both interlocutors to discursively negotiate a 

claim to truthfulness. 159 When Rome communicated with the East in the character of 

friend or benefactor, or its leading citizens in the guise of patrons, it engaged in a power 

negotiation expressed through a diplomatic language, whose process is dialogic and 

content is reciprocal, and to that extent is at once outside its control and part of a shared 

mechanism of language. Once engaged in this established discourse, Rome is subject to 

all its manifold sedimentation- and to that extent, for Pocock even its speech-acts cannot 

be said to be fully autonomous - which its Greek interlocutor will manipulate to achieve 

158 J. Pocock, "Verbalizing a Political Act: Toward a Politics of Speech" Political Theory 1 
(1973), 27-45, quotation at p. 33. 

159 See above, Introduction p. 15ff. 
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its own self-interested ends. As Pocock goes on to point out, "the players of(this) 

language game are performing the linguistic equivalent of Aristotle's 'ruling and being 

ruled"', meaning that in order for the communication- which is to say interaction and, by 

extension, the empire- to operate effectively, both sides have to give up a measure of 

autonomy and share in the 'polity' ofthe language. 160 

Ma has used this approach to explore how Hellenistic poleis used diplomacy and 

manipulation in their communications with the Seleucid royal state, and his procedure is 

broadly applicable to our study ofRoman-polis communications (and thus interactions). 

He identifies three primary functions of the communications between the polis and 

monarch from the perspective ofthe former: i) to demonstrate loyalty, even submission to 

the ruler-king; ii) to facilitate petitions for benefits; and iii) to promote norms and 

expectations through the publication of the dialogue, which bound the king to carry 

through (continually) his benefactions for the city. 161 Greek communications with Rome 

performed the same general functions, but with different emphases owing to the 

fundamentally different narrative informing their relationship: in contrast to the Greco-

Roman narrative of freedom, a polis' relations with Antiochus III - indeed the whole 

Seleucid, if not also the Antigonid, dynasty- were predicated on the king' s ancestral 

right (and obligations) to the cities of the East. 162 Thus, whereas Ma was drawn to the 

royal language of giving and the civic language ofreceiving (i.e. euergetism) that 

160 Pocock, "Verbalizing a Political Act" Pol.Th. 1 (1973), 36. Note the similar conclusions of 
Billows (Kingship and Colonies, 74) for the Hellenistic era: "Simply put, by espousing the posture of 
benefactors of the Greek cities and advertising themselves in that role, the kings laid themselves open to 
having moral pressure applied to make them live up to their own propaganda"- though I disagree with his 
assertion that the king thus "had to allow himself to be manipulated" (p. 78); cf. L. Mitchell, "Rules of the 
Game", esp. 30-32, for similar conclusions on friendship. 

161 Ma, Antiochos III, 201-206. 
162 Ma, Antiochos III, passim ( esp. 26-52). 
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complemented the narrative ofSeleucid (re)conquest, Greco-Roman official documents 

are framed around reciprocity consonant with the narrative of Greek freedom. 

The petition-response model of Greco-Roman interaction meant that cities had to 

make their appeal to the decision-making bodies ofthe Romans. For most of the period 

under discussion, this was of course the Senate, though increasingly by the first century it 

came also to include ~you}lEVOt who carried political weight in the state or patroni who 

could advocate to either on the city's behalf 163 According to Ma's schema, the initial 

function of Greek communiques was to demonstrate goodwill, loyalty, and even 

submission, particularly by advising the ruler of any honours the city had bestowed on 

him. In some cases the same is true with regard to Rome and individual Romans, 

especially in the early second century (when relations were young and with little 

'sedimentation') and the last three quarters of the first century (as Rome's government 

came increasingly to take on the affectations of a monarchy). In the earlier period, for 

example, we find the Heracleans awarding privileges and expressions of good faith to 

Lucius and Publius Scipio, who accepted both claims and in return promised to do them 

every favour. 164 From shortly after the first Mithridatic war there are a handful of 

163 E.g. Aphrod 3 (with the emendations ofBowersock Gnomon 56 [1984], 51), lines 33-48 
(Greek text above at n. 17): "for these reasons, I will make every effort both in my public and private life to 
do what I can, while preserving my good faith, to benefit your polis, and to continually be the author of 
some good; and also that I shall make known to the senate and people what you have done as soon as I 
return to Rome"; Claros, Polemaios, col. II, lines 11-16: KMAicr-rac; 8€: Kat m::pl. avayKato-ra-rwv n::TEAEKEV 
1tpEcr~Eia<; OUJlq>Ep6v-rwc; npo<; au-roue; -roue; ~YOUJlEVOU<; 'Pwjla{ouc; Kat n1v OUVKA111:0V ('the best embassies 
and those concerning the most urgent matters he carried out to the leading Romans and the senate'); cf. 
Aphrod. 8, lines 26-30; RDGE 18, lines 75-80, 87-88; no. 48, lines 10-12. 

164 RDGE 35, lines 14-15: O:nol5c:x6Jlc:Sa 15€: Kal. -ra nap' UJlWJl cpt.Aavepwna Kal. -rae; [nicr-rc:tc;, K]al. 
au-rol. 15£ 1tEtpacr6jlE8a Jll115Evoc; .Ac:inc:creat f.y xapt-roc; anoMcrc:t ('we accept your kindnesses and (good 
faith] and ourselves promise to do everything to return our gratitude'); cf. RDGE 38, lines 6-7: f.vc:cpavt~ov 
<Sf: Kat 8[t]6n -r6v 1:£ O:ywva -roy YUJlVlKOV Kat ·~v eucr{av unE:p ~!lWV OUVHEAEcra-rc: ('your envoys made 
clear that you had carried out gymnastic games and sacrifices in our honour'); RDGE 47, col. II, lines 29-
31: O~!lWV 1:£ Kat f.[evwv ¢11qncra!lE]vwv neevat eu!l[E]AtKOlJ<; K[a]i [yUjlVtKouc; ayw ]va<c;> 
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instances in which a city begins its petition with a request to make a sacrifice on the 

Capitoline Hill to the Roman people. 165 In later texts, it is not uncommon to find a 

petition to (say) Augustus begin with references to his past benefactions or news of some 

h . h" b h . 166 onour giVen 1m y t e ctty. 

More often however- even during these periods- cities were eager simply to 

convey their goodwill and/or friendship. The examples are so ubiquitous that they hardly 

need to be catalogued. Many have already been discussed in the course of this chapter 

and these have usually demonstrated the importance of these reciprocal relations in 

Roman senatus consulta - that is, Greek envoys would assert their EtJVOla, qn.Aia, rricrnc;, 

etc., which the Senate, in turn, would acknowledge and reciprocate. However, Greek 

honourary decrees- that is, language that is a part of the grand interstate dialogue, but 

not always directly dialogic- illustrate this same modus operandi. Take for example an 

early-second century honorary decree from Lampsacus for a certain Hegesias, who 

secured the support ofthe people ofMassalia to help them petition the Senate to be 

included among the signatories of the treaty with Philip V in 197. Before the Senate, the 

Massaliot envoys "made clear the goodwill and esteem which they had continually had 

toward the Romans" before renewing their friendship and pronouncing their d)vOla; 

Hegesias himself later did the same for Lampsacus in his address to the Senate. 167 

nEVTCXETf]pt[K01J<; ~OUAEU<HX}lEVwv] ('the people and nations have decided to set up pentaeteric theatrical 
and gymnastic games for me'). 

165 E.g. RDGE 18, lines 30-33; no. 20, lines 7-8 (reflecting a request of the Thasians, now lost); 
and no. 26, lines 17-18. These are presumably similar to the Capitoline dedications (IGUR 5-20) discussed 
above, p. 202. 

166 Sardis 7.1.8; RDGE 26a, line 6; no. 65; cf. SEG XLI.328 (re: Tiberius). 
167 I.Lampsakos 4 (= SIG3 591), lines 51-63: [~KoUcrE bfJA.wcrav]-rwv -r~v Euvotav Kat -r~v ai'pEcrtv 

~v E'x[ov-rE<; btCXTEAOUO"t npo<; au]-rou<; KCXl avaVEWO"CX}lEVWV ~v unapxo[ucrav O"U}l}lCXXtCXV npo<;] CXUTOU<;, 
anoA.oytO"CX}lEVWV (if: au-rot<; KCXl [nEpl ~}lWV Ot6n CXUTOt<;] Eivat abEA<pOt<; TWt O~}lWt ~}lWV O"U}l~CXtVE[t, T~V 
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Similarly, an Alabandan decree of the late-second or early-first century summarily 

recounts the charge it gave its envoys travelling to Rome: renew current familiar and 

friendly relations with the Romans, remind them of the victuals given their army (against 

either Aristonicus or Mithridates), and obtain an alliance. 168 Of course, we have also 

noted the efforts to which the Ephesians went in their decree to convey their continued 

sense of goodwill and friendship to Rome. 169 

These decrees had nothing to do with Rome directly, and yet we find them 

repeating what is recorded in the programmatic senate decrees: the envoys' first task was 

to convince the Romans oftheir goodwill and friendship. For, as we have discussed, 

proving one's goodwill and friendship toward the Romans was tantamount to expressing 

loyalty to them; that is, in as much as loyalty could be expressed in the language of 

reciprocity, the reverse was also true: speaking in terms of friendship, goodwill, gratitude, 

benefactions, etc., was a way of expressing faithfulness. These expressions (leaving 

aside their naturally consequent actions) were a symbolic fee offered to the Romans for 

past benefactions and a down payment for future good services, expected according to the 

rules of reciprocity. 170 

()£ Ei5vow:v aK6A]ou9ov EXElV rf\t cruyy£vda[t, E:]v£<pavtcr£ ()£ au[ro<; Katn£pt n7>v npay~a? raAa?]t"wv, Kat 
wv npocr0£0~£v[o]<; 6 Of\~o<; unap~at [mUt"r]V (aurQ?) E:~ &:n£crr£tA£ ·~]~ np£cr~dav, Katnap£KaAct au-rou<; 
~WX -r(wv cru~np£cr~£UTWV w<;) 1t£pt -rf\<; t"WV aAAWV <plAWV Kat oiKdwv acr(<paA£ta<; npoVO£lV K)at un£p 
-rf\<; n6A£W<; ~~wv <ppOVt"t~ElV, O[ta '["£ ·~v cruyy£v£tav Kat] ra unapxovm ~~lV npo<; au-rou<; <ptM[vepwna 
Kat T~V Y£Y£Vf]]~EVr]V ~~lV crucrmcrtv Ota Macrcra~[tr]t"WV &:~tWV &:n6Kptcrtv A]a~£lV cru~<p£poucrav t"Wt 
()~~Wt. 

168 ISE 169, lines 11-17: crn£u0ov-r6<; t"£ [ -rou) ()~~ou -r~v unapxoucrav npo<; 'Pw~a{ou<; oiK[£t6)-rr]Ta 
Kat <ptAtav &:vav£wcracr9at Kat -ra<; XP£ta<; [&<;] nap£crxr]mt d<; t"Cr crrpa-r6n£0a au-rwv EK<pav[£1<;] y£v£cr9at 
npo<; au-rou<; KatnotMacr9at cru~~ax[{av,] Katn£pt t"OUTWV 06~avm<; 1tp£0~£tav E:~anocr[m]Af\vat npo<; T~V 
cr[ uy )KArJt"OV. 

169 J.Eph. 8. Above, p. 191. 
170 The idea of symbolic fee in this context is used by Ma, Antiochos III, 204. 
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Given, therefore, its significance as a currency in the empire, it is not surprising to 

find the Greeks renewing friendship or goodwill with the Romans on their own initiative 

as a first stage of interaction- as can be seen, for example, in the Lampsacene and 

Alabandan cases discussed above. 171 It is clear from these examples, and the temporal 

arrangement of senatus consulta (see Introduction), that an embassy's first act before the 

Senate was always to 'renew' its friendship and/or goodwill with the Romans- whether 

such a condition had been acknowledged earlier or not. This is an important point. For it 

means that Greek cities initiated, and thereby set the terms of, the mode of interaction 

(e.g. in the reciprocal register). By engaging the Romans in this form, Greek cities bound 

the Romans to respond similarly, according to the rules of reciprocal exchange. To that 

extent, following such renewals, the Senate declared the envoys 'fine and good friends of 

a friendly people' and renewed Rome's friendship with the city. 

Asserting faithfulness and setting the terms of interaction in the reciprocal 

register, Greek communications with Rome then typically expressed a request of the 

city, thus acting as a medium for the petition of Rome. Sometimes these requests could 

be quite dense, such as the itemized requests submitted by the Thisbaeans in 170 or the 

Stratonicaeans in 84, or the Aphrodisians in 39. 172 Regularly, however, the requests were 

concise and addressed an immediate concern, be it a privilege, 173 land dispute, 174 civic 

171 The practice can also be found in exclusively inter-polis communications of the period, e.g, 
SIG3 683, lines 7-8; I.Iasos 152, lines 30-35. 

172 RDGE 2, which were submitted by "those envoys who had remained in the friendship of the 
Romans" (lines 7-8); RDGE 18, on which see below, n. 247;Aphrod 8. 

173 E.g., RDGE 1, 20, 25, 26, 30, 34-36,44, 48, 49, 55, 57, 69, 70; Tyche 9 (1994), 113-130. 
174 E.g. RDGE 7, 9, 10, 14. 
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dispute, 175 recovery of property, 176 or complaint against the publicans. 177 In some cases a 

city might simply request of the Senate or (more commonly) Roman magistrates that they 

do something "advantageous" for them, or keep them in mind, as the Lampsacenes did of 

L. Flamininus after the victory over Philip; interestingly here, the Lampsacenes felt that it 

fell to the Romans to continually champion their interests because of their metropolis, 

Messene, whose citizens were kinsmen and friends in good standing of the Romans, 

which made themselves kinsmen and friends ofRome. 178 In any ofthese cases, 'friendly' 

Greek petitions regularly requested, anticipated and received not just present, but future 

benefactions. The people ofTabae, for example, appear to have asked the Romans to 

look out for them generally, judging from the Senate's response that "everything now and 

in the future should be the best for them and the Senate and people of Rome should keep 

them in mind." 179 In fact the people ofLetae, after establishing games and civic honours 

forM. Annius, asked that he might accept the goodwill of the people and in the present 

and future look to be the author of some good. 180 It was with some frequency that Roman 

175 E.g. RDGE 5, 43, 45, 59, 66, 67. 
176 E.g. RDGE 3, 6, 15, 21, 33, 37, 38, 61. 
177 E.g. RDGE 12, 23, 54. 
178 SIG3 591, lines 18-27: [a]nEAoyicra-ro au-r[w]t Ot<X nAEtOVWV Ot6n cr[uyyev~<; wv Ka]i q>iAoc; 6 

0~}10<; TOU 'PW}taiwv O~}lOU £~an£cr[ TEtAEV au-roue;] npo<; au-r6v, Kai Ot6n a~tOlfl au-rov Kai napa[KaAOlfl 
}lETCx -rwv cr]u}lnpecr~w-rwv, ov-rwv ~}lWV cruyyevwv -rw[v 'Pw}taiwv, npovoet]v nepl -r~c; n6Aewc; ~}lWV, tva 
cruv-rEA~-ra(t a &v Eivat OOK~t] AucrmA~ TWt O~}lWt" £mpawtv yap aur[mc; ael npoicr]-racreat TWV T~t TCOAEt 
O"U}lq>Ep6v-rwv Ota TE [ T~V unapxoucrav] ~}ltV npo<; au-roue; cruyyevEtav' ~v Kat ano[Oe~acreat au-roue;, K]al 
OtCx TO MacrcraAt~Ta<; dvat ~j.ltv aOEA<p[ouc;, Ot dcrt q>iA]ot Kal O"U}l}laxot TOU O~}lOU TOU 'Pw}taiwv; cf. ISE 
42, lines 4-5. 

179 RDGE 17' lines 3-7: apecrKEtV T~t cruv ]KA~TWt Kai TWt b~}lWt (nav-ra] a( UTOl<; onw ]s; liptcr-ra 
Eivat ecrecrea{ TE, rft(v TE cruVKAfl]TOv K<Xl TOV b~}lOV TOV 'Pw}ta[iwv au-roue;? btex] VV~}111<; EXEtV E~EtV TE; cf. 
RDGE 20, frg. C, lines 10-12: [apt]g-ra -re dvat Kai £crecr8at -rau-ra TE [--- 8tex ll1Y~Wl<; exetv E'~Etv -re 
Owcretv -rE[-- -]('[the senate] ... do and continue to do the best things and these ... to hold and continue to 
hold in their memory and give in the future ... '). 

180 SIG3 700, lines 44-45. 
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magistrates promised cities ''to be continually the authors of some good" and look to 

improve the city's condition, an undertaking which, of course, became explicit among 

patrons. 181 

The fmal function of these texts (and the system of which they are a part) is the 

promotion of norms and expectations through their publication. 182 It was rare that Rome 

compelled a city to publish a document- more commonly the texts we find inscribed on 

marble are made on the authority of the cities themselves (one further sign of the city's 

autonomy). The state sanction and public display of these texts- both Greek and Roman 

- in the polis reinforced and reproduced the norms and expectations of the reciprocal 

system, both to the citizens themselves and Roman visitors. It demonstrated the terms by 

which the polis was prepared to engage the Romans by assigning them a mutually 

understood role, and in this role assignment demonstrated their expectations and the 

norms to which the Romans should adhere. The most obvious example ofthis is the 

Greeks' frequent description of the Romans as common benefactors. By employing this 

language, the Greeks are, in effect, accepting the hegemony of the Romans in so long as 

it was expressed in terms ofbenefaction: "The practice expressed Roman powers but also 

181 RDGE 15, lines 47-48; no. 26b, lines 4, 35; no. 33, lines 5-6; no. 34, lines 22-24; no. 35, lines 
7-10, no. 37, lines 9-10, no. 38, lines 21-23; no. 58, lines 79-80; no. 63, lines 8-10; SJG3 591, line 38; no. 
700; Aphrod. 3, lines 41-43. 

182 Greek civic decrees were naturally published autonomously. Regularly, decisions of the 
Roman senate or Roman magistrates were published on the initiative of the cities themselves, however 
there are rare cases where a senatus consultum includes a passage such that a polis may set up a copy in 
their city (e.g. RDGE 37, lines 1-2; no. 26, lines 22-23) or as relates to treaties (e.g. RDGE 16, line 12 
[refering to a lex Rubria Acilia, which seems to have concerned the publication of treaties]; Aphrod. 8, lines 
92-94). The only Republican-era document containing explicit publishing instructions is the SC de 
Bacchanalibus (ILLRP 511 = FIRA2 1.30), lines 22-30 (cf. the recently discovered early principate-era SC 
de Cn. Pisone Patre [D. Potter and C. Damon in AJPh 120 (1999), 13-42], lines 166-172); Sherk, RDGE p. 
11-13. 
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an ideology of empire and its acceptance by the Greeks." 183 Thus we observed above that 

the epithet could be something of a palliative to obeying Roman requests. 184 

Such a function, however, appears throughout the correspondence and diplomacy 

with Rome more generally. Again, we can return to an earlier observation that Greeks 

regularly began their dealings with Rome by renewing friendship with them - even if 

such a condition had not otherwise been admitted earlier. The effect was to cast the 

Romans in the role of c:piA.oc;, which came with the expectation of kindness and goodwill 

- which in practical terms meant accession to their request. While the system was self-

perpetuating, Greek envoys routinely initiated communications along these lines and to 

that extent can be said to have set the terms of each interaction in the format of 

reciprocity; the Romans regularly replied in kind, proclaiming envoys and city likewise 

to be their friend and renew their own goodwill, etc. Actions such as this, and the regular 

assertions of goodwill and friendship with Rome, promoted the reciprocal system as the 

orthodox medium for interaction, which was in the interest ofthe polis. For such a 

system had acknowledged rules, which the city was confrrming, reproducing, and 

proclaiming its commitment to, that bound the Romans (and themselves) to follow. 185 It 

remains now to extend this line of inquiry and consider, in setting and repeatedly 

committing to this discourse, how the Greek polis contextualized Roman power. 

183 Ma, Antiochos III, 214. 
184 Above on page 225. 
185 Ma, Antiochos III, 213: "civic statements about kings, diffused by various means, were 

efficient in defining actors and behaviour, promoting the euergetical discourse as the orthodox medium for 
interaction between ruler and ruled, publicizing moralizing norms and commitments to these norms, and 
hence enforcing behaviour desired by the local communities." 
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3.3- ROMAN POWER IN TilE POLIS CONTEXT 

Turning now from the instrumental function of the reciprocal system, let us 

consider how the polis, through this same system, received, ordered and normalized 

Roman power. That is, how did Greek cities internalize the dominant power of the 

Romans and how did the discourse and system of exchange facilitate it? Or, looking at 

the problem from a different angle, how did the promotion ofthe Romans as friends and 

benefactors rather than, say, as victors or conquerors help to shape the polis' conception 

of Roman power and integrate it into their own identity and ideology? 

3.3.1: Freedom. Autarchy and the Traditional Polis Narrative 

Ferrary rightly observes that by framing the Romans as friends and benefactors, 

rather than victors and conquerors, the Greeks avoided the stark realities of Roman 

power, especially its potential to act through brute force alone, which would have 

exposed the poleis of the East patently as subjects; instead, Greek cities conceived ofthe 

Romans much like any other foreign power with whom they interacted (i.e. by 

exchanging good services), thereby positioning Rome within their own existing ideology 

of power, which they of course initiated and reproduced in their dialogues with the 

hegemon. 186 Above all, it must be understood that the system of reciprocity in which the 

Romans and Greek cities interacted had at its core the notion that the polis was an 

autonomous unit conceived of as having the capacity to freely choose its own course of 

action. We have discussed this at length in the previous chapter, and in the context of 

reciprocity alluded to it in several places in this chapter thus far. In order to bring the 

186 Ferrary, Philhellenisme, 117-131, esp. 130-131. 
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discussion into focus, I shall concentrate particularly on the identity of the Romans as 

friends. 

The discourse offriendship corresponded to the narrative of freedom that 

circumscribed Greco-Roman relations more broadly. Drawn as it was from the Greek 

tradition, Greco-Roman friendship was characterized not only as a voluntary and 

mutually beneficial relationship, but one that was predicated also on a measure of 

equality. 187 Often in diplomatic literature one finds qn'Aia!amicitia closely associated 

with OU}l}laxia/ societas such that - as we have seen intermittently to this point - cities, 

kings and individuals were often described as "friends and allies" of the Roman people or 

were said to exist in a state of "friendship and alliance" with them. These doublets 

appear in the Hellenistic literature, 188 but during our period doubtless also reflect the 

strong Roman-Italian tradition of interstate relations based around societas - an alliance 

traditionally cemented by a formal treaty (joedus). 189 More than a century ago now, 

though, Matthaei demonstrated that the doublet amicitia et societas in Greco-Roman 

relations was conceptually closer to the informal and egalitarian amicitia than the formal 

and rigidly structured societas; nor was it a unique diplomatic category in its own 

187 Above, p.203. 
188 E.g. Staatsvertr. III, nos. 445, line 1 (Athens and Sparta; 303); 446, lines 8-9 (Hellenic League; 

302); 476 (= SIG3 434/5), lines 35-41 (Athens and Sparta; 267-5); 486, lines 7, 11 (Antiochus II and Lyttos; 
250); 492 (= OGJS 229), lines 15-22 (Smyrna and Magnesia; c. 243); 498, lines 13, 24-25 (Demetrius II 
and Gortyn; 237); 545, lines 18-20 (Kos and Kalymnium; c. 205-201); 549, line b7 (Philip V and 
Lysimacheia; ca. 202-197); cf. Polyb. 4.15.1 0 (Achaeans and Messena; 220); 4.29.2 (Acheans and 
Scerdilias; 220); 7.9.6 (Philip V and Hannibal; 215); Gruen, HWCR, 69-76. 

189 Standard views ofRomanfoedera can be found in: Taubler, Imp. Rom. 14-98; W. Dahlheim, 
Struktur und Entwicklung, esp. 119-121; A.N. Sherwin-White, The Roman Citizenship2 (Oxford 1973), 23-
25, 119-123; D. Baronowski, "Sub Umbra Foederis Aequi" Phoenix 44 (1990), 345-369 (modified). For a 
more nuanced and less schematized view, see Gruen HWCR, 14-53; J.-L. Ferrary, "Traites et domination 
romaine dans le monde hellenique" in L. Canfora, et al., edd, I trattati nel mundo antico forma ideologia 
funzione (Rome 1990), 217-235. 
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right. 190 Thus, for example, the people of the small island of Astypalaea were regarded as 

"fine and good friends" ( Ka.Aoc; Kat aya8oc; Kat <pt.Aoc;) by the Roman senate, even after 

completing a formal treaty, which itself contained the phrase, "let there be peace, 

friendship and alliance for all time on land and sea". 191 In fact, formal treaties with 

eastempoleis regularly included an exhortation for the maintenance ofthe new amicitia 

et societas in perpetuity. 192 This close association between amicitia and societas in the 

East underscores the mutually supportive expectations among "friends", just as among 

allies. 193 

190 E.g. Livy 36.3.8 (Senate asking the Fetial College) num prius societas et amicitia eis 
renuntianda esset quam bellum indicendum (''whether they had to renounce friendship and alliance before 
declaring war"), with the observation that the declaration of war would dissolve the treaty; the theoretical 
and temporal distance between the Romans' renunciation of friendship with Antioch us III in 172 (se 
amicitiam et societatem renuntiasse, Livy 42.25.12) and their declaration of war in 171 (Perseus ... 
adversus foedus ... sociis populi Romani arma intulisset, Livy 42.30.10). Perhaps of some note, in RDGE 
lOb the Senate addresses the Samians as "friend and ally" (lines 4-5) but the Prienians as only "ally" (lines 
7-8; cf. frg. A, line 3). L. Matthaei, "On the Classification ofRoman Allies" CQ 1 (1907), 185-190, with 
further examples; cf. Magie, RRAMII.960-961 n. 70; Horn, Foederati, 10-12; D. Baronowski, Treaties of 
Military Alliance between Rome and Hellenistic States (Diss. Univ. Toronto 1982). Contrast Mommsen, 
Rom.Staatsr. 111.590-592. 

191 RDGE 16a, lines 3-7: avbpa KaAOv Kat O:ya8ov [napa brh.tou] KaAOU Kat ciya8ou Kat <j>lAOU 
npocrayo[pEucrat 'tOU'tWt 'tE] <ptl\av8pwnw<; cinoKpt8fjvat· EbO~EV. Kat [on TI6nAto<;] 'Po-riAto<; una-ro<; 
xaJ\Kw~a cru~~axia<; [-raunt<; ev -rwt] Kannwl\iwt Kantl\w8fjvat cppov-ricrn ('The envoy should be publicly 
addressed as a fine and good man, from a people fine and good, and our friend, and a kind response should 
be given him. Decreed. The consul, P. Rufus, should see to it that a bronze plaque of this alliance is nailed 
up on the Capitol'.). 

192 SEG LIII 658, lines 6-11: l):[po<; -rov bfj~ov -rov] 'Pw~aiwv Kat -rov bfj~ov -rov M<H>[wvt-rwv Kat 
-rov] Aiviwv ... ~£[8' auhwv cptl\ia Kat cru~~axia KaM EO"'tW Kat Kara yfjv Kal. Ka-ra 8al\acrcrav de; 'tOV 
anavra xp6vov ("let there be friendship and alliance between the people of Rome and the people of 
Maronea and the people of Aenos ... on both land and sea for all time"); RDGE 16, lines 26-29; Sid 732, 
line 10; I. Knidos 33, line 10; Mitchell, Pap.Gr.Schoy, lines 6-8; cf. SIG3 694, lines 44-48, which reveals 
that the treaty was followed by a prayer "for the good luck and safety of our people and the Romans ... that 
the friendship and allegiance with the Romans will remain with us for all time." 

193 There is at least one case in the sources that suggests that even socius could be an informal 
epithet: in the SC de Itanorum et Hierapytniorum litibus (RDGE 14) the Itanians are explicitly "not 
publicly proclaimed as allies" ([o ]u-rE cru~~axou<; au-rou<; npocrrty6pEucrE, line 11) by the Roman senate, 
which would have been indisputable had there been a formalfoedus between the two states, which would 
have been inscribed on bronze at set up at Rome on the Capitol as a matter of course; cf. RDGE 23, lines 
18/19 in which the Hermadorus, priest of Amphiaraos, was explicitly said to have been "previously 
addressed by the Senate as ally" (ocrn<; np6rEpOV uno -rfj<; cruvKJ\~-rou cruv~axo<; npocrrtyopEU~Evoc; ecrr{v). 
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Foedera themselves between Rome and Greek city-states do not seem to have 

been common, but where texts survive they make clear that such eaties were bilateral 

agreements conceptualized and produced on the basis of equality. 94 The standard 

language of the Greco-Roman treaty included three relevant inst mental clauses: i) the 

prohibition that either party allow the other's enemy through the· (or their subjects') 

territory; ii) an interdiction against providing victuals and supplie to the other's enemy; 

and iii) the supply of aid if war were made against either side or its subjects. 195 In these 

bilateral defence treaties Rome and the Greek cities are envision jd as equals with their 

own territories, subjects and peoples, who have mutually bound ~ emselves to support 

one another- even a small island state like Astypalaea. 196 Amendments to the treaty 

194 Texts of Roman treaties with the East: ISE 87 (Aetolian League, 211); OGIS 762 (Cibyra, 
second half of the second century); SEG LIII 658 (Maronea & Aenus, 167? 8 ?); Avram, JGSLMIII.l (= 
ILLRP 516; Callatis, 140-69); Chr. Schuler, "Ein Vertrag zwischen Rom und den Lykiern aus Tyberissos" 
in idem (ed.), Griechische Epigraphik in Lykien (Vienna 2007), p. 59 (Tyberi~sus, Lycia; 167-46); SIG3 693 
(Methymna, ca. 132-129); RDGE 16 (Astypalaea, 105); SIG3 377, 732, with {G IX 1.2.242 (Thyrrhiurn; 
94); Mitchell, Pap. Gr. Schoy. 2005 (Lycian League, 46); RDGE 26d-e (Mytilene, c. 46); IKnidos 33 
(Cnidos, ca. 45); RDGE 73 (Mytilene, 25); cf. !Mace. 8.23-30. Other treatiek mentioned, but without 
verbatim copies of the treaty itself can be found in: SEG XXIII 489(?) (PharJs; late third century [see 
Derow, "Pharos and Rome" ZPE 88 (1991), 261-270]); SEG LIII 659 (Maro~ea; 167); SIG3 694 (Elaea; c. 
129); ISE 184 (Epidaurus; 111 ); lex prov. praet., col II, lines 21-24 (Byzantiliun; 106-101 ); Memnon ap. 
FGrHist. 343 F.18 (Heraclea; 106-101); RDGE 18 (Stratonicea; 81); Aphro~sias 8 (Aphrodisias; 39). For 
literary references to treaties, see: Horn, Foederati, passim; Gruen, HWCR I . 731-744; Canal de Rossi, 
Ambascerie,passim. For further discussions, see Sherwin-White, RFPE, 58-~ 70 ; P. Derow, "Pharos and 
Rome", ZPE 88 (1991), 261-270; Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 184-197. 

195 Two other standard clauses are those for amending and publishi g the document. The best 
preserved example of a Greco-Roman treaty comes from Maronea (SEG 11I f 58), containing almost thirty
five undamaged lines, edited and commented on by D. Triantaphyllos, "LUJ.l ax{a 'PwJJa{wv Kat 
Mapwvm~v" in 8paKtK~ 'ErrHY]p{Oa 4 (1983), 419-446; cf. Ferrary, "Traite et domination", 222-223. 

I 
However, see now the Roman-Lycian treaty published by S. Mitchell (Pap. ~r. Schoy. , esp. 195-211), which 
includes clauses not found in other eastern treaties, including provisions for he import and export of 
forbidden goods in and out of Rome and Lycia (II. 26-32), managing capital and non-capitallegal suits 
between Romans and Lycians at Lycia and Rome (11. 32-43), pledges, hosta es and ransomed prisoners (II. 
44-52), and a formal definition of the geography of the Lycian koinon (ll. 5t -64). On the general structure 
of these treaties, see Tai.ibler, Imp.Rom., 14-29; Baranowski, Treaties of Military Alliance, 109-121; and 
Mitchell, Pap.Gr.Schoy. , 185-194. 

196 In fact, most of the known Roman treaties in the east are with s aller poleis: e.g. Byzantium, 
Callatis, Cibyra, Elaea, Heraclea, Maronea, Methymna, Thyrrhium; Kallet- arx, Hegemony, 193-194. 
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were to be valid only if both parties mutually agreed ( Kotvfl ~ouA~l EKadpwv 

~ouAol-l£vwv £~£a-rw) . 197 Thus some Roman authors speak oftreaties as equal (joedus 

aequum), while Memnon, drawing on contemporary material, describes his own city's 

condition in its treaty with the Romans as equal (tao<;) and identical ( Ol-!Ol~a). 198 

An exception to this is a clause found in the recently published treaty between the 

Romans and Lycian League (46 BCE): "the Lycians should maintain the power (£~ouaia) 

and eminence (um::pox~) ofthe Romans [firmly?], as is proper, for all time in a manner 

worthy ofthemselves and the Roman people." 199 The condition would seem to be an 

early example of the so-called maiestas clause, which the Julio-Claudian era jurist, 

Proculus, described as "stipulating that the people in question must courteously preserve 

the majesty (maiestas) of the other people."200 The phrasing might go back to the post-

war settlement with the Aetolian League in 189, and was perhaps included in a treaty 

with the Spanish city ofGades in 78. These are the only Republic references, which 

197 E.g. SEG LIII 658, lines 36-41: £6:v rE rrpoc; munJv r~v ou~~axiav rrpoo9Etvat ~ £~mA£tv 6 
8~~oc; 6 rwv 'Pw~aiwv Kai 6 8~~oc; 6 rwv Mapwvtrwv ~OUAWV't"al, KOtVfj ~OUA~l EKar£pwv ~OUAO~EVWV 
E~EO't"W Kai 0 av rrpoo9wotv wOw EV '[~l ouwwaxiat EVEO't"W, 0 8£ {E} av a#A.wotv, roOm EV r~t 
ou~~axiat ~~ £v£orw; c£ OG/S762, lines 10-13; Schuler, Gr.Epigr.Lyk., lines 13-14; S!G3 693, lines 17-
20; RDGE 16, lines 45-48; Mitchell, Pap. Gr.Schoy. , lines 69-73; I.Knidos 33, lines 6-1 0; ILLRP 2.516, 
lines 16-20 (Latin). 

198 Mernnon, FGrH 434 F18. l0: Kai r£A.oc; ouv8~Kat rrpo~Aeov 'Pw~aiotc; rE Kai 'HpaKA.e:wmtc;, ~~ 
cp{A.ouc; dvat ~6vov aA.A.a. Kai ou~~axouc; aAA~Aotc;, Ka8' wv 't"E Kai urr£p wv 8E1']8EtEV EKU't"Epot. Kai xaA.Kot 
rr{vaKEc; Mo nxc; 6~oA.oyiac; i'oouc; Kai 6~oiac; E<pEpov, wv 6 ~EV rrapa 'Pwa~aiotc; EV nf> Kara ro KamrwAtoV 
iEp<f> roO D. toe; Ka91']AW91'], 6 8£ Kara r~v 'HpaKAEtav Kai auroc; EV r<f> rou Moe; iEp<f> ('At last there came a 
treaty between the Romans and Heracleans declaring them not only friends but also allies with one another, 
against and on behalf of whoever the other party requested. And two bronze plaques bore the equal and 
identical agreement, which among the Romans was set up in the temple of Jupiter on the Capitol, and 
among the Heracleans in the Temple of Zeus.') . See also below, n.204. 

199 Mitchell, Pap.Gr.Schoy., lines 9-10: r~v 't"E E~ouoiav Kai urre:pox~v r~v 'Pw~a(wv [~e~a(]gc; 
Ka9wc; rrp£rrov Eonv 8tarfjpdrwoav i\UKlOl 8ta rravroc; a~iwc; £aurwv '[£ [Kai r]oO 8~~ou roO 'Pw~a{wv 
(with pp. 187-189). 

200 Dig. 49.15. 7.1: is populus alterius populi maiestatem co miter conservaret. 
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would suggest that such language was rare.Z01 Some scholars, following Taiibler, would 

also reconstruct two fragmentary Augustan-era texts from Mytilene and Cnidos with 

similar language, although the Mytlienean treaty is not without other, better, alternatives 

and the Cnidos text is hopelessly fragmentary. 202 Nevertheless, based on Proculus' 

comments and now the Lycian treaty of 46, it does seem that by the Late Republic a new 

clause was introduced into Greco-Roman treaties that required a Roman socius to 

recognize and uphold Rome's superiority. Given the development we have begun to see 

toward an imperial consensus, this is not surprising; but Proculus' own comments 

demonstrate that such a condition did not violate a city's freedom: "For this clause is 

added so that it may be understood that one of the peoples is superior, not that the other is 

not free ... it should be understood that these peoples, who must courteously preserve our 

201 Aetolians: Polyb. 21.32.2: 6 bflj.loc; 6 rwv Ahw/..wv nlV apx~v K<Xt r~v buva:crrda:v roO b~j.lOU 
rwv 'Pwj.la:iwv ('the people of the Aetolians should preserve the rule and power of the Roman people'); cf. 
Livy 38.11.2: imperium maiestatemque populi Romani gens Aetolorum conservanto sine dolo malo. It is 
important to recall that this Aetolian example is a post-war agreement and its language- ifPolybius is 
accurate, and ifLivy is correct to translate by maiestas (compare M. Dubuisson, Le Latin de Polybe [Paris 
1985], 92-94 with J.-L. Ferrary, "Traites et Domination romaine", 227 n. 25)- reflects the Romans' 
particular concern with the Aetolians, who in the First Macedonian War had shown ingratitude toward the 
Romans' beneficia and impugned their fides, and had done the same again recently by inviting Antiochus 
III into Greece to 'free the Greeks' (Gruen, HWCR 1.30-32). Gades: Cic. Balb. 35: maiestatem populi 
Romani comiter conservanto ('Let them rightly preserve the majesty of the Roman people'). Note that 
similar language is found in domestic politics, such as the SC Ultimum of 100: ut imperium populi Romani 
maiestasque conservaretur (Cic. Rab. perd. 20). 

202 P. Viereck, Sermo Graecus (Gottingen 1888) no. 23b, lines 1-2: 6 [bflj.l]o[c; 6] Mun/..11va:iwv 
apx~[v Ka:t 8uva:crrda:v roO b~j.lOU roO 'Pwj.la:iwv 8ta:]q)UAa:crcr€rw; contra Sherk, RDGE 26b, 6 [8~11]o[c; 6] 
MunA11V<XlWV apx~[v Ka:t En:tKparEta:v ~v j.lEXPt vOv E<JXEV] <puAa:crcr€rw. I.Knidos 33, lines 11-12· [6] 
bf\llo[c; 6 KvtbtWV -- -]..H(- - - r~V buva:crrEia:v Ka:t ap]2(11V roO (b~llOU TO )u ['PWj.l<XlWV (j)UAa:crcrErW - -
ourwc; we; &]v TI[- -],which Mitchell, Pap.Gr.Schoy. amends to the following based on the new evidence of 
the Lycian treaty: 6 bflj.lo[c; 6 Kvt8iwv--- r~v lntEpox]~[v K<Xt E~oucria:v K<Xt ap]x~v roO [b~j.lOU ro]u 
'Pwj.la:iwv [~E~a:ia:c; 8ta:r11pEhw ourwc; we; M]v n[c;- -]. Taubler, Imp. Rom. 64-65, 450-454; most recently, 
D. Baranowski, "Sub Umbra Foederis Aequi", 345-352; contra Gruen, HWCR 1.29-30. 
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majesty, are free".Z03 In fact Proculus is clear that allies are free and those who come into 

Rome's friendship enjoy an equitable alliance (aequumfoedus).Z04 

The late introduction of a maiestas clause- particularly with Proculus' comments 

about it - and the consistent and standard presentation of equality in Greco-Roman 

treaties stand in stark contrast to those made with Rome's Italian federates. These 

foedera regularly included obligations of the Italian ally to provide troops annually to the 

Romans to support their campaigns and obliged them to supply victuals and other aids to 

the Romans when called upon. In this regard, there existed at Rome the formula 

togatorum, a list maintained by the Romans for the purpose of determining the annual 

military contributions of the Italian allies. 205 The Eastern-style foedera, therefore, 

correspond to and thereby confirm the equitable character of the amicitia that modelled 

203 Dig. 49.15. 7.1: hoc enim adicitur, ut intellegatur alterum populum superiorem esse, non ut 
intellegatur alterum non esse liberum ... eos, qui maiestatem nostrum comiter conservare de bent, liberos 
esse intellegendum est. 

204 References, like Proculus' (cf Livy 34.57.7), to afoedus aequum led Taubler (Imp. Rom., 62-
66) and others (e.g. A. Reuss, Die volkerrechtlichen Grundlage der romischen Aussenpolitik [Leipzig 
1933]; Dahlheim, Struktur und Entwicklung, 49, 69; modified by Baranowski, "Sub Umbris foederis 
Aequi", 345-369; summarized in Sherwin-White, RFPE 58-59) to imagine a contrary foedus iniquum from 
which it might be distinguished for enshrining the liberties of the ally. The phrase foedus iniquum, 
however, is found only in Livy (35.46.10: nul/am enim ciuitatem se in Graecia nosse quae aut praesidium 
habeat aut stipendium Romanis pendat aut foedere iniquo adligata quas no/it leges patiatur ['Mycithio (an 
Achaean leader) knew of no city in Greece that held a Roman garrison, paid tribute to the Romans, or 
suffered unwanted laws bound by an unfair treaty']), where it is certainly not being used in a technical 
sense. Such a rigid schema of alliances was not envisioned by the Romans of the Republic and is best 
abandoned; cf. the more nuanced treatment in Gruen, HWCR 1.28-33. In any case, the limited evidence for 
foedera iniqua stands in stark contrast to the common presentation of equality in bilateral treaties between 
Rome and Greek pole is. 

205 lex agr. lines 21 & 50: nominis Latini, quibus ex formula togatorum [milites in terra Italia 
inperare solent] ... [nominis Latini, quibus ex formula t]ogatorum milites in terra Italia inperare solent 
('those of the Latin name, from whom (the Romans) are accustomed to order troops in Italy according to 
the list of togati'); Polyb. 6.21.4 oi ra<; UTt(lrOU<; apxa<; £xovrE<; n:cxpcxyy€Moucrt rot<; lipxoucrt rot<; an:o rwv 
O'UllllCXXlOWV n:6A£wv rwv EK rfj<; 'ImAicx<;, E~ wv av ~ouA.wvrcxt crucrrpcxrEUEtV rou<; O'UllllcXXOU<;, 
OtacrcxcpoOvw; ro n:A.fj9o<; Kcxl. r~<; ~llepcxv KCXt rov r6n:ov, d<; ov OE~O'Et n:cxpE'ivcxt rou<; KEKPlllEVOU<; ('the 
consuls send their orders to the allied cities in Italy that they wish them to contribute troops, stating the 
numbers required and the day and place at which they must present themselves'); cf Livy 22.57.9-10; 
27.9, 10.2-4; 34.56.3-7; A. Toynbee, Hannibal's Legacy (London 1965), 424-437; P. Brunt, Italian 
Manpower, 545-548; D. Baranowski, "The Formula Togatorum", Historia 33 (1984), 248-252. 
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Greco-Roman relations; this relation, furthermore, clearly operated within the confines of 

the narrative of freedom in that, at the very least, it did not imply one's subjection to (and 

certainly not domination under) another and other conditions described in Chapter 2. 

Above all, what remained significant about qn.A.{a (Kat OU}.l}.laxia) was its basic 

voluntary nature down to the end of the Republic. Often cited in this regard is a passage 

ofLivy commenting on events of 198:206 

The Senate ordered that the following response be given to the envoys: that the 
assistance which King Attalus has given the Roman commanders with his fleet 
and other forces has been very gratifying to the Senate. The Romans will not 
themselves send assistance to Attalus against Antiochus since he is an ally and 
friend (socius et amicus) of the Roman people, nor will they detain the auxiliaries 
which Attalus is furnishing longer than suits the king's convenience. When the 
Romans have made use of the resources of others they have always left liberty of 
action to others. If any wish to render active assistance to the Romans, it rests 
with them to take the first step as it does to take the last. 

Here it is clear that amici et socii could freely provide help to or request help from the 

Romans, just as they were at liberty to accept or reject requests made of them by the 

Romans (in contrast to the Italian socii).207 Thus toward the end of the second century 

we find a decree of the neoi ofMethyrnna refer to the city's longstanding goodwill, 

friendship and alliance with the Romans, with whom they had recently "shared in 

206 Livy 32.8: Senatus legatis ita responderi iussit: quod rex Attalus classe copiisque aliis duces 
Romanos iuuisset, id gratum senatui esse; auxilia nee ipsos missuros Attalo aduersus Antiochum, socium et 
amicum populi Romani, nee Atta/i auxilia retenturos ultra quam regi commodum esse/; semper populum 
Romanum alienis rebus arbitrio alieno usum; et principium et finem in potestatem ipso rum qui ope sua 
uelint adiutos Romanos esse; cf. Matthaei, "On the Classfication ofRoman Allies" 191, 194-196; E. 
Badian, "Rome and Antiochus the Great: A Study in Cold War" CPh 54 (1959), 82-83, who questions the 
language ofLivy here (following Holleaux Etudes d'epigraphie et d'histoire grecques v. 3 [Paris, 1938], 
331f.) but finds that "it is in plausible official style and may well go back to good material ... there is the 
noticeable absence of the Roman blustering that often characterizes annalistic fabrications ... in fact, it is 
hard to see why anyone should ever have doubted the truth of this report." 

207 By contrast, when Rhodes wanted an absolute assurance of support after its fallout with Rome, 
it petitioned the senate for a formal treaty (Polyb. 30.31.1-20). 
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common the war in Asia" against Aristonicus. 208 It is worth drawing attention to the 

language of partnership in this passage, the context of which is the financial strain faced 

by the city because of a bad harvest and the cost of the war: the polis acts in partnership 

(KotvovEtv) and has joined in (ouv{orat) with the Romans in an act of common 

interest.209 Far from blaming their current financial hardships on any onerous obligations 

demanded by the Romans to prosecute the war, the people ofMethymna speak only of 

their desire to fulfill their role as friend and ally.210 Similarly, while Q. Oppius deemed 

the Aphrodisians' help against Mithridates as something "befitting a good friend and ally 

ofthe Roman people", implying that he expected the city to support him (£m~aAAEtv),211 

he nevertheless described it as Euvota, and conveyed his genuine gratitude toward the 

Aphrodisians, who themselves presented their action as one of choice and part of their 

long-standing policy ( a1pwu;). 212 

Often, in fact, Greek cities promoted their friendly actions as part of their 

rrpoaipEot~- a word whose verbal force (aipeo8at) is grounded in choice, and refers to a 

consciously chosen course of action, a principle or policy. If we look back at the 

208 SEG III 710, lines 9-12: £n 8£ K<Xl 8ta T~V ouoav aurGn ano rfl<; [ap]xfl<; npo<; 'Pwlla{ou<; 
EUVOlUV TE Kat qnAiav K<Xt 8ta T~V unapxouoav npo<; <XUTOU<; OUllll<XXl<XV KOlVWVOUVLO<; TOU OUVEOTWTO<; 
aum1<; £v rfl<; 'Ao{a ltOAEllOU. 

209 SIG3 693 seems to be the text ofthefoedus between Methymna and the Romans. 
210 The same was true of the Romans: when drumming up support against Perseus, the Romans 

urged all Greeks to remember their past friendship: JSE 42, lines 5-8: &:noomkl.<; 8£ Kal.npt:o~wra<; [ll£La] 
fg[{]ou v~9 [A]UA.ou TOU UltUTOU orparayou TWV 'PWll<XlWV (f]KEl] TOU<; 'Axawu<; napaKaAWV 8tacpuMoo£lV 
nxv TE cptA.ig[v Kal.] OUllllaxiav ra<; nori 'Pwllaiou~; ('since Cn. Octavius was sent as envoy with Caius [sc. 
Popillius Laenus] by Aulus [sc. Hostilius Mancinus], consul of the Romans, he has come to call upon the 
Achaeans to preserve their friendship and alliance with the Romans.'); c£ SIG 613b (with Bousquet, BCH 
105 [1981], 407-416). 

211 Aphrod. 3, lines 26-29; LSJ, s. v. £n{~aA.A.w II. 7 
212 Aphrod. 2, (text above, n. 17). Note particularily £'KpEtV£V (line 2), EtAaro (line 2), 8E86x9at 

r<f> 8~ll4> E:A.eo9at (line 5), EiMllt:ea (line 8), npoatpoullEea (line 14); cf. Reynolds, Aphrod, p. 15. 
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Methymna document we find the neoi claiming to have based their decision to help the 

polis on the city's rrpoa{pEOl<; toward the Romans.213 Elaea, which had supported the 

Romans in the conflict with Aristonicus, claimed that in this "the Roman People 

witnessed the rrpoa{pEOl<; of its people, accepted our goodwill, and favourably received 

our people as friend and ally".Z14 Similar sentiments are littered throughout the 

documents ofthe second and first century, emphasising not just a consistent course of 

action, but underscoring that such action was freely taken. 215 

By characterizing their actions as a choice, Greek poleis framed actions that might 

otherwise be thought of as taken in the interests of Rome in traditional terms of polis 

autarchy. While in many cases they were making a decision based on political 

expediency- viz. not supporting Rome would bring negative consequences - they 

nevertheless framed it as a decision made freely by the people in the best tradition of the 

(autonomous) polis. Their rrpoaipEotc;, furthermore, was one made out of moral 

obligation placed upon them by the norms of traditional <pt.A.{a, not a coercion by a greater 

power. The Romans, too, for their part, were constrained by the rules of Greek friendship 

and had to profess mutual goodwill with individual Greek poleis and Hellenes in general, 

whom they were obliged to address and act. toward with a strong measure of equality (in 

contrast to Italian friendly allies). Framing relations with Rome within the discursive 

213 SEG III 710, lines 14-16. 
214 SJG3 694, lines 11-22: [E:nd 6 Sfj]jlO<; fljlWV [qmA<icrcr]wv an' apxfj[<; r~v npoc; 'P]wjla{ou<; 

d5v[otav K]al. qnA{av n[oAAa<; Kal. &]Mac; E:v rot<; [O:vayKa]to[ra]rot<; K[atpot<; rfjc;] npoatp€crewc; 
[O:noSe]{~et<; nen6[f1rat, 6j.1]oiwc; Sf: Kal. E:v r[wt noAE]jlWt rwt n~[oc; ~p]tcrr6vtKov r~[v niicra]v 
dcr<pep6[j.1£Vo<; cr)nouS~v jlEyaAo(u<; un£)crLf1 KtvbU[vou<; K)al. Kara yf\v Kal. K[ara 9)a:Aacrcrav, (£~ wv 
E:]myvouc; 6 Sf\\lo<; [6 'Pwjl]aiwv r~v n[poaipe]crtv rou fljl£r£pou [b~jlOU] Kal. O:no8e~[aj.1£Vo<;] r~v d5votav 
npocr[8£8eK)rat TOV bf\jl[OV) fljlWV np6<; T£ ~V <p[tA{av) Kal <1Ujljla[x{av ). 

215 RDGE 18, line 46; no. 33, line 4; no. 40, line 24; no. 43, lines 14-16; SEG III 710; SIG3 630, 
line 7; no. 694, lines 14, 20; ISE 42, lines 3-5; I.Metrop. line 22; Claros, Menippos, col. III, line 14; 
Aphrod. 2, lines 4 and 9. 
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field of qnA.{a- that is, a voluntary arrangement that implied mutual obligations between 

nominal equals- can be said to have deproblematized the accretion of Roman authority 

in the eyes of the polis. By casting their obedience to Roman wishes in the framework of 

the dutiful friend performing morally obliged £UVota (a friend who expected similar 

considerations in return), the Greek polis remained an autonomous political unit. 

3.3.2: Honouring Those Who Deal with Rome 

In honourary decrees to their own citizens, Greek cities not infrequently made 

reference to Rome or Romans. In these instances, Roman power, though often peripheral 

to the subject of the decree, is expressed and even drawn into the foreground as a means 

for the city to emphasize its own relation with the hegemon. A striking, though common, 

example is an Oropian decree for a certain Hieron, who spoke on the city's behalf before 

the Achaean League and earned the Oropians' release from Athenian control some time 

after 160.216 The Oropian-Athenian dispute was a Greek affair, and the description of 

Hieron's efforts is fairly brief(seventeen of thirty-five lines), and yet twice the Oropians 

record Hieron's successful argument- to judge from the remaining text his only 

argument (surely untrue)- that cities in the friendship of the Romans ought not to be 

mistreated.217 Other similar examples can be cited: a Bargylian decree honours 

216 On the Athenians' seizure ofOropus, see Polyb. 32.11.5-6; Paus. 7.11.4-8; E. Gruen, "The 
Origins of the Achaean War" JHS 96 (1976), 51-53, finding Pausianas' account incredulous and 
reconstructing a more plausible account based around SIG3 675 (below). 

217 Sid 675 (= I.Oropus 307), lines 18-22: rtp6<; TE 'A911v<X{ou<; Ka[t] rou<; li.Uou<; rou<; 
avrmpEo~EUOVTO:<; tm£[o]Lll K<Xl rto:pc:or~OO:TO TOU<; 'Axo:wu<; jl~ rtEpUOE[tv] TtOAtV 'EAA11Vt0o: 
f:~o:vOpo:rroOto9e:1oo:v, ouoo:v ye: f:v TEl 'Pwjlo:twv qnAiat Kat rriorEt ('He opposed the Athenians and others 
who had gathered in opposition to his cause and submitted to the Acheans that they should not overlook a 
Greek polis thoroughly reduced to slavery yet still in the friendship and good faith of the Romans'.); c£ 
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Posidonius for a life of devotion to the city, particularly his efforts at securing immunity 

from supplying Rome against Aristonicus, the background to which is discussed for over 

fifteen lines and emphasizes the Romans' strength and military superiority;218 Aristotheus 

ofTroezen was praised by the Delphians for his historical readings and encomia for 

Rome;219 Diodoros Pasparos ofPergamum received his cult and other extraordinary civic 

privileges more for his embassies to Rome than his benefactions for Pergamum; 220 an 

unknown Chian was praised for helping stage a festival for the Romans, welcoming 

Roman representatives to the city, and erecting a votive offering for the goddess Roma, 

which he is said to have done so that ''the city might do what was proper for the glory and 

honour of the Romans" and so that the Romans "might know the city's goodwill toward 

them". 221 

Examples like these can be multiplied many times over, though we could imagine 

a counterfactual world where cities minimized or wholly omitted the Romans from their 

civic honourary decrees: Oropus need not have recorded Hieron's argument, Bargylia 

could have focused on any other aspect ofPosedonius' work for the city, Delphi did not 

have to specify Aristotheus' encomium for Rome (or could have mentioned any other of 

his m::rrpay}laTEU}lEVa), and the Chians could have simply summarized their citizen's 

lines 8-12. Oropus had earlier appealed its capture to the Romans, who passed along the dispute to Sicyon, 
whose decision the Athenians later appealed to Rome, and was ultimately ignored. See Polyb. 32.11.5-6; 
Paus. 7.11.4-8; E. Gruen, "The Origins of the Achaean War", 51-53, observing that "Rome's role in all this 
is minor and distant" (p. 53). 

218 I.Jasos 612, lines 13-27. 
219 S/G3 702, see below p. 268. 
220 IGRP IV 292, 1, 17, 36; no. 293, col. ll, line 11; no. 294, lines 29-30; L. Robert, Etudes 

anatoliennes (Paris 1937), 49 n.4; Pasparos' rewards are laid out in IGRP IV 292, lines 4-15. 
221 Derow & Forrest, ABSA 77 (1982), 79-80, lines 23-25 (text below, n. 265). 
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accomplishments as civic liturgies. Yet to do so in any of these cases would have been to 

lose the opportunity of drawing the city closer to the Romans; by introducing the Romans 

in local civic honourary decrees, cities found yet another format to emphasize their 

relationship and support for (and from) the Romans, and continue the cycle of 

reciprocity. A by-product ofthis practice was the normalization of Roman power in local 

civic ideology- a power that was repeatedly expressed, reproduced, and integrated as 

consistent with civic autonomy and governed by the rules of reciprocity. 

Often, for example, citizens were praised for making the dangerous journey to the 

Senate or to a Roman provincial magistrate and bringing about some good for the city; 222 

their honourary decrees, naturally, stand as testaments to their concern for the city, but 

they also foreground the Romans as powerful benefactors of the polis -the goodwill and 

benefactions of the envoy were, in a broad sense, merely (if significantly) transitory 

relative to those of the Romans, the ultimate locus of (universal) benefaction. In this 

way, we find the Romans again playing the role of common benefactors. A clear 

example of this is a short Rhodian dedication to an unnamed rrp6~£Vo<; and t:ut:py£-rrJ<; for 

his embassies to at least five Roman magistrates, whose names and offices are listed in 

full. 223 The dedication is initially striking from a visual perspective with more than two 

222 Danger: SJG3 591, line 13; S/G3 656, line 20; SEG LI 1495, lines 17-18; ISE 169, line 20; 
Aphrod. 5, line 18. Journey to Rome (apart from those not discussed): S/G3 613, lines 13-19; Ager, 
Arbitrations, 78; SEG LI 1495; SEG XXXIV 1198; JSE 169; S/G3 656 (with Eilers, RPGC for new reading 
and date); /G IV.2.1.63; Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie, passim. 

223 SIG3 745: [- -npEcr~Eucro:vro:-- 11 Kat [no·d1 AEUKtov Kopv~A.tov AwKiou [u1io[v EuAA.o:v1 I 
crrpo:rayov O:v9uno:rov 'Pwllaiwv, I Kat nori AEUKtov Kopv~A.tov AEUK{ou uiov I AEvrEA.ov O:v9uno:rov II Ko:i 
nori AEuKtov AtKtvtov AEUKtou uiov Moup~v[o:v 11 illnEparopo:, np6~Evov Ko:i dJEpy£ro:v roO M[llou 1. I Ko:i 
no-d AEuKtov AtKtvtov AwKiou uiov AEuKo[Mov 1 I O:vnrallio:v, I Ko:l. nort AuA.ov TEp£vnov AuA.ou uiov 
Ouappwv[o:1 llnpEcr~wrav 'Pwllo:{wv, lnp6~Evov Ko:i EUEpy£rav roO Mllou, I ~tovucrto<; Aucro:vio: I Evvoia<; 
EVEK<X K<Xi EUEpyEcrto:<; I rii<; Ei<; o:urov II 9EOt<;. ('Dionysius, son ofLusanias, dedicates this statue to[ .... who 
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thirds of the civic honourary decree addressing Romans; more significant still, for our 

purposes here, is that two of the magistrates, L. Licinius Murena (propr. 83-82) and A. 

Terentius Varro (leg. 82-83), are recorded also as rrp6~Evot and EuEpy£-rcn of the Rhodian 

people, recalling their earlier honorific titles from the city. 224 Thus, while our unknown 

benefactor is the subject of the dedication, the bulk of the text is consumed by the names 

of Romans, two ofwhom are acknowledged as benefactors of the people such that the 

good actions of the honoured Rho dian citizen are placed relative to these Romans, and, 

indeed, Roman power is again couched according to the model of reciprocity. 

Of the many embassies carried out by Menippos and Polemaios on behalf of 

Colophon, those carried out to 'the very senate of our ~you!!EVot' and the leaders 

themselves were often characterized as "the best (!lEYlOTCXt) and concerning the most 

pressing affairs (avcxyKcxt6-rcx-rcx)"?25 This was both a positive statement- the privileges 

these men preserved were important to their city - but also a normative attitude, 

expressing a common understanding that the Roman senate was the place that heard the 

most important disputes or issues. Travelling to the Roman senate came at great risk and 

went on embassy to ... ] and to L. Cornelius son of Lucius Sulla, proconsul of the Romans, and to L. 
Cornelius son of Lucius Lentulus proconsul, and to L. Licinius son ofLucius Murena, imperator,proxenos 
and benefactor of the people, and to L. Licinius son of Lucius Lucullus, proquaestor, and to A. Terentius 
son of Aulus Varro, legate of the Romans, proxenos and benefactor of the People, for his goodwill and 
benefactions toward the people. Dedicated to the gods.'). 

224 See JG V 1.1454 (Murena); I.Kalchedon 8 (= IG XII 8.260) (Terentius). 
225 Claros Menippos col. I, lines 12-19; col. III, lines 11-13: xpflcrtpwrcrro<; napa rot<; i]youpevot<; 

yeyovE TWt 8~pwt nap' ot<; avayKatorarat nacrtv dcrl.v avepwnot<; XPEtat ('Menippos became most useful to 
the people before the (Roman) authorities, to whom are brought all the most important affairs to men'); cf. 
Polemaios, col. II, lines 11-16: KaAAicrra<; 8£ Kal. nEpl. O:vayKatonhwv TETEAEKEV npw~da<; crupcpEpovrw<; 
npo<; aurou<; rou<; i]youpevou<; 'Pwpaiou<; Kat r~v cruvKAf1rov ('but the best embassies and those concerning 
the most urgent matters were those carried out to the Roman magistrates themselves and the senate'); cf. 
IGRP IV 293, col. II lines 11-20. 
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cost to the envoy and concerned issues relating directly to the security, prosperity, or 

autonomy of the state. As such, the act of going on embassy to Rome became an avenue 

for civic elite to perform their traditional liturgical role and to demonstrate their goodwill 

and concern for the community. This is aptly captured in a decree of Alabanda: 

Since the people are eager to renew their current familiarity and friendship with 
the Romans, to remind them of the supplies we offered their army, and to make 
an alliance with them, it was decided to send an embassy to the Senate .... When 
he was called upon by the people, Pyrrhicus eagerly responded, avoiding no 
danger to himself, and while abroad he successfully accomplished the purpose of 
his embassy to the advantage of the country. When he returned from this 
expedition and the people learned what he had accomplished, as well as his noble 
character, they recognized his course of action with all goodwill and honoured 
him with a bronze statue. 226 

The relationship, as we should expect, is presented in the language and form of 

reciprocity, while also evident here is the importance of Pyrrhicus' embassy itself to the 

Senate and his own high rank among the citizenry prior to leaving and his even more 

vaunted status upon returning. Indeed those chosen to go on embassy to Rome were 

often drawn from the elite: when the koinon of Asia sent an embassy to the Senate in the 

mid-first century to dispute the actions of the publicani it chose from among the men of 

frrst rank and most highly honoured.227 As with other liturgies, civic leaders were not 

always eager to serve as envoy, though for our purposes this does not diminish the 

226 ISE 169, lines 11-25: nvac; OE KO:l TWV 1tOAlTWV E[1tl ~£]vl'Jc; OOOAEUOVTa:c; U1tEOWlO£V, 
01t£U0ov-r6c; T£ [-roil] O~l-!00 T~V umipxoocra:v 1tpoc; 'Pwlla:iooc; oiK[EtO]TfJTO: KO:l qnAia:v ava:v£wcra:cr9a:t KO:l 
-rae; xpda:c; [&c;] 1ta:p£crx11-ra:t de; -rO: cr-rpa:-r6Jt£Oa: a:u-rwv EK<pa:v[El:c;] y£v£cr9a:t1tpoc; a:u-rouc; Ka:t 1tot~cra:cr9a:t 
crolllla:x[ia:v,] Ka:t 1t£p1 -rou-rwv 86~a:v-roc; 1tp£cr~da:v E~a:Jtocr[-ra:]Aflva:t1tpoc; ~v cr[uy ]KAfJ-rov, 9Ewpwv -r~v 
Xp£i[a:v ou]cra:v ava:yKO:lO:V KO:l 1tpoc; T~V -rflc; 1tO:Tp{Ooc; acr<pa[AElO:V] KO:t OWTfJplO:V a[v ]~KOOOO:V, 
1ta:pa:KAfJ9etc; U1t0 TOU o~[l-!00] 1tpoeul-!wc; tm[~]KOOO£V oue£va: KlVOUVOV U<plOO!lEV[oc;] Ka:9' a:u-r6v, 
U1t00fJ!l~cra:c; T£ KO:TWp9WO£V TU KO:Ta T~[v 1tp£cr]~£ia:v OO!l<f>EpOVTW<; Tf\l1tO:Tpl0l, 1t£pt WV KO:t 0 Of\!lo[c; 
1ta:pa:]y£voll£voo a:u-rou E1t[tyv ]ouc; -ra 1tmpa:w£va: Ka:t [ -r~v Ka:]AoKa:yaeia:v a1tEOE~a:-r6 -r£ -r~v 1tpoa1pecrtv 
a:u-ro[u l-!Ha] Jtacr11c; Euvoiac; Ka:i ETt!lfJcrev a:u-rov dK6vt xaAK[flt]. 

227 Aphrod 5, lines 6-7: EK -rwv 1tpw-rwv KO:l l-!UAtcr-ra: Tll-!W[l-!£vwv]; cf. Aphrod 2; SEG LI 1495; 
Sardis VII 1.8. 
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manner in which such a trip was conceptualized within the world of the polis. At 

Lampsacus, despite being promised an honourary decree from the ~ouA.t1 upon their 

return, many men declined to go to Rome before Hegesias volunteered, nobly of course 

"considering his own affairs of less regard than those of the community". 228 Though 

Hegesias seems not to have been his people's first choice- perhaps owing to his 

inexperience in public life - he succeeded in his mission and was lavishly praised upon 

his return. 229 Indeed, it would seem that some could use an embassy to Rome to initiate a 

public career: at Gordos, we find an honourary decree for an unknown citizen that praises 

the honorand's successful embassies to the Romans before relating his subsequent good 

services as agonothete, strategos, and archon.230 More than likely, however, as with the 

Alabandans and Asian koinon above, cities would have chosen from among their elites to 

carry out such important activities for the city, and in this fulfill their traditional roles as 

benefactors. What remains significant for our purposes is the way in which a trip to 

Rome could be normalized within the domestic politics ofthe Greek city-state such that 

one could perform one's civic duty by interacting with the Romans, universal 

benefactors. 231 

228 SIG3 591 (= I.Lampsakos 4), lines 2-15. On the historical context ofthe decree, see Ferrary, 
Philhel/enisme, 133-142; Canali de Rossi, Ambascerie, nos. 236 and 709; F. Battistioni, "Rome, Kinship, 
and Diplomacy" in C. Eilers, ed., Diplomats and Diplomacy (Leiden 2009), 83-87; cf. M. Holleaux, 
"Lampsaque et les Galates en 197-196" REA 18 (1916), 1-11 (=Etudes V.141-155). 

229 Hegesias is otherwise unattested and the decree itself is without any formulary describing his 
earlier work on the city's behalf. 

230 SEG XXXIV 1198; Can ali de Rossi, Ambascerie no. 297. 
231 See also recent discussions in R. Schulz, "Vermittler, Patrioten oder Opportunisten? Die 

griechischen Eliten und ihre Komunikation mit Rom 133-49 v. Chr." Historische Zeitschrifl28 (2008), 
341-357; B. Dreyer, "City Elite and the Administration of the Attalid Kingdom after the Peace of Apameia 
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And, of course, the more these (elite) men travelled to Rome, or interacted with 

leading Romans, the likelier they were to gain personal friendships among them, which 

produced further bonds of friendship for the city, further benefactions for the city, further 

honours for the individual, and further expectations of him and other elites, all in a spiral 

of interaction. Polemaios, for example, was said to have become "worthy ofthe 

friendship of the leading Romans" and received a testimonial (!lap-rupia) from the Senate 

to that effect.232 Menippos became even closer to certain Romans through his embassies 

such that he even served as ambassador on behalf of the Romans themselves to other 

Greek states. Needless to say, he became famous among many communities. 233 But 

more importantly, it was through these friendships that he was able to establish relations 

of patronage between his city and important Romans and bring about the most 

advantageous conditions and privileges for Colophon. Not surprisingly, the closer that 

one got to powerful Romans, the more he might benefit his own city. Theophanes of 

Miletus became a close friend of Pompey (indeed earning Roman citizenship from the 

triumvir), and was considered after him a "founder of the city" by his people for earning 

the city its ancestral freedom from the Romans (the common benefactors). 234 Caesar 

-Evidence, Research and Methodological Thoughts" in L.Mitchell and L. Rubinstein (eds.) Greek History 
and Epigraphy (Swansea 2009), 33-45. 

232 C/aros, Polemaios col. II, lines 26-28; cf. I.Iasos 612, in which we learn that Posidonius, who 
was said to have performed 'a great kindness' (line 38), was recorded among the ancestral friends ofQ. 
Caepio by his sons, which was recorded by the people ofBargasa in their honourary decree for him as an 
indication of his worth (to the people). 

233 C/aros, Menippos col. III, lines 6-13; pp. 101; cf. modified view ofJ.-L. Ferrary, "After the 
Embassy to Rome", 141-142. 

234 SJG3 752-755, esp. 753: ee:Q b.ti ['E]Ae:[uee:]pitp qnJ..omhptOt ee:o<pavn. r<f> crwr~pt Kat 
e:ue:py£r\( Kai KnoT~ 8e:ur£ptp rO:<; rtarp{Oo<;; CRAI 1969, 52; c£ Cic. Arch. 24: quid? noster hie Magnus qui 
cum virtute fortunam adaequavit, no nne Theophanem A1ytilenaeum, scriptorem rerum suarum, in contione 
militum civitate donavit? ('What, did not our own [Pompeius] Magnus, whose valour has been equal to his 
fortune, present Theophanes the Mitylenaean, a relater of his actions, with the freedom ofthe city in an 
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granted civic privileges to Pergamum because of his friendship with Mithridates, Marc 

Antony granted privileges to the guild ofVictors ofthe Sacred Games because ofhis 

friend and trainer, Artemidoros, while Augustus pardoned Alexandria after the battle of 

Actium at the urging ofhis dear friend Areius and benefitted Rhosos on account ofthe 

goodwill ofhis admiral, Seleucus.235 

3.3.3: Social Memory- Time, Cults and Festivals 

Sometime before 157 a certain Aristotheus son ofTimotheos travelled from his 

native city ofTroezen in the Peloponnese to spend time at Delphi where, according to a 

decree of the Delphians, he passed a life worthy of the temple and his native city and was 

rewarded with the highest civic honours. 236 While at Delphi, and as yet another reason 

(E:m::tbr)) for the city's decree in his honour, the historian (l.omptaypa<poc;) "spent many 

days giving recitations ofhis works, heaping praises upon the Romans, the common 

benefactors ofthe Greeks". 237 What is interesting here is the relationship between time, 

the Delphians' social memory, and the Romans. Aristotheus is said to have lectured the 

assembly of the soldiers?'). On Theophanes, seeR. Laqueur, RE 5 (1922), coll. 2090-2127, s.v. 
"Theophanes"; Robert, "Theophanes de Mytih!ne a Constantinople" CRAI (1969), 42-64 (= Choix d'Ecrits 
[Paris 2007], 603-621 ); B.K. Gold, "Theophanes ofMytilene and Pompey" AJPh 106 ( 1985), 312-327; V. 
Anastasiadis and G. Souris, "Theophanes ofMytilene: a new inscription relating to his early career" Chiron 
22 (1992), 377-383. 

235 Caesar: Hepding, At h. Mitt. 1909, pp. 239-340; Marc Antony: RDGE 57, esp. lines 19-22; 
Augustus: Plut. Ant. 80; Praec. Rei Pub. Ger. 18; Dio 51.16.4; Julian, Ep. 51.433d; RDGE 58, lines 85-94; 
c£ Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World, 10-11. 

236 SIG3 702. The honours were awarded to himself and his descendants, and included the position 
of proxenos, first counsel with the Delphic oracle ( npojlav-rda), the right of first hearing ( npoOtKia ), 
inviolability (acru.Aia), immunity from local taxes (a-r€A.e:ta), first chair (npoe:8pia) in all competitions which 
the polis puts on, and anything else given to other proxenoi and euergetai (lines 7-9). 

237 SIG3 702, lines 3, 5-7: £ne:t8~ 'Apta-r69e:o<;Ttjlo9€ou [Tpo]~avtO<;, icr-roptaypa<po<; ... aKpoacre:t<; 
EltOt~cra-ro 8E: Kat E:[nl. n]A.e:iova<; UjlEpa<; -rwv ne:npayjlaTE:UjlEVWV au-rwt, napave:tVw[ v] QE Kat EVK[W ]jlta 
e:i<; 'PwJlaiov<; -rou<; Kotvou<; -rwv 'EA.M:vwv [ e:u ]e:py€-ra<;. 
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people for a number of days (£ni rrA.Eiovac; cq.t£pac;); these recitations were so successful 

they earned him an equestrian statue in the city and immortality on the brief inscription at 

its base. His lectures, we are told, were on his histories (rrmpayllaTEUllEva), yet the 

Delphians relate nothing of their content except that they included encomia for the 

Romans. 238 So, of all the numerous and varied topics treated by Aristotheus, the only 

ones that the Delphians recalled- or saw fit to publicize and preserve in perpetuity-

regarded the Romans. In effect, the dedicatory decree creates and preserves an account in 

which Aristotheus lectured for numerous days on the excellence of the Romans, which 

the Delphians rejoiced at and rewarded with high honours. Again we find Roman power 

presented and deproblematized as benefaction, the universal quality ofwhich (Kolv6c;) 

was mirrored and justified by the prominence of the Romans in the historian's wide-

ranging study; and we see the extent to which that power could be expressed within the 

time and space of the polis, and normalized as a public good. 

This text illustrates just one of the many ways in which Roman power (as 

benefactor) was incorporated into the living social memory of a Greek polis and 

normalized within its history. There were of course more grandiose ways. Following the 

Hellenistic tradition dating back to the Athenians' honour to Demetrius Poliorcetes, 239 

some cities renamed months after the Romans or leading Romans. If we accept Frankel's 

interpretation of seal stamps from Pergamum, the former Attalid capital had a month of 

238 Aristotheus of Troezen is otherwise unattested in ancient sources; the original suggestion by L. 
Couve, "Inscriptions de Delphes" BCH 18 (1894), 76 n. 3, that he might be Zenodotus ofTroezen (who did 
write a Roman history and is referenced by Dionysius and Plutarch [FHGr. v.5, 531]) is untenable upon 
Dittenberger's discovery of the left half of the stone which clearly records the name 'Apurr68Eo<; Ttj.l08Eou 
[TpoRavwc;. It seems unlikely that his work was devoted exclusively to the Romans, given the use of the 
vague rrErrpayjl<XTEUJlEV<X to describe them and the silence of the decree to that effect. 

239 P1ut. Dem. 12.2; see also Chr. Habicht, Gottmenschentum und griechische Stadti (Munich 
1970), 155. 
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Rhomaios;240 Mytilene probably had a month called Pompaios;241 and Paphos on Cyprus 

had months named after the Roman state and the imperial family. 242 The most famous 

example is the decision of the cities ofthe koinon of Asia to re-arrange their civic year to 

begin on Augustus' birthday. 243 By the same token, cities or groups of cities were known 

to initiate new civic eras corresponding to their liberation (e.g. Achaea 146/5 or Ephesus 

133),244 the beginning of a regular provincia (e.g. Macedonia 148) or victories by Roman 

generals (e.g. Sullan, Pompeian, Caesarian, or Augustan eras). 245 In this case, the polis' 

sense of time became expressed in Romano-centric terms such that it was literally 

recalibrated to begin with Roman actions - which, naturally, were benefactions. 

What remains interesting, above all, about the Delphian decree is the subtle way 

in which Roman power is internalized and then reproduced by the polis. We observed a 

similar phenomenon in the previous chapter when discussing the Greeks' sense of their 

240 !.Pergamon II. 689-691 and p. 398, 531-532; A. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology 
(Munich 1972), 126; Mellor, eEA 'PQMH, 161. 

241 JG XII.2.59, line 18: }lf\vvoc; Tiop,[--- ]; Samuel, Chronology, 129. 

242 Samuel, Chronology, 183-186. Paphos had two calendars of this sort, both established under 
Augustus: the first (dating to around 15 BCE) contained the months Sebastos, Agrippaios, Libaios, 
Oktabios, [Iulaios], Neronaios, Drusaios, Aphrodisios, Ankisaios, Romaios, Aeneadiaos, and Kapetolios; 
the second (introduced 12 BCE- ca. 2 CE) removed imperial family members to focus on Augustus, his 
lineage, and Rome: Aphrodisios, Apogonikos, Aineios, Iul(i)os, Kaisarios, Sebastos, Autokratorikos, 
Demarchexousios, Ple(is)thypatos, Archiereus, Hesti(ai)os, Romaios. 

243 RDGE 65. Also relevant in this regard are instances where poleis have used Roman consular 
dating: Sla-3 683; RDGE 16, 24, 27, 65. 

244 Achaea 146/5: sources in Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens in the Hellenistic Age (Cambridge 
1931), 236-237, with discussion ofKallet-Marx, Hegemony, 46-48. Ephesus 133: F. Kleiner, Museum 
Notes 18 (1972), 23-30, with discussion ofK. Rigsby, "The Era of the Province of Asia" Phoenix 33 
(1979), 39-47, with the observations of B. Dreyer, "Rom und die griechischen Poisstaaten an der 
westkleinasiatischen Ki.iste in der zweiten Halfte des zweiten Jahrhunderts v. Chr. Hegemoniale Herrschaft 
und lokale Eli ten in Zeitalter der Gracchen" in A. Coykun, et a/. ( eds.) Roms auswiirtige Freunde 
(Gottingen 2005), 59-62; IGRP IV 1586 (dated £-roue; p~y' t:f\c; E:/.w8epiac;, i.e. 31 BCE). 

245 See in general, J. Kubitschek, RE 1 (1894), 635-651, s.v. 'aera'; Samuel, Chronology, passim, 
esp. 246-248; H. Syrig, Syria 27 (1950), 16-56 for discussions ofthe Levant in particular; M.N. Tod, "The 
Macedonian Era Reconsidered" in Mylonas and St-Louis, edd, Studies Presented to D.M Robinson II 
(Washington 1953), 382-397. 
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own freedom. 246 Recall from that discussion how the Romans were viewed as agents 

working to "restore" a freedom for the Greeks that was theirs by tradition, and we can 

now see how this confirmed and reproduced the discourse of the Romans as common 

benefactors. In much the same way, through their broad role as friend and benefactor, the 

Romans became normalized in the memory and history of the polis. Consider, for 

example, Sulla's letter on behalfofthe Stratoniceans after the first war against 

Mithridates, discussed earlier: speaking before the Senate, he affirmed that the people of 

the city had preserved continually from the time of their ancestors their goodwil~ 

friendship and alliance with Rome. 247 That these words are Sulla's and not the city's is 

oflittle consequence; we know the city accepted Sulla's claim (why would they not?), 

and subsequently petitioned the Senate on the basis of having always preserved goodwill 

and friendship. 248 For the people of Stratonicea, the history of their polis was inexorably 

tied to Rome through friendship and goodwill. 

Many similar examples can be given in which communities claim to have 

preserved ([ ouv lrrtpE1v - a word presupposing the existence of and emphasizing an active 

effort to maintain) their goodwill or friendship "from the beginning" or "continually" or 

246 See above, p. 121 ff. 
247 RDGE 18, lines 1-13 (text above, n. 66); cf. lines 78-80 (Senate's decree): L:rparovtKEtc; r~v n: 

qnA.iav K[ai n:ionv Kai Ei5votav n:poc; rov 8~]~ov rov 'Pw~aiwv 8ta r£A.ouc; [E:v Katpwt Eip~vYJc; n:oA.£~ou r£] 
<a>Ei ouvrETYJPYJKEvat ('the Stratonicaeans always preserved their friendship, loyalty and goodwill toward 
the Roman people continually in times of peace and war'). 

248 RDGE 18, lines 36-37: [E:n:Ei r£ o 8~~oc; E:v rwt Katpwt r~c; Eip~v]YJc; ouvH~pYJOEV r~v i8iav 
[d5vot<xv T£ Kat n:ionv Kat qnA.iav] n:poc; rov 8~~ov rov 'Pw~aiwv ('since the people preserved in times of 
peace their goodwill, loyalty and friendship with the Roman people ... '); and lines 44-45: E:n:Ei o 8~~oc; 
[ouvET~PYJOEV ad T~V umxpxouoav aurwt] dlvotav Kat n:i[onv] Kai ou~~axi[av n:poc; TOV 8~~ov rov 
'Pw~aiwv] ('since the people always preserved the present goodwill, loyalty and allegiance with the Roman 
people .... '). 
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as an "ancestral" tradition toward the Romans;249 and the Romans, given the perpetuity of 

the reciprocal system, could use similar language. 250 This helps to contextualize the 

regular assertion by Greek envoys of"renewing" their friendship with Rome: a city like 

Stratonicea cannot- and for its diplomatic purposes does not want to be able to-

conceptualize its past without Roman friendship. The unilateral renewal of friendship is 

a linguistic code in this case that in effect says 'we were your friends previously and we 

have always been your friend'. These speech-acts demonstrate that the farthest reaches 

of living social memory are often set in relation to the Romans, whose authority and 

power are conceptualized in terms of a reciprocal relationship. 

Friendship, we have seen, brought real benefits to the city, and proving long-

standing friendship toward Rome was leverage for future benefactions. An interesting 

example of this is the common Roman mediation formula for land disputes: rightful 

ownership of land should fall to whoever possessed it at the time they entered Roman 

friendship. This phraseology turns up in numerous documents. 251 Significant here, 

though, is the way in which a city's territorial ownership was defined in relation to its 

historical dealings with Rome; that is, again, the history of the polis begins with (its 

friendship toward) Rome. On a practical level, as Ager points out, there are fundamental 

249 "From the beginning": SEG III 710, line 10 (arco -rf\<; apxf\<;); I.Metrop., line 20 (arc' apxf\<;); 
SJG3 694, lines 11 (arc' apxf\<;); I.Eph. 8, line 9 (arco -rf\<; apxf\<;); "continually": RDGE 18, line 79 (8tex 
-r€A.ou<;); no. 22, line 20 (btex -r€Aou<; / perpetuo); Aphrod. 8, line 24 (btfJVEK~<;); SIG3 591, line 53 
(8ta:TEAoucrt); I.Metrop., line 39 (btETEAEt); "ancestral": RDGE 18, line 3 (8tex rcpoy6vwv); SEG XXIII 489, 
lines 5 ([£K npoy6vwv]). 

250 E.g. RDGE 17, line 5; no. 26, frg. B, line 35; no. 35, lines 9, 13; no. 58, line 83; no. 63, line 9; 
SJG3 613b (=prescript to RDGE 40), line 4; Aphrod. 3, line 42. 

251 Examples collected inn. 48 above; cf. RDGE lOa, lines 3-5 (distributed by Manlius and 
legates?; contra restoration in Famerie, Chiron 37 [2007], 99-100); no.ll, lines 9 and 15-16 (one day 
before death of Attalus III); no. 14, lines 20-21 (when Cretan conflict began); SIG3 683, col. III, line 53-55 
(when Mummius was in the province). 
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problems with this arrangement- both the Meletaeans and Narthacians, for example, 

claimed to have possessed the same territory when they entered Rome's friendship, and 

very well may have. 252 Yet as Ager also points out, by phrasing the restitution formula in 

this way, "Rome denied any responsibility for anything that had occurred before its 

appearance on the scene."253 While such a formula did not, as Kallet-Marx has observed, 

reward loyalty as a friend, it did play a practical role in subtlety and effectively re-

orienting the polis' sense of time and its memory around Roman power. 254 The polis 

could, of course, recall and cite pre-Roman precedent (thus Melitaea referred to earlier 

decisions in Thessalian and Macedonian courts to buttress its claim), but before an 

arbitral hearing of the Senate both parties knew how they had to prove ownership and 

thus framed their argument around the chronology of Roman friendship. 

Time thus became a means of establishing an imperial consensus, setting Rome at 

the centre of the life of the polis, but it was not the only public way in which the polis 

contextualized and normalized Roman power. Another important- and emphatically 

polis-driven- mechanism was the public worship of Rome and the Romans. This 

included not only the cult ofRoma (as the Roman state personified)255
, but also the cults, 

252 RDGE 9 (above p. 206). 
253 Ager, Arbitrations, 27; note, however, Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 173, who argues that Roman 

legal formula like this provided more leeway than we might assume by requiring judges to determine not 
just who possessed the land at a particular temporal terminus, but who had the legal right to it at that time; 
RDGE 9, lines A.20-23 (Melitea) and B.12-13 (Narthacium); on the dispute, see Ager, Arbitrations, nos. 
32, 79, 154, 156. 

254 Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 175. 
255 SeeR. Mellor, EJEA 'PQMH, who has assembled an epigraphic corpus of references, p. 207-228; 

cf. idem, "The Goddess Roma" ANRWII.11.2, 950-1030; C. Fayer, Il culto della dea Roma (Rome, 1976). 
A cult of the Senate is noticeably absent during the Republican era (A. Erskine, "Greekness and 
Uniqueness: The Cult of the Senate in the Greek East", Phoenix 51 [1997], 25-37), though the example of 
Prusias' prostration before the senators and his deeming them 9£ot LWTfjpE<; (Polyb. 30.18.5) and a 
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sacrifices, dedications, festivals, etc., to the People ofRome,256 the Romans/57 Roman 

Common Benefactors,258 and individual Roman commanders and administrators?59 

These derivations of the Hellenistic ruler cults situated the Romans yet again within a 

traditional historic and civic framework, moving them from the periphery to the centre of 

polis life, and reinforcing the political discourse oftheir power in reciprocal terms.260 We 

noted earlier how the Elaeans elaborately celebrated their cptAia Kat OU}l}laxia with the 

Romans by a public holiday, with sacrifices to their patron deity and Roma, and a parade 

through the city.261 Even more detail comes from a contemporary Milesian decree that 

established sacrifices and games in honour ofRoma and the people ofRome "out of 

fragmentary Delian inscription referring to a cult of the Senatus Populusque Romanus (!.Delos 465c, line 
20) illustrate that it could be included in this form of power normalization. 

256 Hesperia 40 (1971), p. 308 no. 9; SEG XL 736; IG II.2.3547; IG IX 1.282; !.Delos 465 C20, 
1807; Milet. 1.7.203; OGIS 479; ILLRP 174, 177, 180. 

257 I.Delphes I.549; RDGE 38; SGDI 2680; IG X 2.1.31, 133, 226. 
258 RDGE 15, lines 45-46 (text at n. 263). 
259 In roughly chronological order: C. Marcellus (Plut. Marc. 30, 32, 42; Syracuse); T. Quinctius 

Flamininus (Plut. Flam 12; IG XII 9.233, 931; SIG3 592; the East); M'. Aquillius (IGRP IV 292, line 39; 
293, col. II line 23; Pergamum); M. Annius (SIG3 700; Letae); Q. Mucius Scaevola (IGRP IV 188, 291; 
OGIS 439; Cic. Verr. 2.2.51; Asia); L. Cornelius Sulla (JG II 2.1039; SEG XII.279; Athens); L. Lucullus 
(Plut. Luc. 23; Asia); C. Verres (Cic. Verr 2.2.52, 114, 154; 4.24; Sicily); Cn. Pompeius (SEG XII 270; 
!.Side 101; Asia); Ap. Claudius Pulcher (Cic. ad Fam. 3.7.2; 9.1; Cilicia); P. Servilius Isauricus (Ephesos 
1.49; III. 149; Ath.Mitt 32 [1907], 254; Ephesus); C. Iulius Caesar (IGRP IV 28; Mytilene); L. Munatius 
Plancus (BCH 12 [1888], 15 no. 4; Mylasa); M. Iunius Silanus (JG 9.916; Chalcis); Cn. Domitius Calvinus 
(IGRP III 108; Zela); M. Vipsanius Agrippa (SIG3 1065; Dio 54.24. 7); Paulus Fabius Maximus (!.Alex. 
Troas 53; Alexandria Troas); Vibius Postumus (OGIS 469 with Tuchelt, Denkmiiler Roms, p. 106; Samos); 
C. Marcius Censorious (SEG II 549; ZPE 34 [1979], 215-16 no. 3; Mylasa); L. Vaccius Labeus (IGRP IV 
1302; Cyme); Geminus (IG V 2.435; Megalopolis); Cn. Vergilius Capito (Hellenica 7 [1949], 209); cf. L. 
Valerius Flaccus ( Cic. Flacc. 55); Q. Tullius Cicero (Cic. ad Q. Fr. 1.1.26; Asia- refused); M. Tullius 
Cicero (Cic. ad Att. 5.21. 7; Cilicia- refused). 

260 During the Hellenistic era rulers were commonly apotheosized for their benefactions, and if 
Euhemerus ofMessene can be said to represent the Zeitgeist, it was even commonly felt that the Olympian 
gods themselves had previously been great men who attained a place in the pantheon because of their 
services to mankind (btu ra<; Ei<; O:vepwrrou<; EUEpyecria:<;, Diod. 6.1.2). 

261 SJG3 694, lines 40-58 (text at n.60). 
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gratitude for the Romans" (discussed below).262 We have also addressed at length the 

honours paid to the 'Romans common benefactors', who, as such, received sacrifices and 

libations from at least the Dionysiac Artists, if not others.263 We have also observed that 

Roma herself at times had the epithet £ucpyi-rrt~, or was worshipped alongside Roman 

Eucpy£-rcn, but so too was she commonly contextualized within a system of exchange.264 

Consider in this regard an early-second century decree from Chios, which records that 

since [the honorand] wanted to make clear in every way the goodwill and 
gratitude of the people and to provide for the citizens, who protect and together 
increase what is proper for the glory and honour (of the Romans), he made at his 
own expense a votive offering to Roma of a thousand Alexandrian drachmas 
comprising [a history] of the origin of Romulus the founder of Rome and his 
brother Remus. 265 

This decree, like the Elaean and Milesian decrees above, orients an offering to Roma in 

the context of reciprocity. This was common: the Smyrnians established their cult to 

Romain response to Rome's liberation of Greece in 196, Chalcis did the same in 191;266 

Rhodes built a colossal statue to Roma in 164 upon obtaining a treaty with the Romans, 

262 Milet. I. 7.203 ( = LSAMI.49). Lines B.6-8, aKoA.ou9w<; ... rfj npo<; 'Pwpo:iou<; euxo:ptcrt't<t. 
263 RDGE 15, lines 45-46: ra<; eucrio:<; Ko:i crnovOa<; E:KwA.uov notdv Ko:9w<; d9tcrp£vov ~v rfjt 

cruv60wt nDt t'£ ~tov[u]crwt KO:l t'Ol<; aAA.ot<; 9£0l<; KO:l t'Ol<; Kotvo'i<; £UEpy£ro:t<; 'Pwpo:tot<;; cf. Price, Rituals 
and Power, 41-42 (who perhaps overstates his case- it seems unlikely that the encomia in SIG3 702 
[above] are used in the technical, cultic sense); Erskine, "Common Benefactors", 79-80. 

264 Epithet: ZPE 13 (1974), p. 280 (9ea[v 'Pw]pr]v [r]~v £Uepy£nv roO K6crp[ou]); OGIS 441, line 
132 ('EKat'l']t ~wrEipo:t 'Ent<po:v£1 Ko:i 'Pwpr]t 9£ih £uepy£nOt). Roma and Roman euergetai: IG X.2.1.4, 31-
32, 133, 226; Robert EA 448 n.3 (Thessalonica); Eph. 111.66 (Roma worshipped with the benefactor P. 
Servilius Isauricus); Plut. Flam. 16 (worshipped beside T. Flamininus); CIL III.399 (Roma et Salus); 
Mellor, 8EA 'POMH, 129; above, p. 219. 

265 Derow & Forrest, ABSA 77 (1982), 79-80, lines 22-27: ~ouA6pEVO<; 15E KO:l KO:t'a naVt'<t [rp6nov 
<po:vepap notfjcro:t r~v t'E] euvoto:y Ko:i £Uxo:ptcrrio:v roO O~pou Ko:i n<t[p£xetv rou<; noA.iw<; rr]poup£]vou<; 
Ko:i cruvo:u~ovro:<; ra npo<; M~o:y Ko:i r[tp~v &:v~Kovw E:noi11cr£v EK rwv] ioiwv O:va9r]po: rfjt 'Pwpr]t &:no 
opo:xpwv 'AA.e~[o:vopdwv xtA.iwv icrropio:p m:]pt£xov rfj<; yev£crew<; rou Kt'icrrou rfl<; 'Pw[pr]<; 'PwpuA.ou Ko:i 
roO aOEA<poO] o:uroO 'P£pou. Note the suggested restorations ofL. Robert in BE 1980 no. 353; cf. IG XII 
3.1097 (a pEril<; EVEKEV KO:l EUEpyecrio:<;). 

266 Tac. Ann. 4.56; Livy 33.38.3-4 (Smyrna); Plut. Flam. 16 (Chalcis). 
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while the Alabandans built a temple for urbs Romain the hopes of soliciting benefits 

from the Senate. 267 At Thessalonica and Abdera, Roma was linked with Zeus 

Eleutherios, while the Athenians collocated Roma with the cult ofthe Demos and Graces, 

which had originally been established in the late third century to mark the city's freedom 

from the Macedonian kingdom.268 Indeed Mellor has argued that many of the cults of 

Roma were established as a direct result ofRome's various successes at liberating the 

East in 196, 189, 168 and 133.269 In many cases, too, Greek cities placed the Romans at 

the centre of the polis simply by worshiping them alongside the principal civic deity-

Apollo at Delphi, Amphiaraos at Oropus, Athena at Rhodes -or, like Athens above, with 

the cult ofthe OfllJ.O<; ofthe city. 270 This placed the Romans frrmly at the centre ofthe 

city's religious life, which naturally permeated the civic calendar; this is particularly true 

when the priest of the cult of Roma was the eponymous or co-eponymous civic official, 

267 Polyb. 30.5.4; 31.4.4; cf. JG XII 1.46 & 730 (Rhodes); Livy 43.6.5 (Alabanda). 
268 JG X.2.1.32 (Thessalonica); BCH 37 (1913), p. 138 no. 42 (Abdera); HSCP 51 (1940) p. 131 n. 

6 (Petres); cf. SJG3 753 with Robert, CRAI 1969,49-51 (Mytilene); Robert, Rev. Et. Anc. 1960 p. 168 n. 6 
(Augustus);. See Edson, HSCP 51 (1940) 131, no. 6, 134 for a similar decree from Macedonia in the 
second or first century. Mellor ( eEA 'PQMH, 1 07-8) suggests there might have been a common point of 
origin for the cults of Zeus Eleutherios and Roma at Abdera, Aenos (BE 1972, no. 275), Maronea (IGRP 
1.831; SEG XXIV 636), Petra, and Thessalonica, and that it might stem from the liberty of 168. According 
to Plutarch (Flam. 16), the city ofChalcis wrote a paean to Roma, Zeus and T. Quinctius Flamininus when 
they absented the city- the last of the three 'fetters' of Greece. 

269 See Mellor, eEA 'PQMH, 27-110, who argues that many of the cults began on these dates; cf. id., 
ANRWII.17.2, 950-1030. While I am sympathetic to this view- it would very much support my current 
and general arguments- it must be said that only a handful of cults to Roma can be dated with certainty: at 
Smyrna in 195 (Tac. Ann. 4.56), Chalcis in 191 (Plut. Flam 16), Rhodes in 164 (Polyb. 30.5.4), Alabanda 
ca. 170 (Livy 43.6.5) and Miletus ca. 130 (Milet. 1.7.203). 

270 Local Deity: RDGE 23.48-49; lPriene 232-233 (Amphiaraia & Romaia; Oropus); JG 11.2.5047 
(Roma, Demos, and the Graces; Athens); Polyb. 31.4.4 (Rhodes builds colossal statue ofDemos ofRome 
in T. of Athena); cf. SEG XXII 350 (Romaia Letoia for Lycian koinon); JGRP IV.1556 (Roma, Zeus 
Ktesios, Zeus Kapetolios, Agathos Daimon; Teos); Aphrod. 1 (Zeus, Homonoia & Roma; Aphrodisias); 
SEG XII 466 (Leto and Roma; Caunus); TAMIII.l.108-110, 153, 156 (Roma and Dionysus; Termessus); 
TAMIII.l.ll3-ll4 (Roma and Zeus Solymeus; Sidyma). Demos: IG 11.2.3404 (Roma and Demos; 
Eleusis); JG 11.2.3547 (Senate, Roma, Demos and the Graces; Eleusis); lDelos 1807 (Athena Nike & 
Demos of Romans; Delos); lDelos 1877, 2605 (Hestia, Demos and Roma; Delos); Bean, Inscriptions of 
Side (1965) 111, 112, 127 (Roma & Demiourgos; Side). 
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as was common by the Late Republic - such that, again, we fmd that polis time literally 

began around Rome, and in these cases on an annual basis. 271 

Turning back to the Miletus decree, it is clear that the demos was establishing a 

permanent cult and festivals and that it would play a prominent role in the community. 

The decree set out that the new priest should have a tenure of three years and eight 

months- one assumes this was because the year was four months old, and the next priest 

would hold office for a full four years- and the text refers to the construction of a temple 

and sacred precinct (Rhomaion) for Roma. 272 It further outlines that there should be six 

annual sacrifices to Roma and the Roman people, and that these public sacrifices should 

be subsidized by the public treasury. 273 The decree then proceeds to illustrate the extent 

to which the city-state took part in the cult and its festivals, which, although newly 

established, drew on existing civic officials and institutions: sacrifices were prescribed 

not just for the new priest of the cult, but for the incoming and outgoing gymnasiarchs 

and their ephebe charges (line A.20-22, 24-26), the aioullV~Tfl<; (B.28-29) or rrpoo£-ratpoc; 

of the god (B.33-35), and the fifty archons (B.39-41); the first ofthe Romaia festivals, 

furthermore, was to be managed by the priest and gymnasiarch (B. 9-1 0), while another 

271 Eponymous official: I.Metrop. (Metropolis); OGJS 437 (Sardis); MAMA VI 53 (Tripolis); IGRP 
IV 1304 (Thyateira); SEG XIX 710 (Nakokome); Mionnet Suppl. V p. 446, no. 1040; MDAI(A) 32 (1907), 
p. 432, no. 282 (Per~amum); Sherk, ZPE 88, 249-251 (Ephesus). Co-eponymous official: JG X.2.31 
(Thessalonica); SIG 781 (Nysa); JGRPIV 1302 =I.Kyme 19 (Cyme); JGRPIV 1087 (Cos); BCH37 
(1913) 138 (Priene). See, in general, the evidence collected by Sherk in his five-part study on the 
eponymous officials of Greek cities for ZPE: v.83 (1990), 249-288; v. 84 (1990), 231-295; v. 88 (1991), 
225-260; v. 93 (1992), 223-272; v. 96 (1993), 267-295. 

272 Milet. 1.7.203, lines B.l8-22. The term length is discussed in lines A.7-10. 
273 The dates of the sacrifices can be summed up as follows: 1st Taurion (A.l8); 11th Taurion 

(A.l9-20, 24-25); 1st of [unknown month] (B. 23); 7th Thargelion (B. 27-29); 12th Metageitnion (B. 31-32); 
18th Boiedromion (B. 38-40); on the calendar ofMiletus, see Samuel, Chronology, 114-118. The decree 
sets out that the priest might draw 60 drachmas from the treasury for the sacrifice on the first day of the 
month ofTaurion (lines A.l4-17) and 10 drachmas on first of an unknown month (lines B.25-26). 
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was run under the ministry of a8A.o8£-r11<; and the rrat8ov6llot (B.16-17).Z74 At Miletus, 

the city's time and space was literally given over to the Roman (universal) benefactors 

and their worship. 

In fact, while cults of Rome were more common in Asia Minor, where the 

tradition of ruler cult was centuries old, these festivals (Romaia) were common 

throughout the East.275 Through them, Roman power not only became a part of civic 

ritual, but was also expressed and reproduced through it. At Oropus, the city put on 

games "for the victory and hegemony of the Roman people" after the defeat of 

Mithridates and the Senate's decision to leave the territory of their patron deity, 

Amphiaraos, immune from the publicans. This linked the games not just with Roman 

victory and power, but ~YEllovia. The Romaia, furthermore, was combined with the 

celebrated annual games for Amphiaraos and thereafter was known as the Romaia-

Amphiaraia.276 Like the cults themselves, the Romaia games were often joined to 

traditional prominent institutions. 277 In all, through the re-orientation of time - not just 

interstate, but intra-polis-, social memory, and the cultic worship of the city-state around 

the Roman republic, the power of the latter became internalized and in many ways 

centralized in the polis, normalizing it, of course, along the lines of benefaction, but also 

as hegemonic and divine. 

274 It might be noted, too, that the Romaion was temporarily established in the gymnasium of the 
veo1 (B.21-22) before the new Temple ofRoma was complete. 

275 Mellor, SEA 'PQMH, 97, 165-180; see the map inK. Tuchelt, Friihe Denkmiiler Roms in 
Kleinasien, vol. I (Tubingen 1979). 

276 RDGE 23; cf. IG VII 416, 419, 420; I.Priene 232-233; Sid 1064. 

277 E.g. OGIS 441, line 132 (Stratonicea's pentaeteric festival to Hecate Sotera Epiphanes was 
expanded to include 'PWJlfJ 9c:O: c:uc:pyeut<;); SEG XII 466 (Caunus celebrates a quinquennial festival to Leto 
and Roma); IG 112 1064 (Athens joins Romaia with Boeotian Erotideia festival); Mellor, SEA 'PQMH, 177-
180. 
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3.3.4: Socializing Romans and Roman Officials 

In the Greek polis, though, Roman power was also individuated, made more 

immediate and personalized through the actions of, and honours given to, those who had 

specifically helped the community. Such honours and recognition for individuals 

integrated the Roman imperium into the local community in a tangible and concrete form. 

That Roman citizens frequently became benefactors of Greek cities has already been 

adumbrated above; the themes are well illustrated by the example of the Letaeans, who 

passed a decree praising M. Annius for defending them against a fierce Gallic assault, 

and awarding him the title of EUEpy£-rrJc; and an annual equestrian contest. The decree 

illustrates how a patent demonstration ofRoman force could be socialized in the city as a 

reciprocal act by the discourse of benefaction. Naturally, the Romans had used there 

superior force here for good (i.e. to defend the city) and framing it in reciprocal terms 

helped to deproblematize its negative potential, further naturalizing Roman superiority 

and normalizing it as a beneficent power. That power is reified and personalized in 

Annius himself, who now was included among the Letaeans' other civic benefactors, 

with the stipulation that he receive with goodwill their preference for him, and presently 

and in the future look to benefit the city. 

The degree to which men like Annius might be socialized into the life of a polis 

and the effect that had on the presentation and normalization ofRoman power is 

significant. A typical example is a decree of the Acamanian league dating to sometime in 

the first half of the second century, which proclaimed Cn. Baebius and his descendants 

n:po~evot and EUEpy£-rat "for all time" and stipulated that their person and property should 
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be secure and inviolable in times of war and peace. 278 Not only, then, did Baebius 

become an acknowledged civic benefactor and rrpo~£vo<; (a patron of sorts), but, as was 

standard, he was to be so titled in perpetuity, along with his descendants, such that his 

(benet) actions doubly permeated the temporal register of the polis and normalized 

themselves. A Delphian decree from the beginning of the same century further elaborates 

on the extent to which Roman benefactors became integrated into civic institutions: the 

Delphians admitted M'. Acilius, who resided in the city in the early-second century, even 

into their administrative apparatus, by, in this case, awarding him the office of 

8c:wpo86Ko<; as well as other civic privileges normally awarded to rrpo~£vot and 

c:uc:pyE-rat of the city. 279 These last awards included high-status rights like first 

consultation with the Oracle, frrst seating, inviolability, etc., which, as the decree 

explicitly states, were the common reward for benefaction to the community, thereby 

normalizing Acilius (and by extension Roman power more broadly) within the sphere of 

regular inter- and intra-polis relations. 

Of course, in some cases, a city might completely embrace a Roman and not only 

title him 'benefactor' and award him the standard civic privileges, but also enroll him as a 

278 P. Funke, H.J. Gehrke and L. Kolonas, "Eine neues Proxeniedekret des Akarnanischen 
Bundes" Klio 75 (1993), 131-144 (text at p. 132), lines 9-11: np6~Evov el\lEV Kat Eu[EpyE-rav]Twv 
'AKapvavwv TOV navr[a xp6vov] rvatov Bai~toV aurov Ka[t EKy6vou<;] EiJ:LEV ~E au-rot Kat EKYOV9[t<; 
CW<paAEt]av Kat acruA.iav Kat aUT9[t<; Ked XP~!lacrt] ~at noMou Kat Eipr\v[Tj<; Kai Kara yfiv Kai Ka]rg: 
~aA.aooa[v Kat yfi<; Kat oiKia<; EYKTTJO'lV Kat TU<; aAAa Tl!lla Kat <ptAciv9pwna navra, ooa Kat TOt<; &Mot<; 
npo~EVOt<; Kat EUEpyirat<; TOU KOlVOU TWV 'AKapvavwv unapxet] ('Gnaeus Baebius is to be proxenos and 
benefactor of the Acarnanians for all time, along with his descendants; and he and his descendants shall 
enjoy [safety] and inviolability, for themselves and their [property], in times of war and peace by land and 
sea, [as well as their land, house, buildings, and all other honours and privileges, which the Acamanian 
League bestows upon its proxenoi and benefactors]'). 

279 S/G3 608; cf. SIG3 607. On theorodokia, seeP. Perlman, City and Sanctuary in Ancient Greece 
(Gottingen 2000). 
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citizen, granting him full rights to purchase and own land inside the polis.280 This was 

the reward given by Argos to Cn. Octavius, who in 170 demonstrated his goodwill 

toward the community and called on it to remember its friendship with the Romans and 

join them against Perseus of Macedonia. In a reverse fashion, a decree from the small 

city ofGythea in 71 reveals the role that resident Romans might play in the life of a polis 

as benefactors.281 This decree honours a pair oflocal 'Pwl-!aiot, the Cloatii, for liaising 

with Roman officials, and, by employing their personal connections, obtaining various 

privileges and immunities for Gythea. 

While some, like the Cloatii, were simple Roman businessmen, many ofthose 

honoured by, and socialized into, the community were state agents of Rome, like Annius, 

Acilius, Baebius and Octavius. It was this socialization ofRoman officials into the world 

of the polis, and their new place in a local context, that helped to concretize the benefits 

ofRoman power and demonstrate the ability of the Greeks to negotiate within Roman 

rule. Consider, for example, that many, if not most, provincial magistrates became 

patrons of provincial cities during the course of their term of office and were honoured by 

communities for their benefactions. 282 These naturally corresponded to the ideology of 

Roman power (as benefaction)- in Greek, the ~Y£}lOV£<; became mhpwvcc;, who 

performed £U£py£oiat for the community283 -but so too did they personalize Roman 

imperium beyond the cold legal, fmancial and administrative apparatus of the empire. 

These men not only gave the local community access to the administration of the empire 

280 ISE 142. 
281 SIG3 748. 
282 Gelzer, Roman Nobility, 87, citing Cic. Cat. 4.23; Eilers, RPGC, 149-150 (with less 

conviction). 
283 On the language, see, e.g., Claros, Menippos. 
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(as representatives in the courts and advocates in the Senate), but became a real, concrete 

means for the performance of Roman power- power through patronage. Texts such as 

these illustrate an atomized Roman government - an imperial system where different 

internal forces could be at odds with one another- and where the polis could harness a 

powerful element to its own advantage. 

Extraordinary actions (or extraordinary individuals) could earn extraordinary 

honours like cult worship and civic games. 284 Thus paeans were sung to T. Flamininus 

after 196, as he was worshipped beside Roma and Zeus, and Titean games were 

celebrated for this saviour of the Greeks;285 we know too that there were also Mucieia in 

honour ofQ. Mucius Scaevola, Sulleia for Sulla, Luculleia for Lucullus and Pauleia for 

Paulus Fabius Maximus. 286 Pompey was regarded by the people of Side as god-like 

(io68eo~) and received sacrifices at Chalium, while Caesar was regarded as manifestly a 

god (8Eo<; £rrupav~<;) at Ephesus, and was similarly held divine at Ceus and Demetrias. 287 

These titles matured and culminated ultimately in the cult of the Emperor established 

under Augustus, whose benefactions for mankind surpassed not only any man born 

before him but even the Olympian gods themselves, such that as the father of the 

inhabited world his coming was the beginning of all things and a common benefit to 

284 For a corpus of these instances, see above n. 259. 
285 Plut. Flam 16; SIG3 592, line 11. 
286 OGJS 438 (=IGRP IV 188), 439; Cic. Verr. 2.2.51 (Scaevola); JG II 2.1039; SEG XXXVI 135 

(Sulla); Plut. Lucu/1. 23 (Lucullus): ai 8' cq.tet~Ojl£Vat AouKOlJAAeui re ~yov £rri njlfj roD avop6c; Kat rfjc; 
t"ljlfj<; ~o{ova r~v UAf]9tVf]V euvotav aur(j) rrapel:xou ('the cities, in response, celebrated the Luculleia to 
honour that man, and betstow upon him what is sweeter than honour: their genuine goodwill'); IGRP IV 
244 (Paulus). Verres, it might be noted, is said to have suppressed the Marcelleia festival at Syracuse (in 
honour of the great Punic war commander, M. Claudius Marcellus), and established his own Verria in 
Sicily(Cic. Verr. 2.2.51-52, 154; cf. Verr. 2.4.86, 151; Plut. Marc. 23.7). 

287 SJG3 760 (Ephesus); IG XII 5.557 (Ceus); SEG XIV 474 (Demetrias); Raubitschek, JRS 44 
(1954), 74-75. 
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al1. 288 The effect of these games and festivals in honour, or even worship, of Roman 

individuals was the same as those for the Roman state detailed above. Civic time and 

space were re-tasked for Romans, whose actions were brought from the periphery into the 

very centre of public life, memory, and performance. These actions, regularly 

demonstrations ofRoman military superiority and victory, were contextualized in a 

narrative of freedom and integrated into the regular discourse of reciprocity as 

benefactions on behalf of the state. Pompey, for example, was praised by the people of 

Miletopolis and the Ionian League not only as a benefactor, but "overseer of the land and 

sea" because ofhis goodwill; 289 at Mytilene, besides being simply a civic benefactor, he 

was praised as having "destroyed those who had seized the inhabited world by wars by 

both land and sea" and counted as 'founder of the city' for (personally) restoring the 

city's ancestral liberty. 29° Caesar was praised by the Ephesians, likely just after his 

288 RDGE 65; I. Olymp. 53; Price, Rituals and Power, 54-56; Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek 
World (Oxford 1965), 112-121. Augustus, it would seem, was eager to control others' access to such civic 
honours and under his regime the titles saviour (crwn1p) and founder (KrlOTIJ<;) become reserved for only 
the emperor and his family, the title benefactor (c:uc:py£T1']<;) becomes a more modest acclamation, and 
honours to men holding provincial office were forbidden (Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World, 
119). 

289 I.Kyz. 24 (Miletopolis): 6 8fl[!lo]<; I [r]va1ov no11n~wv rva(()o[u I ui]ov Mayvov, au-roKpaTopa 
I [T]o TptTov, crwTfjpa K<Xt c:uc:pll[y]eTf]V roO TE 8~11ou Kai I Tf\<; 'Aaia<; micrf]<;, £n6l[n]-rf]v yfj<; TE Kat 
eaMcrl[cr]f]<;, apETfj<; EVEKa Kat I [c:u]vo{a<; Ei<; E:{u}aUTOV ('The people dedicate this to Gnaeus Pompeius 
Magnus, son of Gnaeus, imperator for the third time, saviour and benefactor of the people and of all Asia, 
overseer of the land and sea, because of his excellence and goodwill toward them.'); Ferrary, BCH 124, no. 
4 (Ionian League): To Kotvov To 'Iwvwv I rv6:wv no11n~tov rvailou uiov TOV auToKpaTolpa, yfj<; Kat 
eaAO:aal']<; II £n6mf]V, TOV c:uc:pyeiTf]V Kat n6:Tpwva TWV I 'Iwvwv ('The League oflonians dedicates this to 
Cn.Pompeius, son of Cn., imperator, overseer of the land and sea, benefactor and patron of the Ionians. '). 

290 S1G3 751 1· 4 7 1. ' - ' ' ' ' 1. ' ' ' -, tnes - : KaT<XI\UOaVT<X TOt<; K<XT<XOXOVTa<; TO:V OtKf]\lEV<XV nO/\E\lOt<; Kat K<XT<X ya:v 
Ka:t KaTO: 86:'Aaaaav; no. 752: rvai4> novn11li4> rvaiw ui<f> I Mc:yaA<p, auToiKpaTopt, T<f> c:ullc:pyeT~ Kat 
crwiTf\pt Kat KnoT~; cf. nos 753 and 754 (from the same base as 752) awarding similar honours to Cn. 
Pompeius Theophanes ('second founder') and Potamon ('founder'); IGRP IV 21 (M. Agrippa). 
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victories at Pharsalus, as benefactor and a god clearly sprung from Aphrodite and Ares, 

the war god, and the common saviour of all mankind. 291 

Such individual honours not only integrated the Roman imperium into the city, 

but did so in a manner that, however indirectly, helped to facilitate the evolution of the 

Roman imperial state from republic to principate and later formed a significant 

ideological and structural basis for its continuation. The individuated high honours for 

Sulla, Pompey, Caesar, etc., laid the groundwork for the cult of Augustus and Roma, or 

simply the cult of Augustus, which under the Caesars became an important provincial 

organization and a piece ofthe imperial administrative apparatus. 292 Eventually, to be the 

chiefpriest of the imperial cult was the highest office (outside the Roman senate) 

attainable by a provincial, and it became an important civic position; that is, the office 

served as another means by which local civic elites competed for a role within an 

imperial framework, thereby confirming and reproducing the authority of the Romans 

In this, and all of the foregoing, discussion we have witnessed a growing sense of 

a larger community centered around Rome and the development of a growing discourse 

to express and frame it. This new imperial discourse, born through the slow 

transformation of the Hellenistic discourses of friendship and benefaction and the 

practical negotiation of power in the reciprocal mode of interaction, was the manner in 

which power was transacted in the Roman empire. This new order did not radically 

depart from the old- it was still grounded in the tradition of freedom and framework of 

reciprocity- and over the course of the first century allowed for a clearer expression of 

291 SIG3 760, lines 5-7: rov O:no '1\pewc; Kat 'A<Ppooe[t]rrtc; 9eov Em<j)avfj Kat Kowov roO 
O:v9pwnivou ~iou crwrfjpa. 

292 Mellor, ''The Goddess Roma" ANRW 17.2 (1981), esp. 976-1004; Price, Rituals and Power, 
esp. 54-77. 
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Roman power (~yqwv{a). In these new, but increasingly more common, open 

expressions of Roman ~yq.tovia we find a consensus on the permanence and regularity of 

Roman power, and by it we can chart a shift in perception of the Roman rule from a loose 

federation of autonomous cities interacting with Rome, to a new permanent organization 

within which those cities fought for position and, especially by the Late Republic, created 

a collective identity. This development remains to be treated in the final chapter. 
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-IV-

CONCLUSION: IMPERIAL DISCOURSE AND ROMAN HEGEMON/A 

The Ephesians' decree of 85 has proven a remarkably informative document for the 

discussion of the Romans' empire in the East. It presents a complex picture of empire that 

exists not just as a set of legal administrative arrangements, but as a series of discursive 

interactions and reciprocal exchanges between ruler and ruled in which both sides 

negotiated their respective positions of power. In it we fmd the continued operation of the 

autarchic polis, whose sense of civic autonomy is reflected in the very language of the 

decree to fight on behalf of the common freedom. This freedom is at once about self-

determination (on domestic matters like laws, fmance and citizenship, as well as matters of 

war and security), and fiercely anti-monarchic. Whereas the royal power ofMithridates is 

presented as one of violence, force and deceit, 1 the Romans are styled as the common 

benefactors, toward whom the city has had a longstanding sense of goodwill and sound 

relations, and whose advice and requests the city has consequently been eager to take up as 

part of an on-going process ofreciprocal exchange.2 To that extent, along with its own 

freedom, and the freedom of the Greeks, the Ephesians seek to preserve and defend Roman 

hegemony. 

And so in these few lines of text we find a multifaceted and nuanced expression of 

power and empire, at the heart of which lies the claim to fight Mithridates on behalf of the 

1 See above, p. 117. 
2 See above, p. 191. 
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"hegemony of the Romans and common freedom". Rather than blithely dismissing this 

expression as hypocrisy, propaganda, or sycophancy, in the foregoing we have accepted it 

as a rational and meaningful statement (a validity claim proffered, warranted, and 

discursively redeemable by recourse to the shared well of social knowledge) 3 and taken it 

as an opportunity to explore what these concepts meant within Roman and Greek political 

cultures and in their interaction, in order to give us insight into deeper socio-political 

realities of this important period. Freedom was a dominant political discourse, indeed a 

driving narrative that circumscribed Greco-Roman (inter)actions in the East and provided 

conditions for the operation not only of the limited structural apparatus of the nascent 

imperial state but also of the reciprocal interactions by which the Roman empire was 

transacted in the East during the second and first centuries. 

This text also exemplifies an evolution in Greco-Roman interstate communications: 

toward a new focus on a permanent Roman hegemony, increasingly prominent during the 

Late Republic, and becoming dominant under the Principate and Empire. The decree looks 

back to a vision of empire as a loose amalgam of (free) cities submitting themselves to 

Roman hegemony within a larger system of reciprocity - a world of communication in 

which freedom and the reciprocal modes of interaction are fore grounded -but in its 

acknowledgment of that Roman authority at the same time reflects the coalescing of 

identity and consensus around Roman power, and increasing efforts on the part of Greek 

cities to claim a position within the imperial state. When the Ephesians claimed to be 

fighting for the Romans' hegemony and Greek freedom they were not just demonstrating 

that this prima facie paradox could meaningfully exist, but also accepting that there was 

3 See above, p. 15f, for the language of methodology. 
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something called a hegemonia of the Romans and that to fight for it was also to fight for 

Greek freedom. The expression of a r1Yqwv{a: 'Pw1-1a:iwv speaks to a new open 

acknowledgment of Roman authority, which included the protection of polis freedom, and 

was to that end part of the common interest (·rex Kotva rrpaylla:Ta:) of Greeks and thus worth 

. 4 
protectmg. 

Expressions of the Romans' superior power were, of course, not unknown before 

the Late Republic. Antiochus III speaking of the Romans' yoke over the Greek world, 

Achaean statesmen remarking on Roman authority, pre-eminence and superiority and 

Polybius' own investigation into how the Romans' had secured an apx~ over the known 

world by 167 are just some examples. 5 Similar expressions are, not surprisingly, rarer in 

state documents, in which utterances were confmed by the discursive norms of freedom 

and reciprocity outlined in Chapters 2 and 3. Stil~ in 190 we fmd L. and P. Scipio 

referring (in the context of granting freedom) to certain Greek cities that had given them 

the power make decisions over them; 6 later still, Thessalian cities speak (positively) of 

laws given them by Flamininus;7 while numerous documents preserve appeals to the 

Senate as the ultimate locus of arbitral authority. 8 We have seen, too, that expressions of 

friendship and alliance became something of a shorthand for expressing the Romans' 

hegemony in the course ofthe second and first centuries. The clearest example ofthis 

4 I.E ph. 8, lines 10-12: t:crx11Kw<; Katpov npo<; -ro ~o119E1v m1<; Kowo1<; npawacrtv KiKptKEv 
avabEt~at TOV npo<; Mt9paoaT11V n6AE)lOV un£p TE T~<; 'Pwjla{wv fJYE)lOVta<; Kai T~<; KOtV~<; EAEU9Ep{a<; ('with 
the opportunity to help the common interest, the people decided to proclaim war against Mithridates on 
behalf of the Roman hegemony and the common freedom'). 

5 See Chapter 1 § 1. 

6 RDGE 35, line 11: ocrat fJ)llV -ri]v t:m-rponi]v EbwKav. 
7 RDGE9. 
8 E.g. RDGE 6, 7, 9, 10. 
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comes in the lex de provinciis praetoriis where the Roman people express a concern and 

sense of obligation to protect not only their own citizens, but also the Latins, allies, and 

friends, from the pirates that plagued the Cilician coast.9 We have also discussed more 

subtle means by which friendship and benefaction could convey power in the Greek world 

and how these relations came to express and to expect loyalty to the Romans. 10 

These oblique and often subliminal expressions of Roman power are, however, in 

marked contrast to the open expression of Roman hegemonia in the Ephesians' decree, 

which is closer to the manner ofPolybius himself. Their claim, of course, was naturally 

still made within the narrative of freedom and the mutually understood rules of interstate 

interactions, but employing a word like ~yt:}lov{a also acknowledged Roman superiority 

and conveyed an expectation of its continuity into the future. The earliest example of this 

language in formal state dialogue may be traced back to the late-second century and the 

honorary decrees from Colophon that speaks ofMenippos's important embassies "to the 

very senate of our ~YO\J}lt:Vot". 11 Here the participle ~YOU}lt:VOt, which in subsequent texts 

comes to refer regularly to "the leading men of Rome" 12
- i.e. senators and men who had 

influence with the Senate to whom a city might appea~ as described in the well-known 

Abderite decree 13
- might also refer to the Roman people generally such that the 

Colophonians meant that the most important affairs were heard by 'the senate of the 

9 lex prov. praet. col II, lines 6-11; col. III, lines 32-35; texts at Chapter 1 n. 125. 
10 Above, Chapter 3 §4. 

II Claros, Menippos, col. I, lines 17-19: lle:y{crnxc; oE: Kat n:e:pi O:vayKatoni:-rwv n:pe:cr~e:iac; Ttn!AE:K£ 
n:poc; auT~v T~V Twv rwoull€vwv cruvKAl'JTOV ('he conducted his most important embassies, of most pressing 
concerns, to the very senate of our rulers'). 

12 IGRP IV 293, col. II, line 14; Eilers, RPGC 101 (=Sid 656); IG XII 3. 7; Aphrod 5, lines 17-20; 
SJG3 748, lines 21-25; Sardis 7.1.8, lines 57-60. 

13 Eilers, RPGC 101 (= SJG3 656), lines 19-22 (text above Chapter 3, n. 155). 
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Romans, our leaders'. 14 This seems to be the sense behind their later praise of Po lemaios 

as worthy not only of the city but also of the ~ym)lJ.EVOt 'PwlJ.aiot themselves, which must 

refer broadly to the Romans. 15 

The Colophonian example is not without some ambiguity, but in any case by the 

first third of the first century Greek pole is had begun to openly and directly express the 

Romans' hegemony over them, as the Ephesians did. In this, the first war with Mithridates 

(89-85) seems to have been a watershed event, as it was in so much ofRepublican 

history. 16 Mithridates had been the Romans' most intractable and successful enemy since 

Hannibal, managing to conquer most of the Asian province, threaten continental Greece, 

and strain (and often break) the ties of friendship and loyalty that bound the poleis and the 

Romans. In the aftermath of the war Sulla imposed a large indemnity and other onerous 

reprisals on the Greeks of Asia and cities went to great lengths to prove their historical 

friendship and loyalty to earn benefits, or at the very least avoid further punishment. 17 It is 

during this time, for example, that we find the people ofThasos promising to annihilate 

themselves before breaking from the Romans' friendship. 18 Still after this first Mithridatic 

War, as we have observed, freedom remained an important reward and element of 

interstate discourse and the reciprocal mode of interaction continued, but in light of the 

14 Note the comment ofRobert (Claros, p. 70): "ce sont les Romains qui sont les hegoumene". 
Compare the language found in col. III, lines 10-13: Tfj<; l:E n6AEW<; yvr]cr{ou<; au-cou<; nEnOlr]KW<; mhpwva<; 
XPrJOl~H.0-ca-co<; napa l:Ol<; ~YOU).lEVOl<; yE:yovE -cGn O~).lWl nap' oi<; avayKat6-ca-cal. nacrtv Eicrl.v avepwnol<; 
xpciat ('He made these men genuine patroni of the community, and became extremely useful to the people 
before the authorities, to whom are brought the most compelling affairs to all men.'). 

15 Claros, Polemaios col. III, lines 2-5: avacrcr-cpaq>d<; SE: Kai •il<; n6AEW<; Kal. au-cwv ~YOU).lEVWV 
'Pw).laiwv a~iw<;. This is to be contrasted with three other uses of the term in the text which seem more 
obviously to refer to senators or even magistrates: col. II, lines 11-16, 24-27, 58-62. 

16 For sources, see Introduction, n. 17. 
17 App. Mit h. 62-63; Plut. Sui/. 25; Lucull. 4.1, 20. 
18 RDGE 20, frg. C, lines 2-5 (text at Chapter 3 n. 57). 
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widespread acquiescence to Mithridates and the Romans' desire to re-assert authority in 

the region, a marked development took place that instead seems to have elevated and 

fore grounded expressions of the Romans' authority and Greeks' loyalty toward it. 

And so, a year or so before the Ephesians' bellicosity on behalfofthe Romans' 

hegemonia, the Aphrodisians had proclaimed to Oppius that they would prefer death to life 

without Roman hegemony. 19 Shortly after the war, Sulla himself openly expressed the 

new Roman order when he proclaimed that the Stratoniceans had always acted justly 

toward Roman hegemonia and remained ever loyal - doubtlessly the Stratoniceans were 

eager to agree, since such acknowledgement earned them the privileges of civic 

autonomy. 20 Within a decade ofthe war the Oropians had collocated their celebrated 

Amphiaraia games with festivities to recognize the Romans' victory and hegemonia.21 

Later, we fmd Caesar, who negotiated a treaty with the Lycians that obliged them to 

preserve the "power and pre-eminence" of the Romans (the earliest example ofthe so

called maiestas clause)/2 speaking to Mytilene ofRoman hegemonia and friendship while 

19 Aphrod. 2, lines 13-14: xwpt<; rfl<; 'Pwjlaiwv ~YEJlOVta<; ou8£ ~flv npoatpOUJlE9a. 
20 RDGE 18, lines 3-5: [ouK ayvooDJlEV Ujlac;] bta npo[y ]6vwv navra ra biKata [npo<; n'jv ~JlEr£pa]v 

~YEJl[ov ]iav nmotf]K6rac; Kat f.v [navrl. Katpwt rijv npo<; ~]Jla<; ni[cr]rtv dA.tKptVw<; rETfiPfiKora<; ('we are not 
unaware that from the time of your ancestors you have acted most justly toward our leadership and at every 
opportunity have conscientiously preserved your loyalty to us.'); cf. below, n. 21. 

21 RDGE 23, lines 45-49: roue; aywvac; Kat rae; eucr{ac;, ac; 'Opwmot cruvrEAoDcrtv 9E0 'Ajl<ptapawt, 
OjlOtW<; 8£ Kat ac; av JlETCx raura unE:p rflc; VtKf]<; Kat rfl<; ~YEJlOVta<; roD b~JlOU roD 'Pwjlaiwv cruvrEMcroucrtv 
(' ... games and offerings which the Oropians put on for the god Amphiaraos, and likewise those which 
afterwards they will put on for the victory and leadership of the Roman people ... '). On the collocation of the 
Amphiaraia and Romaia, see Chapter 3 n. 276. The Stratoniceans are thought to have had a similar festival, 
reconstructing a lacuna in the SC de Stratonicensibus (RDGE 18, lines 32-33) on the passage in the Oropus 
text we find: [eucriav rE EV rwt KannwA.iwt onw<;] notflcrat E~flt unE:p rflc; v[iK]f]<; [Kat rfl<; ~YEJlOVta<; roD 
b~JlOU roD] 'Pwjlaiwv (' ... that they be permitted to perform a [sacrifice on the Capitol] to celebrate the 
victory [and authority of the People] of Rome,'). 

22 Mitchell, Pap. Gr.Schoy., lines 9-11: r~v rE E~oucriav Kat unEpoxiJv rijv 'Pwjlaiwv [~E~ai]g<; 
Ka9w<; np£nov Ecrnv btaTf]pEirwcrav AUKtOt btO: navroc; a~iw<; f.aurwv rE [Kat r]oD b~JlOU roD 'Pwjlaiwv ('let 
the Lycians observe the power and pre-eminence of the Romans [securely], as is proper in all circumstances 
in a manner worthy of themselves and the Roman people'.). See above, p. 255. 
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granting the city various benefits. 23 During the triumvirate the Aphrodisians twice more 

declared their loyalty to Roman hegemony along with their traditional friendship, once 

even in the context of receiving extensive privileges (including freedom, autonomy and the 

use oftheir traditional laws) from the Senate.Z4 After Actium and the secure entrenchment 

of the principate the phrase became more common and we find the Delphians honouring C. 

Sulpicius Galba as worthy (i.a.) ofthe Romans' hegemony, the Olympians promising to 

uphold the hegemonia, and the Maroneans speaking of Claudius as the Ruler ofthe 

Hegemonia. 25 

In each of these we can see the continued (if increasingly vestigial) discursive 

narrative of freedom and full operation of the reciprocal mode of interaction, but also an 

open expression of the permanence, or at the very least expected longevity, of the Romans' 

power in the East. This, of course, is only a development by degrees, not a novelty: earlier 

we noted that eras defined by 'provincialization', eponymous Roman months, Roman 

23 RDGE 26b, lines 9-12: [~OUAOJ.lEVO<;] EUEpyETEtV T~V n6AlV Kat ou J.lO[ vov <pUAaHElV ra 
<ptMv9pwna a 15tmpa~]acr9E St' ~J.lWV aAACx Kat cruvau[~aVElV aura--- ]o<; T~V ~YEJ.lOVtav, <plAta<; 
86y[J.laro<; rou UJ.ltV cruyKEXWPfJJ.lEVou St]anenoJ.l<pa npoc; UJ.l&<; ro a.[vr{ypa<pov] ('[wishing] to benefit your 
city and not only [to protect the benefits which you] acquired through us but also to increase [them] ... the 
authority, I have sent to you a copy of the decree passed by us.'). 

24 Aphrod. 8, lines 23-26: Kat enetb~ cruJ.l<pWVEtra:t r~v no[AEln)av r~v rwv TIAapacrewv Kat 
'A<ppobElO"lEWV a<p' ou npo<;] T~V qnA{av TOU b~J.lOU TOU 'PWJ.latwv npocrf\Aeev blf]V[EK --- rft ~]YEJ.lOVt~ TOU 
b~J.lOU TOU 'PwJ.latWV J.lET<X J.lEYtO"Tf]<; EUy(ota<;--- ]a<; unapXElV ('and since it is agreed that the [community of 
Plarasa and Aphrodisias from (the time) when] it entered into the friendship of the Roman People 
continuously ... to the leadership of the Roman People with the greatest goodwill ... exist;'); Aphrod. 7, lines 
2-3: [?enElb~ Kat ev TOt<; EJ.lnpocr9Ev xp6V01<; ad blHEAOUV nEpt rf\<; TOU b~J.lOU TOU 'PWJ.la{wv ~yE]J.lOVta<; 
nf.EtcrTf]V crnoub~v Eicr<pEpOJ.lEVOl ~~t l:l(a]f:...tgra: TOt<; ~J.lETEpOl<; J.lEpEcrl( V] 'l):j?Q(cryEVOJ.lEVOl?] ('[Since even in 
former times as regards the hege]mony [of the Roman People], the [Rhodians, Lycians, Ta]rsians, 
Laodiceans and also the Plarasans and Aphrodisians have shown the greatest zeal and being especially 
attached to our party'). 

25 FD 1113 438, lines 6-8: [a~t]a <ppo[v]wv rfj<; TE 'PwJ.la(t]wv ~YE\:l[ov{a<; Kat rfj<; eauro]\J 
Eu[ye]vdac;; !.Olympia 53, lines 9-11: ~~~avroc; Kat npo<; ~gurov eANoucra]v 0 l:l<~> ~<a>T<U>Am<E>tV 

~El']O"OJ.lEVf]V, narp<Wt>av J.lEV rf\<; oiKia<; a\J-rou n(-- -bl]Katorgrov oy IJ.I(-] Kgt un~p.I. a rf\<; 'J?(w]l:l(aiw]y 
~y[E]J.lOVtg<; J.l~ n~pn~<E>tV ~[Et]}$f]V en' eba<pOU<; ecrEyf][--- EUE]pyecriatc;; SEG XLIII 659, lines 38-40, 48-
49, b. 9-10 ( npOEO"TW<; rf\<; ~YEJ.lOVta<;). 
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consular dating, and other Romano-centric expressions of time made by Greek poleis 

conveyed an implicit sense of gravity and endurance to Roman authority. Arbitral 

formulas, furthermore, that defined the ownership of territory in relation to Roman 

friendship likewise carried within them a sense of continuity to Roman power, and one that 

encouraged its continuity lest the victorious polis lose its possession, and either party its 

mutual friend. In fact, friendship and the reciprocal interstate system, through which we 

have explored the normalization ofRoman authority, operated as a self-replicating 

perpetual cycle that always expected future action. We observed the important 

implications that this had for establishing the Romans in the history, tradition, and memory 

of the Greeks, but so too did this system implicate Roman power in the cities' future. 

Friendships were expressed in perpetuity, promises were made beyond the present, and 

decisions were made with an eye to future leverage. Formal expressions of hegemonia are 

a part of this larger context, but also represent a new stage in the normalization ofRoman 

rule. 

By the time of Augustus the perpetuity of the Romans' power- the Roman 

hegemonia- was taken for granted and related closely to the personal power of the 

princeps himself In the so-called Calendar Decree passed by the koinon of Asia in 9 BCE 

we learn that Augustus was the saviour and benefactor of mankind, and not just for those 

of the present era, but also all those to come. 26 His birth marked a new period of life for 

those under him. As such, on the suggestion of the proconsul, the provincial calendar was 

rearranged so that New Year's day henceforth began on Augustus' birthday (September 

26 RDGE 65d, lines 32-39 (text below, n. 65); c£ frg. A, lines 4-11. 
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23) and the Roman arrangement of the year was to operate beside the traditional Greek 

divisions.27 

Moving from the temporal to the geographic scope of the Romans' hegemony, we 

might recall that from its earliest period in the region, as universal benefactors, their reach 

was regarded as ubiquitous and they stood at the top of a hierarchy with even the 

Hellenistic dynastic powers beneath them. The Ephesian decree describes the Romans as 

such (lines 1-2) and contrasts the scope of their universality with that ofMithridates, 

whose kingdom has been reduced to merely Cappadocia. 28 From the ftrst half of the 

second century we ftnd texts that speak of Roman authority in one manner or another over 

"all Greeks" or even "all men".29 Polybius, of course, considered the Romans' empire to 

have covered the entire known world ( o1xoupEV~) by the middle of the century. 30 This 

comes out practically in, for example, those oaths betweenpoleis that contained 

stipulations that either side remain in Rome's friendship, or invalidated an action made 

against the Romans, or in any other inter- or intra-polis communication in which the polis 

subordinated itself to Rome. 31 

Such statements as these gradually disappear in the course ofthe evolution of an 

imperial discourse; statements about the broad scope of Roman authority were superfluous 

27 RDGE 65d, lines 48-51: TO O:no Tfj<; EKe:ivou YEVEO"EW<; apxEtV TQ ~it¥ TOV xp6vov· 15to Tuxn O:ya9ft 
Kat Enl O"WHJPl<f 15EI56x9at TOt<; Ent Tf\<; 'Acriac; "EAAYJO"l, apxEtV T~V veav VOU}lYJVt<XV nacra[t<;] Tat<; noAEO"tV Tft 
npo Evvea KaAavl5wv 'OKTW~piwv. 

28 On the significance of titling Mithridates the King ofCappadocia (the old Persian satrapy), see 
Chapter 2, n. 5. 

29 E.g. RDGE 35, line 7; SIG3 613, lines 28, 34; SIG3 630, line 15; IMetrop., line 15; SIG3 700, lines 
7-8. 

30 Polyb. 1.1.5, 2.7, 4.1; 3.1.4; 7.2.4; 39.8.7. See Richardon, "Polybius' View", 1-6. 
31 E.g. IOSPE I, 402; IG IX 2, 920; SIG3 587, lines 27-28; SIG3 613, lines 24-27; I.Iasos 152, lines 

1-5; SIG3 685 (=Arbitration 158); Sid 692, lines 60-61; SIG3 704£ 
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given the assertions of the previous century and the patent superiority that the Romans held 

over the Mediterranean basin, particularly after the submission ofMithridates in the mid-

60s. One does still find grandiose claims during the Late Republic, but regularly these 

were in relation to the achievements and power of an individual Roman commander, like 

Pompey (overseer ofland and sea), Caesar (universal saviour ofhuman life), or Octavian 

(divine actions toward all Greeks). 32 By the time of the pax Augusta, the scope ofthe 

Roman hegemony was coterminous with the authority of Augustus himself, who, we noted 

above, was acknowledged as the 'benefactor of mankind' and universalized as "the father 

of us all, of the entire human race". 33 In this new development, cities accepted and 

normalized the reality of an expansive and inescapable Roman hegemony and tried to 

carve out a position within it. 

This represented a new stage in a long evolution. From the second century, 

freedom, as we discussed in Chapter 2, evolved to become something of a privilege within 

a large world order, while the free city (civitas Iibera) became something of a status within 

the inchoate imperial state.34 Although civic autonomy remained an important political 

value down to the end of our period, the recognition of a city's freedom increasingly 

became used as a reward for loyalty, as it was for the Stratoniceans, Thasians, and 

Aphrodisians following the Mithridatic War. Under Augustus it was explicitly "the 

greatest of all privileges" that the Romans - or now the Roman princeps - could grant to a 

32 Pompey: l.Kyzikos 24; Ferrary, BCH 124 (2000), 341-345 no. 4 (En6ml']<; yfj<; TE Ko:i 9o:Mcrcrl']<;); 
Caesar: SIG3 760 (KOlVO<; roO O:v9pwnivou ~iou crwr~p); Ferrary, BCH 124 (2000), 359 no. 8. 

33 RDGE 65d; Sardis 7.1.8, line 100-102: AtrroKpchopo<; Kaicrapo<; 9E00 uioO LE~acrroO, O:pXtEpEw<; 
JlEyicrrou Kai narpo<; rf\<; no:rpiOo<; Ko:i roO cruvnavro<; rwv O:v9pwnwv y€vou<; (' ... ofthe divine Imperator 
Caesar Augustus, son of the divine [Julius], pontifex maximus and father of the country and of us all, the 
entire human race ... '). 

34 See above p. 101. 
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city. 35 Friendship, for its part, similarly carne to express something like an imperial status 

as it too became closely bound to expressions ofloyalty, and a position of privilege within 

a Roman state.36 We observe here a growing consensus around an imperial state- a 

nascent imperial ideology that helped the Romans to channel the energies of the ruled to 

work within the existing system rather than attack it; that is, rather than question the 

Romans' right to grant freedom, Greeks sought to get their freedom acknowledged or, 

later, to earn it; friendship provided a framework in which to negotiate loyalty and benefits, 

rather than fight against the Romans to assert and recover their freedoms. 

After 146, the Romans' hegemonia in the East was structured around provinces that 

located cities within the legal and administrative imperial apparatus. Just what precisely a 

province was, and the extent to which it afforded the Romans control over a particular 

region is a serious question for Roman imperial studies, the answer to which must surely 

lie in foregoing over-generalizations, embracing a gradual evolutionary development 

shaped by local institutions, and is underscored by the limitations of the institutional 

arrangements. There is a thirty year gap, for example, between the establishment of the 

Macedonian province and the frrst reference to the province in a Letean state document 

from 117.37 One might attribute this to the accidents of document survival; however, there 

35 Aphrod. 13, line 4: -ro mxv-rwv JlEytcrrov qnMvepwrrov. 
36 See above, p. 208. 
37 SIG3 700, lines 31-36: Kat EK -roil -rotou-rou -rp6rrou 15taKa-raoxwv -ra rrpO:YJlam eu¢uxw<; 

[rr]mdpa-rat TOt<; OtaOE~ajlEVOt<; T~V E1tapxdav aKamcp96pou<; rravm[<;] TOU<; EV T~t -rwpat Otantp~cra<; EV 
Eip~vf)t -rE Kat EV -r~t KaAAicr-rf)t rrapaoouvat ovm<; Kamcr-racrEt ('holding affairs in good spirits [M. Annius] 
tried to hand over the province to his successor, having kept all those in the region unharmed, in peace and in 
the very best condition, these he set up.'). There is an earlier reference to Errapxda in SIG3 683 (140 BCE), 
lines 54-66, but the word is used in a senatorial arbitral formula awarding possession to the one who 
possessed the land "when L. Mummius, proconsul, was in that province" and surely uses provincia in the 
sense of a military sphere of activity, since the disputants, Sparta and Messenia, were never part of the 
provincia Macedonia. The phrase lj 'Pw}.l~iwv El):apxda found in RDGE 44 has been attributed by some to 
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are at least six known documents from this period that could, but do not, mention the 

Romans' province.38 Nevertheless, what is clear from the Letae example is that the city 

understood the provincia as a long-term, stable unit governed by a Roman magistrate that, 

interestingly, was intended to protect the city from tribal incursions from the north. It 

understood and accepted the existence of a bureaucratic unit, and worked within that 

system. We find a similar acknowledgment of the provincial structure in the contemporary 

Colophonian documents from the Asia provincia, in which Menippos famously asserted 

that city was distinct from the province. 39 Here the Colophonians have clearly defmed 

their independence from the administrative organ of the Roman imperial state, even while, 

as we noted above, acknowledging the Romans as ijyou}LEVOt. 

There are more than a dozen references to provincia I £rrapx£ia in the corpus of 

state documents for this period that demonstrate the significance of provinces to the 

Romans' hegemony. It is noteworthy that with the exception of the documents from Letae, 

Colophon, Mithridatic-era Pergamum (which refers to "those living in the province"),40 

and mid-century Aphrodisias (wherein we discover the Asian koinon petitioned the Senate 

the creation of a Greek province in 146, however the text is heavily mutilated and the Roman magistrate in 
line 10 ([ ............. ]~)remains insecurely identified (see Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 349-352). 

38 E.g. IGRP IV 134 (Cyzicus 134), lines 7-11; JG IV2 1.63 (Epidauros; 115); SIG3 680 (Olympus; 
143); SJG3 676 (Olympus 140s); cf. Roman documents such as RDGE 9 and 43. This does not include the 
numerous documents from Delphi that are also silent on the matter of a Roman province at the time. 

39 Claros, Menippos col. I, lines 39-40 (text at Chapter 1 n. 249); cf. col. II, line 4 (text at Chapter 1 
n. 248). 

40 IGRP IV 292, lines 2-3, 15-16: [mxow] rot~ r~v £rro:pxt:io:v KatotK01Jcrtv ('to all those living in 
this province"); lines 15-16, <JWtr]piwv OVTWV KO:t ou ).1[6vov -rfjt TWV urr' O:UTOU EUEpyETI']])lEVWV ltOAEt, mi:crn 
OE -rfjt £rrapx~at ('being a saviour not only to the city benefitted by him, but the whole province'). On the 
date of the document, see C.P. Jones, "Diodoros Pasparos and the Nikephoria ofPergamon" Chiron 4 (1974), 
183-205, and idem, "Diodoros Pasparos Revisited" Chiron 30 (2000), 1-14. 
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to look out for the province), 41 these statements are made by Rome.42 In one sense, this 

makes very little difference because we know that both Greeks and Romans used the term 

E:rrapxtia to refer to a province, which was a concept both seem to have understood. Thus 

in 140 the Milesians, following an arbitral formula set by the Roman senate, decided a land 

dispute between Sparta and Messenia in favour of the latter, whom they judged "possessed 

the land when Lucius Mummius, as consul or proconsul, was in that province". 43 As 

Bertrand has reminded us, E:rrapxda was a word with a history and meaning independent of 

the Romans- regularly expressing an area controlled by a political power in the genitive 

case(~ rou 8Etvoc; E:rrapxda).44 Under the Romans, E:rrapxda continued to express an area 

of control, but by the frrst century~ E:rrapxEia could be used alone to mean a Roman 

province. 45 More interesting stil~ under the Romans' hegemonia when a genitive did 

appear with E:rrapxda it regularly expressed the territory ruled and not the name of the 

ruler: thus~ MaKE8oviac; E:rrapxda was the provincia Macedonia.46 In the new world 

order of the Roman empire, a territory could simply be referred to as~ MaKE8ovia 

41 Aprhod. 5, line 8 (with commentary, p. 30): [Kat atrr]ou<; a~twcrovca<; avnP.a~€creat Tfl<; E:rrapxfJa<; 
Kat \)[Epacrrri~EtV? cp9EtPO!lE]VYJV aUTfJV ('[and] to beg them to help [and protect?] the province [which has 
been ruined?]'); cf. RDGE 65a, lines 25-26. 

42 See the sources cited in nn. 45-47, below, to which should be added the lex XX quaest. I, lines 1-4. 
43 SIG3 683 lines 63-66: EKpieYJ KaT£tcrxflcr9at i) xwpa uno MEcrq[YJ]VtWV OT£ AEUKtO<; MO!l!lto<; 

urraTo<; ~ aveurraTO<; [E:]v EKElVYJt Tflt E:rrapxdat EYEVETO, Kat orrw<; our[ot] OUTW<; Kan£xwcrw; cf. lines 54-55. 
Here, pace Bertrand, E:rrapxda I provincia must certainly be used in the more archaic sense of 'an area of a 
magistrate's task' rather than a fixed province, which Greece did not become until under Augustus (see 
Chapter 1, pp. 38 and 50). 

44 Bertrand, "Langue grecque et administration romaine", 167-169, citing Staatsvertr. III 468 
(Magas of Cyrene: £1 Ti<; Ka E:rrt Tav Maya E:rrapxdav E:mcrTpan:uEt ~oa9£crf:v TO<; 'Opdo<;), Polyb. 1.15.1 0, 
3.22.10 (with 22.5 and 24.15) (Syracuse and Carthage), Strabo 17.1.5 (Egypt), Jos. AJ 15.349 and 352 (the 
robber-baron Zenodorus). 

45 E.g. RDGE 20g, line 10; no. 31, lines 77 and 95; no. 58, line 68; no. 61, line 4; no. 65a, line 26 
and frg. d, line 44; lex port., lines 32-33, 39-40, 43; Aphrod 8, line 68. 

46 lex prov. praet. Cnidos col. II, line 15. 
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£rrapxe:ia or t1 :Acria £rrapxda.47 These new expressions not only imply a certain 

permanence to the Romans' power and arrangements, but allowed the provinces to have 

their own sort of identity, expressed within the Romans' imperial state. 48 

Provincial identity is a topic worthy of its own study; however, we might make a 

few observations on the matter as it relates to the state documents. As we observed in 

Chapter 1, by the early first century there is clear evidence of the cities of the provincia 

Asia, for example, speaking with one voice, as a provincial council of sorts, under the 

formal arrangement ofthe Federation of the Greeks in Asia (ro Kowov rwv £rrl. rflc; :Aoiac; 

'EAA.~vwv).49 It had been this body, for example, that created the Mouceia games in 

honour ofQ. Mucius Scaevola, that sent embassies to Rome regarding the provincial tax 

collectors and to honour Augustus, and that re-ordered the provincial calendar to begin on 

Augustus' birthday. 50 In Asia, therefore, where the epigraphic evidence is most plentiful, 

we can observe the development of a body to work with the Romans, inside the Roman 

provincial system. That is, by the end of our period we can begin to see a growing sense of 

a new imperial identity. 

47 lex prov. praet. Delphi frg. c, line 8 (it 'Acr{a ~ MaKe:8ov{a Enapxda); RDGE 18, lines 76-78 ('Acr{a 
~ 'Ef.M8a Enapxda); RDGE 22, line 29 ('EMa<; Enapxe:ia); RDGE 22, line 29 ('Acr{a MaKe:8ov{a Enapxda = 

Asia Macedoniaque provincia [line 15]); cf. RDGE 58, line 48 ('Acr{a Kal. Eupwn11 Enapxda); cf. RDGE 44, 
line 2 ([---] rfj 'Pw]:L~{wv E~apxdat Kal. ~<; Enapxouq[tv-- -]),which employs the older form with Rome in 
the genitive. Sherk, among others, dates this to the second half of the second century (supposing that the 
Enapxda is the formal province of Macedonia established in 146- an unstable assumption (above n. 37), but 
owing to the language of this passage, in concert with the title crrpacfjt'O<; \maLO<; 'Pw)laiwv (line 1 0) -which 
is an earlier translation of consul that had disappeared by c. 120 (see Chapter 1, n. 171) -perhaps an earlier 
date is warranted. On this text, see Kallet-Marx, Hegemony, 349-352. 

48 Bertrand, "Langue grecque et administration romaine", 173. 

49 See above, p. 69. 
50 OGIS 438 (with RDGE 47); Aphrod. 5; Sardis 7.1.8; RDGE 65. 
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Still, it is worth recalling that in these documents of the koinon of Asia we rarely 

find a reference to provincia. 51 Rather, the provincial cities of Asia have chosen to express 

themselves in the traditional Hellenistic language of the koinon. 52 Even in abbreviated 

format-as 'the Greeks of Asia', 'men in Asia', 'the Greeks', or 'Asia '-there is a 

continuity with a past before and without Rome, if also an implication of"(the province of) 

Asia". 53 One is tempted to see in this an eschewing ofthe province, at least in language, in 

favour of the preservation of a sense of autonomy and traditional ethnic identity. 

Doubtless there is something of this at play. Yet the fact remains that these bodies 

operated within the provincial regime, which was an instrument of the Romans' 

hegemonia. The appearance and use of the language of the provinces, furthermore, as well 

as the evolution of conditions such as freedom and friendship into imperial statuses, 

reveals a nascent sense of imperial identity developing in the East from the mid-second 

century. 

In fact one of the themes of this study has been the steady development of a 

consensus around the Romans' rule. The communication between the Romans and cities 

ofthe Greek East, of course, already presupposed a measure of consensus: a successful 

communication requires interlocutors to have reached a mutual understanding of the rules 

and norms of the social world, and resulting action is taken within the world because both 

parties submit themselves to those rules and know that either feels the same sense of 

51 The one exception is Aphrod. 5, in which we find the koinon of Asia begging the Romans to 
protect the province (line 8); cf. Sardis 7.1.8, lines 78, 80, 82, 86, 96, llO, where "Asia" seems to refer to the 
province rather than the koinon itself. 

52 On the history of these federations, see J.A.O. Larsen, Greek Federal States (Oxford 1967); 
H.Beck, Polis und Koinon (Stuttgart 1997). 

53 oi £nl. TI\<; 'Acr{a<; ''EMT]ve:<;: RDGE 65, lines 31, 78; Sardis 7.1.8, lines 77, 80, 85, 87, 89, 96, 99, 
110, 115; OGIS 470, line 9; otEv rft 'Acr{~: OGIS 438, lines 1-3; Aphrod. 5, lines 23-24, 28; oi ''f.Mr]VE<;: 
Sardis 7.1.8, lines 43, 51, 94, 125, 131, 136; ~ 'Acr{a: RDGE 65d, lines 26, 41, 59, 62, 66, 81. 
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obligation; the legitimacy of any expression (or social action) -be it a claim of goodwill, 

or friendship, freedom or hegemony- relies upon its consensual validity. 54 Thus when 

Greek communities submitted a petition to the Roman senate they were acceding to its 

capacity to make decisions that bound it- this is what gave the Senate's speech-acts their 

illocutionary force. By the same token, the Senate's response could not transgress certain 

norms if it expected to be followed: threats of violence, references to conquest, assaults on 

polis autonomy, for example, were justifications that were beyond the pale of normal 

discourse that would have (both immediately and over time), as Ando observed, "dissolved 

the veil of objectivity that rationality [as a basis of communicative interaction] granted to 

their domination. " 55 

A contemporary ofPolybius, the Stoic philosopher Panaetius- whose work 

heavily influenced Cicero's de RePublica- argued that empire could be justified when it 

was in the interest and to the benefit of its subjects. 56 We have observed that the Romans' 

empire operated by means of reciprocal action that allowed both themselves and their 

Greek subjects an opportunity to negotiate their positions with one another through 

goodwill and friendship. As Polybius commented, the downfall of the Carthaginians' 

empire was in treating their subjects as enemies instead of friends and allies; for 

superiority is easier to acquire than maintain, and can be preserved only if rulers follow 

such a policy. 57 Thus Critolaus, a vocal opponent ofRome during the Achaean War, riled 

54 See above, p. 15f. 
55 Ando, Imperial Ideology, 17. 
56 Cic. de Rep. 3.36-37, which is drawn certainly from a Stoic source, likely Panaetius (see A. 

Erskine, The Hellenistic Stoa: Political Thought and Action [London 1990], 192-204). 

57 Polyb. 10.36.4-6: rOlyapouv avrl cru~~ci:xwv K<Xt <ptAWV TCOA£~iouc; i£crxov roue; un:orano~EVOU<; ... 
OUK E~aeov St6n Kci:Mtcrra <pUAaUOUO'l rae; un:epoxac; oi Kci:Mtcrra Sta~dvavrec; Eltt rwv aurwv 
n:poatpEcrewv, aic; E~ apxf\<; K<Xr£Krr1cravro rae; Suvacrrdac;, K<Xirot ye n:po<pavou<; ovro<; K<Xt Eltl n:oMwv fl0'1 
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up the hoi polloi for war by claiming that, while he wished to be a friend of the Romans, he 

would not suffer to be the subject of a despot.58 To that end, in the language ofthis 

interactive empire, the Romans were styled as universal benefactors, who, for reasons of 

goodwill and past action, strove to benefit the cities of the East, affording the region 

protection and security. 

We might recall that in fighting for both their freedom and the Romans' hegemony, 

the Ephesians were fighting for the common interest (ra Kotva rrpayllaTa).59 This was an 

explicit statement of what was a common understanding: that to fight together with the 

Romans - those who worked to restore Greek freedom and those designated as common 

benefactors- was to labour for autonomy and other local interests. To fight for Roman 

interests was to fight for one's own self-interest. Freedom, as we discussed, had a 

pragmatic meaning during the second and first centuries that included conditions of 

domestic self-government free from autocratic control, but also a sense of self-interest that 

was generally not dissimilar from Panaetius' observation. Freedom and hegemony were 

not inconsistent- indeed, the nature of Greek freedom and ofRoman hegemony were 

complementary and interrelated- and Greeks came to look upon the Romans' hegemony 

t£8£WPf1JlEVOU Ot6n KtWvtat JlEV av8pwnot ra~ EtJKatpia~ £U notoUVt£~ Kat npot£tVOjl£VOt r~v aya9~v 
ef.niba rot~ n£Aa~ ('Consequently, instead of allies and friends [the Carthaginians] treated their subjects as 
enemies ... they had not learned that those who best preserve their supremacy are those best adhere to the 
same principles by which they originally established their power, and although it is evident and has been 
observed by many to date that men acquire their prosperity by acting kindly and preferring good hope to their 
neigh hours'). 

58 Polyb. 38.12.8: <pacrKwv ~ouf.e:cr9at JlEV 'Pwjlaiwv <pif.o~ umipxew, becrn6ra~ ()' ouK iiv e:uboKflcrat 
KtflcrUJlEVO~ ('he said that he wanted to be a friend of the Romans, but would not think well to be the 
possession of a master'). It is worth noting here that Critolaus' own language mirrors that of the state 
documents and that his argument implies a utility to being a friend of the Romans. 

59 Other Greek expressions of developing identity with Rome: SIG3 694, lines 44-48, which relates 
an Elaean prayer after a treaty of alliance with Rome "for the safety of the demos and the Roman people"; 
I.Metrop., lines 39-40, honouring Apollonius for the "eunoia he showed to Roman interests and the city" in 
the war against Aristonicus; Claros, Polemaios, col. III, lines 2-5, who carried himself in a manner worthy of 
Claros and the Romans. 
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as a part of their own self-interest; that is, a power to whom they gave up a measure of 

their absolute autonomy in exchange for benefits (including the protection of their 

autonomy from other, autocratic powers) and with whom they increasingly came to 

consider themselves indissolubly related in a greater Roman imperial state. Freedom 

retained a pragmatic meaning that helped to defme the terms of the Romans' hegemony as 

one that eschewed notions of subjection in favour of mutual goodwill, benefit and self-

interest. 

I have tried to demonstrate that the other side to the discourse and narrative of 

freedom as well as the reciprocal mode of interaction was the gradual development of an 

imperial discourse, of a growing consensus about the superiority, longevity and operation 

of Roman power, and an identity with and within it. In looking to the latter, one might 

note discreet examples such as Menippos of Colophon having been chosen not only as an 

envoy by his city on their behalf, but also by the Romans as their agent in the region, 

thereby drawing their interests closely together with Colophon;60 or the decision of a 

Delian priest in 101 to dedicate a statue to Mithridates Eupator on behalf of his city and 

the Roman people, apparently confident in knowing and speaking for the interests of the 

Romans;61 or the Elaeans' characterization of the war against Aristonicus- a war Rome 

took on to defend the freedom it had just awarded the cities of the former Attalid kingdom 

- as a joint venture.62 By the Mithridatic war, of course, Ephesus was fighting for the 

common interests ofRoman hegemony and Greek freedom, while Stratonicea was said to 

6° Claros, Menippos, col. III, lines 6-9. 
61 !.Delos 1562. 
62 S/G3 694, lines 44-48; cf. the Metropolitans rejoiced at fighting with the Romans (l.Metrop). 
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have fought for the Roman res publica and its own interests.63 Throughout the period, 

more generally, we have seen the significance of friendship and goodwill to the 

development of a sense of loyalty to a new Roman world order; how patronage linked 

individual cities to the dynamics of domestic power politics at Rome; the evolution of 

traditional koina into the apparatus of the imperial state; and that in all of this there 

developed a shared conception of time and space calibrated around Roman hegemony. 

By the time of Augustus, in fact, we can see a marked shift away from the us/them 

dichotomy toward a collective sense of 'we'. This consensus was made possible by the 

singular charismatic authority of Augustus himself, who was a focal point for Roman 

citizens and subjects alike and with whose person citizen and non-citizen alike had a 

shared relationship. Thus in the Calendar Decree of 9 BCE we find the provincial 

magistrate and the provincial koinon jointly coming to the decision that Augustus might be 

best honoured by starting the provincial new year on his birthday. Not only do both sides 

employ the first person collective pronoun, implicating one's self and the other in the same 

interest (not always, admittedly, unambiguously), but more telling still each has justified 

their decision in a manner that collectivizes them: for the proconsul Fabius, Augustus's 

birth was "the beginning of all things" and a "common good fortune for mankind" for he 

accomplished great things for the "whole global order" ofthings;64 for the koinon of Asian 

63 I.Eph. 8; RDGE 18. 
64 RDGE 65a, lines 4-9: [n6T]\'POV ~oEiwv ~ wc:pEA[q.tw]T[€pa £]crTtV ~ TOU 9EtoT<XTOU Kaicrapo<; 

YEVE9Ato<; ~\lEpa, ~v Tfjt TWV TI<XVTWV apxfjt tOl']t OtKaiw<; a:v dvat un[oM]~Ot\lEV, Kat d ll~ Tfjt c:pucrt, TWt YE 
XPl'JOl\lWt, Et YE ou8£[ v 0 Nxt 8taTIEtmov Kat d<; awxe<; \lETa~E~l']KO<; axfl!la avwpewcrEV' ELEpav TE £8wKEV 
mivn TWt KOO\lWt o¢tv, ~8tcrTa a:v OE~a\lEVWt c:p9op<iv, d ll~ TO KOtVOV n<iv-rwv EUTUXl']lla ETIEYEVV~9l']t 
Kal:crap (' ... whether more pleasant or more beneficial is the birthday of the most divine Caesar, which we 
must justly compare to the beginning of all things. If there is nothing which had fallen to pieces and into 
misfortune that he has not changed or restored - if not in nature, at least in utility - he has given a different 
appearance to the whole cosmos, which would have accepted ruin sweetly, if as the common good fortune of 
all mankind Caesar had not been born.'). 
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Greeks, Augustus, whose birth was "the beginning of glad tidings for the world," had 

come "for the benefit of mankind" and was endowed with such virtue by Providence that 

neither past, nor even future benefactors could exceed him. 65 Augustus, and his imperial 

successors, of course, solidified their positions through the institution of the imperial cult, 

which would see them worshipped as divinities. Yet, as we have seen, this sense of 

charismatic and divine individual power had its roots firmly in the frrst century (and before 

that a collective Roman power in the second century) that saw collectivizing around 

leading figures like Pompey, Caesar, Antony, and the young Octavian. 

Ando has recently argued that the longevity of the Roman empire was due to its 

success in creating and sustaining a consensus- an imperial ideology. 66 He investigates 

the development, operation and implications of this consensus in transforming the 

imperium of disparate and conquered territories into a vast communis patria of like-minded 

denizens. His work is a self-confessed "essay", a sketch of a different way to look at the 

Roman Empire, to understand Romanitas in a more potent and complex form, through 

different forms of written and visual communications. 67 I hope to have added something to 

Ando's discussion, to have demonstrated that by looking at the communications of the 

65 RDGE 65d, lines 32-41: £rrE[tS~ ~ 9Eiwc;] StcrcO:~acra rov ~iov ~}IWV rrp6vota crrrouS~v 
EicrEV[EVKa}l]EV11 Kat cptAOTl}ltav TO TEAllOTarov rGn ~iwt StEKOO}lll[OEV ayaeov] EVEVKa}lEVll rov LE~acrr6v' 
OV de; EUEpyEcriav avepw[rrwv] EITA~pwcrEV &:pnfjc;, <W>crrrEp ~}lElV Kat ro1c; }IE9' ~[}lac; crwrflpa xaptcra}IEV11] 
rov rraucravra }lEV ITOAE}IOV, KOO}l~crovra [Sf: dp~VllV, £mcpavEtc; Sf:] 6 Ka1crap rae; £;\rr{Sac; rwv 
rrpoAa~6vrwv [EuavyEAla rrO:vrwv UITEp]E911KEV, ou }IOVOV roue; rrpo aurou yEyov6r[ac; EUEpy€rac; 
urrEp~aAO}lEVoc;, a;\;\' ouS' £v ro1c; EOO}lEVOtc; £;\rriS[a urroAmwv urrEp~ol\fjc;,] ~p~EV Sf: t'Wl KOO}lWl rwv St' 
aurov EuavyEAi[wv ~ YEVE9Atoc; ~}IE]pa rou 9EOU ('Since divine Pronoia, which has arranged our lives, 
employing zeal and ardor has also arranged the very end of our life as good by producing Augustus, whom 
for the benefit of mankind she has filled with virtue, as if[to favour] us and those after us with a saviour, 
who stops war, arranges [peace; (and since) with his appearance] Caesar exceeded the hopes of[all] those 
who received good tidings] before us, not only surpassing those who had been [benefactors] before him, but 
not even [leaving any] hope [of surpassing (him)] in those who will come; and since the beginning of glad 
tidings on his account for the world was [the birthday] of the god ... '). 

66 C. Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty in the Roman Empire (Berkeley 2000). 
67 Ando, Imperial Ideology, xiii. 
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Republic we can contextualize his general claim for the development of a consensual 

empire, even uncover its genealogy in the second and first centuries BCE. Using the 

communications contained in the documents of state we can better understand how the 

Romans' hegemony in the East developed, how it transcended state apparatus to be 

transacted as a series of dynamic actions and exchanges between ruler and ruled, how this 

in itself structured relations, how consensus developed around the hegemony of the 

Romans, and how (at the very least) the Ephesians could speak ofupholding the Kotva 

£.Aw8e:p{a and the ~yqtov{a 'Pwlla{wv. 
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APPENDIX I: £A.eu8ep{a and libertas in State Documents 

Date Reference Findspot 

190 RDGE 35, 11. Heraclea ad 
10-11 Latmum 

189 RDGE 1, A.3, Delphi 
5; B.3, 5, C.4 

186 SIG3 613, 1. Delphi 
18-19 

175-160 RDG£7,1.49 Magnesiaad 
Mae an drum 

17110 RDGE 40, 1. Delphi 
20; cp. 11. 11 
&28 

167 SEG LUI 658, Maronea 
1.9 

167 IGRP I 61, 11. Rome 
1&4 

154-149 SJG3 675, 1. Oropus 
20-24 

144/3 RDGE 43, 1. Dyme 
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Language & Context 

Senate grants EAEU8Ep{a to Heraclea and 
OO'<Xt rn.llv T~V E:m-rpon~v 

Senate grants the polis EAEU8Ep{a and 
declares the Delphians au-rov611ot K<Xt 
EAEU8£pot 

honorand achieved every advantage from 
Rome to the Amphictyonic Council and 
-rotc; liU.Otc; "EAAytcrtv -rotc; ai.poullEVOtc; 
-r~v EAEU8Ep{av K<XlOflllOKpa-r{av 

Senate appoints an EAEU8Epoc; 8f\11oc; to 
arbitrate dispute between Magnesia and 
Priene 

vitriol against Perseus who was looking to 
enslave (Ka-ra8ouA.wcrEt) the Greeks and 
do away with the £A.EU8Ep{a 

treaty of friendship and alliance between 
Rome and Maronea & Aenos, whom L. 
Mummius judged EAEU8£pouc; Kat 
1tOAtTEUOllEVOUc; 

Lycian League praises Rome restitutei in 
maiorum leibertatem (= KOlltO'allEVOV -r~v 
na-rptov OflllOKpa-riav) 

£~av8pano8tcr88crav is contrasted with 
oOO'IXV E:v TEt 'Pw11aiwv qnA.{at Kat mcr-r£1; 
Oropus recovers its na-rpic; and was 
released (Kcx:TEAytAu8£vat) from the 
Achaean League 

a disruption in the city by malcontents led 
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15 to actions that were Tfj<.; arro0£001-lEVf\<.; 
Ka-ra Kotvov -ro1<.; "EAA.11ow £f..eu8epia<.; 
af.Ao-rpl.a Kal -rfj<.; ~llETEpa<.; rrpoatpEOEW<.; 

132 I.Metrop. Metropolis Senate restores £f..w8epia to all Attalid 
A.15, 16, 19, cities; Metropolis fights on behalf of this 
21,33 EAEU8Epia arro8t80llEVf\ 

120s Claros Claros/Colophon Menippos freed ( £f..w8£pwoe) the people 
Menippos from paying pledges and from the power 
Col. I, 1.38 ofthe governor 

1stc RDGE 53, 1. 4 Ilium fragmentary reference to £f..eu8epav and 
af..a-r6pyf\TOV 

86/5 I.Eph, 11. 13, Ephesus Ephesians declare war on Mithridates 
49 urr£p TE Tfj<.; 'PwllalWV ~YEllOVta<.; Kal Tfj<.; 

Kotvfj<.; £f..w8epia<.; 

85-80 ILS 176, 1.3 Rome Ephesus gives thanks to Rome for 
recognizing their £f..Sw8epia 

78 RDGE22,Gr. Rome awards Ascelpius et al. the right to have 
1. 19; Lat. 1. suits by or against them tried in an 
(8) £f..eu8epa rr6At<.; (civitas Iibera) 

72 lex Ant. Term. Termessus citizens ofTermessus are described as 
19,1.7 Maior leiberi, amicei, socieique populi Romani 

sunto who legibus sueis utunto 

62/1 CRAI 1969, Mytilene Theophanes is praised for recovering the 
42-64, no.2, ancestral freedom ( avaKOlltOOFEVOV ... 
1.5 -rav mhptov £A£u8epiav) of the polis 

56 RDGE24, Salona C. Gavinus makes a speech before Caesar 
1.13 about £A.w8epia of the Issians 

post 48 RDGE 54, Pergamum Caesar confirms rights to the city and 
1.(7) EAEU8Epa, aUTOVOlla, avdcrcpopa and 

acpopof..6y11-ra have been suggested as 
reconstructions 
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42-30 RDGE 58, Rhosus (Syria) grants Seleucus the right to give suit or 
1.55 hear his suit in a £v rroAEow £Aw8£pat<.; 

38 Aphrod. 8, 11. Aphrodisias Aphrodisias is acknowledged as being 
46, 52, 54, 60, EAEU8Ep0l, aTEAEl<.; TE Kat a8rn.lOOlWVflTOl 
61 

38 Aphrod. 13, 1. Aphrodisias Augustus refuses Samos £At::u8Ep{a which 
2 he describes as -ro miv-rwv lJ.Eyto-rov 

qnAav8pwrrov 

sub RDGE73, Mytilene fragmentary reconstruction EAE[ u8Ep{a] 
Caesare? (B.6) 

post 28 Aphrod. 7, 1. 9 Aphrodisias Caesar and Antony reward loyalty, likely 
EAEu8Epov refers to a freeman 
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APPENDIX II: a\rrovouia in State Documents 

Date Reference Findspot Language & Context 

196 SIG3 591, 11. Lampsacus honorand got assurances from L. 
34, 75 Flamininus that when a treaty was made 

with Philip, he would look to preserve 
their [8rn..toKpa}dav Kat -r~v au-rovolliav 
Kat -r~v Eip~[vt'lv]; later at Corinth he 
approached the 10 legates and looked to 
get assurances about their 
(au'tOVOl-t0Ul-tEVf'1V]Katbf'1l-t0Kpa-roul-tEVf'1V 

191 RDGE 37, 1. Delphi M'. Acilius Glabrio promises to work in 
10 Rome(?) to protect the au'tOVOl..lla of the 

polis and the temple 

189 RDGE 1, A.3, Delphi Senate proclaims the Delphians 
5; B.3, 5; C. au-rov6l..lOU~KatEA£u9£pou~ 
(4) 

186/4 SIG3 613a, 11. Delphi preface speaks of Amphictyonic League 
3-4 arro 'tWV au-rOVOl..lWV £9vwv Kat 

bf'1l-t0Kpa'tOUl..lEVWV 1tOAEWV 

182 Asylia 179, 1. 6 Delphi Eumenes II is praised for efforts for the 
sake of preserving the umi:pxoua[av 
au-rov ]ol..liav 

167 SEG LIII 658, Marone a Maronea and Aenos are judged by L. 
1.9 Aemilius Paullus as £A£u9£pou~ Kat 

1tOAl't£UOl..lEVOU~ l..l£(9' au]-rwv 

120s Claros Colophon Menippos succeeds in freeing the 
Menippos, inhabitants from the power of the 
Col. II, 11. 39- governor, and n1~ £rrapxda~ &:rro -rf)~ 
40 aU'tOVOl..l{a~ XWpta9£iaf'1~ 

55 RDGE 25, 1. 5 Mytilene fragmentary reference to perhaps 
[ au-rov ]ol..l{av 
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55-44 Ath.Mitt. 1909, Mytilene Pergamum praises Caesar as saviour and 
pp. 329-340, benefactor for restoring the city as i£pa 
no.2 [Ka1 &cruA.ov Ka1 atrr6vo}lOV] 

post 48 RDGE 54, 11. Pergamum Caesar confirms rights to the city and 
(7), (36) EA£U8£pa, aUTOVO}la, av£icr<popa and 

a<popoA.6y11-ra have been suggested as 
reconstructions 

42-30 RDGE 58, 1. Rhosus (Syria) is addressed as 'Pwcr€wv -rfl<; i£pfr<; Ka1 
(4) acruA.ou Kat [aUTOVO}l]Ou apxoucrt, KTA. 

sub RDGE26, Mytilene fragmentary conclusion of the treaty 
Augusto E.l4 speaks of"anva qnA.av8p[wrra----

aUTO)VO}lOU O~}l(OU----) 
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APPENDIX III: 8m.toKpa-da in State Documents 

Date Reference Findspot Language & Context 

196 SJG3 591, 11. 34 Lampsacus honorand got assurances from L. 
& 75 Flamininus that when a treaty was made 

with Philip, he would look to preserve 
their (bf\l.lOKpa]ttaV KUl tllV UUtOVOl.llUV 
Kai t~v tip~ [ VflV ]; later at Corinth he 
approached the 10 legates and looked to 
get assurances about their 
(aUtOVOl.lOUl.lEVflV]Kalbfll.lOKpatOUl.lEVflV 

186 SJG 613a, 11.A. Delphi Amphictyony claims to be composed of 
4, 19; B.2 arro tWV autOVOl.lWV £8vwv Kat 

8rwoKpatOUl.lEVWV rr6.A.Ewv; and later on 
refers to advantages gained for the 
Amphictyony and tote; a.A..A.otc; "EAAflOlV 
tete; atpOUl.lEVotc; t~V £.A.Eu8Ep{av KUl 
bfll.lOKpatiav 

179 IOSPE 402, 1. 23 Chersonesus oaths given by Pharnaces to Chersonesus 
oblige him to "protect the bfll.lOKpatia as 
much as is in my power" 

170 RDGE40, Delphi vitrio 1 against Perseus suggests he was 
praescr. 2 [ = plotting rraol Tote; bf1l.lOKpatOUl.lEVOlc; TWV 
SJG3 613b] 'E.A..A.~vwv 

167 IGRP 1.61, 1. 4 Rome Lycian League sets up honorary 
inscription at Rome praising them for 
restoring maiorum leibertatem and r~v 
mhptov bfll.lOKpariav 

143 * RDGE 43, 11. 9- Dyme seems to suggest that Sosus was setting 
10 up something of a tyranny, which was 

"contrary to the £.A.w8Epia and rro.A.trEia 
restored to the Greeks by the Romans" 
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130 *!.Metropolis Metropolis EA£U8Epta of those formerly under the 
rule of the Attalid kingdom is contrasted 
with Aristonicus, who looked "to crown 
himself contrary to the decree of the 
Romans and the will of the people" 

129 SIG3 694, 11. 30- Elaea seems there may have been a treaty b/n 
31 Elaea and Rome, which was set up beside 

the statue of Demokratia 

125 Worrle, Chiron Pergamum speaks of "when things changed into 
30, 1.11 OfH.lOKpa·r{a", which seems to be a 

reference to either the death of Attalus or 
defeat of Aristonicus 

88-84 SEG XXX 80 Athens fragmentary popular decree that mentions 
f:v of\}lOKpa-rt<;(, probably in the sense of a 
political regime after the tyranny of 
Aristion in 88 and anarcheia of 87 

120s Claros, Men., Colophon refers to the Senate's decision that outside 
col. II, 11. 5-7 the province the governor cannot meddle 

as "a response made to conform to 
democracy and very good" (i8u .. 0-ra-rov 
-rf\t Of'\}lOKpa-r{at Kat Kai\Atcr-rov £vEyKa<; 
UltOKpt}la) 

44 OGIS 449, 11. 5-6 Pergamum Pergamum honours P. Servilius Isauricus 
for "restoring the ancestral laws and 
democracy unfettered" ( arroOEOWKO'ta -rf\t 
rr6A.£t -roue; rra-rp{ou~ v6}lou~ Kat -r~v 
Of'\}lOKpa-r{av aoouA.w-rov) 
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APPENDIX IV: Enjoying one's own Laws 

Date Reference Findspot Language & Context 

2ndc *RDGE 41 Eresus (Lesbos) highly fragmentary document that 
contains the words Kcmx A.6yov £y[ ---] 

190 RDGE 35, 1. 12 Heraclea ad Scipio gives the community EAEU8Ep{a, 
Latmum which he seems to define as E'xouow u[<p' 

au-roue; mi]vra ra CXUTW}l noAtTEUE08at 
KCXTU muc; U}lETEpouc; VO}lOU<; 

189/88 *SIG3 611, 11. Delphi the Senate claimed Delphi had the 
17-20 following powers: "to evict whom you 

wish and permit you to settle among you 
those pleasing to the League of Delphi" 

167 *SEG LUI 658, Marone a Maronea and Aenos are judged by 
1.9 L.Aemilius Paullus as EAEU8£pouc; Kat 

noAtTEUO}lEVouc; }lE[8' au]Twv 

144 *RDGE 43, 11. 9- Dyme Sosus is reprimanded for "writing laws 
10, 18-19 contrary to the no'AtTEia restored by the 

Romans" 

140 (?) *RDGE 9, 11. 59- Narthacium Narthacium argues that they had already 
54 won a positive verdict in their land claim, 

Kcmx VO}lOUc; roue; eEcrm:xA.wv, oic; [v6]}.10tc; 
?we; ra [v]Dv xpwv[r]cn, oi)c; v611ouc; T{roc; 
Ko{)'Knoc; un:aroc; an:o rf\c; TWV 8~a 
n:pEcr~wrwv yvw}ll'lc; i£8wKEV Kai Kara 86y11a 
ouyK'Ar\rou 

120s Claros Men. col. Claros Menippos maintained the KUpiec; Of: roue; 
I, 11. 24-25, 40- VO}lOuc;; and earlier Colophon spoke of a 
41 time when Romans "transferred 

jurisdiction from our laws to their own 
power" 
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llOs 

81 

81 

80 

80-78 

73 

44 

38 

26 

Claros Pol., Col. Claros 
II, 11. 56-62 

RDGE 17, 1. 11 Tabae 

RDGE 18, ll. 49 
&91 

RDGE 70, 11. 15-
16 

*RDGE 21, 1. 
(17) 

Lex Ant. Term. 
11. 8, 9-10 

Stratonicea 

Chios 

Thasos 

Termessus 
Maior 

OGIS 449, 11. 4-6 Pergamum 

Aphrod. 8, 11. 47, Aphrodisias 
62 

*IGRP IV 38, 1. Mytilene 
12 
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Polemaios made a trip to the governor 
and preserved -ra Kpi}la:Ta Ka:i -rov 
noA.Ei-r11v Ka:i -rou<; v611ou<; a~A.a:~£t<; ; 
later another actions is taken £va:v-riou 
TOt<; VO}lOl<; 

Su11a granted people ofTabae a:u-rot<; Tot<; 
VO}lOt<; a:ip£cr£ow 

Senate grants Stratonicea onw<; XPWVT<Xl 
[OtKa:im<; t£ K]a:i v6}lot<; Ka:i £8tcr}l[ ot<; TOt<; 
ioiot<; np6t£pov [£xpwvTO] 

Senate decreed that VO}lOt<; T£ Ka:i £8£mv 
Ka:t OtK<XlOl<; x[pwv ha:t a E<JXOV OT£ Tf\ 
'Pw}la:iwv qnA.i~ npocrf\A.Sov 

the Senate cruvqwpTJcrcv l'va: xpa:cr[S - -
VO}lOt<;? - - -] -rou-rot<; rot<;[----] 

eique (sc. Termessiani) legibus sueis ita 
utunto, itaque ieis omnibus sueis 
legibus ... utei liceto 

Pergamum honours P. Servilius Isauricus 
for "restoring the ancestral laws and 
democracy unfettered" ( ano0£0WKOta: tf\l 
n6A.£t -rou<; na:-rpiou<; VO}lOU<; Ka:t T~v 
OTJ}lOKpa:-r{a:v aOOUAWTOV) 

Aphrodisias made EA£U8£pot and r<f> 
OtKa:i<p Ka:t -ra:l<; [i8ia:t<; Kpicr£crtv] 
... xpf\cr8a:t (47); and v6}lot<; t£ i8iot<; 
n[a:-rpi]ot<; Ka:t OU<; &v }l£Ta Ta:uta: EV 
E<XUTOt<; KUpWcrW<JlV XPWV[Ta:t) 

context unclear, but there is a mention of 
EK -rwv ioiwv A.6ywv 
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Date 

189 

150-
100 

84 

78 

48 

42 

42-30 

38 

Reference 

RDGE 1, ll. A.3; 
B.3 

RDGE 44, 1. 6 

RDGE 49, 1. 10 

RDGE 22, 1. 12 

APPENDIX V: Immunities 

Findspot I Language & Context 

avElcr<pop{a (immunity from tribute) 

Delphi Senate grants avEur<popia to Delphi; and 
asylia to the Apollo Temple, and £A.cu8Epia 
Kat atrrovo}lia to the city 

Thebes 

Cos 

Rome 

Roman magistrate grants Theban city 
aVElcr<pop{a (as well as a'tEAia, 
UVE1tlO'ta8llEU'tOc;, aAEl'tOUpy{a) 

Sulla confirms the privileges given to the 
Artists of Dionysus, including }l~'tE nva 
[Eicrcpopav ~ 8ami]vac; Eicrcp£pE'tE 

Senate grants avEw<pop{a Kai aAEl'toupy{a 
to Asclepius et al. and to their descendants 

*RDGE 54, 1. (7) Pergamum Caesar seems to be confirming Pergamene 
privileges for the sake ofMithridates, and 
avElcr<pop{a has been hesitantly 
reconstructed 

RDGE 57, 11. 14- Tralles 
18; B.9, 12 

RDGE 58, 11. 10, 
20 

*Aphrod. 13 

Rho sus 
(Syria) 

Aphrodisias 

M. Antonius grants n}liwv Kat 
<plAav8pwrr<WV> 't~c; acr'tpa'ttucriac; Kat 
UAEl'tOUpyrtcriac; micrrtc; Kat avEmcr'taS}lEiac; 
Kat T~c; rrEpt 't~V rrav~yuplV EKEXElpiac; Kat 
acruA.iac; Kat rrop<pupac; to the 'Guild of 
Worldwide Wreath-Wearing Victors in the 
Sacred Games'; other fragments mention 
ll~TE Eicr<popa(c;], [}l~TE] dcrcpopac; 
cr'tpa'tci~[c;], and 't~V aVElcr<pop{av 

Caesar grants Roman citizenship and 
aVElcr<popia to Seleucus of Rho sus and his 
family 

Augustus refuses to grant Samos E:A.cu8Epia, 
claiming it has nothing to do with the 
revenues that come to the state treasury 
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a·r£J\aa (immunity from taxes) 

170 ISE 42, 1. 13 Argos proxeny decree for Gn. Octavius, whom the 
Argives declare aTEAEta 

150- RDGE 44, 1. 6 Thebes Roman magistrate grants Theban city 
100 avEta<popia (as well as a-rEA{a, 

avEma-ra8l!EUTO<;, aAEt mupy{a) 

47-6? RDGE 26, B.28- Mytilene Caesar assures Mytilene that he will not 
30 grant a-rEAta to any of their citizens and 

thereby deprive the community of its 
revenue 

38 Aphrod, 8, 11. 30, Aphrodisias Senate grants aTEAEta to Aphrodisias 
54,61 

1 RDGE 69, 1. 12 Nysa local citizen honoured for restoring sacred 
writings and evidence of its asylia and 
a-rEAEta 

a<popof.oy~crta (immunity from tribute) 

193 RDGE 34, 11. 20- Teos M. Valerius makes the city and their temple 
21 acrUAOV Kat a<popOAOYYJTOV ano TOU O~l!OU 

-roO 'Pwllaiwv 

164? ISE 169, 1. 31 Ala banda local man travels to Rome, probably 
84? asserting Alabanda's claim to immunity, and 

was successful in getting their a<popof.y~crta 
recognized by the Senate 

aAEl'tOupy~pta (immunity from public/civic duties) 

150- RDGE 44, 1. 5 Thebes Roman magistrate grants Theban city 
100 UVElO"<j)Op{a (as well as U'tEAla, 

UVE1tlO"Ta8llEUTO<;, aAEl mupy{a) 

1 stc RDGE 53, 1. 5 Ilium fragmentary references to [EAEt-r]oupyYJTOV 

84 RDGE 49, B. 4 Cos Sulla confirms the privileges given to the 
&9 Artists of Dionysus, including 

al\a TO u PY11 cria<; 
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78 RDGE 22, 1. 12 Rome Senate grants avno<.pop{a Kai cXAt:rroupy{a to 
Asclepius et al. and to their descendants 

42-33 RDGE 57, 1. 15 Tralles M. Antonius grants af.Erroupy11oia along with 
a host of other immunities (above) to the 
'Guild ofWorldwide Wreath-Wearing 
Victors in the Sacred Games' 

38 Aphrod. 8, 1. 44 Aphrodisias Senate grants a~[thouf?y~rr[ov ?avdoc.pop]9v 
TE to Aphrodisias 

avEmo-ra9lJ.EUna (immunity from billeting) 

150- RDGE 44, 1. 5 Thebes Roman magistrate grants Theban city 
100 avEto<.pop{a (as well as a-rEAta, 

cXVE1tlOTa9lJ.EUTO<;, cXAElTOUpy{a) 

127 *SEG LI 1495 Bargasal Apollonius convinces Aquillius not to quarter 
Pigidna his troops in their loyal city 

84 RDGE 49, B. 12 Cos Sulla confirms the privileges given to the 
Artists ofDionysus, including 
avEmo-ra9lJ.EUna 

72 * lex Ant. Term. Termessus law forbids magistrates from wintering troops 
co 1 II, 11. 4-13 Maior in the town (unless by explicit order of the 

Senate) 

42-33 RDGE 57, 11. 15- Tralles M. Antonius grants avEmo-ra9lJ.da and 
16 various other immunities (above) to the 

'Guild ofWorldwide Wreath-Wearing 
Victors in the Sacred Games' 

38 * Aphrod. 8, 11. Aphrodisias magistrates are forbidden from billeting, 
33-34 quartering or requesting victuals 

ao-rpaTEUOla (exemption from military contributions) 

84 RDGE 49, B. 12 Cos Sulla confirms the privileges given to the 
Artists ofDionysus, including those from 

' o-r pa-r Eta 
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42-33 RDGE 57, 1. 14 Tralles M. Antonius grants acrrpa-rwoia and various 
other immunities( above) to the 'Guild of 
Worldwide Wreath-Wearing Victors in the 
Sacred Games' 

tmE~ElPf\llEVOV (exempt) 

101 RDGE 12, 1. 8 Pergamum, Senate exempts (urrE~Elprn1£vov) Pergamene 
Smyrna, land from Roman publicani 
Ephesus 

73 RDGE 23, 11. 20, Or opus lands were exempted (urrE~Etprn..t£vov) from 
25,33,35,66 the publicani in the law of contracts 

71 *SIG3 748, 1. 29 Gythea Gythea was exempted ( ouK ElOf\VEVKall.EV) 
from giving victuals to the Roman army 
against Mithridates 

abf\ll.OOH.0Vf\TO<; (immunity from pub/icani) 

38 Aphrod. 8, 1. 60 Aphrodisias Aphrodisians were deemed not liable to the 
publicani ( abf\ll.OOlWVf\TO<;), as well as being 
EAEU8Ep0l Kat aTEA~ 
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